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Res~.gnses to Comments Raised by the DEIS/MP



Introduction

This Appendix, Responses to Comments Raised by the DEIS/MP,
summarizes the comments received on the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement/Management Plan (DEIS/MP) prepared for the
proposed Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary (OCNMS). This
document also provides NOAA’s responses to these comments in
accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
NOAA’s responses to comments are also provided via appropriate
expansion, clarification, or revision of the DEIS/MP.

The Sanctuaries and Reserves Division (SRD) received 666
written comments during the comment period from September 20, and
November 27, 1991 from individuals, organizations,
business/industry and local, tribal, state and Federal
government. In addition , 137 statements were presented at six
public hearings that were held November 6-20, 199]..

These comments contributed to the evolution of NO~’s
policies concerning the proposed Sanctuary. This volume
clarifies the issues expressed by the commenters, and presents
NOAA’s final position on actions necessary for the long-term
protection of the resources and qualities of the OCNMS.

All lettersv documents, and scientific papers were read and
divided into five categories: individuals, government,
organizations, business/industry, and public hearing transcipts.
Each comment was carefully analyzed and groupd into one of twelve
issues. NOAA’s response is printed following eaclh comment.

Table 1 is a matrix that reflects issues raised by
government officials and agencies, organizations, and
business/industry. An X is placed next to the commenter’s name
or group for each issue they commented on.

Individuals who commented on the DEIS/MP and are not
reflected in Table 1 are listed in Table 9. Copies of all
written comments and public hearing transcipts are available for
review during normal business hours at:

Jefferson County Library
P.O. Box 990
Port Hadlock, WA
(206) 385-6544

North Olympic Library System
207 S. Lincoln
Port Angeles, WA
(206) 452-9253
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Government Publica~tions Division
University of WashineFhon Library
F.M. -25
Seattle, WA
(206) 543-9158

Grays Harbor College
John Spellman Library
1.620 Edward Smith Drive
Aberdeen, WA
(1206) 532-9020

Washington State Library
Government Publication~ Divsion
16th and Water
Olympia, WA 98504-247~B
(206) 753-5590

North Olympic Library ~ystem
Forks Branch
P.O. Box 1817
224 Forks Ave.
Forks, WA 98331
(206) 374-6402
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Table 2. Issues Raised by Government Agencies
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Table 3. Issues Raised by Organizations.
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Table 3. Issues Raised by Organizations.
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Table 3. Issues Raised by Organizations.
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Table 4. Issues Raised by Business/Industry
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Table 5. Issues Raised By Educational Institutions.
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Acronym
APA
ATBA
BIA
COE
CVTMS
DEIS/MP

DNR
EPA
ESA
FAA
FDA
FEIS/MP

FWPCA
IMO
MARPOL

MBTA
MMPA
MMS
MPRSA

NEPA
NERRS
NMFS
NOAA

NPS
OCS
OMS
OPA 90
PFMC
SAC
SEL
USFWS
UNCLOS III

WDF
WDH
WDOE

Meaning__
Administrative Procedure Act
Area To Be Avoided
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Corps of ]:’:ngineers
Cooperative Vessel Traffic Management System
Draft Env:[ronmental ~[mpact

Statement/Management Plarl
Washington Department of Natural Resources
Environmental Prc,tection Agency
Endangered Species Act
Federal Aviation AdminJost~.?aticn
Food and+ [)rug Administration
Final Environmental Impact

Statement/Management Plan
Federal Water Pollution Control +~ct
International Maritime Organization
International Conference on Mari~,e Pollution,

1973
Migratory Bird Treaty Act
Marine Mal~mal Protection Act
Minerals Management Servic~e
Marine Prc.’tection Research and S~:nctuaries

Act
National Enviror~ental Policy Ac’t~
National Estuarine Re:search Reserve System
National Marine Fisheries Service.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Aclministration
National Park Se:~lice
Outer Continental Shelf
Office of Marine Safety
Oil Pollution Act of 1990
Pacific Fishery Management CouncJ[l
Sanctuary Advisory Committee
Site E~valuation List
United States Fish andWildlife Service
Third United Nations Confel~ence on the Law of

the Sea
Washington Department of Fisheries
Washington Department of Health
Washington Department of Ecoloq~f
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ISSUE: BOUNDARIES
BOUNDARY ALTERNATIVE 1

Comment: NOAA should choose boundary alternative 1 because:
i) it: contains most of the unique ecological features off
the Washington Coast; 2) NOAA can offer greater protection
to the coastal features than the resources further offshore
in the event of a spill of hazardous materials; and 3)
vessel traffic would be least: affected, thereby ensuring
safer seas.

Response: NOAA disagrees. Boundary alternative 1
contains most of the ecological features visible above the
sea surface. However, a marine sanctuary should encompass a
discrete ecological unit with definable boundaries (16
U.S.C. § 1433 (b) (i) (F)). The marine mammals and seabirds
that transit the waters off the Olympic Peninsula and
colonize the offshore rocks and islands forage in the rich
waters and benthic communities over and on the continental
shelf. The shelf is broad off the Strait of Juan de Fuca.
The seaward extent of the shelf coupled with the upwelling
produced from the Juan de Fuca Canyon are the physical
parameters that support the food chain from the plankton to
the marine mammals and seabirds. The offshore rocks and
intertidal communities are only one habitat within the
marine ecosystem off the Olympic Coas£. Therefore, the
marine sanctuary should encompass the ecologically
significant offshore waters.

With respect to NOAA,s ability to protect the offshore
waters in the event of a spill, NOAA agrees that there is
little that can be done once a spill has occurred. The high
seas would most likely render response capabilities
ineffectiveu However, NOAA will coordinate with the U.S.
Coast Guard~ the Washington State Office of Marine Safety,
and the coastal tribes to ensure that there is an adequate
response capability for the coastal waters, intertidal
regions, and beaches along the sanctuary including seabird
and marine mammal rescue capabilities.

Extension of the Sanctuary boundary to the shelf edge
provides a buffer area for protecting the coastal resources.
NOAA is working with the U.S. Coast Guard to develop a
proposal for an Area to be Avoided (ATBA) from the shoreward
boundary to 25 nautical miles offshore of the Olympic
Peninsula. This ATBA is designed to provide sufficient time
to respond to a vessel that loses power off the Olympic
Peninsula. The ATBA is compatible with many of the existing
voluntarily adhered to traffic patterns along the coast and
thus adds only minimal time and distance to transits between
the Strait of Juan de Fuca and destinations to the south.
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BOUNDARY ALTERNATIVE 2

Comment: NOAA should choose bounda~-y alternative 2 as the
preferred alternative.

Response: NOAA disagrees for the s~Lme reasons stated
in response to the previous comment~ TitLe seaward extent of
boundary alternative 2, wlhich approximates the 50 fathom
isobath, has no relation to the seaward extent 9f the
coastal ecosystem ~

BOUNDARY ALTERNATIVE 3

Comment: NOAA should choose boundary alternatile 3 as the
preferred alternative.

Response: ~ourLdary Alternative 3 excludes ihe Juan de
Fuca Canyon, which is one of the richest region~ of the
offshore oceanic’ ecosystem. It also ~’~ ex~.iudes s)me of the
highest concentrations of human uses which threlten the
health of the marine ecosystem off the OZympic ?eninsula.

Comment: NOAA should not choo:se boundary alter~lative 3 as
the preferred alternative because it will be to,) restrictive
for vessel traffic.

Response: NOAA is proposing no regulation~ that will
unduly restrict vessel traffic~ (See response ":o comment on
boundary alternative i).

BOUNDARY ALTERNATIVE 4

Comment: NOAA should select boundary alternati,~e 4 as the
preferred alternative because: i) many of the ~Lnique
unspoiled ecological[ resources that might be si,~nificantly
impacted by oil are located in the physically c.~,mplex area
north of Pt. Grenville including areas of subma~-ine canyons,
productive fishing grounds, and coastal feature~ that are
critical habitat; 21) Sanctuary status in the ~E~o~L~thern
portion of the study area would conflict with s l:ate managed
activities such as dredgecl material disposal, w~ile most of
the shoreline in the north has little commercia~ activity;
and 3) NOAA can enlarge the boundary in the f~t~re.

Response: NOAA agrees. One of the ~ost va~] uable
qualities of the Olympic ]?eninsula is that it i:~ undeveloped
and relatively pristine. NOAA recognizes that ~he southern
portion of the boundary is much more developed, especially
with respect to the harbor maintenance activities in Grays
Harbor. Further, the rocky intertidal habitats in the north
are much more sensitive to pollution from oil ard gas
compared to the sandy beach environments in the southern
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portion of the study area. In the event of a spill of
hazardous materials, experts predict that it would take
years for intertidal communities of rocky intertidal
environments to become reestablished, whereas it would take
an order of months for the sandy intertidal communities to
recolonize. Lastly, NOAA can expand Sanctuary boundary 4 in
the future, in accordance with the requirements of the
Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA),
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the
Administrative Procedure Act (APA), if deemed necessary.

Comment: NOAA should not choose boundary alternative 4
because: i) it is not scientifically defensible for it fails
to protect the important and environmentally delicate
estuaries along the southern coast; 2) it would render
ineffective NOAA’s resource monitoring and sanctuary
enforcement mandates; and 3) it will be too restrictive for
vessel traffic.

Response: The boundary of a marine sanctuary should
approximate the most identifiable boundaries of a marine
ecosystem. The Site Evaluation List (SEL), from which sites

are selected for consideration as marine sanctuaries,
identified the coastal offshore islands as the core of the
proposed Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary (originally
identified as the Western Washington Outer Coast). With
this focus, NOAA has determined that the boundaries of the
ecosystem are encompassed by boundary alternative 4. NOAA
recognizes that the coastal estuaries are ecologically
valuable and that many organisms that: exist within, or
transit through boundary alternative 4, depend on the
estuaries. However, while the estuaries and outer coast are
ecologically linked, the productivity of the two
environments is a function of very distinct environmental
processes.

NO~A believes that protection of the estuaries could be
best achieved through possible inclusion of these areas in
programs targeting estuarine management such as, the
National Estuarine Research Reserve System, the National
Estuary Program, or the Coastal Zone Management Program.

NOAA believes that the size of the sanctuary
encompassed by boundary alternative 4 is manageable with
respect to research and monitoring initiatives.

As discussed above, NOAA is working with the U.S. Coast
Guard to develop a proposal for an ATBA off the northern
Olympic Peninsula. It is designed to be as compatible with
existing customary practices among mariners as possible.
NOAA is not promulgating vessel traffic regulations with
designation..
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BOUNDARY ALTERNATIV~I~ 5

Comment: NOAA should choose boundal~y a]Lternati~e 5 because:
i) activities that a:ce, or could occur~ Jn the :~outhern
portion of the study area. can affect the resour~,es in the
north; 2) the entire study area is ecolo.gically connected;
3) the management needs are greatest in the s.ou~;h; 4) the
sanctuary management reg:ime would cc<:mple~ent ex:.sting
management initiatives (Willapa Bay watershed p[.anning
processes, Columbia and Snake River Salmon Reco’~,ery
Planning, State National Heritage Plans} ; and 51 expansion
of the Sanctuary boundary in the future ,will be too time-
consuming.

Response : NOAA :~s preferred bo%~:ndar~ alter~ative is
based on an ecologically ident’Lfiable boundary. The
northern and souther1~ portions o:f the stu~y a:ce~:, are
distinct with respect to their ,coastal a~q~ offsl~ore ecology.
NOAA can protect Sancstuary resources ,fro:~ outsice activities
through the prohibition o:n discharges ouotside tle Sanctuary
boundary that enter and injure Sancti~ary cesources. NOAA
will be involved in planning activities !that cot.ld
potentially threaten Sanctuary :~’esources outsidE: its
boundary. The boundary can be ~xpanded in the ~uture if
needed.

Comment: NOAA should not; choo~e bou~Idary alterl~ative 5
because it is not necessary to encompass the ent ire
Washington coastline, as a marine sanctua::_q!?~ and it would
eliminate any future, deveZop~er~t of the coastal areas<.

Response:
comment.

See re~pon:~,~ to plevious

Comment: A more de~:.ailed anally.sLs of the impacts of
sanctuary designation must be undertaken before seriously
considering boundary alternative 5o

Response: NOAA has undertaken an ext~nsive analysis of
the uses and ecology of the southern portion of the study
area and believes that the. ecologically sensiti%~e estuarine
environments are adequately protected~

ALTERNATIVE BOUNDARY1’ SUGGESTIONS

Comment: NOAA shou]Ld establish a se~.’ies o:f signaller site-

specific areas surrounding unique, ma~:ine :~:°esou.rces, such as
ocean waters immediately adjacent to a]Lready protected
terrestrial ecosystems suc.h as wildl:i.fe refuges ~nd the
Olympic National Pa£k. This alternative ~<~ould afford
sanctuary status to marine resources while ma~nt.~inin£:
provisions for compatible ocean u[ses~,



Response: NOAA disagrees. Smaller site-specific areas
would not encompass an ecosystem for the reasons stated
above. Further, designation of the marine sanctuary would
allow for the continuation of pre-existing and compatible
uses.

Comment: NOAA’s analysis of the resources within the study
area identified the southern portion as highly important in
terms of wildlife and fishery values, particularly the areas
in and surrounding Willapa Bay. NOAA should consider
modifying boundary alternative 4 by adding a satellite site
encompassing the estuarine environment and the offshore
waters of Willapa Bay.

Response: NOAA’s analysis confirmed that the estuarine
areas in the southern portion of the study area are
significant natural resources and that many of the resources
utilize the waters off the northern coast as well. However,
NOAA has determined that the estuarine ecosystems are
distinct from the higher energy marine environment of the
northern portion of the study area. In addition, the
activities in, and adjacent to Grays Harbor are managed
pursuant to an existing estuarine management plan
promulgated pursuant to the Washington State Shorelands
Management Act. The residents living in the watersheds of
Willapa Bay are currently preparing an estuarine management
plan.

Comment: NOAA should consider the creation of a north and
south Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary with separate
but coordinated management regimes.

Response: The Act requires the designation of one
sanctuary on the Western Washington Outer Coast with the
offshore Islands and coastal areas of the northern Olympic
Peninsula as the core area of the sanctuary. In carrying
out this mandate, NOAA examined the seaward, northerly,
southerly, and easterly extent of the ecosystem that has as
its core the intertidal communities of the outer coast.

Comment: The boundary of the Sanctuary should be modified{
as further cetacean information is available.

Response: NOAA can modify the boundary in the future,
in accordance with the requirements of the MPR.~;A, the NEPA
and the APA, as more information becomes available.

MODIFICATION OF THE WESTERN BOUNDARY

Comment: The outer boundary of the :sanctuary should extend
westward to a point that minimizes restrictions and needless
re-routing of vessel traffic and harbor maintenance
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activities at the opening of Grays Harbo:ic~ T<;~ ~!ccomplish
this objective, the outer limit of the sa~ctuar) should be
set at a distance between 2 and 10 miles from s~ore.

Response: Sanctuary bounda:cies are not e:~t~blished
based on vessel "~raffic routes, particulacly because routes
are subject to change. NOAA will work with existing
regulatory agencies to minimize impacts. Whi]:e vessel
traffic is in the scope of sanctuary regui!Lations, NOAA is
not promulgating vessel traffic regulations at this time.

Comment: The outer boundary should be es~ablished at either
the i00 or 500 fathom isobath.

Response: NOAA has established the boundar~ at the 100
fathom isobath because, it is general lLy recognized to be the
seaward extent of the continental shelf, ~he area where
photosynthetic activity i:.=; greatest.

Comment: Clarify the rationale for establLishinq the western
boundary of alternatives 4 and ,5~

Response: See response to previous c<~mmerLt.

MODIFICATION OF ~HE SHORELINE BOUNDA~[Y

Comment: The shore_Line boundary should be established at
the lower low water mark to preclude inte3~’ferenc~ with
carefully crafted be:ach management pZans :ceguiating beach
traffic, razor clam harvests and eme~cgenci9 ~ ai~cr~ft
landings.

Response: The shoreline boundary of :::he ~:an3tuar~ is
located at the higher hiqh water li~ile where adj ~cent to
Federally-owned land (including the olymp~Lc Natignal Park
and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife refuges) a1~Ld the Lower low
line mark when adjacent to State-,owned lal~Ldo Tbls, the
boundary does not interfere with beach ma~::Lagement plans.
Razor clam harvests within the intertidal zone o[ the
Sanctuary will be managed by exis~tincji au’t]~oritie~ such as
the Washington State Department of Natural Resources, the
Quinault Indian Tribe r and the National Park Service.
Emergency aircraft landings are permissib~Le irl t~e
Sanctuary.

Comment: The shoreline boundary sho~l.ld c~;~t across the
mouths of all rivers~, streams and estuar;~es because there
are sufficient management plans in place ~?rovidi ~g
protection of inland environment.s such a~9~ the Washington
State Coastal Zone Management Progra~,~ and[ the Gr~ys Harbor
Estuary Management Plan.
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Response: The shoreline boundary of the Sanctuary has
been modified to cut across the mouths of all rivers~
streams and estuaries.

Comment: Clarify why the shoreward boundary distinguishes
between adjacency to tribal and non-tribal lands.

Response: The Tribes have jurisdiction to the mean
lower low water line and the Sanctuary program does not have
the authority to claim jurisdiction over tribal land without
the consent of the governing body of the tribes. Both the
Tribes and the State have requested that the Sanctuary
boundary not overlap with tribal and State lands.
Therefore, the coastal boundary has been modified so that it
is at mean lower low water when adjacent to tribal and State
owned lands and at mean higher high water when adjacent to
Federally owned lands.

Comment: Existing National Park Service standards,
regulations, and policies must not be diminished as a result
of dual designation as a National Park and National Marine
Sanctuary. The majority of the intertidal areas of the
Olympic National Park are Federally designated Wilderness
Area and must be managed accordingly.

Response: The Sanctuary boundary overlaps with the
boundary of the Olympic National Park. NOAA will not
diminish the standards, regulations and policies currently
applying to the intertidal areas of the Olympic National
Park. The existing standards, regulations and policies of
the intertidal areas will remain. NOAA will enhance the
protection of these intertidal areas by working with the
Coast Guard to ensure a safer vessel traffic environment,
and the upland users of the watershed to monitor and
minimize the impacts of non-point source pollution.
Additionally, NOAA will support research and resource
monitoring initiatives in the intertidal areas and may seek
compensation for damages if an accident were to occur that
injures Sanctuary resources.

INCLUSION OF THE STRAIT OF JUAN DE FUCA

Comment: The northeastern boundary of the sanctuary should
extend further into the Strait of Juan de Fuca to either: i)
the Lyre River; 2) the Clallam County Marine Sanctuary at
Salt Creek; 3) Low Point; 4) Crescent Bay/Agate Beach; or 
Pillar Point. Omission of the Strait of Juan de Fuca from
the Sanctuary excludes the head of the Juan de Fuca Canyon
from the boundary of the Sanctuary, and thus represents a
boundary not based upon an ecological rationale°

Response: NOAA has examined the resources of the Strait
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of Juan de Fuca and the FEIS/MP has been revised
accordingly. Sections I[[I and IV (Alternatives, and
Environmental Consequences) examine the benefits and
consequences of various alternative~ in the Strait of Juan
de Fuca. NOAA believes that the. existence of a functional
biotic community characteristic of the marine environment
extends into the Strait of Juan de Fuca to Observatory
Point. Eastward of Observatory Point,, the ecos{stem is more
characteristic of an estuarine environment.

Despite the ecological arguments that suppgrt ir.clusion
of the Strait of Juan de Fuca in the Sanctuary ~oundary,
NOAA does not believe that the public has had anple
opportunity to analyze and comment on the proposal to add
the Strait. Since the Strait of Juan de Fuca lies entirely
in state waters, the Strait of Juan de Fuca cannot be
included without the approval of the Governor o [ Washington
State. However, NOAA will pursue expanding the boundary if
supported by the State of Washingto]~l.

Comment: The boundary of the Sanctuary ~hould )e contiguo~Js
with that of the proposed Northwest Straits Sanctuary. A
gap between these two proposed sanctuaries woul,1 cause
confusion for commercial shipping arid fishing i~iterests and
government managing agencies.

Response: At this time, the future and nat~ire of the
proposed Northwest Straits National Marine Sanc:uary is
uncertain and cannot serve as a deciding factor in the
determination of the eastern boundary of the Ol~rmpic Coast
National Marine Sanctuary. The boundary of the Olympic
Coast National Marine Sanctuary must be determined based on
ecological and human use facto:cSo NOAA can modify the
boundary in the future if it is deemed appropri~te. NOAA
will coordinate with existing managing ac3encies to ensure
that the Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuar,, and the
proposed Northwest Straits National Marine Sanc~:uary do not
unduly disrupt the management of vessel traffic and fishing.

Comment: The boundary of the Sanctuary should ]~ot encompass
the waters of the Strait of Juan de Fuca becaus~ closely-
monitored vessel traffic lanes already exist.

Response: The MPRSA encourages multiple ~is¢~s of nhe
Sanctuary as long as they are compatible with t]:e resource
protection goals of t]he Sanctuary. Clearly, th~ Coordinated
Vessel Traffic System in the Strait of J’~lan de IE’uca is in
the best interest of "the vessel traffic industr3 and the
environment. NOAA would not interfere with tlhe vessel
traffic management regime in the Strait of Juan de Fuca if
the Governor of the State of Washington suppo~ct~d inclusion
of the Strait of Juan de Fuca in the Sanctuary |:oundary.
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NORTHERN BOUNDARY

Comment: The northern boundary of the Sanctuary should be
adjacent to the international border and include vessel
traffic lanes to facilitate the establishment of a
cooperative international sanctuary and coordinated vessel
traffic management regime.

Response: The northern boundary is adjacent to the
international boundary~

INCLUSION OF THE ESTUARIES

Comment: NOAA recognized both the high resource values of
the estuaries and the high level of point source discharges.
By including the estuaries in the boundary NOAA would be in
a position to work with the Washington Department of Ecology
(WDOE) to correct the sources of pollution.

Response: NOAA has been working with the Washington
Department of Ecology to address pollution problems in the
coastal estuaries. The Grays Harbor Estuary Management Plan
was supported by funding provided pursuant to tlhe Washington
Shorelands Management Act. NOAA agrees that the estuaries
are extremely valuable environments with high levels of
point source discharges. However, NOAA believes that the
estuaries are ecologically distinct from the offshore waters
of the Olympic Peninsula, which is the core area of the
Sanctuary. Inclusion in the National Estuarine Research
Reserve System (NERRS) is a more appropriate management
framework for NOAA involvement in estuarine management.

Comment: The estuaries should be excluded from the
Sanctuary boundary because the Washington State Coastal Zone
Management Program and the Grays Harbor Management Plan
offer sufficient protection to the estuaries.

Response: NOAA agrees. The estuaries are excluded from
the preferred boundary of the Sanctuary.

CONSIDERATION OF OTHER NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARIES AND
NATIONAL ESTUARINE RESEARCH RESERVES (NERRS)

Comment: Some commenters believed that NOAA should
designate the estuaries as NERR’s if they are not included
in the boundary of the Sanctuary because of their natural
resource valuesu Other commenters believed that NERR status
is inadequate since it does not include the marine
environment. Clarification is needed on the specific
elements of the NERRS: i) the degree of protection that the
NERRS would provide to Grays Harbor and Willapa Bay; 2) the
process of designation; 3) timetable for designation; 4)
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assurances that desig:nation would occur; and 5) the degree
of protection to the estuaries that would be pr)vided in
comparison to sanct:uary status o

Response: The terms of designation as a N~RR are
determined between the State and NO~A. The prozess begins
with the nomination of an estuary, or portion t:lereof, to
NOAA for inclusion in the NERRS by the Governor of the
State. The Stat:e holds scoping meetings in the region
nominated for inclusion to solicit public input. The State
then prepares a draft environmental impact statement and
management plan (DEIS/MP) where boundary~ management, and
regulatory alternatives are assessed, and a preferred
alternative is decided upon. The DEIS/MP must ~emonstrate
that the key core land and water areas are adeqlately
protected by the st:ate. Once the DEIS/MP is co:npleted,
public hearings are held in the region. After i comment
period of one month, the State must produce a F Lnal
Environmental Impact Statement/Management Plan IFEIS/MP)
incorporating the public comments. Once NOAA a:~proves the
FEIS/MP the Reserve. is officially designated. ’Che entire
process requires approximately three years° Designation is
contingent upon available funding.

Comment: NOAA should encourage sanctuary desig%ations in
Northern Puget Sound,, Hood Canal, Southern Oreg)n and
Northern California°

Response: NO~A is workin 9 with the State ~f Washington
to study the feasibility of a sanctuary in Nortlern Puget
Sound. New candidates for sanctuary status are selected
from NOAA’s SEL. Sites in southerr[ Oregon and Northern
California are presently on the SELo

HARBOR EXCLUSION/INC~SION

Comment: How will sanctuary designation influelce the
disposal of dredge material fro~. harbor maintenlnce and
development activities that occ.ur i~ the Port o~ La Push,
the mouth of the Quilleute River’, and Neah Bay?

Response: No dredge spoil disposal will be permitted
within the Sanctuary. Harbors are excluded fro:,n the
Sanctuary boundary. Thereforev maintenance and development
activities can occur~ but: disposal of dredge ma:erial must
be either on land or outside the boundary of th~ Sanctuary.

GROWTH MANAGEMENT

Comment:
growth.

The Sanctuary should help to limit po)ulation



Response: The sanctuary program has no control over
population growth adjacent to the Sanctuary boundary.
Rather, the program exists to ensure that human uses
resulting frora growth do not have a negative impact on
Sanctuary resources.

Comment: Private land owners should not lose development
rights to their land, nor should they have the value of
their land significantly decreased by regulation without due
compensation for that loss.

Response: NOAA is issuing no regulations that will
diminish the development rights of private property owners.

OPPOSITION TO SANCTUARY DESIGNATION

Comment: The marine sanctuary should not be designated
because: i)it would shut down the fishing industry; 2)
existing legislation and management regimes offer adequate
protection; 3) potential industrial interests would be
stifled because the sanctuary would over-regulate the local
economy and its growth; 4) the ecological/aesthetic values
of Washington~s coastline are not peI~anently threatened; 5)
local airports in Aberdeen and Ocean Shores would close due
to insurance problems; and 6) the Ol~pic National Park has
too much control over the Olympic Peninsula already.

Response: The Sanctuary will not: shut down the fishing
industry. Fishing is not within the scope of Sanctuary
regulation; the regulation of fishing would remain with
existing management regimes. Further, the Sanctuary will
ensure greater protection from risks due to oil, gas and
mineral development and vessel traffic accidents.

NOAA disagrees that existing legislation offers
adequate protection of the offshore resources. The threats
from such things as vessel traffic, oil and gas development,
sand and gravel mining and Navy practice bombing of Sea Lion
Rock have not been addressed through a comprehensive
management regime that recognizes the value and fragility of
the marine ecosystem off the Olympic Peninsula~ NOAA does
not believe that the Sanctuary will over-regulate the local
economy since the main source of income in the region is
from tourism~ fishing and timber production-none of which
will be negatively affected by the Sanctuary. Tourism and
fishing will likely benefit from Sanctuary status due to the
increased protection of the marine environment~
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ISSUE: ALTERATIOI.~ OF/OR CONSTRUCTION ON THE ~EABED

Comment: The regulation pertaining to alterati,~n or
construction of the seabed may be interpreted a~,; prohibiting
such activities as geologic research~ the place~lent of
current meters, sediment traps and similar rese~rch
equipment, all of which might be necessary if e.1~vironmenta]L
studies were to be conduc.ted in the Mineral Man~Lgement
Service (MMS) Washington-Oregon planning area~ To clarify
the intent of this prohibition~ "Government spollsored
environmental studies" should be added in the s~cond
sentence of this section as one of the activiti~.s for which
this prohibition does not apply.

Response: NOAA supports research within th,~ Sanctuary..
However, the prohibition .on alteration of, or c~)nstruction
on the seabed applies to all research activities;, including
those conducted by governmental agencies. All ~.’esearch
activities conducted within the Sanctuary that ~riolate a
Sanctuary regu]ation must be undertaken pursuant; to a
Sanctuary research ]permit to ensure that the im|)acts from
the research are minimal and temporary.

Comment: The prohibition on the alteration of, or
construction on the seabed should not interfere with current
or future harbor maintenance or fishing activit;.es
including: i) jetty and c[roin construction; 2) 1)ermitted
dredging of channel:s and harbors; 3) the use of dredge
spoils for underwater berm construction; 4) con.,;truction and
improvement of boat launching and marine facili;ies adjacent
to reservations; 5) the retrieval of fishing ge~ir (including
crab pots) and sunken vessels; 6) bottom trawli~,g and
scallop dredging; and 7) tribal fin and shellfi~h
operations. NO;uA needs to clarify the exemption of
activities incidental to routine fishing and ve:~sel
operations. The exemptions for harbor’ maintenailce and
fishing activities should read: "attempting to ~llter the
seabed for any purpose other than arJchoring ves~els, normal
fishing operatic,ns to include commercial bottom trawling and
crab pot recovery~ and routine harbor maintenance. "

Response: Ports and harbors are not. includ,~d within the
boundary of the Sanctuary. Further: thence is t)le following
exception to the alteration-of-the-seabed regul~tion:
"Harbor maintenance in the areas necessarily associated with
Federal Projects, in existence on the effective ,late of
Sanctuary designation, including dredging of en;rance
channels and repair, replacement or rehabilitatLon of
breakwaters and jetties." The boundary of the ~anctuary
adjacent to the Port of La Puslh is congruent wi;h the Colreg
lines at the mouth of the harbor. The boundary of the
Sanctuary at Neah ~ay forms an arc from }<oitlah Point to the



point of land on the opposite side of Neah Bay. The arc is
contiguous with the outer coast of Waadah Island. The noted
activities incidental to fishing have been exempted from the
Sanctuary regulations.

Comment: NOAA should prohibit all dredging and removal of
sand and gravel within the Sanctuary boundary.

Respomse: NOAA has prohibited all dredging and removal
of sand and gravel within the Sanctuary boundary. These
activities threaten the integrity of the benthic co~uunity
and the food source of many fish, marine mammals and
seabirds.

Comment: NOAA should not subject the exploration and
development of offshore mineral activities to the same
restrictions proposed for the exploration and development of
Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) oil and gas.

Response: All of these activities injure the benthic
communities in the Sanctuary and NOAA does not believe that
there is cause for exceptions°

Comment: Clarify NOAA’s policy on establishing artificial
reefs within the Sanctuary.

Response: There are no artificial reefs in the
Sanctuary as of the date of designation. The creation of
new artificial reefs would be prohibited pursuant to the
prohibition on alteration of, or construction on~ the
seabed.

Comment: NOAA should prohibit the construction of pipelines
on the sea floor.

Response: The regulation prohibiting the alteration of,
or construction on, the seabed would prohibit the
construction of pipelines on the sea floor.



ISSUE: CULTURAL AND HISTORIC RESOURCF;~J

Comment: NOAA should prohibit moving,, i~’~jurin¢3, or
possessing historic." resources within the Sanctuary.

Response: NOAA agrees that it is nec:essary to protect
and manage historical and cultural resources within the
Sanctuary boundary~ NOAA has included a prohibition on
moving, removing, possessing, injuring, or attemptin~ ~ to
move, remove, or injure tlhese resources, except as resulting
incidentally from traditional fishing operation~. If NOAA
determines that fishing activities are resultin~ in ~njury
to Sanctuary historic and cultural resou:cces, N3AA may amend
the Sanctuary regulations to abolish the exemption fcr these
activities.

Comment: The proposed regulations deali~Lg with cultural
resources fail to preserve the tribes" ability Zo control
access to, and removal of, their cultur.%i~* heritage.
Therefore, NOAA should add a new section 925o5(~)(8)
prohibiting: "removal or attempted removal of ~ny Indian
cultural resource or artifact~ or entry onto a ~ignificant
cultural site designated by a tribal governing 3ody with tlhe
concurrence of the Director, except with the exgress written
consent of the governing body of the tribe or t cibes to
which such resource, artifact,~ or cultural site pertains."
NOAA should pursue a cooperative agreeme1~Jt w~th the tribes
to coordinate management of cultural artifacts 9f tribal
significance.

Response: The MPRSA provides NOAA ~’ith th~ authority
to control access to cultural artifacts ~ithin -he Sanctuary
thereby helping to ensure their pres.erw~tion. %ccordingly,
anyone proposinc[ to remove a cultural or historic resource
must apply for and obtain a sanctuary pe~mit fr)m NOAA.
NOAA acknowledges the interest of the coastal t.~ibes to
preserve their cultural heritage and, in particllar, those
cultural artifacts of tribal significance found within the
Sanctuary° NOAA considers its objectiw~ of preserving the
historical and cultural resources of th,~ Sanctuary tc be
compatible with the coastal tribes" desi~e tc pceserve their
cultural heritaqeo Therefore~ NOAA has clarified in section
925.9 (d) that "In deciding whether to is.,~ue a p~rmit, the
Director or designee may consider such f~ctors ~s o ~ the
effect of the ac.tivity on adjacent ~indial~ Tribe~.." NOAA
will work on a cooperative agreement with the t~ibes and the
State of Washinqton to clarify the ~roce~s by w~lich permits
will be granted to conduct research or s, alvage )perations on
historical and cultural resources of tribal significance.

Comment: Current management of cultural resour.~es is agreed
upon between the Bureau of Indian Affai~;~ (BIA) and t%~e
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tribes. The BIA supports the tribes in the management of
their cultural resources.

Response: See response to previous comment.

Comment: The regulation as proposed in the DEIS/MP is
duplicative of State law. There already exists state and
Federal antiquities acts to protect coastal archeological
and historical sites that occur on or near the median high
tide boundary. The State archeologist already coordinates
archeological matters.

Response: The MPRSA is not duplicative of existing laws
protecting historical and cultural resources. The MPRSA is
more comprehensive in that it provides enforcement
authority, including civil penalties, for the destruction or
injury of historical and cultural resources.

The Abandoned Shipwreck Act of 1!987 gives states the
title to certain abandoned shipwrecks in state waters.
Under the MPRSA~ NOAA has trustee responsibilities for
abandoned shipwrecks and other historical and cultural
resources within national marine sanctuaries, including
those located in state waters, for the purpose of protecting
them. NOAA will coordinate with State agencies to ensure
that historical and cultural resources within the Sanctuary
are protected, and that the policies affecting historical
and cultural resources in State waters are consonant with
the policies in the Federal waters of the Sanctuary.
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ISSUE : DISCHARGI,]8

Ocean Dumping

Comment: NOAA should not prohibit the u~e of d cedge6~
material disposal sites off Grays Harbor~, Wi!lapa Bay, the
Columbia River, or on the north jetty and breakwater of the
Port of La Push,

Response: The Sanctuary bounda~:~y does not _~xtend south
of Copalis Beach and excludes ports and harbors. Therefore,
the maintenance activities at La Pu~;h and the u~e of the
dredge disposal sites south of the boundary is .not
prohibited.

Comment: No ocean dumpin!~r should[ be a]!lo~,red Jn ?roxin~ity to
the major submarine canyons.

Response: The regulations prohib!it .~ceaD, damping within
the Sanctuary, and outside the Sanctuary if the material
enters and injures Sanctuary resources oli~ ° qualities.

Point Source Discharce~_s

Comment: Prohibit discharges of~ toxics, plastic, and
municipal garbage and sewage into the ma~cine environment.

Response: The dumping of municipal garbage, toxics and
plastics is prohibited within the Sanctuary by ~anctuary
regulations and by regulations promulgated pursaant to the
Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships (33 U.S.C. §§ 1901 .et
seq. ) and the Marine Plastic Pollution Research and Control
Act of 1987, which implements Annex V of MARPOI 73/78 in the
U.S. Point source discharges are allowed provided such
discharge is certified by NOAA in accordance with section
925.10 or approved by NO~d% in accordance with s~_ction
925.11. After expiration of current pe1~its~ discharges
from municipal treatment plants wil~L be subject to the
review process of section 925.11. At a ~Lini~i~um, seccndary
treatment will be required.

Comment: Current regulations are adequa’L~e. NO~A has not
proven that the proposed regulations wi].~l enhar~ze th6
recreational or aesthetic appeal, and wa%er quality.

Response: Current regulations do not prote~t the area
from the cumulative impacts of various ti~pes of discharges,
including: i) some ocean dumping; 2~ sewage receiving only
primary treatment ; and 3) non-point source disc.~arges.
NOAA’s ocean disposal regulation offers ~rotection to the
offshore environment that does not other~,Jise exist. NOAA
will work with existing tribal, Sta~i-e and Feder-]l
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authorities to ensure that the quality of the water and
Sanctuary resources are maintained.

Comment: Clarify how discharges from drilling and
production rigs maybe addressed if oil and gas leasing were
to occur in the future.

Response: The regulations prohibit oil and gas
exploration, development~ and production activities within
the Sanctuary. NOAA will work with the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to ensure that best available
technology is implemented on any drilling rigs located
outside of the Sanctuary to ensure that no disclharges enter
and injure Sanctuary resources and qualities.

Comment: Depositing or discharging from any location within
the Sanctuary or from beyond the Sanctuary should be
prohibited.

Response: The mandate of the National Marine Sanctuary
Program is to facilitate multiple uses that are compatible
with resource protection~ Depositing or discharging most
materials within the boundary of the Sanctuary, or from
beyond the boundary of the Sanctuary if such material
subsequently enters the Sanctuary and injures Sanctuary
resources or qualities is prohibited. NOAA will work with
EPA, the Tribes and the State of Washington to maintain
water quality. NOAA may require special terms and
conditions, including (but not limited to) improved effluent
quality, on EPA permits to ensure Sanctuary resources and
qualities are protected.

Non-Point Source Discharges

Comment: NOAA should not require at a minimum secondary
treatment and sometimes tertiary or more for non-point
source pollution. ]It is virtually impossible to subject
runoff to these levels of treatment.

Response: NOAA does not require such treatment for non-
point source pollution. NO~ will monitor non-point source
pollution and work with those living and working in the
coastal watersheds to minimize runoff into the Sanctuary.

Comment: It should be stated that there is no intent to
regulate forest practices by Sanctuary administrators.
There is no :research or evidence which would justify the
statement made in the proposed DEIS that the "greatest
source of non-point discharge is the forest." This
statement needs clarification and tree farmers must be
assured that they can continue to grow and harvest trees
pursuant to Washington’s Forest Practices Act, one of the



most stringent in the country..

Response: NOAArs Strategic Asse.ssme~t Bran. zh has
analyzed existing watershed data from the National Coastal
Pollutant Discharge Inventory to det:.ez~ine sourzes of
runoff. Summaries of! poZlution discharges for ~otal volumes
of nitrogen, lead, and a]Ll suspended solids comgined
indicate that with the exception of suspended s glids
discharged by paper mills, the greatest ~ource 9f sediments
discharged into sanctuary waters is from natura[ forest
runo f f.

Despite this evidence, NO#~ wiZl not be directly
regulating upland uses. However e NOAA will coocdinate witlh
the upland user groups~ ~:nd managing agencies t. 9 minimize
non-point source, impacts ,on Sanc.tuaz’y re:{~ources~

Comment: The suggestion that excessive ~rosion from clear
cutting practices is the source of ~:~ost ~.~on-poi~t source
pollution from forests supports the need for fucther study
of this common practice, and the issuance of mora stringent
controls due to the ste.ep and unstable sl.opes and amount of
rainfall.

Response: NO~&. agrees and will cond~ct monitoring and
research initiatives in c.oordinatio~~ with those living and
working in the watershed:~; to minimize the impacts from
timbering activities.

Discharges Outside the Sanctuaz-~

Comment: Clarify to: what exte~t: the "sphere of influence’"
of the discharge, regulation extends,, to what degree it may
affect coastal comi~iLu.:nities inc>~uding the Tribe.~, and who
determines if injury to a Sanctuary resource has occurred.
Would a community s.uc~h as Ocean Sho~:.~es or an Indian Tribe
face increased water quality :regula’~:ions or enforcement?
Further, does the d~.scharge prohibition apply to
particulates that are discharged into the air from pulp
mills and subsequently enter the Sanctuary and harm
Sanctuary resou].~ces ~nd qualities.

NOAA should not: impose additional restrictions, beyond
the existing requirements of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act (FW]?A).~ on the dis.charge of effluer~t and dredge
spoils into marine water.,E~. The~.Te i~ no evidence that
additional restrictions on th,~.~e activit:Les are required to
protect water quality in the i~ropos,~i~d sa~ctuar3,.

Response: The M]?RSA prot.~_<.~ts S~nctuary ]:oesource~ and
qualities (including water quality) from the i~pacts 
discharges from wi1~-hin and out:~ide i~he boundar3~ of a



Sanctuary whether airborne or waterborne. NOAJ% is
responsible for determining injury to Sanctuary resources.
Discharges pursuant to existing permits may be continued
subject to the certification requirements of section 925.10.
New permits are subject to the review process of section
925.11. At a minimum, secondary treatment will be required
for any treatment plants discharging directly into the
Sanctuary. With respect to airborne or waterborne
discharges outside the Sanctuary, NOAA may condition such
permits only if it is established that the discharges are
entering the Sanctuary and injuring Sanctuary resources or
qualities. NOAA will work closely with all to ensure that
noone is unduly burdened by permitting requirements related
to discharges~ NOAA will coordinate with the State’s Air
Quality Board and Department of Ecology to monitor air and
water quality over and in the Sanctuary.

Application of Discharge Regulations to Vessel Traffic

Comment: The application of this regulation should prohibit
organic and inorganic discharges from fishing vessels and
submarines (including bilge), aircraft. The prohibition
should apply to all naval operations.

Response: The Sanctuary regulations specify the fishing
and vessel related activities exempted from the discharge
prohibition (section 925o5(a)(2) (i)-(iv)). Discharges 
deposits from vessels are prohibited except for specific
discharges intended to provide for traditional :fishing
activities, such as fish wastes resulting from traditional
fishing operations in the Sanctuary, and for allowed vessel
operations in the Sanctuary, namely biodegradable effluent
incidental to vessel use and generated by approved marine
sanitation devices, water generated by routine vessel
operations, and engine exhaust. Such discharges are
determined to be of minimal threat to the Sanctuary and are
important for the safe and effective functioning of fishing
and other vessels. Other discharges :from vessel operations
are prohibited. If in the future NO~ determines that
increased protection for Sanctuary resources and qualities
from these exempted activities is warranted, the Sanctuary
regulations could be revised~

Comment: Clarify acceptable and unacceptable discharges
from fishing vessels.

Response: See response to previous comment.

Economic ImDacts of Discharqe.Regulations

Comment: Banning the use of approved dredge disposal sites
would impose severe economic impacts on marine navigation
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and commerce, and ultima1:.ely to the coastal communities.

Response: The boundary of the Sanctuary does not
encompass the approved dredge disposal sites off of Grays
Harbor, Willapa Bay, and the Columbia River. H~wever, no
new dredge disposal sites may be located withirl the
Sanctuary boundary..

Comment: NOAA must examine the economic impact~ of the
discharge regulation:.~ on existing industries.. Fhere are
currently 72 identified discharc[ers in the s%ud~ area. It
is unclear if the proposed Sanctuar~ wou}~d impa~t the
continued operation of the pulp mil[}l.’s N~?DES permitted
discharge near Grays Harbor°

Response: The Sanctuary’s boundary does no Z extend
south of Copalis Beach. Therefore, the only di~charqe
regulation that would apply to discharge:cs irt Gcays FLarbor
would be the prohibition on dischar~i~es f:~om out~ide the
boundary that subseq)L~ently enter and in~!~.;~re Sanstuary
resources or qualities° NOAA will :~-’~eed zo estaDlish that
effluents from pulp mills are injuring ~ilanctuar~ resources
or qualities before it would impose ter~.Is and c~ndit~ons on
the pulp mill’s NPDF~5 permit. ]if this sLtuation were to
occur, NOAA would w’ork with the discharger, the State of
Washington, and EPA to minimize the economic impacts of
reducing the impacts.
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ISSUE: OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT

Comment: NOAA’s failure to offer as an alternative an
outright, no conditions ban on hydrocarbon development
within the Sanctuary is contrary to NEPA regulations, 40 CFR
1502.14 which states that the alternatives section is the
heart of the environmental impact statement. NOAA should
permanently ban oil and gas exploration, development, and
production activities.

Response: Section 2207 of the Oceans Act of 1992
prohibits oil and gas exploration, development and
production within the Sanctuary° The Sanctuary regulations
repeat this prohibition°

Comment: NOAA should designate a buffer zone based on ocean
currents and local seabed geography to prevent damage from
external mineral operations.

Response: NOAA believes that the Sanctuary is large
enough to buffer the sensitive canyon and coastal ecosystems
from negative impacts of mineral development. Further,
NOAA’s authority to regulate discharges from outside the
Sanctuary boundary that subsequently enter and injure
Sanctuary resources or qualities provides additional
protection over mineral activities.

Comment: NOAA should commit in the FEIS/MP and Record of
Decision to the preparation of an EIS before lifting the
prohibition.

Response: As previously discussed, the Oceans Act of
1992 prohibits oil and gas explorations, development and
production within the Sanctuary. This prohibition may only
be lifted by an Act of Congressu

Comment: The oil companies should be excluded from voicing
an opinion regarding the Sanctuary because this privilege
should be extended ,only to those who have spent time
enjoying the State of Washington coastline.

Response: The Sanctuary program does not and cannot
discriminate against any individual, agency, or interest
group. All individuals have the right to voice an opinion.

comment: Has NOAA come across any proposal for offshore
wind generated power?

Response: NOAA is not aware of any proposal for
offshore wind generated power.

Comment: The President’s decision to postpone OCS
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activities off the coasts of Washinqton and Ore~jon until
after the year 2,0G0 should expire at that time unless
affirmatively extended.

Response: Section 22.07 of the Oceans Act o~ 1992
indefinitely bans oil and gas exploration, development and
production within the bo!umdary of the Sar~ctuary This
prohibitions could only be lifted by an Act of ~:ongress.

Conting~enc Z Plans

Comment: The Sanctuary s~hould establish a cont_ngency plan
in coordination witlh exil.=~ting state and Federal contingency
plans. Efforts should be made to coordinate wi~:h the State
of Washington Departments of Wildlife, Fisheri,~s, Ecology,,
and Natural Resource~ and pursue data sh6~ring o|)portunities.

Response: The FEIS/MP identifies e>~isting oil spill
contingency plans and efforts in the State of Wushington to
cover the Strait of Juan de Fuca and Outer Coast:. NOAA wi:[l
coordinate closely with tlhe existing agencies involved in
contingency and emergency response plannJng~ pa:~ticularly
the U.S. and Canadian Coast Guard and the State of
Washington Office of Marine Safety (OMS). Howe,rer, NOAA
agrees that the Sanctuary requires its o~n cont~_ngency plan
to ensure that resources are protected during e,~ents that
threaten the environment. A prototype Sanctuar, r Contingency
Plan is being tested at tlhe Channel Islands Nat:.onal Marine
Sanctuary. Once implementation experienc~e has been gained,,
the plan will be adapted to other sites, including the
Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary° To implement
successfully an organized emergency response, NOAA will
incorporate state and Federal legislatior~ as well as local
efforts into the Sanctuary Contingency Plan.

Comment: NOAA needs to provide for better oil ~pill
response planning.

Response: NOAA is coordinating with the re,!fional
response committees of the OMS to ensure that the equipment
is available to add:tess an emergency that would threaten
Sanctuary resources u

Comment: An Oil Spill Response Center slhould b~ sited in
close proximity to the Sanctuary to address small spills
north of Grays Harbo~c where there is currently ~L lack of oil
spill response capability.

Response: NOAA is promoting this idea in il;s
participation on the regional response subcommil~tee whose
jurisdiction is the Strait of Juan de Fuca and the Outer
Coast. However, priority will be placed on tlhe stationing
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of tugs and barges dedicated to emergency response.

Comment: The tribes should be properly funded to handle
resource damage assessment as well as other activities where
an oil spill could impact their subsistence andL ceremonial
harvest and cultural values.

Response: The reservations are not within the Sanctuary
boundary. Therefore, the Sanctuary cannot dedicate funds to
the Tribes for the purpose of damage assessment pursuant to
a spill of hazardous materials.

Comment: NOAA should request that the oil industry’s Marine
Spill Response Corporation station a tractor/tug response
vessel at Neah Bay.

Response: NOAA has made the recommendation to the
subcommittee on emergency response for the Strait of Juan de
Fuca and the Outer Coast. NOAA is actively participating in
formulating the recommendation to the State, and will
coordinate with the Makah Tribe in their planning initiative
to expand their marina to plan to accommodate a tug or
emergency response vessel that is of appropriate size to
service the Outer Coast and the Strait of Juan de Fuca.

Comment: NOAA should ensure that drills are conducted for
the Clean Sound Cooperative with outside evaluation.

Response: NOAA intends to hire an operations manager
immediately after designation to address issues related to
vessel traffic and contingency planning. One of the
priorities of this position will be to encourage the Coast
Guard to focus on the Sanctuary during its emergency
response drills.

Comment: NOAA should propose the examination of extending
unlimited liability for spills to the shipping companies and
the original firms providing the original source materials
involved in the polluting activities.

Response: The MPRSA only provides NOAA with the
authority to collect $I00~000 per day for each violation
pursuant to 16 U.S.C. !437(c) (i), and damages to Sanctuary
natural resources pursuant to 16 U.S.C. 1443o
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ISSUE: NAVAL PRACTICE BOMBrNG OF SEAL~rON ROC,~

Comment: NOAA should prohibit, or at least conditiont the
Navy’s practice bo~Lbing activities over Sealion Rock due to
the impact on seabirds, depositing of metal obj~.cts in the
Sanctuary, and because the military environment does not
require such a sensitive area "to be used for su,~h purposes.
At the very least, NOAA should prohibit the practice bombing
during the breeding season. Section 7 consulta~ions with
the Department of Commerce and the Department o~ the
Interior should not be construed as sufficient ~,itigation
because these processes do not address impacts ~o non-
endangered species°

Response: NOAA agrees that the Navy pract~.ce bombing
of Sealion Rock is inconsistent with the goals ~f the
Sanctuary program. Because the permit under wh~.ch the Navy
conducted its activities over Sealion Rock was ~:escinded by
the Secretary of the Interior in August, 1993, ~[OAA may
prohibit outright all bombing activitie.c~ within the
Sanctuary and has determined to do so. The reg’~lation
adopted by NOAA prohibits all practice bombing ~nd provides
that no exemption from the prohibition will be ~franted.

Comment: NOAA does not have the authority to p]’ohibi~ or
condition the Navy’s activities.

Response: Because the Navy’s authorization from the
Secretary of Interior was rescinded, NO~% now h6s the

authority to not only condition but also prohibit the Navy’s
practice bombing activities.

Comment: NOAA slhould place the Navy’s bombing £ctivities
within the scope of regulation to allow future regulation if
necessary. To not list military activities is J n conflict
with the primary goal of resource protection.

Response: NOAA has addressed Navy activities in
section 925.5(d) of the regulations.

Comment: NOAA should investigate the history o~ the Navy’s.
activities over Sealion Rock to detelcmine if a crandfather
clause is warranted.

Response: The history of the Navy’s activities and the
permit that authorized its activitie~ has been outlined in
the FEIS/MP. The Navy’s ~uthority to conduct plactice
bombing activities has been rescinded and thus consideration
of a grandfather clause is irrelevant.

Comment: Clarify how Navy bombing of Sealion Rcck at 200
feet is less disruptive than comr~Lercial overflichts.
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Response: NOAA does not assert tlhat the Navy’s low
flying activities are less disruptive than commercial or
non-commercial overflights. NOAA’s differing regulations in
the DEIS/MP applying to Navy and non-military overflights
resulted from limitations placed on NOAA by the MPRSA with
respect to terminating pre-existing leases and permits.
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ISSUE: PROTECTION ,OF TREATY RIGHTS

Comment: NOAA’s regulations do :not formally :ce¢~ognize the
Federal Government’s trust respo:nsibility to the coastal
Tribes. The regulations contain no provision which formal].y
requires the Director to consider and protect t]’ibal
interests when ruling" on permit applications to conduct
development activities within the Sanctuary. Tc, address
this issue, the following modifications to the ~ection 925.8
should be made:

The Director . o . may issue a Dermit. ~ to conduct.
an activity otherwise prohibited by section 925~5(a)(2)-(7)
if the Director finds that the actiw[ty will: ftrther
research related to Sanctuary resou:~cces:

.... or promot,~ the welfare of any Indian q ribe
adjacent to the Sanctuary. In ~-’ ’- _ de~idlng whether to
issue a permit, the Director shall considex such
factors as . . . the im/0acts of the activity on
adjacent Indian Tribes. Where the issuance or denial
of a permit is reguested b~ the ~overnin~ody of
an Indian Tribe~_the Director shall consider and
protect the interests of the Tribe to the fullest
extent practicable in keeg/!n_q with the ~oses of the
Sanctuary and his or her fiduciar Z duties to the
Tribe ....

Response: NOAA agrees that the designation of the
Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary i~ subject to the
Federal government’s general fiduciary responsibility to the
coastal tribes. However, it is also cleaz ~ that the Federal
government is not obligated to provide particular services
or benefits, nor to u:ndertake any spe.cific fiduciary
responsibilities in the absence of a specific prgvision in a
treaty, agreement, executive order, or statute. See
Havasupai Tribe v. U.S., 752 F. Supp~ 147~[ (D~ Aciz 1990),
citing, ~, 667 ~,’D.C. Cir. 198.0); Gila River 9ima-
MaricoDa Indian Communit~f, 427 F.2d ~.194, 190 Ct. Cl. 790
(1970). With respect to this designatio:ny there is 

specific provision in the coastal Tribes’ treaties or any
agreement, executive order, or statut:e which reqlires NOAA
to undertake any specific fiduciary responsibility on behalf
of the coastal Tribes~ Therefore, NOAA can fulfill its
obligations to the coastal Tribes with respect t) the
designation by giving due consideration to their interests
and concerns during the decision-making p]cocess.

NOAA agrees that its trust responsibilities to the
Tribes requires that: it consider Tribal interest when ruling
on permit applications to conduct activities witilin the
Sanctuary. However, this responsibi3ity does not require



that NOAA base its decision solely on what is in the best
interest of the coastal Tribes. Therefore, NOAA opposes the
addition of "or promote the welfare of any Indian Tribe
adjacent to the Sanctuary", but agrees to include "the
effects of the activity on adiacent Indian Tribes .... "
As previously stated, NOAA agrees that it must consider the
interests of the Tribes when issuing permits, and language
to that effect has been included in the regulations.

Comment: NOAA’s regulation prohibiting the taking of marine
mammals and seabirds conflicts with treaty rights to fish
and hunt marine mammals in tribal usual and accustomed
fishing grounds.

Response: NOAA recognizes that, given the standard for
abrogating treaty rights enunciated by the Supreme Court in
United States v. Dion, 476 U.S. 734 (1985), the provisions
of the MPRSA do not abrogate the coastal Tribes’ treaty
fishing and hunting rights. However, it is unclear whether
Congress intended the MMPA and the Endangered Species Act
(ESA) to abrogate these rights. Recently, the Makah Tribe

has pursued clarification regarding the applicability of the
Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) and ESA to its treaty
rights to hunt whales and seals. The issue is currently
being examined by the Tribes and the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS). Given the concerns raised by the
coastal Tribes, section 925.5(a) (6) has been revised to 
as follows:

Taking any marine mammal, sea turtle, or seabird in or
above the Sanctuary, except as authorized by the
National Marine Fisheries Service or the United States
Fish and Wildlife Service under the authority of the
Marine Mamma] Protection Act, as amended (MMPA), 
U.S.C. 1361 et seq., the Endangered Species Act, as
amended, (ESA), 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq., and the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act, as amended, (MBTA), 
U.S.C. 703 et seq.~ or pursuant to any treaty with an
Indian Tribe to which the United States is a party,
provided that the treaty right is exercised in
accordance with the MMPA, ESA, and MBTA.

The revised language recognizes the Makah Tribe’s
treaty right to hunt whales and seals. However, the
regulation also requires that the right be exercised in
accordance with the provisions of the MMPA, ESA, and MBTA.
If the MMPA, ESA or MBTA is determined to abrogate or
otherwise restrict the Tribe’s exercise of its right to hunt
whales and seals, then that determination shall apply to the
Tribe’s exercise of those rights within the boundary of the
Sanctuary.
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Comment: The regulations fail to preserve trib~il control of
their cultural heritage. NOAA should a~end sec:ion

925.5(a) (8) to read as follows:

Removal or attempted relaoval of any Indian cultural
resource or artifact~ or entry onto a sign:_ficant
cultural site desigr:Lated by a Tribal goverl,ing body
with the concurrence of the Director~ except with the
express written consent of the governing b~dy of the
Tribe or Tribes to which such resource, artifact, or
cultural site pertains.

Response: The MPRSA provides NOAA with the authority to
control access to cultural or historical artifa~ts within
the Sanctuary thereby helping to ensure their p]:eservation°
Accordingly, anyone proposing to remove e cultu]-al or
historical resource must apply for and obtain a Sanctuary
permit from NOAA. NOAA also acknowledges the c<~astal
Tribes’ desire to preserw~ their cultural heritage and, in
particular, those cu:t’tural artifacts of tribal ~ignificance
found within the Sanctuary. NO,~.% considers its objective of
preserving the historical and cultural resources, of the
Sanctuary to be compatible with the coastal T:cibes" desire
to preserve their cultural heritage° Therefore, prior to
issuing a Sanctuary permit to excavate a cultur£1 or
historical artifact that is of tribal significarce, NOAA
will consult with the affected Tribe(s). This clarification
has been added to section 925.9°

Comment: The regulation prohibiting ove:cflight~ undel~ 1,000
ft. except for valid law enforcement purposes conflicts with
the treaty secured rights to access certain reservation
lands such as Tatoosh Island and Ozette, ~hich ~re only
accessible by helicopter, in the winter months~ ~nd to
conduct aerial timber cruises and engage in helJ_copter
logging on portions of the reservation abutting the
Sanctuary. Therefore the following amendment t¢ section
925.5(7) is proposed:

Flying motorized aircraft at le~i~s than ij0£0 feet above
the Sanctuary within one :NJautical mile of %he coastal
boundary of the .C~anctuary and the Flattery Rocks,
Quilleute Needles, and Copalis National Wildlife
Refuges, except for valid 3law enforcement purposes or
where authorized b_y_j#__qoverninc[ bo_dy_ of an Indian Tribe
to provide access to reservation lands.

Response: NOAA acknowledges the Tribes’ concerns and
does not intend to interfere with tribal rights to access
reservation lands. Also, for the reasons discussed below,
the minimum altitude has been changed to 2000 ft. In order
not to interfere with Tribal access to r.e.servati~n lands,
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the prohibition on :flying has been changed to read:

Flying motorized aircraft at less than 2,000 feet above
the Sanctuary within one nautical mile of the Flattery
Rocks, Quillayute Needles, or Copalis National Wildlife
Refuge, and within one nautical mile seaward from the
coastal boundary of the Sanctuary, except as necessary
for valid law enforcement purposes, for activities
related to tribal timber operations conducted on
reservation lands, or to transport persons or supplies
to or from reservation lands as authorized by a
governing body of an Indian Tribe.

Comment: NOAA should apply the management plan equally to
tribal and non-tribal governmental entities within the
adopted boundary equally.

Response: NOAA is legally bound to recognize treaty
secured rights and has no intention to interfere with these
rights. As such, there will be circumstances in which
Sanctuary regulations will apply to tribal and non-tribal
members differently.
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ISSUE : VESSEL TRAFFIC

Comment: Route tankers and barges as fa~: o away From
near-shore reefs and islands as possible° Clar~fy what
types of vessels can transit close to shore°

Response: There exists a Cooperative Vessel Traffic
Management System (CVTMS) established and joint~y managed 
the United States and Canada~ The CVTMS is a mandatory
regime and consists of all navigable waters of ~he Strait of
Juan de Fuca and its offslhore approaches, south~rn Georgia
Strait, the Gulf and San Juan Archipelagos, Ros~Lrio Straits.
Boundary Pass, Haro Strait, and Puget Sound, bo1~nded on the
west by longitude 147°W and latitude 48~’N~ and ~,n the
northeast by a line along 49°N from Vancouver I~;land to
Semiamoo Bay.

The rules of the CVTMS are intended to enh~nce safe and
expeditious vessel traffic movement, to prevent groundings
and collisions, and to minimize "the risk of pro]~,erty damage
and pollution to the marine environment° The rLles apply
to:

ao Each vessel of 30 meters or more in length; and
b. Each ves~sel that is engaged in towing alongside or

astern, or in punching ahead, one or more object~, other than
fishing gear, where

(i) the combined length of the vessel towing, the:
towing apparatus, and[ the vessel or o~ject towed

is 45 meters or more; or
(2) the vessel or object towed is 2(i) ~teters 

more in overall length.

Both the Canadian and the United States Coast Guards
are studying methods to iznlprove the CVTMS in the area~ Items
being studied include replacement of outdated equipment,
elimination of gaps in coverage~ and increasing operator
training and assignment length°

The Oil Pol3Lution Act of 1990 (OPA 90) requires the
U.S. Coast Guard to conduct a national Tanker Free Zone
Study. This study is nearing completion and will recommend
regulations requiring tank vesse].s to relmain offshore during
coastal transits.

Further, NOIu~ has recommLended to the U.So C~ast Guard
that an International Maritime Organization (IMO) approved
ATBA be established within the proposed Sanctuary, boundary.
This would require vessels transporting hazardou~ materials
to remain at least 25 nautical miles offshore while in the
vicinity of Sanctuary waters or until making their approach
to the Strait of Juan de Fuca using the establisled CVTMS
traffic separation s~cheme.. Although ATBA~’s are ~ot
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compulsory for foreign flag vessels, a maritime state may
make such an area compulsory for domestic vessels transiting
the waters under its jurisdiction.

Comment: Clarify "commercial vessel" and distinguish
between various sizes, uses, and types of vessels.

Response: "Commercial vessel" means any w~ssel
operating in return for payment or other type of
compensation. Clarification between sizes, uses, and types
of vessels would require more space t]han is available in
this document. Rather than attempt to hold to a general
definition of "commercial vessel", reference will be made to
specific types of vessels, i.e., tank vessels, ]bulk
carriers, fishing vessels, pleasure crafte etc., wherever
required.

Comment: The Sanctuary boundary should be published on
navigational charts.

Response: NO~% agrees and will submit the Sanctuary
boundary to the Nautical Charting Division of tlhe National
Ocean Service. The boundary will be delineated on the next
update of the appropriate navigational chart.

Comment: Spill containment and cleanup measures should be
part of appropriate mitigation requirements for vessels
operating within the Sanctuary°

Response: OPA 90 mandates that tank vessel contingency
plans be prepared for a worst-case discharge, and that
vessel plans be reviewed and approved by the UoS. Coast
Guard. OPA 90 also stipulates that each responsible party
for a vessel from which oil is discharged, or which poses
the substantial threat of a discharge of oil into or upon
the navigable waters or adjoining shorelines or the
exclusive economic zone~ is liable for the removal costs and
damages resulting from such an incident.

Further, Washington State law (Title 88 Section 46
Revised Code of Washington) requires the owner or operator
of a tank vessel to prepare and submit an oil spill
prevention plan prior to the vesselts entry into a
Washington port. The law also requires that each tank
vessel, cargo vessel of greater than three hundred or more
gross tons, or passenger vessel of greater than three
hundred or more gross tons have a contingency plan for the
containment and cleanup of oil spills from such vessel into
the waters of the State.

Comment: NOA~ should provide a more complete explanation of
how implementation of each of the regulations would put U.S.
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shipping companies at: an economic disadvantage Ln relation
to foreign vessels. Precisely what would be th3 estimated
cost in dollars, time, inconvenience, and ultimlte impact
upon U.S. shipping companies.

Response: NOAA is promulgatinq[ no ]:’egulatLons that
will adversely affect domestic vessels.

Comment: NOAA shoulcl put: forth a vessel traffi.~ management
plan, spearheaded by the U.S~ Coast Guard, that addresses
research needs, vessel traffic monitorinc~ and c,~mmunication
systems, and future regulatory alternatives. The management
plan should be proactive, and estab2ish ~ timet~ible for
considering new vessel traffic regu].atio,~.s in t],e future.

Response: NOAA is working with the U~S. C,~ast Guard,
which has the primary autlhority for vessel traf:~ic
regulation, to determine the need for additiona[~ measures i-o
ensure protection of Sanctuary resources and qu~litie~. In
addition, NOAA will work with the UoS. Army CorlI~s of
Engineers (COE) and the EPA regarding vessel tr.~_ffic
activities resulting from the transport .of dred~ed material
through the Sanctuary for disposal outside the i~;anctuary.
These consultations will aim to determine which resources
are most at risk, which vessel traffic practice:.~ are most
threatening, and whiclh regulatio:ns or restricti,:,ns would be
most appropriate to alleviate such risk°

NOAA agrees that an improved ve:~se3 traffi( ~ moniUorinq
and communication system along the coast is des./rable~ OPA
90 requires the ~Secre’tary of Transpo:ctation to (omplete 
comprehensive study (>In the impact of installai~icn,
expansion, or improvement of vessel traffic sel~,icing
systems. NOAA will work with the St~te of WashJngtonJs OMS,
the U.S. Coast G~uard, and appropriate public ag~ncies during
the development of these monito~’:[ng ~tudies to (ieterm~ne an
appropriate system :for the Sanctuary and the need for any
additional site-specific protective :;Ineasures.

Vessel traffic monitoring and resear~:zh and coordination
on this subject haw~ been incorporated into the Sanctuary
management plan.

Comment: Allow only double-hulled w!~sse].~ in t~e Sanctuary.

Response: O]?A !~,0 establishes double hull requirements
for tank vessels° Most tank ve~.~els over 5,000 gross tons
will be required to have double hulls by 2010~ Vessels
under 5,000 gross tons will be requi:ced to have ~ double
hull or a double containment sy~tem by 2015. All newly
constructed tankers must have a doub:!.e hull (or ~ouble
containment system if under 5~000 gross tons)~ %~nile
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existing vessels are phased out over a period of years.

As previously stated, the U.S. Coast Guard is
completing a study of a tanker free zone where tank vessels
would be required to remain offshore during coastal
transits. Further, a proposal to establish an ATBA within
the Sanctuary boundary has been developed and will be
submitted to the International Maritime Organization (IMO)
for approval at the earliest possible date which, in
accordance with IMOes procedures, is June, 1994. Both
actions will serve to ensure that hazardous material laden
vessels will remain an appropriate distance offshore.

Comment: Require vessels to have a pilot aboard.

Response: Requirements for pilots are set forth in
both Federal and state regulations. NOAA will ]monitor and
review vessel traffic in the Sanctuary and make
recommendations to the appropriate regulatory agencies,
state and Federal, regarding the need for additional
pilotage requirements. Pilotage is currently compulsory for
all vessels except those under enrollment or engaged
exclusively in the coasting trade on the West Coast of the
continental United States (including Alaska) and/or British
Columbia. Port Angeles has been designated as the pilotage
station for all vessels enroute to or from the sea.

OPA 90 requires the U.S. Coast Guard to designate U.S.
waters where a second licensed officer must be on the bridge
of a coastwise seagoing tanker over 1,600 gross tons. Under
the Ports and Waterways Safety Act, the U.S. Coast Guard
also is proposing to require a second officer on foreign
flag tankers over 1,600 gross tons and on U.S. registered
tankers over 1,600 gross tons.

Comment: Establish a tonnage limit within three nautical
miles of shore except for those making a port call.

Response: All types of vessels and traffic patterns
will be reviewed by NOAA, the U.S. Coast Guard, and the
State of Washington OMS to determine any appropriate action
to be taken. In conducting this review, attention will be
paid to vessel type, cargo carried, and vessel size.

Comment: Require ail vessels to have English speaking
bridge personnel.

Response: All vessels required to participate in the
Juan de Fuca region CVTMS are required to make all reports
in English.

Comment: Curtail traffic during poor weather conditions.
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Response: NOAA will work with the state~ ~]~S. Coast
Guard, and appropriate public agencies to deter~,.~ine the need
for further vessel traffic regulations to speci~ically
address vessel traffi.c during adverse weather c, Jnditions.

During conditions of vessel co~gestJ.on r ad,,erse
weather, reduced vi~sibility, o~c other ha~ardous
circumstances in the area of the Juan de Fuca R~gion CVTMS,,
the Cooperative Vessel Traffic Management Center:. may issue
directions to control and. supervise traffic. TilLey may also
specify times when vessel:s may enter, move within or
through, or depart fr’om ports~ harbors, or otlhe]- waters of
the CVTMS Zone.

Further, the U:’~o Coast Guard’s Navigation Rules
International and Inland, speak specifically to the conduct
of vessels while at s.ea. Rule 6 of the Interna’lional and
Inland Steering and Sailing Rules states that "F~very vessel
shall at all times pr’oceed at a safe speed so t~..at she can
take proper and effective action to avoi~ colli~.ion and be
stopped within a distance appropriate to the pr~vailing
circumstances and conditions° ~u

Comment: Prohibit engine powered water craft o~ any type.

Response: A fundamental objectiw=_ of the ~.~anctuary
program is "to facilitate, to the extent compat:ible with the
primary objectiw~_ of resource protection~ all p~blic and
private uses of the resources of these macine axeas not
prohibited pursuant to other authorities. (16 U.S.C.
1431(b) (5)). NOAA will consider the threats from all 
of vessels - power driven~ sai]ing~ or paddle propelled - as
a continuing analysis of vessel traf-~ °-

L I~. within %he sanctuary
boundaries.

Comment:
oil.

Manage the~ off-loadin~ 7 or exchange of cargo or

Response: No offloading or exchange of oil occurs
within the boundary of the Sanctuary~ This activity
generally occurs in ports which are located outside of the
Sanctuary boundary° Further~ this type of activity is
addressed by both OPA 90 and program~ bei~g estaolished by
the recently created Washington State OMS~

Comment: Prohibit shipment of reclaimed ~pent n lclear fuel
from foreign reactors through the Sa;’~ctua~cy.

Response: As previously hot.ed, NO~ has re.~ommended to
the U.S. Coast Guard that an IMO app~’oved ATBA b~
established within t.lne Sanctuary boundary~ This would
require vessels transporting haz~rdo~.s materials to remain
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at least 25 nautical miles offshore while in the vicinity of
Sanctuary waters or until making their approach to the
Strait of Juan de Fuca using the established CVTMS traffic
separation scheme.

NOAA will also work with the State of Washington’s OMS
and both the U.S. and Canadian Coast Guards to be informed
of, and alerted to, in a timely and regular manner0 all
hazardous cargo carriers transiting near Sanctuary waters.
Further, through participation in regular meetings of the
Washington State Regional Marine Safety Committees and
discussions with the U. S. Coast Guard, NOAA will ensure
that contingency plans adequately address such transport
issues.

Comment: Prohibit commercial vessel anchorages within the
Sanctuary, particularly off Makah Bay, except in
emergencies.

Response: The use of the Makah Bay anchorage by
vessels waiting either for an available pilot at Port
Angeles or instructions from their home office, has been
examined. Currently, its use as a temporary anchorage has
been agreed upon by both the U.S. and Canadian Coast Guards.
This is viewed as a more favorable alternative than having
such vessels continuously underway within, and off the
entrances to, the Strait. Vessels at anchor are subject to
MARPOL, U.S. Federal law, and Sanctuary regulations
regarding discharges. The use of this anchorage is
monitored by Tofino Vessel Traffic Service which can also
educate such vessels regarding the Sanctuary and its
regulations.

Comment: Clarify NOAA’s authority to regulate vessel
traffic within State of Washington waters.

Response: Section 303 of the MPRSA gives NOAA the
authority to promulgate regulations to implement the
designation, including regulations necessary to achieve
resource protection.

Comment: The State and Federal government have appropriated
$75 million to expand and enhance maritime activity at Grays
Harbor through waterway dredging and port terminal
development programs. If vessel traffic is restricted, one
branch of the government would be defeating the purpose of
other parts of the government.

Response: NO~ has studied vessel traffic along the
Washington coast. The result of the analysis was the
recommendation for the previously mentioned ATBA. This
proposal, if adopted, would add approximately 17 nautical
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miles on a trans;it :from Grays ~[arbor to the ent cance of the
Straits of Juan de Fuca and approxir~late~[y 21 naltical miles
on a transit from the entrance of the St~:oaits t) Grays
Harbor. In com~,arison to the .costs of c3[eanup, legal fees r
liability, fines, loss of cargo~ and vest, el and
environmental damages, the proposals to e~stabli~h the ATBA
seem reasonable.

Comment: Double-hulled proposals a~e not econoi~icallF
sensible in the foreseeable future.

Response: Congress has mandated (OPA 90} ~iational
double hull requirements for tank vessels.



ISSUE: OVERFLIGHTS

Comment: Establish the boundary for overflights at the
beach rather than one (i) mile inland.

Response: The boundary for overflights is at the
shoreline and not one (i) mile inland.

Comment: Establish a 2,500 foot minimum flight altitude
over the sanctuary.

Response: To be consonant with current regulations
regarding flights over charted National Park Service Areas,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Areas, and U.S. Forest
Service Areasl NOAA is prohibiting the flying of motorized
aircraft at less than 2,000 feet above the Sanctuary within
one nautical mile of the Flattery Rocks, Quillayute Needles,
or Copalis National Wildlife Refuge, and at less than 2,000
feet above the Sanctuary within one nautical mile seaward
from the coastal boundary of the Sanctuary, except as
necessary for valid law enforcement purposes, for activities
related to tribal timber operations conducted on reservation
lands, or to transport persons or supplies to or from
reservation lands as authorized by a governing body of an
Indian Tribe. NOAA will work with the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) to reflect this regulation 
aeronautical charts.

Comment: Permit search and rescue at all times by whatever
aircraft is needed to accomplish the task.

Response: The prohibitions set forth in the Sanctuary
regulations do not apply to activities necessary to respond
to emergencies threatening life, property, or the
environment pursuant to Section 925.5 (c) of the
regulations. Thus, in any emergency, search and rescue
aircraft are allowed to perform whatever tasks are required
within the Sanctuary boundary.

Comment: When necessary to bring a research flight into the
area below the Sanctuary prescribed ceiling, regulations
should require the plane’s engine be kept at or below a
reasonable decibel level as heard from the ground.

Response: FAA regulations (14 CFR Part 36) codify
noise standards for aircraft operating within U.So airspace.
Adherence to these standards is already required. When
research is to be conducted within the Sanctuary boundary,
aircraft operators will be required to obtain a permit and
conduct such research in such a manner so as to minimize
disturbance yet remain within safe aircraft operating
parameters.
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ISSUE: LIVING RESOURC|~’~ EXTRACTIOn!

Fishing

Comment: NOAA should not restrict ~iccess to fishing grounds
or catch-ability. Crab fishing and razor: clam ~igging must
be allowed.

Response: The :regulation of fishing# ~ is not authorized
by the Designation Document. NOAA has determined that
existing fishery management authorities are ade,~uate to
address fishery resource issues. As with all o~her
fisheries that c~ccur within the Sanctuary, crab fishing and
razor clam digging remain under the regulatory ~uthority of
existing Federal, state, tribal and regional fi~hery
authorities. NOAA does not view fishing as con;rary to the
goals of the Sanctuary. The sanctuary program .s by law
mandated "to facilitate to the extent compatibl~ with the
primary objective of resource protection~ all public and
private uses of the resources .... ,, (ir~cludin~! fishing)
(16 U.S.C. 1431(b) (5)) 

Existing fishery management agencies are p~:imarily
concerned with the regulation and management of fish stocks
for a healthy fishery. In contrast, the Nation~l Marine
Sanctuary Program has a different and broader m~indate under
the MPRSA to protect all Sanctuary resources on an
ecosystem-wide basis. Thus, while fishery agen¢~ies may be
concerned about certain fishing efforts and tec]llniques in
relation to fish stock abundance and distributic~n, the
Marine Sanctuary Program is also concerned about the
potential incidental impacts of specific fisher3 ¯ techniques
on all Sanctuary resources including benthic habitats or
marine mammals as well as the role the target s[.Jecies plays
in the health of the ecosystem. In the case of the Olympic.
Coast, fish resources are already extensively m~!naged by
existing authorities and NOAA does not envision a fishery
management role for the Sanctuary Program. Acccrdingly,
fishing activities have not been included in th~ list of
activities in the Designation Document subject %o regulation
as part of the Sanctuary regime° Howeve:c~ the Sanctuary
Program will provide research result~ and recommendations to
existing fishery management agencies in order to: enhance the
protection of fishery and other resources withir the
Sanctuary.

Comment: No additional fisheries management or regulation
is needed in the Sanctuary. Commercial, ~cecrea%ion, and
subsistence fishing can be compatible with sanc%uary
designation, and the existing regulatory framewc:rk is
adequate at this time.
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Response: See response to previous comment. The
Designation Document places kelp harvesting within the scope
of future regulation since there is no existing management
plan for kelp harvesting.

Comment: Clarify the language associated with commercial
fishing practices near sunken vessels, rocks and reefs in
the proposed sanctuary to insure continuance of historical
and customary fishing practices. Existing Federal and state
regulations adequately protect archeological treasures,
man-made reefs, and natural rock and reef formations. The
FEIS should acknowledge and permit prevailing practices.

Response: Commercial fishing vis-a-vis historical
resources is an exempted activity under the prohibition
against disturbance of historical resources. However, the
exemption is only for incidental disturbance and therefore
does not allow deliberate disturbance.

Comment: Fishing should either be regulated, or placed in
the scope of regulation, because there may be a time in the
future when fishing needs to be regulated by the Sanctuary.

Response: NOAh believes that existing authorities are
adequate to regulate fishing. Should the need arise to
regulate fishing as part of the Sanctuary management regime,
the Designation Document could be amended.

Comment: Proposed regulations should result in the gradual
reduction of fishing, aquaculture, kelp harvesting and
waterfowl hunting to insure that no commercial activity
threatens the integrity of any resources in the proposed
Sanctuary. Some commenters believed that the Sanctuary
should ban all commercial fishing activities except Native
American fishing activities.

Response: A blanket reduction of resource-use
activities across the Sanctuary could not be imposed without
credible evidence that each resource affected is threatened
by a population decrease or stock failure. Absent such
evidence, the Act requires that existing uses be facilitated
to the extent compatible with the primary objective of
resource protection.

Comment: True refugia should be established where all
consumptive uses are prohibited for a period of time.

Response: The determination of whether refugia are
established in the Sanctuary will be done in coordination
with the NMFS, PFMC, Washington Department of Fisheries
(WDF), the tribes, environmental groups, and industry. The
Sanctuary Advisory Committee (SAC) will be an important
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forum to address this is.,~ue. If, in cocxcdinatign with other
governmental agencies, it is determined "that establishment
of refugia is a desirable alternative,, NOAA ~i].[ analyze the
alternative through the preparation of a~:~ environmental
impact statement/management plan and solicit~tign of public
input pursuant to the NEPA and the APA.

Comment: Driftnets, trawling~ and all d:cagnet Eisheries
should be banned[ from the proposed Sanctuary as inconsistent
with the regulation prohibiting alteratJ.on of’, 9r
construction on, the seabed.

Response: The only net gear u:~;ed ir~. fishecies in the
Sanctuary are trolling gear (for salmon) and trawling gear
(for groundfish). The regulatory prohibition o~ altering
the seabed includes an exception for incidental disturbance
resulting from traditional fishing operations. NMFS has
conducted a limited study of the.. impact of trawL gear on tlne
benthos and has not’. identified any resulting systematic
destruction. However, the regulations c.ould be modified to
regulate any activity that is shown to cause significant
disturbance of the seabed. This reflect~ adherence to the
MPRSA’s goals of’ preserving natural and human-u~e qualities
of a marine area.

High-seas driftnets, defined asl net~,~ greater than 1.5
miles long, have been banned pursual-~.t to United Nations
resolution 46/21.5. While gillnets and s.etnets ire currently
used in the inland waters of tlhe State: of Washilgton, they
are not used in Sanctuary water.s.

Comment: NOAA should facilitat.e the regulation of resource
extraction within tlhe Sanctuary under a regulat,)ry framewo:ck
that is controlled by a single agency.

Response: Regulatory authority ow~r resou?ces and
resource extraction industries is expressly gra~ited by state
and Federal statute... NOAA does not haw~ the prtmary
regulatory authority over resource extraction. NOAA can act
to coordinate the various regulators and can im!~ose
additional regulations, but cannot reassign its~If or other
agencies regulatory authority~

Comment: NOAA must clarify and acknowledge all tribal
treaty fishing rights in the FEIS,/MP, and the iilteraction of
Sanctuary regulations with the right of tribes "~o fish in
their Usual and Accustomed fishing areas.

Response: This issue is clarified in the ))esignation
Document and in Part II (under Socio-Demographi~: profile and
Land Use). Treaty rights to hunt and fish are ~cknowledged.



Comment: The entire study area must be considered as a
"fishing area" since fish migrate along the entire
Washington coast.

Response: NOAA recognizes that fish "know no
boundaries in the sea." The fishing areas identified in the
FEIS/MP only represent known locations where certain fishery
activity is concentrated. The fishing areas displayed in
the FEIS/MP are not related to regulatory jurisdiction in
any way. They are simplified visual aids to complement the
discussion of resources off the coast of Washington.

Aquaculture

Comment: Clarify NOAA’s intention to regulate, condition,
or prohibit aquaculture activities throughout the Sanctuary
and adjacent to Indian reservations.

Response: The Sanctuary regulations do not directly
prohibit aquaculture operations within the Sanctuary
boundary. However, discharge of matter into the Sanctuary,
or alteration of or construction on the seabed in connection
with aquaculture activities are prohibited. It is unlikely
that permits would be granted for aquaculture activities in
the Sanctuary that violate these prohibitions. This
dete~nination is based upon U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(COE) guidance related to permits for fish pen mariculture
operations, which prohibits fish farms in Federal natural
resource areas, such as national seashores, wilderness
areas~ wildlife refuges, parks or other areas designated for
similar purposes (e.g., national marine sanctuaries).

Comment: NOAA should change the proposed regulation
governing alteration of or construction on the seabed to
"maintenance and development of approved aquaculture
operations", and strike "existing prior to the effective
date of these regulations." Eliminating future aquaculture
development off the Olympic Coast would preclude
opportunities for both private shellfish and finfish
production and for public enhancement. Technology is being
developed which would result in minimal environmental
imbalance, and would afford employment for regional
communities.

Response: See response to previous comment.

Comment: The Sanctuary should not regulate aquaculture
activities because there are sufficient regulations in
place ..

Response: See response to previous comment.
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Comment: The Sanctuary should provide mutuall,~ agreed upon
requirements for aquaculture activities among i:he oyster
growers of Willapa Bay.

Response: The boundary of the Sanctuary ~loes not
include Willapa Bay~

Comment: The discussion in the FEIS/MP on the impacts of
aquaculture needs to be expanded and the propo~;al to not
regulate aquaculture in the Sanctuary should b~ re-a~sessed.
The FEIS/MP needs to address the use of drugs :~n farm-raised
fish.

Response: The discussion of aquaculture ~Tithin the
Sanctuary is intended only to evaluate the cur~:ent status of
the industry in the study area - it is not int~nded to
measure aggregate impacts. The request for ex|,anded
discussion of resources .does not identify spec:~fic i~sues of
discussion. A re-assessment of aquaculture Lvi:~--a--vis the
Sanctuary reveals that the industry is adequat~ly regulated
by existing state and Federal requirements° However, any
discharges from such operations into the Sanctuary would be
prohibited. The Sanctuary has no jurisdiction over the use
of drugs in aquaculture - such determinations ~re under tile
purview of the Was]hington State Department of Health (WDH~I
and the Federal Food and Drug Administration (i~DA).

Comment: All aquaculture should be banned fro~ within the
Sanctuary.

Response: The Sanctuary is required by l~w to
facilitate public and private uses of S~nctuar~ resources as
long as resource protection is not jeopardized If properly
sited and operated, aquaculture does not appea:: to
appreciably impact the health of the marine en~ironment.

Comment: Kelp harvesting should be banned or :egulated
within the Sanctuary.

Response: At present there is no kelp ha:~esti~g
within the Sanctuary. The Washington Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) is in the process of preparing a management
plan for kelp harvesting. NOAA has included k~ip harvesting
in the scope of regulations in the Designation Document in
the event that future action by NOAA is necess~[ry to protect
this resource° NOf~ will work with DNR to dew,lop a kelp
management plan within the Sanctuary.
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ISSUE: MARINE MAMMALS, SEA TURTLES AND SEABIRDS

Comment: Clarify ~’takings". The prohibition o]i the taking
of marine mammals and seabirds within the Sanctuary is
redundant with the ESA, the MMPA and the MBTAt and what
further impact it will have on the fishing community.

Response: "Taking" is defined in section 925.3 of the
regulations to mean: (1) for any marine mammal, sea turtle
or seabird listed as either endangered or threatened
pursuant to the ESA to harass, harm, ]pursue, hunt, shoot,
wound, kill, trap, capture, collect or injure, or to attempt
to engage in any such conduct and, (2) for any other marine
mammal, sea turtle, or seabird, the term means to harass,
hunt, capture, kill~ collect or injure, or to attempt to
engage in any such conduct. While marine mammals, seabirds
and endangered and threatened species are protected under
the MMPA, ESA and MBTA, NOAA believes that the higher
penalties afforded under the MPRSA will provide a stronger
deterrent.

The MBTA sets maximum criminal fines at either $500 or
$2,000 per violation, depending on the violation. The MMPA
sets maximum civil penalties at $i0,000 and maximum criminal
fines at $20,000. The ESA sets maximum civil penalties at
$500, $12,000 or $25,000 per violation, depending on the
violation; maximum criminal fines are set at $50,000. (All
three statutes also provide for imprisonment for criminal
violations.)

Section 30"7 of the MPRSA allows NOAA to assess civil
penalties as high as $i00,000 for eaclh violation. In
addition, monies collected under the MPRSA are available for
use by the National Marine Sanctuary Program.

Comment: The MBTA would not allow any taking of migratory
birds in the sanctuary, thus providing even stronger
prohibition than sanctuary status can provide.

Response: See above response. Section 925.5(a) (6) 
the Sanctuary regulations prohibits the taking .of migratory
birds within the Sanctuary. Zncluding a prohibition on
"taking" marine birds in the Sanctuary regulations allows
such violations to be subject to the civil penalties
authorized by the MPRSA which far exceed those authorized by
the MBTA.

Comment: Prohibit all takings of marine mammals and
seabirds, regardless of military or fishing exemptions.

Response: Section 925.5(a) (6) of the Sanctuary
regulations prohibits the taking of marine manmlals and
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seabirds in or above the Sanctuary except as authorized by
the NMFS or the United States Fish and Wildlife Service
under the authority of the MMPA, as amended, 16 U.S.C. 1361
et seq., the ESA, as amended, 16 U.S..C. [k531 et seq., and
the MBTA, as amended, 16 U.S.C. 703 et :~eq., or pursuant to
any treaty with an Indian tribe, to which the United States
is a party, provided that the treaty right is e(ercised in
accordance with the M~PA, ESA,. and MBTA. Exemptions include
a limited five-year incidental take of marine mlmmals
provided by interim regulations promulgated pur~uant to the
MMPA, which are in effect until October, 1993. The ESA also
has a limited incidental take exemption. See i~ U.S.C.
section 1539(a)(2)B(i). NMFS, in conjunction 
environmental groups and the fishing industry, is developing
a permanent management regime tc be implemented upon
expiration of the ~PA interim regulations.

If in the future NOAA determines that the ~xisting
regulations promulqated under MMPA, ESA, MBTA o:c any other
state or Federal statute are not adequate to en~ure the
coordinated and comprehensive ~management of marine mammals
and seabirds, changes to the Sanctuary regulations would be
undertaken in accordance with the requirements ~)f the MPRSA,
NEPA and APA.

Comment: Exclude from [takings] prohibition bii~ds
considered game.

Response: The only birds section 925.5(a)~6) prohibits
the taking of are seabirds--seabirds are not co~Isidered game
species.

Comment: Section 925.5(a)(6) of the proposed r~gulations
would prohibit the taking of marine mammals or :;eabirds
unless affirmatively permitted by regulations p~omulgated
under authority of the ESA, MMPA, or MBTA. Bec~tuse these
regulations do not expressly permit anDrE takings by treaty
Indians, the proposed sanctuary regulations wou~d
effectively prohibit the Makah Tribe from exerc~.sing their
treaty rights tc take marine mammals. The prop,~sed
regulations would also hinder the tribeJ~s abili~y to
exercise its fishing rights by precluding fishe~:ies which
result in the incidental taking of marine mamma~ s and
seabirds.

The DEIS/MP offers no conservation justifit~ation for
imposing restrictions on the taking of marine m~mmals and
seabirds which go beyond the restrictions imp os~d by the ESA
and MMPA. The DEIS/MP concedes that the purpos~ of the
proposed sanctuary regulations is not to protect: particular
species from extinction. According to the DEIS the purpose
of these additional prohibitions in the propose<[ regulations
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is to "extend protection for sanctuary resources on an
environmentally holistic basis°" This goal does not permit
infringement of treaty rights. Therefore, the regulations
should be amended by adding "or in accordance with any
treaty to which the United States is a party."

Response: The regulatory prohibitions do not abrogate
or obstruct any rights under an existing treaty. The
regulations have been changed by adding "or pursuant to any
treaty with an Indian tribe to which the United States is a
party, provided that the treaty right is exercised in
accordance with the MMPA, ESA and MBTA." The treaty between
the Makah Tribe and the United States explicitly assures the
"right of taking fish and of whaling or sealing at usual
accustomed grounds and stations." (Article 4, Treaty of Neah
Bay, 1855).

Incidental takes of marine mammals can legally occur
under permit and exemption provisions of the MMPA.
Currently, Washington coastal tribes apply for and receive
exemption certificates from NMFS for the incidental taking
of marine mammals during fishing. Fees for this exemption
are waived for tribes.

Further~ tribes cannot be denied entry into any fishery
based on the likelihood or occurrence of seabird or marine
mammal takings. However, they could be prosecuted if they
violate the ESA, MMPA, or MBTA.

Comment: Change the wording of the regulation to read "as
authorized or pe~,itted by NMFS or [the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service] USFWS under the authority of the MMPA and
ESA. V’ NMFS suggests that the preamble and/or regulations
clarify that Sanctuary permits will not be required for
activities authorized or pe~nitted by NMFS or USFWS under
MMPA or ESA. Such clarification would relieve many concerns
over the possibility of overlapping and potentially
duplicative permitting requirements.

Response: NOAA has amended the regulation by adding "as
authorized by the National Marine Fisheries Se~ice or the
United States Fish and Wildlife Service under the authority
of the Marine Mammal Protection Acte as amended, (MMPA), 
U.S.C. 1361 et seq., the Endangered Species Act, as amended,
(ESA), 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq., and the Migratory Bird Treaty
Act, as amended~ (MBTA), 16 U.S.C. 703 et seq ..... " The
inclusion of "as authorized or permitted" is viewed by NOAA
as redundant.
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ISSUE : SANCTUARY ADMINISTRATION

Regulations/Permits

Comment: NOAA should use economic incentives r~.~ther :=han
regulations to ensure that activities do not iron,act
resources.

Response: NOAA does not have sufficient authority to
provide economic incentives to ensure that acti’~ities do not
impact Sanctuary resources. Even regulations~ ~hich include
economic disincentives such as monetary penalti¢;s~ are not
sufficient to ensure that any activity does not impac=
resources.

Comment: Clarify the statement~ "When a confli,:~’t with a
sanctuary regulation related to ..specific [non.~s~nctuary]
regulations occurs, tlhe one more protective of :~anctuary
resources will prewlil." NOAA regulations should not
override those of the local jurilsdic’tions. NOA3:~ needs to
clarify: i) the application of this policy to f:shing; 2)
types of conflicts the statement applies to; ~) who
determines whether a conflict exists; and 4) th~:~ process for
resolving a conflict o

Response: NOAA agrees that the statament a~ writ%=en in
the DEIS/MP is unclear. Accordingly~ th.~_ state~ent has been
deleted in the FEIS/MP. Essentially, the state~ent meant
that if two regulations exist covering an activity in the
Sanctuary, one promulgated by NOAA under the MP~’oSA authority
and the other by anot]~er agency under a differe~t statute,
compliance with the less restrictive rec[’ulation will not
relieve the obligation "to comply witl~ the other more
restrictive one.

Comment: NOAA slhould follow the guidelines of I’EPA when
proposing any change in regulations that ~ire il.i~ted in the
scope of regulations° This is especialli.~ appli~able ~o
vessel traffic and discharge regulations. Alsoj
clarification is needed on the rulemakin~ and a]~endment
processes.

Response: Listing activities ~n the scope ~f regulation
reflects that the issues and alt.ernative~z were £ddressed in
the FEIS/MP, public hearings were held, and public condiments
were solicited regarding the activities. If NOAA later
proposes the regulation of an activity listed ii ~ the scope
of regulations in the Designation Document but. l’ot regulated
at the time of Sanctuary designation, NOAA will! request
public comments on the proposal~ When NO~ plals to amend a
rule that has been promulgated, an analysis of ~ihe issues~
affected environment,~ alternatives and consequel’ces will be



completed and public comments solicited. NOAA will then
modify the proposal if necessary and respond to public
comments when taking the final action°

Comment: A procedure must be established to disagree with
management and issue an appeal if permits to co:nduct
research are denied.

Response: Section 925.12 of the Sanctuary :regulations
set forth the procedures for appealing denials of Sanctuary
permits. The appeal process involves a written statement by
the appellant to the Assistant Administrator of NOAA. The
Assistant Administrator may conduct a hearing on the appeal.

Comment: Clarify the procedure for obtaining pez~its for
low-flying aircraft engaged in ongoing species :monitoring
studies and damage assessment studies in response to an
incident such as an oil spill° Activities authorized by the
NMFS and USFWS should not require a Sanctuary permit because
the requirements for permits would be duplicative.

Response: All flights engaged in monitoring or research
activities that fly below 2,000 feet are required to obtain
a Sanctuary permit, or,, if the activity is already pursuant
to a permitv to have that pex~it certified. Permits are not
required for overflights necessary to respond to emergencies
threatening life, property or the environment.

Comment: NOAA should not grandfather existing uses if
otherwise prohibited by sanctuary regulations.

Response: Section 304(c) (i) (B) of the MPRSA specifies
that NOAA may not terminate any valid lease, permit,
license, or right of subsistence use or of accessg if the
lease, permit, license~ or right "is in existence on the
date of designation of any national marine
sanctuary .... "

Comment: Treaty secured rights should not require sanctuary
certification and registration. Further~ NOAA should
obligate federal regulators to consider and protect tribal
interests when issuing permits which may affect those
interests.

Response: Treaty secured rights do not require
certification by the Sanctuary program~

Comment: The regulations, exemptions and authority to place
conditions on existing permitted activities are unclear.

Response: Section 304(c) (2) of the MPRSA provides 
with the right to regulate the exercise of a lease, permit,



license, or right of subsistence use or of access existing
on the effective date of Sanctuary designation.

Comment: Sanctuary management should be formally
coordinated with tribal regulatory and law enforcement
authorities through cooperative agreements.

Response: Cooperative agreements will be developed as
necessary between l~[OlhA and the tribes regardin@ regulatory
and law enforcement, activities..

Comment: The Sanctuary should offe~ increased enforcement
which should be conducted by Sanctuary personnel rather than
the U.S. Coast Guard.. Clarify the enforcement procedures.

Response: [~here will be enforcement of Sanctuary
regulations through cooperative agreements with the U.S.
Coast Guard, NMFS, WDF~. the coastal tribes, USY@S, and the
National Park Service (NPS). Considering fiscal
constraints, level of use, and availability of enforcement
personnel working in the field already, NOAA has determined
that it is not a high immediate priority to hire Sanctuary
enforcement personnel. The Sanctuary must first become
fully staffed and operational, and a determination must be
made whether additional enforcement personnel are needed.
The enforcement procedures will be dete1~nined pursuant to
the cooperative agreements that are established.

Comment: The broad scope of the discharge prohibition will
require a well-coordinated enforcement operation to l~Lonitor
all discharge and disposal activities from sourzes on land
as well as in offshoree coastal and inl~:~id waters over large
areas outside of the Sanctuary boundary. It ma~ be
impossible to determine the origin of discharges or deposits
found in the Sanctuary after the du~,ping activity has
occurred.

Response: The prohibition on discharges from outside
the boundary re].ates to discharges that enter aad injure
Sanctuary resources. NO~A must establish that ~ischarges
not only enter, but injure the resources before enforcement
actions will be taken. It will, therefore be desirable for
NOAA to undertake a comprehensive monitoring prggram by
which it can determine ecosystem health and use impacts.

Comment: NOAA should impose unlimited ]iabilit{ for spills
extended to shipping companies and finns providing original
source materials; involved in polluting activities.

Response: NOAA is permitted to seek penalties of up to
$i00,000 per day for a violation pu~csuant to Section
307(c) (I) of the MPRSA (16 U.S.C. 1437(c)(i)), 



natural resource damages pursuant to section 312 of the

MPRSA (16 U.SoC. 1443).

Transboundry Coordination

Comment: NOAA should coordinate with other Federal and
Canadian authorities to regulate vessel traffic, reduce the
risk of oil spills, and eliminate oil and gas drilling in
Canadian waters adjacent to the proposed sanctuary. NOAA
should encourage an adjacent sanctuary along the west coast
of Vancouver Island.

Response: NOAA agrees and is working with the Canadian
Coast Guarde the U.S. Coast Guard and the Washington OMS to
reduce the risk of oil spills. The regulation of vessel
traffic will currently remain with the U.S. and Canadian
Coast Guards and the OMS. NOAA will support any Canadian
initiative to designate a marine protected area in Canadian
waters on the Pacific Coast~

Beach Management Policies

Comment: NOAA should grandfather in the existing beach
management policies including allowable beach driving
activities.

Response: The boundary of the Sanctuary does not
encompass beaches where beach driving is permitted.

Advisory Committee/Decision Making

Comment: NOAA and the State of Washington should work
together to determine the composition of the Sanctuary
Advisory Committee (SAC)~ The SAC should include
representatives from private landowners, local industry, the
county and tribes. The SAC should be based at the local
level to oversee operations and help maintain strong local
input.

Response: NOAA will work with local user and interest
groups and state and local governments to obtain broad
representation on the SAC. The law limits the SAC to no
more than 15 members.

Comment: The SAC should have the power to direct the
sanctuary manger and set priorities for funding. The SAC
decisions should be binding. If the decisions are not
binding, then the manager should at least provide a
rationale for any actions taken which are directly contrary
to the recommendations of the SAC.

Response: The SAC recommendations to the manager will
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be instrumental in guiding the manager with respect to
prioritizing actions. If the manager chooses not to pursue
the recommendations of the SAC~ a rationale will be provided
to the members of the SAC~

Comment: One of the first tasks of the SAC should be to
review and update the State of Washington’s coastal zone
management program to ensure consistency with the Sanctuary
management plan,, The Sanctuary management plan goals and
objectives shou]Ld also be reviewed.

Response: Prior to designation~ the State of
Washington will review the FEIS/MP as part of its
consistency determination as it relates to Wash ington’s
approved coasta]L zone. management program~ The ~DOE has
jurisdiction for the Shoreline Management Act. The SAC will
not share that jurisdiction, rather~, the SAC will be
responsible for reviewing the Sanctuary management plan
goals and objectives. The SAC~s fi~:st priority will be to
help determine the five-year Sanctuary operatin~ plan
establishing priorities for education~ research, monitoring,
facilities siting and administration.

Miscellaneous

Comment: Firea£1~s should be co~trolled o; banned within the
Sanctuary.

Response: Possession and use of fire~rms is regulated by
State law for public safety purposes. ~?he primary purpose
of Sanctuary designation is resource pro tectJorl.

Management Alternat ires/Strategies

Comment: The administrative models being discussed ir~ the
Northwest Straits proposal should be considered.

Response: The administrative model identifying NOAA as
the lead agency in managing the sanctuary with guidance and
assistance from the SAC (which will represent State and
local interests} will be implemented in the Olympic Coast
National Marine Sanctuary. The administrative model which
involves joint administration between NOAA and the State of
Washington was not considered for the OZ:~pic Coast National
Marine Sanctuary because the Sanctuary is predcminately in
Federal waters° One model suggested for the proposed
Northwest Straits ~ational Marine Sanctuary focuses on joint
administration because the Sanctuary would be located
entirely within State waters. NOAA will work closely with
the state and counties and other FederaZ agencies in the
administration of the Olympic Coast National Marine
Sanctuary.



Comment: The management plan needs to account for tribal
sovereignty and jurisdiction with respect to cultural
resources, law enforcement and research practices. NOAA
needs to recognize the need to coordinate with each tribal
entity in the same manner as with the state and its
management agencies.

Response: NOAA acknowledges the i~ortance of tribal
sovereignty. Nothing in the designation will impact the
treaty rights of the coastal tribes. NOAA will consult
closely with the tribes on any action that may potentially
impact tribal rights or interests.

Comment: NOAA should choose management plan alternative 1
which proposes to gradually phase in program activities and
staffing. Staff could be co-located with another Federal
agency in Port Angeles, with satellite sites in Klaloch or
La Push. National concerns with fiscal restraint support
this choice.

Some commenters supported management plan alternative 2
which proposes to set up the sanctuary headquarters and
immediately provide full-staffing. Sanctuary headquarters
should be located on the coast. The former Makah Air Force
Station is one possible location.

Response: NOAA is experiencing the fiscal constraints
that all Federal programs are experiencing. NOAA proposes
to balance the needs for resource protection and fiscal
restraint by phasing in staffing and maximizing cooperative
relationships with other agencies and jurisdictions working
in the area (e.g., NPS, U.S. Coast Guard, the tribes, and
the USFWS) to implement the management plan. The Sanctuary
manager will have an office on the Olympic Coast with
administrative support facilities in Seattle.

Comment: Implementation of the final management plan must be
adequately funded in order to prevent pollution and resource
damage.

Response: The level of funding for the first year after
Sanctuary designation will depend upon the Sanctuary
Program’s funding which is authorized and appropriated by
Act of Congress~ However, the reality of the program’s
funding situation will require the manager and SAC to
identify alternative sources of funding for Sanctuary
programs.

Comment: A volunteer program, coordinated by a full-time
volunteer coordinator, should be established to assist in
implementation of the management plan.
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Response: NOAA agrees tlhat the establishment ~,f a
volunteer program can assist in i~,plementation of the management
plan. The SAC will be influential in dete~mining the priori~-y of
hiring a volunteer coordinator.

Comment: The management alternatives should more accurately
describe NOAA’s comprehensive planning as imple:~e:~ted through a
combination of legal management authority .over ~ze~-tain specific
Sanctuary activities and advisory coordination ~i~:h other
entities managing the remaining es~sential ~:ompone:t~tso

Response: NO~ agrees. The FEIIS/MP outlines t]!e reg~11ations
which NOAA is promulgating° The FEIS/NP ai..~o ou~l:nes the role of
the SAC, whose composition :is aimed at enhancing "i;he coordination
with other entities witlh management jurisdiction ~n the
Sanctuary.

Comment: The Sanctuary manager slhould have a g:ce~t dea~{ of
responsibility for setting the Sanctuary budget~ ~s wel~[ as
assigning funds to local governments for a~l~sistan<e in
implementing management plans.

Response: The Sanctuary managez’ will[ halve primary
responsibility for re~:~ommending the Sanctuary b~.dcet to
headquarters. The Sanctuaries and Reserve::~ Divis:~on has
responsibility for the entire National Marine San~:~tuary Program
budget, and will work with the site manager to de~elop the annual
program budget. The :manager has the discretion to. earmark funds
to local governments or groups to implement Sanct~ ary p~fograms.

Comment: Zoning plan~ should be implemented whicI: accol~modate
the varying resource ~lanagement needs within the ~anctuary. Some
zoning examples include allowing for the needs of ports to the
south, designating areas which would be closed ’to all consumptive
uses on a rotating basis, "and zoning specific areas within the
sanctuary for the sole purposes of research~ recr£ational use;,
commercial use and no use.

Response: Zoning is not anticipated as i~art o~[ the FEIS/MP
for the Sanctuary. If NOAA,. in consultation with the SAC,
believes that zoning would better meet the needs ~f the program,
the management plan and regulations can be amended in accordance
with the requirements of the MPRSA~, the NE]?A and the APA.

Research/Education Protocol

Comment: Research re:~ults and data should be shaxed through
existing databases with Federal a~nd state agencies and tribes.
The sharing of data should be formalized through cooperative
agreements.

Response: NOAA agrees that research results a;[d data should



be shared and will pursue appropriate cooperative agreements to
ensure this coordination.

Comment: It is unnecessary to severely restrict or eliminate
activities such as fishing, commercial vessel activity, dredging
and aircraft operation in order to carry out the Sanctuary goals
of promoting research and public education.

Response: The primary goal of sanctuary designation is the
comprehensive long-term protection of marine resources. Some
restrictions are necessary to accomplish this goal. Of the above
activities, only dredging is being eliminated within the
Sanctuary boundary. Research and education provide additional
means to promote the goal of marine resource protection.

Comment: Geophysical exploration should not be prohibited, as
the information gathered from this research can benefit coastal
communities and academic institutions.

Response: NOAA’s emphasis on research within the Sanctuary
allows for research which may involve an otherwise prohibited
activity (such as alteration of or construction on the seabed) 
long as researchers obtain a research permit pursuant to section
925.9 of the Sanctuary regulations. NO~ will determine the
environmental consequences of the proposed research~ including
short and long term effects on marine biota (such as noise which
may interfere with cetacean communication) in deciding whether to
issue a permit.

Comment~ The research program should stress applied research
such as research which can facilitate fisheries management,
provide information on long-term environmental trends, and
provide links between the marine systems and the adjacent
terrestrial systems. Providing research results to decision
makers at the various governmental levels would be an important
link in addressing marine resource problems.

Response: NOAA agrees and has clarified this point in the
research section of the management plan.

Comment~ Criteria for acceptable research within the Sanctuary
should be established prior to formal designation of the
Sanctuary. The criteria should be used in review of research
permit applications, and an appeal process should be established
in the case of research permit application denial.

Response: Research permit applications will be reviewed on a
case-by-case basis and evaluated to determine the potential short
and long term impacts of the proposed activities. In addition,
section 925.12 of the regulations sets forth the procedures for
appealing to the Assistant Administrator the denial of a research
permit.
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Comment: NOAA should conduct research into the e~fects of
fishing activities on the entire marine system, fish stocks,
species abundance, and monitoring info~cmation sho[id be presented
to the PFMC.

Response: The National Ocean Sezwice (which ircludes the
Sanctuaries and Reserves Division) and the NMFS h~ve entered into
a Memorandum of Understanding outlining the working relationship
between the Sanctuary Program and the NMFS. The %FMC will be:
involved in this agreement, through its relationship with the
NMFS. Research which benef’[ts the overall goal of resource
protection is addressed within this agreement by I~ighlightinq the
need for interagency coordination v research and mcnitoring.

Comment: The benefits of sanctuary designation to the fishing
community and others should be clearly articulated.
Additionally, connections between the regulations and resource
protection should be integrated in the education ~lan (e.g.,
establishing warning signs at popular access sites to alert
boaters and hikers to the effect of disturbance of pelagic birds
and marine mammals.)

Response: NOAA ag:~ees and has clarified the education goals
in the Sanctuary management plan. NOAA has articulated the
benefits of the Sanctuary program for the fishing community.
NOAA will coordinate with the USFWS and the NPS t¢ post warning
signs around critical marine bird and mammal habitat.

Comment: NOAA should provide for increased education and
interpretation of the shoreline through a variety of media.
Educational materials and outreach programs should be developed
by pre-existing facilities and organizations on the Olympic
Peninsula.

Response: Sanctuary designation wil~_l provide for increased
education and interpretation of the entire Sanctuary ecosystem.
Education materials and outreach programs will be developed in
cooperation with existing Federal~ tribal, state end local
entities.
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IBSUE: INFORNATIONAL AMENDMENTS TO THE DEIS/MP

Bioloqical Amendments

comment: The discussion of the neretic and shelf edge
environments in the DEIS/MP needs to be expanded. The resource
assessment must stress the biological richness of the area.

Response: The resource assessment describing the ecosystem of
the Sanctuary study area has been expanded in the FEIS/MP.

Comment: Biological resources need to be discussed in terms of
ecosystem interactions and not single species descriptions.

Response: NOAA has expanded the discussion to include a
description of the study area from an ecosystem perspective.

socioeconomic

Comment: The FEIS/MP must contain a socioeconomic impact study
of the regulations on the affected coastal communities and
Tribes. Failure to consider and mitigate these impacts violates
the NEPA and Federal Trust responsibility to Indians.

Response: An economic analysis has been included within the
FEIS/MP. NOAA is not promulgating regulations that will unduly
burden the tribes. The regulations have provisions that
recognize treaty secured rights. In addition, NOAA will consult
with the tribes when considering permits affecting proposed
development activities in the Sanctuary. NOAA believes that the
regulations do not conflict with the economic interests of the
tribes since the regulations offer increased protection for those
natural resources critical to tlhe tribal economy.

Comment: The Federal government should investigate the
possibility of tax breaks to offset economic impacts of the
management plan.

Response: NOAAts actions do not add economic burdens to the
area. The issue of tax breaks should be addressed to an
individual’s representatives in Congress. NOAA does not have the
legislative authority to address tax laws.

Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Comment: NOAA should submit a supplemental Draft
Environmental Impact Statement for the following reasons~ i) the
DEIS/MP lacks a satisfactory examination of the socioeconomic
impacts of the regulations on the coastal communities; 2) the
DEIS/MP contains erroneous information related to port activities
in Grays Harbor; 3) some information is missing, outdated, or
inaccurate; 4) inadequate definition of the unique environment
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desel~ling protection that is id,entified by the S~L.

Response: NOAA has determined that; the mattez-s for which an
SEIS has been requested can be addressed in the PEIS/MP. The
FEIS/MP addresses the socioeconomic impacts of regulations that
could potentially affect the coastal communities in the
alternatives and consequences section° Further, the vessel
traffic section has been amended .clubstantially to provide a
detailed description of the significance of vessel traffic to the
coastal communities. Additional].y, the descripti3n of the marine
environment under consideration has been expanded greatly.

Manaqement

Comment: NOAA needs ’to address or recognize a nu,ber of current-
local and state regulatory controls in place within the shoreline
areas.

Response: NOAA has addressed local and state ~egulatory
controls within the shoreline areas. These contr.~is are listed
in Appendix J.
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Table 7. Individual Commenters

Mr./Mrs. H.K. Adler
Catherine Allison
James G. Allison/

Janice A. Anthony
Glen L. Alexander
Susan Arbury
Therese Armetta
Elizabeth Award
Dennis J. Axt
Melissa Bale
Eric J. Bard
Douglas B. Barnett
Mr./Mrs. Alan Bates
Tawny Bates
Margaret Battles
Cheryl Baumann
Patti Benson
Thomas Berken
Linda D. Bernhardt
Timothy Bernthal
Jane Block
Linda Books
C. Edward Bowlby
David A. Berger
Tibor Bessko/

Debbie Shostock
Mary Blackstone
Kathleen Banchard
Saphire Blue
Margaret Boyle
Mary Sue Brancato
George Brandt
Rebecca Branscom
Kerri Brenaman
Karen Brown
Lloyd J. Brown
Marj Brown
Nancy V. Bryant
Jeanette Burrage
Jeff Buckland
Cheryl Bush
Ann T. Butler
Ellen Bynum
Jim/Marian Byse
Mary E. Cadigan
Jean E. Caldwell
Marcia Campbell
Terri Camean
Douglas J. Canning
Dianne Carreri

Pamela Chase
Dale Chestnut
Diane Civic
James W. Clarke
Virginia/Weldon

Clark
Mary Cline
Carol E. Clover
Mike/Denise Coghlan
Diane Coiner
Stacy S. Coleman
Kari Collis
Ames B. Colt
Steve Confer
Leo Shaw/Noelle

Congdon
Erika Courtois
Bruce/Judy Cowan
Maribeth Crandell
Steve/Jane Crawford
Henri Crawley
Nancy Curry
Laurie/Jeff Curtis
Donald A. Davidson
Jack Davis
Ruth/Harold Deery
Anita DeMarco
Mr./Mrs. J. Denison
Pauline Denison
Michael Denker
Lisa Dennsion
David DeRousse
Chris Detrock
D.L. Dickson
Lowell Dickson
Robin Dobson
Linda M. Donaldson
John E. Douglas
Dean A. Drugge
Glen Duncan
Taleah Edmond
Lou Ann Edwards
Stan Eilers
Laura M0 Emerson
Betty Joyce Enbysk
Marc Eskenazi
Joseph E. Evans
Yole Evans
Mr. Jim Feigel

Mr./Mrs. Robert H.
Ferber

Judy Friesem
Debra Fisher
Louise R. Forrest
Annette Frahm
Robert A. Friedman
Anthony C. Garland
Gates Family
Laura Geselbracht
Nick Girten
John Grettenberger
Kevin G. Goebel
Ms. Jane E. Goforth
Helmut/Marcy Golde
Gottsfeld Family
Elinore B. Gordon
William W. Grace
Arthur Grunbaum/

Linda Orgel
Scott Guedale
Karen Guffy
Chris Haave
Tracy Haim
Hellen L. Halloran
Tully Hammill
David H. Hannon
Drew Hanson/

Christine M. Shulz
Laura A. Harders
John L. Hart
Warren Hartz
Mr./Mrs. Jerry

Hatton
Albert A. Haubrich
Elaine J. Haynes
Robert Haynes
Rob J. Healy
Shana L. Hedlund
Christopher Helf
Rosilla Helf
Susan Helf
Michael J. Hely
Edward McCrady

Henderson, Jr.
Gary Higbee
Mr. C~A. Higgins
Michael Hill
Theora M. Hills
Karea Hirsch
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Mary T. Hodgson
Lisa Hoff
Edward P. Hoffman
Tracie Hornung
Steve Horsill
Grace Hubenthal
Claudia Huber
Dennis/Melanie

Humfleet
Janette M. Hursh
Linda Ikeda
Matt Irinaga
Dorothy E. Jackins
Mrs. Judith L.

Jackson
Hugh A. Jennings
Mr. Allen Johnson
Carl R. Johnson
Johnson Family
Dale R. Johnson
Morgan A. Jones
Marita Justice
Claudia L. Justis
George Kaminsky
Camilla Kelly
Jacqueline Kettman
Dianne S. Kirst
J. Klostermeyer
Mr./Mrs. Leonard

Knecht
Dana Knizkerbocker
Roger/Phyllis
Knight
David Kramer
Allen Kreger
Y° Kutt
Nancy N. Kroening
Dr. Daniel Krog
Max J. Krueger
Walter Kucij
Theresa/John

Kwiecinski
John P. Lacy
Greg Lambert/

Patricia Fannigan--
Lambert

Mark Langner
Terry Lavender
Robert P. Lee
Ann Lennartz
Thomas F. Lilly
Mrs. Valerie L°

Lind
Charles D. Louch
James C. Lowthian
Nancy Luenn
]Randy Luns ford
]Ray Maddux
Christopher D.

Magda
Tara K. Magnet
Miguel Maestas
Philip H. Mathisen
Jim Malecki
June Mansfield
Lyman L, Marfell
Sheila Mar~an
Mary Markus
J. C~ Marsh
Amy Sue Martin
Gordon Maul
Johanna NJtzke

Marquis
Matty Maxwell
J.C. May
Patricia L o McGrath
John McKay
Susan E. McKinley
Brian McLaughlin
Susan McRae
Rick Mead
Robert Meier
Pa tr i c ia A .
Mill:[ren
Janet E. Merria~
Sharon Merrill
Kay Metcalf
William Michel
Charles/Doris
Miller
Craig F. Miller
Jeff Miller
John Mills/Patricia

Kubala
Nancy Mills
Mrs. J.R. Mitchell
Vicki Morris
Peter Moser
Mrs. Albert Moss
Jennifer Moss
Joan/Stan Muench
Leo J. Muraro I~[I
Scott Murdoch
Herbert E. Nelson

Dav~ Neupert
Dun,~an/Dennis

Ne~izil
Tam~ira Newport
Mr.,’Mrs. Nils yon

Veli
David Nordstrom
Lee Norton
Mr./Mrs. Kelly

Obl,ad
Jud ~r Ogilvie
Lil~i Ohse
Joh~i Olson
Keil;h M. Oublanica
KoA Padden
Mrs Charles Paine
I~ ~fesley Padnoe
R~T Paine
Marz!" E. Paulsen

Howard A. Pellett
Hen:i y Pe~%
Mar3 ene Penry
B:ce]r ~da Peterson
Cz’aJ g Peterson
George Pickett
Mar Jlyn Pierce
Eri~ Ross Pierce
Eri~ Lee Pierce
Mar~ R. Pierce
Carcl Plank
Mar~ Plunkett
ChrJ s/Andrew Poje
Jenr ifer Pretare
Nancy Price
Heather Pullen
Mar}~ Pullen
Barkara R, Questad
Jac~ Raidy
Pegc~y Jo Randall
S, l!red Rapp
Krista Rave
Pamela Raddy
Lee/Karen Rentz
S, K. Retherford
Lisa Riener
Am ly r. Ri~gle
JohD Dixon/Noriko

Riggleman
Elizabeth Riggs
David Risvold
G] orian Robben
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Joanne M. Roberts
Marie C. Roska
Ruth Roundy
Penny Ruby
Steven S. Rumrill
Janet M. Sailer
Michele Savelle
C. Thomas Schaefer
Milton/Carolyn

Scheerer
Mark/Nina Schulz
Katherine Scott
Virginia Seese
Pazy Shapin
Richard Seifried
Darlene Shanfold
Mark Shapley
Dan Silver
William Simmons
Carol J./Emma Smith
Gordon Smith
Lynwood Smith
Sharon Smith
Susan D. Smith
Tiffany Snyder
Ciel Sonder
Maryanne Spear
Pat Spears
Terri Spencer
Richard Spotts
Suzanne Springer
Thomas C. Starr
Thomas H. Steck
Jim/Susan Stolzfus
Mary Ellen Stone
James M. Strong
Eric D. Stubb
Susan S. Sullivan
Peter C. Sweet
Robin switzer
Barbara Szekais
Scott W. Teaford
John/Sylvia

Teichert
Markus Tengesdal
Nina Tepedino
Jennifer Thames
Lorna Williamson/

Mark Tipperman
Graeme Ton
Darryl E. Toon
Douglas J. Townsend

Neil M. Travis
Peyt Turner
W. Banning Vail
Juanita Verschuyl
Wade Volwiler
Nancy Waddell
Bob Wallace
Dixie C. Walmsley
John Warth
Lars Watson
Raleigh Watts
Douglas W. Welti
M. Pat Wennekens
Jane B. Wentworth
David Werntz
Mike A. Wessels
Joanne Polayes-

Wien/Perry Wien
Tracey Wiese
Keith/Janice K.

Wiggers
Deirdre Wilcox
Marilyn Wilfong
Stephen A. Wille
Charles Williams
Harry E. Wilson
Richard C. Wilson
Patricia Woehrlin/

Scott Allison
Gordon/Marti Wolfe
Therese Wontorek
Leigh Wright
Kimie Wright
Pete Wyman
Bernice L/Bryon L.

Youtz
E. Zahn
Fonda Zimmermen
David Zuckerman
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Table 8. Public R[earinq_Speakers

November 6, 1991
Port Anqeles, WA.

David Stalheim
David Sones
Roger Rudolph
Marycile Olexer
Betty Joyce Enbysk
John Ballentine
Donald Rudolph
Thomas Lilly
Roger Jackson
David Hays
Edwin Brown
Homer Frazier
Norma Turner
Rick Rodlend
Jenny Diimmel
Denise Diimmel
Jane Shefler
Mike Breitbach
Mike Allen
John Preston
Marguerite Glover
Dr. Pat Wennikers
Patricia Willits
Karl Schroeter
Steve Morrill
Mr. Clayton
Annette Hansen
Judy Eckland
John Preston
Mary Beth Crandell

November 7, 1991-
Seattle, WA.

Jim Gunsolos
Bruce Agnew
David McCraney
Mike Lowry
Priscilla Collins
Cathy Becker
Michael Gayler
Jim Goettler
Rachel Saunders
Rod Sandelin
Donna Osseward

Janet Taylor
Tom Putnam
Fred Felleman
David Orkman
Herbert Green
Jeff! Rothel
Bob Goldberg
Ruth Taylor
Frank Schumann
Denise Wonderly
Paul Sorenson
Frank Crystal
Steve Winnaka
Jerry Price
Cynthia Rusk
Naki Stevens
Herb Wright
Gabriella Stone
Car]. Luna

November 12 ~ 1991-

Jim Lowery
David McCraney
David Heiser
Eric’ Johnson
Laurie Sardina
Robert Gordon
Peter Andrews
Christine Platt
Jeff Parsons
Harper Hill
Sandy Moo~’e
Meta Heller
Nigel Blakley
Fred Felleman
David Dickinson
Scott Richardson
Mike Leigh
David Jennings
Kenneth Dz inbal
Judith Johnson
Eli Sterling
Markus Tengesdal

Thc>mas Branot
l%hc >nda Hunter

No%ember 13, 199!
_~Aberdeen, WA).

Jill Lowery
Th~ rese Swanson
Bok Basich
Ma~y Paulson
]?h~ llis Shrauger
Jol~n Stevens
I~ssel Richardson
Stan Lattin
O’Eean Williamson
Sue Patnude
Ker Kimura
Err~est Hensley
Ben Watson
Larry Westfall
Leroy Tipton
Dennis Benn
Diane Ellison
William Pickell
Chuck Peterson
Dou~ Ficke
Jim Fox
Ell~n Pickell
Jim Walls
Ste ~e Barnowemeyer
Lionel Brown
Lou is Messmer
Ray Nelson
Cha~dra Coski
Joe Early
Stanley Trohimc~ich
Joh~ Olson
Dar Lene Caldwell
Fre, l Sharpe
Glenn Sundstrom
MarLna Littleton
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Table 8. Continued

November 14~ 1991-
Seaview, WA.

Ann Saari
John Baker
Fred Mattfield
Scott McMullen
Virginia Leach
Ernie Soule
Kathleen Sayce
William Tufts
Gordon Tompkins
Ernie Soule
Nance Main
Lee Weighardt
Kathleen Boyle
Frank Wolfe
Frank Christhilf

November 20, 1991-
Washinaton, DoC.

Jeff Sass
Jack Sobel
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Table 9. Petitions

S%%bject Supports: i) designation of the Olympic. Coast National
Marine Sanctuary; 2) permanent ban on o~+l drilling throughout
Sanctuary; 3) a plan of action to address commercial vessel traffic
(especially tankers and barges); 4) ban on Navy’s ])ractice bo~%bing

of Sea Lion Rock; 51) boundary alternative #4. ~.s the smallest
acceptable boundary a].teranative; 6) protection fo~ Willapa Bay and
Grays Harbor; and 7) adequate funding and staff+

Signatures 30

Subject Supports: i’) permanent ban on oil and gas development; i
near shore tanker transits; 3) Navy bombing pra,.~tice along the
entire Washington Coa~,t; and 4) boundary alternat.~ve #5+

Signatures 17

Signatures 23

Supports: ..................................i) boundary alternative #5; 2)’i)e~anent b~m 
oil and gas drilling; and 3) protection of the Sanctuary from
vessel traffic and: military activities, particul~trly ending the
Navy’s bombing of Sea Lion Rock.

Signatures ii

ect Supports’.: I) designatiorL of the Oly~np.’]c Coast Marine
Sanctuary; 2) boundary alternative #5; 3) permanent: ban on oil and
gas drilling; and 4) designation of the Hood Can~,l~ and Whidby~,
Marrowstone, and the .C~an Juan Islands as Marine Sanctuaries.

Signatures 6

Subject Supports: Ii! designation of the C+lympic Coast National
Marine Sanctuary; 2) permanent ban on oil and g~s drilling; 3)
commercial vessel traffic management plan and implementation
strategy; 4) permanent ban on practice bombing of S~:a Lion Rock; 5)
boundary alternative 5; and 6) prot+e.ction for the Strait of Juan de
Fuca.

Signatures 197
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Appendix B: NOTICE OF NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARY DESIGNATION;
FINAL RULE; AND SUMMARY OF FINAL MANAGEMENT PLAN



DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

15 CFR Part 925

[ ]

RIN

Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary Re~f1.Llation~

AGENCY: Office of! Ocean and Coastal i~esouzce ~[an~gement (OCRM),

National Ocean Service (NOS)j Nat:Lona] O zeanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NO~)j Depar=ment 

Commerce (DOC)

ACTION: Notice of National Marine Sa~ctualy Desi~nation; Final

Rule; and Summary of Final Management Pl~n.

SUMMARY: The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adm: nistration

(NOAA), by the Designation Document contain,ed in t]~is no~=ice, and

as required by Section 205(a)(4) of Pubo L~ i~O. ].0(.-627,

designates an approximately 2,500 square nauticaZ ~ile a~¢ea of

coastal and ocean waters, and the submerged lands 1~hereunder, off

the Olympic Peninsula of Washington State, includi]:g the waters

of the Strait of Juan ,He Fuca eastward to Koitlah Ioint, as the

Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary (Sanctuary~l. This notice

publishes the final Management Plan detailing the coals and

objectives, management responsibilities j, ~cesearch activitiesF

interpretive and educat.ional programs, and enforce~:ent, including

surveillance, activities for the S~nctuary.

Further, NOAA~ by this notice; issues final rejulatJons to
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implement the designation by regulating activities affecting the

Sanctuary consistent with the provisions of the Designation

Document. The intended effect of these regulations is to protect

the conservational, recreational, ecological, historical,

research, educational, and aesthetic resources and qualities of

the Sanctuary.

Effective Dates: Pursuant to Section 304(b) of the Marine

Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act (16 U.S.C. § 1434(b)),

the Governor of the State of Washington has 45 days of continuous

session of Congress beginning on the day on which this notice is

published to review the designation and regulations before they

take effect. After 45 days, the designation and regulations

automatically become final and take effect. However, if the

Governor of the State of Washington certifies within the 45-day

period to the Secretary of Commerce that the designation or any

of its terms are unacceptable, the designation or the

unacceptable terms cannot take effect in the area of the

Sanctuary lying within the seaward boundary of the State.

Secretary considers that such disapproval will affect the

designation in a manner that the goals and objectives of the

Sanctuary cannot be fulfilled, the Secretary may withdraw the

designation. A document announcing the effective date will be

published in the Federal Reqister.

If the

ADDRESSES: Copies of the Final Environmental Impact Statement
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and Management Plan (FEIS/M]?) prepared for the de~ignation are

available upon request from the Sanctuaries and R~serves

Division, Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Mar agement,

National Ocean Service, Nat~[onal Oceanic and At~soapheric

Administration, 1305 ]E:ast West Highway~ Si]Lver Spzing, MD

(301) 713-3125.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CON’S:ACT: Nina Ga~:field,

SUPPLEMENTARY INFO]~ATION:

I. Background

Section 303 of the Marine Protection, 1~esearc~, and

Sanctuaries Act, as amended (the "Act ,~ or ’"HPRSA"), 16 U.S.C.

§ 1433), provides that ,.he Secretary may designate any discrete

area of the marine environment as a Nationa~ Marin~ Sanctuary if

the Secretary determines that suclh designation will fulfill the

purposes and policies of the Act as set forth in S~ction 301(b)

(1.6 U.S.C. § 1431(b)) and finds that: (i) the area is of special

national significance due to its resource or human.-use values~;

(2) existing state and Federal authorities are inadequate 

should be supplemented to ensure coordinated and c¢,mprehensive

conservation and management of the area, includi]:~g resource

protection, scientific research~ and public education;

(3) designation of the area as a national marine s~nctuary will

facilitate the coordinated and comprehensive consezvation and

management of the area; and i[4) the area is of a size and nature

that will permit comprehensive and coordinated conaervation and

management.

20910,

(301) 713-3141,,
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The authority of the Secretary to designate national marine

sanctuaries and administer the other provisions of! the Act has

been delegated to the Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and

Atmosphere by DOC Organization Order 10--15, section 3.01(z),

January Ii, 1988. The authority to administer the other

provisions of the Act has been re-delegated to the Assistant

Administrator of NOAA for Ocean Services and Coastal Zone

Management by NOAA Circular 83-38, Directive 05-50, September 21,

1983, as amended.

The coastal and ocean waters off t!he Olympic Coast were

recognized for their high natural resource and human use values

and placed on the National Marine Sanctuary Program Site

Evaluation List (SEL) in August of 1983 (48 FR 35568). In 1988,

Congress reauthorized and amended the Act and directed the

Secretary to designate the Olympic Coast National. Marine

Sanctuary (P.L. 100-627, section 205(a)). In report language

accompanying this legislation, Congress noted that the Olympic

Coast possesses a unique and nationally significant collection of

flora and fauna, and that adjacency of the area to the Olympic

National Park merits the designation of this area as a national

marine sanctuary (H. Rep. No. 4210, 100th Cong., ist. Sess.,

1988).

NOAA held four scoping meetings in Washington State April

10-13, 1989, to solicit public comments on the designation:

Aberdeen on April i0, Port Angeles on April Ii, Forks on April

12, and Seattle on April 13 (45 FR 10398, March 13, 1989).
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On September 20, 1991, NOAA published a prop)sed Designation

Document and propc~sed implementing re qulat~..ons an~l announced the

availability of the Draft Environmental I~act

Statement/Management Plan (DEIS/MP) (56 FR 47836) Public

hearings to receive comments on the proposed desiqnation,

proposed regulations, and DEIS/MP were held on No~’ember 6th :Ln

Port Angeles, November 7th in Seattle, November l:!th in Olympia,

November 13th in Aberdeen, November 14th i.’~ Seavi,~.w, and November

20th in Washington D.Co On November 14th~ 1991~ "l:he period for

submitting public com:ments was extended from Novel~ffber 27th, 1991

to December 13th, 11993.. pursu.ant to requests from the State of

Washington and the coastal counties (55 FR 57869). All comments

received by NOAA in response to the Fede:ca~!L R eqister notice and

at the public hearing:~; were considered and,, where appropriate,

incorporated in the final regulations and FEIS/M;. A summary of

the comments on tlhe pz’oposed regulations and the zegulatory

elements of the DE]IS/NIp and NOAA’s response~ to them follow.
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ISSUE: BOUNDARXES

BOUNDARY ALTERNATIVE 1

comment: NOAA should choose boundary alternative 1 because: i)

it contains most of the unique ecological features off the

Washington Coast; 2) NOAA can offer greater protection to the

coastal features than the resources further offshore in the event

of a spill of hazardous materials; and 3) vessel traffic would be

least affected, thereby ensuring safer seas.

Response: NOAA disagrees. Boundary alternative 1 contains

most of the ecological features visible above the sea surface.

However, a marine sanctuary should encompass a discrete

ecological unit with definable boundaries (16 UoS.C. § 1433

(b) (i) (F)). The marine mammals and seabirds that transit 

waters off the Olympic Peninsula and colonize the offshore rocks

and islands forage in the rich waters and benthic communities

over and on the continental shelf. The shelf is broad off the

Strait of Juan de Fuca. The seaward extent of the shelf coupled

with the upwelling produced from the Juan de Fuca Canyon are the

physical parameters that support the food chain from the plankton

to the marine mammals and seabirds. The offshore rocks and

intertidal communities are only one habitat within the marine

ecosystem off the Olympic Coast. Therefore, the marine sanctuary

should encompass the ecologically significant offshore waters.

With respect to NOAA’s ability to protect the offshore

waters in the event of a spill, NOAA agrees that there is little

that can be done once a spill has occurred. The high seas would
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most likely render response capabilities imeffect~ve. ~owever,

NOAA will coordinate with the UuS. Coast Guard, tltLe Washington

State Office of Marine Safety, and the coastal tr bes to ensure

that tlhere is an adequate response capability for the coastal

waters, intertidal regions, and beaches along the sanctuary

including seabird and marine mammal[ rescue capabi] itieso

Extension of the Sanctuary boundary to the s~elf edge

provides a buffer area for protecting the coastal resources.

NOAA is working with the U.S. Coast Guard to develop a proposal

for an Area to be Avoided (ATBA) from the shoreward boundary 

25 nautical miles offshore of the Olympic Peninsula. This ATBA

is designed to provide sufficient time to respond to a vessel

that loses power off the Olympic Peninsu~[a~ The ArBA is

compatible with many of the existing voluntarily a~hered to

traffic patterns along the coast and thus adds onl{ minimal time

and distance to transits between the Strait of Jua~ de Fuca and

destinations to the south.

BOUNDARY ALTERNATIVE 2

Comment: NOAA should choose boundary alternative i~’ as the

preferred alternative.

Response: NOAA disagrees for the same reason:~ stated in

response to the previous comment. The seaward ext,~.nt of boundary

alternative 2, which approximates tlhe 50 fathom is~;bath, has no

relation to the seaward extent of tlhe coastal ecos~stem.
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BOUNDARY ALTERNATIVE 3

Comment: NOAA should choose boundary alternative 13 as the

preferred alternative.

Response: Boundary Alternative 3 excludes the Juan de Fuca

Canyon, which is one of the richest regions of the offshore

oceanic ecosystem. It also excludes some of the highest

concentrations of human uses which threaten the health of the

marine ecosystem off the Olympic Peninsula.

Comment: NOAA should not choose boundary alternative 3 as the

preferred alternative because it will be too restrictive for

vessel traffic.

Response: NOAA is proposing no regulations that will unduly

restrict vessel traffic. (See response to comment on boundary

alternative i).

BOUNDARY ALTERNATIVE 4

Comment: NOAA should select boundary alternative 4 as the

preferred alternative because: i) many of the unique unspoiled

ecological resources that might be significantly impacted by oil

are located in the physically complex area north of Pt. Grenville

including areas of submarine canyons, productive fishing grounds,

and coastal features that are critical habitat; 21) Sanctuary

status in the southern portion of the study area would conflict

with state managed activities such as dredged material disposal,

while most of the shoreline in the nortlh has little commercial
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activity; and 3) NOAA can enlarge the boundary in the future.

Response: NOAA agrees. One of the most valuable qualities

of the Olympic Peninsula is that it is undeveloped and relatively

pristine. NOAA recognizes that the southern portion of the

boundary is much more de.veloped, especially with respect to the

harbor maintenance activities in Grays Harbor. Further, the

rocky intertidal habitats in the north are much more sensitive to

pollution from oil and qas c ompare.d to the sandy beach

environments in the southern portion of the study ~rea. In the

event of a spill of hazardous materials, experts p cedict that it

would take years for i:ntertidal communitie~ of roc(y intertidal

environments to bec:ome reestabli,~hed, whereas it wguld take an

order of months for the sandy intertidal colnmuniti~s to

recolonize. Lastly, NOAA can expand Sanctuary bouldary 4 in hhe

future, in accordance with the requirements of the Marine

Protection, Research, and Sanctua:ries Act (~PRSA), the National

Environmental Policy Act: (NEPA)~ and the Administr;~tive Procedure

Act (APA), if deemed necessary.

Comment: NOAA should not choose boundary a]ternat:~ve 4 because:

i) it is not scientifically defensible for ~t fail~.~ to protect

the important and environmentally delicate estuari~;s along the

southern coast; 2) it would render ineffect-ive NOA~’s resource

monitoring and sanctuary enforcement mandates; and 3) it will be

too restrictive for vessel traffic.

Response: The boundary of a marine sanctuaz-y should
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approximate the most identifiable boundaries of a marine

ecosystem. The Site Evaluation List (SEL), from which sites are

selected for consideration as marine sanctuaries, identified the

coastal offshore islands as the core of the proposed Olympic

Coast National Marine Sanctuary (originally identified as the

Western Washington Outer Coast). With this focusr NOAA has

determined that the boundaries of the ecosystem are encompassed

by boundary alternative 4. NOAA recognizes that the coastal

estuaries are ecologically valuable and that many organisms that

exist within, or transit through boundary alternative 4, depend

on the estuaries. However, while the estuaries and outer coast

are ecologically linked, the productivity of the two environments

is a function of very distinct environmental processes.

NOAA believes that protection of the estuaries could be best

achieved through possible inclusion of these areas in programs

targeting estuarine management such as, the National Estuarine

Research Reserve System, the National Estuary Program, or the

Coastal Zone Management Program.

NOAA believes that the size of the sanctuary encompassed by

boundary alternative 4 is manageable with respect to research and

monitoring initiatives.

As discussed above, NOAA is working with the U.S. Coast

Guard to develop a proposal for an ATBA off the northern Olympic

Peninsula. It is designed to be as compatible with existing

customary practices among mariners as possible. NOAA is not

promulgating vessel traffic regulations with designation.
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BOUNDARY ALTERNATIVE 5

Comment: NOAA should choose boundary alternative 5 because:

i) activities that are, or could occur, in the solthern portion

of the study area can affect the resources in the north; 2) the

entire study area is ecologically connected; 3) the management

needs are greatest in the south; 4) the sanctuary management

regime would complement: existing management initi~itives (Willapa

Bay watershed planning processes~ Columbia and Sn~ike River Salmon

Recovery Planning, State National Heritage Plans): and 5)

expansion of the Sanctuary boundary in the future will De too

time-consuming.

Response: NOAAgs preferred boundary alternai:ive is based on

an ecologically identifiable boundary. The north~rn and southern

portions of the study area are distinct with respect to their

coastal and offshore ecology. NO~ can protect S~nctuau~y

resources from outside activities "through the prohibition on

discharges outside the Sanctuary boundary that enter and injure

Sanctuary resources. NOAA will be involved in pl6nning

activities that cow, lid potentially threaten Sanctu£ry resources

outside its boundary. The boundary can be expanded in the future

if needed.

Comment: NOAA should not choose boundary alternative 5 because

it is not necessary to encompass the entire Washirgton coastline

as a marine sanctuary, and it would eliminate any future

development of the coastal areas.
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Response: NOAA agrees. See response to previous comment.

Comment: A more detailed analysis of the impacts of sanctuary

designation must be undertaken before seriously considering

boundary alternative 5.

Response: NOAA has undertaken an extensive analysis of the

uses and ecology of the southern portion of the study area and

believes that the ecologically sensitive estuarine environments

are adequately protected.

ALTERNATIVE BOUNDARY SUGGESTIONS

Comment: NOAA should establish a series of smaller site-specific

areas surrounding unique marine resources, such as ocean waters

immediately adjacent to already protected terrestrial ecosystems

such as wildlife refuges and the Olympic National Park. This

alternative would afford sanctuary status to marine resources

while maintaining provisions for compatible ocean uses.

Response: NOAA disagrees. Smaller site-specific areas

would not encompass an ecosystem for the reasons stated above.

Further, designation of the marine sanctuary would allow for the

continuation of pre-existing and compatible uses.

Comment: NOAA’s analysis of the resources within the study area

identified the southern portion as highly important in terms of

wildlife and fishery values, particularly the areas in and

surrounding Willapa Bay. NOAA should consider modifying boundary
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alternative 4 by adding a satellite site encompassing the

estuarine environment and the offshore waters of $~illapa Bay.

Response: NOA3~’s analysis confirmed that the estuarine areas

in the southern portion of the study area a~_’e significant natura]L

resources and that many of the resources utilize t~e waters off

the northern coast as well. However, NOAA has determined that

the estuarine ecosystems are distinct from the hig.%er energy

marine environment of the northern portion of the ~tudy area. In

addition, the activities in~ and adjacent "to Grays Harbor are

managed pursuant to an existing estuarine management plan

promulgated pursuant to the Washington State ShereLands

Management Act. The residents living in the watersheds of

Willapa Bay are currently preparing an estuarine mlnagement plan.

Comment: NOAA should consider the creation of a n)rth and south

Olympic Coast Natic.nal Marine Sanctuary with separ~ite but

coordinated management regimes.

Response: The Act requires the designation o:~ one sanctuary

on the Western Washington Outer Coast with the off:;hore Islands

and coastal areas of the northern Olympic Peninsul~L as the core

area of the sanctuary. In carrying out this manda~e, NOAA

examined the seaward, northerly, southerly, and ea’~;terly extent

of the ecosystem that has as its core the intertid~Ll communities

of the outer coast.

Comment: The boundary of the Sanctuary should be ~odified as
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further cetacean information is available.

Response: NOAA carl modify the boundary in the f uture, in

accordance with the requirements of the MPRSA, the NEPA and the

APA, as more information becomes available.

MODIFICATION OF THE WESTERN BOUNDARY

Comment: The outer boundary of the sanctuary should extend

westward to a point that minimizes restrictions and needless re-

routing of vessel traffic and harbor maintenance activities at

the opening of Grays Harbor. To accomplish this objective, the

outer limit of the sanctuary should be set at a distance between

2 and I0 miles from shore°

Response: Sanctuary boundaries are not established based on

vessel traffic routesg particularly because routes are subject to

change. NOAA will work with existing regulatory agencies to

minimize impacts. While vessel traffic is in the scope of

sanctuary regulations, NOAA is not promulgating vessel traffic

regulations at this time.

Comment: The outer boundary should be established at either the

i00 or 500 fathom isobath.

Response: NOAA has established the boundary at the i00

fathom isobath because it is generally recognized to be the

seaward extent of the continental shelf, the area where

photosynthetic activity is greatest.
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Comment: Clarify the rationale for establishing "l:he western

boundary of alternatives 4 and 5.

Response: See response to previous comment°

MODIFICATION OF THE SHORELINE BOUNDARY

Comment: The shoreline boundary should be established at the:

lower low water ma:ck "to preclude interference w:Lt~ carefully

crafted beach management plans regulating beach txaffic+ razor

clam harvests and emergency aircraft landings.

Response: The shoreline boundary of the Sanctuary is located

at the higher high water line where, adjacent to Federally-owned

land (including the Olympic National Park and the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife refuges) and the lower low line mark when adjacent to

State-owned land. Thus, the: boundary does not interfere with

beach management plans. Razor clam harvests within the

intertidal zone of the Sanctuary will be managed b~ existing

authorities such as the Washington State Departmen~ of Natural

Resources, the Quinau].t Indian Tribe, and "the Natignal Park

Service. Emergency aircraft landings are permissigle in the

Sanctuary.

Comment: The shoreline boundary should cut across the mouths of

all rivers, streams and estuaries because there ar,~ sufficient

management plans in place providing protection of Lnland

environments such as the Washington State Coastal :~one Management

Program and the Grays Harbor Estuary Management Pl~tn.
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Response: The shoreline boundary of the Sanctuary has been

modified to cut across the mouths of all rivers, streams and

estuaries.

Comment: Clarify why the shoreward boundarydistinguishes

between adjacency to tribal and non-tribal lands.

Response: The Tribes have jurisdiction to the mean lower low

water line and the Sanctuary program does not have the authority

to claim jurisdiction over tribal land without the consent of the

governing body of the tribes. Both the Tribes and the State have

requested that the Sanctuary boundary not overlap with tribal and

State lands. Therefore, the coastal boundary has been modified

so that it is at mean lower low water when adjacent to tribal and

State owned lands and at mean higher high water when adjacent to

Federally owned lands.

Comment: Existing National Park Service standards, regulations,

and policies must not be diminished as a result of dual

designation as a National Park and National Marine Sanctuary.

The majority of the intertidal areas of the Olympic National Park

are Federally designated Wilderness Area and must be managed

accordingly.

Response: The Sanctuary boundary overlaps with the boundary

of the Olympic National Park. NOAA will not diminish the

standards, regulations and policies currently applying to the

intertidal areas of the Olympic National Park. The existing
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standards, regulations and policies of the intertidal areas will

remain. NOAA will enhance the protection of thes~ intertidal

areas by working with the Coast Guard to ensure a safer vessel

traffic environment, and the upland users of the ~atershed to

monitor and minimize the impacts of non-point E~oucce pollution.

Additionally, NOAA will support research and resource monitoring

initiatives in the intertidal areas and may seek zompensation for

damages if an accident were to oc:cur that injures Sanctuary

resources.

INCLUSION OF THE ~=,,mn~T~,....... OF JUAN DE FUCA

Comment: The northeastern boundary of the sanctuary should

extend further into the Strait of Juan de Fuca to either: i) the

Lyre River; 2) the Cla].lam County Marine Sanctuarlr at Salt C:ceek;

3) Low Point; 4) Crescent Bay/Agate Beach; or 5) i?illar Point.

Omission of the Strait of Juan de Fuca from the S~inctuary

excludes the head of the Juan de Fuca Canyon from the boundary of

the Sanctuary, and thus represents a boundary not based upon an

ecological rationale.

Response: NOAA has examined the resources of the Strait of

Juan de Fuca and the FEIS/MP has been revised acc<,rdingly.

Sections III and IV (Alternatives, and Environmeni~al

Consequences) examine tlhe benefits and consequenc~.s of various

alternatives in the Strait of Juan de Fuca. NOAA believes that

the existence of a functional biotic community characteristic; of

the marine environment extends into the St.rait of Juan de Fuc:a to
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Observatory Point. Eastward of Observatory Point, the ecosystem

is more characteristic of an estuarine environment.

Despite the ecological arguments that support inclusion of

the Strait of Juan de Fuca in the Sanctuary boundary, NOAA does

not believe that the public has had ample opportunity to analyze

and comment on the proposal to add the Strait. Since the Strait

of Juan de Fuca lies entirely in state waters, the Strait of Juan

de Fuca cannot be included without the approval of the Governor

of Washington State. However, NOAA will pursue expanding the

boundary if supported by the State of Washington.

Comment: The boundary of the Sanctuary should be contiguous with

that of the proposed Northwest Straits Sanctuary. A gap between

these two proposed sanctuaries would cause confusion for

commercial shipping and fishing interests and government managing

agencies.

Response: At "this time, the future and nature of the

proposed Northwest Straits National Marine Sanctuary is uncertain

and cannot serve as a deciding factor in the determination of the

eastern boundary of the Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary.

The boundary of the Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary must

be detez~ined based on ecological and human use factors. NOAA

can modify the boundary in the future if it is deemed

appropriate. NOAA will coordinate with existing managing

agencies to ensure that the Olympic Coast National Marine

Sanctuary and the proposed Northwest Straits National Marine
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Sanctuary do not ~tnduly disrupt the management of vessel traffic;

and fishing.

Comment: The boundary of the Sanctuary should noz encompass the

waters of the Strait ,of Juan de Fuca because closely-monitored

vessel traffic lanes already exist.

Response: The MPRSA encourages multiple uses of the

Sanctuary as long as they are co~mpatible with the resource

protection goals of the Sanctuary. Clearly~ the Zoordinated

Vessel Traffic System in the Strait of Juan de Fuza is in the

best interest of the vessel traffic industry and ~he environment.

NOAA would not interfere with the vessel traffic ~anagement

regime in the Strait of Juan de Fuca if the Governor of the State

of Washington supported inclusion of the Strait o~ Juan de Fuca

in the Sanctuary boundary.

NORTHERN BOUNDARY

Comment: The northern boundary of the Sanctuary ~hould be

adjacent to the international border and include ’~essel traffic

lanes to facilitate the establishment of a cooper~itive

international sanctuary and coordinated vessel tr~iffic management

regime.

Response: The northern boundary is adjacent to the

international boundary°
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INCLUSION OF THE ESTUARIES

Comment: NOAA recognized both the high resource values of the

estuaries and the high level of point source discharges. By

including the estuaries in the boundary NOAA would be in a

position to work with the Washington Department of Ecology (WDOE)

to correct the sources of pollution.

Response: NOAA has been working with the Washington

Department of Ecology to address pollution problems in the

coastal estuaries. The Grays Harbor Estuary Management Plan was

supported by funding provided pursuant to the Washington

Shorelands Management Act. NOAA agrees that the estuaries are

extremely valuable environments with high levels of point source

discharges. However, NOAA believes that: the estuaries are

ecologically distinct from the offshore waters of the Olympic

Peninsula, which is the core area of the Sanctuary. Inclusion in

the National Estuarine Research Reserve System (NERRS) is a more

appropriate management framework for NO~ involvement in

estuarine management.

Comment: The estuaries should be excluded from the Sanctuary

boundary because the Washington State Coastal Zone Management

Program and the Grays Harbor Management Plan offer sufficient

protection to the estuaries.

Response: NOAA agrees. The estuaries are excluded from the

preferred boundary of the Sanctuary.
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CONSIDERATION OF OTHER NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARIE~ AND NATIONAL
ESTUARINE RESEARCH RESERVES (NERRS[

Comment: Some commenters believed that NOAA should designate the

estuaries as NERRJ’s if they are not i~icluded in t~e boundary of

the Sanctuary because of their natura~l!, re~ourc6 v~lues. Other

commenters believed that N]!:;RR status is in~dequat~ since it doe.c~

not include the metrine env:[ronmento Clarii=icatio~i is needed on

the specific elements of the NERR$1: :k) the degrem of protection

that the NERRS would provide to Grays Harbor and ~illapa Bay; 2)

the process of designat:ion; 3) timetable f~r designation; 4)

assurances that designation would occ~Ir; a~d 5) t.]e degree of

protection to the estuaries thai= w’oulc.~ be l:~rovide ff in comparison

to sanctuary status.

Response: The terms of designation a~ a NER~ are deteznnined

between the State and[ NOAA. The process begins w Lth the

nomination of an estuary, or portion thereof, to :~OAA for

inclusion in the NERRS by the Governor of the Sta=e. The State

holds scoping meetings in the region nominated fo:= inclusion to

solicit public input~ The State then prepares a ,|raft

environmental impact statement and mar~agement pla:l (DEIS/MP)

where boundary, management, and regulatory altern~tives are

assessed and a preferred alternative is dec~ided u])on. The

DEIS/MP must demonstrate that the key core land a~,d water areas

are adequately protected by the sta’te~ Once the I)EIS/MP is

completed, public, hearings .are held ir~ the. region After a

comment period of one month, the State must produ~:e a Final

Environmental Impact Statement/ManageI~ent Plan (F]:IS/MP)
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incorporating the public comments. Once NOAA approves the

FEIS/MP the Reserve is officially designated. The entire process

requires approximately three years. Designation is contingent

upon available funding.

Comment: NOAA should encourage sanctuary designations in

Northern Puget Sound, Hood Canal, Southern Oregon and Northern

California.

Response: NOAA is working with the State of Washington to

study the feasibility of a sanctuary in Northern Puget Sound.

New candidates for sanctuary status are selected from NOAA’s

SEL. Sites in southern Oregon and Northern California are

presently on the SEL.

HARBOR EXCLUSION~INCLUSION

Comment: How will sanctuary designation influence the disposal

of dredge material from harbor maintenance and development

activities that occur in the Port of La Push, the mouth of the

Quilleute River, and Neah Bay?

Response: No dredge spoil disposal will be permitted within

the Sanctuary. Harbors are excluded from the Sanctuary boundary.

Therefore, maintenance and development activities can occur, but

disposal of dredge material must be either on land or outside the

boundary of the Sanctuary.
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GROWTH MANAGEMENT

Comment: The Sanctuary should help to limit popu.ation growth.

Response: The sanctuary program has no contr,}l over

population growth adjacent to the Sanctuary bound~ry. Rathe].-,

the program exists to ensure that ihuman uses resulting from

growth do not have a negative impact on Sanctuary resources.

Comment: Private land ,owners should not lose dev~lopment rights

to their land, nor should they have the value of ’lheir land

significantly decreased by regulation without due compensation

for that loss.

Response: NOAA is issuing no regulations th6t will diminish

the development rights, of private property owners,

OPPOSITION TO SANCTUARY DESIGNATION

Comment: The marine sanctuary should not be designated because:

i) it would shut down the fishing industry~: 2) existing

legislation and management regimes offer adequate protection; 3)

potential industrial :interests would be stifled bezause the

sanctuary would over-regulate the local economy an] its growth;

4) the ecological/aesthetic values of Washilqgton’s coastline are

not permanently threatened; 5) local airports ir~ Aoerdeen and

Ocean Shores would close due to insurance problems; and 6) the

Olympic National Park ihas too much control over th ~. Olympic

Peninsula already°

Response: The Sa~kctuary will not shut down th ~ fishing
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industry. Fishing is not within the scope of Sanctuary

regulation; the regulation of fishing would remain with existing

management regimes. Further, the Sanctuary will ensure greater

protection from risks due to oil, gas and mineral development and

vessel traffic accidents.

NOAA disagrees that existing legislation offers adequate

protection of the offshore resources. The threats from such

things as vessel traffic, oil and gas development, sand and

gravel mining and Navy practice bombing of Sea Lion Rock have not

been addressed through a comprehensive management regime that

recognizes the value and fragility of tlhe marine ecosystem off

the Olympic Peninsula. NOAA does not believe that the Sanctuary

will over-regulate the local economy since the main source of

income in the region is from tourism, fishing and timber

production-none of which will be negatively affected by the

Sanctuary. Tourism and fishing will likely benefit from

Sanctuary status due to the increased protection of the marine

environment.

ISSUE: ALTERATION OF/OR CONSTRUCTION ON THE SEABED

Comment: The regulation pertaining to alteration or construction

of the seabed may be interpreted as prohibiting such activities

as geologic research, the placement of current meters, sediment

traps and similar research equipment, all of which might be

necessary if environmental studies were to be conducted in the

Mineral Management Service (MMS) Washington-Oregon planning area.
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To clarify the intent of this prohibition, ’~Goverllment sponsored

environmental studies U, should be added in the sec~,nd sentence of

this section as one of the activities for which this prohibition

does not apply.

Response: NO~u~ supports research within the ~anctuary.

However, the prohibition on alteration of, or con~truction on the

seabed applies to all research activities~ including those

conducted by governmental agencies. All research activities

conducted within the Sanctuary that violate a Sanctuary

regulation must be undertaken pursuant to a Sanct[ary research

permit to ensure that the i~mpacts from the research are minimal

and temporary.

Comment: The prohibition on the alteration of, o~ construction

on the seabed should not interfere with current or future harbor

maintenance or fishing activities including: i) jetty and groin

construction; 2) permitted dredginc[ of channels and harbors; 3)

the use of dredge spoils for underwate~ ~ bei~nn constcuction; 4)

construction and improvement of boat launching and marine

facilities adjacent to reservations; 5) the retrielal of fishing

gear (including crab pots) and sunken vesse3s; 6) 9ottom trawling

and scallop dredging; and 7) tribal fin and shellfish operations.

NOAA needs to clarify the exemption of activities ~_ncidental "to

routine fishing and vessel operations. The exempt ions for harbor

maintenance and fishing activities should read: "a :tempting to

alter the seabed for any purpose other than anchor:ng vessels,
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normal fishing operations to include commercial bottom trawling

and crab pot recovery, and routine harbor maintenance."

Response: Ports and harbors are not included within the

boundary of the Sanctuary. Further, there is the following

exception to the alteration-of-the-seabed regulation: "Harbor

maintenance in the areas necessarily associated with Federal

Projects in existence on the effective date of Sanctuary

designation, including dredging of entrance channels and repair,

replacement or rehabilitation of breakwaters and jetties." The

boundary of the Sanctuary adjacent to the Port of La Push is

congruent with the Colreg lines at the mouth of tlhe harbor. The

boundary of the Sanctuary at Neah Bay forms an arc from Koitlah

Point to the point of land on the opposite side of Neah Bay. The

arc is contiguous with the outer coast of Waadah Island. The

noted activities incidental to fishing have been exempted from

the Sanctuary regulations.

comment: NOAA should prohibit all dredging and removal of sand

and gravel within the Sanctuary boundary.

Response: NOAA has prohibited all dredging and removal of

sand and gravel within the Sanctuary boundary. These activities

threaten the integrity of the benthic community and the food

source of many fish, marine mammals and seabirds.

Comment: NOAA should not subject the exploration and development

of offshore mineral activities to the same restrictions proposed
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for the exploration and development of Outer Continental Shelf

(OCS) oil and gas.

Response: All of these activities injure the benthic

communities in the Sancl-uary and NOAA does not believe that there

is cause for exceptions..

Comment: Clarify NOAAes policy on establishing artificial reefs

within the Sanctuary.

Response: There are. no artificial reefs in tha Sanctuary as

of the date of designation. The creation of new actificial reefs

would be prohibited pursuant to the prohibition on alteration of,

or construction on, the seabed.

Comment: NOAA should prohibit the construction of pipelines on

the sea floor.

Response: The regulation prohibiting the alte~.~ation of, or

construction on, the seabed would prohibit the con:~truction of

pipelines on the sea floor.

ISSUE: CULTURAL AND HISTORIC RESOURCES

Comment: NOAA should prohibit moving, injuring, o]" possessing

historic resources within the Sanctuary.

Response: NOAA agrees that it is necessary to protect and

manage historical and cultural resources within the: Sanctuary

boundary. NOAA has included a prohibition on movirg, removing,

possessing, injuring, or attempting to move~ remove, or injure
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these resources, except as resulting incidentally from

traditional fishing operations. If NOAA determines that fishing

activities are resulting in injury to Sanctuary historic and

cultural resources, NOAA may amend the Sanctuary regulations to

abolish the exemption for these activities°

Comment: The proposed regulations dealing with cultural

resources fail to preserve the tribes’ ability to control access

to, and removal of, their cultural heritage. Therefore, NOAA

should add a new section 925.5(a) (8) prohibiting: "removal 

attempted removal of any Indian cultural resource or artifact, or

entry onto a significant cultural site designated by a tribal

governing body with the concurrence of the Director, except with

the express written consent of the governing body of the tribe or

tribes to which such resource, artifact, or cultural site

pertains." NOAA should pursue a cooperative agreement with the

tribes to coordinate management of cultural artifacts of tribal

significance.

Response: The MPRSA provides NOAA with the authority to

control access to cultural artifacts within the Sanctuary thereby

helping to ensure their preservation. Accordingly, anyone

proposing to remove a cultural or historic resource must apply

for and obtain a sanctuary permit from NOAA. NOAA acknowledges

the interest of the coastal tribes to preserve their cultural

heritage and, in particular, those cultural artifacts of tribal

significance found within the Sanctuary. NOAA considers its
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objective of preserving the historical and cultural resources of

the Sanctuary to be compatible with the coastal t~ibes’ desire to

preserve their cultural heritage. Therefore, NOA~ has clarified

in section 925.9(d) that ~’In deciding whether to issue a permit,

the Director or designee may consider such factors as . . the

effect of the activity on adjacent Indian Tribes. ’~ NOAA will

work on a cooperative agreement with the tribes and the State of

Washington to clarify the process by which permits will be

granted to conduct research or salvage operations on historical

and cultural resources of tribal significance.

Comment:

between the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and the tribes.

BIA supports the tribes in the management of their cultural

resources.

Response: See response to previous comment.

Current management of cultural resources is agreed upon

The

Comment: The regulation as proposed in the DEIS/M], is

duplicative of State law. There already exists st~te and Federal

antiquities acts to protect coastal archeological ~nd historical

sites that occur on or near the median high tide b~undary. The

State archeologist already coordinates archeologic£l matters.

Response: The MPRSA is not duplicative of existing laws

protecting historical and cultural resources~ The MPRSA is more

comprehensive in that it provides enforcement authcrity,

including civil penaltie.~, for the destruction or ]~cnjury of
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historical and culturalresources.

The Abandoned Shipwreck Act of 1987 gives states the title

to certain abandoned shipwrecks in state: waters. Under the

MPRSA, NOAA has trustee responsibilities for abandoned shipwrecks

and other historical and cultural resources within national

marine sanctuaries, including those located in state waters, for

the purpose of protecting them. NOAA will coordinate with State

agencies to ensure that historical and cultural resources within

the Sanctuary are protected, and that the policie~ affecting

historical and cultural resources in State waters are consonant

with the policies in the Federal waters of the Sanctuary.

ISSUE: DISCHARGES

Ocean DumDi~

Comment: NOAA should not prohibit the use of dredged material

disposal sites off Grays Harbor, Willapa Bay, the Columbia River,

or on tlhe north jetty and breakwater of the Port of La Push.

Response: The Sanctuary boundary does not extend south of

Copalis Beach and excludes ports and harbors. Therefore, the

maintenance activities at La Push and tlhe use of the dredge

disposal sites south of the boundary is not prohibited.

Comment: No ocean dumping should be allowed in proximity to the

major submarine canyons.

Response: The regulations prohibit ocean dumping within the

Sanctuary, and outside the Sanctuary if the material enters and
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injures Sanctuary resources or qualities.

Point Source Discharqes_

Comment: Prohibit: di,~charges of toxics, plastic, and municipal

garbage and sewage into the marine environment.

Response: The dumping of ",-’munl~ipal garbage~ "t:oxics and

plastics is prohibited within the Sanctuary by Sar ctuary

regulations and by regulations promulgated pursuart to the Act to

Prevent Pollution front ’~" " ~- . .~hlp~ (33 U.S C §§ 1901 e__i s_9_q.> and the

Marine Plastic Pollution Research and ~ontrol~’ ~ Act of 1987, which

implements Annex V of P~kRPOL 73/78 in the UoS. Point source

discharges are allowed provided such discharge is certified by

NOAA in accordance with section 925.10 or approved by NOAA in

accordance with section 925.11. After expiration 3f current

permits, discharges from municipal treatment plant~ will be

subject to the review process of section 925.11. ~t a ~inimum,

secondary treatment will be required.

Comment: Current regulations are adequate. NOAA las not proven

that the proposed regulations will enhance the recreational or

aesthetic appeal~ and water quality.

Response: Current :regulations do not protect ;he area from

the cumulative impacts of various types of discharges, including:

i) some ocean dumping; 2) sewage receiving only pr:mary

treatment; and 3) non-point source discharqes. NO2~’s ocean

disposal regulation offers protection to the off~h¢~re environment

that does not otherwise exist. NO~ will work wit~ existing
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tribal, State and Federal authorities to ensure that the quality

of the water and Sanctuary resources are maintained.

Comment: Clarify how discharges from drilling and production

rigs may be addressed if oil and gas leasing were to occur in the

future.

Response: The regulations prohibit oil and gas exploration,

development, and production activities within the Sanctuary.

NOAA will work with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

ensure that best available technology is implemented on any

drilling rigs located outside of the Sanctuary to ensure that no

discharges enter and injure Sanctuary resources and qualities.

Comment: Depositing or discharging from any location within the

Sanctuary or from beyond the Sanctuary should be prohibited.

Response: The mandate of the National Marine Sanctuary

Program is to facilitate multiple uses that are compatible with

resource protection. Depositing or discharging most materials

within the boundary of the Sanctuary, or from beyond the boundary

of the Sanctuary if such material subsequently enters the

Sanctuary and injures Sanctuary resources or qualities is

prohibited. NOAA will work with EPA, the Tribes and the State of

Washington to maintain water quality. NOAA may require special

terms and conditions, including (but not limited to) improved

effluent quality, on EPA permits to ensure Sanctuary resources

and qualities are protected.
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Non-Point Source Dischar eqe_s

Comment: NOAA should not require at a minimum secondary

treatment and sometimes tertiary or more for non-~oint source

pollution. It is virtually impossible to subject runoff to these

levels of treatment.

Response: NOAA does not require such treatment for non-point

source pollution. NOAA will monitor non-point source pollution

and work with those living and working in the coastal watersheds

to minimize runoff into the Sanctuary.

Comment: It should be stated that there is no intBnt to reguiiate

forest practices by’ Sanctuary administrators. Thei.~e is no

research or evidence which would justify the state.~ent made in

the proposed DEIS that the "greatest source of non.-point

discharge is the foresi;." Tihis statement ;leeds cl~Lrification and

tree farmers must be assured that they can continu~, to grow and

harvest trees pursuant to Washingtones Forest Praci:ices Act, one

of the most stringent in the country.

Response: NOAA’s Strategic Assessment Branch ~ as analyzed

existing watershed data :from the National Coastal Iollutant

Discharge Inventory to deterT~ine sources of runoff~ Summaries of

pollution discharges for total volumes of nitrogen~ lead~ and all

suspended solids combined indicate that with the e~ception of

suspended solids discharged by paper mills, the greatest source

of sediments discharged into sanctuary waters is from natural

forest runoff.
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Despite this evidence, NOAA will not be directly regulating

upland uses. However, NOAA will coordinate with the upland user

groups, and managing agencies to minimize non-point source

impacts on Sanctuary resources.

Comment: The suggestion that excessive erosion from clear

cutting practices is the source of most non-point source

pollution from forests supports the need for further study of

this common practice and the issuance of more stringent controls

due to the steep and unstable slopes and amount of rainfall.

Response: NOAA agrees and will conduct monitoring and

research initiatives in coordination with those living and

working in the watersheds to minimize the impacts from timbering

activities.

Discharqes Outside the Sanctuary

Comment: Clarify to what extent the "sphere of influence" of the

discharge regulation extends, to what degree it may affect

coastal communities including the Tribes, and who determines if

injury to a Sanctuary resource has occurred. Would a community

such as Ocean Shores or an Indian Tribe face increased water

quality regulations or enforcement? Further, does the discharge

prohibition apply to particulates that are discharged into the

air from pulp mills and subsequently enter the Sanctuary and harm

Sanctuary resources and qualities.

NOAA should not impose additional restrictions, beyond the
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existing requirements of the Federal Water" Pollution Control Act

(FWPA) v on the discharge of effluent, and dredge sI. oils into

marine waters. There is no evidence that additioral restrictions

on these activities are required to protect water quality in the

proposed sanctuary.

Response: The MPRSA protects .C;anctuary resources and

qualities (including water quality) from the impacts 

discharges from within and outside the boundary of a Sar~,ctuary

whether airborne or waterborne. NOAA is re~pon~;ible for-

determining injury to Sanctuary resource.~. Discharges pursuant

to existing permits may be continued subjec~ to th~ certification

requirements of sectio:n 925.10. New permits are: sabject to the

review process of :~ection 925.11. At a minimum, s~condary

treatment will be required for any treatment plant~ discharging

directly into the ~anc:tuary. With respect to airb)rne or

waterborne discharges outside the Sanct:uary,, NOAA :say condition

such permits only if it is established that the di;charges are

entering the Sanctuary and injuring Sanctuary reso~irces or

qualities. NOAA will work closely with all to ens~Ire that noone

is unduly burdened by permitting requirements rela’:ed to

discharges. NOAA will coordinate with the State,s Air Quality

Board and Department of Ecology to ’monitor air and water quality

over and in the Sanctuary.
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Application of DischarqeRequlations to Vessel Traffic

Comment: The application of this regulation should prohibit

organic and inorganic discharges from fishing Vessels and

submarines (including bilge), aircraft. The prohibition should

apply to all naval operations.

Response: The Sanctuary regulations specify the fishing and

vessel related activities exempted from the discharge prohibition

(section 925.5(a) (2) (i)-(iv)). Discharges and deposits 

vessels are prohibited except for specific discharges intended to

provide for traditional fishing activities, such as fish wastes

resulting from traditional fishing operations in the Sanctuary,

and for allowed vessel operations in the Sanctuary, namely

biodegradable effluent incidental to vessel use and generated by

approved marine sanitation devices, water generated by routine

vessel operations, and engine exhaust. Such discharges are

determined to be of minimal threat to the Sanctuary and are

important for the safe and effective functioning of fishing and

other vessels. Other discharges from vessel operations are

prohibited. If in the future NOAA determines that increased

protection for Sanctuary resources and qualities from these

exempted activities is warranted, the Sanctuary regulations could

be revised~

Comment: Clarify acceptable and unacceptable discharges from

fishing vessels.

Response: See response to previous comment.
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Economic Im/0acts of Discharce~Ree_glulations

Comment: Banning the use of! approved dredge dispcsal sites would

impose severe economic impacts on marine navigatien and commerce j,

and ultimately to the coastal communities.

Response: The boundary of the Sanctuary doe~s not encompass

the approved dredge disposal sites off of G~<;ays Hacbor, Willapa

Bay, and the Columbia River.. However~ no new dredge disposal

sites may be located within the Sanctuary boundary~

Comment: NOAA must examine the economic impacts o_~ the discharge

regulations on existing industries.. There are curcently 72

identified dischargers~ in the study area. ]i~t is u~clear if the

proposed Sanctuary would impact the continued oper;ition of the

pulp millns NPDES permitted discharge near Crays H~irbor.

Response: The Sanctuary,s boundary doe.s not e:[tend ~outh of

Copalis Beach. Therefore, tlhe only discharge reguhation that

would apply to disc.hargers in Grays Harbor would b~ the

prohibition on discharges from outside the boundar ~ that

subsequently enter and injure Sanctuary resources <~r qualities.

NOAA will need to establish that effluents from 19u~p mills are.

injuring Sanctuary resources or qualities before i’t~ would impose

terms and conditions on "the pulp mill’s NPDES pe~cm~t. If this

situation were to occur~ NOAA would work with the C ischarger, the

State of Washington, and EPA to minimize the economic impacts of

reducing the impacts.
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ISSUE: OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT

Comment: NOAA’s failure to offer as an alternative an outright,

no conditions ban on hydrocarbon development within the Sanctuary

is contrary to NEPA regulations, 40 CFR 1502.14 which states that

the alternatives section is the heart of the environmental impact

statement. NOAA should permanently ban oil and gas exploration,

development, and production activities.

Response: Section 2207 of the Oceans Act of 1992 prohibits

oil and gas exploration, development and production within the

Sanctuary. The Sanctuary regulations repeat this prohibition.

Comment: NOAA should designate a buffer zone based on ocean

currents and local seabed geography to prevent damage from

external mineral operations.

Response: NOAA believes that the Sanctuary is large enough

to buffer the sensitive canyon and coastal ecosystems from

negative impacts of mineral development. Further, NOAA’s

authority to regulate discharges from outside the Sanctuary

boundary that subsequently enter and injure Sanctuary resources

or qualities provides additional protection over mineral

activities.

Comment: NOAA should commit in the FEIS/MP and Record of

Decision to the preparation of an EIS before lifting the

prohibition.

Response: As previously discussed, the Oceans Act of 1992
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prohibits oil and gas explorations~, development ard production

within the Sanctuary. This prohibition may only ke lifted by an

Act of Congress.

Comment: The oil companies should be excluded frcm voicing an

opinion regarding the Sanctuary because this privilege should be

extended only to those who have spent time enjoying the State of

Washington coastline.

Response: The Sanctuary program does not and cannot

discriminate against any individual, agency~ or interest group.

All individuals have the right to voice an opinion.

Comment: Has NOAA come across any proposal for offshore wind

generated power?

Response: NOA~ is not aware of any proposal f gr offshore

wind generated power.

Comment: The President’s decision to postpone OCS activities off

the coasts of Washington and Oregon until after th,~ year 2,000

should expire at that time unless affirmatively ex~ended.

Response: Section 2207 of the Oceans Act of 1!)92

indefinitely bans oil and gas exploration, develop~ent and

production within the boundary of the Sanctuary. ~his

prohibitions could only be lifted by an Act of Congress.
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Contingency Plans

Comment: The Sanctuary should establish a contingency plan in

coordination with existing state and Federal contingency plans.

Efforts should be made to coordinate with the State of Washington

Departments of Wildlife, Fisheries, Ecology, and Natural

Resources and pursue data sharing opportunities.

Response: The FEIS/MP identifies existing oil spill

contingency plans and efforts in the State of Washington to cover

the Strait of Juan de Fuca and Outer Coast. NOAA will coordinate

closely with the existing agencies involved in contingency and

emergency response planning, particularly the U.S. and Canadian

Coast Guard and the State of Washington Office of Marine Safety

(OMS). However, NOAA agrees that the Sanctuary requires its own

contingency plan to ensure that resources are protected during

events that threaten the environment. A prototype Sanctuary

Contingency Plan is being tested at the Channel Islands National

Marine Sanctuary. Once implementation experience has been

gained, the plan will be adapted to other sites, including the

Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary. To implement

successfully an organized emergency response, NOAA will

incorporate state and Federal legislation as well as local

efforts into the Sanctuary Contingency Plan.

Comment: NOAA needs to provide for better oil spill response

planning.

Response: NOAA is coordinating with the regional response
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committees of the OMS to ensure that the equipmen~l is available

to address an emergency that would threaten SanctLary resources.

Comment: An Oil Spill Response Center should be ~ited in close

proximity to the Sanctuary to address small spi[Ll~ north of Grays

Harbor where there is currently a lack of oil spi] 1 response

capability.

Response: NOAA is promoting this idea in its participation

on the regional response subcommittee whose juris6iction is the

Strait of Juan de Fuca and the Outer Coast~ Howe~er, priority

will be placed on the stationing of tugs and barges dedicated to

emergency response ~

Comment: The tribes should be properly funded to handle resource

damage assessment as well as other activities where an oil spill

could impact their subsistence and ceremonial harvest and

cultural values.

Response: The reservations are not within the Sanctuary

boundary. Therefo];e, the Sanctuary cannot dedicate funds to the

Tribes for the purpose of damage assessment pursuant to a spill

of hazardous materials.

Comment: NOAA should request that the oil industr~’s Marine

Spill Response Corporation station a tractor/tug r~sponse vessel

at Neah Bay.

Response: NOAA has made the recommendation to the
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subcommittee on emergency response for the Strait of Juan de Fuca

and the Outer Coast. NOAA is actively participating in

formulating the recommendation to the State, and will coordinate

with the Makah Tribe in their planning initiative to expand their

marina to plan to accommodate a tug or emergency response vessel

that is of appropriate size to service the Outer Coast and the

Strait of Juan de Fuca.

Comment: NOAA should ensure that drills are conducted for the

Clean Sound Cooperative with outside ewiluation.

Response: NOAA intends to hire an operations manager

immediately after designation to address issues related to vessel

traffic and contingency planning. One of the priorities of this

position will be to encourage the Coast Guard to focus on the

Sanctuary during its emergency response drills.

Comment: NOAA should propose the examination of extending

unlimited liability for spills to the shipping companies and the

original firms providing the original source materials involved

in the polluting activities.

Response: The MPRSA only provides NOAA with the authority

to collect $i00,000 per day for each violation pursuant to

16 U.S.C. 1437(c) (i), and damages to Sanctuary natural resources

pursuant to 16 U.S.C. 1443.
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ISSUE : SEALION ROCX

Comment: NOAA should prohibitg or at least condi’~ion, the Navy’s

practice bombing activities over Sealion Rock due to the impact

on seabirds, depositing of metal objects in the S~mctuary, and

because the military environment does not require such a

sensitive area to be used for such purposes. At ~he very least,

NOAA should prohibit the practice bombing during ~he breeding

season. Section 7 consultations with the Departm~nt of Commerce

and the Department of the Interior should not be ~:onstrued as

sufficient mitigation because these processes do iuLot address

impacts to non-endangered species.

Response: NOAA agrees that the Navy practic~ bombing of

Sealion Rock is inconsistent with the goals of the Sanctuary

program. Because the permit under which the Navy conducted its

activities over Sealion Rock was rescinded by the Secre~ary of

the Interior in August~ 1993, NOAA may prohibit o[~trigh~ all

bombing activities within the Sanctuary and has determined to do

so. The regulation adopted by NO~ prohibits all practice

bombing and provides that no exemption from the p~ohibition will

be granted.

Comment: NOAA does not have the authority to prohibit or

condition the Navy’s activities.

Response: Because the Navy’s authorization flom the

Secretary of Interior was rescinded, NOAA now has the authority

to not only condition but also prohibit the Navy’~ practice
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bombing activities.

Comment: NOAA should place the Navy’s bombing activities within

the scope of regulation to allow future regulation if necessary.

To not list military activities is in conflict with the primary

goal of resource protection.

Response: NOAA has addressed Navy activities in

section 925.5(d) of the regulations.

Comment: NOAA should investigate the history of the Navy’s

activities over Sealion Rock to determine if a grandfather clause

is warranted.

Response: The history of the Navy’s activities and the

permit that authorized its activities has been outlined in the

FEIS/MP. The Navy’s authority to conduct practice bombing

activities has been rescinded and thus consideration of a

grandfather clause is irrelevant.

Comment: Clarify how Navy bombing of Sealion Rock at 200 feet is

less disruptive than commercial overflights.

Response: NOAA does not assert that the Navy"s low flying

activities are less disruptive than commercial or non-commercial

overflights. NOAA’s differing regulations in the DEIS/MP

applying to Navy and non-military overflights resulted from

limitations placed on NOAA by the MPRSA with respect to

terminating pre-existing leases and permits.
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ISSUE: PROTECTION OF TREATY RIGHTS

Comment: NOAA’s regulations do not formally recocnize the

Federal Government’s trust respons~ibility to the coastal Tribes.

The regulations contain no provision which formally requires the

Director to consider and protect tribal interests when rulinc[ on

permit applications to conduct development activities within the

Sanctuary. To address this issuee the following ~odifications to

the section 925.8 should be made:

The Director . . . may issue a permit . . %o conduct an
activity otherwil~e prohibited by section 925.5(a)(2)-(7), 
the Director finds that the activity will: ~urther research
related to Sanctuary resources:
. . .or promote the welfare of an~ Indian Tribe adjacent to
the Sanctuary. In deciding whether to issue a permit, the
Director shall[ consider such factors as .... the impacts of
the activity on adjacent Ind[an Tribes. Where the issuance
or denial of a permit is requested by the go~/erninq body of
an Indian Tribe, the Director shall consider and protect the
interests of the Tribe to the fullest extent practicable in
keeping with the p//r_rposes of the Sanctuary ard his or her
fiduciary duties to the Tribe ....

Response: NOAA agrees that the designation c f the Olympic

Coast National Marine Sanctuary is subject to the Federal

government’s general fiduciary r e:~ponsibiliLty to the coastal

tribes. However, it is also clear that the Federal government is

not obligated to provide particular services or benefits, nor to

undertake any specific.’ fiduciary responsibilities in the absence

of a specific provision in a treaty, agreement, e~ecutive order,

or statute. See Havasupai Tribe v. U.S., 752 F. Supp. 1471 (D.

Ariz 1990), citing~, V:~[I, 667 (D~.C. Cir. 1980)~ Gila River Pima-

Maricopa Indian Communitv, 427 F.2d 1194, 190 Ct. CI. 790 (1970).

With respect to this designation, there Ls no specific provision
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in the coastal Tribes’ treaties or any agreement, executive

order, or statute which requires NOAA to undertake any specific

fiduciary responsibility on behalf of the coastal Tribes.

Therefore, NOAA can fulfill its obligations to the coastal Tribes

with respect to the designation by giving due consideration to

their interests and concerns during the decision-making process.

NOAA agrees that its trust responsibilities to the Tribes

requires that it consider Tribal interest when ruling on permit

applications to conduct activities within the Sanctuary.

However, this responsibility does not require that NOAA base its

decision solely on what is in the best interest of the coastal

Tribes. Therefore, NOAA opposes the addition of "or promote the

welfare of any Indian Tribe adjacent to the Sanctuary", but

agrees to include "the effects of the activity on adjacent Indian

Tribes .... " As previously stated, NOAA agrees that it must

consider the interests of the Tribes when issuing permits, and

language to that effect has been included in the regulations.

Comment: NOAA’s regulation prohibiting the taking of marine

mammals and seabirds conflicts with treaty rights to fish and

hunt marine mammals in tribal usual and accustomed fishing

grounds.

Response: NOAA recognizes that, given the standard for

abrogating treaty rights enunciated by the Supreme Court in

United States v. Dion,. 476 U.S. 734 (1985), the provisions of the

MPRSA do not abrogate the coastal Tribes" treaty fishing and
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hunting rights. However, it is unclear whether C~ngress intended

the MMPA and the Endangered Species Act (ESA) to ~brogate these

rights° Recently~ the Makah Tribe has pur~[led cl,~:rification

regarding the applicability of the Marine iiY~ammal ]’rotection Act

(MMPA) and ESA to its treaty rights to hunt whale~ ~, and seals.

The issue is currently being exanlined by t:be Trib,~s and the

National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). Given "[.he concerns

raised by the coas;tal Tribes, section 925o5(a)(~) has 

revised to read as follows:

Taking any me:fine, mammal, sea turtle, or sea]:ird in or
above the Sanctuary, except as authorized by the Nationa, l
Marine Fisheries Service or the United State~ Fish and
Wildlife Service under the authority of the l<arine Mammal
Protection Actw as amended (I~4PA),, 16 U.S.C. 1361 et seq.,
the Endangered Species Act; as amended~ (ESA), 16 U.S.C.
1531 et Seqo ~ and the Migratory BArd Treaty 2~ct, as amended,
(MBTA), 16 U.S.C. 703 et seq.,, or pursuant tc any treaty

with an Indian T:L"J.be to which the United States is a party,
provided that the treaty right is exe.~ccised Jn accordance
with the MMPA, ESA~, and MBTA.

The revised language recognizes the Makah ~?r~be’s treaty

right to hunt whales and seals. However, the regulation also

requires that the right be e.xercised in acc<~rdance with the

provisions of the MMPA, ESA, and MBTA. .~[f !:he NM~A~ ESA or MBTA

is determined to abrogate or otherwise rest}~ict the TribeSs

exercise of its right to hunt whales and se~[Is, then theft

determination shall apply to the Tribe’s ex,~rcis~e of those rights

within the boundary oI~ the Sanctuary.

Comment:: The regu].ations fail to preserve ~:ribal zontrcl of

their cultural heritage,, NOAA should amend sectio~ 925.5(a)(8)
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to read as follows:

Removal or attempted removal of any Indian cultural resource
or artifact, or entry onto a significant cultural site
designated by a Tribal governing body with the concurrence
of the Director, except with the express written consent of
the governing body of the Tribe or Tribes to which such
resource, artifact, or cultural site pertains.

Response: The MPRSA provides NOAA with the authority to

control access to cultural or historical artifacts within the

Sanctuary thereby helping to ensure their preservation.

Accordingly, anyone proposing to remove a cultural or historical

resource must apply for and obtain a Sanctuary permit from NOAA.

NOAA also acknowledges the coastal Tribes’ desire to preserve

their cultural heritage and, in particular, those cultural

artifacts of tribal significance found within the Sanctuary.

NOAA considers its objective of preserving the historical and

cultural resources of the Sanctuary to be compatible with the

coastal Tribes t desire to preserve their cultural heritage.

Therefore, prior to issuing a Sanctuary permit to excavate a

cultural or historical artifact that is of tribal significance,

NOAA will consult with the affected Tribe(s). This clarification

has been added to section 925.9~

Comment: The regulation prohibiting overflights under 1,000 ft.

except for valid law enforcement purposes conflicts with the

treaty secured rights to access certain reservation lands such as

Tatoosh Island and Ozette, which are only accessible by

helicopter in the winter months,, and to conduct aerial timber

cruises and engage in helicopter logging on portions of the
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reservation abutting the Sanctuary. Therefore th~ following

amendment to section 92!5.5(7) is proposed:

Flying motorized aircraft at less than 1,000 feet above the
Sanctuary within one nautical mile of! the coastal boundary
of the Sanctuary and the Flattery Roc.ks, Qui]leute Needles,
and Copalis National Wildlife Refuges, except, for valid law
enforcement purposes or where authorized b~ governing body
of an Indian Tribe to provide access to reservation lands.

Response: NOAA acknowledges the Tribes" concerns and does

not intend to interfere with tribal[ rights to access reservation

lands. Also, for "the reasons discussed below, th~ minimum

altitude has been changed to 2000 ft. In order nc.t to interfere

with Tribal access to resel~Tation lands, the prohibition on

flying has been changed to read:

Flying motorized aircraft at less than 2,000 feet above the
Sanctuary within one nautical mile of the Fl£ttery Rocks,
Quillayute Needles, or Copalis National Wildlife Refuge, and
within one nautical mi_~Le seaward from t.he coastal boundary
of the Sanctuary~ except as necessary for va]id law
enforcement purposes, for activities related to tribal
timber operations conducted on reservat;ion lends, or to
transport persons or supplies to or from reservation lar.Lds
as authorized by a governing body of an Indien Tribe.

Comment: NOAA should apply the management plan equally to tribal

and non-tribal governmental entities within the adopted boundary

equally.

Response: NOAA is legally bound to recognize treaty secured

rights and has no intention to interfere with these rights. As

such, there will be circumstances :Ln which .~anctu~.ry regulations

will apply to tribal and non-tribal[ members diffelently~
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ISSUE: VESSEL TRAFFIC

Comment: Route tankers and barges as far away from near-shore

reefs and islands as possible. Clarify what types of vessels can

transit close to shore.

Response: There exists a Cooperative Vessel Traffic

Management System (CVTMS) established and jointly managed by the

United States and Canada. The CVTMS is a mandatory regime and

consists of all navigable waters of the Strait of Juan de Fuca

and its offshore approaches, southern Georgia Strait, the Gulf

and San Juan Archipelagos~ Rosario Strait, Boundary Pass, Haro

Strait, and Puget Sound, bounded on the west by longitude 147°W

and latitude 48°N, and on the northeast by a line along 49°N from

Vancouver Island to Semiamoo Bay.

The rules of the CVTMS are intended to enhance safe and

expeditious vessel traffic movement, to prevent groundings and

collisions, and to minimize the risk of property damage and

pollution to the marine environment. The rules apply to:

a. Each vessel of 30 meters or more in length; and

b. Each vessel that is engaged in towing alongside or

astern, or in pushing ahead, one or more objects, other than

fishing gear, where:

(i) the combined length of the vessel towing, the

towing apparatus, and the vessel or object towed

is 45 meters or more; or

(2) the vessel or object towed is 20 meters or more 

overall length.
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Both the Canadian and the United States Coast: Guards are

studying methods to improve the CVTMS in the area Items being

studied include replacement of outdated equipment elimination of

gaps in coverage, and increasing operator training and assignment

length.

The Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA 90) req~i1:es the U.S,

Coast Guard to conduct a national ’ranker Free Zone, Study. This

study is nearing completion and will recommend re~:[ulations

requiring tank vessels to remain offshore during ¢,’oastal

transits.

Further, NOAA has recommended to the ’0.S. Co6~st Guard that

an International Maritime Organization (IMO) appr(~ved ATBA 

established within the proposed Sanctuary boundary. This would

require vessels transporting hazardous materials ~[o remain at

least 25 nautical miles offshore while in the w[cJnity of

Sanctuary waters or until making their approach tc the Strait of

Juan de Fuca using the established CVTMS traffic ~eparation

scheme. Although ATBA’s are not compulsory for fcreign flag

vessels, a maritime state may make such an area compulsory for

domestic vessels transiting the waters under its jurisdiction,.

Comment: Clarify U’commercial vessel" and distinguish between

various sizes, uses, and types of vessels.

Response: "Commercial vessel" means any vessel operating in

return for payment or other type of compensation. Clarification

between sizes, uses, and types of vessels would require more
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space than is available in this document. Rather than attempt to

hold to a general definition of "commercial vessel", reference

will be made to specific types of vessels, i.e., tank vessels,

bulk carriers, fishing vessels, pleasure craft, etc., wherever

required.

Commemt: The Sanctuary boundary should be published on

navigational charts.

Response: NOAA agrees and will submit the Sanctuary

boundary to the Nautical Charting Division of the National Ocean

Service. The boundary will be delineated on the next update of

the appropriate navigational chart.

Commemt: Spill containment and cleanup measures should be part

of appropriate mitigation requirements for vessels operating

within the Sanctuary.

Response: OPA 90 mandates that tank vessel contingency

plans be prepared for a worst-case discharge, and that vessel

plans be reviewed and approved by the U.S. Coast Guard. OPA 90

also stipulates that each responsible party for a vessel from

which oil is discharged, or which poses the substantial threat of

a discharge of oil into or upon the navigable waters or adjoining

shorelines or the exclusive economic zone, is liable for the

removal costs and damages resulting from such an incident.

Further, Washington State law (Title 88 Section 46 Revised

Code of Washington) requires the owner or operator of a tank
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vessel to prepare and submit an oil spill ig:cevention plan prior

to the vessel’s entry into a Washington po:ct. Th~ law also

requires that each tank ves.sel, cargo vest, el of q ceater than

three hundred or more c[ross tons, or passel~ger vessel of greater

than three hundred or more gross tons hawE ~. a cc~nt[ngency plan for

the containment and clearlup of oil spills :i~rom suzh vessel into

the waters of the State.

Comment: NOAA should provide a more complete expLanation of how

implementation of eaclh of the regulations ~,~;ould p lt U.S. shipping

companies at an econo:mic disadvantage in :~’~lation to foreign

vessels. Precisely wlhat would be tlhe esti~r~ated cgst in dollars,

time, inconvenience, and u]’timate impact u|:~on [~.S. shipping

companies.

Response: NOAA is; promulgating no re~ulatio%s that will

adversely affect domestic vessels.

Comment: NOAA should put forth a vest, el t]:~affic iaanagement plan,

spearheaded by the U.S~ Coast Guard, that addresses research

needs, vessel traffic monitoring and commu1~icatio~ systems, and

future regulatory alternatives° The Inanagement p Lan should be

proactive, and establish a timetable for consider Lng new vessel

traffic regulations in the future~

Response: NC,AA is working with the U..S. Coast Guard, which

has the primary authority for vessel traff:~c regulation, to

determine the need for additional measures "to enslre protection
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of Sanctuary resources and qualities. In addition~ NOAA will work

with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) and the EPA regarding

vessel traffic activities resulting from the transport of dredged

material through the Sanctuary for disposal outside the

Sanctuary. These consultations will aim to dete~nine which

resources are most at risk, which vessel traffic practices are

most threatening~ and which regulations or restrictions would be

most appropriate to alleviate such risk.

NOAA agrees that an improved vessel traffic monitoring and

communication system along the coast is desirable. OPA 90

requires the Secretary of Transportation to complete a

comprehensive study on the impact of installation, expansion, or

improvement of vessel traffic servicing systems. NOAA will work

with the State of Washington’s OMS, the U.S. Coast Guard, and

appropriate public agencies during the development of these

monitoring studies to determine an appropriate system for the

Sanctuary and the need for any additional site-specific

protective measures.

Vessel traffic monitoring and research and coordination on

this subject have been incorporated into the Sanctuary management

plan.

Comment: Allow only double-hulled vessels in the Sanctuary.

Response: OPA 90 establishes double hull requirements for

tank vessels. Most tank vessels over 5,000 gross tons will be

required to have double hulls by 2010. Vessels under 5,000 gross
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tons will be required to have a double hull or a double

containment syster~ by 2015. All newly constructed tankers must

have a double hull (or double containment ~ystem if under 5,000

gross tons), while existinq vessels are phased ouh over a period

of years.

As previously stated, the U.S. Coast Guard i~ completing a

study of a tanker free zone where, tank vessels wo~Id be required[

to remain offshore during coastal transits° Furtler, a proposal

to establish an ATBA within the .Sanctuary boundar{ has been

developed and will be submitted ’to the Internatio~lal Maritime

Organization (IMO) for approval at the earliest p,~ssible date

which, in accordance with IMO’s procedures, is June, 1994.
Both

actions will serve to ensure that hazardous mater:.al laden

vessels will remain an appropriate distance offshc,re.

Comment: Require vessels to have a pilot aboard.

Response: Requirements for pilots are set f~Jrth in both

Federal and state regulations. NOAA will :tr~onitor and review

vessel traffic in the Sanctuary and make recommencations to the

appropriate regulatory agencies, state and Federal, regarding the

need for additional pilotage requirements. Pilotege is currently

compulsory for all vessels except those under enrollment or

engaged exclusively in the coasting trade on the %iest Coast e.f

the continental United States (including Alaska) and/or British

Columbia. Port Angeles has been designated as the pilotage

station for all vesse_’[s enroute to or from the sea.
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OPA 90 requires the U.S. Coast Guard to designate U.S.

waters where a second licensed officer must be on the bridge of a

coastwise seagoing tanker over 1,600 gross tons. Under the Ports

and Waterways Safety Act, the U.S. Coast Guard also is proposing

to require a second officer on foreign flag tankers over 1,600

gross tons and on U.S. registered tankers over 1,6.00 gross tons.

Comment: Establish a tonnage limit within three nautical miles

of shore except for those making a port call.

Response: All types of vessels and traffic patterns will be

reviewed by NOAA, the U.S. Coast Guard, and the State of

Washington OMS to determine any appropriate action to be taken.

In conducting this review, attention will be paid to vessel type,

cargo carried, and vessel size.

Comment: Require all vessels to have English speaking bridge

personnel.

Response: All vessels required to participate in the Juan

de Fuca region CVTMS are required to make all reports in English.

Comment: Curtail traffic during poor weather conditions.

Response: NOAA will work with the state, U.S. Coast Guard,

and appropriate public agencies to determine the need for further

vessel traffic regulations to specifically address vessel traffic

during adverse weather conditions.

During conditions of vessel congestion, adverse weather,
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reduced visibility, or other hazardous circumstan~.~es in the area

of the Juan de Fuca Region CVTMS, the Coope~rative Vessel Traffic

Management Center may issue: directions to control and saperv:ise

traffic. They may also specify times when vessel.,; may enter,,

move within or through: or depart from ports, har]~ors, or other

waters of the CVTMS Zone.

Further, the U.S.. Coast Guard’s Navigation R1_tles,

International and Inland, speak specifically to tle conduct of

vessels while at sea. ]Rule 6 of the International and Znland

Steering and Sailing Rules states that "Every ves,~el shall at all

times proceed at a safe speed so that she can take proper and.

effective action to avoid collision and be stoppec within a

distance appropriate to the preva:[ling circumstances and

conditions. ,,

Comment: Prohibit engine powered water craJ~t of any type.

Response: A fundamental objec:tive of the s;an~tuary program

is "to facilitate, to the extent compatible with t~e primary

objective of resource protection~ all public and pcivate uses of

the resources of these marine areas not prohibited pursuant to

other authorities,, (16 U.S.C. 1431(b) (5)). NOAA will consider

the threats from all types of vessels ~ po~er driven, sailing, oz’

paddle propelled - as a continuing analysis of vest;el traffic

within the sanctuary boundaries°

Comment: Manage the off-loading or exchanqe of .~a:-go or oil.
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Response: No offloading or exchange of oil occurs within

the boundary of the Sanctuary. This activity generally occurs in

ports which are located outside of the Sanctuary boundary.

Furtherl this type of activity is addressed by both OPA 90 and

programs being established by the recently created Washington

State OMS.

Comment: Prohibit shipment of reclaimed spent nuclear fuel from

foreign reactors through the Sanctuary.

Response: As previously noted, NOAA has recommended to the

U.S. Coast Guard that an IMO approved ATBA be established within

the Sanctuary boundary. This would require vessels transporting

hazardous materials to remain at least :25 nautical miles offshore

while in the vicinity of Sanctuary waters or until making their

approach to the Strait of Juan de Fuca using the established

CVTMS traffic separation scheme.

NOAA will also work with the State of Washington’s OMS and

both the U.S. and Canadian Coast Guards to be informed of, and

alerted to, in a timely and regular manner, all hazardous cargo

carriers transiting near Sanctuary waters. Further, through

participation in regular meetings of the Washington State

Regional Marine Safety Committees and discussions with the U. S.

Coast Guard, NOAA will ensure that contingency plans adequately

address such transport issues.

Comment: Prohibit commercial vessel anchorages within the
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Sanctuary, particularly off Makah Bay, except in 4~mergencies..

Response: The use of the Makah Bay anchorages, by vessels

waiting either for an available pilot at Port Angeles or

instructions from their home office, has been exa~tined.

Currently, its use as a temporary anchorac[e has b~:en agreed upon

by both the U.S. and Canadian Coast Guards. This is viewed as a

more favorable alternative than having such vessel s continuously

underway within, and off the entrances to, the Stlait. Vessels

at anchor are subject to MARPOL, U.S. Federal law,, and Sanctuary

regulations regarding discharges. The use of this anchorage is

monitored by Tofino Vessel Traffic Service which can also educate

such vessels regarding the Sanctuary and its regulations.

Comment: Clarify NOAA’s authority to regulate vessel traffic

within State of Washington waters.

Response: Section 303 of the MPRSA gives NOA~ the authority

to promulgate regulations to implement the designazion, including

regulations necessary to achieve resource protecti)n.

Comment: The State and Federal government have api)ropriate d $75

million to expand and enhance maritime activity at Grays Harbor

through waterway dredging and port terminal development programs.

If vessel traffic is restricted, one branch of the government

would be defeating the purpose of other parts of tile government.

Response: NOAA has studied ve:~sel traffic along the

Washington coast. The r4~sult of the analysis was the
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recommendation for the previously mentioned ATBA. This proposal,

if adopted, would add approximately 1"7 nautical miles on a

transit from Grays }{arbor to the entrance of the Straits of Juan

de Fuca and approximately 21 nautical miles on a transit from the

entrance of the Straits to Grays Harbor. In comparison to the

costs of cleanup, legal fees, liability, fines, loss of cargo,

and vessel and environmental damages, the proposals to establish

the ATBA seem reasonable.

Comment: Double-hulled proposals are not economically sensible

in the foreseeable future.

Response: Congress has mandated (OPA 90) national double

hull requirements for tank vessels.

ISSUE: OVERFLIGHTS

Comment: Establish the boundary for overflights at the

beach rather than one (i) mile inland.

Response: The boundary for overflights is at the

shoreline and not one (i) mile inland.

Comment: Establish a 2,500 foot minimum flight altitude

over the sanctuary.

Response: To be consonant with current regulations

regarding flights over charted National Park Service Areas,

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Areas, and U.S. Forest

Service Areas, NOAA is prohibiting the flying of motorized
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aircraft at less than 2,000 feet above the Sanctuary within

one nautical mile of the Flattery Rocks, Quilla~ute Needles,

or Copalis National Wildlife Re.fuge~, and at les~ than 2,000

feet above the Sanctuary within one nautical mile seaward

from the coasta.l boundary of the Sanctuary, except as

necessary for w~.lid law enforcement purposes, f~r activities

related to tribal timber operations conducted o-, reservation

lands, or to transport persons or supplies to o:: from

reservation lands as authorized by a governing .}~ody of an

Indian Tribe. NOAA will work with the Federal Aviation

Administration ~[FAA ~) to reflect this regulation on

aeronautical charts.,

Comment: Permit’. search and rescue at all times by whatever

aircraft is needed to accomplish the task.

Response: The prohibitions set forth in th~ Sanctuary

regulations do not apply to activities necessary to respond

to emergencies threatening life~, property., or the

environment pursuant to Section 925.5 {c) of the

regulations. Thus, in any emergency.,, search and rescue

aircraft are allowed to perform whatever tasks ace required

within the Sanctuary boundary.

Comment: When necessary to bring a research flijht into the

area below the Sanctuary prescribed ceiling, reg~llations

should require the plane’s engine be kept at or ]~elow a
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reasonable decibel level as heard from the ground.

Response: FAA regulations (14 CFR Part 36) codify

noise standards for aircraft operating within U.S. airspace.

Adherence to these standards is already required. When

research is to be conducted within the Sanctuary boundary,

aircraft operators will be required to obtain a permit and

conduct such research in such a manner so as to minimize

disturbance yet remain within safe aircraft operating

parameters.

ISSUE:

Fishinq

Comment:

LIVING RESOURCE EXTRACTION

NOAA should not restrict acc.ess to fishing grounds

or catch-ability. Crab fishing and razor clam digging must

be allowed.

Response: The regulation of fishing is not authorized

by the Designation Document. NOAA has determined that

existing fishery management authorities are adequate to

address fishery resource issues. As with all other

fisheries that occur within the Sanctuary, crab fishing and

razor clam digging remain under the regulatory authority of

existing Federal[, state, tribal and regional fishery

authorities. NOAA does not view fishing as contrary to the

goals of the Sanctuary. The sanctuary program is by law

mandated "to facilitate to the extent compatible with the

primary objective of resource protection, all public and
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private uses of the resources .... ,, (including fishing)

(16 U.S.C. 1431.(5) (5.)).

Existing fishery management agencies are i)rimarily

concerned with the regulation and management o~ fish stocks

for a healthy fishery. In contrast, the Natioltal Marine

Sanctuary Program has a different and broader :ttandate under

the MPRSA to protect all Sanctuary resources o~t an

ecosystem-wide basis. Thus, while fish~ry age~cies may be

concerned about certain fishing efforts and techniques in

relation to fish stock abundance and distribution, the

Marine Sanctuary Program is also concerned abot;t the

potential incidental impacts of specific fishezy techniques

on all Sanctuary resources including benthic habitats or

marine mammals as well as; the role the target species plays

in the health of the ecosystem. In the case of the Olympic

Coast, fish resources are already extensivel~ m~naged by

existing authorities and NOAA does not envision a fishery

management role for the Sanctuary Progran~° Acc)rdingly,

fishing activities have not been inc.luded in th+~ list of

activities in the Designation Document subject ’:o regulation

as part of the Sanctuary regime. However,, the ,’;anctuary

Program will provide research results and recom~tendations to

existing fishery management agencies in order t<~ enhance the

protection of fishery and other resources, withi~ the

Sanctuary.
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Comment: No additional fisheries management or regulation

is needed in the Sanctuary. Commercial, recreation, and

subsistence fishing can be compatible with sanctuary

designation, and the existing regulatory framework is

adequate at this time.

Response: See response to previous comment. The

Designation Document places kelp harvesting within the scope

of future regulation since there is no existing management

plan for kelp harvesting.

Comment: Clarify the language associated with commercial

fishing practices near sunken vessels, rocks and reefs in

the proposed sanctuary to insure continuance of historical

and customary fishing practices. Existing Federal and state

regulations adequately protect archeological treasures,

man-made reefs, and natural rock and reef formations. The

FEIS should acknowledge and permit prevailing practices.

Response: Commercial fishing vis-a-vis historical

resources is an exempted activity under the prohibition

against disturbance of historical resources. However, the

exemption is only for incidental disturbance and therefore

does not allow deliberate disturbance.

Comment: Fishing should either be regulated, or placed in

the scope of regulation, because there may be a time in the

future when fishing needs to be regulated by the Sanctuary.
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Response: NOAA believes that existing authorities are

adequate to regulate fishing. Should the need arise to

regulate fishing a~.~ part of the Sanctuary manacement regime,

the Designation Document could be amended.

Comment: Proposed regulations should re’~:ult i~, the gradual

reduction of fi-,~hing, aquaculture~ kelp harvesting and

waterfowl hunting to insure that no commercial ~ctivity

threatens the integrity cf any resources in the proposed

Sanctuary. Some commenters believed that the Slnctuary

should ban all commercial fishing activities ex~;ept Native

American fishing activities.

Response: A blanket reduction of ~:esource,-use

activities acro.¢~s the Sanctuary .could not be iml~osed without

credible evidence that each resource affected i~ threatened

by a population decrease or stock failu1:oe.., Abs~.~nt such

evidence, the Act requires that existing uses b~ facilitated

to the extent compatible with the primary objective of

resource protect:ion.

Comment: True refugia should be established where all

consumptive uses are prohibited for a period cf hime.

Response: The deterrrl, ination of whet.her ref~gia are

established in the S’,anctuary will be done in coo-~dination

with the NMFS, PFMC, Washington Department of Fi~heries

(WDF), the tribes, environmental groups, and ind~Istry. The
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Sanctuary Advisory Committee (SAC) will be an important

forum to address this issue. If, in coordination with other

governmental agencies, it is determined that establishment

of refugia is a desirable alternative, NOAA will analyze the

alternative through the preparation of an environmental

impact statement/management plan and solicitation of public

input pursuant to the NEPA and the APA.

Comment: Driftnets, trawlingr and all dragnet fisheries

should be banned from the proposed Sanctuary as inconsistent

with the regulation prohibiting alteration of, or

construction on, the seabed.

Response: The only net gear used in fisheries in the

Sanctuary are trolling gear (for salmon) and trawling gear

(for groundfish). The regulatory prohibition on altering

the seabed includes an exception for incidental disturbance

resulting from traditional fishing operations. NMFS has

conducted a limited study of the impact of trawl gear on the

benthos and has not identified any resulting systematic

destruction. However, the regulations could be modified to

regulate any activity that is shown to cause significant

disturbance of the seabed. This reflects adherence to the

MPRSA’s goals of preserving natural and human-use qualities

of a marine area.

High-seas driftnets, defined as nets greater than 1.5

miles long, have been banned pursuant to United Nations
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resolution 46/215. While gilinets and setnets are currently

used in the inland waters of the State of Washington, they

are not used in Sa:nctuary waters.

Comment: NOAA should facilitate the regulatior of resource

extraction within the Sanctuary under a regulatory framework

that is controlled by a single agency.

Response: Regu]Latory authority over resources and

resource extraction industries is expressly granted by state

and Federal statute. NO~.~ does not have the primary

regulatory authority over resource extraction. NOAA can act

to coordinate tlhe various regulators and can impose

additional regulations, but cannot reassign its.~_If or other

agencies regulatory authority,.

Comment: NOAA must clarify and acknowledge all tribal

treaty fishing rights in the FEZS/MP, and the i~,teraction of

Sanctuary regulations witlh the right of tribes ~:o fish in

their Usual and Accustomed fishing areas.

Response: This issue is clarified in the il~esignation

Document and in Part II (under Socio-Demographi~,, profile and

Land Use). Treaty rights to hunt and fish are ~cknow!edged.

Comment: The e~rtire study area must be considezed as a

"fishing area" since fish migrate along the entire

Washington coast.
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Response: NOAA recognizes that fish "know no

boundaries in the sea." The fishing areas identified in the

FEIS/MP only represent known locations where certain fishery

activity is concentrated. The fishing areas displayed in

the FEIS/MP are not related to regulatory jurisdiction in

any way. They are simplified visual aids to complement the

discussion of resources off the coast of Washington.

Aquaculture

Comment: Clarify NOAA’s intention to regulate, condition,

or prohibit aquaculture activities throughout the Sanctuary

and adjacent to Indian reservations.

Response: The Sanctuary regulations do not directly

prohibit aquaculture operations within the Sanctuary

boundary. However, discharge of matter into the Sanctuary,

or alteration of or construction on the seabed in cormection

with aquaculture activities are prohibited. It is unlikely

that permits would be granted for aquaculture activities in

the Sanctuary that violate these prohibitions. This

determination is based upon U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

(COE) guidance related to permits for fish pen mariculture

operations, which prohibits fish farms in Federal natural

resource areas, such as national seashores, wilderness

areas, wildlife refuges, parks or other areas designated for

similar purposes (e.g., national marine sanctuaries).

Comment: NOAA should change the proposed regulation
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governing alteration of or const.ruction on the ~eabed to

"maintenance and development of approved aquacuLture

operations", and strike "existing prior to the ~ffective

date of these regulations." Eliminating future aquaculture

development off the: Olympic Coast would preclude.

opportunities f~r both private shell fis~ and fi:Ifish

production and for public enhancement. ~?echnol,~gy is being

developed which would result in minf~mal ~nvironJ~ental

imbalance, and would afford employment fc~r regi~nal

communities.

Response: See response to previous commen~:.

Comment: The Sanctua:ry should not regulate a,~culture

activities because there are sufficient regulat.~ ons in

place.

Response: See response to previous ~c~ommen1~.

Comment: The Sanctuary should provide mu’tual~_y agreed upon

requirements for aquaculture activities among the oyster

growers of Willapa Bay.

Response: The boundary of the Sanctuary dces not

include Willapa Bay.

Comment: The discussion fcn the FEIS/MP on the inpacts of

aquaculture need~ to be expanded and the proposa L to not

regulate aquaculture in the Sanctuary should be re-assessed.
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The FEIS/MP needs to address the use of drugs in farm-raised

fish.

Response: The discussion of aquaculture within the

Sanctuary is intended only to evaluate the current status of

the industry in the study area - it is not intended to

measure aggregate impacts. The request for expanded

discussion of resources does not identify specific issues of

discussion. A re-assessment of aquaculture vis-a-vis the

Sanctuary reveals that the industry is adequately regulated

by existing state and Federal requirements. However, any

discharges from such operations into the Sanctuary would be

prohibited. The Sanctuary has no jurisdiction over the use

of drugs in aquaculture - such determinations are under the

purview of the Washington State Department of Health (WDH)

and the Federal Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

Commemt: All aquaculture should be banned from within the

Sanctuary.

Respomse: The Sanctuary is required by law to

facilitate public and private uses of Sanctuary resources as

long as resource protection is not jeopardized. If properly

sited and operated, aquaculture does not appear to

appreciably impact the health of the marine environment.

Comment: Kelp harvesting should be banned or regulated

within the Sanctuary.
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Response: At present there is no kelp halvesting

within the Sanctuary. The Washington Departmert of Natural

Resources (DNR) is in the process of ]preparing a management

plan for kelp harw~stingo NOAA has included k~:ip harvesting

in the scope of regulations in the Designation Document in

the event that future action by NO/h~ is necessary to protect

this resource. NOAA will work with DNR to develop a kelp

management plan within the Sanctuary.

ISSUE: MARINE MAM~.h%LS~ SEA TURTLES ~ND SEABIRDS

Comment: Clarify "takings". The prohibition o~ the taking

of marine mammals and seabirds within the Sanctlary is

redundant with the ESA, the MMPA and the MBTA, ~nd what

further impact it will have on the fishing community.

Response: "Taking" is defined in ~ection )25.3 of the

regulations to mean: (i) for any marine mammal, sea turtle

or seabird listed as either endangered or threa;ened

pursuant to the ESA to harass, harm~ pur~ue, hunt, shoot,

wound, kill, trap, capture, collect or irljure, c)r to attempt

to engage in any such conduct and, (2) for any ~ther marine

mammal, sea turtle, or seabird~ the term means i;o harass,

hunt, capture, kill, collect or injure, or to attempt to

engage in any such co:nduct. While marine mamma~s, seabirds

and endangered and threatened species are protec~ted under

the MMPA, ESA and MBTA, NOAA believes thaL- the ~igher

penalties afforded under the MPRSA will p~ovide a stronger
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deterrent.

The MBTA sets maximum criminal fines at either $500 or

$2,000 per violation, depending on the violation. The MMPA

sets maximum civil penalties at $10,000 and maximum criminal

fines at $20,000. The ESA sets maximum civil penalties at

$500, $12,000 or $25,000 per violation, depending on the

violation; maximum criminal fines are set at $50,000. (All

three statutes also provide for imprisonment for criminal

violations.)

Section 307 of the MPRSA allows NOAA to assess civil

penalties as high as $i00,000 for eac]h violation. In

addition, monies collected under the MPRSA are available for

use by the National Marine Sanctuary Program.

Comment: The MBTA would not allow any taking of migratory

birds in the sanctuary, thus providing even stronger

prohibition than sanctuary status can provide.

Respomse: See above response. Section 925.5(a) (6) 

the Sanctuary regulations prohibits the taking of migratory

birds within the Sanctuary. Including a prohibition on

"taking" marine birds in the Sanctuary regulations allows

such violations to be subject to the civil penalties

authorized by the MPRSA which far exceed those authorized by

the MBTA.

Comment: Prohibit all takings of marine mammals and
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seabirds, regardless of military or fishing ex~mptions.

Response: Section 925. 5 (a) (6) of the Sanctuary

regulations prolhibits the taking of marine maml~als and

seabirds in or above the Sanctuary except as a[thorized by

the NMFS or the Unit-ed States Fish and Wildlif~ Service

under the authority of the MMPA,, as amended, I£ U.S.C. 1361

e.t seq., the ESA, as amended, 16 U.I~.C. 2.531 et seq.~ and

the MBTA, as amended~, 16 U.S.C. 703 et se~., or. pursuant to

any treaty with an Indian tribe to which the U~ited States

is a party, provided that the treaty riglht i~ exercised in

accordance with the F~PA, ESA, ~tnd MBTA. Exemptions include

a limited five-year incidental take of marine m~mmals

provided by interim regulations promulgated pursuant to the

MMPA, which are in effect until October, 1993. The ESA also

has a limited incidental take ~:emption. See 15 U.S.C.

section 1539(a)(2)B(i). NMFS, in conjunction 

environmental groups and the fishing ind~stry, is developing

a permanent management regime to be implemented upon

expiration of the MMPA interim regulations.

If in the future NOAA determines that the ,~xisting

regulations promulgated under MMPA, ESAj MBTA o~ any other

state or Federal statute are not adequate to en~ure the

coordinated and comprehensive management of marine mammals

and seabirds, changes to the Sanctuary ~;egulati<~ns would be

undertaken in accordance with the requirements <~f the MPRSA,

NEPA and APA.
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Comment : Exclude from [takings] prohibition birds

considered game.

Response: The only birds section 925.5(a) (6) prohibits

the taking of are seabirds--seabirds are not considered game

species.

Comment: Section 925o5(a) (6) of the proposed regulations

would prohibit the taking of marine mammals or seabirds

unless affirmatively permitted by regulations promulgated

under authority of the ESA, MMPA, or MBTA. Because these

regulations do not expressly permit ar~ takings by treaty

Indians, the proposed sanctuary regulations would

effectively prohibit the Makah Tribe from exercising their

treaty rights to take marine mammalso The proposed

regulations would also hinder the tribe’s ability to

exercise its fishing rights by precluding fisheries which

result in the incidental taking of marine mammals and

seabirds.

The DEIS/MP offers no conservation justification for

imposing restrictions on the taking of marine mammals and

seabirds which go beyond the restrictions imposed by the ESA

and MMPA. The DEIS/MP conced~es that the purpose of the

proposed sanctuary regulations is not to protect particular

species from extinction. According to the DEIS, the purpose

of these additional prohibitions in the proposed regulations

is to "extend protection for sanctuary resources on an
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environmentally holistic basis." This goal do£s not permit

infringement of treaty rights. Therefore, the regulations

should be amended by adding "or in accordance ~ith any

treaty to which the United States is a party."

Response: The regulatory prohibitions do not abrogate

or obstruct any rights under an existing treaty. The

regulations have been changed by adding "or pursuant to any

treaty with an ~nd:[an tribe to which the United States is a

party, provided that the. treaty right is exercised in

accordance with the ~4PA, ESA and MBTA. ’U The treaty between

the Makah Tribe and the United States explicitl{ assures tlhe

"right of taking fish and of whaling or sealing at usual

accustomed grounds and stations." (Article 4, Tceaty of Neah

Bay, 1855).

Incidental takes of marine, mammals can legilly occur

under permit and exemption provisions of the MM?A.

Currently, Washington coastal tribes apply for Ind receive

exemption certificates from NMFS for the incidental taking

of marine mammals during fishing. Fees for thi:~ exemption

are waived for tribes.

Further, tribes cannot be denied entry into any fishery

based on the likelilhood or occurrence of seabird or marine

mammal takings. However, they could be prosecuued if they

violate the ESA~ MMPA, or MBTA.

Comment: Change the wording of the regulation i~o read "as



authorized or permitted by NMFS or [the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service] USFWS under the authority of the MMPA and

ESA." NMFS suggests that the preamble and/or regulations

clarify that Sanctuary permits will not be required for

activities authorized or permitted by NMFS or USFWS under

MMPA or ESA. Such clarification would relieve many concerns

over the possibility of overlapping and potentially

duplicative permitting requirements.

Response: NOAA has amended the regulation by adding "as

authorized by the National Marine Fisheries Service or the

United States Fish and Wildlife Service under the authority

of the Marine Mammal Protection Act, as amended, (MMPA), 

U.S.C. 1361 et seq., the Endangered Species Act, as amended,

(ESA), 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq., and the Migratory Bird Treaty

Act, as amended, (MBTA), 16 U.S.C. 703 et seq ..... ,u Tile

inclusion of "as authorized or permitted" is viewed by NOAA

as redundant.

ISSUE: SANCTUARY ADMINISTRATION

Requlations/Permits

Comment: NOAA should use economic incentives rather than

regulations to ensure that activities do not impact

resources.

Response: NOAA does not have sufficient authority to

provide economic incentives to ensure that activities do not

impact Sanctuary resources. Even regulations, which include
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economic disincentives such as monetary penaltLes, are not

sufficient to ensure that any activity does no: impact

resources.

Comment: Clarify the statement: "When ~ confl~ct with a

sanctuary regulation related to specific [non-~;anctuary]

regulations occurs, the one more protective of sanctuary

resources will prevail." NOAA regulations sho~Lld not

override those of the local jurisdictions. NO~A needs to

clarify: i) the application of this policy to Jishing; 2)

types of conflicts the statement applies to; 3) who

determines whether a conflict exists; and 4) tile process for

resolving a conflict.

Response: NO~ agrees that the statement ~s written in

the DEIS/MP is unclear. Accordingly, the stat£ment has been

deleted in the FEIS/MP. Essentially, the statement meant

that if two regulations exist covering an activity in the

Sanctuary, one promulgated by NOAA under the MFRSA authority

and the other by another agency under a different statute,

compliance witlh the less restrictive regulation will not

relieve the obligation to comply with the other more

restrictive one.

Comment: NOAA should follow the guidelines of ~EPA when

proposing any change in regulations that are li~ted in the

scope of regulations° This is especially applizable to
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vessel traffic and discharge regulations. Also,

clarification is needed on the rulemaking and amendment

processes°

Response: Listing activities in the scope of regulation

reflects that the issues and alternatives were addressed in

the FEIS/MP, public hearings were held, and public comments

were solicited regarding the activities. If NOAA later

proposes the regulation of an activity listed in the scope

of regulations in the Designation Document but not regulated

at the time of Sanctuary designation, NOAA will request

public comments on the proposal. When NOAA plans to amend a

rule that has been promulgated, an analysis of the issues,

affected environment, alternatives and consequences will be

completed and public comments solicited. NOAA will then

modify the proposal if necessary and respond to public

comments when taking the final action.

Comment: A procedure must be established to disagree with

management and issue an appeal if permits to conduct

research are denied.

Response: Section 925.12 of the Sanctuary regulations

set forth the procedures for appealing denials of Sanctuary

permits. The appeal process involves a written statement by

the appellant to the Assistant Administrator of NOAA. The

Assistant Administrator may conduct a hearing on the appeal.
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Comment: Clarify the procedure for obtaining ~ermits for

low-flying aircraft engaged in ongoing species monitoring

studies and damage assessment studies in respo;:se to an

incident such as arl oil spill. Activities authorized by the

NMFS and USFWS should not require a Sanctuary ~:ermit because

the requirements for permits would be du;plicat]~ve.

Response: All f].ights engaged in mo~itoriDj or research

activities that fly below 2,000 feet are required to obtain

a Sanctuary permit, or, if the a, ctivity is already pursuant

to a permit, to have that. permit: certified. Pecmits are not

required for overflights necessary to re~pond t9 emergencies

threatening life, property or the envirol~l:ment.

Comment: NOAA should not grandfather existing ises if

otherwise prohibited by sanctuary regulations.

Response: Section 304(c)(1)(B) of the MPRSA specifies

that NOAA may net terminate any valid lea~3e, pe:.quit,

license, or right of subsistence use. er c>f acce~s, if the

lease, permit, license, or right "is in existen~:e on the

date of designation of any natJ.onal marJ-rle

sanctuary .... -

Comment: Treaty sec.ured rights ~should not requ:re sanctuary

certification and registration° Furthe]~:, NO~h% ~hou!d

obligate federal regulators to consider end p:~o~ect tribal

interests when i;ssuing permits which may ~ffect those
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interests.

Response: Treaty secured rights do not require

certification by the Sanctuary program.

Comment: The regulations, exemptions and authority to place

conditions on existing permitted activities are unclear.

Response: Section 304(c)(2) of the MPRSA provides 

with the right to regulate the exercise of a lease, permit,

license, or right of subsistence use or of access existing

on the effective date of Sanctuary designation.

Comment: Sanctuary management should be formally

coordinated with tribal regulatory and law enforcement

authorities through cooperative agreements.

Response: Cooperative agreements will be developed as

necessary between NOAA and the tribes regarding regulatory

and law enforcement activities.

Comment: The Sanctuary should offer increased enforcement

which should be conducted by Sanctuary personnel rather than

the U.S. Coast Guard. Clarify the enforcement procedures.

Response: There will be enforcement of Sanctuary

regulations through cooperative agreements with the U.S.

Coast Guard, NMFS, WDF, the coastal tribes, USFWS, and the

National Park Service (NPS). Considering fiscal

constraints, level of use, and availability of enforcement
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personnel working in the field already,~ NOAA h~s determined

that it is not a higlh irmuediate priority to hi]’e Sanctuary

enforcement personnel. The Sanctuary must fir~,t become

fully staffed and operational~, and a determination must be

made whether additional enforcement personnel ~re needed.

The enforcement procedures will be determined ~ursuant to

the cooperative: agreements that are establishec.

Comment: The broad scope of the discharge prohibition will

require a well-coo:t’dinated enforcement operaticn to monitor

all discharge and disposal activities from souxces on land

as well as in offsbore, coastal and inland waters over large

areas outside of the Sanctuary boundary,, It may be

impossible to dete~line the origin of discharges or deposits

found in the Sanctuary after the dumping activity has

occurred.

Response: The prohibition on disclharges from outside

the boundary relates to discharges that enter and injure

Sanctuary resources. NO~ must establish that ~ischarges

not only enter, but injure the resources before enforcement

actions will be taken. [it will, therefo:~e be desirable for

NOAA to undertake a comprehensive monitoring prggram by

which it can determine ecosystem health and use impacts.

Comment: NOAA ~hould impose unlimited liabilitf for spills

extended to shipping companies and filnus providing original
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source materials involved in polluting activities.

Response: NOAA is permitted to seek penalties of up to

$i00,000 per day for a violation pursuant to Section

307(c) (i) of the MPRSA (16 U°S.C. 1437(c) (i)), 

natural resource damages pursuant to section 312 of the

MPRSA (16 U.S.C. 1443).

Transboundry Coordination

Comment: NOAA should coordinate with other Federal and

Canadian authorities to regulate vessel traffic, reduce the

risk of oil spills, and eliminate oil and gas drilling in

Canadian waters adjacent to the proposed sanctuary. NOAA

should encourage an adjacent sanctuary along the west coast

of Vancouver Island.

Response: NOAA agrees and is working with the Canadian

Coast Guard, the U.S. Coast Guard and the Washington OMS to

reduce the risk of oil spills. The regulation of vessel

traffic will currently remain with the U.S. and Canadian

Coast Guards and the OMS. NOAA will support any Canadian

initiative to designate a marine protected area in Canadian

waters on the Pacific Coast.

Beach Manaqement Policies

Comment: NOAA should grandfather in the existing beach

management policies including allowable beach driving

activities.

Response: The boundary of the Sanctuary does not

encompass beaches where beach driving is permitted.
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Advisory CommitteeJDecision Making

Comment: NOAA and t]he State of Washington sho[~id work

together to determine the composition of the S£nctuary

Advisory Committee (SAC). The SAC should incltde

representatives from private landowners, local industry, the

county and tribes. The SAC should be based at the local

level to oversee operations and help maintain ~trong local

input.

Response: NO~ will work with local user and interest

groups and state and local governments to obtaftn broad

representation on the SAC. The law limits the SAC to no

more than 15 members.

Comment: The SAC should have the power to direct the

Sanctuary manger and set priorities for funding. The SAC

decisions should be binding~ If the decisions are not

binding, then the manager should at least provide a

rationale for any actions taken which are directly contrary

to the recommendations of the SAC.

Response: The SAC recommendations to the m~nager will

be instrumental in guiding the manager ’with resgect to

prioritizing actions. If the manager clhooses nDt to pursue

the recommendations of the SAC, a rationale ~il[ be provided

to the members of the SAC.

Comment: One of the first tasks of the SAC sholld be to
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review and update the State of Washington’s coastal zone

management program to ensure consistency with the Sanctuary

management plan. The Sanctuary management plan goals and

objectives should also be reviewed.

Response: Prior to designation, the State of Washington

will review the FEIS/MP as part of its consistency determination

as it relates to Washington’s approved coastal zone management

program. The WDOE has jurisdiction for ’the Shoreline Management

Act. The SAC will not share that jurisdiction, rather~ the SAC

will be responsible for reviewing the Sanctuary management plan

goals and objectives. The SAC’s first priority will be to help

determine the five-year Sanctuary operating plan establishing

priorities for education, research, monitoring, facilities siting

and administration.

Miscellaneous

Comment: Firearms should be controlled or banned within the

Sanctuary.

Response: Possession and use of firearms is regulated by

State law for public safety purposes. The primary purpose of

Sanctuary designation is resource protection.

Manaqement Alternatives/Strateqies

Comment: The administrative models being discussed in the

Northwest Straits proposal should be considered.

Response: The administrative model identifying NOAA as the

lead agency in managing the sanctuary with guidance and

assistance from the SAC (which will represent State and local
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interests) will be i:mplemented in the Oly~pic Co£st National

Marine Sanctuary. The administrative model which: invokves joint

administration between NOAA and the State. of Washington was not

considered for the Ol.ylnpic Coast National ]#~arine Sanctuary

because the Sanctuary :is predominately in Federal. waters. One

model suggested for the proposed Northwest Straits National

Marine Sanctuary focuses on joint admini~t~’ation becau~e the

Sanctuary would be located entire]~y within .State ~aters. NOAA

will work. closely with the state~ and counties ~nd other Federal

agencies in the administration of the O[lymlpic Coast National

Marine Sanctuary ~

Comment: The manage~nLent plan needs to account foc tribal

sovereignty and jurisdiction with res~ect to cultural resources,

law enforcement and research practices. NOAA r.~eeJs to recognize.

the need to coordinate with each t:ribal en%ity in the same manner

as with the state and its management agenc.i.es.

Response: NOAA acknowledges the importance of tribal

sovereignty. Nothing in the designation l~ill impact the treaty

rights of the coastal tribes. NOAA will consult zlosely with the

tribes on any action that, may potentially impact :ribal rights or

interests.

Comment: NOAA should choose management plan alte:.~native 1 which

proposes to gradually’ phase in prograln activities and staffing.

Staff could be co--located with anothez’ Federal ag, mcy in Port
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Angeles, with satellite sites in Klaloch or La Push. National

concerns with fiscal restraint support tlhis choice.

Some commenters supported management plan alternative 2 which

proposes to set up the sanctuary headquarters and immediately

provide full-staffing. Sanctuary headquarters should be located

The former Makah Air Force Station is one possibleon the coast.

location.

Response: NOAA is experiencing the fiscal constraints that

all Federal programs are experiencing. NOAA proposes to balance

the needs for resource protection and fiscal restraint by phasing

in staffing and maximizing cooperative relationships with other

agencies and jurisdictions working in the area (e~go, NPS, U.S.

Coast Guard, the tribes, and the USFWS) to implement the

management plan. The Sanctuary manager will have an office on

the Olympic Coast with administrative support facilities in

Seattle.

Comment: Implementation of the final management p].an must be

adequately funded in order to prevent pollution and resource

damage.

Response: The level of funding for the first year after

Sanctuary designation will depend upon the Sanctuary Program’s

funding which is authorized and appropriated by Act of Congress.

However, the reality of the program’s funding situation will

require the manager and SAC to identify alternative sources of

funding for Sanctuary programs.
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Comment: A volunteer program, coordinated by a f~ll-time

volunteer coordinato:c, should be established to assist in

implementation of the management plan~

Response: NOAA agrees that the establishment of a

volunteer program can assist in implementation of the management

plan. The SAC will be influential in determining the priority of

hiring a volunteer coordinator.

Comment: The management alternatives should more accurately

describe NOAA’s comprehensive planning as implemented through a

combination of leqal management authority over ce~ftain specific

Sanctuary activities and advisory coordination wi:h other

entities managing the remaining essential components.

Response: NOAA agrees. The FEIS/MP outlines the regulations

which NOAA is promulgating. The FEIS/MP a3E~o outl:nes the role of

the SAC, whose composition is aimed at enhancing the coordination

with other entities witlh management jurisdiction :n the

Sanctuary.

Comment: The Sanctuary manager s]hould have a gre6t deal of

responsibility for" setting the Sanctuary budget~ ~s well as

assigning funds to local governments for ass.istance in

implementing management plans.

Response: The Sanctuary manager will have primary

responsibility for recommending the Sanctuary budget to
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headquarters. The Sanctuaries and Reserves Division has

responsibility for the entire National Marine Sanctuary Program

budget, and will work with the site manager to develop the annual

program budget. The manager has the discretion to earmark funds

to local governments or groups to implement Sanctuary programs.

Comment: Zoning plans should be implemented which accommodate

the varying resource management needs within the Sanctuary. Some

zoning examples include allowing for the needs of ports to the

south, designating areas which would be closed to all consumptive

uses on a rotating basis, and zoning specific areas within the

sanctuary for the sole purposes of research, recreational use,

commercial use and no use.

Response: Zoning is not anticipated as part of the FEIS/MP

for the Sanctuary. If NOAA, in consultation with the SAC,

believes that zoning would better meet the needs of the program,

the management plan and regulations can be amended in accordance

with the requirements of the MPRSA, the NEPA and the APA.

Research/Education Protocol

Comment| Research results and data should be shared through

existing databases with Federal and state agencies and tribes.

The sharing of data should be formalized through cooperative

agreements.

Response: NOAA agrees that research results and data should

be shared and will pursue appropriate cooperative agreements to

ensure this coordination.
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Comment: It is unnecessary to severely re~trict or eliminate

activities such as fishing, commercial ves~el activity, dredging

and aircraft operation in order to carry o~t the ~anctuary goals

of promoting research and public education

Response: The primary goal of sanctuary designation is tlhe

comprehensive lonq[-term protection of marine resolrces. Some

restrictions are ~:~ecessary to accomplish this goal[. Of the above

activities, only dredging is being eliminated witilin the

Sanctuary boundary. Research and educatioh provi,|e additional

means to promote the goal of marine resou3~ce protraction.

Comment: Geophysical exploration should not be p~:ohibited, as

the information gathered from this research can b~nefit coastal

communities and academic institutions.

Response: NOAA’s emphasis on research withi~ ~he Sanctuary

allows for research which may inwolve an otherwis~ prohibited[

activity (such as alteration of or construction o~ the seabed[) a:s

long as researchers obtain a research permit puts[ant to section

925.9 of the Sanctuary regulations. NOAA will determine the

environmental consequences of the proposed ~eseareh, including

short and long term effects on marine biota (such as noise which

may interfere with cetacean communication) in deciding whether to

issue a permit.

Comment: The research program sho~Lld stres:~ applied research

such as research which can facilitate fishe:~ies ma~agementg
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provide information on long-term environmental trends, and

provide links between the marine systems and the adjacent

terrestrial systems. Providing research results to decision

makers at the various governmental levels would be an important

link in addressing marine resource problems.

Response: NOAA agrees and has clarified this point in the

research section of the management plan..

Comment: Criteria for acceptable research within the Sanctuary

should be established prior to formal designation of the

Sanctuary. The criteria should be used in review of research

permit applications, and an appeal process should be established

in the case of research permit application denial.

Response: Research permit applications will be reviewed on a

case-by-case basis and evaluated to determine the potential short

and long term impacts of the proposed activities. In addition,

section 925.12 of the regulations sets forth the procedures for

appealing to the Assistant Administrator the denial of a research

permit.

Comment: NOAA should conduct research into the effects of

fishing activities on the entire marine system. Fish stocks,

species abundance, and monitoring information should be presented

to the PFMC.

Response: The National Ocean Service (which includes the

Sanctuaries and Reserves Division) and the NMFS have entered into
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a Memorandum of U:nderst.anding outlining the working relationship

between the Sanctuary Program and the NMFS.~ The ?FMC will be

involved in this agreement, through its relationsilip with the

NMFS. Research which benefits the overall goal o.: resource

protection is addressed within this agreement by ]lighlighting the

need for interagency coordination, research and monitoring.

Comment: The benefits of sanctuary designation to the fishing

community and others should be clearly articulate(~°

Additionally, connections between "the regulations and resource

protection should be integrated in the education ~lan (e.g.,

establishing warning signs at popular access sitee to alert

boaters and hikers to the effect of disturbance oI pelagic birds

and marine mammals. )

Response: NOAA agrees and has c.larified the education goals

in the Sanctuary management plan. NO~ has articulated the

benefits of the Sanctuary program ][or the fishing community.

NOAA will coordinate with the USFWS and the NPS to post warning

signs around critical marine bird and marmmal habitat.

Comment: NOAA should provide for increased education and

interpretation of the shoreline through a variety 9f media.

Educational materials and outreach programs should be developed

by pre-existing facilities and organizations on the Olympic

Peninsula.

Response: Sanctuary designation will provide f~r increased
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education and interpretation of the entire Sanctuary ecosystem.

Education materials and outreach programs will be developed in

cooperation with existing Federal, tribal, state and local

entities.

ISSUE: INFORNATIONAL AMENDMENTS OF THE DEIS/MP

Bioloqical Amendments

Comment: The discussion of the neretic and shelf edge

environments in the DEIS/MP needs to be expanded. The resource

assessment must stress the biological richness of the area.

Response: The resource assessment describing the ecosystem of

the Sanctuary study area has been expanded in the FEIS/MP.

comment: Biological resources need to be discussed in terms of

ecosystem interactions and not single species descriptions.

Response: NOAA has expanded the discussion to include a

description of the study area from an ecosystem perspective.

socioeconomic

Comment: The FEIS/MP must contain a socioeconomic impact study

of the regulations on the affected coastal communities and

Tribes. Failure to consider and mitigate these impacts violates

the NEPA and Federal Trust responsibility to Indians.

Response: An economic analysis has been included within the

FEIS/MP. NOAA is not promulgating regulations that will unduly

burden the tribes. The regulations have provisions that

recognize treaty secured rights. In addition, NOAA will consult
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with the tribes when considering permits affectin,~ proposed

development activities in the Sanctuary. NOAA believes that the:

regulations do not conflict with the economic interests of the

tribes since the regulations offer increased prot~.ction for those

natural resources cril-ical to the tribal economy.

Comment: The Federal government slhould investigate the

possibility of tax breaks to offset economic impa¢ts of the

management plan.

Response: NOAA’s actions do not add ec.onomic ~urdens to the

area. The issue of tax breaks should be addressee to an

individual’s representatives in Congress. NOAA dces not have the

legislative authority to address tax laws.

S_upplemental Draft Environmental _I_mJ~9~t___Statement

Comment: NOAA should submit a supplemental. Draft

Environmental Impact .C~tatement for the fol]owinq r~_asons: i) the

DEIS/MP lacks a satisfactory examination of the sozioeconomic

impacts of the regulations on the c:oastal ~
~ommunlt [es; 2) the

DEIS/MP contains erroneous information related to i)ort activities

in Grays Harbor; 3) some information is mi~sing, oztdated, or

inaccurate; 4) inadequate definition of the unique environment

deserving protection that is iden’hified by the SEL

Response: NOAA has determined that the matters for which an

SEIS has been requested can be addressed in the FEL~S/MP. The

FEIS/MP addresses the socioeconomic impacts of reg~lations that
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could potentially affect the coastal communities in the

alternatives and consequences section. Further, tlhe vessel

traffic section has been amended substantially to provide a

detailed description of the significance of vessel traffic to the

coastal communities. Additionally, the description of the marine

environment under consideration has been expanded greatly.

Management

comment= NOAA needs to address or recognize a number of current

local and state regulatory controls in place within the shoreline

areas.

Respomse: NOAA has addressed local and state regulatory

controls within the shoreline areas. These controls are listed

in Appendix J.
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The following sets forth the text of the Des [gnation

Document for the Olympic Coast National Ma]~ine Sanctuary.

DESIGNATION DOCUMENT FOR

THE OLYMPIC COAS___TT NATIONAL MARIN_~ SANCTI;ARY

Under the authority of Title III of the. Marine Protection,

Research, and Sanctuaries Act of 1972, as amended (the ~Act"),

16 U.S.C. §§ 1431 e_tt se~., the waters off the Oly~pic Coast of

Washington State including the U oS. portion of th~ ~ Strait of Juan

de Fuca west of Koitl~!Lh Point, and the submerged ]ands

thereunder, as described in Article II, are hereb3 designated[ as

the Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary for t~e purposes of

protecting and managing the conservation, ecological,

recreational, research, educational, historical a~d aesthetic

resources and qualities of the area.

Article I. Effect of D_e~iqnation

The Act authorizes the issuance of such final r=-gulations as

are necessary and reasonable to implement the designation,

including managing and protecting the c.onservationy recreational,

ecological, historical, research~ educational, and aesthetic

resources and qualities of the Olympic Coast Natialal Marine

Sanctuary. Section 1 of Article IV of this Design.ltion Document

lists activities that either will be regulated on ~he effective

date of designation or may have to be regulated at some later

date in order to protect Sanctuary resources and q~lalities.

Listing does not necessarily mean that a type of a~.’tivity wil3[ be
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regulated; however, if an activity is not listed, it may not be

regulated, except on an emergency basis, unless section 1 of

Article IV is amended to include the type of activity by the same

procedures by which the original designation was made.

Article II. Description of the Sanctuary Area

The Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary boundary

encompasses approximately 2500 square nautical miles

(approximately 8577 sq. kilometers) of coastal and ocean waters,

and the submerged lands thereunder, off the central and northern

coast of the State of Washington. The Sanctuary boundary extends

from Koitlah Point due north to the United States/Canada

international boundary seaward to the i00 fathom isobath. The

seaward boundary of the Sanctuary approximates the i00 fathom

isobath in a southerly direction from the U.S./Canada

international boundary to a point due west of the Copalis River,

cutting across the heads of Nitnat, Juan de Fuca, and Quinault

Canyons.

The shoreward boundary of the Sanctuary is the mean lower low

water line when adjacent to Indian resez~ations and State and

county lands. When adjacent to Federally managed lands~ the

coastal boundary extends to the mean higher high water line. The

coastal boundary cuts across the mouths of all rivers and

streams. The precise boundary of the Sanctuary is set forth in

Appendix I of this Designation Document.
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Article III. Characteristics of the Sanctuar Z Ar,~a That Giw_~ it.

particular Value

The Sanctuary is a highly productive, nearly l~ristine ocean

and coastal environment that is important to tlhe continued

survival of several ecologically and commercialll !, important

species of fish, seabirds~ and marine mal~lals, its rugged and

undeveloped coastline :makes the region one of the more dramatic

natural wonders of the coastal United States, pa~alleling the

majestic splendor of such terrestrial cou.nterparts as ~[osemite

National Park and the Grand Tetons. The region’~ high biological

pzuductivity is fueled by seasona~l enhanced upwelling along the

edge of the continental shelf, especially at submarine canyons,

during periods of high solar radiation.

The diversity of habitats that make up the ~anctuary support a

great variety of biological communities., This un~sually large

range of habitat types include: offshore islands and rocks; some

of the most diverse kelp beds in the worl~i;~ intertidal pools;

erosional feature~ such as rocky headlands~ seastlcks, and

arches; interspersed exposed beaches and p]i’otecte,1 bays;

submarine canyons and ridges; the continental she~f, including a

broad shallow plateau extending from the mouth of the Juan de

Fuca canyon; and continental slope environments. The numerous

seastacks and rocky outcrops along the Sanctuary :~horeline,

coupled with a large tidal range and wave splasih ~;one, support

some of the most diverse and complex intertidal zc,nes in the

United States.
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The Sanctuary provides an essential habitat for a wide variety

of marine mammals and birds, and is of particular interest due to

the presence of endangered and threatened[ species that live or

migrate through the region. Twenty seven species of marine

mammals are reported to breed, rest within, or migrate offshore

of the Olympic Peninsula. Of particular interest is the

migration route of the endangered California gray whale, the

threatened northern sea lion, the occasional presence of the

endangered right, fin, sei, blue, humpback, and sperm whales, and

the reintroduced resident population of :sea otters.

In addition, the seabird colonies of Washington’s outer coast

are among the largest in the continental United States and

include a number of species listed as endangered or threatened

including the short-tailed albatross, peregrine falcon, brown

pelican, Aleutian Canada goose, marbled murrelet, and one of the

largest populations of bald eagles in the continental United

States.

The high biological productivity of the coastal and offshore

waters in the Sanctuary support valuable fisheries that

contribute significantly to the State and tribal economies. The

commercially important species of fish include five species of

salmon, groundfish, and shellfish.

In addition to the Sanctuary’s value with respect to its

biological resources~ the region encompasses significant

historical resources including Indian village sites, ancient

canoe runs, petroglyphs, Indian artificats, and numerous
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shipwrecks.

The diversity and richness of marine resour,,;es suggests that

the marine sanctuary designations will provide e::~ceptional

opportunities for scientific research in the are~Ls of species

interactions, population dynamics, physiological ecology,

linkages between terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, and marine

anthropology. The scientific researclh encouracje£ by the

Sanctuary management plan will, in turn, help support an

intensive public education and awareness program that %~ili

address the diverse, complex, and sensitive ecosystems in

Washington’s coastal and oceanic environments.

Article IV. .~co_/0e of_Re~at~>ns

Section i. Activities ~ct:_ to Regi~lation

The following activities are subject to regulation,

including prohibition, to the extent necessary an] reasonable to

ensure the protection and management of the consecration,

ecological, recreational, research, educational, :listorical and

aesthetic resources and qualities of the a~:*ea:

a. Explori~g for, developing, or p:ceducing oil, gas or

minerals (e..g., clay~ stone, san d~, meta:.liferous ores,

gravel, nono-metalliferous ores or any oi:her solid

material or other solid !matter of cormne]~cial value)

within tlhe Sanctuary;

b. Discharging or depositing from within tl’e boundary of

the Sanctuary~ any mate:cial ,or other ma1:ter;

co Discharging or depositing, from beyond the boundary of
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the Sanctuary, any material or other matter;

d. Taking, removing, moving, catching, collecting,

harvesting, feeding, injuring, destroying or causing

the loss of, or attempting to take, remove, move,

catch, collect, harvest, feed, injure, destroy or cause

the loss of, a marine mammal, sea turtle, seabird,

historical resource or other Sanctuary resource;

e. Drilling into, dredging, or otherwise a].tering the

seabed of the Sanctuary; or constructing, placing, or

abandoning any structure, material or other matter on

the seabed of the Sanctuary;

f. Possessing within the Sanctuary a Sanctuary resource or

any other resource, regardless of where taken, removed,

moved, caught, collected Or harvested, that~ if it had

been found within the Sanctuary, would be a Sanctuary

resource;

g. Flying a motorized aircraft above the Sanctuary;

h. Operating a vessel (i.e., watercraft of any description

in the Sanctuary;

i. Harvesting kelp within the Sanctuary;

jr Interfacing with, obstructing[, delaying or preventing

an investigation, search, seizure or disposition of

seized property in connection with enforcement of the

Act or any regulation or permit issued under the Act.

Section 2. Emergencies

Where necessary to prevent or minimize the destruction of,
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loss of, or injury to a Sanctuary resource or cf~a~ ity, or

minimize the imminent risk of su<ih destruc’tion, l<.ss or injury,

any and all activities~, including those not listec in Section 1

of this Article, are ~ubject to ~mmedJate tempo~.a]~y regulation,

including prohibition~

Article V. Effect on Leases~_Pe~nnit.~_Licenses~ and _~~

Pursuant to Section 304(c)(l’.i of the Act, ~6 U.S.C~

§ 1434(c)(I), no valid ]Lease, permit, ilicen~e, or ~ther

authorization issued by any Federal, State, or ]oc~l authority of

competent jurisdiction, or any right of sub.~istenc~ use of

access, may be termin~ted by the Secretary of Cemm~rce cr

designee as a result of this designation. :[’he Seccetary of

Commerce or designee, ihowever, may regulate the ex~rcise

(including, but not liimited to s the imposition of ~erms and

conditions) of such authorization or right consist.~nt with the

purposes for which the Sanctuary is des~ignated.

In no event m~y the Secretary or desigr~ee i~sue a permit

authorizing, or otherwise approve~ (!) exp]oratio~ for~

development or production of oil~ gas cr mir~eral~ ’~rithin the

Sanctuary; (2) the discharge of primary treai~ed :~e~i~age (except

for regulation, pursuant to Sectio~ 304(c)!2) of tle Act, of 

exercise of valid authorizations in existence on tle effective

date of Sanctuary designation and issued by othe~f- ~uthorities of

competent jurisdiction); (3) the disposal of dredged material

within the Sanctuaz~y other than ir~ connectio~ with beach

nourishment projects re:lated to harbor maint~nance activities; or
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(4) bombing activities within the Sanctuary. Any purported

authorizations issued by other authorities after the effective

date of Sanctuary designation for any of these

activities within the Sanctuary shall be invalid.

Article VI. Alteration of this Desianation

The terms of designation, as defined under Section 304(a) 

the Act, may be modified only by the same procedures by which the

original designation is made, including public hearings

consultation with interested Federal, State, and local agencies,

review by the appropriate Congressional committees and the

Governor of the State of Washington, and approval by the

Secretary of Commerce or designee.
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Appendix

Boundary

I Olympic C_2Qast National Marine Sanctta__ry

Coordinates. (Based on Nort]h American Zatum
of 1983).

Point

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
Ii
1.2
13
14
15

2500 s~lare nautical miles

nAn ¯
,___~LI TU DL LONGITUDE

47 ° 07 ~’45,’
124 ° ii’ 02"

47 ° 07 ~’45’,
124 ° 58’ ]_2"

47 ~ 35 ~’05,,
125 ° 00’ 00"

,47 ~ 40 ’05’,
125 ° 04’44,,

,47 ° 50" 01." 125 ° 05’ 42"
4"7 ° 57’ 13" 125 ° 29 ’ 13"
48 ° 07’ :33" 125 ° 38 ,’20,’
48 ° 14’,46,, 125 o 40’ 59"
48 ° 20’ 112’, 125 ° 22 ’59,,
48 ° 27’.49" ]25 ° 06 ~’04,,
48 ’~ 29 ’ !59" 124 ° 59 ~’ 13"
48 ’~ 30 ’ 19" 124 ° 50 J’ 42"
48 ’~ 29’ [38" 124 ° 43"41,,
48" 27 e 50" 124 ° 38" ].3"
48 <’23 u 17" 124 ° 38 ~’ 13"
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III. Summary of Final Management Plan

The FEIS/MP for the Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary

sets forth the Sanctuary’s location and provides details on the

most important resources and uses of the Sanctuary. The FEIS/MP

describes the resources and uses of the Sanctuary. The FEIS/MP

describes the resource protection, research, education and

interpretive programs, and establishes goals and objectives to be

accomplished by each program. The FEIS/MP includes a detailed

discussion, by program area, of agency roles and

responsibilities.

The goals and objectives for the Sanctuary are:

Resource Protection

The highest priority management goal is to protect the

marine environment, resources and qualities of the Sanctuary.

The specific objectives of protection efforts are to:

(i) Coordinate policies and procedures among agencies

sharing responsibility for protection and management of

resources;

(2) Encourage participation by interested agencies and

organizations in the development of procedures to address

specific management concerns (e.g., monitoring and

emergency-response programs);

(3) Develop an effective and coordinated program for the

enforcement of Sanctuary regulations;

(4) Enforce Sanctuary regulations in addition to other

regulations already in place;
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(5) Promote public awareness of~ and volunt~iry compliance

with, Sanctuary regulations and objectives, thro~igh an

educational/interpretive program stressing resou:~ce sensitivity

and wise use;

(6) Ensure that the water quality of the co~stal and ocean

waters off the Olympic Peninsula is maintained at a level

consonant with Sanctuary designation;

(7) Establish meclhanisms for coordination a][Long all the

agencies participating in Sanctuary management;

(8) Ensure that tlhe appropriate management ~gencies

incorporate research results and scientific data into effective

resource protection strategies; and

(9) Reduce: threats to Sanctuary resources ard qualities.

Research Proqram

Effective management of the Sanctuary reqlli]:es the

implementation of a ’Sanctuary research program,, The purpose of

Sanctuary research activities is to improve undexstanding of the

marine environment off the Olympic peninsula, its resources and

qualities, and to resolve specific management prcblems, some of

which may involve resources common to both the marine and upland

freshwater environments. Research results will he used in

interpretive programs, for visitors, for those living on the

Peninsula, and working adjacent to or in the Sanctuary, others

interested in tlhe Sanctuary, as well as for protection and

management of resources and qualities~,

Specific objectives of the research program are tg:
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(i) Establish a framework and procedures for administering

research to ensure that research projects are responsive to

management concerns and that results contribute to improve

management of the Sanctuary;

(2) Incorporate research results into the

interpretive/education program in a format useful for the general

public;

(3) Focus and coordinate data collection efforts on the

physical, chemical, geological and biological oceanography of the

Sanctuary;

(4) Encourage studies that integrate research from the

variety of coastal habitats with nearshore and open ocean

processes;

(5) Initiate a monitoring program to assess environmental

changes as they occur due to natural and human processes;

(6) Identify the range of effects on the environment that

would result from predicted changes in human activity or natural

phenomena; and

(7) Encourage information exchange among all the

organizations and agencies undertaking management-related

research in the Sanctuary to promote more informed management.

Education Proqram

The goal for the education program is to improve public

awareness and understanding of the significance of the Sanctuary

resources and qualities to foster a heightened sense of

stewardship for Sanctuary resources and qualities.
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The management objectives designed ’to meet ’this g)al are to:

(i) Provide "the public with info~Tnation on tile Sanctuary and

its goals and objectives, with an emphasis on the need to use

Sanctuary resources and qualities wisely to ensur,~ their

long-term viability;

(2) Broaden support for the Sanctuary manage~lent by offering

programs suited to visitors with a range of diver~,~e interests;

(3) Foster public involvement by encouraging feedback on the

effectiveness of education programs, collaboratioh with Sanctuary

management staff in extension and outreach program,s, and

participation in other ’volunteer programs; and

(4) Collaborate with other organizat:ions to provide

educational services complementary to the Sanctua]:y program.

Visitor Use

The Sanctuary goal for visitor management is to facilitate,

to the extent compatible with the primary objective of resource

protection, public and private use.¢~ of the resources of the

Sanctuary not prohibited pursuant to other authorities.

Specific management objectives are to:

(1) Provide relevant information about Sanctuary

regulations, use policies and standards;

(2) Collaborate with public and private organizations 

promoting compatible uses of the Sanctuary;

(3) Encourage the public who use the Sa:nctuarf to respect

sensitive Sanctuary resources and qualities; and

(4) Monitor and assess the levels of use to i,lentify and
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control potential degradation of resources and qualities and

minimize potential user conflicts.

The Sanctuary headquarters will be located at a yet to be

determined location.
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IV. S,~mmary of Regulations

The regulations set forth the boundary of th_ ~ Sanctuary;

prohibit a relatively narrow range of activities; set forth

procedures for applying for national marine sanct lary permits to

conduct prohibited activities; set forth certificltion procedures

for existing leases, licenses, permits, other autilorizations or

rights authorizinq the conduct of a prohibited activity; set

forth notification and review procedures for appl ~cations for

licenses, permits, or other authorization~ to con~luct a

prohibited activity; set forth the maximum per-da~, penalties for

violating Sanctuary regulations; and set forth pr,~cedures for

administrative appeals°

The regulations are codified in part ci25 of ’[litle 15, Code

_of Federal Requlationso

Section 925..’L sets forth as tlhe purpose of t~e regulations

to implement the designation of the Olympic. Coast National Marine

Sanctuary by regulating activities affecting the ~anctuary

consistent with the terms of that designation in c~rder to protect

and manage the conservation, ecological, recreational, research,

educational, histc)rical and aesthetic resources ard qualities of

the area.

Section 925.2 and Appendix I following § 9.’>~5°12 set forth

the boundary of the Sanctuary.

Section 925.3 defines various terms used in %he regulations.

Other terms appearing in the regulations are defi~ed at 15 CFR

922.2 and/or in the M]?RSA.
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Section 925.4 allows all activities except those prohibited

by § 925°.5 to be undertaken subject to the requirements of any

emergency regulation promulgated pursuant’, to § 925.6~ subject to

all prohibitions, restrictions and conditions validly imposed by

any other authority of competent jurisdiction, and subject to the

liability established by Section 312 of the Act.

Section 925.5 prohibits a variety of activities and thus

makes it unlawful for any person to conduct them or cause them to

be conducted. However, any of the prohibited activities except

for: (i) the exploration for, development or production of oil,

gas or minerals in the Sanctuary; (2) the discharge 

primary-treated sewage within the Sanctuary (except pursuant to

certification under § 925.10, of a valid authorization in

existence on the effective date of Sanctuary designation and

issued by other authorities of competent jurisdiction); (3) 

disposal of dredged material within the Sanctuary other than in

connection with beach nourishment projects related to harbor

maintenance activities; and (4) bombing activities within the

Sanctuary could be conducted lawfully if:

(I) The activity is necessary to respond to an emergency

threatening life, property, or "the environment (not applicable to

the prohibitions against takings and interference with law

enforcement) ; authorized by a National Marine Sanctuary permit

issued under § 925.9 (not applicable to the prohibition against

interference with law enforcement); or authorized by a Special

Use Permit issued under Section 310 of the Act (not applicable to
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the prohibition against interference with law en:~orcement);

(2) With regard to Department of Defense aci:ivities: (A) 

activity is an existing military activity including hull

integrity tests and otlher deep water tests;: live firing of guns,

missiles, torpedoes, and chaff; activities~ associated with the

Quinault Range including the in~water testing of non-explosive

torpedoes; and anti-submarine warfare operations, or (B) the

activity is a new activity and exempted by the Director of the

Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management c r designee after

consultation between the Director or designee anc the Department

of Defense. The regulations require that the Depertment of

Defense carry out its activities in a manner that avoids to the

maximum extent practicable any adverse impact on Sanctuary

:resources and qualities and that it, in the event of threatened

or actual destruction ofj loss of, or injury to a Sanctuary

resource or quality resulting from an untoward incident,

including but not limited to spills and grounding~, caused by its

promptly coordinate with the Director or ,designee for the purpose

of taking appropriate actions to respond to and mitigate the haz~

and, if possible, restore or replace the Sanctuar/ resource ,or

quality. The final regulation regarding D~partme~t of Defense

activities differs from the proposed regulation

principally by prohibiting all bo~bing activities within the

Sanctuary;

(3) The activity is authorized by a certific.ltion by the

Director of the Office of Ocean and Coastal Resou:~ce Management
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or designee under § 924.10 of a valid lease, permit, license or

other authorization issued by any Federal, State or local

authority of competent jurisdiction and in existence on (or

conducted pursuant to any valid right of subsistence use or

access in existence on) the effective date of this designation,

subject to complying with any terms and conditions imposed by the

Director or designee as he or she deems necessary to achieve the

purposes for which the Sanctuary was designated;

(4) The activity is authorized by a valid lease, permit,

license, or other authorization issued by any Federal, State or

local authority of competent jurisdiction after the effective

date of Sanctuary designation, provided that the Director of the

office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management or designee was

notified of the application in accordance with the requirements

of § 925.11, the applicant complies with the requirements of

§ 925.1]., the Director or designee notifies the applicant and

authorizing agency that he or she does not object to issuance of

the authorization, and the applicant complies with any terms and

conditions the Director or designee deems necessary to protect

Sanctuary resources and qualities.

The first activity prohibited is exploring fort developing

or producing oil, gas or minerals within the Sanctuary. With

regard to oil and gas, this regulation implements the

requirements of Section 2207 of the Oceans Act of 1992 which

prohibits "oil or gas leasing or pre-leasing activity [from

being] conducted within the area designated as the Olympic Coast
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National Marine Sanctuary .... - The resources and ql/alities

of the coastal and offshore waters of the Olympic Peninsula,

particularly the sea birds and pinnipeds that use the haul-out

sites, kelp forests and rocks along the Olympic C~ast, and tlhe

high water quality of the area, are especially vulnerable to oil

and gas activities in the area. A prohibition on oil and gas

exploration, development and production activitie~ within the

Sanctuary boundary partially protects Sanctuary r~sources and

qualities from oil and gas activities° Only part Lal protection

will be provided due to the remaining threat from oil and gas

from vessel traffic transiting through and near t}le Sanctuary,

particularly oil tankers not operating in accordallce with the

voluntary agreement of the Western States Petrolellm Association

to remain 50 nautical miles from shore. A prohib;.tion on mineral

activities within the Sanctuary is consistent wit1~ the

prohibition on alteration of or construction on tLe seabed as

discussed below. "Mineral" is defined to mean cl6y, stone, sand,

gravel, metalliferous ore, nonmetalliferous ore~ c,r any other

solid material or other solid matter of commercial value. The

prohibition on oil, gas and mineral[ activities ad£itionally will

prevent the negative effects of physical and possible chemical

disturbances associated with extraction activities, e.g~,

destruction of benthic biota; resuspension of fine sediments;

interference with filtering, feeding and respiratory functions of

marine organisms; loss of food sources and habitats; and lowered

photosynthesis and oxygen levels~
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The second activity prohibited is depositing or discharging

from within the boundary of the Sanctuary any material or other

matter except: (I) fish, fish parts, chu~ing materials or bait

used in or resulting from traditional fishing operations in the

Sanctuary; (2) biodegradable effluent incidental to vessel use

and generated by marine sanitation devices approved in accordance

with Section 312 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as

amended, (FWPCA), 33 U.S.C. 1322 e_~t s_9_q.; (3) water generated 

routine vessel operations (e.g., cooling water, deck wash down

and graywater as defined by Section 312 of the FWPCA) excluding

oily-wastes from bilge pumping; (4) engine exhaust; and (5)

dredge spoil in connection with beach nourishment projects

related to harbor maintenance activities.

This prohibition is necessary to protect Sanctuary resources

and qualities from the effects of pollutants deposited or

discharged into the Sanctuary.

After expiration of current permits, discharges from

municipal treatment plants will be subject to the review process

of § 925.11. At a minimum, secondary treatment will be required.

Depending on the risk to Sanctuary resources and qualities,

greater treatment may be required. The intent of this

prohibition is to protect Sanctuary resources and qualities from

the effects of land and sea originating pollutants.

The third activity prohibited is depositing or discharging,

from beyond the boundary of the Sanctuary, any material or other

matter that subsequently enters the Sanctuary and injures a
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Sanctuary resource or quality, except for the fi~e exclusions

discussed above for t:he second prohibited activity.

The fourth activity prohibited is moving, r~moving or

injuring or attem[~ting to move, remove or injure a Sanctuary

historical resource. Historical resources in the marine

environment are fragile, finite and non-renewable. This

prohibition is designed to protect these resources so that they

may be researched and information about their contents and type

made available for the benefit of the public. This prohibition

does not apply to moving, removing or injury resulting

incidentally from traditional fishing operations.

Historical resources located within the Sanctuary that are

of significance to an Indian tribe(s) (e.go, submerged

Indian villages) will be managed so as to protect other Sanctuary

resources and the interests of the governing body of an Indian

tribe(s) in such ihistorical resources~ If an Indian tribe

determines that a historical resource of tribal significance

should be researched, excavated or salvaged~ the ~anctuary

manager may issue a Sanctuary permit if the crite:~ia for issuance

have been met (See § !925.9). The terms and condi=ions of the

permit will ensure~ that the Sanctuary program has access to

artifacts and research results for education purposes and that

the artifacts are placed in a location agreed upon by the

interested Indian tribes.

The fifth activity prohibited is drilling into, dredging or

otherwise altering the seabed of the Sanctuary; o]: constructing,
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placing or abandoning any structure, material or other matter on

the seabed of the Sanctuary, except if any of the above results

incidentally from: (i) anchoring vessels; (2) traditional fishing

operations; (3) installation of navigation aids; (4) harbor

maintenance in the areas necessarily associated witlh Federal

Projects in existence on the effective date of Sanctuary

designation, including dredging of entrance channels and harbors,

and repair, replacement or rehabilitation of-breakwaters and

jetties; (5) construction, repair, replacement, enhancement 

rehabilitation of docks or piers; or (6) beach nourishment

projects related to harbor maintenance activities. Federal

projects are any water resources development projects conducted

by the UoS. Army Corps of Engineers or operating under a permit

or authorization issued by the Corps of Engineers and authorized

by Federal law.

The intent of this prohibition is to protect the resources

and qualities of the Sanctuary from the harmful effects of

activities such as, but not limited to, archaeological

excavations, drilling into the seabed, strip mining, laying of

pipelines and outfalls, and offshore commercial development,

which may disrupt and/or destroy sensitive marine benthic

habitats, such as kelp beds, invertebrate populations, fish

habitats and estuaries.

The sixth activity prohibited is taking marine mammals, sea

turtles or seabirds in or above the Sanctuary, except as

authorized by NMFS or USFWS under the authority of the Marine
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Mammal Protection Acts as amended[, (MMPA) ~ 16 U. ~.C. §§ 1361 

seq., the Endangered Species Act:, as amended, (F.~A)

16 U.S.C. §§ 153]. et secl. , and the Migrat.c~Jry Bir] Treaty Act, as

amended, (MBTA), 16 UoS~Co §§ 703 et seqo~ or pucsuant to 

treaty with an .Z:ndieL:n tribe to which the United ~tates is a

party, provided that the treaty right::: is exercis~_d in accordance

with the MMPA, ESA a:nd MBTA~ The "te~m "taking" Lncludes all

forms of harassment. The MMPA~ ESA and ]MI!~!FA proi~ibit the taking

of species protected under those, act~ ’~he prohLbition overlaps

with the MMPA, ESA and MBTA but also extez~ds pro~ection for

Sanctuary resources on an environmentall’ir holist ~c basis and

provides a greater deterrent with civil ]?enaltie:~ of up to

$I00,000 per taking° The prohibitior] covers all marine ma~nals,

sea turtles and seabi:rds in or above the ~anctua~;yo The

prohibition recognizes existing treaty r:]L~c~hts ~o hunt marine

mammals, sea turtles and seabirds to the extent i:hat the treaty

rights have not been abrogated by provisions o~ ~:he MMgA, ESA or

MBTA °

The seventh activity prohibited is f]’]ring m,:~torized aircraft

at less than 2,000 feet (610m) both abow~ ~. the ~az~ctuary within

one nautical mile of tlhe Flattery Rocks, Quill~lyLte Needles or

Copalis National Wildlife Refuge, or within one z.autical mile

seaward of the coastal boundary of the Sanctua~cy~ except as

necessary for valid law enforcement purposes, :~o~ activitie~

related to tribal ti:mber operations conducted on resez~ration

lands, or to transpo:rt persons c,r supplies to or from l:eservation



lands as authorized by a governing body of an Indian tribe. This

prohibition is designed to limit potential noise impacts,

particularly those that might startle hauled-out seals and sea

lions, and colonial seabirds along the shoreline margins of the

Sanctuary.

Both the eighth and ninth prohibitions serve to facilitate

enforcement actions for violations of Sanctuary regulations. The

eighth prohibition is the possession within the Sanctuary of any

historical resource or marine mammal, sea turtle or seabird,

regardless of where the resource was taken, except in compliance

with the MMPA, ESA and MBTA and the ninth prohibition is

interfering with, obstructing, delaying or preventing

investigations, searches, seizures or disposition of seized

property in connection with enforcement of the Act or any

regulation or permit issued under the Act.

Section 925.6 authorizes the regulation, including

prohibition, on a temporary basis of any activity where necessary

to prevent or minimize the destruction of, loss of, or injury to

a Sanctuary resource or quality, or minimize the imminent risk of

such destruction, loss or injury.

Section 925.7 sets for the maximum statutory civil penalty

for violating a regulation -- $100,000. Each day of a continuing

violation constitutes a separate violation. Section 925.8

repeats the provision in Section 312 of the Act that any person

who destroys, causes the loss of, or injures any sanctuary

resource is liable to the United States for response costs and
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damages resulting from such destruction, i]L¢~s or njuryv and any

vessel used to destroy, cause the loss of~ or inj1~re any

sanctuary resource is liable in :~em to the United States for

response costs and damages resulting from ~;uch de~truction, loss

or injury. The purpose of these sections j~ to d]aw the public’s

attention to the _]Liability for wiolating a Sanccu~ry regulation

or the Act.

Regulations setting forth the procedl]~:Ees gov.~rning

administrative proceedings for assessment of civi~i penalties,

permit sanctions and denials for enforcement roeascns, issuance

and use of written warnings, and release or forfe:iture of seized

property appear in 15 CFR part 904.

Section 925.9 sets forth the proced~reFJ: fo1:" ~pplying for a

National Marine Sanctuary permit to conduct a p1~ohibited activity

and the criteria governing the issuance, denial~ amendment,

suspension and revocation of such permits. A pern~it may be

granted by the Director of the Office for Ocean arl~ Coagtal

Resource Management or designee if he or sh+~ fir~ds that the

activity will have on:Ly negligible short--te:~m adverse effects on

Sanctuary resource~ and qualities and ~i]Ll~ fur%hec research

related to Sanctuary resources; further the educational, natural

or historical resource value of the Sanctua:[y; further salvage or

recovery operations in or near the Sanctuary in colnection with a

recent air or marine casualty; assist in th~i~ management of the

Sanctuary; or further salvage or recovery operations in

connection with an abandoned shipwreck in the Sanc ~uary title to
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which is held by the State of Washington. In deciding whether to

issue a permit, the Director or designee may consider such

factors as the professional qualifications and financial ability

of the applicant as related to the proposed activity, the

duration of the activity and the duration of its effects, the

appropriateness of the methods and procedures proposed by the

applicant for the conduct of the activity, the extent to which

the conduct of the activity may diminish or enhance Sanctuary

resources and qualities, the cumulative effects of’ the activity,

the end value of the activity, and the effects of the activity on

adjacent Indian tribes. In addition, the Director or designee is

authorized to consider any other factors she or he deems

appropriate.

Section 925.10 sets forth procedures for requesting

certification of leases, licenses, permits, other authorizations,

or rights in existence on the date of Sanctuary designation

authorizing the conduct of an activity prohibited under

paragraphs (a) (2)-(8) of § 925.5. Pursuant to paragraph 

§ 925.5, the prohibitions in paragraphs (a) (2)-(8], of § 925.5 

not apply to any activity authorized by a valid lease, permit,

license, or other authorization in existence on the effective

date of Sanctuary designation and issued by any Federal, State or

local authority of competent jurisdiction, or by any valid right

of subsistence use or access in existence on the effective date

of Sanctuary designation, provided that the holder of such

authorization or right complies with the requirements of § 925.10
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(e.g. notifies the Director or designee of the existence of,

requests certification of, and provides requested information

regarding such authorization or right) and compli,~s with any

terms and conditions on the exercise of such authorization olz

right imposed as a condition of certification by l:he Director or

designee as she or he deems necessary to achiew~ °lhe purposes for

which the Sanctuary was designated.

Section 925.10 allows the holder 90 days f~¢o~ the effective

date of Sanctuary designation to request certific6tion. The

holder is allowed to conduct the activity without being in

violation of the prohibitions in paragraphs (a)J[21,-(8 ) of § 925.5

with regard to which the holder is rec~lesting certification

pending final agency action on his or her certification request,

provided the holder has complied with all requiren~ents of

§ 925. i0.

Section 925.10 a.’[so allows the Directo:c or designee to

request additional info1~ation fro~l the holder and to seek the

views of other persons.

As a condition of certification, the Director or designee

will impose such term~ and conditions on the exercise of such

lease, permit, license, other authorization or right as she or he

deems necessary to achieve the purposes for which ~he Sanctua:cy

was designated. This is consistent with the Secretary’s

authority under Section 304(c)(2) of the Act. The holder 

appeal any action conditioning, amending, ~uspendi:~ig or revoking

any certification in accordance with the p:cocedure:~ set forth in
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§ 925.12.

Any amendment, renewal or extension not in existence as of

the date of Sanctuary designation of a lease, permit, license,

other authorization or right is subject "to the provisions of §

925.11.

Section 925~i1 states that consistent with paragraph (g) 

§ 925.5, the prohibitions of paragraphs (a) (2)-(8) of § 925.5 

not apply to any activity authorized by any valid lease, permit,

license, or other authorization issued after the effective date

of Sanctuary designation by any Federal, State or local authority

of competent jurisdiction, provided that the applicant notifies

the Director or designee of the application for such

authorization within 15 days of the date of filing of the

application or of the effective date of Sanctuary designation,

whichever is later, that the applicant is in compliance with the

other provisions of § 925.11, that the Director or designee

notifies the applicant and authorizing agency that he or she does

not object to issuance of the authorization, and that the

applicant complies with any terms and conditions the Director or

designee deems necessary to protect Sanctuary resources and

qualities.

Section 925.11 allows the Director or designee to request

additional information from the applicant and to seek the views

of other persons.

An application for an amendment to, an extension of, or a

renewal of an authorization is also subject to the provisions of
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§ 925. ii.

The applicant may appeal any objection by, ,,r terms or

conditions imposed by~ the Director or designee to the Assistant

Administrator or designee in accordance with the procedures set

forth in § 925.12.

Section 925.12 sets forth the procedures ~’~o]t appealing to

the Assistant Adminis~trator or designee actions c f the Director

or designee with respect to: I) the granting, cor~ditioning,

amendment, denial, suspension or revocation of a National Marine

Sanctuary permit under § 925.9 or a Special Use permit under

Section 310 of the Act; 2) the grantingj, denial, zonditioning,

amendment, suspension or revocation of a certification under

§ 925.10; or 3) the objection to issuance or the imposition of

terms and conditions under § 925.11.

Prior to conditioning the exercise of existilg leases,

permits, licenses, other authorizations or rights or conditioning

or objecting to proposed authorizations, NOAA int,;nds to consult

with relevant issuing agencies as well as owners, holders or

applicants.

NOAA’s policy is to encourage best available management

practices to minimize non-point source pollution entering the

Sanctuary and, for municipal sewage discharge, to require, at a

minimum, secondary treatment and sometimes tertiary treatment or

more, depending on pred[cted effects on Sanctuary resources and

qualities.
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V. Misuellaneous Rulemaking Requirements

Executive Order 12291

Under Executive Order 12291, the Department must judge

whether the regulations in this notice are "major" within the

meaning of section 1 of the Order, and therefore subject to the

requirement that a Regulatory Impact Analysis be prepared. The

Administrator of NOAA has determined that the regulations in this

notice are not major because they are not likely to result in:

(i) An annual effect on the economy of $.100 million or more;

(2) A major increase in costs or prices for consumers,

individual industriess Federal, state or local

government agencies or geographic regions; or

(3) Significant adverse effects on competition~ employment,

investment, productivity, innovation or on the ability

of United States-based enterprises to compete with

foreign-based enterprises in domestic or export

markets°

Requlatorv Flexibilitv Act

The regulations in this notice allow all activities to be

conducted in the Sanctuary other than a relatively narrow range

of prohibited activities. The procedures in these regulations

for applying for National Marine Sanctuary permits to conduct

prohibited activities~ for requesting certifications for

pre-existing leases, licenses, permits, other authorizations or

rights authorizing the conduct of a prohibited activity and for

notifying NOAA of applications for leases, licenses, permits,
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approvals or other authorizations to conduct a pcohibited

activity will all act to lessen any adverse economic effect on

small entities. The regulations, in tota[i~ will not have a

significant economic; impact on a substant:Lal numger of small[

entities, and when they were proposed the Genera L Counsel of the

Department of Commerce so certified to the Chief Counsel for

Advocacy of the Small[ Business Administration. ,~s a result,

neither an initial nor final Regulatory Flexibil~ty Analysis was

prepared.

Paperwork Reduction Act

This rule contaiLns collection of info].-matio~ requirements

subject to the requirements of the Papez%~ork Red~ction Act

(Pub. L. 96-51].), The collection of information requirements

contained in the rule ihave been reviewed by the (~ffice of

Management and Budget (OMB) under section 3504 (h) of 

Paperwork Reduction Act and have been approved urder OMB Cor Ltrol

No. 0648-0141. Comments from the public on the collection of

information requirements contained in this rule ~re invited and

should be addressed to the Office of Information and Regulatory

Affairs, Office of Management and Budget, Pape]rwcrk Reduction

Project (06480141’) Washington, D.C. 20503 (Attn: Desk Officer 

NOAA) and to Richard A.~ Roberts, Room 724, 6010 Executive

Boulevard, Rockville~ MD 20852.

Executive Order 12612

A Federalism Assessment (FA) was prepared for the proposed

designation, draft management plan and proposed i~plementing
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regulations. Tihe FA concluded that all ,were fully consistent

with the principles, criteria and requirements set forth in

sections 2 through 5 of Executive Order 12612, Federalism

Considerations in Policy Formulation and Implementation (52 Fed.

Reg. 41685, Oct. 26, 1987). Copies of the FA are available upon

request to the office of ocean and Coastal Resource Management at

the address listed above.

National Environmental Policy Ag~

In accordance with Section 304(a) (2) of the 

(16 U.S..C. § 1434(a)(2)) and the provisions of the National

Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4370(a)), 

DEIS/MP was prepared for the designation and proposed

regulations. As required by Section 304(a) (2) of the Act, 

DEIS/MP included the resource assessment report required by

Section 303(b)~3) of the Act (16 U.S.C. § 1433(b)(3)), 

depicting the boundary of the area proposed to be designated, and

the existing and potential uses and resources of the area.

Copies of the DEIS/MP were made available for public review on

September 20, 1991, with comments due o11 December 13, 1991.

Public hearings were held in Port Angeles, Seattle, Olympia,

Aberdeen, Seaview and Washington, D.C. from November 7 to 20,

1991. All comments were reviewed and, where appropriate,

incorporated into the FEIS/MP and these regulations. Copies of

the FEIS/MP are available upon request (see address section).

Executive Order 12630

This rule does not have takings implications within the
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meaning of Executive Order 12630 sufficient to require

preparation of a Takings Implications Assessment ~nder that

order u It would not appear to have an effect can private property

sufficiently severe as effectively to deny economically viable

use of any distinct legally potential property in~.erest to its

owner or to have the effect of, or resu].t :in, a p~-rmanent or

temporary physical occupation, invasion or deprivltion. While

the prohibition on the exploration, development a:Id production of

oil, gas and minerals~ from the Sanctuary might havre a takings

implication if it abrogated an existing lease for OCS tracts

within the Sanctuary or an approval of an explo:ra!;ion or

development and produc.tion plan~ no OCS leases i~a~’e been sold for

tracts within the Sanc.tuary and no exploration or production and

development plans ihave been filed ,Dr approved.
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List o_ff SubSects in 15 CFR Part 925

Administrative practice and procedure, Coastal zone,

Education, Environmental protection, Marine resources,

Natural resources, Penalties, Recreation and recreation

areas, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Research.

W. Stanley Wilson
Assistant Administrator for Ocean Services

and Coastal Zone Management

DATE

Federal Domestic Assistance Catalog Number 11.429

Marine Sanctuary Program
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Accordingly, for the reasons set forth above, 15 ,~FR Chapter

IX is amended as follows:

1. Subchapter B heading is added to read as follows:

Subchapter B - Ocean and Coastal Resource Management

2. Part 925 is added to subchapter B to l:’ead as follows:

925.1

925.2

925.3

925.4

925.5

925.6

925.7

925.8

925.9

925.10

925.11

925.12

Part 925 - Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuar,~

Sec.

Purpose°

Boundary.

Definitions°

Allowed actiwities.

Prohibited activities.

Emergency regulations.

Penalties for violations or regul~tions.

Response costs and damages.

National Marine Sanctuary pe~nuits - application

procedures and issuance criteria.

Certification of pre-existing leases, lizenses,

permits, approvals, other authorizations or rights

to conduct a prohibited activity~

Notification and review of applications ~or

leases, licenses, permits~ approvals or ,~ther

authorizations to conduct a prohibited a~tivity.

Appeals of administrative action~
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~to Part 92__55 - ~ Coas___~tNati____~ona___!Marin~ Sanct_~

Coordinates

~: Sections 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 3110 and 312 of

Title III of the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act

of 1972, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1431 et se~.).

§ 925.1 Purpose.

The purpose of the regulations in this Part is to implement

the designation of the Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary by

regulating activities affecting the Sanctuary consistent with the

terms of that designation in order to protect and manage the

conservation, ecological, recreational, research, educational,

historical and aesthetic resources and ~lalities of the area.

§ 925.2 Boundary.

(a) The Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary consists 

an area of approximately 2500 square nautical miles

(approximately 8577 sq. kilometers) of coastal and ocean waters,

and the submerged lands thereunder, off the central and northern

coast of the State of Washington~

(b) The Sanctuary boundary extends from Koitlah Point due

north to the United States/Canada international boundary. The

Sanctuary boundary then follows the U.S./Canada international

boundary seaward to the i00 fathom isobath. The seaward boundary

of the Sanctuary approximates the i00 fathom isobath in a

southerly direction from the U.S./Canada international boundary
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to a point due west of the mouth of the Copalis River cutting

across the heads of Nitnat, Juan de Fuca and Qu~nault Canyons.

The coastal boundary of the Sanctuary is the me~Ln higher high

water line when adjacent to Federally managed l£nds cutting

across the mouths of all rivers and streams, except where

adjacent to Indian reservations, state and county owned lands; in

such case, the coas’tal boundary is tlhe mean low~r low water line.

La Push harbor is excluded fro~m the Sanctuary boundary shoreward

of the Internationa.’L Collision at Sea regulation (Colreg.)

demarcation line.~. The harbor at Neah Bay is exzluded shoreward

of an arc connectinq the western and easternmost points of Neah

Bay and adjacent to the outermost boundary of Waldah Island. The

precise boundary of the Sanctuary is set forth i~, Appendix I to

this Part.

§ 925.3 Definitions.

Act means Title III of the Marine ProtectioxL, Research, and

Sanctuaries Act of 1972, as amended (16 U.<’
o.C. i~31 e t s_9_q.).

Administrator or Under Secreta_ary means the ~ ’ ’
..... dmlnlstrator of

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/Under

Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere.

Assistant A_~d_minLstr__ator means the Assistant Administrator

for Ocean Service.~ and Coastal Zone Management, National Oceanic:

and Atmospheric Administration.

Director means tlhe Director of the Of’lice of Ocean and

Coastal Resource Management, National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration.
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Effectiv__ee date of ~ desiqnatio___nn means the date the

regulations implementing the designation of the Sanctuary (the

regulations in this Part) become effective.

Federa!~means any water resources development

project conducted by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers or

operating under a permit or authorization issued by the Corps of

Engineers and authorized by Federal law.

Historical resource means any resource possessing

historical, cultural, archaeological or paleontological

significance, including sites, structures, districts and objects

significantly associated with or representative of earlier

people, cultures and human activities and events. Historical

resources include historical properties as defined in the

National Historic Preservation Act, as amended, and implementing

regulations, as amended.

India__~n reservation means a tract of land set aside by the

Federal Government for use by a Federally recognized American

Indian tribe and includes~ but is not limited to, the Makah,

Quileutes Hob and Quinault Reservations.

Indian tribe means any American Indian tribe, band, group,

or community recognized by the Secretary of the Interior~

I_ri~ure means to change adversely, either in the short or

long term, a chemical, biological or physical attribute of, or

the viability of, and includes~ but is not limited to, to cause

the loss of or to destroy.

Mineral means clay, stone, sand, gravel, metalliferous ore,
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non-metalliferous ore, or any other solid :inaterial or other solid

matter of commercial value.

Person means any private individ~al, partr~er~hip,

corporation or other entity; or any officer~ e~plgyee, agent,

department, agency or instrumentality oil the Fedecal Government,

of any State or l~z, cal unit of government, or of aily foreign

government.

means the Olympic Coast National M~Lrine Sanctuary.

~_/klit~f means any particular and e~sential

characteristic of the Sanctuary, including, but n<~t limited to,

water, sediment and air quality.

Sanctuary resQurce means any living or non-~lJving resource

of the Sanctuary t.hat contributes to its conser~fation,

recreational, ecological, historical, research, ecucational or

aesthetic value, including, but :not limited to, the substratum of

the waters off the Olympic PeninsL~la, bottom fox~ations, marine

plants and algae, invertebrates, plankton, ~ish, birds, turtles,

marine mammals and historical resource~;.

Take_ or takin.~[ means:

(i) For any marine mammal, s.ea turtl~ or seabird listed 

either endangered or threatened pursuant to the Endangered

Species Act, the term means to harass, har~n0 pursu,~, hunt, shoot,

wound, kill, trap, capture, collect or injure u or "~o attempt to

engage in any such conduct;

(2) For any other :marine mammal, sea turtle <,r seabird, 

harass, hunt, capture, kill, collect or injure, or to attempt to
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engage in any such conduct.

For the purpose of both paragraphs (i) and (2) of 

definition, the term includes, but is not limited to, collecting

any dead or injured marine mammal, sea turtle or seabird, or any

part thereof; restraining or detaining any marine mammal, sea

turtle or seabird, or any part thereof, no matter how

temporarily; tagging any sea turtle, marine mammal or seabird;

operating a vessel or aircraft or doing any other act that

results in the disturbing or molesting of any marine mammal, sea

turtle or seabird.

Traditional fishinq means fishing using a commercial or

recreational fishing method that has been used in the Sanctuary

before the effective date of Sanctuary designation, including the

retrieval of fishing gear.

Treaty means a formal agreement between the United States

Government and an Indian tribe.

Vessel means a watercraft of any description capable of

being used as a means of transportation in/on the waters of the

Sanctuary.

Other terms appearing in the regulations in this Part are

defined at 15 CFR 922~2 and/or in the Marine Protection,

Research, and Sanctuaries Act of 1972, as amended, 33 U.S.C. 1.401

et seq. and 16 U.S.C. 1431 et seq.

§ 925.4 Allowed Activities

All activities except those prohibited by § 925.5 may be
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undertaken subject to any emer~ency cegulatio~s ~romulgated

pursuant to § 925.6, subject to all prohibitions, restrictions~,

and conditions validly imposed by an!~ other authority of

competent jurisdict.[on, and subject to the liability established

by Section 312 of the Act (see § 925~,8)o

§ 925.5 Prohibited activities.

(a) Except as specified in paragraph~ (c} t~rough (h) 

this § 925.5, the following activities aJce prohf~ited and thus

unlawful for any person to conduct o~ ,~ ca<~se to b~ conducted:

(i) Exploring for, developing or producing ~il, g~s 

minerals within the Sanctuary,,

(2) Discharging or depositing, from w[thi~l ;he bolndary 

the Sanctuary, any material or other matte~:’ exJe]~t;~

(i) Fish, fish parts~ clhumming :materials or bait used

in or resulting from traditional fishil~g opecations in

the Sanctuary;

(ii) Biodegradable effluen% inc~,;[dent~l to vessel use

and generated by marine sanitation d~vSces approve~d in

accordance with Section 312 of ti~:!Le F~d~iral Water

Pollution Control Act, as amended, (~!’WIiCA) 3~i U.S.C.

1322 et seq. ;

(iii) Water generated by routine ves~:~e] operations

(e.g., coo[ling water, deck ~ash down add gra~water as

defined by Section 312 of the FW]?CA) excluding oily

wastes from bilge pumping:

(iv) Engine exhaust; 
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(v) dredge spoil in connection with beach nourishment

projects related to harbor maintenance activities.

(3) Discharging or depositing, from beyond the boundary 

the Sanctuary, any material or other matter, except those listed

in paragraph (a)(2)(i-v) of this § 925.5, that subsequently

enters the Sanctuary and injures a Sanctuary resource or quality.

(4) Moving, removing or injuring, or attempting to move,

remove or injure, a Sanctuary historical resource. This

prohibition does not apply to moving, removing or injury

resulting incidentally from traditional fishing operations.

(5) Drilling into, dredging or otherwise altering the seabed

of the Sanctuary; or constructing, placing or abandoning any

structure, material or other matter on the seabed of the

Sanctuary, except as an incidental result of:

(i) Anchoring vessels;

(ii) Traditional fishing operations;

(iii) Installation of navigation aids;

(iv) Harbor maintenance in the areas necessarily

associated with Federal projects in existence on the

effective date of Sanctuary designation, including

dredging of entrance channels and repair, replacement

or rehabilitation of breakwaters and jetties;

(v) Constructione repair, replacement or rehabilitation

of docks or piers; or

(vi) Beach nourishment projects related to harbor

maintenance activities.
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(6) Taking any marine mammal~ sea turtle or seabird in 

above the Sanctuary, except as authorized by the National Marine

Fisheries Service or the United States Fish and ~ildlife Service

under the authority of the Marine Mammal Protection Act, as

amended, (MMPA), 16 U.S.C. 1361 et seq., the Endangered Species

Act, as amended, (ESA), 16 U.S.C. 1531 et se_q., a~d the Migratory

Bird Treaty Act, as amended, (MBTA), 703 et seq., or pursuant 

any treaty with an Indian tribe to which the United States is a

party, provided that the treaty right is exercise~i in accordance

with the MMPA, ESA and MBTA.

(7) Flying mctorized aircraft at less than 2 000 feet both

above the Sanctuary within one nautical mile of t]le Flattery

Rocks, Quillayute Needles, or Copalis National ~i~dlife Refuge,

or within one nautical mile seaward from the coasi~al boundary of

the Sanctuary, except as necessary for valid la~ ~nforcement

purposes, for activities related to tribal timber operations

conducted on reservation lands, or to transport persons or

supplies to or from reservation lands as authorized by a

governing body of an Indian tribe°

(8) Possessing within the Sanctuary (regardl~ss of where

taken, moved or removed from), except as necessar~ for valid law

enforcement purposes, any historical resource, or any marine

mammal, sea turtle, or seabird taken in violation of the MMPA,

ESA or MBTA.

(9) Interfering with, obstructing~ delayincl or preventing 

investigation, search,, seizure or disposition of s_~ized property
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in connection with enforcement of the Act or any regulation or

permit issued under the Act.

(b) The regulations in this Part apply to foreign persons

and foreign vessels in accordance with generally recognized

principles of international law, and in accordance with treaties,

conventions and other international agreements to which the

United States is a party.

(c) The prohibitions in paragraphs (a)(2) through (5), 

and (8) of this § 925.5 do not apply to activities necessary 

respond to emergencies threatening life, property or the

environment.

(d) (I) All Department of Defense military activities shall

be carried out in a manner that avoids to the maximum extent

practicable any adverse impacts on Sanctuary resources and

qualities. Except as provided in paragraph d(2) of this § 925.5,

the prohibitions in paragraphs (a)(2) through (8) of this § 

do not apply to the following military activities performed by

the Department of Defense in W-237A, W237-B, and Military

Operating Areas Olympic A and B in the Sanctuary: i) hull

integrity tests and other deep water tests; 2) live firing of

guns, missiles~ torpedoes, and chaff; 3) activities associated

with the Quinault Range including the in-water testing of non-

explosive torpedoes; and 4) anti-submarine warfare operations.

New activities may be exempted from the prohibitions in

paragraphs (a) (2) through (8) of this § 945.5 by the Director 

designee after consultation between the Director or designee and
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the Department of Defense. If it is detez-mined t~at an activity

may be carried out, suclh activity shall be carried out in a

manner that avoids to the maximum extent practicable any adverse

impact on Sanctuary re.sources and qualities. Civil engineering

and other civil works projects conducted by the U.S. Army Corps

of Engineers are excltLd,~d from the scope of this [.aragraph

(d) (1).

(2) The Department of Defense is prohibited ~rom

conducting bombing activities within tlhe Sanctuar~r.

(3) In the event of threatened or actual destruction of,

loss of, or injury to a Sanctuary resource or quality resulting

from an untoward incident, including but not li~ited to spills

and groundings caused by the Department of Defense, the

Department of Defense shall promptly coordinate with the Director

or designee for the purpose of taking appropriate actions to

respond to and mitigate the harm and, if possible, restore or

replace the Sanctuary resource or’ c~/ality.

(e) The prohibitions in.paragraphs l[a) (’2) through (8) 

this section do not apply to any activity executed in accordance

with the scope, purpose, terms and conditions of a National

Marine Sanctuary permit issued pursuant to § 925..9 or a Special

Use permit issued pursuant to Section 310 of the Azt.

(f) The prohibitions in paragraphs (a)(2) t hrgugh 

this § 925.5 do not appl.y to any activity authorized by a valid

lease, permit, license, approval or’ other au’thorizltion in

existence on the effective date of Sanctuary desiglation and
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issued by any Federal, State or local authority of competent

jurisdiction, or by any valid right of subsistence use or access

in existence on the effective date of Sanctuary designation,

provided that the holder of such authorization or right complies

with § 925.10 and with any terms and conditions on the exercise

of such lease, permit, license, other authorization or right

imposed by the Director or designee as a condition of

certification as he or she deems necessary to achieve the

purposes for which the Sanctuary was designated.

(g) The prohibitions in paragraphs (a)(2) through 

§ 925.5 do not apply to any activity authorized by’ any lease,

permit, license, or other authorization issued after the

effective date of Sanctuary designation and issued[ by any

Federal j, State or local authority of competent jurisdiction,

provided that the applicant complies with § 925.11., the Director

or designee notifies the applicant and authorizing agency that he

or she does not object to issuance of the authorization, and the

applicant complies with any te~s and conditions the Director or

designee deems necessary to protect Sanctuary resources and

qualities. Amendments, renewals and extensions oi." authorizations

in existence on the effective date of designation constitute

authorizations issued after the effective date.

(h) Notwithstanding paragraphs (e) and (g) of "this § 

in no event may the Director or designee issue a National Marine

Sanctuary permit under § 925.9 or a Special Use permit under

Section 310 of the Act authorizing, or otherwise approve: the
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exploration fort deveiilopment or production of oil gas or

minerals within the Sanctuary; the discharge of p~:imary-trea~:ed

sewage within the Sanctuary (except by certificat:on, pursuant to

§ 925.10, of valid authorizations in existence on the effective

date of Sanctuary designation and issued by other authorities of

competent jurisdiction); the disposal of dredged ~Laterial wit’hin

the Sanctuary other than in connection with beach nourishment-

projects related to harbor maintenance activities; or bombing

activities within the Sanctuary. Any purported a[thorizations

issued by other authorities after the effective d6te of Sanctua~

designation for any of "these activit:ies within th6 Sanctuary

shall be invalid[.

§ 925.6 Emergency regulations.

Where necessary to prevent or minimize the destruction of,

loss of, or injury to a Sanctuary resource or q11ality, or

minimize the imminent risk of such destruction, less or injury,

any and all activities are subject to immediate temporary

regulation, including prohibition..

§ 925.7 Penalties for violations of regulations.

(a) Each violation of the Act, any regulation in this Part,

or any permit issued pursuant thereto, is subject to a civil

penalty of not more than $i00,000. Each day of a zontinuing

violation constitutes a separate violation.

(b) Regulations setting forth the procedures ~overning
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administrative proceedings for assessment of civil penalties,

permit sanctions and denials for enforcement reasons, issuance

and use of written warnings~ and release or forfeiture of seized

property appear in 15 CFR Part 904.

§ 925.8 Response costs and damages.

Under Section 312 of the Act, any person who destroys,

causes the loss of, or injures any Sanctuary resource is liable

to the United States for response costs and damages resulting

from such destruction, loss or injury, and any vessel used to

destroys cause the loss of, or injure any Sanctuary resource is

liable in rem to the United States for response costs and damages

resulting from such destruction, loss or injury.

§ 925.9 National Marine Sanctuary permits - application

procedures and issuance criteria.

(a) A person may conduct an activity prohibited 

paragraphs (a)(2) through (8) of § 925.5 if conducted 

accordance with the scope, purpose, terms and conditions of a

permit issued under this § 925.9.

(b) Applications for such permits should be addressed to the

Director of the office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management;

Attn: Sanctuaries and Reserves Division, office of Ocean and

Coastal Resource Management, National Ocean Service, National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 1305 East-West Highway,

Building 4, Silver Spring, MD 209]0. An application must include
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a detailed description of the proposed activit~ i~cluding a

timetable for completion of the activity and the ~quipment,

personnel and methodology to be employed. The qualifications and

experience of all personnel must be s6.~t f~grth in ~he application.

The application m~ist set forth the potential effe~.~ts of the

activity on Sanctuary resources and qualities° C,~pies ~f all

other required licenses, permits, approvals or ot!~_er

authorizations must be attached.

(c) Upon receipt of an application, the Di~e{~tor or designee

may request such additional information f;~om the ~pplicant as he

or she deems necessary to act on t]he ~pplication 6~nd may see)[ the

views of any persons.

(d) The Director or designee~ at his ot~ he~c ciscretion, may

issue a permit~ subje~::t to such terms and conditicns as he or she

deems appropriate, to conduct an activity p~:’ohibi1:ed by

paragraphs (a)(2) through (8) of § 925~5, if [ire ctor or

designee finds that the activity w:Lll have only nEg!igible

slhort-term adverse effects on Sanctuarl}r resources and qualities

and will: further research related to ~Sanctuary r£sources and

qualities; further the educational~ na~tural or historical

resource value of the Sanctuary; further salvage or recovery

operations in or near the Sanctuary in connection ~ith a recent

air or marine casualty; assist in managing the Sanztuar~; or

further salvage or recovery operations in connection with an

abandoned shipwreck in the Sanctuary title to whic] is held by

the State of Washington° In deciding ,~hether to i ~sue a permit,
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the Director or designee may consider such factors as: the

professional qualifications and financial ability of the

applicant as related to the proposed activity; the duration of

the activity and the duration of its effects; the appropriateness

of the methods and procedures proposed by the applicant for the

conduct of the activity; the extent to ~ich the conduct of the

activity may diminish or enhance Sanctuary resources and

qualities; the cumulative effects of the activity; the end value

of the activity; and the effect of the activity on adjacent

Indian tribes. The Director or designee ]may also deny a permit

application pursuant to this § 925.9, in whole or in part, if it

is determined that the permittee or applicant has acted in

violation of the terms or conditions of a permit or of these

regulations. (Procedures governing permit denials for

enforcement reasons are set forth in Subpart D of 115 CFR Part

904). In addition, the Director or designee may consider such

other factors as he or she deems appropriate.

(e) A permit issued pursuant to this § 925.9 

nontransferable.

(f) The Director or designee may amend, suspend or revoke 

permit issued pursuant to this section for good cause. Any such

action shall be communicated in writing to the permittee or

applicant by certified mail and shall set forth the reason(s) for

the action taken. Procedures governing permit sanctions for

enforcement reasons are set forth in Subpart D of 15 CFR Part

904.
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(g) It shall be a condition of any pex~mit is;ued that the

permit or a copy thereof be displayed on board al L vessels or

aircraft used in "the conduct of the activity.

(h) The Director or designee may,~ inter alia, make it 

condition of any permit issued that any data or i!,formation

obtained under the permit be made available to th~ public.

(i) The Director or designee may~ inter a_!lia make it 

condition of any permit issued that a NOAA offici~il be allowed to

observe any activity conducted under the pez~it a11d/or that the

permit holder submit one or more reports on the status, progress

or results of any activity authorized by the permit.

(j) The Director or designee shall consult wlth the

governing body of an [I[ndian Tribe prior to issuing[ a permit, if

the proposed activity involves or affects :resou:~c~s of cultural

or historical significance to the tribe.

(k) The applJcant for or holder of a National Marine

Sanctuary permit may appeal the denial, conditioning, amendment,

suspension or revocation of the permit in accordal-ce with the

procedures set forth in § 925.12o

§ 925.10 Certification of pre-existing leases, licenses,

permits, approvals, other authorizations-or rights to conduct a

prohibited activity.

(a) the prohibitions set forth in paragraphs (a)(2) through

(8) of § 925.5 do not apply to any activity authozized by a valid

lease, permit, license~ approval or other authorization in
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existence on the effective date of Sanctuary designation and

issued by any Federal, State or local authority of competent

jurisdiction, or by any valid right of subsistence use or access

in existence on the effective date of Sanctuary designation,

provided that: i) The holder of such authorization or right

notifies the Director or designee, in writing, within 90 days of

the effective date of Sanctuary designation, of the existence of

such authorization or right and requests certification of such

authorization or right; 2) The holder complies with the other

provisions of this § 925.10; and 3) The holder complies with any

terms and conditions on the exercise of such authorization or

right imposed as a condition of certification by tlhe Director or

designee to achieve the purposes for which the Sanctuary was

designated.

(b) The holder of a valid lease, permit, license, or other

authorization in existence on the effective date of sanctuary

designation and issued by any Federal, State or local authority

of competent jurisdiction, or of any valid right of subsistence

use or access in existence on the effective date of Sanctuary

designation, authorizing an activity prohibited by paragraphs

(a) (2) through (8) of § 925.5 may conduct the activity without

being in violation of § 925.5, pending final agency action on his

or her certification request, provided the holder is in

compliance with this § 925.10.

(c) Any holder of a valid lease, permit, license, or other

authorization in existence on the effective date of Sanctuary
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designation and issued by any Federal~ State or l,~cal authority

of competent jurisdiction, or any holder of a valid right of

subsistence use or access in existence on the eff,~.ctive date of

Sanctuary designation, may request the Director o~? designee I:o

issue a finding as to whether the activity for which the

authorization has been issued, or the right given is prohibited

by (a)(i) through (8) of § 

(d) Requests for findings or certifications :;hould 

addressed to the Director, Office of Ocean and Co~Lstal 2qesource

Management; Attn: Sanctuaries and Reserves Division, Office of

Ocean and Coastal. Resource Management, National O~;ean Service.,

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration~ [305 East-West

Highway, Building 4, Silver Spring, MD 20910. A <~opy of the

lease, permit, license, or other authorization mu~t accompany the

request.

(e) The Direc.tor or designee may request add~tionaJ~

information from the certification requester as h¢~ or she deems

necessary to condition appropriately the exercise of the

certified authorization or right to achieve the pLrposes for

which the Sanctuary was designated. The information requested

must be received by the Director or designee within 45 days of

the postmark date of the request, The Director o~ designee may

seek the views of any persons on the certificatiol ~ request.

(f) The Director or designee may amend any c~rtification

made under this § 925,,i0 whenever additional info]~mation becomes

available justifying such an amendment.
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(g) The Director or designe, e shall communicate any decision

on a certification request or any action taken with respect to

any certification made under this § 925.10, in writing, to both

the holder of the certified lease, permit~ license., approval,

other authorization or right, and the issuing agency, and shall

set forth the reason(s) for the decision or action taken.

(h) Any time limit prescribed in oi: established under this

§ 925.10 may be extended by the Director or designee for good

cause.

(i) The holder may appeal any action conditioning, amending,

suspending or revoking any certification in accordance with the

procedures set forth in § 925.]2.

(j) Any amendment, renewal or extension not in existence 

the effective date of Sanctuary designation of pez~mit, license,

approval, other authorization or right is subject to the

provisions of § 925.11.

§ 925oll Notification and review of applications for leases,

licenses, permits, or other authorizations to conduct a

prohibited activity.

(a) The prohibitions set forth in paragraphs (a) (2) through

(8) of § 925.5 do not apply to any activity authorized by any

valid leasew permit, license, or other authorization issued after

the effective date of Sanctuary designation by any Federal, State

or local authority of competent jurisdiction, provided "that: i)

The applicant notifies the Director or designee, in writing, of
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the application for .~uch authorization (and of ant application

for an amendments renewal or extension of such authorization)

within fifteen (1!5.) days of the date of applicati,~n or of the

effective date of Sanctuary designation, whicheve:~: is later; 2)

The applicant complies with the other provisions .~f this

§~ 925.11; 3) The Dire~ctor or designee notifies th~ ~. applicant and

authorizing agency that he or she does not object to issuance of

the authorization (or amendment, renewal or exten~ion); and 

The applicant complies with any terms and conditi~ns the Director

or designee deems necessary to protect Sanctuar~ ~’esources and

qualities.

(b) Any potential applicant for a lease, penlit, license 

other authorization from any Federal, State or lo~:al authority

(or for an amendment, renewal or extension of suc~L authorization)

may request the Director or designee to issue a f~nding as to

whether the activity for which an application i..~ intended to be

made is prohibited by paragraphs (a)(2) through (~) of § 

(c) Notifications .of filings of applications and requests

for findings should be .addressed to the Directo:c, Office of Ocean

and Coastal Resource Management; ATTN- Sanctuariee~ and Reserves

Division, Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Mar~agement,

National Ocean Service~ National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration, 1305 East West Highway, Building 4, Silver

Spring, MD 20910. A copy of the application must accompany the

notification.

(d) The Director or designee may re~est addJtiona).
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information from the applicant as he or ;she deems necessary to

determine whether to object to issuance of such lease, license,

permit, or other authorization (or to issuance of an amendment,

extension or renewal of such authorization), or what terms and

conditions are necessary to protect Sanctuary resources and

qualities. The information requested must be received by the

Director or designee within 45 days of the postmark date of the

request. The Director or designee may seek the views of any

persons on the application.

(e) The Director or designee shall notify, in writing, the

agency to which application has been made of his or her review of

the application and possible objection to issuance. After review

of the application and information received with respect thereto,

the Director or designee shall notify both the agency and

applicant, in writing, whether he or she has an objection to

issuance and what terms and conditions he or she deems necessary

to protect Sanctuary resources and qualities. The Director or

designee shall state the reason(s) for any objection or the

reason(s) that any terms and conditions are deemed necessary 

protect Sanctuary resources and qualities.

(f) The Director or designee may amend the terms and

conditions deemed necessary to protect Sanctuary resources and

qualities whenever additional information becomes available

justifying such an amendment.

(g) Any time limit prescribed in or established under this

section may be extended by the Director or designee for good
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cause..

(h) The applicant may appeal any objection by, or terms 

conditions imposed by, the Director or designee t~ the Assistant;

Administrator or designee in accordance with the 10rocedures set

forth in § 925.12~

§ 925.12 Appeals of administrative action.

(a) Except for pez~it actions taken for enfoccement reasons

(see Subpart D of 15 CFR Part 904 for applicable )rocedures), 

applicant for, or a holder of, a § 925.9 National Marine

Sanctuary permit, an applicant for, or a holder o_~, a Section 310

of the Act Special Use permit, a § 925.1.0 certifi~;ation requester

or a § 925.11 applicant (hereinafter appellant) m~ly appeal to the

Assistant Administrator or designee:

l) The grant, denial, conditioning, amendment, suspension or

revocation by the Director or designee of a National Marine

Sanctuary or Special Use permit;

2) The conditioning, amendment, suspension or rew,cation of a

certification under § 925.10; or

3) The objection to issuance or the imposition of terms and

conditions under ~i 925.11.

(b) An appeal under paragraph (a) of "this § .c,25.12 must 

in writing, state the action(s) by the Director o~" designee

appealed and the reason(s) for the appeal, and be received within

30 days of receipt of notice of the action by the Director oz’

designee. Appeals sh[:~uld be addressed to the Assistant
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Administrator, Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management,

ATTN: Sanctuaries and Reserves Division, office of Ocean and

Coastal Resource Management, National Ocean Service, National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 1305 East-West Highway,

Building 4, Silver Spring, MD 20910.

(c) While the appeal is pending, appellants requesting

certification pursuant to § 925.10 who are in compliance with

such section may continue to conduct their activities without

being in violation of the prohibitions in paragraphs (a) (2)

through (8) of § 925.5 with regard to which they are

requesting certification. All other appellants may not conduct

their activities without being subject to the prohibitions in

paragraphs (a) (i) through (9) of § 

(d) The Assistant Administrator or designee may request the

appellant to submit such information as the Assistant

Administrator or designee deems necessary in order for him or her

to decide the appeal. The information requested must be received

by the Assistant Administrator or designee within 45 days of the

postmark date of the request. The Assistant Administrator may

seek the views of any other persons. The Assistant Administrator

or designee may hold an informal hearing on the appeal. If the

Assistant Administrator or designee determines that an informal

hearing should be held, the Assistant Administrator or designee

may designate an officer before whom the hearing shall be held.

The hearing officer shall give notice in the Federal Register of

the time, place and subject matter of the hearing. The appellant
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and the Director or designee may appear personall~ ~ or by counsel

at the hearing and submit such material and presert such

arguments as deemed appropriate by the hearing of~icer. Within

60 days after the record for the hearing closes~ the hearing

officer shall recommend a decision in writing to the Assistant

Administrator or designee°

(e) The Assistant Administrator or designee shall decide the

appeal using the same regulatory criteria as for %he initial

decision and shall base the appeal decision on the record before

the Director or designee and any information submitted regarding

the appeal, and, if a hearing has been held, on the record before

the hearing officer and the hearing officer,s recommended

decision. The Assistant Administrator or designee shall notify

the appellant of the final decision and the reason(s) therefore

in writing. The Assistant Administrator or designee’s decision

shall constitute fina]t agency action for the purposes of the

Administrative Procedure. Act.

(f) Any time limit prescribed in or established under this

§ 925.12 other than the 30-day limit for filing an appeal may be

extended by the Assistant Administrator, designee )r hearing

officer for good cause°
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Appendix I To Part 925 - Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary

Boundary Coordinates. (Based on North ~userican Datum of 1983).

2500 square nautical miles

Po int LAT I TUDE LONGITUDE

1 47 ° 07 ~45’’ 124 ° ILl’ 02"

2 47 ° 07 t45,, 124 ° 58’ 12"

3 47 ° 35 e 05" 125 ° 00’ 00"

4 47 ° 40’05" 125 ° 04’44"

5 47 ° 50 ’ 01" 125 ° 05’ 42"

6 47 ° 57 ’ 13" 125° 29’ 13"

7 48 ° 07 e33,, 125 ° 38’20"
8 48 ° 14 e46,, 125 ° 40’ 59"

9 48°20 e 12" 125°;~;2’59"
i0 48 ° 27049" 125 ° 06" 04"
ii 48 ° 29’59" 124 ° 59 ’ 13"
12 48 ° 30’ 19" 124 ° 50 ’42"
13 48 ° 29"38" 124 ° 43’41"
14 48 ° 27’ 50" 124 °.’)8’ 13"

15 48 ° 23 ’ 17" 124 °’)8’ 13"
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A national marine sanctuary for the outer coast of the State of Washington has been mandated
by the U.S. Congress. -fo identify the best possible sJte(s) for this sanctuary, an extensive region
along Washington’s coast was studied. The following is a presentation olf material used to
examine that region~

Included in this presentation are:

¯ A general description of the study region;
¯ Maps of pertinent information;
-An analysis of living manne resources that occur and are utilized off Washington; and
,Additional information describing various features of coastal lands adjacent to the study region

(e.g., land uses, pollution discharges, demographics, etc.).

Information pe~inent to areas under consideration for marine sanctuary status are arranged in
sections. Within each section are associated figures and tables, and a "major features" page
which summarizes notable matedalo Support material for findings presented in each section are
listed in accompanying data appendices. In combination, these material provide a compre-
hensive examination of the outer coast of Washington and its resources.

Description of the Study Region
The study region is a nearly 6,000 sq s rni (square statute mile) area of the Pacific Northwest. 
extends from the USA-Canada boundary at the mouth of the Strait of Juan De Fuca southward to
the Washington shoreline at Koitlah Point, and from there along the shoreline to Cape Dis-
appointment at the mouth of the Columbia River (Map 2). From Cape Oisappointment, the
region’s boundary extends seaward to the continental shelf edge (100 fathom isobath) and then
northward along the sheff edge to the Juan De Fuca Canyon (not indicated) and the USA-
Canada boundary. Included in the study region are canyons off the southern and central
portions of the coast, and a deep-water area known as "the plain" at the head of Juan De Fuca
Canyon. The study region stops at the mean low water line and at stream/river mouths along the
coast of Native American Tribal lands, but extends landward to the mean high tide line and
upstream to the limit of tidal influence along the remaining coast.

Area Descriptions. The study.region was divided into seven areas to comparatively examine
information for various segments of the marine region (Map 1), and note important sanctuary-
related charactenstics for each area.

S-’tu ..dT Area Area Description

2

An area a~ the head o¢ the Juan De Fuca Canyon, including "the plain" and a small
coastal area from Cape Flattery to Koitlah Point. It is bounded on the north by the
USA-Canada marine boundary; on the east by a line extendir~:J from the USA-
Canada line down to Koitlah Point; on the south from Cape Flattery to a point 3 n
mi (nautical miles) offshore and then southwestward along the; 100 lm isobath 
the edge of the Juan De Fuca Canyon (about 35 n mi offshore); and on the west
by a line extending northwestward to the USA-Canada boundary, approximately
40 n mi off Cape Flattery. Its sudace area is roughly 1,000 sq s mi.

An offshore, deep water area that extends fm~m 3 n mi off Cape Flattery south-
ward altong the 50 fm isobath to a line extending seaward from the southern
boundary of the Copalis National Wildlife Refuge at the mouth of the Copalis River
(not shown, but at Lal. 47" 07’ N), seaward ak~ng the line to the 100 fm isobath,
and northward along the 100 fm curve to about 3 n rni off Cape Flattery. Also
included is a i:x)rtion of the canyon off the Quinault River. The sudace area of this
study area is about 1,050 sq s ~.

!



Area Area Description

3

4

The ne, rthem intermediate depth area shoreward of Area 2 extending out from 3
n mi off the (>oast out to the 50 fm isobath from off Cape Flattery south to the line
exter~ng seaward from the Copalis River mouth, it has a surface area of about
890 sq s mi.

An inshore a~rea extending along lhe coast from Cape Flatt.~ry south to the south-
ern boundaqy, of the Copalis National Wildlife Refuge, and cffshore to 3 n. mi.
Most waters in this area are shallower than 20 llm, and the study area*s su#ace
area is about: 521 sq s mi. Clallarn County, Jefferson Count/, and a portion of
Grays Harbor County are found shoreward of ti~is study are~, and dvers and
streams which drain into this study area occur within the USGS (US Geological
Survey) Estuadne Cataloging LJnil:s 17100101 and 102 (M~p 3).

An offshore ~rea between the 50 llrn and 100 fm isobaths fiom the southern bor-
der ,of Area 2. southward to a line extending seaward from C ape Disappointment.
This study area also includes a portion of the Grays Hart,or Canyon and has a :total
surface area of nearly 1,100 sq s hi.

The so~thern ini:ermediate depth study area between the 5) fm isobath and 
line 3 n rni off the coast, from the southern boundary of Areal 3 to the line
extending seaward from Cape Disappointment. It has a torsi surface area of about
915 sq s mi.

The southern coastal area extending, lar~lward from 3 n mi )ffshore between the
southern bot,Jndary of Area 4 and Cape Oisappointment. This study area includes
the signifkT, ant estuaries of Grays Harbor and Wiflapa Bay ar~t has a total surface
area of about 400 sq s mi. Rivers and streams which drain i~to this study area
occur within the USGS Estuanne Cataloging Units 171001(~4, 105, and 106
(Grays Harbor ar~l Willapa Bay Estuarine Drainage Areas on Map 3).
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LAND USE



¯ Lands adj~cen~: to the study region are urnde~eloped, {Ithough
Ioggi~!~t is significant.

¯ Nearly alt ~,djac,ant land is forested (94%). (See Figure 

Of the nomforested area, most is utilized for urban plrrposes,
agrict~ure~, and wetlands (each comprises about 2% of the total
area in coastal counties).
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Figure 1. Land use for counties adjacent to the area under consideration for the
Coastal Washington Marine Sar~,-’tuaqf.

Source:Strategic Ass¢.,~m .... Branch. 1986. West Coast/and Use Data for NCPDI Counties [data base]. Rockville, MD:
Office of Oceat~jraphy and Marine Assessement/NOAA.



PRESHWATER INFLOW



¯ When compared 1:o other regions of the contiguous ~A est Com~st, freshwater
flow from lands adjacent to the study region is n~latively small.

¯ The Chehalis R:iver, which discharges into "~’ -,~,ays b!ar)or, has the largest flow of
any river emptying into the; study .~egion, ~:~ut its Iorg term average flow is only
about 2.5% of that for the Colurnbi~ Fi’,iv<er (Fi!~ur ~, 2). (k~’easured upstream
from a major Columbia River tributab,, the Willa nette R ver).

¯ Despite low ow~raJl amounts of :~reshwater flowing i,qtc the study region, volumes
per square mile of drainage basin are hi.g~L Hi(ih ~, olumes per unit area result
from :small drainage basins with high rainfall ~.nci steep terrain°

¯ An example of high freshwate~~ yield per urJit ~:~i’ea is t! ~e Quin~-~ult River which
empties into Study Area 4. ilt ranks first in water yield (10.77 cfs per sq mi)
for the 47 West Coast riw~rs that have been inveqtoried by NOAA. I!n
contra:st, Ihe Columbia River ranks 40th (0.80 cl~ per scmi).

Flows and yields for several river:s discharging into t;~e ~:tudy region are presented
in Appendix B, Table B.1; "cfs" is cubic feed per seconc.



Study Area 4
Sooes River
Ozette River
Dickey River

Soieduck River
BogachieE River
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Quinault River
MoclLDs River

Study Area 7
Humptulips River
Wynoochee River

Chehatis River
North River

Smith Creek
Willapa River

NorthNemah River
Naselle River

S. Fork, Naselle River
Salmon Creek

Co~mbia River (1)
Q, th¢~

0 I UUU ~UUU .JUUU ~UUU ouuu v c ..~,..,~,v~

Average datfy flow (cubic feet/second)

(1) ~nformation for Columbia River included for comparison purposes.

Figure 2. Freshwater discharges into study region waters.

Source: Personal communication with Steve Rohmann. Strategic Assessment Branch, OMA/NOAA.
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POLLUTION DISCHARGES



V, Pollution Discharges and Sources

* Because of the undeveloped nature of land adjacent to areas under consideration
for marine sanctuary, the entire study region is n.,latively unspoiled.

¯ Pollution from traditional source.,; (i.e., wastewater treatment plants, industry
and urban runoff, etc.) is low (Figure 3).

¯ There are no major industrial polluters witlhin Area 4, and oniy seven in Areal 7.
(See l’able C.2 in Appendix: C.).

¯ An exception to, low pollution throughout the study re,~ion is the discharge from
two pulp and paper mills in Area 7.

¯ Pesticide use along coastal Washington is very low r~),lative to other areas of the
West Coast (Figure 4).

Summaries of pollution discharges for total volumes ,)f nitrogen, lead, and all
suspended solids combined indicate that with th~ exception of suspended
solids discharged by paper mills, the greatest source of pollutan~Is into study
region waters is from backgroud material in natL ral forest runoff (Ficjlures
5-7). Information forthese pollutants and seven o~hers are presented in Table
C.1 of Appendix C

Note: the above information relates to data from the .~ady 1980s. More
recently, there are indications that logging activ ty may have expanded
consider.ably. Increases in logging of these landis would substantially
increase many pollutant discharges, especially from clear cutting along
river banks and estuary shorelines.

!0
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F’~jure 3. P~lutJon dLsch~ges by source (as percentage of U.S. West Coast to~=Ls) 
counties adjacent to areas under co~side~cion 1for the Coastal Wasttngl~n
Madne S~c~a~.

Source: Strategic Assessment Branch, NOAA, 1984: The National Coastal Pollutant Discharge Inventory, Rockville, MD.
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Figure 4. Pesticide use per year in West Coast states and (~rl lands
~djacent ~ ~eas undsr considsration for ~te Coccstai Wa=hlngtBn
Marine Sanc~ary.

Source: Strategic Assessment Btanc.h, NOAA, 1984: The National Coastal PoUutant Discharge Inventory, Rockville, MD.
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Wastew~er Direct Urban Cropian¢l Fores! Pa ~ture and
7reetrn~}nt Urban Runoff I~ur~off ~:~unoff R~_ ~go
Plants Disc~,~arge Rt~ "~ff

Poih.~,nt Source

Figure 5. "Total nil~’og~m discharged into counties adjacent to areas under con ~ideration for the Coastal
Washil~’~ton Madne Sanctuary, I~ !~ource (as a pe~cen~ge of ~ U S. West Coast).

Source: Strategic Assessment Branch, NC)AA, 1984: The National Coastal Pollutant Disc large Inventory, Rockville, MD.

Ft,g~e 6. To~ ~¢1 discharged into o¢>unlies a~ac~mt tu, ar,~ under,
o~nside~at~n for tt~e Coa~ad W~ M~’t~ Sanclua~,

by soun~ (as ,, p~ of U.$. Wes~ Co~ ~,,,’-~eges).

Source: Strategic Assessment Brancl’~,, NC)AA, 1984: The National Coastal Pollutant Disc~ ~arge Inventory, Rockville, MD.
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Figure 7. Total volume of all suspended solids discharged into counties adjacent to
areas under consideration for the Coastal Washington Marine Sanctuary by
source (expressed as a percentage of the U.S. West Coast total).

Source: Strategic Assessment Branch, NOAh,, 1984: The National Coasta~l Pollutant Discharge Inventory. Rockville, MD.



SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROFILE



¯ The human population within coastal ~:~reas s~djacen~ to th~:~ s~: n~uar~ study ~’egion
is low, slowly gro,~4ng, and is pro.~i{~c!ed to r,.~ni~_~.~ so (Fi£t, re 8).

¯ Most people in the study a~ea are empleyecl in nanufa~ctud n!.~, whereas n all othercoastal
counties in thee USA, most employment is in seevices (Figb re 9). This is primarily the
result of pull) and paper manufa(.,t:,Jring a~d com:,nerci~i f shing ir the study region.

¯ Unemployment is high r~:,~lative to most {:~,ther a~,eas it, the Nai:ior (Figure 10). This reflects
seasonal eml:,loyment associate,c! with fisMo.g t tuber, ard tourism.

¯ New construction in the area is low (F:i~.jui’,i) 1 

¯ Although similarto most other areas ;~~ W~shington (is !~iure : 2) property values for lands
adjacent to the; san,s£uary study regic,~ are muc!~ !,.:;wer t iqa~ property values for other
regions of the Coastal USA.

¯ Large tracts of lar~d are publicly own~÷,d (,~.g., 74% oi Ciaii~m ~nd Jefferson
counties).

¯ Counties adjacent to th,e study regior~ .::o~ltair: only 10% of ~h{: total n[ mber of puMic
recreation areas ir~ the state of Washir’@:on, but these re sresent nearly 70% of
statewide publicly owned acreag{;: (Figu,.,~ I3).

¯ There is a large tourist industry in the .:;*udy ~,_,’ea. F,.: r e×a:np e, the Olympic
National Park: aio~,e generates $.5{i;Ci miikon aH~q~.~-.lly.

¯ The fishing indust~?/is ,~,>.~.rernety irnpo,ri:~ant in ~he si:udy re£-.ior:. Nearly two-thirds
of the pound~ge ~r;d 37% of the vaiue f,dr W~si~ingto:~’s comme~-cial fisheries
come from harvests within the s~n,ctuaE/study egio~~ (fables 1 and 2).
(These statisl:ics are for 1987 and t988, and {:io r~et r~fle~t tandings from off
other states and British Columbia. Detailed catch sts.tisi:¢’s are i}resented
in Appendix E.)
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Table 1. Estimates of values and volumes for commercial harvests in lhe state of
Washington (1) (2).

Species Landed value Pounds landed

Sockeye salmon ** $ 20,593~593 8,620,521
Coho salmon ** 18,655,221 10,485,109
Churn salmon "* 18,361,898 15,973,980
Chinook salmon ** 16,586,065 8,454,675
Dungeness crab ° 13,593,309 11,600,271
Pacific oyster ** 10,991,082 8,606,887
Ocean pink shdmp 6,176,103 13,459,058
Sea urchins 5,749,167 6,224,967
Sab let is h 4,447, 218 6,127,331
Geoduck * 2,948,037 4,535,442
Manila clam * 2,926,049 3,506,203
Pacific cod 1,903,630 6,439,232
Widow rockfish 1,880,523 6,146,421
Yellowtail rockfish 1,291,100 4,306,187
Rockfish spp. 1,102,119 4,735,,237
Others 13,053,223 4,6911 ,,’;91

Total $140,258,337 123,913,112 Ibs.

Table 2. Estimates ot values and volumes tot commercial harvests in areas under
consideration for the proposed coastal Washington marine sa.nctuary (1).

Species Landed value Pounds landed

Dungeness crab * $11,407,311 9,771,405
Pacific oyster "* 7,551,846 5,930,458
Ocean pink shrimp 7,208,086 13,460,058
Chinook salmon ** 5,052,149 2,593,888
Sablefish 4,407,200 6,119,854
Coho salmon "* 3,039,474 1,547,717
Chum salmon** 1,927,083 1,681 ,745
Widow rockfish 1,880,523 6,1 46,.421
Pacific cod 1,172,195 4,022,983
Albacore 1,090,613 1,320,249
Dover sole 956,236 3,745,539
Petrale sole 686,334 918,160
Lingcod * 636,334 1,898,565
Arrowtooth flounder 498,242 3,492,503
Others 4, 676,854 19,942,025

Total $ 52,190,480 82,591,370 Ibs.

(1) Average of 1987 and 1988.
(2) Washington landings from other state’s waters and from off British Columbia are excluded.
* Estuarine Associated Species (i.e., uses estuaries during one or more life stages)

** Estuarine Dependent Species (i.e., re’quires estuades during one or more life slages)

Sources"
NMFS. 1989. State of Washington volumes and values for fish and shellfish landed in the state of

Washington during 1988 [corrlpt~er printout]. Seattle, WA,
NMFS. 1990. State of Washington volumes and values for fish and shellfish landed in the state o!

Washington during 1989 [computer printout]. Seattte, WA.
PacFIN. 1989. PFMC source report #002: Commercial groundfish landed catch (rrt) for 1981-88, all

areas. Seattle, WA.
WDF. 1989. Comrnercial catches for fish and shellfish species by statistical subarea and month for

the state of Washington, 1987 and 1988 [computer printout]. Olympia, WA.



INVERTEBRATES



Both the compara, live significance anaUysis of species distrib~L~tions (Table 3) and the
distributions analysis weighted by species abundance (Tabia 4) reveal that the
inshore Areas 4 and 7 are the most important areas in the ,~tudy region.

¯ Areas 4 and 7 contain beaches where the majority’ o1: the enti;e U.S. West Coast
recreational harv,ests of razor clams are taken. An average of over 7.5 million razor
clams were taken by r~early 1 million recreational ,clam digg{;rs during 1960s and
1970s. More recently, razor clam populations have been reduced in size in
Washington (due to disease); however, harvests from Was lington beaches still
account for abou:: 70% of contiguous West Coast recreatioral catches (e.g., 6.2
million clams of ~.)the 8.7 million clams total for 1988 anc~ 1 £89, combined).

Areas 4 and 7 include I,~rayo Harbor and Willapa Bay where Itarvests of Pa(-ific
oysters can accodnt 1!or over half of aii ,oysters ha.rvested ak~ng the ,~ntire U.S. West
Coast. Harvests in these estuaries sornetimes represent nearly one-fifth of nation
wide harvests (Figure 14).

¯ More than three-quarters of the state’s Dungeness crab catc ~ is taken in Areas 4 ar.cl
7 and the shallow, shoreward portions of Areas 3~ and 6.

Pacific oyster, Dungeness crab, and ocean pink shrimp landi~gs from areas under
consideration for sanc.tuary status had combined landed val Jes in 1987-88 of over
$25 million (about 85% of statewide totals for harvests of th(~se species off
Washington).

In addition to the significance of oyster harvests, landings ior ~ther shellfish in the
study region represent:
-- 32% of all contiguous US West Coast commer(’iat crab ha~ests (1985-88 data);
-- About 25% of all shrimp harvests (1985-88 data); and

Note: Also see T,ab~es 1 ,and 2 (Commercial landings and valu~ so..) in Section 
Socio-economic Coastal Characteristics.



Table 3. Comparative significance of study are.~]r-: based on the distributions of selected invertebrate species
occurring off Washington.

"F
Area Area | Area

INVERTEBRATES 1 2 j 3

Weathervane Scallop O C) 1’ (~

°Yst"i 1
Pacific Geoduck 0 |

Area ] Area Area Area
4 i 5 6 7

[
O I @ @ O

0 0

Pacific Gaper’: ; : ~ ;; :;:~ ;:
1 i O e ’::~::::

......................... ..... t : : ::::::::::::::: : : ::: : ::::::|::: :: :

Pinto Abalone O ......... ’O .t ~ ..................... ....... O

" Z i:Z$i~: i:: !:Z i:Z3i!:~::
t

Market Squid ~ ~ 1 @ @ @
: ....

:

Northern Pink Shrimp O () O O’ O
¯ :

Sidestripe Shrimp

:̄::: ::

Spot Shrimp

Dungeness Crab .1./

@ 0 0 0 0

@

Legend:

O Not Significant = 1

¯ Significant = 2

¯ Very Significant = 3

(Significance relative to species distribution
along the contiguous U.S, West Coast)

2/ Commercially Important in Study Region.
?J Recreationally Irnportan~ in Study Region.
~[t/ A summary of point values (i.e. significance)

ass(~ciated with all species within an area.

Source: Strategic Assessment Branch. West Coast North America
Coastal Zones Strategic Assessment: Data Atlas, Invertebrate and
Fish Pro-publication Volume. Rockville, MD: National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.



Table 4. Comparative significance of study areas based on the relative abundance and importance of
selected invertebrate species occurring off Washington.

Density I Area T Area Area Area Area Area Area I
INVERTEBRATES Index 1~ 2 .3 4 5 6 7 I

I

............... ;ai:~;:;:; ..........................................................~ .........~ ..................................................................; ..............................................................." ...............9 ...........

Pacific Razor 5 5 10 10

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i :! :::! ::: !:]!!i! i ::ii::::i::]i::i:: i:: ]]ii !:: i i:: i]::i~ !]
:~i]::: :~:~l~i~:.i :::.ii::!::::i]::i::i:.i!::: :.i1:31ii::i::i: i :::.:::.:::: ~ ~i~ i:.i; :::~ :~ i i:: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::!::i::i::::::::::::i::~::ii:.:::.::i]::::ii !i::i::i::i::~ ~ ~i ::. ::~:: ~i::~ ~:: 6iii:. :.~::~

Manila Clam 3 3 6
............................................................................................ ~ ::i :;:[[

) )::,i] !i;i}::i !))! ; 

lFlat Abalone
::.:.:.:,..::.:... ::.::::. : ...:.:: :. :: ::.::.:.::: :.::::: : ::: :,:.:,:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::,,, , ,, ,.,..,., ,,,., ....,,. ,, . ...... ,,., , . , .......,...,.... ,...,. _.. , . , ,,, , ,.,,, ,,

Legend:
Density Index: Defined as the relative density or
abundance of the species, based on ,=ommercia:l and
recreational harvests. Rated 1 - 10, with 1 --, rare, and 10 =
highly abundant.
Key for Areas 1 - 7
21 - 30 = Very Significant. Species has broad a~eal
coverage of the analysis area, and/or is abundant.
11 - 20 = Significant. Species has some areal coverage,
and/or is present in some al:)4Jndance.
0 - 10 = Not Significant. Species is either present or only
occasionally occurs there; low, if any, abcmdance.

Source: Strategic Assessment Branch (SAB)
analysis of the State of Washington commercial and
recreational catch statistics in relation to species
distribution maps in the NOAA West Coast of North
America, Coastal and Ocean Zones Strategic
Assessment: Data Atlas, invertebrate and Fish pre-
publication volume. NOAA, SAB, R(x:kville, MD.
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Figure 14. Percent of annual U.S. West Coast oyster harvests and nationwide harvests occurring
in Willapa Bay.

Source:
Leonard, D. L. and D. A. Slaughter. 1990. The quality of shelffish growing waters on the Wast Coast of

the United States. NOA/VSAB, Rockville, MD.
NMFS. 1898. State of Washington volumes and values for fish and shellfish landed in the state of

Washington during 1988. NMFS/NW Regkm Headquarters, Seattle, WA.
WDF. 1989. Commercial catches for fish and shellfish species by statistical subarea and month for the

state of Washington, 1987 and 1988. WDF, Olympia, WA.



R~zor c:lams and the outer coast of Washingt~,n

The clam industry in Washin@on produces about 95% of U.S. West Coast t {ndings. Although it
now accounts for only ~{ small fraction of harvest volumes nationwide, Washington was the leader
of clam harvests for many years primarily because of its innovations in cannin.]. Clams have always
been a part of Washinglon culture, especially such species as the Pacific g~ oduck (o~ geoduc)
and the razor clam. Harvests of the former compdse a significar~t portion of ( urrent commerical
harvests, and the latter is the rJ, ararr~)unt recreational bivalve fo~" the wesl cow,st of North America.

Razor clams a~’e found primarily on open coast, sandy beaches of :Study Are ~ 7; many occur on
Area 4 beaches also. This species normally occurs from low intertidal water; out to about depths
of about 30 feet, and mostly from the low tide line Io depths of less than i0 eet.

Since the 1960s, most r~Lzor tiaras have been taken by recreational digger~. During 1969-1974,
annual recreational harvests for the contiguous West Coast aw~raged aleut 9.5 million clams;
about 80% came from V~’ashington beaches. Recreationa~ har,,~ests in Wast~ington ranged
between 7 million and !5 millic, n crams at that time, but pathogen infestation~ and other natural
calamities during the early 19,[I0s severely decimat,ed razor clam population~,~ along Washington’s
coast. Since that time, !3opula.lions have recovered somewhat and recreatir_ hal digging has
resumed. During 1988-89, al:~)ut 3 million razor clams wore annually taken by recreational diggers
along Washington’s ,~a’.~; this amount represents over 70% oli (contiguous~ coastwide U.S. sport
harvests.

Although extensive earlier this century, commercLal harvests of nrazor clams row are minor in
Washington. Annua~ harvests peaked at 3.2 million pour~ls of meats in 191 ~ and still averaged
about 2 million pounds durincj the 1930s, but hawests substantially deciine, t thereafter. By the
1970s, commercial harw.~sts annually averaged less than 270,000 pounds; :his reduced volume
reflected natural and hurnan-caused population declines, as well as ever-in~, teasing recreational
harvests. Harvests dropped to only a few thousand pounds annually by the early 1980s due to a
variety of problems: El Nino-r~l.lated temperature changes, the Mt. St. Helot eruption, and
diseases. The resurgence of coastal Washington razor clam populations dL ring the latter 1980s
did not signal the return of notable commercial hawests; ~ecreational harvests now dominate
human use.

Sources:

Schink, T. J. K. ,~,. McGraw, and Ko K° Chew° 1983. F’acrlic coast clam fisi eries. W~shington
State Sea Grani Techrfical Rep. 83-1. Univ. of Washington, Seattle, WA. ’2 pp.

Leonard, D. L aE~,d D. ,¢. Slaughter. 1990. Quality of shellfish growing wat, Jrs on the West Coast of
the United States. NO,~A, Natl. Ocean Serv., Strate,~ic Asses~rnents Bra ~ch, 6001 Executive
Blvd., Suite 220~ Rockville, MD. 52 pp.

Washington Departmerri: of Fisheries. 19&3. !982 Fisheries StatisticaJ Re ~ort for the State of
Washington. C~mpiled =~=r~d ed/ted by Wo D. W~¢rd a~i L J. Ek=ines. Wash, Dep. Fish., Olympia,
WA. 77pp.

Washington Departmerr!: of Fisheries. 1987. 1986 Fisheries Statistica! Re ~ort for the State of
Washington. Compiled m~ editedby W. D. Ward a~i L J. F!~oines. Wash. Dep. Fish., Olympia,
WA. 89 pp.

Personal communicatio~,~ from O. Simons, Wasln. Dep. of Fisheries, Monta.~.ano, WA.

Personal communication from 1"o Link, Oregon Oep. of Fisheries and Wildlit ~, Astoria, OR.
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Table 5, Comparative s gnificance of study areas based on the distribution of selected

Spiny Dogfisr~ 1/ @
Pacific Herring .1/ ~.

Pacific Sardine C~
No,,hem Ancl’~:~

Pink Salrnon 1-/ ~’ ~
Chum: sakmon .1_/?J i
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VII Information on Marin# Fishes

Both the comparat ve siignificance analysis of species distribt tions (Table 5) and the
analysis weighted by species abundance (Table 6) reve~:l that offshore and
intermediate areas under sanctuary consideration (Areas 1,2,3,5, and 6) general!!/
are more significant for marine fishes than inshore an~as (Areas 4 and 7).

Using commercial harvests as a means of assessing the sigrificance of fish stocks
within the proposed sanctuary region relative to other pa~ts of the contiguous
U.S. West Coast, the following is noted:
--About 15°/,, of all West Coat groundfish harvests come rom the sanctuary study

region (based or’~ 1987-1988 data); and
--Nearly 13% of all salmonharvests come from the region (1988-1990).

¯ When looking at commercial harvests, offshore Areas 1 and !i were the most imporo
tant. More than two-thirds of annual 1987-88 stuciy region I~ arvests came from
these areas for the following species:
~Pacific ocean perch
--Lingcod
~English sole
--Dover sole
--Pacific cod, and
--Sablefish.

¯ Area 5, alone, produced the majority of harw;sts of widow ro(kfish.

Although non-coastal areas scored highest in the comparativ.~ significance analyses,
the importance of coastal waters for marine fislqes is unc~er~cored by the associa-
tion of many species with estuarine habitats:
--Four of the top ten fishes commercially harvested along ti~e outer coast of

Washington are either estuarine-associated (i.e., they use estuaries during some
time in their lives) or estuadne-dependent (i.e., they requre estuaries to com-.
plete their life cycles). (Examples of estuadne associate(J/dependent species 
chinook, coho, and chum salmon, and lingcod) (Table 

--The top four recreational species (chinook and coho saln’ on, steelhead, and
lingcod) for Washir~tgton all utilize estuaries, at ~east as ju/eniles.

Note: Also see Tables 1 .. and 2. (Commercial ~andir~Lgs and vali Jes...) in Section 
Socio-econornic Coastal Characteristics.



Table 6. Comparative significance of study areas6aSed!on the relative abundance and
importance of selected fish species occurring off Washington.

Density ,Area Area Area I Area Area Area ] AreaFISHES Index 1 2 3 4 5 6/ 7¯ : : :. :. ¯ ¯ : :x:: <.. : ..... .:’: ::’: ...... | .............. ¯ .................... 6 .............

:::: :::;: : ::::::: :: : :::!:::::::: :::::::::: .... ¯ ........ :.:::.....< . .. ......

Pacific Herring 5 10 10 10 10

’iii iiii:i ilOil i i: i::i:

10 15

¯ .... ...... .... ............. <:.:<< :.:: :::. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :: : :

Northern Anchovy 5 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

- , ........ .-x.: .><. :--.x,-:-::. ::<: .: << .::.>><x:: :, ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::;:i:~:!::::: ::: ::: :::::::::::: .:: :::::::.: : : :2::U::
Chum Salmon 7 14 14 14 14 t4 14 14

: .:::::: :" :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ================================== ::;::::’::: .:::~:: x:.:: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :: .::::2 :::

Sockeye Salmon 5 15 10 10 15 10 10 10

: :<.<.....+.> :4:’. "
Steelhead 8 24 24 24 24 24 24 24

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;::::i:::::::::::::: ::::!:i::i::: ! : i ::::: :
: :::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: : ::::::::: ::::: :.: .:: ...........

: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1::::: ::.:: :::: : ::::. ::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :: :: ::::::
Walleye Pollock 4 12 12 12 8 12 12 8

Jack Mackerel 3 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

Chub Mackerel 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1

Pacific Bonito 1 1 1 1 1 1
: iiii :~i i ii iiiii:iiiiiii~i;iiiiiil i!il i ~ i i ij ~:~ :::’":: .~ .......

Pacific Barracuda 1 1 1 1 ’1 1 1 1

Pacific Ocean Perch 6 18 18 6 6 18 6 6

Sablefish 8 24 24 8 8 24 8 8

Pacific Halibut 4
¯

12 12 12 4 12 12 4
ii .i :.i i:. i i : ! I i ii! ii’: ii :i ........,

Flathead Sole 2 6 6 6 2 6 6 2: :: : !: :i:i: ~’: ::! : : : :" : : : :i: : ::" ::: i :: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :::::: : : :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :" ":’:: : : :’":: :-::i
Starry Flounder 5 5 5 10 15 5 10 15

i i ii! i i ,jii:: 
Arrowtooth Flounder 5 10 ’ 15 15 5 15 15 5

:::~:~:~:~:~:.-:.:.:.~ .....................................~ ............ ~ ...........................

Legend:
Density Index: Defined as the relative density or
abundance of the species, based on commercial and
recreational harvests. Rated 1 - 10, with 1 = rare, and 10 =
highly abundant.
Key for Areas t - 7
21 - 30 = Very Significant. Species has broad areal
coverage of the analysis area, and/or is abundanL
11 - 20 = Significant. Species has some areal coverage,
and/or is present in some abundance.
0 - 10 = Not Significant. Species is either present or only
occasionally occurs there: low, if any, abundance,

Source: Strategic Assessment Branch (SA8)
analysis of the State of Washington commercial
and recreational catch statistics in relation to
species distribution maps in the NOAA West Coast
of North America, Coastal and Ocean Zones
Strategic Assessment: Data Atlas, Invertebrate and
Fish Pre-publication Volume, NOAA, SAB, Roc_~-
ville MD
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¯ Coastal Areas 4 and 7 standout from other areas under consi,Jeration for sanctuary
status when distributions of marine birds are examined (Tabe 7). Examples follow.

¯ Lands adjacent to Area 7 (around Grays Harbor) contain one 3f only two major
concentrations of adult bald eagles along the contiguous U.S. West Coast.

¯ Only two major co~onie~i~ of rhinocerous auklet (>20,0(}0 birds) occur within 
contiguous U.S.A One occurs along the coast of Area 4 and the other is found
in the adjacent Strait of Juan De Fuca.

¯ Only two large colonies of tufted puffins (>1,000 birds) occur ~ithin the contiguous
U.S. One is found along the coast of Area 4o

¯ Grays Harbor and Willat3a Bay in Area 7 are fina~ staging ~Lre~s for shorebird migra-
tions during early spring.

The following relate 11:o seabird comonies:

Seabird populations in Washington represent 12% of the cont guous U.S. West Coasl:
total of 4.5 million birds (Table 8).

In toto, over 500,000 seabirds occur in nesting colonies withir~ Washington. Neariiy
70% of these occur along the outer coast; over 325,000 seabirds are found in Area ,4
and about 45,500 are present in colonies in Area 7o

Nesting colonies along the outer coast of Washington (Figure 15) contain more than
50% of contiguous U.S. ’West Coast total populations for the following species:
~Fork-taJled storm-petrel
---Caspian tern
---Cassin’s auklet
--Tufted puffin.



Table 7. Estimates of seabird populations in areas considered for the coastal Washington
marine sanctuary.

Species
1

Ufe Stage I Es’dmates for Estimates by Stale
l

California

4,10
’ 24s

Total for
Contiguous
West Coast

Area 4 Area 7 Washington O~on

3:878: :¢00:~$688
Ocear~om,,~:h.zr¢,~ : ..... Ju~ile$::.::: 1~3~1]i:: ::: 2,327 1 1244) : :2,813

Leach’s Storm-peVel Adults 25,298 0 35,700 435,458 9,870 481,028
Oceanodroma leucorhoa Juveniles 15,179 0 21,420 261 ,:275 5,922 288,617

.... . ’ ! i " "--"

Oceat~drorr~ch~oa:: ,lu~;er~ite~: 0 ::: ::0 _ :2;312:: : ! 2,3t2

Brown Pelican Adults 0 0 0 0 2,690 2,690
Pelecanus occidentalis Juveniles 0 0 0 0 1,614 1,614

Brandfs Cormorant Adults 458 96 554 22,730 59,960 83,244
Phalacrocorax penicillatus Juveniles 1,053 221 t ,274 t 52,279 137,908 191,461

P:elaglC Cormora~: ! : " i ......... i:::: ...... ¯ ....
! .... ....

::, :: .......
:/Z:3.98 .... ~40: :: 4866 i 10;.99£ I?.,:100 :: :27965"

Pha/acrocorax~i.a~us: jij~;~i~: i: ~;isi5 : : 552 !.!.je2 ....

25~:~.’
~,83o 64,~---~

Black Oystercatcher Adults 194 0 334 358 358 1,050
Haematopus bachmani Juveniles 213 0 367 394 394 1,155

GlaUcou~-winged/Wester. Gull 39’44i !i~i15~ 43,060 ::921001
Lan~glauc~scert~.~rus Juveeiles 13850 13:9~ 67,050 : 78,7..%!~ i:::156;402

Caspian Tern
Sterma caspia

Leasl Tern :
Sterna anti.rum :

Common Murre
Uria aa/ge

Pigeon Guillemot :1

C epphus coh~’nba .....

Adults 0 7,918 7,918 0 1,480 9,398
Juveniles 0 11,085 11,085 0 2,072 13,157

: : : "iii
~Its 0:0 0 O
JUveniles :0 0 0: : 0 2;719 2,7t9

Adults 30,780 0 30,780 426,280 351,336 898,396
Juveniles 18~468 0 ....... 18,468 255,768 210,802 485,038

Cassin’s Auklet 63,400 151,100
Ptychoramphus aleuticus 38,040 90,660

Cet~r/~’n¢~ mono¢era ta"

Tufted Puffin 5,031 266 28,639
Fratercula cirrhata 3,019 160 17,183

: 69 :: 4,270- 4,g96

Adults 87,599 0 87,600 1 (30
Juveniles 52,559 0 52,560 60

Juveniles : 0 i :: 36,488 ¯ # :. !

Adults 18,051 0 23,342
Juveniles 10,831 0 14,005

TOTAL - Adults 192,934 17,467 263,352. 911,316 .¢~.8,989 1,703,657

TOTAL- Juveniles 272,535 635.(TZ9 1,926,276 2~834~839

TOTAL ,-(~4~r~" ii ’ 1
..... .... : :. : :..., ::i: ::.:: ::::

Sources:
Sowls, A. L., A~ R. DeGange, J. W. Nelson, and G. S. Lester. 1980. Catalog of California seabird colonies. U.S.

Fish and Wildl. Serv., Bic, l. Serv. Program. FWS/OBS 80/37.
Massey, B.W. 1988. California least tern field study, 1988 breeding season. Cal. Dept. Fish and "Game Contract

FG 7660, Cal. State Univ., Long Beach, CA.
Speich, S. M. and T. R. Wahl. 1989. Catalog ol Washington seabird colonies,. U.S. Fish and Wildl. Serv., Biol.

Rpt. 88(6).
Carter, E. R., D. L Jaques, C. S. Stror~3, G. J. McChesney, M. W. Parks¢, ,~d J. E. Takekawa. In prep. Survey of

seabird colonies in notlhern and cent~aJ California. U.S.Fish and Wild. Serv:, Dixon, CA.
Strategic Assessment Branch. 1990. Crnas (Computer Mapping "and A,,~aLV~is System) ,-malysis of seabird

colonies for the west coast of North A.medca. NOAA/SAB, Rod4v~lle, MO.
Personal communications from R. Lowe for Oregon info~Tnation.



Table 8. Comparative significance of study areas based on the distributions of set~ted marine bird
species occurring off WashingS.on.

MARINE BIRDS

Western & Clark’s Grebes

Area [ Area Area ] Area t A~ea ! Area
1 | 2 5 L,=. 6

California Gull

Common & Thick Billed Murres 4/

~nt M~te~

C;assin’s Auklet
:: ::.:. ......

:̄ :.,:: ...:::-: .. :: ..:

O O

!iii!iii!i!iilii!!ii!!!iii!i!i

0Tufted Puffin

.k. ~-:.:.:. ~.:. -: :.:...: :.: :.

©

............................:.::.:.:.:.: :.:;::.:.:.: ;.:.:..

0

0

::j:::: :: :h

0 0
:::::::; / :;: :, .:: -: ’..::-: :::::2: ::::::::: - ::.:.:::: :::::::::::::::::::::. ..........-......................., .. ...............

~"m .:.......,:,.:.. ................ ,..... ¯ ~t~ :.:.:.: :::.:.::...: .::::.:.:+::+:.:.:.:.:.:.::.:.::.:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::.::::,::j::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~::::::::j:;:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::2:::::::::::::::::::;: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:: "=’~:: :~:~ :

:! ~:i~:~,,,,_~" ’~i"-" " ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :i : : :::::::::::::::::::::::::I:::F.:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::.3hi:~. :~::.:h."::: ~:!:!!}~(:i -~:! ::::.:(.):: !:i::::i:}::--~:j:-:i:--::: 

O Not Significant = 1

Significant = 2
0 Very Significant = 3

species ,3istdbution along
the contiguous U.S. West
Coast.)

,.£4:wrcs: Strategic Assessrner t Branch (SAB). West
Coast of North America Coas al and Ocean Zones
,~rategic Assessn~nt: Data , ~tlas, Marine Birds
Pre-publication Volume. NO/,A, SAB, Rockville, MD.

FC~OTNOTES:
1/ Pelagic seabird.
2/ Uses Region as a non-breeding, wintering area.
3/ Possible staging area for s£nng migra[ions.

4/ Mainly present dudng winte"
5/ A summary/of point values i.e. significance) associated
with all specie’s within an area.
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Figure 15. Percentages of contiguous U.S. West Coast seabird populations present within coastal
Washington areas under consideration for marine sanctuary status.

Sources:
Sowls, A. L., A. R. DeGange, J. W. Nelson, and G. S. Les~r. 1980. CataJog of CaJifomia seabird colonies. U.S.

Fish and Wild. Serv., Biol. Sent. Program. FWS/OBS 80/37.
Massey, B.W. 1988. California least tem field study, !988 bmecrlng season. Cal. Dept. Fish and Game ConU’act

FG 7660, CaL State Univ., Long Beach, CA.
Speich, S. M. ~md T. R. Wahl. 1989. Catalog of Washington seabird colonies. U.S. Fish and Wildl. Serv., BioL

RpL 88(6).
Carter, E. R., D. I_ Jaques, C. S. Strong, G. J. McChesney, M. W. Parker, and J. E. Takekawa. In prep. Survey of

sealoird oolonies in rorlhern and oenU’ai CallfomiL U.S.Fish and Wildl. Serv., Dixon, CA.
Strategic Assessment Branch. 1990, Cmas (Computer Mapping and Analysis System) analysis of seabird

colonies for the west coast of North America. NOAA/SAB, Rockvile, MD.
Personal communications from P,. Lowe for Oregon ink)rmatton.
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IX Information on Ma~ine Mammals

¯ A comparative significance analysis of marine mammal distibutions (Table; 8) sug-
gests that offshore areas under consideration for marine ~;anctuary status (Areas 1,
2, and 5) are more important for mariine mammal distdbu~t ons than other areas.

¯ In general, most of the region under consiaeration for sanc uary status occurs
within migration pathways for several species.

¯ A major adult summer area for the endangered fin whah~ o~’,curs along the continen-
tal slope seaw~a, rd oi: the study area.,



Comparaw,~ s~gnificanc~ of study areas based on the distributions 0t seh~ted

Area ’~ea
6 7

.....,,.... . ....
:: 2. :: f . ¯: >4:.

.:.:,:::::2:::<< :::::::::2::: :::::<::x xc: < ,
::-::: :::::::::::: ,: :2::,,, :: ::::: : ̄  :: :: : ":

6/ Year*n)und Adult ~b’ati(ms o(x:~r ~n Areas 6 and 
7/ E.,-~tangeted.

~eas ~po~Im~nt during seasen~l rn~ratic, p,s in Nov.-
June.
~ e~l~ir~l in nor~ Pacific (-~.’TO0 animals).

10/ Feed~ and migration areas oc~ off Wasttingto~.
1 !/ A ~ ad~,,dt area oom~ or1 ~le ~:x~l~inenlai ,’slope

seaward t~ ~ study region during April-Sept.; addiliorml
LMMdua~ migrate I:hrough ar,~a in ~ - OcL.
t 2/ A summary of point value~ (i.e. s’~nifi~w::e) assorted
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Table A.1--Land use by county and USGS Cataloging Unit in lands adjacent to waters considered
for the proposed coastal Washington marine sanctuary.

Study
Area County Land use (in square miles)

Urban Acjriculture Rarcje Forest Wetlands Totals

4 Clallam 29 35 11 1550 16 1641
4 Jefferson 22 9 17 1572 8 1627

4 & 7 Grays Harbor 34 58 6 1751 57 1906
7 Pacific 10 ~R 6 794 16 854

Study Cataloging
Area Unit Land use (in square miles)

Urban Agriculture Rancje Forest Wetlands Totals

4 17100101 9 4 9 1132 il 1165
4 17100102 6 0 1 1041 34 1082
7 17100104 (1) 15 37 1 780 9 843
7 17100105 11 4 2 430 18 466
7 17100106 11 27 6 869 17 929

Total 42 58 10 3121 ~ 3320

(1) Land use information for Cataloging Unit 17100103 is not available.

Source: Strategic Assessment Branch. 1988. West Coast Land Use Data for NCPDI Counties [data base].
Rockville, MD: OMNNOAA.
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Appendix B. Freshwater Flow Information

Information on Freshwater Inputs into Areas Considered for the Proposed Coastal
Washington Marine Sanctuary

Appendix Table B.1. lists the major rivers and streams in watersheds which drain into coastal portions of
the sanctuary study region, along with the average long-term flow and the drainage area above the gage
from which flow is measured. Of the 20 rivers and streams shown on Table B.1, the Chelhalis River, which
discharges to Grays Harbor, has the largest flow. Compared to other major rivers on the West Coast, the
rivers in this region are relatively small in terms of long term average flow. For example, the long-term flow
of the Columbia River, measured at a point upstream of the confluence with the Williamette River, is about
40 times larger than that of the Chehalis River (192,000 cubic feet per second (cfs) versus 5,100 cfs).

While relatively small in terms of flow, the rivers adjacent to the study region have high water yields - the
volume of river flow generated per unit area of land - compared to other rivers on the West Coast. For
example, the Quinault River ranks first in water yield of the 47 rivers inventoried by NOAA in 1990, with a
yield of 10.77 cfs per square mile, while the Columbia River ranks 40th on the West Coast, with a yield of
0.8 cfs per square mile. Water yield is a function of many factors, including precipitation, land use and
topography of the river’s watershed. In this case, the high yields for rivers in the study area primarily
reflects substantial precipitation in the region and the relatively steep topography associated with
mountainous terrain.

Source: Personal communication with Steve Rohmann, NOAA Strategic Assessment Branch, Rockville, MD.



Table B.1--tnformation on freshwater ftow of rivers in lands adiacent to areas under consideration for the proposed ooastal Washington r~=,i ...... t.=,’,,

Average daily Drainage area Ranking Yield Ranking
Study flow (in cubic at Gage (in based (average flow/ based
Area River Name Monitoring Station Location feet per second) square miles) on flow (1) drainage area) on yield (2)

4 Queets River near Clearwater 4,227 445 14 9.50 4
4 Qulnault River at Qulneult Lake 2.843 264 17 10.77 1
4 Hoh River at Highway 101 near Forks 2,521 253 18 9.96 3
4 Soleduck River near Quillayute 1,465 219 24 6.69 11
4 Bogachk~i River near Forks g65 111 2B 8.60 5
4 Raft Ri~r below .Rainy C.zeeK neaz- Queers ~,.~ 7’6 3a 7.1 4 ~,
4 Dickey River near La Push 525 86 33 6.10 17
4 Ozette River at Ozette 337 78 35 4.32 24
4 .’..~’~_4ips River at M~..~Ji~ zoo ~ ~ 5,7i 18
4 ~ River below Millet Creek nee Ozett_e !~ ,~ 43 6.19 i6

7 ChehaJis River near Satsop 5,109 1,761 11 2.90 317 Humptullpa River near Humplulips 1,335 130 25 10.27 2
7 Wynoochee River below Black Creek near Montesano 1,235 180 25 6.86 10
7 North River near Raymond 963 219 2~’ 4.40 23
7 Will~ River near Willapa 628 t3o "~ 4,83
7 t’~l~lle Rivel" ~st" Naseiie .42_5 ~ ~ 7.73 6
............................... ==,J~ ~o ~ 4.09 257 S. Fk., Naselk~ River near Naselle 129 ~8 43 ?.t7 7

7 North N6mah River near South Bend 11’3 18 44 6.39 137 SaJrnon Creek near Naselie 112 16 45 7.00 91"o=1 24,102

(I) Compares ~e average 0aity ~tow |or 47 rivers ~tischarging into _the Pacific Ocee.n -qnd ,~Jgm Sound.

cfs); and Ihe Sacramento River (25,217 cfs). - ................ ~ .......... ~ ........ ~ ........ R,~=, ~3~,=,.,o
(2) Compares the yield for 47 dyers discharging into ~he Pacific Ocean and Puget Sound.

Source: Personal communication with Steve Rohmenn. Strategic Assessment Branch, OMA/NOAA.
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Appendix C. Pollution of Coastal Waters Information

Agricultural Pesticide Use in Lands Adjacent to Areas Considered for the Proposed
Coastal Washington Marine Sanctuary

Lands adjacent to study Areas 4 and 7 contain relatively minor agricultural activity. The majority of these
lands are forested (approximately 90%). The average agricultural acreage by county within these two
study areas is only 3.6% (Appendix D Table D 1.3.). The major crops (excluding pasture/range) are alfalfa,
barley, corn, wheat and peas. According to NOAA’s National Coastal Pollutant Discharge Inventory, which
maintains a data base of estimates on pesticide use for 28 common agricultural pesticides, the highest
application by county for Areas 4 and 7 occurs in Grays Harbor County, with 6,836 pounds (base year
1982). In contrast, San Joaquin County, California is 98% agricultural area, with an estimated 658,000
pounds of the 28 agricultural pesticides applied. Typical of most pesticide application, herbicides make up
the majority of amounts applied to lands adjacent to the proposed sanctuary region. Also, it should be
noted that Clallum and Jefferson counties extend inland to Puget Sound; as a result, the total amount of
agricultural pesticides applied in study Areas 4 and 7 is probably less than amounts estimated for those
entire counties.

Additional Sources of Pesticides

Agricultural pesticide use in the Puget Sound and Columbia River Estuarine Drainage Areas (EDAs) 
significantly higher than in drainage areas discharging to coastal waters of the proposed marine sanctuary.
While it is possible that pesticides from the Columbia River and Puget Sound EDAs may affect the areas of
the proposed sanctuary, it is unlikely because of travel times and amounts of dilution that occur in these
systems.

Comparison of West Coast Pesticide Application Patterns by State

In comparison to the rest of the West Coast, Washington ranks second to California in agricultural
pesticide application to coastal areas. More than three times as much pesticide was applied in coastal
areas of California than in Washington. It should be noted, however, that California has significantly more
coastal land area than Oregon and Washington combined.

Source: National Coastal Pollutant Discharge Inventory Program Data Base on Pesticide Use in Coastal Areas
of the United States



Appendix Table C.1. Summary of pollutant discharges into counties adjacent to the proposed Washington marine sanctua~j, by USGS Cataloging Unit
and source category (circa 1984).

Flow (millions of gallons per year)

Point Sources Nonpoint Sources All Sources

USGS Study Wastewater Direct Industrial Urban Cropland Forestland Pasture/ Upstream
Cataloging Unit Area Treatment Plants Dischargers Runoff Runoff Runoff Range Sources Total

17100101 4 40 7,630 567 0 798,700 6,666 0 813,603
17100102 4 97 4,232 0 0 599,100 582 0 604,011
17100103 7 8 11,800 173 2,440 12,220 1,649 824,000 852,289
17100104 7 417 27,480 11,800 14,350 315,600 12,470 0 382,117
17100105 7 2,403 17,530 7,154 4,390 219,800 1,260 0 252,537
17100106 7 636 6,033 100 3,782 212,700 5,973 0 229,224

Study Region Total: 3,602 74,705 19,794 24,962 2,158,120 28,600 824,000 3,133,781
West Coast Total: 971,400 702,000 862,500 750,200 8,858,000 1,352,000 94,850,000 112,500,000
% of West Coast: 0.4 10.6 2.3 3.3 24.4 2.1 0.9 2.8

BOD - Biochemical Oxygen Demand (tons per year)

Point Sources Nonpoint Sources All Sources

USGS Study Wastewater Direct Industrial Urban Cropland Forestland Pasture/ Upstream
Cataloging Unit Area Treatment Plants Dischargers Runoff Runoff Runoff Range Sources Total

17100101 4 5.1 153.0 28.4 0.0 8,061.1 9.4 0.0 8,257.0
17100102 4 12.9 84.8 0.0 0.0 4,152.1 0.8 0.0 4,250.6
17100103 7 1.1 1,648.0 10.9 93.8 116.3 4.8 5,160.0 7,034.8
17100104 7 63.5 4,068.2 589.0 28.4 5,187.4 11.2 0.0 9,947.7
17.100105 7 89.8 2,384.0 459.0 0.3 3,526.0 1.2 0.0 6,460.3
17100106 7 114.0 482.3 50.3 256.6 7,058.5 21.5 0.0 7,983.3

Study Region Total: 286.3 8,820.3 1,137.6 379.1 28,101.5 48.8 5,160.0 43,933.7
West Coast Total: 339,670.0 54,580.0 46,748.0 58,652.0 232,630.0 163,840.0 620,180.0 1,516,300.0
% of West Coast: 0.1 16.2 2.4 0.6 12.1 0.0 0.8 2.9

Source: Strategic Assessment Branch, NOAh., 1984: The National Coastal Pollutant Discharge Inventory, RockviUe, MD



Appendix Table C.1. Summary of pollutant discharges into counties adjacent to the proposed Washington marine sanctuary, by USGS Cataloging Unit
and source category (circa 1984).

TSS - Total Suspended Solids (tons per year)

Point Sources Nonpoint Sources All Sources

USGS Study Wastewater Direct ~ndustrial Urban Cropland Forestland Pasture/ Upstream

Cata!oging Unit Ar6~ Treatment Plants Dischargers Runoff Runoff Runoff Range Sources

17100101 4 5.1 191.0 426.0 0.0 474,010.0 314.7 0.0

17100102 4 18,6 106,2 0.0 0.0 787,520.0 108.0 0.0

17100103 7 !.! 95! .0 13&0 4,690.7 5,634.0 237.8 20,600.0

17100104 7 88.3 4,398.3 8,840.0 1,435.1 209,640.0 615.9 0.0

17100105 7 66.8 5,782.4 5,744.0 20.8 141,0! 0.0 60.6 0.0

17100106 7 174.0 362.2 755.0 11,716.0 282,110.0 1,434.3 0.0

Total

474,950.0
787,750.0
32,253.O

225,020.0
152,680.0
296,550.0

Study Region Total: 353.8 11,791.1 15,903.0 17,862.5 1,899,924.0 2,771.4 20,600.0

West Coast Totat: 224,090°0 77:892.0 860,710.0 9,737,500 23,592,000 35,790,000 30,833,000

% of West Coast: 0.2 15.1 2.4 0.2 &i 0.0 0.1

1,969,205.9
101,000,000

1.9

Point Sources

TN - Total Nitrogen (tons per year)

Nonpoint Sources

USGS Study Wastewater Direct Industrial Urban Cropland Forestland Pasture/ Upstream

Cataloging Unit Area Treatment Plants Dischargers Runoff Runoff Runoff Range Sources

U.U17100101 4 i .9 LL..~ 6.5 4.7

17100102 4 4.6 12.4 0.0 0.0 2,075.8 0.4 0.0

17100103 7 0.5 I 16.7 2. i 73. I 58.2 2.4 2,890.0

! 7100! 04 7 22.9 104.2 136.0 29.1 2,593.6 5.6 0.0

17100105 7 113.5 65.5 89.1 3.6 1,763.1 0.6 0.0

17100106 7 37.1 31.4 11.6 139.6 3,524.0 10.8 0.0

Study Region Total: 180.4 352.5 245.4 245.4 14,038.3 24.4 2,890.0

West Coast Total: 55,648.0 3,605.1 10,167.0 39,110.0 116,300.0 81,931.0 330,520.0

% of West Coast: 0.3 9.8 2.4 0.6 12.1 0.0 0.9

Source: Strategic Assessment Branch, NOAA, 1984: The NationalCoastal Pollutant Discharge Inventory, Rockville, MD

All Sources

Total

4,058.9
2,093.2
3,143.0
2,891.4
2,035.4
3,754.5

17,976.3
644,520.0

2.8



Appendix Table C. 1. Summary of pollutant discharges into counties adjacent to the proposed Washington marine sanctuary, by USGS Cataloging Unit
and source category (circa 1984).

TP - Total Phosphorus (tons per year)

Point Sources Nonpoint Sources All Sources

USGS Study Wastewater Direct Industrial Urban Cropland Forestland Pasture/ Upstream
Cataloging Unit Area Treatment Plants Dischargers Runoff Runoff Runoff Range Sources Total

17100101 4 1.3 3.2 1.0 0.0 40.2 0.0 0.0 45.8
! 7100! 02 4 2.6 1.8 0.0 0.0 20.8 0.0 0.0 25.4
17! 00103 7 0°4 4.5 0.3 2.3 0.6 0.0 ! ?g. ~’~ i 37.2
17100104 7 17.3 8.0 20.6 1.2 25.9 0.1 0.0 73.1
17100105 7 71.4 3.2 144 t~ ~ 17 ~ n n r, ~ ,,, ,~-..... , ¯ .~ v,v -~’,U ! U6.C~
11100106 7 30.0 2.7 1.8 2.1 35.2 0.1 0.0 7! =g

Study Region Totah 123.2 23.4 38.0 5.9 140.4 0.2 129.0 460.1
West Coast Total: 39,844.0 312.9 1,576.7 1,029.6 1,163.0 819.3 30,738.0 75,574.0
% of West Coast: 0.3 7.5 2.4 0.6 12.1 0.0 0.4 0.6

As - Arsenic (tons per year)

Point Sources Nonpoint Sources All Sources

Study Region Total: 0.5 0.0 0.6 0.1 12.4 0.0 3.4 17.0West Coast Total: 91.7 24.1 24.2 77.7 114.5 221.8 630.7 !, ! 84.6% of West Coast: 0.5 0.1 2.4 0.1 10.8 0.0 0.5 1.4
c, , .~. ~6.--A _t_ ¯ ........ ~ ,,.~ou,~.~. ,.~,,.-,Ley,~ ~s=~u~:~menL ~rancn, NOAA, i984: The Nationai Coastal Pollutant Discharge Inventory, Rockville, MD

USGS Study Wastewater Direct Industria[ Urban Croptand ForestJand Pasture/ Upstream
Catak~tng Unit Are~ Treatment PJsnLs Dischargers ,~,uno,~ Runoff Runoff Range Sources Totai

17100101 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 00 0.0 3, i17100102 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.1 0.0 0.0 5,1
........ ~,.~, ~,.~ 6.U u.u u.0 0.0 3.4 3.5
17100104 7 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.817100105 7 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 1.517100106 7 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 1.8 0.0 0.0 2.0



Appendix Table C.1. Summary of pollutant discharges into counties adjacent to the proposed Washington marine sanctuary, by USGS Cataloging Unit
and source category (circa 1984).

Cd - Cadmium (tons per year)

Point Sources Nonpoint Sources All Sources

USGS Study Wastewatar Direct Industrial Urban Cropland Forestland Pasture/ Upstream

Cataloging Unit Area Treatment Plants Dischargers Runoff Runoff Runoff Range Sources Total

17100t01 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2

17100i 02 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.3

17100103 7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4 3.4

17100104 7 0,1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2

17100105 7 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.4

! 7! 00106 7 0.1 0.0 0,0 0.0 0. I 0.0 0.0 0.2

Study Region Total: 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.0 0,8 0.0 3~4 4.8

West Coast Total: 72,9 8.2 7.3 3.9 9.4 14.3 431.7 547.7
,~ A n o 8,0 O,0 0.8 0.9

% of W6st Coa~: 0.4 i .6

Cr - Chromium (tons per year)

Point Sources Nonpoint Sources

USGS Study Wastawater Direcl IndustFial Urban Cropland Forestland Pasture/ Upstream

Cataloging Unit Area Treatment Plants Dischargers Runoff Runoff Runoff Range Sources

All Sources

Total

_ _ ~ n 47 ,a 0.0 0.0 47.5
4--t,~ 4: ! ~ 00!0, 4 U.U 0,0 0.0

17100102 4 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 78.8 0,0 0.0 78.8

! 7100103 7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.6 0.0 34.4 35.5

17100104 7 0.1 1.0 0.5 0.1 21.0 0.i 0.0 22.8

17100105 7 0.4 1.5 0.5 0.0 14. ! 0.0 0.0 16.6

i 7100106 7 0.2 0.0 0.0 1.2 28.2 0.1 0.0 29.8

Study Region Total: 0.8 2.6 1.1 1.8 190.0 0.3 34.4

West Coast Total: 240.8 74.5 42.5 814.5 2,166.4 3,017.2 4,195.5

% of West Coast: 0.3 3.4 2.5 0.2 8.8 0.0 0.8

Source: Strategic Assessment Branch, NOAA, 1984: The National Coastal Pollutant Discharge Inventory, Rockville, MD

230.8
I0,551.3

2.2



Appendix Table C. 1. Summary of pollutant discharges into counties adjacent to the proposed Washington marine sanctuary, by USGS Cataloging Unit
and source category (circa 1984).

Pb - Lead (tons per year)

Point Sources Nonpoint Sources

USGS Study Wastewater Direct Industrial Urban Cropland Forestland Pasture/ UpstreamCataloging Unit Area Treatment Plants Dischargers Runoff Runoff Runoff Range Sources

All Sources

Total

17100101 4 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 11.4 0.0 0.0 1 ! .817100i 02 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ! 5.7 0,0 0.0 15.7,7, O0 ,,,,, 7 .,0 0,0 0.2 O. I O. i 0.0 i 7.4 1 7.817100104 7 0.1 0.3 8.9 0.0 4.2 0.0 0.0 13.617100105 7 0.5 I I 6,3 n r, ........... -~-- :,o U.U U.U IU.~17100108 7 0.t 0.0 n ~_ n ~ 5.6 ......... ~,= u.u u.u 6.8
Study Region Total: 0.7 1.4 16.6 0.4 39.8 0.1 17.4West Coast Total: 191.5 55.7 684.4 204.0 411.4 824.6 1,013.2% of West Coast: 0.4 2.5 2.4 0.2 9.7 0.0 1.7

76,3
3,384.8

2.3

¢..,

Hg - Memury (pounds per year)

Point Sources ...... NonDoint Sources

USGS Study Wastewater Direct Industrial Urban Cropland Foresfland Pa_st-re/ UpstreamCataloging Un~ Area Treatment Piants Dischargers Runoff Runoff Runoff Range Sources

Aft Sources

Total
17100101 4 0.t n ’~~,.~, 0.5 0.0 i 32.~, 0.1 0.0 133.317100102 4 0.3 0.0 0.0 0 ~ i ~ 7 P ? ~.C i CC.;1 / ] 00103 / 0.0 0.0 0.2 1.0 1.9 0.1 725.0 728.217100104 7 1.7 6.9 9.8 0.6 82.0 0.2 0.0 101.217100105 7 7,6 15.8 9.2 0.0 56.3 0.0 0.0 89.017100106 7 2.8 0.t 0.8 4.7 1 t2.5 0.6 0.0 121.5

Study Region Total: 12.5 22.8 20.6 6.2 551.1 1.0 725.0West Coast Total: 4.535.3 .ql :~ a ~.~ ~ ,~ o~t~ A.................. 4,377.2 8,27i .i 227,861.4% of West Coast: 0.3 2.5 2.5 0.3 12.6 0.0 0.3
Source: Strategic Assessment Branch, NOAA, 1984: The National Coastal Pollutant Discharge Inventory, Rockville, MD

1,339.2
249,191.9

0.5



Appendix Table C.I. Summary of pollutant discharges into counties adjacent to the proposed Washington marine sanctuary, by USGS Cataloging Unit
and source category (circa 1984).

011 and Grease (tons per year)

Point Sources Nonpoint Sources All Sources

USGS Study Wastewater Direct Industrial Urban Cropland Forestland Pasture/ Upstream

Cataloging Unit Area Treatment Plants Dischargers Runoff Runoff Runoff Range Sources Total

17100101 4 2.6 0.0 16.9 0.0 0.0 0=0 0.0 19.5

17100102 4 4.6 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 4.6

17t 00103 7 1.0 0.0 5.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1

t 7100104 7 33.6 2.4 191.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 227,0

17100105 7 116.5 0,6 159.4 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 27&4

17100106 7 60.9 0.7 15.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 77.0

S~udy Region Total: 219.1 3.6 387.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6i 0,6

West Coast Total: 62,561.5 1,652.2 29,581.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 93,795.1

% of West Coast: 0.4 0.2 1.3 N/A N/A N/A N/A 0,7

Source: Strategic Assessment Branch, NOAh,, t984: The National Coastal Pollutant Discharge inventory, Rockviiie, MD



Appendix Table C.2--Major point source dischargers into counties adjacent to areas under consideration, for the proposed coastal Washington
marine sanctuary (circa 1984).

Study USGS NPDES SIC Flow - In millionsArea Cataloglnq Unit Code Facility Name Code Activity

7 17100103 WA0039144 Domsea Farms 2091 Canned and cured seafoods
7 17100104 WA0000809 Weyerhaeuser Co., Cosmopolis 2611 Pulp mtlls
7 17100105 WA0003077 ITT Rayonler Inc., Hoquiam 2611 Pulp mills
7 17100105 WA0037192 Aberdeen Sewage Treatment Plant 4952 Sewerage systems
7 17100i 05 WA0020915 Hoqulam Sewage Treatment Plant 4952 Sewerage systems
..... 0,08 ’ " ~ Peterson and Sons ~’o ~""~ ’"^~a,.~.., ,,,~.. ~.0=,, ~.,=..uu -.o cureo seafoods
7 17100106 WA0001988 Harbor Bell, Inc. 2092 Fresh and frozen packaged fish

Total

Not6s: NPDES-- National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System; SIC - Standard Industrial Classification
Source: Strategic Assessment Branch, NOAA, 1984: The National Coastal Pollutant Discharge Inventory, Rockville, MD

of gallons/year

900.0
8,220.0
9,760.0
! ,680.0

6i7.0
110.0
43.6

J¢_.
-F--



Appendix C.3--Descrtptton of pollutant outputs by major point sources discharging into counties adjacent to areas under consideration for the proposed coastal Washingtor
marine sanctuary (circa 1984).

BOD TSS TN TP Arsenic Cadmium Chromium Lead

Facility Name tons/year tons/year tons/year tons/year tons/year tons/year tons/year tons/year

Domsea Farms 1,430
Weyerhaeuser Co., Cosmopolis 3,680
rl-r Rayonler Inc., Hoqulam 2,140
Aberdeen Sewage Treatment Plant 60
Hoqulam Sewage Treatment Plant i 1
Peterson and Sons Seafood, Inc. 255
Harbor Bell, Inc. 76

Mercury Oil & Grease
pounds/year tons/year

679 85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3,910 48 0 0 0 1.03 0.343 6.86 0

5,520 39 0 0.0257 0.128 1.48 1.05 15.8 0

30 79 49 0.226 0.0792 0.301 0.313 5.23 79

15 29 18 0.0831 0.0291 0.11 0.115 1.92 29

155 9 0 0.000157 0.000784 0.00392 0.0047 0.0627 0

39 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Totals 7,651 10,348 292 67 0 0 3 2 30 108

PhosphorusNotes: BOD - Biochemical Oxygen Demand; TSS - Total Suspended Solids; TN - Total Nitrogen; TP - Total
Source: Strategic Assessment Branch, NOAA, 1984: The National Coastal Pollutant Discharge Inventory, Rockville, MD



Appendix Table C.4--Number of direct discharging point sources within counties adjacent to areas under consideration for the proposed
coastal Washington marine sanctuary, by USGS Cataloging Unit and source category (circa 1984).

USGS Study Industrial Waste Water Treatment Plants TotalCataloglnq Unit Area Major Minor Total Major Minor Total Major Minor Total

17100101 4 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 4 4
17100102 4 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 4 4
17100103 7 1 5 6 0 ! 1 I 6 7
e s ~w=u4 7 1 ~ iiJ t’j 3 3 1 12 13
17100105 7 1 17 18 2 2 4 3 19 22
17100106 7 2 16 1,~ n ,l ,~ -~ o~ ,~,,

Tota== 5 5i 56 2 14 16 7 65 72

Note: The qualifiers "Major" and "Minor" are from EPA’a classification for discharging facilities.
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Table D.1 .-Socio-economic information for coastal counties associated with the proposed coastal Washington marine sanctuary and other coastal regions of the USA: Demographics.

Region Population by age group Total population Population

(1980) by year Density

Under 5 5-17 Under 18 18-64 Over 65 1960 1970 1980 1988 1990 2000 2010 1988

Outar Washington Coast
Clallam County 4,oo9 e,e57
Grays Harbor County 5,252 13,716
Jeffer=on County 1,071 2,907
Pacific County 1.1~ 3,z21

Counties comb/ned 11,5z~
2~,8oI

County aver~ie 2,88o 7,450

~tat.= of Wmdllngton

Coastal counties
combined 3o6,123 a33,~7

County average 7,849 21,365

West Coast (1)Coa=tN counbe=

co~ 1,681,3284,639,3e5
County average 32’333 ee,21e

To~l Coastal USA (2)
Coastal coun~es

comb/ned 6,919,38o 20,505,029
County average, 15~342 45~4es

13,966 30,370 7,312 30,022 34,770 51,648 56,000 58,802 67,801 73,577 32

18,968 38,950 8,396 54,465 50,553 66,314 62,900 64,011 67,463 70,953 33

3,978 9,469 2,518 9,639 10,661 15,965 19,500 21,048 25,490 28,150 11

4,409 9,860 2,968 1~,674 !5,796 17,237 17,800 17,937 19,138 20,216 2D

41,321 88,649 21,194 108,800 120,780 151,164 156,200 161,798 179,892 192,896 24

10,3.30 22,162 5,299 27,200 30,195 37,791 39,050 40,450 44,973 48,224 24

1.139,360 2,561,234 431,562 2,853,000 3,413,000 4,132’000 4,648,000 4,733,000 5,235,000 5,593,000

29,214 65,673 11,066 73,154 87,513 105,849 119,178 121,359 134,231 143,410 "?D

6,320,720 15,112,452 2,401,728 16,171,99220,485,022 23,835,249 27,574,600 28,250.430 31,288,949 33,497,063 351

121,552 290,624 46,187 311,000 393,943 458,370 530,281 543,278 601,711 644,174 351

27,424,418 62,016,017 11,407,738 79,757,829 82"941,838 100,849,575 110,181,700 111,643,081 120,005,141 127,226.234 157
60,808 137,508 25,294 176r847 206,080 2231613 244,305 247,546 266,087 282,098 157

(!) Wa~n.i..ngton, _Ck. _a~on. and Cal_ ifornia
(2) includes Ala~,a, Hawaii, and the Great Lakes region.

Sources: Bureau of ~e Census. 1989. Current Populations Reports, Population Estimates and Projections. Series p-26, No, 88-a. County Population Estimates: July i, i988, i987, and I886.
U.S. Department of Commerce. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office. 45 pp.

National Planning Aslmciation Data Services, Inc. 1986. Key Indicatoes of County Growth, 1970-2010 [data base]. Washington, D.C.: National Planning Association Data Services, Inc.
Slater Hall Informa~ Products, Inc. 1988. Populations Statistics [data base]. Washington, D.C.: Slater Hall Information Products, Inc.



Table D.2--Sodo-economlc information for coastal counties associated with" the proposed ¢oasta! Washington marine sa.nc.t,.Ja,,’y and other ~astal regions of the USA:
Single unit housing construction permits and levels of occupancy.

Region Numb~,-~ of Construction Permits Tolal Total Total Year-round Aggregate Valuefor Single Housing Units by Year Housing Units Units Oc~__J~ed Detached Housin9 (3) in Dollars (4)1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 (1980) (1980) (1980) {1980)
Outer WalNngton Coalt

Clalllu’n County
Grays Harbor County
Jefferson County
Pacific County
Ccuntt~; ~,’t¢,/,’;~,d

County average

178 230 195 283 414 21,85I 19,996 14,908 2,479,525100 96 ~ 108 118 28,598 25,181 18,912 2,509,515128 125 127 137 255 8,826 6,359 5,740. 849,72548 58 ~ 46 56 !0=949 ~.g40 5,810 616.0~0
:~0S 462 574 843 70,224 58,476 45,370 6,454,775114 127 116 144 211 17,556 14,619 11,343 1,613,694

Sta~ of Wmd~lngton
Coastai oounge= oomt~lneo 17,o41
County average 437

Wut Co=~(1)
Couta/counl/es comb/ned gl,9o8
Coi[,~ty 4IVdW’,I~e 1,767

TcVml ~ USA (2)
Coa=tJt coungee combined 43o,~s~
County average 95s

19,262 1g,962. 21,484 26,420 1,689,450 1,540,510 1.145,385 80,183,5084~4 512 551 677 43,319 39.500 67,376 2.055,987

107,543 103,08~ 114,925 121,473 9,347,412 8,807,322 5,292,796 1,55,4,550,6702,068 1,982 2,210 2,336 179,758 169,372 101,785 2g,895,205

479.22.2 465,496 448,062 420,071 3~.598.628 :~ ~".¢’~ ~’lg ~ .,n~ ~.~-r
1,063 1,0~ 993 931 87....~2 80,348

~ 9~776.478

(i) Washington, Oregon, and California.
(2) Includes Alaska, Hawaii= and ~ Great Lakes region.
(3)Total year-round, detached, single family housing units (includes owner-occupied and rentals).
(4)Aggregalion for ~d! non-condominium dwellings {owner-o,~,up~d only). Value should be muitipiied by 250.

Sourcas:Bureau of ~ Censue. 1988. Countyand City Data Book, 1988. U. S. Department of Commerce. WaahingZon, D. C.: U. $. Government Prinl~ng Office. 797 pp. + Appendices.
Bureeu of ~ CerBus. 19e0. Building Permit Data Offering Information Package {data baseJ. Prepared by the Cons~’uction Statistics Division, Building Permits Branch.

Wast~i~, D.C, U.S, Deparrnent of Commerce.
S̄tatar Hall In|ommiiion Products, inc. lg88. Popu/abons Statistics [data base}. Washington, D.C.: Slatar Hall Information Products, inc.



Table D.3..Socto-economic information for coastal counties associated with the proposed coastal Washington marine sanctuary and o~er coastal regions of the USA:
Employment and farming information,

Riglon Employment
Numbers per sector (1985)

Manufacturing Retail FIRE (3} Service Total non-farm

Farming (1982) Total Land
Total Totai Farm Value of Area (1980)

work force unemployed acreage farm report
1986 1986 (x 1000) ($ x lkk) (sq. mi.)

Out~ Washington Coast
C,~ ~ ~rl~ Coul~ 2.785 3=.010 454 2,292 10,660 21.956 2,161 ;~ 6 1.753

Grays Harbor County 5,7e2 3,735 508 3,305 16,066 25,910 3,272 49 17 1,918
Jefferson County s,~ 943 117 700 2,876 7,776 638 16 3 1,805
PaC~I~C Courdy 989 827 155 772 3,441 6,968 870 3) 9 908

Counties combined 10,200 8,515 !,324 7,069 33,043 62,610 6,941 132 35 6,384
County average 2.5,5o 2.129 331 1,767 8,261 15,653 1,735 33 9 1,596

of Wmhlngton
Coast~ coundes

combined 280,329 300,816 100.123 361.519 1.336,675 2,178.000 17~.000 16,470 2,831 66.511
County average 7,188 7,713 2.567 9,270 34,274 55,846 4,590 422 73 1,705

Wut coe= (1)
Coutat count=

cOnlll~tll@d 2,265,532 1,945,214 807,037 2,737,134 9,803,060 13,454,362 848,407 12,921 4,843 78,502
County avorago 43,568 37,408 15,520 52,637 188,520 258,738 16,277 248 93 1,510

To¢=l Comtd USA (2)
Goast~ count/es

combined 8,449,476 7 ~llg NlO .’:t ~_r.~q OI;1711 :~R7 4.~7 .q~ 9:)7 ..E~R F__"~ 1 :)1 :)70 .",[ 47n;~L3 F;:~ 471 !6,987 7nl R.q4

Coun~ averat~e 18~735 171337 71206 , 25~028 86f314 117f786 7~695 139 38 1,556

(1)Washington, Oregon, and California.
(2) Indudn Alaska, Hawaii, and the Great Lakes region.
(3)Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate.

E=oL, r.ce: ~.~re~.u of ~ ~. !988. Co,Jn~ ~nd City D=t~ Book.., !988. U. S. Department of Commerce. Was~ng~on, D. C.: U. S. Government Pnn~ng Office. 797 pp. + Appe,,’~dices.
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Appendix E. Living Maxine Resources Information

Methodology for the Comparative Signific~ance of Study Areas allaiyses

The relative importance of the seven analysis areas within the marine sanctuary study region was
determined by examining information concerning distribution and abundance ~f the region’s
living marine resources. The assumption of this examination was that an area w ~ich was important
at the highest level of significance for the greatest nun~ber of species would be -note valuable as a
marine sanctuary than other study, areas. This was tested by evaluating the "si;;nificance" of each
study area based on gecx:jra~hical distributions for any life stage of a vadety of ~pecies. The
species selected for this an~lysis were those addressed in the West Coast of N:~rth America
Coastal and Ocean Zones Strategic Assessment: Data Atlas, a NOAA publication. They included
19 species of invertebrates, 33 fishes, 22 marine birds and 24 madn~ mammal;° The foliowing is
a list of factors relating to this ana~ys~s.

¯ Each group of species (i.e., invertebrates, fishes, ~tc.’) was Create~ s~3arately, but
examined similarly.

¯ The criterion for tt’~e analysis was the extent that the species used the study area (i.e.,
how much of a species’ distribution coverecl the area) and !:he relativ., level of
abundance o~’ the species as shown in ’fhe atlas {e.g., occasional oc,currence, adult
area, major adutl area, etc.).

¯ Scores were give~ to each area for ever3r species as follow~:
--"3" for very significant’presence. For this rating, at least one-quarte,~ of the study area

contained the highest level of abundance present off t~e contiguous U.S. West
Coast (for any life stage), and most of th,~ remaining portion of the study area con-
tained other levels of abundance.

--"2" for significant presence. This rating was given wher.J at least hal’: of the study area
contained the at le;~st the lowest level of abundance present off t le West Coast.

--"1" for present,, but r~,tsignificantlyo This rating was given when le.’~s than half of the
study area contained the lowest level of abundance present off tPe West Coast.

--"0" for not present.
¯ A two-person team analyzed each group.
, No judgements were made regarding the importance of fhe species.
- After the team examined its group, the two team members compared lheir independent

evaluations and reconciled scoring differences.
The relative significance of each area was then determiined by summing the :~cot es for all species
in the group: the higher the cumuUative total, the more important the ~rea.

The above described analysis atteml::~ted to objectively examine qualitative infor nation to derive
the relative importance olr one study area to another. However, the a~,alysis was somewhat biased
toward species with wide geographic distributions. For exam~ple, market squid p,,lagically occurs
along most of the West Coast from coastal waters to t,~r offshore, while Pacific ra:or clam is found
only along sandy beaches a~ very resi[ficted depths. Area 7, a shallowowater ~’~ea. shore arena, was
scored identically for the two spe(~es, even though high co~:ent~ations of th~ razor clam occur in
this area. The identical rno~erate ’,~core ("2") resulted I~ec, ause the razor clam cc~’~centrations
occur only in a narrow band t;~at was smaller than that identified for the highest r, Lting ("3")~

Because of possibly low far, kings of limited-distribution species, a second analysis was performed
on invertebrates and fishes. This analysis incorpor~ta(I a "density index" into sc)ring spe~;ies
importance for each study area. S4nce all species exarrmned have re(~eatior~ ~d/or commercial
importance, the density index was based on commerda~l and spo~t cat4:h stati~i¢; for harvests in



Appendix E.
Methodology...(continued).

the study region. The index ranged from 10 to 1, depending upon harvest levels. For example, a
heavily harvested species like Dungeness crab was assigrLed an index value of "10", the mod-
erately harvested giant octopus was assigned an index value of "4", and the slightly harvested
spot shrimp was assigned a value of "2". The study area score from the previous analysis was
then multiplied by the density index and resulted in the folllowing scores:

--21 to 30. This score was given to an area when it contained a widely distributed and
highly abundant species.

--11 to 20u This score was assigned when the area contained a species that was either
widely distributed or highly abundant.

--10 or less. This score was assigned when the area contained a species that only
occasionally occurred there and not abundantly.

An area’s relative importance was then determined by summing that area’s scores for all species
and comparing the totals for each area.



Table E.1 --Estimated volumes (Ibs) landed for commericaJ harvests from along Washington’s outer coast and from
all Washington waters, 1987 and 1988.

Washinqton’s outer coast (1) Washin,qton in-state total (2)
Species {3)

336,133 279,953 308;043

1987 1 g88 Average 1 987

.8.016.318 8.893,032 8.454.675

1988 Averaqe
albacore 183,986

13.953.578 17.994.381 15.973.980

2,456,513 1,320,250 183,986 2,456,513

9.611.376 1.076 4.808.226

1,320,250
northern anchovy 171,111 78,864

12,722,433 8.247,784 10,485.109

124,988 171,111 78,957 125,034

11,930,998 5,310,045 8.620,522

Pacific herring 0 0 0

15,315 8.561 11,938

1,190,921 1,756,510 1,473,716
silver smelt

1,657 2,450 2,054

75,330 64,762 70,046 135,132

21,648 6,575 14,112

150,846 142,989

Pacific halibut 322,121

4,462,055 4,608,828 4,535,442

267,218 294,670 346,948 286,047

1.253.165 980.082 1.1 06.624

316,498
butter sole 60 0

103 94 99

30 1,478 3,266 2,372

3,888.210 3.124.197 3.506.204

Dover sole 3,239~532 4,229,425 3,734,479 3,288,115 4,278,631

344,210 1351645 2391928

3,783,373
English sole 1,002,043 835,678 918,861 1,81 3,727 1,835,938 1,824,833
)etrale sole 999,804 836,134 917,969 1,000,044 836,276 918,160
rex sole 130,157 93,849 112,003 130,639 93,849 112,244
rock sole 5,837 7,223 6,530 74,810 63,771 69,291
sand sole 197,417 50,852 124,135 255,100 141,008 198,054
sole spp. 13,854 12,550 13,202 13,884 12,550 13,217
sanddab 12,870 5,16g 9,020 13,013 5,169 9,091
starry flounder 111,114 259,570 185,342 612,439 818,031 715,235
arrowtooth flounder 4,315,506 2,654,272 3,484,889 4,324,834 2,660,171 3,492,503

sablefish 6,219,161 6,034,711 6,126,936 6,257,003 6,105,933 6,181,468
lingcod 2,211,308 1,589,194 1,900,251 2,332,417 1,682.270 2,007,344
Pacific cod 3,273,366 4,773,738 4,023,552 5,029,319 5,971,136 5,500,228
walleye pollock 58,289 47,048 52,669 134,812 69.023 101,918
Pacific whiting 5,700 35,397 20,549 672,588 616,217 644,403

~Pacific ocean perch 979,545 1,190,554 1,085,050 979,890 1,190,564 1,085,222
idiot rockfish 64,003 32,002 7,069,021 64,057 3,566,539
widow rockfish 5,223,678 2,611,839 3,694,795 5,223,820 4,459,308
rellowtail rockfish 4,846,618 2,423,309 0 4,917,578 2,458,789
rockfish spp 16,190,859 3,910,067 10,050,463 5,557,830 3,912,644 4,735,237
rockfish oth. 2,544,913 1,272,457 0 2,662,550 1,331,275

striped seaperch 0 0 0 18,178 18,253 18,216
pile perch 98 232 165 79,137 99,671 89,404
silver perch 128 12 70 128 12 70
sculpins spp. 1,964 2,441 2,203 4,629 4,888 4,759

sharks spp. 2,173 2,761 2,467 5,075 4,213 4,644
blue shark 497 123 310 497 123 310
spiny dogfish 301,176 43 1,075 366,126 3,456,157 3,520,486 3,488,322
soupfin shark 3,332 2,410 2,871 3,593 2,410 3.002
thresher shark 60,144 1,792 30,968 60,1 44
:skates 103,732 55,180 79,456

chinook salmon 2,616,986 2,570,789 2,593,888
".hum salmon 1,307,989 2,055,501 1,681,745
)ink salmon 93,401 234 46,818
coho salmon 2,277,399 8,180,325 5,228,862
sockeye salmon 100,993 103,083 102,038

butter dam 0 0 0
cockles 0 0 0
horse darns 0 0 0
geoduc 0 0 0
Pacific li~leneck ¯ 13,977 206 7,092
raze" darn 103 94 99
Manila 119,003 80,134 99,.569
softsheU dams 0 6,031 3.016

1,792 30,968



Table E.l--Estimated volumes (Ibs)landed ... (continued)

Species (3)
blue mussel
California mussel
mussels spp.
Olympia oyster
Pacific oyster
Kumarnoto oyster
European oyster

Dungeness crab

coonstripe shj’imp
spot shrimp
sidestripe shrimp
ocean pink shrimp

Washinqton’s outer coast (1)_ ........
1987 1988 Average

0 0 0
0 0 0

75 0 38
0 0 0

6,374,513 5,437,602 5,906,058
0 0 0
0 0 0

5,067,139 14,546,162 9,806,651

0 2O 10
0 0 0
0 0 0

12,168,800 14,690,461 13,429,631

scallops
octopus
squid
sea cucumbers
red sea urchin
green sea urchin

0 0 0
38,237 47,210 42,724
1,669 519 1,094

0 0 0
0 7,030 3,515
0 0 0

Totals 70,374,485 90~..33__5,_41.5. 80~352,9&3

Washinqton in-state total (2)
1987 1988 Average

284,039 248,861 266,4.50
645 0 323

12,885 0 6,443
7,125 38,464 22,795

9,436,221 7,777,552 8,606,887
312 89 201

9,030 8,385 8,708

6,720,516 16,480,027 11,600,272

50,598 98,420 74,509
34,214 65,861 50,038
1,002 856 929

12,202,834 14,715,282 13,459,058

39,163 46,682 42,923
85,041 131,096 108,069
8,720 3,280 6,000

365,081 2,100,114 1,232,598
3,602,986 8,846,945 6,224,966

300,258 1,01 0,090 655,174

148~631~250 152.691 858 ..~150a659,567

Notes:
(1) Cape Flattery to Cape Disappointment; landings fc~ anadromous spedes include harvests from coastal rivers.
(2) Includes outer coastal waters, the Strait of Juan De Fuca, Puget Sound, z~d Washington rivers (landings for Columbia

River tributaries are incorporated).
(3) Estimates are based on 1987 and 1988 pounds landed by State of Washington statistical subarea i~ovided by

Dale Ward, Washington Deparlment of Fisheries, Olympia, WA.



Fable E.2--Estimated values (dollars) for oommercial landings from harvests alorqg Wast’:ingt~ ,n’s outer coast and
from all Washington waters, 1987 and 1988.

.- S~edes (3)
albacore
northern anchovy
Pacific herring
silver smelt

Pacific haJibut
butter sole
Dover sole
English sole
petrale sole
rex sole
rock sole
sand sole
sole spp.
sanddab
starry flounder
arrowtoo~ flounder

sablefish
lingcod
Pacific cod
walleye pollock
Pacific whiting

Pacific ocean perch
idiot rockfish
widow rockfish
yellowtail rockfish
rockfish spp
rockfish oth.

stdped seaperch
pile perch
silver perch
sculpins spp.

sharks spp.
blue shank
spiny dogfish
soupfin shark
thresher shark
skates

chinook salmon
c~um salmon
pink salmon
c~41o salmon
sockeye salmon

butter dam
co~Jes
horse dams
geoduc
Pacific littleneck
razor clam

Washincjton’s outer coas~ .~=) .....
1987 1988 Averaq.e

132,24g 2,048,977 1,090,613
5~;,742 29,945 44,344

0 0 0
8,814 22,304 15,55g

464.,273 328,892 3’.~6,582
25 0 ! 2

827,053 1,079,772 9:53,412
296,304 247,110 271,707
74~r’,853 625,261 6,36,457
3g, ! 12 28,202 :33,657
2,185 3,021 2,603

121,017 31,172 76,094
5,729 4,482 5,105
4., 129 1,658 2,893

28,323 66,164 47,244
630,064 361,246 4!~k5,655

4,21 E, 347 4,608,105 4,411,726
773,294 500,278 636,786

1,063,189 1,281,749 1, t 72,469
10,27t 3,359 6,815

305 1,734 1,020

31 C,026 340,975 325,500
2,255,018 18,452 1,1:~,735
1,166,353 1,505,986 1 ,~Y6,420

0 1,397,280 6!~8,640
5,164,.384 1,127,272 3,1,:;6,078

0 733,698 3(~,849

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

G89 488 589

3,101 3,778 3,440
709 168 439

,:59g 63,152 51,876
4, 75.5 3,298 4,027

~;,&38 2,452 44,145
5,&30 3,316 4,573

4,494,673 2,570,789 3,5~,73t
1,5E~,;.392 2,295,173 l ~ ,,927,04~3

46,122 115 :~3,119
4,228,G49 1,850,299 3,0~FJ,474

183,151 379,445 281,298

0 0 0
0 0 (}
0 0 0
0 0 0

11 ,~F:46 172 5,909
128 117 122

......... ~!as._h nj2ton in-state total (2)
1987 1988 Averacje

132,249 2,048,977 1,090,613
58,742 29,980 44,361

479,346 1,085,348 782,347
15,810 51,951 33,881

500,056 352,057 426,061
61 t 1,225 9143

~39,4.56 1,092,334 965,895
536,319 542,887 ,539,603
747,833 625,367 I~36,600
39,257 28,202 33,72’9
28,001 26,66~=~ 27,335

! 56,376 86,43~ 121,407
5,741 4,482 5,111
4,175 1,65~ 2,916

i ’56,111 208,51,3 182,31:3
~31,426 362,04:~ 496,738

4,240,997 4,662,490 4,451,74,$
~315,646 529,57’:) 672,612

! ,~:~ &3,523 1,603,253 1,618,386
;~,754 4,92J 14,341

,g&’~ 30, t95 33,08!)

31 O, 135 340,975 325,555
2,:25.5,018 18,4,63 1,136,74;3
I, ’, ,56,853 1,506,027 1,336,440

¯ 0 1,41 7,73:3 708,869
5,:;~06,605 1,128,015 3,’167,310

0 767,613 383,807

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

1,625 97~ 1,301

7,243 5,765 6,504
7O9 164-3 439

-’.~i~5,890 515,75~ 490,821
5,128 3,29~; 4,213

~,838 2,452 44,14~i
t 8,891 16,825 17,85~t

13, ;’~,026 8,893,03~ 11,330,52g
1 ~,~3i ,270 20,292,5L~; 18,4.61,898
4.,7,~,097 &3: 2,373,314

23,~.~3,014 t 8,655,22 21,139, t 18
21 ,&36,865 ~, ~,55~,32; 20,593,593

i 2,760 7,13:.:~ 9,947
1,381 2,04~ 1,711

! 8,037 5.478 11,758
2,9~X),336 2,995,73~ 2,.~,8,037
1, C;44,137 799,g4~) 922,039

128 117 122



Table E.2--Estimated vaiues (do~l&rs) for commerdal landings ... (continued)
outer coa_s! l j]_j~

Washington’s
Species (3)_ .... 1987 1988 Averaq.e.

Manila clam
softshell clams
blue mussel
California mussel
mussels spp.
Olympia oyster
Pacific oyster
Kumarnoto oyster
European oyster

Dungeness c~ab

coonstripe shrimp
spot shrimp
sidestripe shrimp
ocean pink shrimp

scallops
octopus
market squid
sea cucumbers
red sea urchin
green sea urchin

Totals

99,153 66,768 82,960
0 5,025 2,513
0 0 0
0 0 0

88 0 44
0 0 0

8,117,305 6,924,242 7,520,774
0 0 0
0 0 0

6,866,480 16,032,780 11,449,630

0 8 4
0 0 0
0 0 0

8,226,1¢~ 6,t55,303 7,190,706

0 0 0
18,113 22,36.3 20,238

697 173 435
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

Washinqton in-state total (2)
1987 1988 Averaqe

3,239,657 2,603,081 2,921,369
286,796 113,019 199,908
333,774 292,4437 313,105

758 0 379
15,141 0 7,571

169,982 917,639 543,811
12,016,084 9,903,935 1 0,980,009

3,245 926 2,085
9,3,912 87,204 90,558

9,106,971 18,164,286 13,635,628

34,204 41,238 37,721
23,129 27,596 25,362

677 359 518
8,249,116 6,165,703 7,207,409

45,394 54,109 49, 751
40,284 62,1 O0 51,192
3,644 1,093 2,369

64,035 368,360 216,198
926,688 1 0,571,21 5 5,748,951
77,226 1,206,957 642,091

1__3_9~720.101 14.~887 ~988 140,302.067

Notes:
(1) Cape Flattery to Cape Disapp~ntment; landings for ~’~nadrorr, ous species include harvests from coastal rivers.
(2) Includes outer coastal watts, the Strait of Juan De Fuca, I:h~get Sound, and Washington rivers (landings for Columbia

River tributaries are incorporat6~t).
(3) Estimates are based on 1987 and t 988 pounds landed by State of Washington statistical subarea and exvapolations

of average prices per pound provided by Joha Bishop, Fisheries Development Div., NMFS, NW Regional Office, Seattle
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TREATY WITX ~ Q~£~T, ~T0., I$~B.

.on t,~ ./~t of" ~ rt~ an~ o~,w~, ~ m~y ¢~o~-,z~ .~w,~ oy
tam.

A~rr:c~z 1..The ,~id ~rtbe~ and bands hereby cede, relinqubh, and. ~ ~t~,~,
c~nvev ~ the Enlted Star~s all their right, tit[,, and interest in snc[
to the’lends and country occupied by them, bounded tnd described as
follow=: Commencing at a point cn the _P.~flo .eou.~..wh!ch .is ~ ~’*"
eouthwe~t corner o~e lands htsly ceded by the Magsh tribe or
Indians to th, United 8tacos. and rnnn/ng ~LUerly wi~h and along th,e
soar.hem boundary of the said Makah tribe to the middle o~ the coast
range of mountainsi thence ~u~erly wir~ mid range of mountain~ to
their in~rseetion w~th the dividing ridge between ~le ChehaLis snd
QuiniarJ l~tvera; thence westerly w~th ~d" ridg~ to the Paci~c co~t;
t~enee ~oz-t~erl~’ along uld eo~ to the place o~ b~g~nniag. , _ ..

riO. ,. xtm~sUee wt~ia
Arnc~ ~. There s3sll, however.be r~erved, ~or the usa a .o?cu,: ~,~.~w~zw--~-

patina o~ the trIbm tad bends ¯fore¯aid, ¯ n’~ct or tract¯ of l~ct t~r~=.
autficient :¯or ¢hei/wsnta wi~in the Territory ot WMhlngton. to be
~elect~l by the President o! the U ni~d States, tad hereafter surveyed

¯ - w " " 11 whi~t~ not t~ re,rid.ioQ d, d for use, :n.d no. h/te ,,,..
shall be.permi~.ed to :eside th~yeon Wx~out ~s~m1~azon oz tn.e ~oe
¯nd of the sul~., rintendent of Ind~m aat~ or tnamn_,agent. _Ann can mlo~,-~,~ ,~.
~udd tr[be~ and bands agree to ~move ~ ¯nO. ~¶t~e upon ~e.pme
within one year after _the m~fic~.dcn of t~.~ t ret~, .or.soo.~er x~. ~ne
m~t~ are furnished them. In tlae moon,me it stroll be mw:nJ xor
them to ~tde upon ~my. ]~mds ~ot tn the ~etm~l claim and o~upadori
of dti~e~ of the Uni~d ,Sra~, ann upou any._~.n~ e~m2.ea or occu- .~,z,,..,.b,,:,a,.
~led. ff w~th the p~rmheion of the owae..r or el~Imsnt. L~ n~sary
br the public convanlence, rcauls may be run ~hrou~h ~.td. re,er~tion,
on oomp~nsat’1on beinEmade for any damage suataxned, t~ereby. --

Aa~z & The rig-hi oftsklng ~hh s~ all usual gnu accustomed s~,, ,,~.~ w~;
g~unds and ,rations is ~seured to ~tld ~dhu~ In common with .~ll ~I.~"~
~lLtzenJ of the- Territory, and ot e~cting tempo~, !ho~Ta for~e
pu~ o~ cuing the ~ame; toge~er wzth the pr~vuegs or hunting,

unc~Imed lsn~. J:’e~/~d, /u~’,. That they sntu aoc



Ihd1-fiah ~rom any bed1 it~ked or c~ti~,a~d by ¢i~enJ; and provided,
line, tha:t they shall aitsr ~LI atallfons nov. intended f)r br~ing, and

st~ s themaelve¢.keep upfnd con~ne the "~onv,~m--t br ,h, ARTZCog ~i~. In consideration of the above cesdmh fie United Stat~e
agree to pa.F to the sa~d tribe~ and bands the sum of I; a’enty.flve thou-
sand dol:[ar~, in the followiZLg manner, that is to sa~,: For the firs¢
rear after the ratificatio~ hereof, two ~houaand fi~’e i~iundred dollars;
~o.~- ~he 2~ex.,: two years, two thouaand dollars each ve~x; for ~e next
"~hr~ yes rj,. one t~ousand sLx hundred dollaz~, eac~ "ye,r; for the new
,’our years, one ~ousand flame hundred dollara eac.;~ year: for the
next five~ year~, one thou~a~,d dollaza ea~ y~r; and f~r the’next fire

¯ ro~.s~n,,t, y.sars. ~even hundred do|lar,~ each year. ,£11 o~whie.h sums of money
shall be Ip~lted to the use and h~aeft of ~e mid In,fans under the
d~rectiom~ d~ the Pre,ideat of the Intced Stat~, who may from time
to time. determine at his di~:r~tion .upon whar b~ne~cial objects to
extend the ~mme; and the su’~rintenden~ o£ Indian ~,~air~. or other
proper o~c~r, shah each vezr inform the President cf the wishes of
,aidIndiazm t~ respect thd~retz~.

r,’~m~.~.~tt~r~t°~ A~cr~Z ~. To enable the said India~ ~o remov~ to md settle UCXm
¯ -,,.a~l//:-.,~...~o. such reservation~ may be ~]e~i ~or ~em by the P~°~id~t, an~ to

cles?, fem’~b and break up s su~ciea~ qLtmntit’y of land ~or caltlvatdort,
the United 8t~te~ further aT,~ee to pay the sum of tw,~ thomm~d five
hundred dollar/, to be laid out and" exl:~nded under :he dlrt~tlon of
the ~resfdent, and in such manner ~ he shall approve.

~ns ~sy be ~- A a~c~c 8 The Preslden~ roay h~reaf~ar, w~en in the opm]cn th~m~ "~ ~ f~ l~ll~" , ’ ¯ ¯ ,,.sate. ,t~. mrer~t~ of the Territory shall require. ~md the welfare of the Mid
Indiana he, promote1 by it., remove ~hem from ~aid res~rvation or res.
effusion, :to arch ethel sm’mbh plac~ or platen within ~id TertianS" ad
he ~ay d~em :iL on remunerating them for their Improv emerita and the
ex~nsas ,o,f their removal, or may coaao~idate them with other frier~lv

. ’m~,*=~umamr trihu or Eand~ in whlch latter case the atmuities, vsble to_ .the eor~~,, ema~.olld~taa. . . . "
sohdated l:r~ respectively, ,.,hall ~L],O bo eonsoli~at~C; and. he may
farther, a~: hlls discretion, C~tLSe the whole or any_ perf./on of the land’,
to be r/served, or of such other land ~. m~ F be selected la lieu thereof,
to be survayed into lots, and ~i~n ~he same to such individu~ or
fam~Hes a~ are ~r/lling to avail t[a emselves of the prirtleg~, and will
1oc~s on the same ~ a perman,m~ home, on ~he #amdterms and aub~¢
to the mine. n~g~thtttoas as are plrorided in the s~xth a~icl~; of the treaty
with the CTmaha~, ,o far as the .same may be applicable. Any substan.
tim improren~ents heretofore made bv any ~ndigns, aid ~:hleh they
¯ ~hal] bd compelled to abandon i[n eon~q’ue~cs of th~s t.,~eaty, shall l~
val,ed under thedirect~on of the President, and ps.vment made accord-
ingly the,’~for.

~,,,~,.~,~,~,~ A’~mc’L}: 7. The annuities o~ the aforesaid tribes and b rods shall not
~t,.. - .... be t~ken t.,, pay the debts of individuals.
,~.~,~.dP.,~.’.72 Aarrc:.z S. The mid tribe~ and be.nd.~ sekno¢~ledge ~her dependenc~
................. on fl,,-, Government of the l;n]ted States, and pro,-n]~a ~o be friendly

with all (.;~Azens thereof, and pl~.~dg~ them~lve~ to commit no depreda.
tions on tb.o property of ~uch-c.l’tizens: and should air o~e or more of
them. viola~:e this pledge, and the fae~ he sati~faetor~r proven before
the agent, ~he propertr taken s’,hall be returned, or |n de,unit thereof,

..rol~.~.t~r ~- or if injured or destrv~-ed0 cc~mt)ensafion m~v be maxle by the Oorern-
.’o~ ,o ~,~, ,,,,r. ment out of their anauitie.~. ..~or will the~° make war ~n any o~er

oxo~,..t~, tril~e excep~t in self.<lefence, but will subnfi’t ~][ matters of difference
between them and ofl~er IndWells to ~he Government o; the United
grates, or ~t-, agent, fox" declsio,~. ~nd abide thereby; and ~f any of th:
said ],nd:an,~ comnnt any depredat|ons on any other Indians ~thtn the
Territory, the sams rul~ shall prevail a.~ i:~’e~cribed in ~his ~rflcle tn

z,..~,,~.r~,-~- case of ~epredatton, affalnst c~t]zens. Anc~ ~he sald tribes and v b~n&s
’~’ agre~ not to ~helter or conceal offender~ a~ins~ the la~’s ¢ f the [2 nIted

S~ates, but ’l:o deltver them to tJ~.~ au~oritie~ for tr~al..



Ax~c~ 9. The above t~|be~ and bands are desirous to exclude from annul.. ~
their reservations ~e use of trdenc spiriu, and co prevent their l~e~ple armorer, .~. a~.,a~
~om drink:ng the ume. and therefore it Is pro t~ed that any Indlan ’P’"~
belonging to said tribes who !s guilty of bringing liguor into mid r~s-
ervacfons, or who dMnks liauor, may have hzs or leer proportion of
the annuities withheld fromhim or her, for such time ss the President

c.~ I0. The United 5tzces further saree t~ esmbllsh at the ~ s,-~., ~,. t~llsh a41~. ¢ I/|t"4 ;’It

geuend ~ncv ~or the dlstrict of Puget Sound, within one veer ~rom ,c~L ,~.
c-he rzciflcttlo~ hereof, end to Sapl~rc for ~ perlod of twent~ veal, ¯n
agricultural and indu.str~M schc~l, to be free W the cb/ldren of th~
~id tTib~ ~d bznds in common with ~ose of the ocher tribes of mid
district, ~ud co provid~ the said school with ¯ suit~bie Instructor or
ir~strueCors, and slso to provide ~ smithy grid m~im. nter’s shop, sad
furnish them with the necessary tools, snd to employ a blacksmith,,
carpenter, sad f~rmer ~or a term of twenty’ y e~r~ to instruct the
ZncFmns in the{r respe:civa occu1~d?ns. And t-he U~/ted Slltas furdaer~,.~°,,0.’m~’°"~ ~l:r,te.n.=’~n"
sgzee to employ ¯ l~hysledsn to remde sc the mid c~n.trsl agency, who ,=.
s~J1 furuhh medicine and advice t~ gh~Ir sick, end shzll vshcdnste
them; :he expenses o~ the slid .s~ool, shops, em~|oyeee, end medlc~I.
attend¯hoe tin-be de,hayed by the U hired Smt~, sad not cleduc~d from
their ~mnuit/e,.

A~r:c~ 11. The ~/d tribes end bsn’ds ,~g’~e to f r~ ell,laves now ~, ult~, ,, mt~t~ ¢II s/s~’~s sad aot
hold by them, and noc co purclt~e or acquu~ ochers ~er~ftar. . ~ ,,-a~r, o,~,,~

Vtncoaver’s Island or ellmwhere out o! the domlnlous o~ the Unltect ~m~uc~,~.=,rwlc[e on t,~mr~,,
$~s, nor .~*II foreign ~n .d~ns be ~rm/t.ced t~ r~dds on their r~er- ~.
vstCions without eousenc of t~e superintendent or tgenu

Axr:cuc i~. This treaty shell be obligatory on the ~ntnu:c~ngs~.~w~’a=’~:r~"~’
i~rd,s ~ ~o~n u the same shsU be rsd~ed by the Pr~aae~t sas
~enate of the United Stats.

In l~stimonv" whereo~, ~he uid Is*a~ I. Stevens, governor and super-
IntendenC of ]’ndi¯n ¯fi’zir,, and the undersigned chiefs, he,linen, and
dele£,ttes of the eforuaid tribes and b~nds of Indians, have hereunto
se~ t~aeir hznda ~md ~s, ¯t Olymph, January 2~, 18~, ¯nd ou the
Qui-n,.i.elt Raver, July 1, leSS.

l~c ~[. $~vens, Governor ~sd Sup’t of Indlsn Affsi~-J.





~d-" ~.,,.a,~ ,1^]l~,,+ ~h veer: for L~e next three year=, two thouJandv~ ~--, ~-_--_---fO~. th-e~neX~ four years, one thousand t~ve hundre¢],
ouare e~cn y~; - . .....

____ .It --k;~ "aid Stll2~ Ot morley |~ii 13(5 ap~li~a r,o me ~ Eo.~ bt s~plf~M,

~ncI bYnefi~ oi the ~aid I=di~at, under th, dtrec~on o~ ~e Prtmldent 0<
the United Sta~, who r~.y fr?.m tim= to alms d~tarmine at his dis-
cretion ~I~u wJaa~ bene~ct~ oo]ects to expena the tame. And the
.... ,-t-~endent o~ Ind~n Jmairs, or o~ner l~rol~romcer, ~h~ll et~.¯ ~t~-..’_-;_._, of the wishes of ~tct inamns in rmpect;year ~u,~., ~he Fresident
thereto.

Aamxc~z ~. To enable the ~aid Indlan~ to remove to) an~ ,et:le ul~.._n ,~~ re,
tn~ tma ~c~n~ land.

cient; q~nr.ity ot_lan.a for.cuttzva~ton~, the Fn~r-~, amx~ ,=~,-,,- =t~,~ ~"

u-~e~ the dirtction of the President, ana m ,~ manner == ae ,=u;
- ---~ --~ substantial tmnrovementa heretofore m_acle .by any

ir~cliviclual InAttn, and which he may be com~ll~i to abandon m con..
~quence of ~i~ t~ty, shall be velum under the ~r~tlon o~ the Pr~..
talent and p!v~ent made ~ere~or ~co~}ngty.. ......

~_

AJt~cx-~ q. The Pr~ident may nerst~mrtwne,n m n,s o~m~,on m_e :~t~. ~[~=~
|nterest~ of the Territory ~hall reqmr~ and t~e weJx~e or am ~_,=~
be promoted thereby, ~.m~.ve ~m~zom stt~ re?rvt,ao_n t~__~cn/u~able pht~e or plac~ we.thin. ~t~a Aerr’.tory u n e may a_~m ~a~ir

reran nertting them for t~. ear i.mprov.emen~ &ha, ca?, e-xLpp,~n~ _~ ~-- a. ,:

of the lsnda here~y reservea, or ~uca o~er ,=-,, -- ~--: --.
lieu thertof~ to be surveyed into lots, an.~ ~mign ~e ~anm,~o such ind,..

t81’~S 8.n=
and will locate thereon at t permanent some. on
subject to the sam~ regu~tion~ u are t~r~vided in ~e sixth art.icle o5, ~ l~ ~
the treaty with the Omahu, ~o far a~ t~e same may ~:m practt~blt:

.~xct.x. 8. The snnuitiel of ~lae a~oresaid tribe ~haI~ not be talttn Am~ ~ m~
to ~ay the debts of Individul]A

t= ~ ~, ~=ai,~a~

J~’~c~z ~. T~o ~jI Inditz~ t&nowl~dge their ¢le~ndence on ~e ~ = ~...r,.
(30vernment of the U sited Stat~s, and pro~ to be x~’iendly with air trumatr~=a~.

¯ . , ¯ I e themselves to commit no depr,dationsciuzem~ ther~o~_ and th p!.e~ 1 tn one or more o~ .~-r~, ~m-
re rt of suc~ mtx2en~. Anashou~ ~, . .on the p p~ ~’ ’ torfl roves ~ror,

]ed and the fast be sati.~f~c .y p
them vioLate this p ge,
the e .... v~rn..
or if’~e]ur~ or destroyed, com~n~ti?~ maype m~e oy tne,.~..~
ment out of their snnuitiss. Norw|ll~evmaxewtronanyotnertrm~ ~o, m ~ ~,,.
except in HL{.defenoe, but will ~ubmtt al~ znattert of ~[i~ertnce betwtmta
thett~ macl other IncUtns to the Government of the U sited Stat~ or its

en for dee.i~Ion and abi~la thereby. And if any of the said Inddans
;ogm~it any depre~ttlon, on any other Indians with!In the Territoryt
~,,, ,-~, ~le ,~tall t~rev~tI ,~ t~t t)rescribed in tkis article tn c~t~. o~
........ - " "be .e~..sI~ottosl~elr~ To ~a,r ,f.

or conceal offenders against tam L~nlt~t +~r~+ ouc r+ mcu
~,

=tree for trhl bythe authorities. ~ma~.ta ~r~n t~

tton the us of ardent ~piri~, ata~ to preren~ ~mv~ - - " t~
the same and the~ore It ti provided {hat any in.c.~n~>elonginff thereto

drinksliquox’.ttmv Imve rimer nor ~rcr~orTaO- u= .~ ._ ._~
from him or ~er ~or such time u the Er~taent may tzemrman

¯ ’{~Mt~ Itttm to e~
¯

Of L"ta t l ~otan~ ’w~ua+.u uum 7,~.,. - l= tt.mm ~o

and to
txtb~ in cOmmOn with ~ose of the ot~er ~’.~e~ st uaa ~=~c~





ezcrezw z J.

"

~ t~¢o duly a’ut~=~d by tt~ ~a~, #anaa o.;" .~t~na

xxz c ., z. ,,
bands of Chippewa Indd~ns hereby cede, sell, and convey to r~e u nzraa
St~t.es M1 thew Hght, title, and in.rest in. =nd W, the hands no~, ownea
snd claimed by them, in theTerritory of Minnesota, and :,tn01ud~d withln
the following bound&Hes, viz: Beginning st It l~oint, where .the e.sM
branch of Snsk~ River c..-oumt the southern bounds,7, -flue of t~e t:mp-
pews country, east of the MissL~ippi R!ver, ~ e~tbhshed by the treaty
o( July twenty.ninth, one thousand e~Irht hundred and r~Lrty-teve%
running thence, up the ~tcl branch, to ~s source; thence, nearly north
in s strslghc flue, to the month of East ~swnnth River; thence, up the
St. Louis River, to the month o~ East Swan River; thence, up ==k]
river, to its ~oaz~e; thence, in =~ ~tr~dght line, to the mo, t westw=trdly
b~nd o~ VermR]ion River; thence, noz;thweetwardly, in a ~t~ig~t, line,
to zhe first and mo~ c~nsldentble t~na tn the Big Fork River; tlaence,
down slid. rxwr, to it..,s mouth; thence, do~n Rainy Ltk:~ River, to the
mou~ of Black River; thenc% up that river, to ].t~_sourcei,thence 2 in
s ~t-t~ht ][n~ to the northern ~xtremRy of TurtIe L~;e; ~nenc~l m ̄
str~g]at line, to the mouth of W~d Rice FAver; t~enc=~, up :~ea ~tver
of ~e North, to the mouth of Buff~lo River; ,the~ee. In ¯ ~ia’slght lie%
to ths ~outhw~tern extremity of Otter-Ted .L,s.ke; thenc,, ~rougli
said l~ke, t.o the sourc~ of Le~ River; thence down todd river, to it=
~a~etlon with Crow Wing River; thence down Crow Wing Riven’, tolr~ junction with the Mi~[~dppl River; ~ence to tlm commencement
on ~dd rivex of the ~utEtrn’l~Jundsrv-llne of the ChJwwws country,
M astabli=hed by tha trinity of July ~enty-nlnth, one’rJ~ot~umd etgh~
hundred and th’n~.~even: sncl thence, along ~ld line.to thepIItc~ of
be~nning. And the m2cl IncILtns do further fuliy =:c~ enti~.l’y. ~lfn;
qtu~h an~t ¢~nvey to th, United Slat,=, any tad MI right, ttt~e, ~na



APPENDIX E: COASTAL AND OCEAN RESOURCES HISTORICALLY UTILIZED
BY THE TRIBES



Coastal and Ocean Re~Jources Historically Utilized by the Tribes



Identification of Fish, Shellfish, Waterfowl, and Plants
Presently Relied on by Makah Peoples for Subsistence and Ceremonial
Purposes

Species Period of Harves~

A. Fish

i. Flatfish All year
2. Halibu~ All year
3. Lingcod All year
4. Bottomfish All year
5. Rockfish All year
6. Smelt Summer
7. Salmon Primarily spring & summer

B. ~nve~tebrates

8. Barnacles SprAng and S~unmer
9. Mussels All year

i0. Hardehell clams All year
11. Razor clams May and June
12. Sea urchins Summer
13. Chitons Summer

14. Crabs All year

C. Waterfowl

15. Ducks Summer and fall
16. Sea Birds Fall

D. Plants

17. Kelp All year

Source: Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission; Makah Tribe.



Principa! F~arvests of Ocean Resources b Z t:he Mak6h Tribe

Period of the Year Resoux’ces Harvested

May ist through June m A troll fishery i~ conducted in the ocean to
the Makah sou~h~:r~ £~oundarl!, and in the
Straits in Area 4B to Se~iu River for chinook.
Trolling for variou~l species occurs year-
round.

¯ Crab may be taken~
[] Trolling for black ~od a:~d cock fish.

July 1st through the
first week in September

Balance of September

October and early
November

November through
January

February through
April

[] Gillnet and troll fisheries for chinook,
coho and pink~ occur ~ in Arels 4B, 5 and 5C.

¯ In the latter part of this period, a fislhery
for Fraser River sockeye oc:urs in the same
areas.

[] Taking of shellfish and sea urchins occu~:s or,
the ocean side of the re~erzation.

[] Trolling for blach cod a~d :ock fish.

[] A possible directed gillz~et fishery for echo
in Areas 4B~ 5 and 6C~ a.’~th~ugh, due to
conservation requirements, =his fishery has
not opened fo~: seve~al years.

[] Shellfish harvest, including; crab, continues.
[] Sooes River fishery for chi~,ook and coho,

Similar fishe~:y planned for the Hoko River in
the future.

¯ Trolling for black cod ar!.d :~ock fish.

¯ A gillnet fishery fcr chum ~n the strait.~l
co~/~ence s.

¯ Take of shellfish ar!d sea u~chins continu, es.
¯ Sooes River fishery for c hillock and coho.

Similar fishery planned for the Hoko and the
Waatch (echo onl?) in th~ f~ture.

¯ Trolling for black cod a~d ~ock fish.

Winter troll fishery for bl~ckmouth (chinook).
¯ Shellfish harvesting continues.
¯ Steelhead fishing begins in the Hoko, Sail,

Sekiu, Oz~%tte~, Sooe~ and Wa~tch Rivers on
December Ist.

¯ Troll fishery for D3~ckmo~t] ~ continues.
¯ Trolling for black c~d.
¯ Halibut fishery begins in March.
¯ Shellfish harvesting through March.
¯ In-river steelhead fishing continues through

March.

*The Makah also harvest marine ma,~na3~s for sulosistence purposes.

Source: Makah Dep~:. o~I~’ Fisheries Ma~agement, 1990. ?ez~sonal
communication.



Fish and Shellfish Presently Relied on by Quileute Peoples for
Subsistence and Ceremonial Purposes

Species Period of Harvest

A. Fish

1. Halibut -Most of year, especially summer
2. Ling cod -Summer
3. Bottomfish -Summer
4. Rockfish -Summer
5. Ocean perch -Summer
6. Smelt -April to August
7. Salmon -Summer
8. Sturgeon -Summer

B. ~nvertebrates

9. Goose neck barnacles -Year round
10. Mussels -Year round
11. Hardshell clams -Year round
12. Razor clams -Year round
13. Sea urchins -Winter
14. Chitons -Winter

Source: Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission, 1990.



Principal Harv~!~st of Ocean Resources by the Qui!_~ute Tribe

Period [:i.esources Harvested

January
through
March

April

May
through
June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Winter ste~lhead fishing in-river
Halibut. fishing (subsistence and commercial)
Goose neck barnacles, mussels, hardshell claHs and :azor clams
Sea urc:hin~i and chitons

Winte~ steelhead fishing in-river
Halibut fishing (subsisten=e and commercial)
Goose neck barnacles, mussels, hardshell ¢:lm~s and razor clams~
Smelt

Spring Chinook in-river fishing
Ocean fishing (primarily)on Columbia River ,:hinook stocks
Sockeya filching in-river (:non-directed)
Halibu~ fishing (subsistence)
Black cod and sablefish
Smelt
Goose neck barnacles, mussels, hardshell cl~Ls and razor clams

Summem chinook and coho in-river
Non-di~.~ected sockeye fishing in-river
Ocean fishing for chinook and echo
Halibut: subsistence fishing
Black cod, ling cod, bottomfish, rockfish an¢! sablefish
Smelt
Ocean }~erch
Sturgeon
Goose neck barnacles, mussels, hazdshell clam~s and razor clams

Summe~ chinook and coho in-river
Ocean fishing for chinook and echo
Halibut sub.sistence fishing
Black cod, ling cod, botto~fish, rockJ.:ish anc sablefish
Sme i t
Ocean perch
Sturgeon
Goose neck barnacles, mussels, hardshell clans and razor clams

Ocean fishing for chinook and coho
In-river fii|h:Lng for fall chinook and fall ccho
Halibut sub~sistence fishing
Black cod and sablefish
Goose neck ba~.rnacles, mussels, hardshell clans and razor clams

In-river fishing for fall chinook and fall ccho
Halibut subsistence fishing
Black cod and sablefish
Goose r:keck barnacles, mussels, hardshell clams and razor clams
Sea urchins and chitons

In-rive~ f£shing for fall chinook and fall coco
In-rive~ winter steelhead
Goose neck barnacles, mussels, hardshell c laml and razor clams
Sea urchins and chitons

In-revert winter steelhead
Goose neck barnacles, mussels, hardshell claml and razor clams
Sea urchins and chitons

Sources: Quileut~ Fisheries Department. Northwest Indiln Fisheries
Commission, 1990.



Subsistence Harvest of Fish, Shellfish, Bird Eggs, and Sea
Plants Hob Tribal Members

Species Period of Harvest

A. iEi93

i. Flatfish Summer
2. Halibut Summer
3. Ling cod Summer
4. Bottomfish Summer

5. Rockfish Summer
6. Black bass Summer
7. Ocean perch Summer
8. Smelt Spring/Summer/Fall
9. Salmon/steelhead Year round

i0. Sturgeon Year round

B. Invertebrates

Ii. Barnacles Year round
12. Mussels Year round
13. Hardshell clams Year round
14. Softshell Clams Year round

15. Razor clams Year round
16. Oysters Year round (Puget Sound)
17. Sea urchins Year round

18. Limpets Year round
19. Chitons Year round
20. Crabs Year round
21. Shrimp Summer

22. Scallops Summer

23. Anemones Year round

C. Seaqull eqqs Spring

D. Sea weeds June/July

,Source: Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission, 1989.



continued

Period Resources Harvested

September
through
November

December

Riviwr and some ocean fishing for fall CoCo
Riv,er and some ocean fishing ~or fall Chinook
En~i of s~mner steelhead
Start of winter steeihead
Sturgeon,
Smelt
GocJle neck barnacles
Mussels
Clams
Sea urchins, limpets and chitons
Crabs
Sea ane~iones, chinese slippers

In-rive~. fall coho
In-rive~ ~ winter steelhead
Sturgeo~
Smelt
Lin~ cod eggs
Goose n,~ck barnacles
Mussels
Clm~Ls
Cra~cs
Sea urchins, limpets and chitons
Sea anemones
octopus

Sources: Northwest ]tndian Fisheries Commission, 19~;9. Mr. James
Jorgensen, Hob Tribal Biologist.



The Ocean Harvest Round for the Hoh Tribe

Period Resources Harvested

January Ist
through
February’

March

April
through
May

June
through
August

In-river winter steelhead
Sturgeon in-river and estuary
Goose neck barnacles
Mussels
Clams
Sea urchins, limpets and chitons
Crabs
Sea anemones
Ling cod eggs
Smelt
Octopus

In-river winter steelhead
Sturgeon
Goose neck barnacles
Mussels
Clams
Sea urchins, limpets & chitons
Crabs
Sea anemones, chinese slippers
Ling cod eggs
Smelt
Octopus

In-river summer steelhead
River and ocean fishing for spring and s~Immer chinook
Sturgeon
Bottom fish
Rockfish
Halibut
Smelt
Goose neck barnacles
Mussels
Clams
Sea urchins, limpets & chitons
Crabs
Sea anemones, chinese slippers
Sea cucumbers
Seagull eggs

In-river summer steelhead
River and ocean fishing for spring and summer coho
Sturgeon
Bottom fish and rock fish
Halibut
Lingcod
Black bass
ocean perch
Smelt
Goose neck barnacles
Mussels
Clams
Sea urchins, limpets and chitons
Crabs
Sea anemones, chinese slippers



Identifica~:ion of Fish, Shellfish, Waterfowl and Plants Presently
Relied on by the Quinault Peoples for Subsistence and Ceremgnial Purposes

Species Period of Harvest Location

C°

m.

Fish
I. Flatfish Year round
2. Halibut Year round

3. Lingcod Summer

4. Bottomfish Summer

5. Rockfi~lh Summer
6. Black Bass Summer
7. Ocean Perch Summer

8. Smelt Summer
9. Salmon In seasons

i0. Sturgeon Fall/Winter

ii. Eels Fall

Invertebrates
i. Barnacles Year round

2. Mussels Year round

3. Hardshell Year round
clams

4. Softshell Spring/summer
clams

5. Razor clams Spring/summer

6. Oysters Year round

7. Sea urchins Summer
8. Limpets Summer

9. Crabs Year round
I0. Shrimp Summer
ii. Sea anemone Year round
12. Sea cucumbe~ Year round
13. Whelk Year round
14. Octopus Fall
15. Skate Summer

Waterfowl
i. Ducks Year round

2. Seagull eggt~ Spring
3. Geese Fall

Plants
i. Kelp Year round
2. Seaweed Year round
3. Bear grass/ Spring/Summer

sweet grass/
cattail~J

-Quina~Llt reservation.
-DestrucU~on Island/

G~ays Ha~:bor.
-Quina~it reservation/

Neah Bay
-Quinault reservation/

Neah ~ay,
-Throughott U&A area.
-ThroughoLt U&A area.
-Quinault reservation.
-Taholah, La Push.
-All Quin~ult rivers.
-Queets/Q~inault/Grays
Harbor.

-Quinault river.

*-*Cape Elizabeth & Pt.
G~enville areas.

-Cape Elizabeth, Raft
R~, Kalaloch & P~.
Grenville areas.

~Pt. Grengille, Taholah
and Kalal~ch areas.

-~Tahola~ a~ea.

~Taholah, ?t. Grenville
and Kalaloch areas.

--Southern ~ays/Hocd
Canal.

-~aholah a:ea.
-Reservati)n area/Ruby

Beach
-Reservati~n shores.
-Hood Cana~
-Pto Grenv~lle.
-Pt. Grenville.
-Queets ar~a.
-Neah Bay.
-Queets arl~a.

-Quinault ~nd Queers R.
areas.

-Pt~ Grenville area.
-Quinaul~ ~nd Queers R.

areas.

-Taholah a~ea.
-Taholah a~ea.
-Quinaul~ and Queers R.

areas, Grays Harbor
Bay.

Source: Northwest i£ndian Fisheries Commission.



Principal Harvest of Ocean Resources by the Quinaul~ Indian Nation

Period of the Year Resources Ha~.’veeted

April
Pangwuh?am Huhnsha?ha
(time when the geese
go by)

May
Panjulashxuhtltu
(time when Blueback
return)

June
Pankwuhla
(time of
salmonberries)

July
Panklaswha
(time to gather
native blackberries)

Blueback (sockeye) and spring chinook in the Quinault
and Queers Rivers.
Ocean halibut fishing if quota still available.
Crab, razor clams, oysters, mussel, and barnacle
gathering.
Flatfish~
Surf perch fishing.
Kelp, seaweed, sea anemone, sea cucumber, and whelk
gathering.

Blueback and spring chinook in the Quinault and Queers
Rivers.
Ocean trolling for chinook.
Ocean fishing for halibut.
Crab, clams, oysters, mussel~ and barnacle gathering.
Flatfish.
Surf perch fishing.
Kelp, seaweed, sea anemone, sea cucumber, and whelk
gathering.
Seagull egg gathering.

In-river blueback and spring chinook fishing
continues°
Ocean trolling for salmon and other ocean species.
Fishing for smelt from the beach.
Crab, clam, oyster, mussel, and barnacle gathering.
Flatfish.
Halibut (subsistence).
Surf perch fishing.
Kelp, seaweed, sea anemone, sea cucun~er, and whelk
gathering.
Cattail and beargrass gathering.
Seagull egg gathering.

Ocean trolling for salmon and other species.
River blueback and spring chinook fishing.
Summer steelhead fishing in Quinault River.
Fishing for flatfish, halibut, lingcod, bottomfish,
rockfish, black bass, ocean perch, smelt, and skate in
the ocean.
Crab, clams, oysters, mussels, barnacles~ sea urchins,
limpets, chitons and shrimp.
Kelp, seaweed, sea anemone, sea cucumber, and whelk
gathering.
Cattail and beargrass gathering.

August
Panmuu?lak Ocean trolling for salmon and other species.
(time of warmth) Summer steelhead fishing in Quinault River.

Fall chinook fishing in Quinault River°
Fishing for flatfish, halibut, lingcod, bottomfish,
rockfish, black bass, ocean perch, smelt and skate An
the ocean.
Harvesting crab, clams, oysters, mussels~ barnacles,
sea urchins, limpets, chiffons, and shrimp.
Kelp, seaweed, sea anemone, sea cucumber~ and whelk
gathering.

September
Ts okwanpitskitl Ocean trolling for salmon and other species.
(leaves are getting Fall chinook fishing on the Queers, Quinault,
red on the vine maples) Humptulips, and Chehalis Rivers.

Fishing for flatfish and halibut.
Harvesting crab~ clams, oysters, mussels~ and
barnacles.
Kelp, seaweed, sea anemone, sea cucumber~ and whelk
gathering.
Octopus gathering.
May start catching sturgeon.



continued

Period of the Year Resources Harvested

October
Pan?silpaulos
(time of autumn)

November
Panitpuhtuhkstista
(time when the clouds
are covering)

December
Panpamas
(time of cold)

January
Autxaltaanem
(after the sun
comes back)

February
Panlaleah-kilech
(time of the beach
willow)

March
Panjans
(time of the sprouts)

Start of eel season in-river.
Harvesting of dulcks and geese.

!~’all chinook fishing on the Quests, Quinault,
Humptulips, and Chehalis Rivers.
~’ishing for hatchery coho on the Queers, Quinault,
Humptulips, and Chehalis rivers~
Fishing for flatfish and halibut.
Fishing for sturgeon°
Fishing for river eels.
Octopus gathering.
Harvesting crab, clams, cy.~ters, mlssels, and
b ar:nac les.
Kelp, seaweed, sea anemone, sea cu:umber, and whelk
gatlhering.
Harvesting of ducks and geese.

Chum and coho fishing in the Queet~ Quinault,
EIumptulips, and Chehalis Rivers.
F:Lshing for flat~ish and halibut.
F:Lshing for sturgeon.
Fishing for rive~.- eels.
Harvesting crabs~, clams, oysters, ~iussels~ and
barnacles.
Kelp, seaweed, sea anemone, sea cucumber, and whelk
gathering.
Harvesting of ducks and geese.

Residual in-river coho fishing.
Steelhead fishing in the Queers, Q~inault, Humptulips,
and Chehalis Rivers.
Fishing for halibut and flatfish~
Fishing for stur~[eon.
Harvesting crabs, clams, oysters~ mussels, and
barnacles.
Kelp, seaweed, sea anemone, sea cucumber, and whelk
gathering.

Steelhead fishing in the’Quests, Quinault,
Humptulips, and Chehalis Rivers.
Fishing for halibut and flatfish.
Fishing for sturgeon.
Harvesting crabs~ clams, oysters, m,ssels, and
barnacles.
Kelp, seaweed, sea anemone, sea cuc[~mber, and whelk
gathering.

St.eelhead fishing in the Queers, Qu:.nault,
H~tmptulips, and C~eha]is Rivers.
Co~mercial razor clam activity.
Fishing for halib,lt and flatfish.
Harvestin@ crabs, clams, oysters, m%,ssels, and
ba!cnacles.
Kelp, seaweed, sea anemone, sea cuc[mber, and whelk
gathering.

Steelhead fishing in the Quests, QuJnault,
Humptulips, and Chehalis Rivers.
Commercial razor clam activity cont’/nues.
Con~ercial halibut- fishing commence~.
Start of fishing for spring chinook and blueback in
the Quinault and Quests Rivers.
Fishing for flatfish.
Ha,:,vesting crabs, clams, oysters, mussels, and
barnacles.
Kelp, seaweed, ~ea anemone~ ,~ea cucu~er, and whelk
gathering.

Source: Quinault Indian Nation, 1990.



APPENDIX Fz SPECIES INHABITING HABITATS IN THE PROPOSED
SANCTUARY



Appendix F: Species Inhabitinq l~abitat~ ~.n time Proposed
Sanctu~br~



HABITAT: UNPROTECTED BEACH SURF

TROPflIC LEVEL: (1) PRODUCER
INVERTEBRATES

CHAETOCEROB ARMATUM
DIATOM

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PRODUCER
NON-VASCULAR PLANTS

ASTRIONELLA SOCIALIS
DIATCM

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PRODUCER
VASCULAR PLANTS

PflYLLOSPADIX SCCULERI
SCOULER’S SURFGRASS

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ENDEODES COLLARIS
COLEOPTERA

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
MAMMALS

ODOCOILEUS HEMIONUS COLUNBIANO
BLACK-TAILED DEER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

GLYCERIDAE
PROBOSCIS WORN

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
BIRDS

LARUS ARGENTATUS
HERRING GULL

LARUS CALIFORNICUS
CALIFORNIA GULL

LARUS CANUS
MEW GULL

LARUS HEERMANN!
HEERMAN’S GULL

LARUS PHILADELPHIA
BONAPARTE’S GULL

RISSA TRIDACTYLA
BLACK’LEGGED KITTIWAKE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
MAMMALS

ELIHETOPIAS JUBATA
STELLER’S SEA LION

LYNX RUFUS
BOBCAT

MIROUNGA ANGUSTIROSTRIS
ELEPHANT SEAL

HUSTELA FRENATA
LONG-TAILED WEASEL

V~JSTELA VISON
MINK

PHOCA VITULINA
HARBOR SEAL

SPILOGALE PUTORIUS
SPOTTED SKUNK

ZALOPHUS CALIFORNIANUS
CALIFORNIA SEA LION

TROPHIC LEVEL: (4) DETRITIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ALLON i SCUS PERCONVEXUS
1SOPODS

CALLIANASSA CALl FORNIENSIS
GHOST SHRIMP

CI ROLANA KINCAIDI
I SOPOOS

COELOPA
KELP FLY

EUZONUS HUCRC~ATA
BLO00 WORMS

ORCHESTOIDEA CALI FORNIANA
SAND FLEE

SPIONIDAE
WORN

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) ONNIVONE
INVERTEBRATES

CPJ~GO NIGRACAUOA
BLACK-TAILED SHRIMP

CRAGO SPP.
-NULL-

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) ONNIVORE
FISHES

PHANERODON FURCATUS
WHITE SEAPERCH

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) ONNIVORE
BIRDS

CORVUS BRACHYRHYNCHOS
COMHON CROW

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) ONNIVORE
MAMMALS

MEPHITIS MEPH1TIS
STRIPED SKUNK

PERONYSCUS NANICULATUS
DEER MOUSE

PROCYON LOTOR
RACCOON

TROPHIC LEVEL: (6) PARASITE
IN,VI~RTEBRATES

ALEOCHARA ARENARIA
ROVE BEETLE

HAI~kCOBOELLA ~kDP.
RIBBOII MORN

TROPHIC LEVEL: (7) FILTER FEEDER
INVERTEBRATES

ARCHAEONYSIS GREBNITZKII
MYSID

EMERITA ANALOGA

MOLE CRAB
SILIGUA PATULA

RAZOR CLAM

TROPHIC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGER
INVERTEBRATES

OLIVELt.A BIPLICATA
PURPLE! OLIVE SNAIL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGER
BIRDS

LARUS GLAUCESCENS
GLAUCOS-WINGED GULL

LARUS OCCIDENTALIS
WESTERN GULL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER -. INVERTEBRATES

CEREBRATULUS
RIBBON WORM

EOHAUSl’ORIUS WASHINGTONIANUS
AHPHIPO0

PONTONALOTA OPACA
ROVE BEETLE

STAPHYL, IN1DAE
ROVE BEETLES

THINOPINUS PICTUS
ROVE BEETLE

THINUSA MARITIMA
ROVE BEETLE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - FISHES

ALLOSMERUS ELONGATUS
WHITEBAIT SMELT

AMMCOYTES HEXAPTERUS
PACIFIC SAND LANCE

AHPNISTICHUS RHODOTERUS
REDTAIL SURFPERCH

HYPONESUS PRETIOSUS
SURFS~ELT

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - BIRDS

ARENARIA INTERPRES
RUDDY TURNSTONE

CALIDRIS ALBA
SANDERLING

CALIDRIS ALPINA
DUNLIN

CALIDRIS BAIRDII
BAIRDeS SANDPIPER

CALIDAIS CAMUTUS
RED KNOT

CALIDRIS MAURI
WESTERN SANOPIPER

CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINU$
SNOWY PLOVER

CHARAORIUS SEMIPALNATUS
SEMIPALNATED PLOVER

LIMNCOROMUS GRISEUS
SHORT-BILLED DOUITCHER

LIMOSA FEDOA
MARBLED GGOWIT



HABITAT~ UNPROTECTED BEACH SURF

~UNENIUS PHAEOPUS
WHIMBREL

PLUVIALXS SOUATAROLA
BLACK-BELLIED PLOVER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (O) UNKNOWN
INVERTEBRATES

HAUSTORIIDAE
AMPfllPO0



HABITAT: PROTECTED BEACH SURF

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PROOUCER
VASCULAR PLANTS

PHYLLOSPADIX SCDULIERI
SCDULER’S SURFGRASS

PLANTAC.~3 MARITINA
SEASIDE PLANTAIN

TENACETUN DOLIGLASII
DUNE TANSY

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

LUMBRINARIS ZONATA
klORM

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
BIRDS

BRANTA BERNICLA
BRANT

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
MAMMALS

O00COILEUS HENIONUS COLUMBIANU
BLACK-TAILED DEER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVGRE
INVERTEBRATES

GLYCERIDAE
PROBOSCIS WORM

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
FISHES

MYOXOCEPHALUS POLYACANTHOCEPHA
GREAT SCULPIN

PAROPHRYS VETULUS
ENGLISH SOLE

PLATICHTHYS STELLATUS
STARRY FLOUNDER

PSETTICHTHYS MELANOSTICTUS
SAND SOLE

SEBASTES PAUCISPINIS
BOCCACIO

TROPHIC LEVEL= (3) CARNIVORE
BIRDS

ARDEA HEROD IAS
GREAT BLUE HERON

LARUS ARGENTATUS
HERRING GULL

LARUS CALIFORNICUS
CALIFORNIA GULL

LARUS CANUS
HEW GULL

LARUS DELAWARENSIS
RING-BILLED GULL

LARUS HEERMANNI
HEERNAN’S ~JLL

LARUS PHILADELPHIA
BONAPARTE’S GULL

RISSA TRIDACTYLA
BLACK+LEGGED £ITTIWAKE

STERNA CASPIA
CASPIAN TERN

TRINGA FLAVIPES
LESSER YELLOWLEGS

TROPHIC LEVEL.: (3) CARNIVORE
MAMHALS

ELINETOPIAS JUBATA
STELLER’S SEA LiON

LYNX RUFUS
BOBCAT

NIROUNGA ANGUSTIROSTRIS
ELEPHANT SEAL

NUSTELA FRENATA
LONG-TAILED WEASEL

NUSTELA VISOR
MINK

PHOCA VITULINA
HARBOR SEAL

SPILOGALE PUTO~IUS
SPOTTED SKUNK

ZJ~LOPHUS CALIFORNIANUS
CALIFORNIA SEA LION

TROPHIC LEVEL: (4) DETRITI~MRE
INVERTEBRATES

ABARENICOLA CLAPAREDI I GCEAiMIC
LUGWORM

CALLIANASSA CALI FORNIENSIS
GHOST SHRIMP

CI ROLANA KINCAIDI
1SOPOOS

EUZONUS HUCRO~ATA
BLOOD ~,tORN

O~CHEST IA TRASK!ANA
LESSER BEACH HOPPEROACHESTOIDEA

CALI FORN IANA
SAklO FLEE/GREAT BEACH HOPI~ER

SPIONIDAE
WORN

TROPNIC LEVEL.: (5) OHNI~K)RE
INVERTEBRATES

CRAGO MICRACAUDA
BLACK’TAILED $HRIf4P

CRAGO SPP.
-NULL-

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) ONNIVORE
FISHES

HYPERPROSOPOM ANGENTEUM
WALLEYE SURFPERCH

HYPERPROSOPOM ELLIPTICUN
SILVER SUAFPERCR

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) O~IVORE
BIRDS

CORVUS BRACHYRHYNCHOS
CO~ CROU

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) C~INIV~E
.A~A~S

HEPH]TIS MEPHIT’IS
STRIPED SKUNK

PERONYSCUS NAMICULATUS
DEER MOUSE

PROCYON LOTOR
RACC(X)N

TROPHI[C LEVEL: (6) PARASITE
INVERTEBRATES

MALAC(~DELLA SPP+
RIBBON WORN

TROPHXC LEVEL: (7) FILTER FEEDER
INVERTEBRATES

ARCHAE(~4YSIS GREBNITZKII
HYSID

EHERITA ANALOGA
HOLE CRAB

SILIGUA PATULA
RAZOR CLN,~

TROPHIC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGER
INVERTEBRATES

GLIVELLA BIPLICATA
PURPLE GLIVE SNAIL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGER
B~ROS

HALIAEETUS LEUCOCEPHALUS
BALD EAGLE

LARUS GLAUCESCENS
GLAUCOUS-WINGED C~LL

LARUS OCCIDENTALIS
WESTERN GULL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERI’EBRATE
EATER ~ ~NVERTEBRATES

CEREBRATULUS
RIBBON UORN

EOHAUSTONIUS WASHINGTONIANUS
N4PHIF4:X)

PARANEHERTES PEREGRINA
NEHERTEAN

STAPHYLINIDAE
ROVE BEETLES

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9~ INVERTEBRATE
EATER - FISHES

ALLOSHERUS ELONGATUS
WHITEBAIT SI~ELT

ALOSA SAPIDISSIHA
AMERICAN SHAD

ANMODYTES HEXAPTERUS
PACIF:1C SAND LANCE

NCONI$;TICHUS RH4:OOTERUS
REDTAIL SURFPERCN

CLUPEA HARENGUS PALLASt
PACIFIC HERRING

CYNATOCd~$TER AGGREGATA
SHINER PERCH

HYI~3HESU$ PRETIOSUS
SURFSHELT

LEPTO~TTUS ARNATUS
PACIFIC STAGHORN SCULPII!



I~B]ETAT: PROTECTED BEACH SURF

M I CROGADUS PROX I MUS
PACIFIC I’OMCOD

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBI:IATE
EATER - BIRDS

ACTITIS MACULARIA
SPOTTED SANDPIPER

ARENARIA INTERPRES
RUDDY TURNSTONE

ARENARIA MELANOCEPHALA
8LACK TURNSTONE

CALIDRIS ALBA
SANDERLING

CALIDRIS ALPINA
DUNLIN

CALIDRIS BAIRD|I
BAIRD’S SANDPIPER

CALIDRIS CANUTUS
RED KNOT

CALIDRIS MAURI
WESTERN SANDPIPER

CALIDRIS MINUTILLA
LEAST SANDPIPER

CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS
SNOWY PLOVER

CHARADRIUS SEMIPALNATUS
SEMIPALMATED PLOVER

CHARADRIUS VOCIFERUS
KILLDEER

LIMNODRO~$ GRISEUS
SHORT-BILLED DOWITCHER

LIMNODROMUS SCOLOPACEUS
LONG-BILLED DOWITCHER

L[MOSA FEDOA
MARBLED GOOWIT

LOBIPES LO6ATUS
NORTHERN PHALAROPE

NUMENIUS AMERICANUS
LONG-BILLED CURLEW

NUMENIUS PHAEOPUS
WHIMBREL

PI.UVIALIS DONINICA
AMERICAN GOLDEN PLOVER

PLUVIALIS SQUATAROLA
8LACK’BELLIED PLOVER

TRINGA NELANOLEUCA
GREATER YELLOMLEGS

TROPHIC LEVEL: (Q) UNKNOW’W
INVERTEBRATES

HAUSTORIIDAE
ANPHIPO0



HABITAT: UNPROTECTED ~3CKY SURF

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PRODUCER
NON-VASCULAR PLANTS

ALARIA NANA
-NULL-

BOSSEA MANZA
LEAF CORAL

BRYOPSIS CONTICULANS
SEA FERN

CALLIARTHRON HANZA
BEAD CORAL

CALLITHANNION PIKEANUN
BEAUTY BUSH

CLADOPHORA TRICHOTOMA
GREEN BALL

CODIUN FRAGILE
SEA STAGHORN

CODIUM SETCHELLII
SPUNGY CUSHION

CORALLINA GRACILIS
GRACEFUL CORAL

COSTARIA COSTATA
SEERSUCKER

CUMAGLOIA ANDERSONII
-NULL-

CYAMATHERE TRIPLICATA
TRIPLE RIB

CYSTOSEIRA OSMUNDACEA
IX3OOY CHAIN BLADDER

EGREGIA NENZIESII
FEATHER BOA

ENDOCLADIA MURICATA
NAIL BRUSH

ENTEROI4ORPHA COMPRESSA
GREEN CONFETTI

ENTEROMORPHA INTESTINALIS
LINK CONFETTI

ENTEROMORPHA PLLJMOSA
SILK CONFETTI

GRATELCUPIA PINNATA
POINTED LYNX

HAL1CYSTIS OVALIS
-NULL-

HEDOPHYLLUN SESSILE
SEA CABBAGE

NYMENENA FLABELLIGERA
VEINED FAN

IRIDOPHYCUS SPECIES
IRIDESCENT SEAWEED

LAMINARIA ANDERSONII
SPLIT WHIP WRACK

LAMINARIA PLATYNERIS
SEA GIRDLE OR TANGLE

LAMINARIA SETCHELI!
"NULL"

LESSONIOPSIS LITTORALIS
-NULL-

LITHOTHANNIUM SPECIES
RED ROCK CRUST

MICROCLADIA BOREALIS
COARSE SEA LACE

PELVETIOPSIS LINITATA
-NULL"

PLEUROPHYCUS GARDNERI
SEA SPATULA

POLYSIPHONIA PACIFICA
POLLY PACIFIC

PORPHYRA LANCEOLATA
RED JABOT LABER

PORPHYRA PERFORATA
RED LAVER

POSTELSIA PALMAEFORNIS
SEA PALM

PRESIDLA NERIDZONALIS
-NULL-

PRIONITIS LANCEOLATA
-NULL-

PRIONITIS LYAE.LI]
LYALL’S SEAWEED

PTERYGOPHORA CALIFORNICA
POMPON

PTILOTA FILICINA
RED WING

PTILOTA HYPNOIDES
-NULL-

RALFSIA PACIFICA
TAR SPOT

SCHIZYNENIA PACIFICA
SEA ROSE

SCYTOSIPHON LOMENTARIA
WHIP TUBE

SPONGONGqPHA COALITA
GREEN ROPE

UROSPORA NIRABILIS
-NULL-

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PRODUCER
VASCULAR PLANTS

PHYLLOSPADIX SCOULER]
SCOULER’S SURFGRASS

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ACHAEA DIGITALIS
LIMPET

ACHAEA PELTA
BROWN & WHITE SHIELD LIMPET

DIDDOPJLASPERA
KEYHOLE LIMPET

KATHERINA TUNICATA
BLACK CHITON

MUTTALINA CALIFORNICA
CHITON

PARACLUNIO ALASKENSIS
MIDGE

STRONGLYOCENTROTIJS PURPURATUS
PURPLE SEA URCHIN

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
INVERTEBRATE~

ANISCO~IS NCIII]LIS
SEA LEMON

PISASTER GIGAMTEU$
SEASTMt

PISASTER OCHEACEUS
SEASTAR

THAIS
SNAIL

TROPNIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
FISHES

ASCEL|CHTHYS RHOOORUS
ROSYL]IP SCULPI~

RAJA STELLULATA
STARRY SKATE

SEBASTES MELANOPS
BLACK ROCKFISH

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
BIRDS

AECHHOPHORU$ OCCIDENTALIS
~ESTERN GREBE

CEPPHUS COLUNBA
PIGEON GUILLENOT

CERORH~NCA HONOCERATA
RHINOCEROUS AUKLET

G.AVIA ARCTI~
ARCTIC lO0~

HAEHATOPUS GACHMANI
BLACK OYSTERCATCHER

HISTRIC~ICUS HISTRIONXCUS
HARLEQUIN DUCK

LARUS ARGENTATUS
HERRING GULL

LARUS CALIFORNICUS
CALIFORNIA GULL

LARUS (:ANUS
NEW GULL

LARUS HEERMANNI
HEEERHAN’S GULL

LUNDA CIRRHATA
TUFTED PUFFIN

MELANITTA DEGLANDI
WHITE-WINGED SCOTER

PELECANUS OCCIDENTALIS
BROId~ PELICAN

PHALOCROCORAX AURITUS
DOUBLE-CRESTED CORMORANT

PHALOCROCORAX PELAGICUS
PELAGIC CORMORANT

PHALOCROCORAX PENICILLATUS
BRANDI"eS CORMORANT

RISSA I’RIDACTYLA
BLACK-,LEGGEED KITTIWAKE

URIA AALGE
C0144~ MURRE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
MAMMALS

ENHYDRA LUTRIS
SEA OTTER

EUNETC~IAS JUBATA
STELLER’S SEA LION

LUTRA CANADENSIS
RIVER OTTER

N]ROUNGA ANGUSTIROSTR%S
ELEPHAMT SEAL

NUSTELA V3SCM
MINK

PHOCA VITULINA
HARBOR SEAL

ZALOPltUS CALIFORNIANUS
CALIFCMNIA SEA LION

TROPHIC LEVEL: (4) DETRIT~VORE
]NVERTEBRATE~



EUDISTYLXA VANCOUVERI
SABELLID

IOOTEA SCHNITTI
ISOPO0

IOOTEA WOSNESENSKII
OLIVE GREEN ISOPO0

LIGIA PALLASI
ROCK LOUSE

SABELLARIA CEMENTARIL~
WORN

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) OMNIVORE
NAMMALS

PROCYON LOTOR
RACCOON

TROPHIC LEVE;L: (6) PARASITE
INVERTEBRATES

FABIA SUB~JADRATA
PEA CRAB

HETEROSACCUS CALIFORNICUS
"NULL-

TROPHIC LEVEL: (7) F|LTER FEEDER
INVERTEBRATES

BALANUS GLANDULA
BARNACLE

NYTI LUS CALI FORN IANUS
MUSSEL

NEANTHES BRANDTI
WORN

POLLICIPES POLYNERUS
PACIFIC (’~OSE BARNACLE

VOLSELLA NO0 IOLUS
HORSE MUSSEL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGE~
BIRDS

LARUSGLAUCESCENS
GLAUCOUS-WINGED GULL

LARUS OCCIDENTALIS
WESTERN GULL

TROPH1C LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - INVERTEBRATES

AHBLOPUSA BOREALIS
ROVE BEETLE

CEPHALOTHORIX L|NEARI$
NEHERTEA~

DiAULOTA DENSISSINA
ROVE BEETLE

EMPLECTONEHA GRACILE
RIBBON t~’JRN

L, IPAROCEPHALUS CORDICOLLIS
ROVE BEETLE

NICRURA VERRILLI
NENERTEAM

PARANENERTES PEREGRINA
NENERTEAN

THALASSOTRECHUS 8ARBARAIE NIG~][
GROUND BEETLE

I"ROPNIC LEVEL: (9) INVE.RYEE~RATE
EATER - FISHES

AMPHXSTICHUS R~COOTERUS
REDTAIL SURFPERCH

CY~L~¥OGASTER AGGREGATA
SHINER PERCH

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEB~AT~
EATER = BIRDS

ACTIT[S MACULAEXA
SPOTTED SANDPIPEP~

APHRXZA VIRC~TA
SURFBIRD

ARENARIA INTERF~E~;
RUDDY TURNSTC~E

ARENARIA MELA~OCEPHALA
BLACK TURNSTO~IE

CALIDRIS PTILOC~NIS
REEK SANDPIPER

HETEROSCELU$ IECAHLIN
~ANDERING TATTLE~t

NUMENIUS PHAEC~S
WHIHBREL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (q> UHKNC~
INVERTEBRATES

HAPALOGASTER CJ~V~CAIJIDA
CRAB



HABITAT: PROTECTED ROCKY SURF

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PRODUCER
NON-VASCULAR PLANTS

AGARUN FIMBRIATUM
SEA COLANDER

BOSSEA NANZA
LEAF CORAL

CALLIARTHRON NANZA
BEAD CORAL

CALLITHAMNION PIKEANLIN
BEAUTY BUSH

CERANIUM CALIFORNICUM
-NULL-

CERANIUN PACIFICUH
POTTERY SEAWEED

COILOOESME CALIFORNICA
STICK BAG

COLPONEN|A SINLIOSA
POCKET OR OYSTER THIEF

CORALL[NA CHILENSIS
TIDE POOL CORAL

CUMAGLOIA ANDERSONII
"NULL"

CYSTOPHYLLL~I GERNINATLIN
BLADDER LEAF

CYSTOSEIRA OSMONDACEA
WOOOY CHAIN BLADDER

DESHARESTIA ACULEATA
CRISP COLOR CHANGER

DESMARESTIA ]NTERMEDIA
LOOSE COLOR CHANGER

DESNARESTIA NUNDA
WIDE BRANCH COLOR CHANGER

ENTEROMORPHA CONPRESSA
GREEN CONFETTI

ENTERO~)RPHA INTESTINALIS
LINK CONFETTI

ENTEROMORPHA PLUHOSA
SiLK CONFETTI

FUCUS FURCATA
ROCKWEED OR POPPING WRACK

GASTROCLONIUN COIJLTERI
SEA BELLY

GIGARTINA EXASPERATA
TURKISH TOWEL

GIGARTINA SPECIES
GRAPESTONE

GRATELOUPIA PINNATA
POINTED LYNX

HALICYSTIS OVALIS
-NULL-

HALOSACCIO~ GLAMDIFORI~E
SEA SAC

HETEROCHORDARIA ABIETIMA
FIR NEEDLE

LAMINARIA PLATYMERIS
SEA GIRDLE OR TANGLE

LANINARIA SACCHARINA
SUGAR WRACK

LAURENCIA SPECTABILIS
SEA LAUREL

LITHOTHAMNIUM SPECIES
RED ROCK CRUST

MACROCYSTIS INTEGRIFOLIA
KELP

MICROCLADIA C(XJLTERI
DELICATE SEA LACE

PELVETIOPSIS LIMITATA
-NULL-

POLYNEURA PAT|SSIMA
CRISSCROSS NETWORK

POLYSIPHONiA COLLINSI
POLLY COLL|NS

POLYSIPHONIA PACIFICA
POLLY PACIFIC

PORPHYRA LANCEOLATA
RED JABOT LAVER

PORPHYRA PURFORATA
RED LAVER

PRAS|OLA MER[DIONALIS
-NULL-

PTILOTA FILIC|NA
RED WING

PTILOTA HYPNOIDES
-NULL"

RALFSIA PACIFICA
TAR SPOT

RHODOMELA LARIX
BLACK PINE

RHOOYMENIA PAL~TA
DULSE OR RED KALE

RHOOYMENIA PERTUSA
RED EYELET SILK

SCYTOSIPHOM LONENTARIA
WHIP TUBE

SPONGOMORPHA COALITA
GREEN ROPE

ULVA FENESTRATA
-NULL-

ULVA LACTUCA
SEA LETTUCE

ULVA LINZA
GREEN STRING LETTUCE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PRODUCER
VASCULAR PLANTS

JAUMEA CARNOSA
JAUMEA

PHYLLOSPADIX SCOULER[
SCOULER’S SLIRFGRASS

TANACETUM OGUGLASII
DUNE TANSY

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIV(~E
INVERTEBRATES

ACHAEA DIGITALIS
LIMPET

ACMAEA FENESTRATA
LIMPET

AI~IAEA LIMATULA
FILE LIMPET

AI~iAEA MITRA
DUNCE’CAP LIMPET

ACMAEA PELTA
BROf~lt & WHITE SHIELD LIKPET

AHPITHOE HUHERALIS
-NULL"

CALLISTOCNITOM CRASSICOSTATUS
CHITON

CRYPTOCNITOli STELLERI
GUM BOOT CN|TOM

CYANOPLAX HART~GI
CHITON

i(ATHER I NA TUNI CATA
BLACK CHITON

LITTORINA PLANAXI S
PERIWINKLE

LITTORINA SCUTUL I NA
PERKWINKLE

LI TTORINA S| TKANA
PER]IWINKLE

LUHBRINERIS ZONATA
t,~ORM

HOPALIA CILIATA
CHITON

HOPAL IA L IGNOSA
CHITON

ODONTOSYLLI S PHOSPHOREA
WO~M

PARALUNIO ALASKENSI S
MIDGE

STRONGYLOCENTROTUS FRANC I SCANU
SEA URCHIN

STRONGYLOCENTROTUS PURPURATUS
PURPLE SEA URCHIN

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

TONICELLA L [NEATA
LINED CHXTON

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
l NVERTEBRATES

AEOL[DIA PAP I I.LOSA
NLI) I BRANCH

AHBLOPUSA BOREAL I S
ROVE BEETLE

AN X,~OOR I S NOBI LIS
SEA LEMOH

CADLINA
NUO I BRANCH

CORAHBE PACI FICA
NUO ! BRANCH

D IAULOTA DENS~SSIHA
ROVE BEETLE

DIRORA ALBOL I NEATA
NUO I’ BRANCH

LEP]OOZONA COOPER I
CHITON

LEP IOOZONA NERTENSI
CI11 TON

L I PAROCEPHALUS CORDICOLL IS
ROVE BEETLE

PISASTER G| GAI|TEUS
SEASTAR

PISASTER OCHRACEUS
SEASTAR

PLAC I Pt’~ORELLA VELATA
CHITON

PYCNOGONUI4 STEARNS|
SEA SPIDER

PYCNOPOD IA HELIAMTHOIDES
SUNFLOI~ER STAR

ROSTANGA PULCHRA
MUO I BRANCH

SO~STER DOMSON !
SEASTAR

SOL~STER ST IMSONI
SEASTAR

THA|S



~ABITAT: PROTECTED ROCKY SUP~~

SNAIL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
FISHES

ARTEDIUS LATERALIS
SMOOTHHEAD SCULPIN

ASCELICHTHYS RHOOORUS
ROSYLIP SCULPIN

HEMILEPIDOTUS HENILEPIDOTUS
RED IRISH LORD

HEMILEPIDOTUS SPINOSIS
BROWN IRISH LORD

HEXAGRAMNOS DECAGRAMNIJS
KELP GREENLING

HEXAGRANNOS LAGOCEPHALUS
ROCK GREENLING

MYOXOCEPHALUS POLYACANTHOCEPHA
GREAT SCULPIN

PAROPHYRUS VETULUS
ENGLISH SOLE

RAJA STELLULATA
STARRY SKATE

SCORPAENICHTHYS NARMORATUS
CABEZON

SEBASTES MELANOPS
BLACK ROCKFISH

XIPHISTER ATROPURPUREUS
BLACK PRICKLEBACK

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
BIRDS

AECHMOPHORUS OCCIDENTALIS
t,~STERN GREBE

ARDEA HEROOIAS
GREAT BLUE HERON

BUCEPHALA ALBEOLA
BUFFLEHEAD

BUCEPHALA CLANGULA
COI, B, IOM GOLDENEYE

CEPPHUS COLUNBA
PIGEON GUILLEMOT

CERORHINCA NONOCERATA
RHINOCEROS AUKLET

GAVIA ARCTICA
ARCTIC LOON

HAENATOPUS BACHNANI
BLACK OYSTERCATCHER

HISTRiONICUS HISTRIONICUS
HARLEQUIN DUCK

LARUS ARGENTATUS
HERRING GULL

LARUS CALIFORNICUS
CALIFORNIA GULL

LARUS CANUS
MEW GULL

LARUS HEERNANNI
HEERNANIS CULL

LUNDA CIRRHADA
TUFTED PUFFIN

MEGACERYLE ALCYON
BELTED KINGFISHER

MELANITTA DEGLAND|
WHITE-WINGED SCOTER

MELANITTA PERSPICILLATA
SURF SCOTER

PELECANUS OCCIDENTAL1S
BROWN PELICAN

PHALACROCO~U( AURITIS

DOUBLE-CRESTED CORMORANT
PHALACROCORAX PELAGICUS
PELAGIC CORMORANT

PHALACROCORAX PENICILLATUS
BRANDT’S CORHORANT

RISSA TRIDACTYLA
8LACK-LEGGED KITTIWAKE

URIA AALGE
COMMON MURRE

IROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
MAMMALS

ENHYDRA LUTRIS
SEA OTTER

EUNETOPIAS JUBATA
STELLER’S SEA LXOM

LUTRA CANADENSIS
RIVER OTTER

NIROUNGA ANGUST|ROSTRIS
ELEPHANT SEAL

MUSTELA VISON
MINK

PHOCA VITULINA
HARBOR SEAL

ZALOPHUS CALIFORN~ANUS
,CALIFORNIA SEA IoX~

TROPNIC LEVEL: !~4)i)ETRIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

AP4PH IO0 IA OCCIDEI~YAL I$
BRITTLE STAR

AIqPHITRITE ROBUSYA
POLYCHAETE W~)RM

CIJCUMAR I A NINXAT/~
SEA CUCUMBER

EqJDISTYL|A POLYW~PHA
SABELL I D

EIIJDI STYL%A VANCOLJ~flEil I
SABELLID

EUPOLYNN IA HETEROBRANCNIA
TEREBELLID WORN

IDOTEA SCHNI TIFI
’,[ SCWa(~

IDOTEA UROTOI~
PILL BUG

LIGIA PALLASI
ROCK LOUSE

NELITA PALNATA
BEACH HOPPER

NEOAMPHI TR! TE ROSUSI’US
TEREBELLID

OPHIOPHOL I S ACULEATA
~3R 11’TLE STAR

ORCHESTIA TRASK IANA
LESSER BEACH HOPPER

THELEPUS CR I SPU~

T’,[ GR l Ol~JS CALl FORNICtJS
BUG

TROPNIC LEVEL: (5) CI~IVORE
~+VERTEBRATES

HOPAL IA HUSCOSA
CH I TOM

ANOPLA~CHUS PURPURESCENS
HIGH :OCKSCOMB

XIPHISFER MUCOSUS
ROCK ~RICKLEBACK

TROPHI: LEVEL: (5) OHNI~E
BIRDS

AYTHYA MARl LA
GREAT !R SCAUP

CORVUS BRACHYRHYNCHOS
Cl~I CROM

CORVUS CORVAX
CORNO:I RAVEN

TROPHI:: LEVEL: (5) OMNIV(~E
MAMMAL,:;

TROPHi~; LEVEL: (6) PARASITE
NO~-VA~CULAR PLANTS

JAIICZE~KIA GARD~ERI
PARAS TIC SEA LAUREL

TRC~HI~ LEVEL: (6) PARASITE
INYERT[!BRATES

ARCTON(E PULCHRA
SCALE WORN

ARCTON[~ VITTATA
SCALE WORN

FAHA ~UBGUADRATA
PEA CIlAB

PIENI~: TUBICOLA
PEA CLA~

SYNDE~IS FRANCI~CANUS
WC~N

TRC~HI( LEVEL: (7) FILTER FEEDEI~
INVERTEBRATES

BALAMU~ CARIOSUS
BARNACLE

BALANU~ GLANDULA
BARNACLE

BOCCARCIA PRO6OSCIDEA
SPINOI3 WORN

$EGULA ~ACIFICA
BRYOZCAM

HALICH~IORIA PANACEA
CRUNO OF BREAD ~PONGE

HENRICJ~ LEVIUSCULA
RE~ SE~STAR

HIWNITES GIGANTEUS
RC~KOfSTER

HIP~O~LOSIA IN~oCULPTA
BRYOZ~UI

LEP(~AL~ BILABIATA
BRYOZO~It

MEM#RARIPORA NEMBRANACF.A
BRYOZO,~N

IqlEM~IRAIIII:~RA SER~II.AI~LLA
BRYOZGUI

PED~CEL!.INA CERNI~A
EMTO~!X;T

PHib~X.~Ut PACIFICA
BRYZ~,~



HABITAT: PROTECTED ROCKY SURF

PLOCAMIA KARYKINA
RED SPONGE

SERPULA VEMICULARIS
IJORM

SPIRORBIS
WORM

TEREBRATALIA TRANSVERSA
BRACHIOPOD

TRICELLARIA OCClDENTALIS
BROZOAN

XESTOSPONGIA VANILLA
SPONGE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGER
INVERTEBRATES

HEMIGRAPSUS NUOUS
PURPLE SHORE CRAB

PACHYCHELES RUOIS
PORCELAIN CRAB

PAGURUSGRANOSIMANUS
HERMITCRAB

PACURU$HEMPHILL[
HERMITCRAB

PAGURUSSAHUELIS
HERMITCRAB

PETROLISTHES CINCTIPES
PORCELAIN CRAB

TROPHIC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGER
BIRDS

HALIAEETUS LEUCOCEPHALUS
BALD EAGLE

LARUS GLAUCESCENS
GLAUCOUS-WINGED GULL

LARUS OCCIDENTALIS
WESTERN GULL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - INVERTEBRATES

ALLORCHESTES ANGUSTUS
-NULL-

AMPH I I:~US BI NACULATUS
R I BBON WORM

ANTHOPLEURAELEGAHTISSINA
AGGREGATEDANEMONE

ANTHOPLEURAXAHTHOGRAMM] CA
GIANT GREEN ANEMONE

CANCER ANTENNAR IUS
CRAB

CANCER MAGI STER
DUNGENESS CRAB

CANCER PROOUCTUS
CRAB

CEPHALOTHRIX LINEARI=
NEMERTEAN

CERATOSTONA
FOLIATUN NUREX

EMPLECTONENA GRACILE
R I BBON WORN

EPIACTIS PROL I FERA
ANEMONE

GLYCERA AMERICANA
WORM

HALOSYDHA BREVI SETOSA
SCALE IJORN

HERMISSENDA CRASSI CORHIS
NUO ] BRANCH

MICRURA VERRILLI
NEMERTEAN

PARANEMERTES PEREGRINA
NEMERTEAN

PHOXICHILIDIUM FEMORATLIM
SEA SPIDER

SPIRONTOCARIS BREVIROSTRIS
BROKEN BACK SHRIMP

SPIRONTOCARXS CRISTATA
BROKEN BACK SHRIMP

SPIRONTOCARIS PALUDICOLA
BROKEN BACK SHRIMP

SPIRONTOCARIS PRIONATA
BROKEN BACK SHRIMP

TEALIA CRASSXCORNIS
ANEMONE

THALASSOTRECHUS BARBARAE NiIGR%
GROUND BEETLE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - FISHES
APOO1CHTHYS FLAVIDUS

PENPOINT GUNNEL
CHIROLOPHIS NUGATOR

NOSSHEAD MAR-BONNET
CLINOCOTTUS ACUTICEPS
SHARPNOSE SCULPIN

CL]NOCOTTU$ EMBRYUM
CALICO SCULPIN

CLINOCOTTUS GLOBICEPS
I~)SSHEAD SCULPIN

CYMATOGASTER AGGREGATA
SHINER PERCH

GOBIESOX MAEANDRICUS
NORTHERN CLINGFISH

LEPTOCOTTUS ARHATUS
PACIFIC STAGHORN SCULPIN

LIPARIS FLORAE
TIDEPOOL SNAILFISH

OLIGOCOTTUS NACULOSUS
TIDEPOOL SCULPIN

OLIGOCOTTUS SNYDERI
FLUFFY SCULPIN

PHOLIS LAETA
CRESCENT GUNNEL

RHAC(X:HILUS VACCA
PILE PERCH

SPIRINCHUS STARSK]
HIGHT SMELT

XERERPES FUCORUM
ROCK’~EEO GUNNEL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - BIRDS

ACTITIS NACULARIA
SPOTTED SANDPIPER

APHRIZA VIRGATA
SURFBIRD

ARENARIA IHTERPRES
RUODY TURHSTONE

ARENARIA NELANOCEPHALA
BLACK TURNSTONE

CALIDRIS ALPINA
DUNLIN

CALIDRIS PYILOCNEMIS
ROCK SAMOPIPER

HETEROSCELUS INCANUM
MANDERING YATTLER

NUMENIUS PHAEOPUS

WHIMBREL
PLUVIALXS SQUATAROLA
BLACK-BELLIED PLOVER

TR|NC~ MELAHOLEUCA
GREATER YELLO~LEGS

TROPHIC LEVEL: (O) UNKNOWN
INVERTEBRATES

ANAITIDES MEDIPAPILLATA
PADDLE WORM

ARABELLA IRICOLOR
~ORH

ASTRAEA GIBBEROSA
SNAIL

CREPIDULA ADUNCA
HORNED SLIPPER SHELL

CRYPTOLITHODES SITCHENSIS
UMBRELLA-BACKED CRAB

DOOECACERIA FISTULICOLA
CIRRATULID WORM

HAPALOGASTER CAVICAUDA
CRAB

LEPTASTERIA HEXACTIS
SEASTAR

LEPTASTERIA PUSILLA
SEASTAR

MIRULUS FOLIA’rUS
CRAB

DEDIGNATHUS INERMIS
CRAB

PATIRIA MINIATA
SEA BAT

PLATYNEREIS AGASSIZI
NEREID WORM

POOARKE PUGGETTENSIS
POLYCHAETE

PUGETTIA PROOUCTA
KELP CRAB

SCYRA ACUTIFRONS
NASKING CRAB

TE~JLA FUNEBRALIS
BLACK TURBAN SNAIL



TROPHIC LEVEL: (-)
VASCULAR PLANTS

ANTHOXANTHL~I ODORATLIN
SWEET VERNALGRASS

HOLCUS LANATUS
COMMON VELVET-GRASS

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PRODUCER
VASCULAR PLANTS

AIRA PRAECOX
LITTLE HAIRGRASS

ALNUS RUBRA
RED ALDER

ANGELICA LUCIDA
SEA-WATCH

ARCTOSTAPHYLO~ COLUMBIANA
BRISTLY NANZINITA

ARCHTOSTAPHYLOS UVA-URSl
KINNIKINNIC

ARNERIA NERITIMA
THRIFT

BACCHARIS PILULARIS
CHAPARRAL BROOM

BLECHNUM SPICANI
DEER FERN

CALANAGROSTIS NUTKAENSIS
REEDGRASS

CASTILLEJA LITORALIS
PACIFIC PAINTBRUSH

CEANOTHUS THYRSIFLORUS
BLUE BLOS~3M

CERASTIUM ARVENSE
FIELD CHICKMEED

CYTISUS SCOPARIUS
SCOTCH BROOM

DANTHONIA CALIFORNICA
OATGRASS

DESCHANPSIACAESPITOSA
TUFTED HA~RGRASS

DESCHAMPS1A LONGIFLORA
HAIRGRASS

DIGITALIS PURPUREA
FOXGLOVE

ENPETRUM N~GRUM
CROWBERRY

ER I GERON GLAUCUS
SEASIDE DOCK

FESTUCA NYUROS
RAT-TAIL FESCUE

FESTUCA RUBRA
RED FESCUE

FRAGARIA CHILOENSIS
COASTAL STRA~ERRY

GALIUN NUTTALI!
NUTTAL’S BEDSTRAM

GAULTHERIA SHALLO~
SALAL

GNAPHAL[UIq CHILENSE
COTTON-BATTING PLANT

GRINDELIA INTEGRIFOLIA VAIl. I~
PUGET SOUI~ GUNWEED

HERACLEUN LANATLM
C~-PARSNIP

HOLO0 ! SCUS DISCOLOR
OCEAN-SPRAY

HYPOCHAER 1S RAD l CATA
GOSNORE

LASTHENIA CHRYSOSTONA
LASTHENIA

LASTHENIA MINOR VAR. MARITIMA
HAIRY LASTHENIA

LATHYRUS LITTORALIS
BEACH PEA-VINE

LEONTODON HUO ~ CAUL I S
BRISTLY HAUKBIT

L! LAEOPSIS OCCIDENTAL H S
L l LAEOPS I S

LON I CERA I NVOLUCAATA
BLACK TUIHBERRY

LOTUS FORNOSIS$~HUS
DEERVETCH, SEASIDE LOTUS;

LUPINUS ARBOREU$
TREE LUPINE

LUPINUS VAR ICOLOA
TRIO- COLOR LUPINE

HICROSERIS BIGILOVE I
COASTHI CROSERI[$

MYR ICA GALE
SWEETGALE

PI NIJS CONTORTA
LOOGEPOLE PINEy SItORE PINE

IPLANTAGO HIRTELLA
TALL COAST PLAHTA][N

PLANTAGO LANCEOLATA
BUCKHORN PLANTAIN

POA PACHYPHOLI $
SEACLI FF BLUEG~AS!|

iPOLYPODiUN GLYCY~R|II ZA
L l(,~R ICE FERN

POLYSTICHUM MUHI 1’LJl
SE~)RDFERN

PSEUDOTSUGA HEN2’.! E.q;! ][
DOUGLAS FIR

PTERID|UM A~JI L I NUIq
WESTERN BRACKEk~ FERN

RANUNCULUS FLAMleJLA
SMALL CREEPING BUTTERCUP

RHAMNUS PURSH IAHA
CASCARA

I~HODODENDRON HACROPHYLLUN
WESTERN RHODODENDROR

RIIUS O IVERSI LOBA
POISON OAK

RONANZOFF 1A TRACY~
TRACY* S N! STHAIDEH

~UBUS SPECTABILI$
SALMONBERRY

RUBUS URSI HUS
DOUGLASBERRY

RUI4EX NARITIHUS
SEASIDE DOCK

SAG! NA CRASSI CAULIS
ST! CK- STEI44ED PEARL’,dORT

SALIX HOOKER IAMA
COAST UILLOW

SEDUM LANCEOLATLM WLq. NE$IOT]
LANCE- LEAVED ST~E~OP

SIDALa~A HIRI’IP~$
HA I RY’STEIgIED CHECJCEfl-MALLGI~

STACHY$ RIGIDA
HEDGE NETTLE

TANACETUN DOUGLAS~
DUNE TANSY

THUJ~ PLICATA
~ES’IERN RED CEDAR

UEEX ~UROPAEUS
GORS~

V.~CC~XUM OVATLM
EVERGREEN HUCKLEBERRY

V~CC~IUN PARV~FOLIU~
~ED ItUCKLEBEREY

VERAT~UM VIRIDE
FALS~ HELLEBORE

T~OPH~C LEVEL: (2) HERBI[VORE
! ~VER ~EBRATES

PARACI.UNIO ALA~KENSIS
HIDG~

T~OPHC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE

BONAS~$ IJ~BELLUS
LUFFED GROUSE

CARDU~!LIS PINUS
~INE SISKIN

CARDUIIS TRISTI$
A~ER~CAN GOLDFINCH

CARPOLACUS NEXI~ANUS
LOUSE FINCH

CARPO~.ACUS PUR~JREUS
PURPLE FINCH

CC~_UM~A FASCIAT~
BAND-TAILED PIGEON

DENDR~GAPUS OBS~URUS
BLUE GROUSE

HESPE~IPHONA VESPERTINA
EVENING GROSBEAK

JUNCO HYEHALIS
DARK-EYED JUNC~

LO~HOErYX CALIFORNICUS
CALIFORNIA GIJA~L

LO~IA 3URVIROSTEA
RED C~OSSBILL

NELOSPIZA NELOD~A
¯ ~NG ~PARROW

MELOTH~US ATER
B~OUII~HEADED C~IRD

OREORT ~X PICTUS
MOUNT~1N QUAIL

PASSERiELLA ILIACA
FOX Si)ARRO~

PHEUCTtCUS NELA~OCEPHALUS
BLACK’HEADED GROSBEAK

PIPILO ERYTHROPETHALNUS
RUFOU~-SIDED TC~HEE

SELASPflORUS RUFUS
RUFOU~; HUMMINGBIRD

SP:IZELA PASSER! HA
CHIPFMG SPARRGi~

ZE~A|D~NACROURA
¯ AJRN~NG DOVE

ZOAOTRiCHIA ATRICAPILLA
GOLDEH-CROWNED SPARROW

ZOHOTR!CHIA LEUCOPHRYS
MflITE. CROMMED S~ARROM

TRC~HI~ LEVEL: (~) HERBIVORE

NI (:ROTt~ LONGI CA~JOUS
LONG-~AILED VOL~



HABITAT: HEADLANDS AND ROCKY ISLANDS

NICROTUS OREGON[
OREGON VOLE

THOMCXqYS NONTICOLA
MOUNTAIN POCKET GOPHER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
HERPETOFAUNA

THAMNOPHIS ORDINOIDES
NORTHWESTERN GARTER SNAKE

THAMNOPHIS SIRTALIS
COMMON GARTER SNAKE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (-)
BIRDS

PANDION HALIAETUS
OSPREY

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
BIRDS

ACCIPITER COOPER|!
COOPER’S HAWK

ACC1PITER STRIATUS
SHARP-SHINNED HAWK

AEGOLIUS ACADICUS
SAM-WHET OWL

ASIO OTUS
LONG-EARED OWL

BUBOVIRG[NIANUS
GREAT HORNED OWL

BUTEO JAMAICENSIB
RED-TAILED HANK

CEPPHUS COLUMBA
PIGEON GUILLEMOT

CERORHINCA MONOCERATA
RHINOCEROS AUKLET

FALCO PEREGRINUS
PEREGRINE FALCON

GLAUCIDIOM GNONA
PYGMY OML

LUNDA CIRRHATA
TUFTED PUFF.IN

OCEANOORONA FURCATA
FORK-TAILED STORM PETREL

OCEANODRONA LEUCORHOA
LEACH’S STORM PETREL

OTUS ASIO
SCREECH ONL

PHALOCROCORAX AURITUS
DOUBLE-CRESTED CORMORANT

PHALOCROCORAX PELAGICUS
PELAGIC CORMORANT

PHALOCROCORAX PENICILLATUS
BRANDT’S CORMORANT

PTYCHORANPHUS ALEUT|CLI~I
CASSINIS AUKLET

TYTO ALBA
BARN

URIA AALGE
COMMON MURRE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
MAI, g4ALS

CANIS LATRANS
COYOTE

FELIS CONCOLOR
MOUNTAIN LION

LYNX RUFUS
BOBCAT

MUSTELA ERMINEA
SHORT-TAILED WEASEL

SPILOGALE PUTORIUS
SPOTTED SKUNK

UROCYON CINEROARGENTEUS
GRAY FOX

VULPES FULVA
RED FOX

TROPHICLEVEL: (5) CMNIVORE

BONBYCILLA CEDRORUN
CEDAR WAXM|NG

CORVUS BRACHYRHYNCHOS
COMMON CROM

CORVUS CORVAX
CON4ON RAVEN

CYANOCITTA STELLER!
STELLER’S JAY

PERIOSOREUS CANADENSIS
GRAY JAY

PIRANGA LUOOVICIANA
WESTERN TANAGER

STURNUS VULGAR|S
STARLING

TURDUS MIGRATORIUS
AMIERICAN ROR|M

TROPH[C LEVEL: (5) O~IIVORE
MAI~ALS

D|DELPH]S MARSUPIALIS
COM~ OPPOSLJt

EURACTOS AMER|CANUS
BLACK BEAR

MEPHiTIS MEPH|T|S
STRIPED SKUNK

PERONYSCUS MAN]CULATUS
DEER HOUSE

PROCYOM LOT(~R
RACCOON

ZAPUS TRINOTATUS
PAC|FIC JLJ~|NGMOUSE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (6) PARAS|TE
VASCULAR PLANTS

BOSCHN|AK|A HOOKER|
SMALL GROUNO-CONE

TROPHiC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGER
BIRDS

CATHARTES AUrA
TURKEY VULTL~E

HkL|AEETUS LE~PHALJS
BALD EAGLE

LARUS GLAI~.JESSCEN$
G~-UINGIED GULL

LARUS OCCIDENTAL|$
WESTERN GULL

TROPH]C LEVEL: (9) INVERTEI|ILATE
EATER - |NVER~[~BRkT~.~

ANBLOPUSA SOREALIS
ROVE BEETLE

DIAULOTA DENSISSINA
ROVE BEETLE

LIPAROCEPHALUS CORDICOLLIS
ROVE BEETLE

THALASSOTRECHU$ BARBARAE NIGR!
GR~JND BEETLE

TR~HIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - HERPETOFAUNA

AHBYSTOMA GRACILE
BRO~N SALAMANDER

BUFO BOREAS
WESTERN TOAD

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - HERPETOFAUNA

GERRHONOTUS COERULEUS
NORTHERN ALLIGATOR LIZARD

HYLA REGILLA
PACIFIC TREEFROG

PLETHOOON OUNNI
DUNNS SALAMANDER

RHYACOTRITON OLYMPICIJS
OLYMPIC SALN4ANDER

TARICHA GRANULOSA
ROLJGH’SKI~NED NE~/I"

TROPHXC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - BIRDS

CATHARUS GUTTATUS
HERMIT THRUSH

CATHARUS USTULATUS
SWAINSON’S THRUSH

CERTHIA FAMILIARIS
BRO~ CREEPER

CHAETURA VAUXI
VAUX’S SWIFT

CHAHAEA FASCXATA
WRENT|T

CHORDEILES MINOR
COt~MON NIGHTHAi~C

COLAPTES AURATUS
FLICKER

CONTOPUS SORDIOULUS
WESTERN WO(X) PEWEE

CYPSELO|DEB NIGER
BLACK .~IFT

DENOROICA CORONATA
YELLO~-RIJ~PED WARBLER

DENOROICA NIGRESCENS
BLAC:K’THROATEO GRAY WARBLER

DENDROICA OCCIDENTALIS
HERNIT WARBLER

DENOROICA PETECHIA
YELL,ON WARBLER

DE~DROICA TOUNSEMD!
TOWNSENO’S MARBLER

DRYOCOPUS PILEATUS
P]LEATF~ WOODPECKER

ElqPIDONAX DIFFICILIS
WESTERB FLYCATCHER

EMPI DONAX HAJ~| |
HAMMC~D a S FLYCATCHER

ENP I IXRIAX 08ERHOLSER ]
DUSk~ FLYCATCHER

ENPIDONAX TRAILLI[
WILL,ON FLYCATCHER



HABITAT:: HEADLANDS AND ROCKY ISLAN)S

HIRUNDO RUSTICA
BARNSWALLOW

IRIDOPROCNE BICOLOR
TREE SWALLOW

IXOREUS NAEVIUS
VARIED THRUSH

MYADESTES TOWNSENDI
TOWNSEND’S SOLITAIRE

NUTTALLORNIS BOREALIS
OLIVE-SIDED FLYCATCHER

OPORORNIS TOLMIEI
MCGILLIVRAY’S WARBLER

PARUS ATRICAPILLUS
BLACK-CAPPED CHICKADEE

PARUS RUFESCENS
CHESTNUT-BACKED CHICKADEE

PETROCHELIDON PYRRHONOTA
CLIFF SWALLOW

PICOIDES PUBESCENS
DOWNY kOOOPECKER

PICOIDES VILLOSUS
HAIRY W(](]OPECKER

PROGNE SUBIS
PURPLE MARTIN

PSALTRIPARUS MININUS
BUSHTIT

REGULUS CALENDULA
RUBY-CROt~IED KINGLET

REGULUS SATRAPA
GOLDEN-CROWRED KINGLET

SITTA CANADENSIS
RED-BRESTED NUTHATCH

SITTA CAROLINENSIS
WHITE-BRESTED NUTHATCH

SPHYRAPICUS VARIUS
YELLOW’BELLIED SAPSUCKER

STELGIDOPTERYX RUFICOLLIS
ROUGH-WINGED SWALLOW

TACHYCINETA THALASSINA
VIOLET-GREEN SWALLOW

THRYOMANES 8EWICKI!
BEWICK’S WREN

TROGLOOYTES AEDON
H(~JSE WREN

TROGLOOYTES TROGLOOYTES
WINTER WREN

VERMIVORA CELATA
ORANGE-CROWNED WARBLER

VERMIVORA RUFICAPILLA
NASHVILLE WARBLER

VIREO GILVUS
WARBLING VIREO

VIREO HUTTONI
HUTTONaS VIREO

VIREO SOLITARIUS
SOLITARY VIREO

WILSONIA PUSILLA
WILSON’S ~RBLER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRAT~
EATER - MAMHALS

EPTESICUS FUSCUS
BIG BROWN BAT

MYOTIS LICIFUGUS
LITTLE BRD~M MYOTIS

NEUROTRICHUS GIBBSII
SHREW-NOLE

SCAPANUS TOi~SEMIDII
TOWNSEND’S MOLE

SOREX VAGRANS
VAGRANT SHREW



HABITAT: HEADLANDS AND ROCKY ISLANDS

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PRODUCER
NON-VASCULAR PLANTS

ASTERIONELLA FORMOSA
DIATOM

ASTERIOMELLA JAPONICk
DIATON

ASTERIONELLA KARIAMA
DIATOM

BACTERIASTRUH DELICATULUM
DIATOM

CERAT[UH
DINOFLAGELLATE

CHAETOCEROS COMPRESSU$
DIATOM

CHAETOCEROS CONVOLUTUS
DIATOM

CHAETOCEROS RADICANS
DIATOM

COCCOL]THOPHORE$
COCCOLITHS

DACTYL[OSOLEN NEDD|TERRANEUS
DIATOM

FRAGILAR|A
DIATOM

GONYAULAX
DINOFLAGELLATE

LEPTOCYLINORICUS DANICUS
DIATOM

NELOSIRA ISLANDICA
D]ATOM

OTHER FLAGELLATES
FLAGELLATES

PER[DINIOM
DINOFLAGELLATE

RHIZOSOLEN[A ALATA
DIATOM

RHIZOSOLENIA DELICATULA
DIATON

RHIZOSOLENIA FRAGILISS[NA
DIATON

SYNEDRA ULNA
DIATOM

THALASSIONEHA NITZSCHiO[DES
DIATOM

~OPHXC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
iNVERTEBRATES

ACART IA CLAUS|
COPEPOD

ACART IA DAMAE
COPEPCO

ACART |A LONG; REN! S
COPEPOD

ACART IA NEGLI GEMS
COPEPOD

AET [DEOPSIS PAC[FXCA
COPEPCO

AET [DEUS ARNATUS
COPEPOD

AETIDEUS PACI FICUS
COPEPOD

AMALLOT HR]X VALIDA
COPEPOD

AMALLOTHRX X VORAK
COPEPOD

ARIETEL.LUS PLUNI FER
COPEPOO

BATHYCALANUS BRADY!
COPEPOO

BOREC~YS l S
COPEP(X)

BORECICYS % S ROSTRATA
COPEI~O

CALANU$ CRI STATUS
COPEPOD

CALANUS F INMARCHICUS
COPEPOD

CALANUS PLUHCHRUS
COPEPOO

CALANUS TENUICORNIS
COPEPOD

CALOCALANUS STYLXRENIS
COPEPOO

CANDAC[A B]PINNATA
COPEPOO

CAVOL INA UNCZNATA
PTEROPOO

CENTRAUGAPT I LUS PORCELLUS
COPEPOO

CENTROPAGES NC~4URR 1CH[
COPEPOD

CHIRUNDINA STREETS[
COPEPOO

CLAUSOCALANUS ARC~JI CORN [ S
COPEPOO

CLAUSOCALANUS PERGENS
COPEPOD

CLIO BALANT ]UN
PTER~

CL lONE L[NAC[NA
PTEROPOD

COROLLA SPECTAB]L]S
PTEROPOD

CORYCAEU$
COPEPOO

CTENOCALANUS VANUS
COPEPOO

EPI LABIDOCERA AHPNITRITES
COPEf~D

EUCALANUS ATTEIKJATUS
COPEPOO

EUCALANUS BUNG] [
COPEPOD

EUCHAETA SP I NOSA
COPEI~O

EUCHXRELLACURT | CAUOA
COPEPOD

EUCOPXA
COPE.~00

EVADME NORRAMN ~
CLN)OCERAIt

GAETANU$ SECUNDUS
COPEPOD

GAE’rANUS SINPLEX
COPEPOD

GAD IUS BREV[SPINU$
COPEPO0

GAIDIUS VAAXABILIS
CO#EP00

GAUSSIA PRINCEPS
COPEPOD



GIGANTOCYPRIS AGASSIZ11
OSTRACO0

GNATHOPHA|JS IA GIGAS
COPEPO0

GNATHOPHAUSIA INGENS
COPEPOD

HALOPT I LUS PSEUDOXYCEPHALUS
COPEPO0

HETERORHABDUS TANNERI
COPEPOO

HETEROSTYL 1TES LONGI CORN I S
COPEPO0

HETEROSTYLITES MAJOR
COPEPO0

LUCICUTIA B] CORNUTA
COPEPO0

LIJCICUT [A FLAVICORNJ S
I:OPEPOD

NETRIDEA LUCENS
COPEPO0

NETRIDIA CURT I CAUDA
COPEPCO

|4X CROCALANUS PYGHAEUS
COPEPO0

Nil CROSETELLA
COPEPO0

HI XTOCALANUS ROBUSTUS
COPEPO0

O] THONA
COPEPO0

Ok/CAEA CON | FERA
COPEP(X)

PARACALANUS PARVIJS
COPEPO0

PAREUCHAETA BI ROSTRATA
COPEPO0

PAREUCHAETA JAPONICA
COPEPO0

PHAENNA SPINI FERA
COPEPOO

PL EURO~U4MA BOREAL I S
COPEPO0

PLEUROMAHMA SCUTULLATA
COPEPOO

POOON LEUCKARTI
CLADOCERAN

PSEUDOCALANUS NINUTU$
COPEPO0

PSEUDOCH I RELLA POLYSPI NA
COPEPOD

RAI.OVI TZANUS FORRECTA
C(~oEpoD

RACOVITZANUS PACI FICA
COPEPO0

RH:(NCALANUS NASUTUS
COPEPO0

SCAPNOCALANUS NED IUS
C(~OEPO0

SCAPHOCALANUS NI NUTUS
COPEPO0

SCAPHOCALANUS SUBELONGATLP~
CCW~EPO0

SCOLECI THR I CELLA NINON
COPEPO0

SCOTTOCALANUS SEDATUS
COPEPCO

TOILTAN I S D l SCAUDATUS
COPEPO0

UNDEUCHAETA INTERNEDIA
C~EPO0

°UNDEUCHAETA HAJOR
COPEPOD

UNDEUCHAETA PLLJMO,4~A
COPEPO0

TROPHIC LEVEL= (2’.~ HERBIVORe.
BIRDS

BRANTA NIGRICANS
BLACK BRANT

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ABRALIOPSIS FELrS
SQUID

AEGINA CITREA
,JELLYFISH

AEG!NURA GRIMALI~ l
JELLYFISH

AEGUOREA
JELLYFISH

AGLANTHA DIGITALE
JELLYFISH

ATOLLA VANHOEFFEN~
JELLYFISH

ATOLLA WYVELLEX
JELLYFISH

AUREL IA LA8IATA
JELLYFISH

I’,]AR GNANM I A
JELLYFISH

BEROE CUCI.M I S
C(~B JELLY

BOTRYNENA BRUCE I
JELLYFISH

CALYCOPSI S NEHATOPEIORA
JEL LY F ! Sti

CARANAR IA JAPONICA
HETEROPOD

CHELOPHYES APPEND 1CULATA
JELLYFISH

CHELOPHYES NULT IDENTATA
JELLYFISH

CHIROTEUTH]S VERA~Y ]
SQUID

C:NUNIPHYES NiOSE~AIE
JELLYFISH

C:OLOB~EHA SERVI CEb~
JELLYFISH

CRANCNIA SCABRA
S~JlO

CROS~OTA ALBA
JELLYFISH

C~OSSOTA PEDUNCULATJL
JELLYFISH

CROSSOTA RUFOSRLII~IEj~
,JELLYFISH

~LIN I NA OCTOEIA~ JA
JELLYFISH

C"fAHEA
,,JELLYF I SH

EI,~HYS~U~ FURCATA
,JELLYFXSH

EI,JTG#~ IA II~iCANS
JELLYFISH

F~L X I’EUTHI $ ARI~TA
S~JID

~I~AT~$1S BOREAL |~
S~JIO

{;ONA US ANONYCHUS
SOU b

GONA" US FABRIC~ I
SQU~O

GONA~ US NAGIST~R
~;QU ~ ,3

HALI~REAS N I N I~-#JN
JELILYFiSH

HAL I ETAURA CELLULARIA
JELLVF~SH

HISTI 3TEUTHIS I;ETEROPSI ~
SQUI

LENS~ ~ CONOIDE~
JELL/FISH

L~NAC~NA HELAC~ HA
?TER ~00

LOLIG9 GPALESCENS
I;QU I)

HOROT ~UTHI S RO~USTA

NUGG I~EA ATLANT I CA
~ELL FISH

NANO~ A CARA
JELL~ FISH

O~ TOP~;TEUTHIS S 1CULA

Ok~YCH( ~TEUTH I S B~NKS 
~;QUI[

PA~ITAt HOGON HAECKEL l
JELL~, FISH

PARAP~ YL L I NA RANSOM I
JELL’~ FI 5H

PERIPI~LLA PER IPHYLLA
JELL’! FISH

PHYSOF HORA HYDROSTAT I CA
JELL~FISH

PLEUR()3RACHIA P)’ LEU$
COMB JELLY

PR,~YA )UBIA
JELLY :]SH

PR~YA ~ET!CULATA
JELLY :ISH

PTEROT ~ACHEA SC~q~UTA
NETER~POD

SARSIA PRINCEPS
JELLY :ISH

~RS|A TUBLILO~A
JELLY :ISN

SOLNI S~US INCISA
JELLYi ISH

SOL,H! S.~US HARSHALL~
JELLYI~ |SH

SUICUL[OLARIA GU~RIVALVI S
JELLY|: ISH

TACAW I U.~ PALVO
S~U1D

VN~@YRr. TEUTH l $ l HFERNAL|S
S~UID

VELELU VELELLA
JELLYIF I SH

VO~TIA ~P ~ MOnA
JE~LYI~ ~SH

TROPHICLEVEL: (.~) CARNIV(~E
F Z_..E~.IL _

ALC~IA~ V~LP IWU~
THRESFI ~R SHARK

BRACHYI 3TIUS FREI~ATU~
KELP P~RCH



HABITAT: EUPHOTIC PELAGIC

EPTATRETUS DEANI
BLACK HAGFISH

EPTATRETUS STOUTI
PACIFIC HAGFISH

GADUS HACROCEPHALUS
PACIFIC COD

GALEORHINUS ZYOPTERUS
SOUPFIH SHARK

HEXANCHU$ GRISEUS
SIXGILL SHARK

HYDROLAGUS COLLIEI
RATFISH

LAMNA DITROPSIS
SALNOM SHARK

NERLUCCIUS PRODUCTUS
PACIFIC HAKE

MARONE SAXAT]LIS
STRIPED BASS

NOTORYHCHUS NACULATUS
SPOTTED COMSHARK OR SEVENGILL

ONCORHYNCHUS GORBUSCHA
PINK SALNON

ONCORHYNCHUS KETA
CHUM SALHON

ONCORHYNCHUS KISUTCH
COHO SALNOM

ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAMYTSCHA
CHINOOK SALMON

PRIONACE GLAUCA
BLUE SHARK

RAJA KINCAIDI
BLACK SKATE

RAJA RHINA
LONGNOSE SKATE

RAJA STELLULATA
STARRY SKATE

SALNO CLARKI
CUTTHROAT TROUT

SALNO GAIRDNARI
STEELHEAD TROUT

SALVALINUS NALHA
DOLLY VARDEN

SEBASTES ALUTUS
PACIFIC OCEANPERCH

SEBASTES CRAMERI
BLACKMOUTH ROCKFISH OR DARICBLODO

SEBASTES DIPLOPROA
SPLITNOSE ROCKFISH

SEBASTES FLAVIDUS
YELLO~TAIL ROCKFISH

SEBASTES PIHNEGER
CANARY ROCKFISH

SEBASTOLOBUS ALASCAMIJS
SHORTSP[NE ROCKFISH

SONNIOSUS PACIFICUS
PACIFIC SLEEPER SHARK

SOUALIS ACANTHIAS
SPINY DOGFISH

THERAGRA CHALCOGRAJil4A
WALLEYE POLLOCK

TORPEDO CALIFORNICA
PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAY

TRIAKIS SEMIFASCIATA
LEOPARD SHARK

TROPHIC LEVEL: (’)
BIRDS

CEPPHUSCOLUNBRA
PIGEONGUILLEMOT

STERNA PARADISAEA
ARCTIC TERN

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
BIRDS

AECHMOPHORUS OCCIDENTALIS
WESTERN GREBE

BRJ~CHYRAMPHUS MARMORATIJM
NARBELED MURRELET

CERORHINCA MONOCERATA
RHINOCEROS AUKLET

CLANGULA HYMALIS
OLDSQUAW

DICMEDEA NIGRIPES
BLACK-FOOTED ALBATROSS

FULMARIS GLACIALIS
NORTHERN FULMAR

GAV|A ARCTICA
ARCTIC LOON

GAVIA INNER
COMMON LOON

GAVIA STELLATA
RED-THROATED LOON

HISTRIONICUS HISTRIORICUS
HARLEQUIN DUCK

LARUS ARGEMTATUS
HERRING GULL

LARUSCALIFORNICUS
CALIFORNIA GULL

LARUS CANUS
NEW GULL

LARUS DELAWARENSIS
RING’BILLED GULL

LARUS GLAUCESCEHS
GLAUCOUS’WINGED GULL

LARUS HEERHAHHI
HEERHAHN’S GULL

LARUS OCCIDENTALIS
WESTERN GULL

LARUS PHILADELPHIA
BONAPARTE’S GULL

LARUS THAYERI
THAYERS GULL

LOBIPES LOSATUS
NORTHERN PHALAROPE

LUNDRA CIRRHATA
TUFTED PUFFIN

MELANITTA DEGLANDI
WHITE-WINGED SCOTER

MELAHITTA NIGRA
BLACK SCOTER

NELANITTA PERSPICILLATA
SURF SCOTER

MERGUS SERRATOR
RED-BRESTED MERGANSER

OCEAMCORCMA FURCATA
FORK-TAILED STORM-PETREL

OC~RCI~k LELICORHOA
LEACH’S STORN’PETREL

PELICAliUS OCCIOEMTALIS
BROWN PELICAN

PHALACROCORAX AURITUS
DOUBLE-CRESTED CORMORANT

PHALACROCOPAX PELAG[CUS
PELAGIC CORMORANT

PHALACROCORJU( PEHICILLAI’U$
BRANDTIS CORMORANT

PHALAROPUS FULICARIUS
RED PHALAROPE

POO ICEPS AURITUS
HORNED GREBE

POOICEPS GRISEGENA
RED"NECKED GREBE

PTYCHORANPHUS ALEUT[CA
CASSIN’S AUKLET

PUFFINUS BULLERI
BULLER’S SHEARWATER

PUFF1NUS CARNEIPES
FLESH-FOOTED SHEARWATER

PUFFINUS CREATOPUS
PINK-FOOTED SHEARWATER

PUFFINUS GRISEUS
SOOTY SHEARWATER

PUFFINUS TENUIROSTRIS
SHORT’TAILED SHEARWATER

RISSA TRIDACTYLA
BLACg:-LEGGED KITTIWAKE

STERNA CASPIA
CASPIAN TERN

STERNA FORSTER|
FORSTER’S TERN

STERNA HIRUNDO
COMHQN TERN

SYHTHL.IBORAHPHUS AHTI~qJUM
ANCIENT MURRELET

URIA AALGE
COI~N HURRE

XEMA SABIHI
SABINE’S GULL

TROPH]C LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
MAMM~..,~..._

BERARDIUS BAIRDI
BAIRD’S BEAKED WHALE

CALI.ORHINUS URSINUS
NORTHERN FUR SEAL

DELPHINUS DELPHIS
COMMON DOLPHIN

ELJHETOPIAS JUBATUS
NORTHERN OR STELLAR SEA LION

GLORICEPHALA HACRORHYHCHUS
BLACK FISH OR SHORT-FINNED PIL

GRAHPUS GRISEUS
RISSO’S DOLPHIN

KOGIA BREVICEPS
PYGHY SPERM WHALE

LAGENORHYNCHUS ORLI~JIDEN$
PACIFIC STRIPED/WT’SIDED

DOLPHIN
LISSODELPHIS BOREALIS
NORTHERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPHIN

MESOPLODON CARLHUBBS[
HUBB’S BEAKED WHALE

MESOPLODOR STEJNEGERI
STEJNEGER’S BEAKED WHALE

NIRCL~GA AUGUSTIROSTRIS
NORTHERN ELEPHANT SEAL

ORC I HUB ORCA
KI Lt.ER WHALE

PItQCA VITULIMA
HARBOR SEAL

PHOCO~HA PHO~NA
HARBOR PORPOISE

PHOCOENOIDES DALLI
DALL PORPOISE

PHYSETER CATEDOM
SPERN~IALE

PSEUO(~CA CRASSIDENS



P~BITAT : EUPHOT~C PELAGIC

FALSE KILLER WHALE
STENELLA COERULEOALBA
STRIPED DOLPHIN/GRAY’S POEPOXSE

ZALOPHUS CALl FORNIANUS
CALIFORNIA SEA LION

ZIPHEUS CAVI ROSTRI S
CUVIER’S OR GOOSE BEAKED WHALE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) ONNIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

BENTHEUPHAUSIA ANBLYOPS
EUPHASID

EUPHAUSIA PACIFICA
EUPHASID

NENATOBRACHION FLEXIPES
EUPHASID

NEMATOCELIS DIFFICILIS
EUPHASID

STYLOCHEIRONABBRVIATUN
EUPHASID

STYLOCHEIRONLONGICORNE
EUPHASID

STYLOCHEIRORMAXIM.IN
EUPHASID

TESSARABRACHION OCULATUS
EUPHASID

THYANOESSAGREGARIA
EUPHASID

THYANOESSAINSPINATA
EUPHASID

THYANOESSALONGIPES
EUPHASID

TBYANOESSAPARVA
EUPHASID

THYANOESSARASCHII
EUPHASID

THYANOESSASPINIFERA
EUPHASID

THYSANOPODA ACUTIFRONS
EUPHASID

THYSANOPOOA CORNUTA
EUPHASID

THYSANOPODA EGREGIA
EUPHASID

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) OMNIVORE
FISHES

SARDINOPS SAGAX
PACIFIC SARDINE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (6) PARASITE
FISHES

ENTOSPHENUSTRIDENTATUS
PACIFIC LAMPREY

LAMPETRA AYRESI
RIVER LAMPREY

TROPHIC LEVEL: (6) PARASITE
BIRDS

CATHARACTA NCCORNICI(I
SOUTH POLAR SKUA

STERCORARIUS LONGICAUDIS
LONG’TAILED JAEGER

STERCORARIUS PARASITICUS
PARASITIC JAEGER

STERCORARIUS PONARINUS

POMARINE JAEGER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (7) FXLTER FEEDER
INVERTEBRATES

DOL, IOLU/4
SALP

HELIOSCALPA VIRGULA
SALP

IASIS ZONARIA
SALP

OIKOPLEURA
LARVACEAH

PEGEA CONFOEDERATA
SALP

SALPA FUSIFORMIS
SALP

THALIA DEHOCRATXCA
SALP

THETYS VAGINA
SALP

TROPHIC LEVEL: (7) FIILTER FEEDER
MAMMALS

II]ALAENA GLACIALIS
BLACK OR PACIFIC RIGHT WHALE

BALAENOPTERA AC~TC~OSTRATA
NINKE WHALE

BALAENOPTERA BOREALIS
SEI WHALE

BALAENOPTERA HUSCULUS
BLUE WHALE

BALAEMOPTERA PHYSALUS
FINBACK OR FIN WHALE

MEGAPTERA NOVEANGLIAE
HONPBACK WHALE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
_EATER - INVERTEBRATES

ACANTHEPHYRA CURTIROSTRIS
SHRIMP

BENTHEOGENNENA
SHRIMPBENTHEOGENHEI¢A BOREALIS
SHR’IMP

C¥STISOMA FABRIC~
AHPHIPOD

DAIRELLA CALIFORHICA
ANPNIPOD

EUKROHNIA BATHYPELAGICA
ARROU-~/ORN

EUKROHN IA FOWLER I
ARROW’WORN

EUKROHNIA HAMATA
ARROW-WORN

GENNADUS IMCERATUS
SHRIMP

GENNADAS PROPINGIJUS
$HRINP

HYMENCOOILA FRONTALXS
SHRIMP

HYNIENODORA GLACIALIS
SHRIMP

HYNENOOORA GRACIL|S
SHRIMP

HYPERIA HYSTRIX
ANPNIPO0

HYPEROCNE DEDUSARI]q
A,MPHIPOD

LANCIOLA LOVENI
AMPiIPGO

LYCA[A PULEX
AMP~IPO0

MENI~IGGOORA NOLLIS
SHRIMP

NINOE GE~A
POL’rCHAETE WORM

NJTOSrOI4US JAPONICUS
~HR~4P

OXYCE)HALUS CLAUSI
AMPH~PO0

P~RAP~SIPHAE CEISTATA
3HR ] i4P

PARAPetS I PHAE SLI X CAT I FROflS
!;HR I~IP

PARAP~tRON IHA CRASSIPES
AHPE PO0

PARAPiIRON Ilia GRACI L 1S
AMPH~PO0

PARATI!ERNISTO PACIFICA
AMPH~PO0

PASIP~AEA CHACET
$HRI~iP

PASIPFAEA NAGNA
SHRIMP

PASIP++AEA PACIF+CA
SHRIh;P

PETALI~ZUH SUSP~RIOSUN
SHRII~

PHRON~A SEDENTARIA
A~PH][~O0

PHRONII4OPSIS SP~NIFERA
A~PHI )(30

PO~OB IIJS NESERE~
~LYCtAETE k~OR~

PR[MNO ABYSSALI$
AHPHI~D

PR~MNO HACROPA
ANPH I~]O

RHYNCHoNOREELLA ANGELINI
POLYC|iAETE ~M

SA(~ITT~: BIER! 
ARROWWORN

SAG~TT~ DECIPIEN~
ARROW~6ORN

SAGITT~ ELEGANS
ARROW~WORM

SAGITT~ EUNERITIC~
ARRO~=~/ORN

SAGITTA HACROCEPHALA
ARROW-~ORN

SAGITTA MAXZMA
ARROW..~DRM

SAG~TTA MINIM~

SAG~TTA SCRIPPSAE
ARROW-’K)RN

SAG~TTA ZETESIOS
ARROW-i/O~M

SCINA C~ASSICC~MIS 8URNUDENSIS
AMPHI~]D

SEC~STE:; SIMILIS
SHEINP

SERGIA ~ENUIRENIS
SHRIMP’

STREETSA CHALLENGER]
ANPNIP[O

SYSTELL~PS|S BRAU~RI
SHR~N~



HABITAT: EUPHOTIC PELAGIC

SYSTELLAPSIS CRISTATA
SHRIMP

TO#4OPTERIS CAVAL[.II
POLYCHAETE 61ORM

TOI4OPTERIS NISSEHI
POLYCHAETE WORM

TOI4OPTERIS PACIFICA
POLYCHAETE WORM

TRYPHANA HALN[
AHPHIPOD

VIBILIA ARHATA
AMPHIPOD

VIBILIA PROGUINOUA
AHPHIPOO

VIBILIA WOLTERECK]
AMPHIPOD

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - FISHES

ALLOSMERUS ELONGATUS
WHITEBAIT SMELT

ALOSA SAPIDISSINA
AMERICAN SHAD

AJ4NOOYTES HEXAPTERUS
PACIFIC SAND LANCE

ANPHISTICHUS RHOOOTERUS
REDTAIL SURFPERCH

ATHERINOPS AFFXNIS
TOPSI4ELT

CETORHINUS NAXIMUS
BASKING SHARK

CLUPEA HARENGUS PALLASI
PACIFIC HERRING

COLOLABIS SAIRA
PACIFIC SAURY

CYMATOGASTER AGGREGATJk
SHINER PERCH

EMBIOTOCA LATERALIS
STRIPED SEAPERCH

ENGRAULIS NORDAX
NORTHERN ANCHOVY

HYPOMESUS PRETIOSUS
SURFSMELT

MICROGADUS PROXIMUS
PACIFIC TONC(X)

ONCORHYNCHUS NERICA
SOCKEYE SALMON

PSYCHROLUTES PARADOXUS
TADPOLE SCULPIN

SPIRINCHUS STARKSI
NIGHT SURF SMELT

SPIRINCHUS THALEICHTHYS
LONGFIN SMELT

THALEICHTHYS PACIFICUS
EULACHON OR COLLI4BIA RIVER SMELT

TROPHIC LEVEL (9) IMV1ERTEBIbkTE
EATER - B~RDS

AYTHIA NARILA
GREATER SCAUP

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ACARTIA CLAUSI
COPEPO0

ACARTIA DANAE
COPEPO0

ACART IA LONGERIMIS
COPEPCO

ACARTIA NEGLIGENS
COPEPO0

AEGISTHUS RUCRONATUS HARPACTIC
COPEPOD

AETIDEOPSIS PACI FICA
COPEPOD

AETIDEUS ARHATUS
CO4~EPOO

AETIDEUS PACIFIC:US
COPEPOO

ANALLOTHRIX VALXDA
COPEPOD

ANALLOTHRIX VORAK
COPEPOO

ARIETELLUS PLUNX FER
COPEPOO

BATHYCALANUS BRADY]
COPEPOO

BOREOHYSIS
COPEPOO

BOREONYSI S ROSTRATA
COPEP(]O

CALANUS CRI STATUS
COPEPOO

CALANUS FIMHARCHICUS
COPEPOO

CALANUS PLUHCHRUS
COPEPCO

CALANUS TEWJICORNIS
COPEPOO

CALOCALAMUS STYLIRENIS
COPEPOO

CANDACIA BIPINNATA
COPEPO0

CAVOL I NA UNCINATA
PTEROPOO

CENTRAUGAPT X LUS i~RCELLUS
COPEPOD

CEMTROPAGES NCMURR I CH I
COPEPOO

CHIRUNDINA STREETSI
COPEPOD

CLAUSOCALAI~S ARCUICORN I S
COPEPOD

CLAUSOCALAMU$ PERGENS
COPEPO0

CLIO BALANT IUN
PTEROPOD

CLIONE L INOCINA
PTEROPOD

COROLLA SPECTABI LIS
PTEROPOD

CORYCHAEUS
COPEPOD

CTENOCALAleJS VANUS
COPEPOD

EP [ LAB I DOCERA AMPH I TR I TES
COPEPO0

EUCALANUS ATTENUATUS
COPEPO0

EUCALANU$ BUMGII
COPEPO0

EUCHAETA SPINOSA
COPEPOO

EUCHIRELLA CURTICAUOA
COPEPOD

EUCOPIA
COPEPOD

EVADNE NORMANNI
CLADOCERAM

GAETANUS SECUNDUS
COPEPO0

GAETANUS SIMPLEX
COPEPOO

¯ ~IDIUS 8REVISPINUS
COPEPO0

GAIDIUS VARIABILIS
COPEPOO

¯ kUSSIA PRINCEPS
COPEPOD

G[GANTOCYPRIS ACd~SSIZII
~$TRACO0

GNATHOPHAUSIA GIGAS
COPEPOD

GNATHOPHAUSIA INGENS
COPEPOD

HALOPTILUS PSEUDOOXYCEPHALUS
COPEPOO

HETERORHABDU$ TANNERI
COPEPOD

HETEROSTYLITES LONGICORNIS
t:OPEPO0

HETEROSTYLI TES HAJOR
COPEPOD

LUCICUTIA BICORMUTA
COPEPOO

LUCICUTIA FLAVICORNIS
COPEPO0

NETRIDEA LULCEN$
COPEPO0

METRIDIA CUR’rICAUOA
COPEPO0

MICROCALANUS PYGMAEUS ¯
COPEPO0

MICROSETELLA
COPEPCO

MIXTOCALANUS RO(~JSTUS
COPEPO0

OITHO~A
COPEPCO

OHCAEA CONIFERA
COPEPOG

PARACALA~QJS PARVtJ$
CCPEPOO

PA~EUCHAETA BIROSTRATA
COPEPOO

PAREUCHAETA J~ICA
C~EPOD

PHAENNA SPINIFERA
C~PEPCO

PLEURGI4A~ ~EALIS
COPEI:’~O

P L EUROH/U, II(A SCUTULLATA
COPEPCO

P[1DON LEL}CYJ~T I
CLADOCEAAN



HABITAT: DISPHOTIC PELAGIC

PSEUDOCALANUS NI NUTHUS
COPEPCO

PSEUDOCH I RELLA POLYSP I HA
COPEPO0

RACOVI TZANUS FORRECTA
COPEPOD

RACOVITZANUS PACI FICUS
COPEPOD

RHINCALANUS NASUTUS
COPEPO0

SCAPHOCALAHUS NEDIUS
COPEPOD

SCAPHOCALAHUS NINUTUS
COPEPOD

SCAPHOCALANUS SUBELONGATUS
COPEPO0

SCOLECITHRICELLA NINOR
COPEPO0

SCOTTOCALANUS SEDATUS
COPEPOD

TORTANIS O I SCAUDATUS
COPEPOO

UNDEUCHAETA INTERMEDIA
COPEPOO

UNDEUCHAETA MAJOR
COPEPO0
UNDUCHAETA PLUHOSA

COPEPOD

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ABRALIOPSIS FELIS
SQUID

AEGINA CITREA
JELLYFISH

AEGINURA GRIMALDII
JELLYFISH

AEQUOREA
JELLYFISH

AGLANTHA D|GITALE
JELLYFISH

ATOLLA VANHOEFFENI
JELLYFISH

ATOLLA MYV1LLEI
JELLYFISH

AURELIA LASIATA
JELLYFISH

BARGMANNIA
JELLYFISH

BEROE CUCUMIS
CC)NB JELLY

BOTRYNEMA BRUCEI
JELLYFISH

CALYCOPS[S NAHATOPHORA
CARANARIA JAPONICA

HETEROPOD
CHELOPHYES APPENDICULATA

JELLYFISH
CHELOPHYES NULTIDENTATA

JELLYFISH
CHIROTEUTHIS VERANY!
SQUID
CHUNIPHYES NOSERAE

JELLYFISH
COLOSONEHA SERVICEUN

JELLYFISH
CRANCHIA SCABILA
SQUID

CROSSOTA ALBA

JELLYFISH
CROSSOTA PEDUNCULATA

JELLYFISH
CROSSOTA RUFOBRUNNIEA

JELLYFISH
CUNINA OCTONARIA

JELLYFISH
CYANEA

JELLYFISH
EUPHYSORA FURCATA
JELLYFISH

EUTON1A INDICAN$
JELLYFISH

GALITEUTHIS AR~TA
SQUID

GONATOPSIS BOREALI3
SQUIB

GONATUS ANONYCHU$
SQUID

GORATUS FABRICI:[
SQUID

GONATUS HAGISTER
SQUID

HALICREAS MIHIHI.~|
JELLYFISH

HALISTAURA CELLULAI~IA
JELLYFISH

HISTIOTEUTHIS HETEROPSIS
SQUID

JAPETELLA HEATII~
OCTOPUS

LENSIA COROIDEA
JELLYFISH

LIHACINA HELACI{HA
PTEROPO0

LOLIGO OPALESCENS
SQUID

IqOROTEUTHIS ROBUSYA
SQUID

IqUGGIAEA ATLANT~CA
JELLYFISH

I~ANONIA CARA
JELLYFISH

OCTOPOTEUTHIS S~(~I.A
S~JID

,OCTOPUS
OCTOPUS

ONYCHOTEUYH I S BAklKSI
SQUID

PANYACHOGOM HAECYJEL[
JELLYFISH

PARAPHYLLINA RA~SO#II
JELLYFISH

PERIPHYLLA PERIPHYLLA
JELLYFISH

PHYSOPHORA HYDROSTATICA
JELLYFISH

PLEUROeRACHIA PIL,~JS
COIq JELLY

PRAYA DUBIA
JELLYFISH

PRAYA RETICULATA
JELLYFISH

PTEROTRACHEAS~TA
HETEROPOO

ROSSIA PACIFICA
SQUID

:SARSIA PRINCEPS
JELLYFISH

SARSIA TUBULOSA

JELLYFISH
SOLMI:;SUS INCISA

JELL’FISH
SOLHI:;SUS MARSHALLI

JELL.’FISH
SULCU.EOLARIA GUADRIVALIS
JELL’FISH

TAOHIIJS PAVO

VAMPY!~OTEUTHIS INFERNALIS
SQUI~

VOGTI,~ SPINOSA
JELL’FISH

TEOPH C LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
FISHE:;

ALOPL~S VULPI NUS
THRE~;HER SHARK

ANOPL~POI4A FIMB~IA
~;ABL~ F I SH

CHAUL i~ ODUS HACOJN I
PACI~|C VIPERFISH

CORYPI AENOIDES ACROLEPIS
~OUG~SCALE RATTAIL

EPTATI!ETUS DEAN]
BLACk HAGFISH

E~TATFiETUS STOUTI
FACI~IC HAGFISH

G,ELEOI~HINUS ZY~TERUS
SOUPFIH SHARK

HEY, AN(HUS GRISEUS
SIXG~LL SHARK

HYDROIAGUS COLE(El
RATF}SH

LkMNA DITROPIS
SALMCM SHARK

MERLU[CIUS PRODUCTUS
PACIIIC HAKE

NCTOR~HCHUS MACULATUS
SPOTTED COWSHARK OR SEVEMGILL

ONCOR~YHCHUS GO~BUSCHA
P [NK SALMON

ONCOR~iYHCHUS KE:~A
CHUM SALMON

ONCOR~,YNCHUS KI,~UTCH
COHO SALMON

ONCOR~YNCHUS TSHAWYTSCHA
CHINCOK SALMON

I~IC~THYS HOTAYUS
PLAI~FIH MIDSH~Pt~EN

PRIOMkCE GLAUCA
BLUE SHARK

RAJA i~INCAIDI
BLACIf SKATE

RAJA RHINA
LONGI~OSE SKATE

RAJA STELLULATA
STARRY SKATE

SALMO ~LARKI
~dTT~ROAT TROUY

SALNO ~AIRDNER!
STEELHEAD TROU~

SALVELINUS NALI~
DOLL~ VARDEM

SEI~AS’|ES ALUTU~
PACIFIC OCEAN PERCH

SEBASIES CRN~R;
BLACCNOUTH ROCKFISH

DARKBLJ~O
OR



HABITAT: DISPHOTIC PRLAGIC

SEBASTES DIPLOPROA
SPLITNOSE ROCKFISH

SEBASTES ELONGATUS
GREENSTRIPED ROCKFZSH

SEBASTES FLAVIDUS
YELLO~TAIL ROCKFISH

SEBASTES PINNIGER
CANARY ROCKFISH

SEBASTOLOBUS ALASCANUS
SHORTSPINE ROCKFISH

SOMNIOSUB PACIFICUS
PACIFIC SLEEPER SHARE

SQUALUS ACANTHIAS
SPINY DOGFISH

TACTOSTOM~ MACROPUS
LONGFIN DRAGONFISH

THERAGRA CHALCOGRAMMA
WALLEYE POLLOCK

TORPEDO CALIFORNICA
PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAY

TRIAKIS SEMIFASCIATA
LEOPARD SHAR~

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
MAMMALS

BERARDIUB BAIRDI
BAiRD’S BEAKED WHALE

CALLORHINUS URSINUS
NORTHERN FUR SEAL

KOGIA BREVICEPS
PYGMY SPERM WHALE

LISSOOELPHIS BOREAL~S
NORTHERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPHIN

MESOPLOOOW STEJREGERI
STEJNEGER~S BEAKED WHALE

ORCINUS ORCA
KILLER WHALE

PHOCOENA I)HOCOE~A
HARBOR PORPOISE

RHOCOENOIDE$ DALLI
DALL PORPOISE

PHYSETER CATOOOH
SPERM WHALE

STENELLA COERULEOALBA
STRIPED DOLPHIN/GRAYeS PORPOISE

ZIPHEUS CAVIROSTRIS
CUVIERIS OR GOOSE BEAKED ~HALE

TROPHIC LEVEL: 45) ~IVORE
INVERTEBRATES

BENTHEOPAUSIA AI46LYOP$
EUPHASID

EUPHAUSIA PAC]FZCA
EUPHASID

NEMATOBRACHION FLEXIF~
EUPHASID

NEHATOCELIS DIFFICILIS
EUPHASID

STYLOCHEIRON ABBREVIATL~I
EUPHASID

STYLOCHEIROM LO~G[C[TRNE
EUPHASID

STYLOCHEIRO~ HAXIHI~
EUPHASID

TESSARABRACHION OCULATU~
EUPHASID

THYANOESSA GRE-~RIA
EUPHASID

THYANOESSAINSPINATA
EUPHASID

THYANOESSALONG[PES
EUPHASID

THYANOESSAPARVA
EUPHASID

I’HYANOESSARASCHII
EUPHASID

THYANOESSASPINXFERA EUPIiASID
THYSANOPODA ACUTIFRORS
EUPHASID

THYSANOPODA CORNUTA
EUPHASID

YHYSANOPOOA EGREGIA
EUPHASID

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) OMNI~E
FISHES

SARDINOPS SAGAX
PACIFIC SARDINE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (b) PARASITE
DISHES

ENTOSPHENUS TRIDENTATU$
PACIFIC LAMPREY

LAMPETRA AYREST
RIVER LAMPREY

TROPHIC LEVEL= {7) FILTER FEEDER
]NVERTEBRAYES

DOLIOLUM
SALP

HELIOSCALPA V1RGULA
SALP

IASIS ZONAR~A
SALP

OIKO#LEUI~
LARVACEAN

PEGEA COHFL~DERATA
SALP

SALPA FUSIFORMIS
SALP

THALIA DEI~OCRATICA
SALP

THETYS VAGINA
SALP

TROPHIC LEVEL= (9) INVERTEBRATE
AT.~.A_T_E.~NVERTEBRATE_S_

ACJ~NTHEPHYRA CURTIROSTRIS
SHRIMP

BENTHEOGENNE~
SHRI~

BEMTHEOGEHNENA BOREALI$
SHRIMP

CYSTISOHA FA~ICI|
Ab,~HIPO0

OAIRELLA ~L[FORN1CA
k3~PHIPOD

EUKROHMIA BATHYPELAGICA
ARROW-I~RN

EUK~OHNIA FOULER!
ARROW-WORN

ELflCROHNIA HAHATA
ARROW-t~{~R~

GE~NAOA$ |WCERTU~

SHRXMP
GENNADAS PROPINQUUS

:SHRIMP
HYMENODORA FRONi’ALIS
:SHRIMP

HYMENCI)O~A GLACIALIS
:SHRIMP

HYMENOOORA GRACILIS
SHRIMP

HYPERIA HYSTRIX
A~PHIPOD

HYPEROCHE DEDUSARUH
AMPH£POD

LAN;CEOLA L, OVENI
AMPHtPOD

LYCAEA PUL.EX
AMPH~POD

MEN!IN(~OORA NOLLIS
SHRIMP

NINOE GEMMA
POLYCHAETE WOR~

NOTOSTOMUS JAPONICUS
SHRIMP

OXtCEPHALU$ CLAUS[
AMPH~PO~

PA~fDALUS JORDAN~
OCEA~ PINK SHRIMP

PARAPASIPHAECRISTATA
SHRIMP

PARAPISIPHAESUICATIFRONS
SHRIMP

PARAPHRC’NIMACRASSIPE$
AHPH:iPCO

PARAPHRGNINAGRACkLeS
A~PHIPO0

PARA~HERM~STO PAC~F~CA
A3|PR[PGO

PASXPHAEA CHACEI
SHRIMP

PAS~PHAEA MAGMA
SHRimP

PA$1PHAEA PACIFICA
$1tRIMP

PETALIDIL~ ~J~P|RIOSU~
SHRIMP

PHRO~iNA SEDENTARIA
~PHIPOO

PHRGNIKE~PSIS SPI~IFERA
AMPHIPO0

PCEOBIU$ MESERES
POLYCHAETE WORM

PRIMNO A~YSSAL%S
~PHI~

PR[MNO ~CRO~A
I~PHIPOD

RHYNCHOHEREELLA ANGELINI
~3LYCHAETE ~OeN

SAG|TTA BIERXI
A~ROWo~ORN

¯ ~GITTA DEC[PIEN$
ARROW’t~N

SAGITTA ELEGAM$

SAGITTA EL~IERITICA
ARROW-~ORN

!~GI TTA NACROCEPNALA
ARROW- t~E~J~

SAGI TTA ~:{i~
ARROW-~

~GITTA HXN~P.A



ARROW-WOR~
SAGITTA SCRIPPSAE
ARROW-WORM

SAGITTA ZETESIOS
ARRC~-~RM

SCINA CRASSICORNIS BURMUDENSI~
ANPHIPOO

SERGESTES SIMILIS
SHRIMP

SERGIA TENUIREMIS
SHRIMP

STREETSIA CHALLENGER|
AMPHIPO0

SYSTELLASP]S BRAUERX
SHRIMP

SYSTELLASP~S CRISTATA
SHRIMP

TOHOPTERIS CAVALLII
POLYCHAETE WORM

TONOPTER|S NISSENI
POLYCHAETE UORM

TONOPTERIS PACIFICA
POLYCHAETE ~JORM

TRYPHANA HkLM]
AMPHIPOD

VIBILIA ARHATA
AMPHIPOD

VIBILIA PROQUINQUA
AMPHIPOO

VIBILIA kOLTERECKI
AMPHIPGO

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRA]E
EATER - FISHES

ALLOSHERUS ELONGATUS
WHITEBAIT SMELT

ALOSA SAPIDISSIMA
AMERICAN SHAD

ATHERINOPS AFF]NIS
TOPSMELT

CERATOSCOPELUS TOEINSENDI
DOGTOOTH LAMPFISH

CETORH[NUS MAXINUS
BASKING SHARK

CLUPEA HARENGUS PALLAS|
PACIFIC HERRING

COI.OLABIS SAIRA
PACIFIC SAURY

DIAPHUS THETA
CALIFORNIA HEADLIGHTFISH

ENGRAULIS MORDAX
NORTHERN ANCHOVY

ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA
SOCKEYE SALNON

SPXRINCHUS STARKS|
NIGHT SURF SMELT

SP[RINCHUS THALEICHTHYS
LONGFIN SMELT

STENOBRACHIUS LEUCOPSARUS
NORTHERN LAMPFISH

TARLETONBEAHIA CRENULARtS
BLUE LANTERNFISH

THALEICHTNYS PACIFICUS
EULACHON OR COLUMBIA R. SMELT

TROPH[C LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ACMAEA MITRA
DUNCECAP LIMPET

STRONGYLOCENTROTUS FRANS|SCANU
GIANT RED URCHIN

STROHGYLGCENI’ROTUS PURPLI~ATUS
PURPLE SEA URCHIN

’rROPHXC LEVEL: (3) CARNI~ORE
INVERTEBRATES

ACMAEA LI~TULA
FILE LIMPET

ANTIPLANES ABARBAREA
SNAIL

ANT[PLANES PERVERt#,
SNAIL

ANT]PLA~ES V[NOS~
SNAIL

ARCHIDORIS NO~TEREYENSIS
NUDIBRANCH

ARMINA CALIFORN~C~
NUDIBRANCH

ASTROPECTIN ARMATUS
SAND STAR

ELENTHGCTOPUS
OCTOPUS

BORETROPHO~ STUA~YI
SNAIL

B~CCINLM STRIGILLATLIM
SNAIL

C:ALLIOSTOMA ANNUL~T~LM
SNAIL

CHIONECTES BAIRD~
TANNER CRAB

CHIOq4ECTES OP|L[O
TAN~ER CRAB

CHIOHECTES TANNE~:i
TAH~ER CRAB

COLU~ ROSEUS
SNAIL

COLU$ SERVINUS
SNAIL

CROSSASTER PA~.~J~
ROSE STAR

DENTALI~
TOO’~H SNAIL

OERMASTERIAS ~MBR~CATA
LEATHER STAR

EIPITONIL~ [NDXAP|O~t~|
:SNAIL

FUSITRITION O~E~iE]]SI$
,OREGON TRITON

HENR~CIA LEVISCULA
BLOOD STAR

]SCHtKX:HITOM
CHITOlt

LIEPIDAZOMA
CHITGM

LIEPI~AZOHA GOLI$C~;
CN | TON

LEPTOCB ~ TOI~
4:H 1 I"O~

L]SCHil]A CIDARIS

LLiIDI~ FOLIATA
E;AND STAR

METRI~IIJM FIMBRIATUM
~EA ~NEMONE

M[TREILA GOULD|
SHAll

N~SSA| |US FOSSATUS
$EAI~

NA, SSA]IUS MENDI~US
SNAI!

NEPTU~EA LYRATA
SNAI~

O~TOP’~S DOLFEIN~
CCTO~US

P~SASIER BREVISPINOUS
SHG’W1-SPINED P]SASTER

PISAS’~ER GIGANTEUS
GIAN1 STAR

PISAST~R OCHRACEOUS
P3RPL~ STAR

PO~YP~
O~TOPJS

PTERA$~ER TESSELATUS ARCUATUS
S~IHE STAR

PU~CTL;~ELLA CLICtJLATA
L~MP|!~

PYCNOP~IA HELIANTHO~DES
~JNFL~,~R STAR

RO~SIA PACIFIEA
St~JID

SCYRA ~CUTIFRON~
~SKI ;~G CRAB

SOLAST!~R DA~SONI
~RNIJG SUN STAR

SOLAST!~R STIMPSCNI
SUN SAR

STYLAS;ERIAL FORRERI
SEA S’AR

TA(:HYR~iYNCHUS LACTEOLU~
S~A I L

TA{;HYRi IYNCHUS PR~TO~UM
S~A I L

TR(~HO~ ~ TR ! PHERU~
S~AIL

TR(~HI~ LEVEL: (~) CARNIVORE
FI~HES

AN~RRH~CHTHYS OC~LLATUS
~LF [EL

DA~YCO~TUS SETIGER
SP~NYtEAD SCULPIN

EPIATRtTUS DEANI
BLACK HAGFISH

EPTATR~TIS STOUT~
PACIFIC HAGF~SH

HE~AC~MMOS DECA~RAJ4~J$
KELP ~REENLING

HE)~GR~.~g4OS STELLER[
WHITEI~FOTTED OREEMLING

HE~ANCI~U$ GRISEU~
SIXGIIL SHARK

H~OL+~SUS COI, LIEI
RATFISH

ICELI~I.~ FI~M~OSUS
THRF~|N SCULPIN

OPHIOOO~ ELONGATUS
L~G~



HABITAT~ ROCKY NON-VEGETATED BENTHXC

RAJA BINOCULATA
BIG SKATE

RAJA KINCA|DI
BLACK SKATE

RAJA RHINA
LONGNOSE SKATE

RAJA STELLULATA
STARRY SKATE

SCORPAENICHTHYS NARNORATUS
CABEZON

SEBASTES CAURINUS
COPPER ROCKFISH

SEBASTES NALISER
OUILLBACK ROCKFISH

SEBASTES NYSTINUS
BLUE ROCKFISH

SEBASTES RUBERRINUS
YELLOMIEYE ROCKFISH

SEBASTOOES MELANOPS
BLACK SEABASS

SONNIOSUS PACZFICUS
PACIFIC SLEEPER SNARK

SOUALUS ACANTHIAS
SPINY DOGFISH

TROPHZC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
MAMMALS

EUMETOPIAS JUBATUS
NORTHERN OR STELLAR SEA LION

KOGIA BREVICEPS
PYGMY SPERM WHALE

MESOPLOOON STEJNEGERI
STEJNEGERIS BEAKED WHALE

PHOCA VITULINA
HARBOR SEAL

PHOCOENA PHOCOENA
HARBOR PORPOISE

PHYSETER CATOOON
SPERM WHALE

ZALOPHUS CALIFORNIANUS
CALIFORNIA SEA LION

ZIPHEUS CAVIROSTRIS
CUVIER’S OR GOOSE BEAKED WHALE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (4) DETRITIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ALLOCENTROTUS FRAGILZS
SEA URCHIN

BANKIA SETACEA
TEREDO

BRISASTER LATIFRORS
SEA URCHIN

PENTAMERA PSEUOOCALCIGERA
SEA CUCUMBER

STRONGYLOCENTROTUS ECHIMOIDES
SEA URCHIN

XYLOPHAGA WASHINGTOMA
WASHINGTON WOOOEATER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) ONNIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ANPHISSA VERSICOLOR
SNAIL

GORGONOCEPHALUS CARY]
BASKET STAR

OE~TA
SNAIL

ONCOSOECIA
BRYOZOAN

PSEUDARCHASTER PARELL[ ALASCEN
SEA STAR

TROPHIC LEVEL: (6) PARASITE
FISHES

ENTOSPHEMUS TRIDENTATUS
PACIFIC LAMPREY

LAHPETRA AYRESI
RIVER LAMPREY

TROPHIC LEVEL: (7) FILTER FEEDER
INVERTEBRATES

ACILIA CASTRENSIS
DIVARICATE NUT CLAM

BALANUS CRENATUS
BARNACLE

BALANUS HESPER[US
BARNACLE

BEGULA FLABELLATA
BRYOZOAN

CABEREA ELLIS[
BRYOZOAN

CALLAPORA CORNICULIFERA
BRYOZOAN

CARDIOMYA OLDROYDI
CUSPIDARIA CLAN

CELLARIA DIFFUSA
BRYOZOAN

CELLARIA NANDIBULATA
BRYOZOAN

CHLANYS HASTATUS HERICIUS
PACIFIC PEAR SCALLOP

CHLAMYS HINDSI
HINOIS SCALLOP

CLINOCARDILIN NUTALLI
BASKET COCKLE

HALOCYNTHIA IGABOJA
SEA SQUIRT

LAGENIPORA PUNCTULATA
BRYOZOAR

LAQUEUS CALIFORNICUS
LAMP SHELL

MYRIOZOL~ COARCTATUN
BRYOZOAN

MYRIOZOUN TENUE
BRYOZOAN

NENOCARDIUN CENTRIFILOSUM
HUNDRED-LINED COCKLE

PECTEM CAUR]NUS
GIANT PACIFIC SCALLOP

PROTOTHACA STAHINEA
ROCK COCKLE

SCALPELLUN
BARNACLE

SOLEMYA AGASSIZI
AWNING CLAN

TEREBRATALIA TRANSVERSA
LAMP SHELL

VENERICARDIA VENTRIC~
STOUT CARDITA CLAM

YOLDIA LINATULA GAIRDERI
FILE YOLDIA CLAN

TROPNIC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGEI
INVERTEBRATES

CANCER MAGISTER
DUNGENESS CRAB

PAGURISTES TURGIDUS
HERMIT CRAB

PAGURUS ALEUTICUS
HERMIT CRAB

PAGURUSOCHOTENSIS
HERMITCRAB

PAGURUSTANNERI
HERMITCRAB

PHYLLOLITHOIDES PAPILLOSUS
PAPILLA CRAB

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - INVERTEBRATES

ARCTONOE PULCHRA
POLYCHAETE

BALANOPHYLLA ELEGANS
STONY CORAL

CHOR[ ELlA LONGI PES
S HR IMP

CRANGON COMHUN I S
SHRIMP

CRANGA3N FRANC I SORUN
SHRIMP

DAIRELLA CALI FORM ICA
AMPHI POD

ENIPO GRACILIS
POLYCHAETE

HAPLOSCOLOPUOS ELONGATUS
POLYCHAETE

MAGELGNA PAPILL XCORNIS
POLYCHAETE

MAGELONA PITELKAI
POLYCHAETE

NEPHTYS CILXATA
POLYCHAETE

NEPHTYS LONGOSE TOSA
POLYCHAETE

PANDALUS, DANAE
DOCK SHR IMP

PANDALIJS JORDAN %
OCEAN PINK SHR|NP

PANDALUS PLATYCEROS
SPOT SHRIMP

PARAGORG IA ARBOREA
SOFT CORAL

PISTA CRI STATA
POLYCHAETE

PISTA FIMBRIATA
POLYCHAETE

PRAX [ LELLA GRACILIS
POLYCHAETE

SPIRONTOCAR | S LAMELL I CORNI S
SHRIMP

SPI ROHTOCARUS HOLNESZ
SHRIMP

TROPH~C LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER .- FISHES

AGONO~S I S EMMELANE
NORTHERN SPEARNOSE POACHER

CLUPEA HARENGUS PALLASI
PACIFIC HERRING

LEPIOOPSETTA BILINEATA
ROCK SOLE

LEPTOCOTTUS ARNATLJS
PACIFIC STAGHORN SCULPIN



HABITAT= ROCKY NON-VEGETATED BENT][IC

RADULINUS ASPRELLUS
SLIM SCULPIN

TROPHIC LEVEL (-)
INVERTEBRATES

ANCISTROLEPSIS
SNAIL

COLUS HALIDONUS
SNAIL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (Q)
INVERTEBRATES

ABIET%NARIA
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA ABIETINA
HYDROID

ABIETIMARIA ALEXANDER%
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA TRASKI
HYDROID

ACRYPTOLAR|A
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA DIEGENSIS
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA INCONSPICLIA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA OCTOCARPA
HYDROID

ALLOPORA VERRILLI
HYDROCORAL

CAHPANULARIA
HYDROID

CANPANULARIA VERTICILLATA
HYDROID

CAMPANULARIA VOLUBILIS
HYDROID

HALECILi4 CORRUGATUPl
HYDROID

HIPPASTERIA SPINOSA
SEA STAR

LAFOEA ADNATA
HYDROID

LAFOEA DI,,i4OSA
HYDROID

LAFOEA FRUTICOSA
HYDROID

LAFOEA GRACILLIHA
HYDROID

MEDIASTER AE~JALIS
VERNILLON STAR

NEPTUNEA PRIBILOFFENSIS
SNAIL

PLUI~LARIA ALICIA
HYDROID

PUGETTIA ARACILLIS
KELP CRAB

SERTULARELLA TURGIDA
HYDROID

THUIARA ROeUSTA
HYDROID

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBXVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ACHAEA NITRA
DUNCECAP LIMPET

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERB|VORE
FISHES

ASTEROTHECA PENTACANTHUS
BIGEYE POACHER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ACHAEA L IHATULA
FILE LIMPET

ANTIPLANES ABARBAREA
SNAIL

ANTIPLANES PERVERSA
SNAIL

ANT I PLANES VI NOSA
SNAIL

ASTROPECTIN ARMATUS
SAND STAR

BENTHOCTOPUS
OCTOPUS

BORETROPHOR STUARTI
SNAIL

BUCCI NUN STRIGILLATUN
SNAIL

CADULUS STEARNS[ I
TOOTH SHELL

CALL IOSTCMA ANNLILATUI4
SNA I L

CHIONECTES BA%RD!
TANNER CRAB

CHIONECTES OPILIO
TANNER CRAB

CHIONECTES TANNER[
TANNER CRAB

COLUS ROSEUS
SNAIL

COLUS SERVINUS
SNAIL

CROSSASTERPAPOSUS
ROSE STAR

DENTALIUM
TOOTH SHELL

DERMASTER iAS IMBR !CATA
LEATHER STAR

EPITONIUN I NO IANC~UM
SMALL

FUSITRITICM OREGONENSI S
OREGON TRITON

HENRICIA LEVISCULA
BLOOD STAR

I SCHNOCNI TON
CHITON

LEPIDAZONA
CHITON

LEPIDAZOMA C.~L ! SC:H !
CHITON

LEPTOCHI TON
CHITeM

LISCtKEIA CIDARIS
SNA~L

LUID~A FOLIATA
SAN!} STAR

HETR~DIUN FIM~RIATUM
SEA ANEHONE

~4ITR~LLA GOULDI
SNA~L

t~ASS~RIUS FOSSATUS
SNA~L

~ASS~RIUS HENDICUS
SMALL

t~ATI;A CLAUSA
SNAIL

~EPI"JNEA LYRAYA
SNA~L

OCTG;~US DOLFEINI
OCT,~dS

~ISA;TER BREV;SPINOOS
SHG~T-SPINED PISASTER

PISA;TER GIGANTEUS
GIAi~T STAR

PISA ;TER OCHRACEOUS
PURi~LE STAR

POLIHCES LEWISII
MOO~,~ SNAIL

POLIJICES PALLIDUS
14OG~ SNAIL

POLYI)tJS
OCI"~]I:~LIS

PTER,~STER TESSELATUS ARCUATU3
SLIi4E STAR

I:~JNC TURELLA CUCULATA
L I Hi~ET

~YCM~:~OO IA HEL ]ANTHOIDES
SIJN ; L(~EER STAR

~OSS~A PACIFICA
SI~J ~D

3OLA ;TER DAWSON I
MORi4ING SUN STAR

~LA;TER STIMP~NI
SUM STAR

3TYL~STERIAL FORRERI
SEA STAR

I’ACH~RHYNCHUS LACTEOLUli
SNA~L

TACH~RHYNCHUS PRATOMUM
SNA~L

THR~SACANTHIAS PENCILATUS
SEA STAR

TROP~ON TRIPHERUS
SNA~L

~ROP4IC LEVEL~ (3) CARNIVORE
;ISH~S

~NO~OPOMA FI~BRIA
SABLEFISH

~THE~ESTHES STONIAS
TUR]OT OR AREOWTOOTH t:LOLINDIER

~RO’~IIOPHYCIS I~LARGIMATA
RED BROTULA

~HIT3NOTUS PUGETENSIS
ROU~HBACK SCULPIN

~ITH~RICHTHYS ~ORDIDU$
PACIFIC SAMDDAB

OASV.:OTTUS SEYIG~R
SP~YHEAD SCULPIN

OELOLEPIS GIGANTEA
GIANT WRYMOUTH



HABITAT: MUD NON-VEGETATED BENTHIC

EOPSETTA JORDANI
PETRALE SOLE

EPTATRETUS DEAN!
BLACK HAGFISH

EPTATRETUS STOUT[
PACIFIC HAGFISH

GADUS NACROCEPHALUS
PACIFIC COO

GLYPTOCEPHALUS ZACHIRUS
REX SOLE

HEXAGRAHHOS DECAGRANNUS
KELP GREENLING

HEXAGRAI~4OS STELLERI
WHITESPOTTED GREENLING

HEXANCHUS GRISEUS
SIXGILL SHARK

HIPPOGLOSSOIDES ELASSOOON
FLATHEAD SOLE

HIPPOGLOSSUS STEHCLEPIS
PACIFIC HALI~JT

HYDROLAGUS COLL|EI
RATFISH

ICELINUS FILAMENTOSUS
THREADFIN SCULPIN

ISOPSETTA ISOLEPIS
BUTTER SOLE

LYCOOOPSIS PACIFICA
BALCKBELLY EELPOUT

LYOPSETTA EXILIS
SLENDER SOLE

NICROSTOI~JS PACIFICUS
DOVER SOLE

OPHIOOON ELONGATUS
LINGCOO

PAROPHRYS VETULUS
ENGLISH SOLE

PLATICHTHYS STELLATUS
STARRY FLOUNDER

PORICHTHYS NOTATUS
PLAINF1N NIDSHIPNEN

PSETTICHTHYS MELANOSTICTUS
SAND SOLE

RAJA BINOCULATA
BIG SKATE

RAJA KINCAIDI
BLACK SKATE

RAJA RHINA
LONGNOSE S~TE

RAJA STELLULATA
STARRY SKATE

SCORPAENICHTHYS NARMORATUS
CABEZON

SEBASTES CAURINUS
COPPER ROCKFISH

SOMNIOSUS PACIFICUS
PACIFIC SLEEPER SHARK

SGUALUS ACANTHIAS
SPINY DOGFISH

TORPEDO CALIFORNICA
PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAY

TROPHIC LEVEL: (]) CARNIVORE
NAMMALS

EUNETOPIAS JUBATUS
NORTHERN OR STELLAR SEA LION

~OGIA BREVICEPS
PYGMY SPERN WHALE

PHOCA VITULIHA
HARBOR SEAL

PHOCOENA PHOCOEHA
HARBOR PORPOISE

PHYSETER CATOOOH
SPERM WHALE

ZALOPHUS CALIFORNIANUS
CALIFORNIA SEA LION

TROPHIC LEVEL: (4) DETRITIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ALLOCENTROTUS FRAGILIS
SEA URCHIN

AMPHIOPLUS STRONGYLOPLAX
BRITTLE STAR

APHIURA SARSIX
BRITTLE STAR

BANKIA SETACEA
TEREDO

BRISASTER LAT~FRONS
SEA URCHIN

LEPTOSYNAPTA
SEA CUCtJHBER

LISTRIOLOBUS HEXANYOTUS
ECHIURID WORM

LOPHOLITHOIDES FORANIHATUS
BOX CRAB

LOPHOLITHOIDES HANDTII
PUGET SOUND KING CRAB

LUNBRINER|S BICIRRATA
POLYCHAETE

LUNBRINERIS SIMILABRIS
POLYCHAETE

NACONA ALCAREA
CHALKY CLAN

NAGELONA JAPONICA
POLYCHAETE

NOLPADIA 1NTERMEDIA
SEA CUCtJMBER

OPHIOPHOLIS BAKER[
BRITTLE STAR

OPHIURA LUTKENI
BRITTLE STAR

PARASTICHOPLIS CALIFORNICUS
GIANT RED SEA CUCUNBER

PENTANERA PSELIOOCALCIGERA
SEA CUCUMBER

TELLINA BUTTON|
BUTTON’S TELLIN CLAN

XYLOPHAGA UASHINGTONA
WASHINGTON WOOOEATER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) ONRIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ANPHISSA VERSICOLOR
SNAIL

GORGONOCEPHALUS CARY!
BASKET STAR

SNAIL
PSEUOARCHASTER PARELI| ALASCEM

SEA STAR

TROPNIC LEVEL: (6) PARASITE
FISHES

ENTOSPHEMUS TRIDENTATIJS
PACIFIC I.ANPREY

LAMPETRA AYRESI
RIVER LA~REY

TROPHIC LEVEL: (7) FILTER FEEDER
INVERTEBRATES

ACILIA CASTRENSIS
DIVARICATE NUT CLAN

AX|BOPSIDA SERICATA
CLAM

CARDIONYA OLDROYDI
CUSPIDARIA CLAN

CARDIONYA PLANETICA
CLAM

CARDITA STEARNSII
CLAN

CARDITA VENTICOSA
CLAM

CHLAMYS HASTATUS HERICIUS
PACIF][C PEAR SCALLOP

CHLAMYS HINDS|
HINDUS CLAH

CLINOCARDIUM HUTALLI
BASKET COCKLE

COHPSONYAX SUBD|APHANA
CLAN

CRENELLA COLUNBIANA
CLAN

EUPLEXAURA MARKI
SEA PEN

HUXLEYIA HUNITA
CLAN

LIEOPTULUS GUADRANGULARIS
SEA PEN

LYORSIA STRIATA
CLAN

NENOCARDIUN CENTRIFILOSLIM
HUNDRED-LINED COCKLE

NUCULA TENUIS
CLAN

NUCULANA AUSTIN[
CLAN

NUCULAEA PERNULS
CLAN

PATINOPECTIN CAURINUS
t~EATHERVANE SCALLOP

PECTEN CAURINU~
GIANT PACIFIC SCALLOP

PROTOTHACA STAMINEA
ROCK COCKLE

PSEPHIDIA LORDI
CLAN

SAXICAVA ARCTICA
ARCTIC: SAXICLAVE CLAN

SCLEROPTILUN
SEA PEN

SOLEMYA AGASSIZ!
AWNING; CLAN

STYLAT~LA ELONGATA
SEA PEN

THRACIA CURTA
CLAN

THRACIA TRAPEZOIDES
CLAN

THYASIRA BARBARENSIS
CLAN

VENERICARDIA VENTRICOSA
STOUT CARDITA CLN(

YOLDIA LINATULA GAIRDERI
FILE YOLDIA CLAN

TROPHIC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGER
INVERT~QRAT~



B’:,%BI’I!AT: MUD NON,-VEGETA~ED BE~TT]~IC

CANCER MAGISTER
DUNGENESS CRAB

PAGURISTES TURGIDUS
HERMIT CRAB

PAGURUS ALEUTICUS
HERMIT CRAB

PAGURUSOCHOTENS[S
HERMITCRAB

PAGURUSTANNER[
HERMITCRAB

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER -[NVERTEBRATES

APHROOITE JAPON[C.~
POLYCHAETE

ARCTONOE PULCHRA
POLYCHAETE

CARINONELLA LACTEA
RIBBON WORM

CEREBRATULUS CALIFORNIENSIS;
RIBBON WORM

CHORILLIA LONGIPES
SHRIMP

CRANGOM CDI41,qLINIS
SHRIMP

CRANGO~ FRANCISORUN
SHRIMP

ENIPO GRACILIS
POLYCHAETE

GLYCERA AMERICANA
POLYCHAETE

HAPLOSCOLOPUOS ELONGATUS
POLYCHAETE

MAGELOflA PAPILLICORNIS
POLYCHAETE

MAGELONA PITELKA[
POLYCHAETE

NEPHIYS CACOIDES
POLYCHAETE

NEPHTYS CILIATA
POLYCHAETE

NEPHTYS CORNUTA
POLYCHAETE

NEPHTYS FERRUG[NEA
POLYCHAETE

NEPHTYS LONGOSETOSA
POLYCHAETE

PANDALUS JORDAN]
OCEAN PINK SHRIMP

PANDALUS PLATYCEROS
SPOT SHRIMP

PISTA CRISTATA
POLYCHAETE

PISTA FIHBRIATA
POLYCHAETE

PRAXILELLA GRACILI$
POLYCHAETE

SPIRONTOCARIS LNELLICORNIS
SHRIMP

SPIRONTOCARUS HOLMIESI
SHRIMP

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - FISHES

AGONOPS[S ENNELANE
NORTHERN SPEARNOSE POACHER

AGONUS ACIPENSERINUS
STURGEON POACHER

CLUPEA HARENGUS PALLAS|
PACIFIC ItERRrHG

LEPTOCOTTUS ARHATUS
PACIFIC STAGHORN SCULPIN

LIPARIS PULCHELLUS
SHOWY SHAII.FXSI4

LUMPENUS SAG~TTA
SNAKE PRICKLEBACK

LYCONECTES ALEUrENSIS
DWARF WRYM(XlTH

M[CROC.dkDUS PROXINLIS
PACIFIC TONCCO

POROCLINZS RO’rHROCKI
WH[TEBARRED BLIENNY

PSYCHROLUTES PA]~ADOXU$
TADPOLE SCULPI!N

RADULINUS ASPRELLUS
SLIM SCULPIN

XENERETMUS LATIFRONS
BLACKTIP POACHER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (-)
INVERTEBRATES

ANCISTROLEPSIS
SNAIL

COLUS HALIDONUS
SNAIL

TROPHIC LEVEL: ¢Q)
INVERTEBRA~E.~ ....

ABIETINARIA
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA ABIETINA
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA ALEXANDER[
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA TRASKI
HYDROID

ACRYPTOLARIA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHEN[A DIEGENSI$
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA IN(:ONSP[C/JA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHEN1A OCTOCARPA
HYDROID

CAHPANULARIk
HYDROID

CAJ, qPANULAR[A ~!RTICILLATA
HYDROID

CANPANULARXA VOLUBILIS
HYDROID

HALECIUN CORRUGATUM
HYDROID

HIPPASTERIA ~,~:[lilO~L
SEA STAR

LAFOEA ADNATA
HYDROID

LAFOEA 04Jtq(~(
HYDROID

LAFOEA FRU’r~cC~A
HYDROID

LAFOEA GRAC~LLI~
HYDROID

MEDIASTER AEQUALIS
VERRILLON ~’r~

NEI~TUNEA PRI SILOFFEN$;IS
SIiAIL

PLUMULARIA ALICIA
H’~’DROID

RA~HBUNASTER CALIFOR~IICUS
S~A STAR

SEi~TULARELLA TURGIDA
HDROID

THUIARA ROBUSTA
HDROID

TR~)PHIC LEVEL: (Q)
FI~;HES

PL~URONICNTHYS COENO~S
CO SOLE



HABITAT: MUD NON-VEGETATED BENTHIC

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ACHAEA NITRA
DUNCECAP LIMPET

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
FISHES

ASTEROTHECA PENTACANTHUS
BIGEYE POACHER

TRI~°HIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ACNkEA LINATULA
FILE LINPET

ANTIPLANES ABARBAREA
SNAIL

ANTIPLANES PERVERSA
SNAIL

ANTIPLANES VINOSA
SNAIL

ASTROPECTIN ARMATUS
SAN9 STAR

BENTHOCTOPUS
OCTOPUS

BORETROPHON STUART]
SNAIL.

BUCCINL~ STRIGILLATUN
SNAIL,

CADULUS STEARNSII
TOOTH; SNELL

CALLIOSTOMA ANNULATLIN
SNAIL.

CH|ONECTES BAIROI
TANNER CRAB

CHIONECTES OPILIO
TANNER CRAB

CHIONECTES TANNER%
TANNER CRAB

COLUS ROSEUS
SNAIL,

COLUS SERVINUS
SNAIL,

CROSSASTER PAPOSUS
ROSE STAR

DENTALIUN
TOOTH SHELL

DERNASTERIAS INBRICATA
LEATHER STAR

EPITONIUN INDIANQRUN
SNAIL.

FUSITRITKON OREGONENSiS
OREG~ TRITON

HENRICIA LEVISCULA
BLOOD STAR

ISCHNOCHXTON
CHITON

LEPIDAZO#A
CHITC~

LEPIDAZOHA GOCISCHI
CNITCU

LEPTCCHITOM
CHITC~



HABITAT: MUDDY SAND ~roN-VEGETATED BENTHIC

LISCHKEIA CIDARIS
SNAIL

|.UIDIA FOLIATA
SAND STAR

METRID1UN FIMBRIATUN
SEA ANEHONE

MITRELLA GOULDI
SNAIL

NASSARIUS FOSSATUS
SNAIL

NASSARIUS NENDICUS
SNAIL

NATICA CLAUSA
SNAIL

NEPTUNEA LYRATA
SNAIL

OCTOPUS DOLFEINI
OCTOPUS

PISASTER BREVISPINOUS
SHORT-SPINED P|SASTER

PISASTER GIGANTEUS
GIANT STAR

PISASTER OCHRACEOUS
PURPLE STAR

POLINICES LEWISII
MOON SNAIL

POLINICES PALLIDUS
NOON SNAIL

POLYPUS
OCTOPUS

PTERASTER TESSELATUS ARCUATUS
SLIME STAR

PUNCTURELLA CUCULATA
LIMPET

PYCNOPOOIA HELIANTHOIDES
SUNFLOI,/ER STAR

ROSSIA PACIFICA
SQUID

SOLASTER DAWSONI
NORNING SUN STAR

SOLASTER STINPSONI
SUN STAR

STYLASTERIAL FORRERI
SEA STAR

TACHYRHYNCHUS LACTEOLUM
SNAIL

TACHYRHYNCHUS PRATC~UM
SNAIL

THRISSACANTHIAS PENCILATUS
SEA STAR

TRITONIA
NUDIBRANCH

TROPHON TRIPHERUS
SNA{L

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
FISHES

ACIPENSER TRANSNONTANUS
WHITE STURGEON

ATHERESTNES STONIAS
TURBOT OR ARROMTOOTH FLOUNDER

CHITOROTUS PUGETENSIS
RQUGHSACK SCULPIN

CITHARICHTHYS SORDIDU$
PACIFIC SANDDAB

CITHARICHTHYS STIGNAEUS
SPECKLED SANDDAB

DASYCOTTUS SETIGER
SPINYHEAD SCULPIN

DELOLEPIS GIGAN’rEA
GIANT WRYMOUYH

EOPSETTA JORDAN|
PETRALE SOLE

EPTATRETUS DEANJ
BLACK HAGFISH

EPTATRETUS ST~JTI
PACIFIC HAGFISH

GADUS NACROCEPHALUS
PACIFIC COD

GLYPTOCEPHALUS ZACHXRUS
REX SOLE

HEXAGRAHI4OS DECAGR/UIMUS
KELP GREENLING

HEXAGR~ STELLER][
WHI TESPOTTED GREENLING

HEXANCHUS GRISEUS
SIXGILL SHARK

HIPPOGLOSSOIDES El=ASS;COON
FLATHEAD SOLE

HIPPOGLOSSUS STENCLEPXS
PACIFIC HALIBUT

HYOROLAGUS COLL~EI[
RATFISH

ICEL1NUS FII.AHENTOSUS
THREADFIN SCULPIM

ISOPSETTA |SOLEP~
BUTTER SOLE

LYOPSETTA EXILJ[S
SLENDER SOLE

NICROSTOMUS PAC[FI[CUS
DOVER SOLE

OPHIOOON ELONGATU~;
LINGCQO

PAROPHRYS VETULU~
ENGLISH SOLE

PLATICHTHYS STELLATUS
STARRY FLOUNDER

PORICHTHYS NOTATUS
PI.AINFIN NXDSH~PNEN

PSETTICHTHYS MELAilOST|CTUS
SAND SOLE

RAJA B]NOCULATA
B~G SKATE

RAJA KINCAIDI
BLACK SKATE

RAJA RHINA
LONGNOSE SKAYE

RAJA STELLULATA
STARRY SKATE

SCORPAENICHTHYS ~RIdORAIUS
CABEZON

SEBASTES CAUR~HUS
COPPER ROCKFISH

SONNIO~JS PACXFI~JS
PACIFIC SLEEPE~ SHARK

SGUALUS ACAHTH~A$
SPINY DOGFISH

TORPEDO CALXFORH||~
PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAY

EUIIETOPIAS JU1BAT~
NORTHERN OR SYELI,JU~ £FJ~ LION

KOGIA BREVICEP$
PYGNY SPERN W~JILE

PHOCA VITULINA
HARBOR SEAL

PHOC]ENA PHOCOENA
HARL~OR PORPOISE

PHYS[!TER CATOCON
SPE~:M WHALE

~AL~HUS CALIFORNIANUS
CAL FORNIA SEA LION

TROPilC LEVEL: (4) DETR:ITIVO~E
~ NVE~!TEBRATES

ALLO~;ENTROTUS FRAGILIS
SEA URCHIN

AHPHIOPLUS STRONGYLOPLI~
BRI’:TLE STAR

APHII~RA SARSII
BRI’!’TLE STAR

~ANK!A SETACEA
TER[~DO

~RIS~;STER LATI~RONS
SEA URCHIN

DENDL!ASTER EXCENTRICUS
SAN[ DOLLAR

LEPT(iSYNAPTA
SEA CUCUMBER

L]STLIOLOSUS HEXANYOTUS
ECH~URID WORM

LOPHI~LITHOIDES FORAMINATUS
BOX CRAB

LOPHCLITHOIDES HANDTII
PUGET SOUND KING CRAB

LUMB~INERIS BICIRRATA
POL~CHAETE

LUMB~INER|S SI~ILABRIS
POL~CHAETE

~ACO~A ALCAREA
CHAtKY CLAN

~AGEiONA JAPONICA
POL~CHAETE

~DLP/DIA INTER~EDIA
SEA CUCUMBER

OPHI(PHOLIS BA~ERI
BRI~TLE STAR

C~HIIRA LUTKEN~
BRIYTLE STAR

PARAETICHOINJS CALIFORNICUS
~IA~T RED SEA CUCUHBER

PENT,HERA PSEUDOCALCIGE~
SEA CUCUNBER

TELL|NA BUTTON~
~IUT~ON’S TELL~M CLAN

XYLO~’HAGA ~ASH~NGTO~IA
~ASLINGTOM IdO~OEATER

TROP~IC LEVEL: (5) OMNIVORE
IMVE~TEBRATES

AHPH|SSA VERSICOLOR
SNAIL

GORG~NOCEPHALU~ CARY[
~ASEET STAR

C~ENOI~OTA
SNA~L

PSEUI~;ARCHASTER PARELI| ~LASCE~
SEA STAR

TROPLIC LEVEL: (6) PARA~ITE
FISHES

EHTOC~PHENUS TR~DENTATUS
PAC|FIC LAMPREY



HABITAT: MUDDY SAND NON-VEGETATED BENTHIC

LAMPETRA AYRESI
RIVER LAMPREY

TROPHIC LEVEL: (7) FILTER FEEDER
INVERTEBRATES

ACILIA CASTREHSIS
DIVARICATE NUT CLN4

AXINOPSIDA SERICATA
CLAM

CARDICMYA OLDROYDI
CUSPIDARIA CLAN

CARDIOIYA PLAHETICA
CLAN

CARDITA STEARNSII
CLAN

CARDITA VENTICOSA
CLAN

CHLANYS HASTATUS HERICIUS
PACIFIC PEAR SCALLOP

CHLANYS HINDS[
HINDIS CLAN

CLINOCARDIUM NUTALLI
BASKET COCKLE

COMPSOMYAX SUBDIAPHANA
CLAN

CRENELLA COLUMBIANA
CLAN

EUPLEXAURAMARKI
SEA PEN

HUXLEYIA MUNITA
CLAN

LIEOPTULUS QUADRANGULARIS
SEA PEN

LYONSIA STRIATA
CLAN

NEMOCARDILN CENTRIFILOSIJN
HUNDRED-LINED COCKLE

NUCULA TENUIS
CLAM

NUCULANA AUSTINi
CLAN

NUCULANA PERNULS
CLAM

PATINOPECTIN CAURINUS
WEATHERVANE SCALLOP

PECTEN CAURJNUS
GIANT PACIFIC SCALLOP

PROTOTHACA STANINEA
ROCK COCKLE

PSEPHIDIA LORD]
CLAN

PSOLUS SQUAMATUS
SEA CUCUMBER

SAXICAVA ARCTICA
ARCTIC SAX[CLAVE CLAM

SCLEROPTILUM
SEA PEN

SOLEMYA AGASSIZ[
AMMING CLAM

STYLATULA ELONGATA
SEA PEN

THRACIA CURTA
CLAN

THRACIATRAPEZOIDES
CLAM

THYASIRA EIARBARENSIS
CLAN

VENERICARDIA VENTRICOSA
STOUT CARDITA CLAN

YOLDIA LIHATULA GAIRDERI
FXLE YOLDIA CLAN

TRI~OHIC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGER
INVERTEBRATES

CANCER MAGISTER
DUNGENESS CRAB

OLIVELLA
OLIVE SNAIL

PAGURISTES TURGIDUS
HERMIT CRAB

PAGURUS ALEUTICUS
HERMIT CRAB

PAGURUS OCHOTENSIS
HERMIT CRAB

PAGURUS TANNERI
HERMIT CRAB

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - INVERTEBRATES

APHRODITE JAPONICA
POLYCHAETE

ARCTONOE PULCHRA
POLYCHAETE

CARINOMELLA LACTEA
RIBBON WORM

CEREBRATULUS CALIFORHIENS|S
RIBBON WORM

CHORILLIA LONGIPES
SHRIMP

CRANGON COMMUNIS
SHRIMP

CRANGON FRANCISORUN
SHRIMP

ENIPO GRACILIS
POLYCHAETE

GLYCERA AMERICANA
POLYCHAETE

HAPLOSCOLOPUOS ELONGATUB
POLYCHAETE

MAGELONA PAPILLICONNIS
POLYCHAETE

MAGELONA PITELKAI
POLYCHAETE

NEPHTYS CACOIDES
POLYCHAETE

NEPHTYS CILIATA
POLYCHAETE

NEPHTYS CORI~JTA
POLYCHAETE

NEPHTYS FERRUGINEA
POLYCHAETE

NEPHTYS LONP33SETOSA
POtYCHAETE

PANDALUS JONDANI
OCEAN PINK SHRIMP

PAMDALUS PLATYCEROS
SPOT SHRIMP

PISTA CRISTATA
POLYCHAETE

PISTA FIMBRIATA
POLYCHAETE

PRAXILELLA GRACILI$
POLYCHAETE

SPIRONTOCARIS LAMELLICORNIS
SHRIMP

SPIRONTOCARUS HOLMES!
SHRIMP

TROP~IC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - FISHES

AGONC~°SIS EMMELANE
NORTHERN SPEARHOSE POACHER

AC~NUS ACIPENSERINUS
STURGEON POACHER

CLUPEA HARENGUS PALLAS[
PACIFIC HERRING

LEPTOCOTTUS ARMATUS
PACIFIC STAGHORN SCULPIN

LIPARIS PULCHELLUS
SHOWY SHAILFISH

LLLMPENUS SAGITTA
SNAKE PRICKLEBACK

LYCONECTES ALEUTENSIS
DWARF IJRYNOUTH

MICROGADUS PROXINUS
PACIFIC TOMCO0

POROCLINIS ROTHROCK!
WHIT’EBARRED BLENNY

PSYCHROLUTES PARADOXUS
TAOPOLE SCULPIN

RADUL%NUS ASPRELLUS
SLIM SCULPIN

XENERETMUS LATIFRONS
BLACKTIP POACHER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (-)
INVERTEBRATES

ANCISTROLEPSIS
SNAIL

COLUS HALIDONUS
SNAIL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (O)
INVERTEBRATES

ABIET1NARIA
HYOROID

ABIETINARIA ABIETINA
HYOROID

ABIET1NARIA ALEXANDER!
HYDROID

ABIET1NARIA TRASKI
HYDROID

ACRYPTOLARIA
HYOROID

AGLAOPHENIA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA DIEGENSIS
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA [NCONSPICUA
HYDROID

AGLAOPflENIA OCTOCARPA
HYDROID

CANPANULARIA
HYDROID

CANPANULARIA VERTICILLATA
HYDROID

CANPAMULARIA VOLUBILIS
HYDROID

HALECIUN CORRUGATUN
HYDROID

HIPPASTERIA SPlNOSA
SEA STAR

LAFOE] ADNATA
HYDROID

LAFOE~ OUMOSA



HABITA~: MUDDY SAND NON-VEGETATED BEI~THIC

HYDROID
LAFOEA FRUTICOSA
HYDROID

LAFOEA GRACILLIMA
HYDROID

MEDIASTER AEQUALIS
VERH|LLON STAR

NEPTUNEA PRIBILOFFENSIS
SNAIL

PL.UMULARIA ALICIA
HYDROID

RATHBUNASTER CALIFORNICUS
SEA STAR

SERTULARELLA TURGIDA
HYDROID

THUIARA ROBUSTA
HYDROID

TROPHIC LEVEL: (O)
F~SHES

PI.EURONICHTHYS COENOSUS
C-O SOLE



HABITAT: SAND NON-VEGETATED BENTHIC

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ACMAEA MITRA
DUNCECAP LIMPET

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
FISHES

ASTEROTHECA PENTACANTHUS
B[GEYE POACHER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3} CARNIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ACMAEA LINATULA
FILE LIMPET

ANTIPLAMES ABARBAREA
SNAIL

ANTIPLANES PERVERSA
SNAIL

ANTIPLANES VIEOSA
SNAIL

ASTROPECTIN ARHATUS
SAND STAR

BENTHOCTOPUS
OCTOPUS

BORETROPHON STUARTX
SNAIL

BUCCINUM STRIGILLATUN
SNAIL

CADULUS STEARNSI[
TOOTH SHELL

CALLIOSTONA ANNULATLIN
SNAIL

CHIONECTES BAIRDI
TANNER CRAB

CHIONECTES OPILIO
TANNER CRAB

CHIONECTES TANNERI
TANNER CRAB

COLUS ROSEUS
SNAIL

COLUS SERVINUS
SNAIL

CROSSASTER PAPOSUS
ROSE STAR

DENTALIUN
TOOTH SHELL

DERHASTERIA$ IMBRICATA
LEATHER STAR

EPITONIUN INDIANOI~
SNAIL

EVASTERIAS TROSCHEL]
SEA STAR

FUSITRITION OREGONENSIS
OREGON TRITON

HENRICIA LEVISCULA
BLO00 STAR

ISCHNOCNITOM
CHITON

LEPIDAZONA
CHITON

LEPIDAZONA GOLXSCHI
CHITON

.LEPTOCHITON
CHITON

LISCHKEIA CXDARIS
SNAIL

LUIDIA FOL IATA
SAND STAR

HETRIDIUH FXMBR~ATUH
SEA ANEMONE

NITRELLA GOULD ~
SNAIL

NASSAR IUS FOSSATUS
SNAIL

NASSAR IUS MEND I CUS
SNA 1 L

NATICA CLAUSA
SNA I L

NEPTUNEA LYRATA
SNAIL

OCTOPUS DOLFE][N l
OCTOPUS

PISASTER BREVISPINOUS
SHORT-SPI NEO PI SASTER

PISASTER GI GANTEUS
GIANT STAR

Pl SASTER OCHRACEOUS
PURPLE STAR

POL INICES LEM~SI I
MOON SNAIL

POL INICES PALL IDUS
MOON SNAIL

POLYPUS
OCTOPUS

PTERASTER TESSELATUS ARCUATUS
SLIME STAR

PUMCTURELLA CUCULATA
LIMPET

PYCNOF~O Ik HELIANTHOIDES
SUNFLOUER STAR

ROSSIA PACI FICA
SQUID

SOLASTER DAWSON I
MORNING SUN STAR

SOLASTER ST IMP$ON]
SUM STAR

STYLASTERIAL FORRERI
SEA STAR

TACHYRHYNCHU$ LACTEOLUN
SNAIL

TACHYRHYMCHUS PRATONUM
SNAIL

THRISSACANTH IAS PEMC I LATUS
SEA STAR

TROPHON TRIPHERU$
$NA1L

TROPHICLEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE

ACIPENSER T RAM!~¢ONTAI~q.JS
~JHI TE STURGEO~

BROSNOPHYCI $ HARG Ii~ATA
RED BROTULA

CH ~ TONOTUS F~UGETEIdSI S
ROUGHBACK SaJLPIM

CI THARICHTNY$ SORD IDU$
PACIFIC SAN~)AB

CITHARICNTNYS ST I G~.EU$
SPECKLED SA~YOAB

DASYATIS O 1 PTERURA
O I AHOWO ST I WGP.AY

DASYCOTTUS SET]GER
SP| NYHEAD SCULPIN

EOPSETTA JORDAN I
PETRALE SOLE

GADUS MACROCEPHALUS
PACIFIC C(]O

GLYPI’OCEPHALUS ZACH I RUS
R E ]~’, SOLE

HEXAGRAI~O$ DECAGRANMUS
KELP GREEHL ING

HEXA(;RAM~40,c~ STELLERI
WH | I’ESPOTTED GREENLING

HEXA~ICHUS GRISEUS
SIXGILL SHARK

H i PPO~,LOSSO I DES ELASSOOON
FLATHEAD SOLE

H I PPOGLOSSUS STENCLEPIS
PACIFIC HALIBUT

HYDROLAGU$ COLl. I E |
RAT F I SH

I CEI.~I~US F ~ LAHENTOSUS
THREADFIM SCULPIN

I SOPSETTA ~SOLEPIS
BUTTER SOLE

LYOPSETTA EX1LIS
SLENDER SOLE

MICROSTONUSPACI FICU$
DOVER SOLE

OPH I [X)ON ELONGATUS
L I N (;CO0

PAROPHRYS VE’rULUS
ENGLISH SOLE

PLAT [CHTHYS STELLATUS
STARRY, FLOUNDER

PORICIgTHYS NOTATUS
PLA[I~FIM HIDSHIPflEN

PSETT I CHTHYS NELANOST [CTUS
SAND SOLE

RAJA B I NOC~ILATA
BIG ~KATE

RAJA KINCAIDi
BLACK SKATE

RAJA RHINA
LONGNOSE SKATE

RAJA STELLULATA
STARRY SKATE

SCORPAENICHTHYS NARNORATUS
CABEZON

SQUALIJ$ ACAMTHIAS
SPI PlY DOGFISH

TORPEt)O CAL I FORMICA
PAC[iFIC ELECTRIC RAY

TRIAKIS SEHI FASCIATA
LEOPARD SHARK

TROPglIC LE~EL: (3) CARNIVORE
MA~’#’|AIL$

EUNETOP IA$ JUBATIJS
NOeS’HEWN (~ STELLAR SEA LION

KO6~A BREV[CEPS
PY(~I¥ SPERM ~HAL~.

PHOC~ VITULINA
HARBO~ SEAL

PHOC~MA PHOCO~NA
HARBOR IMM~POI SE

PHYSETER C~TOOOM
SPEERN WHALE

ZALO~HU~ CAL I FONNIAN(~
CALXFC~NIA SEA LION



ZIPHEUS CAVIROSTRIS
CUVIER’S OR GOOSE BEAKED WH,~LE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (4) DETRITIVORE
INVERTEBRAFES

ALLOCENTROTUS FRACILIS
SEA URCHIW

AMPHIOPLUS STRONGYLOPLAX
BRITTLE STAR

APHIURA SARSII
BRITTLE STAR

BANKIA SETACEA
TEREDO

BRISASTER LATIFRONS
SEA URCHI~

DENDRASTER EXCENTRICU$
~;AND DOLLAR

L(~HOLITHOIDE$ FORAMINATU$;
BOX CRAB

LOPHOLITHOZDE$ HANDTIX
PUGET SC~JND KING CRA~

LUMBRINER|S 8ICIRRAYA
POLYCHAETE

LI~BRINERIS SINILABRI$
POLYCHAETE

MACC~A ALCAREA
CHALKY CLAN

NAGELONA J~PON|CA
POLYCHAETE

MOLPADIA |~TERMEDIA
SEA CUCUNBER

OPH~OPHOLIS BAKERI
BRITTLE STAR

OPHIURA LUTKENI
BRITTLE STAR

PARASTICHCI~JS CALIFORNICU$
GIANT RED SEA CLICL~BER

PENTANERA PSELIOOCALCIGERA
SEA CUCL~BER

STRONGYLOCENTROTUS ECRIMOIDE~
SEA URCHIN

TELLINA BUYTONZ
BUTTONe$ TELLIN CLAM

XYLC~HAC~ ~ASHXNGTONA
~JASHINGTG~ I~OODEATER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) O~NIVO~E
INVERTEBRATES

AHPHISSA VERSICOL~
I~HAIL

GORGONOCEPHALU$ CARY!
~ASKET STAR

OENOPOTA
SNAIL

PSEUOARCHASTER PA~EL~ ALA~E~i
SEA STAR

TROPHIC LE’~L: (6) P~S~TE
FISHES

LAMPETRA AYRE$~
RIVER LPStPREY

TROPHIC LEVEL: (7) FILTER FEEOER
INVERTEBRA~F~.

ACILIA CASTRE~$1$
{)IVARICATE ICLJT CLAI~

AXINOPSIDA SER~CR~A
CLAM

CARDIO~YA OLDROTD~
CUSPIDAR~A CLA~

CARDIG~YA PLANET3CA
CLAM

CARbITA STEARN~]
CLAM

CARDITAVENTICO~&
CLAM

CHLAMY$MASTATU~ HER~CII}$
PACIFIC PEAR SC:~LLO9

CHLANYS HINDSX
MIND’S CLAM

CLINOCARD|U~i ~UFALLI
BASKET COCKLE

COHPSO~YA~ ~U~,~HAMA
CLAM

CREMELLA COL.UH~!,~A
CLAM

EUPLE~AURA MARK~
SEA PEN

HUXLEYIA HUN~A
CLAM

LIEOPTULUS OAJADRANGUL~k~
SEA PEN

LYONSIA STR~ATA
CLAM

HEMOCARDIU~ CENY~IFILOS~
HUNDRED-LINED COCKLE

NUCULA TENU~$
CLAN

NUCLILANA AUSTI~
CLAW

NUCULANA PERNUL5
CLAN

PAT I NOPECT I ~ CAU~ ! ~U$
k~EATHERVANE S£.~ L L ~

PECTEN CAURINU!$
GIANT PACIFIC ~ALL?JP

PROTOTHACA STAN~E~
ROCK COCKLE

PSEPHIDIA LC~D~
CLAN

PSOLU$ SQUAM~TU$
SEA CUCL~BER

SAXICAVA ARCT~C~
ARCTIC SAXICLA~ ~L~,4

$CLERO~TILL~
SEA PEN

SIL~;~A PATULA
PACIFIC I~ZOE CL~

$ILI~JA SLOAT(
SLOAT~$ RAZO~ ~!L~I~

AV~I~G CLAM
5TYLATULA EL~G~TA

SEA PE~
THRACIA CURT~

CLA~
THRAC~A T~APEZOE~E:~

CL~
THYAS~ RA RA~E~ $
CL~

STOUT CA~.DITA ~L~Q~
YOLOI~ LI~TUL~ t~IEI)ER~

FILE YOLOXA CL~

I~VEI;FEBRATES

C~NCE R F~AG ~ ~TE~
:IUN[ ~NESS CRAL~

OL I VE. L~
’)L D~ ~ SNAIL

GL IVELLA BIPLI~ATA
~URI~E OLIVE ,~NAZL

P~E~Ji~ {STE~; TUR,~IDU$
tER~ .~ ~ CRAB

P~GUF~ J~ ALEUT | L’US
~ER)~ ~ T CRAB

P-~GUiE J~ O~HOTE~JSI $
I-tERSE ~ ~ CRAB

P~GUI~ J$ TANNER)!
~{ER)~ (T CRAB

T~O;’I~C LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
E~TEii o |HVERT~BRATES

POL) ;HAEYE
Ai~CTC ,¢OE~ ~LCHLA

?OLY )HAETE
C~RI~ ~ELLA LACTEA
F~IBB ~ tJORR

C~REB,~ATULUS CJLLI FORN~IEH$~$

Ci~ORI ,LIA LONG)PES
I~HRI ~P

CI~.ANG ~ CO~,4UN ~ S
I~HRI (P

3HR ] ~P
El,! I PO ~ACIL~

~;OLY ~HAETE
GLYCE ~A AMER i~.NA

I~LY ;F~AETE
B~,PLC) ;COL~JOS ~LCXqGATU~.;

POLY ;HAETE
F~J~,GEL, ~A PAP~LLIC01~i~

i~OLY ;HAETE
M~GEL ~NA PITEL~AI

I~DLY ;HAETE
~q~PNl’ ’$ CACDIDES
I~LY ;HAETE

NEPBT ~,~ C~LIAT,~
~SLY ~AETE

POLY’ ~HAE’~E
~[~PHT ~$ FERRU~I~EA
;;~LY; ~AETE

~PHT ’$ L~COSETOS~
~SLY :HAETE

P~A .US DA~AE
[~OCK ~HR ~N~

,~I,A ,LL$ PLATYtERO~

P)I $i’A CRISTATA
~’OLY; ~HAETE

~3LY~ ;XAETE

~;HRI[ @
SH RO~ TOg.,AR6~ {i C~L~$ ~



HABITAT~ SAND NON-VEGETATED BENTHIC

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) iNVERTEBRATE
EATER - FISHES

AGONOPSIS EMHELANE
NORTHERN SPEARNOSE POACHER

AGONUS ACIPENSERINUS
STURGEON POACHER

AHNOOYTES HEXAPTERUS
PACIEIC SAND LANCE

AHPHISTICHUS RHODOTERUS
REDTAIL SURFPERCH

CLUPEA HAREHGUS PALLASI
PACIFIC HERRING

CYHATOGASTER AGGREGATA
SHINER PERCH

EHBIOTOCA LATERALIS
STRIPED SEAPERCH

LEPTOCOTTUS ARNATUS
PACIFIC STAGHORM SCULPIN

LIPARIS PULCHELLUS
SHOMY SNAILFISN

MICROGADUS PROXINUS
PACIFIC TONCOD

POROCLINIS ROTHROCKI
WHITEBARRED BLENMY

PSYCHROLUTES PARADOXUS
TADPOLE SCULPIN

RADULINUS ASPRELLUS
SLIN SCULPIN

XENERETNUS LATIFRONS
BLACKTIP POACHER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (-)
INVERTEBRATES

ANCISTROLEPS[S
SNAIL

COLUS HALIDOHUS
SNAIL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (Q)
INVERTEBRATES

ABIETIHARIA
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA ABIETINA
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA ALEXANDERI
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA TRASKI
HYDROID

ACRYPTOLARIA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA DIEGENSIS
HYDROID

AGLAOPHEN|A XNC..ONSP|CLL~,
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA OCTOCARPA
HYDROID

CANPANULARIA
HYDROID

CAMPANULARIA VERTICILLATA
HYDROID

CAMPAMULARIA VOLLIBILIS
HYDROID

HALECIUM CORRUGATIJN
HYDROID

HIPPASTERIA MIMOSA

SEA STAR
LAFOEA ADNATA
HYDROID

LAFOEA DUMOSA
HYDROID

LAFOEA FRUTICOSA
HYDROID

LAFOEA GRACILLINA
HYDROID

NEDIASTER AEQUALIS
VERNILLON STAR

HEPTUNEA PRIBILOFFENSIS
SNAIL

PLI.JHULARIA ALICIA
HYDROID

SERTULARELLA TURGIDA
HYDROID

THUIARA ROBIJSTA
HYDROID

TROPHIC LEVEL: (Q)
FISHES

PLEURONICHTHYS COENOSUS
C-OSOLE



TROPHIC LEVEL: (I) PRODUCER
PLANTS

AHNFELTIA CONCINNA
RED ALGAE

AHNFELTIA PLIGATA
RED ALGAE

ALARIA MARGI NATA
KELP

ANTITHAMN~ON PACI F I CUN
RED ALGAE

BOSS l ELLA CALI FORN 1 CA
CORALLINE RED ALGAE

BOSS] ELLA PLUNOSA
CORALLINE RED ALGAE

BOTRYOCLA~ |A PSEUDO01CHOTONa
RED ALGAE

CALL IARTHRON REGENERANS
CORALLINE RED ALGAE

CALLIARTHRON SCHMITTI l
CORALLINE RED ALGAE

CALLOPHYLI.IS EDENTATA
RED ALGAE

CERAMIUN CALl FORNICUN
RED ALGAE

C:ONSTANT I NEA SIMPLEX
RED ALGAE

CONSTANTINEA SUBULI FERA
RED ALGAE

CORALL I NA VANCOUVER I ENSI S
CORALLINE RED ALGAE

ERYPTOPLEURA RUPRECHT ~ANA
RED ALGAE

CYSTOSEIRA GEMI NATA
KELP

DELESSER L~ DECIPI ENS
RED ALGAE

D I LSEA CALI FORN I CA
RED ALGAE

EGREGIA MENZIES! I
KELP

EISENIA ARBOREA
KELP

E.RYTHROPHYLLUN DELESSERIOID~S
RED ALGAIE

CASTROCLON IUN COULTER l
RED ALGAE

(;EL ]DIUM ROBUSTUN
RED ALGAE

{; I GART I NA EXASPERATA
RED ALGAE

(;LOI OSI PHC~W IA VER’r ICILLARI$
RED ALGAE

GRAC I LAR | DPS I S SJQESTED 1 |
RED ALGAE

GRATELOUPIA CAL 1FORNICA
RED ALGAE

GYNNOGONGRUS PLATYPHYLLUS
RED ALGAE

ltYMENENA FLABELL I GERA
RED ALGAE

ttYMENENA :~ETCHELLI I
RED ALGAE

( R I AOEA CORDATA
RED ALGAE

LAMI NARIA GROENLAklD I CA
KELP

LAMI NARIA SACCHARI NA
KELP

LAMINARIASETCHELL.I I
KELP

LAURENCIASPECTABI LIS
RED ALGAE

MACROCYSTIS INTEGRIFOLIk
GXANT KELP

MEMBRANOPTERA PLATYPHYLLA
RED ALGAE

N I CROCLAUD I A C:OULTAR I
RED ALGAE

OPUNT I ELLA CALI FC~!N I CA
RED ALGAE

PHYLOSPAD IX SCOL~LER I
SEA GRASS

PHYLOSPAD IX TORREY I
SEA GRASS

PLOCAMIUM PACI F ICL~
RED ALGAE

POLYNEURA LATI$$INA
RED ALGAE

PORPHYRA PER FORATA
RED ALGAE

PRIONITIS LANCEOLATA
RED ALGAE

PTEROSIPHONIA ~IP]UNATA
RED ALGAE

PTERYGOQHORA CALl FORNIC~
KELP

PT I LOTA ASPLEN I OI hE$
RED ALGAE

R HOOOGLOSSI.~ LAT I ~;$](VfJN
RED ALGAE

RHOI)OlUlEN IA PALMA~’A
RED ALGAE

RHOO(]4EN I A PE~TUSA
RED ALGAE

RHODOPT I LU@~ P LU~;UI41
RED ALGAE

SARGASSUN RUT I OL~
KELP

SCHIZYMENIA PACI FiCA
RED ALGAE

SN~THORA NA I ADL~i
RED ALGAE

STENOGRNqNE I NTERUPTA
RED ALGAE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ACHAEA N|TRA
DUNCECAP LIMPET

STRONGYLOCEWTROTU.~ FRAN~ i SCANU
GXANT RED URC~II~

STRONGYLOCENTROTU~| PURPURATUS
PURPLE SEA URCH]]|

TROPHIC LEVEL:: (~) CARNIVORE
I NVERTEBRATF.~S

AO4AEA L~HATUU~
FXLE LIMPET

ANTIPLANE$ PERVE~.
SNAIL

ASTROPECTIM ARP~ITUS
SAND STAR

BORE’IROPHON STUARTI
SNAIL

BUCCI~UM STRIG~LLATUM
SNAIL

C~LLI3STOMA ANNULATUM
SNAIL

CROS~STER PAPOSUS
ROSE STAR

DERN~TERIAS IHBRICATA
LEA]HER STAR

LISCI’~EIA CIDAi~IS
SNAIL

M~TRELLA GCXJLD~
SNAIL

NASS~,RIUS FOSS~TUS
SNAIL

NASS,~RIUS MEND~CUS
SNAIL

PISA~TER BREVI~PINOUS
$H~T-SPINED PISASTER

P|SASTER GIGANTEUS
~IAI~T STAR

P]SASTER OCHRACEOUS
,’:~JRFLE STAR

PUNC’I~RELLA CUCULATA
LIMI:~T

PYCNC?OOIA HEL~ANTNOIDE:~
SUN~LO~ER STA~

SOLA~TER STIMP~ONI
SUN 5TAR

T~OPklC LEVEL: (4) DETRITIVCRE
INVEI~TEBRATES

BANKi~ SETACEA
TEREOO

PARA~ITCHOPUS ~ALIFORNI~,~JS
GIAI~T RED SEA CUCUMBER

XYLOF..HAGA WASH~NGTONA
~ASI~INGTON WO(~EATER

TROPF. IC LEVEL: (5) OI4NIVORE
! ~VEI;~ rEBRATES

A~PHISSA VERSIEOLO~
SNAIL

OEN~;OTA
SNAIL

O~CO~ECIA
~RYI~ZOAN

T~OP~C LEVEL: (7) FILTER FEEDER
INVERTEBRATES

BUGUEA FLABELL~TA
BRY(ZOAW

CELL,~IA HANDIUULATA
BRYEZOAN

CLINCCARDIUI4 NUTALLi
~AS~ET COCKLE

LAGEI~II~ PUNCTULATA
BRY,~ZOAN

PECTIEW CAURINU~
GIANT PACIFIC SCALLOP

TERE~RATALIA TRANSVERSA
LAJ4~ ~NELL

TROP!~IC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGER
INVERTEBRATES



HABITAT: SURFGRASS VEGETATED BENTHIC

PHYLLOLITHOIDES PAPILLOSU$
PAPILLA CRAB

TROPHIC LEVEL: (0)
INVERTEBRATES

ABIETINARIA
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA ABIETINA
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA ALEXAMDERI
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA TRASKI
HYDROID

ACRYPTOLARIA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIADIEGENSIS
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIAINCONSPICUA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIAOCTOCARPA
HYDROID

CANPANULARIA
HYDROID

CAMPANULARIA VERTICILLATA
HYDROID

CAHPANULARIA VOLUBILIS
HYDROID

HALECII.Jl CO~RUGATUM
HYDROID

LAFOEA ADNATA
HYDROID

LAFOEA DUNOSA
HYDROID

LAFOEA FRUTICOSA
HYDROID

LAFOEA GRACILLIMA
HYDROID

MEDIASTER AEOUALIS
VERNILLON STAR

PLUMULARIA ALICIA
HYDROID

SERTULARELLA TURGIDA
HYDROID

THUIARA RO6USTA
HYDROID



HABITAT: SURFGRASS VEGETATED BENTHI~



KABXTAT: UNPROTECTED BEACH SURF

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PRODUCER
INVERTEBRATES

CHAETOCEROS ARHATUN
DIATOM

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PRODUCER
NON-VASCULAR PLANTS

ASTRIOHELLA SOCIALiS
DIATOM

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PRODUCER
VASCULAR PLANTS

PHYLLOSPADIX SCOULERI
SCOULER’S SURFGRASS

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ENDEODES COLLARIS
COLEOPTERA

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
MAMMALS

ODOCOILEUS HEflIONUS COLUMBIANO
BLACK-TAILED DEER

TROPfliC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

GLYCERIDAE
PROBOSCIS t~RN

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
BIRDS

LARUS ARGENTATUS
HERRING GULL

LARUS CALiFORMICUS
CALIFORNIA GULL

LARUS CANUS
MEW GULL

LARUS HEERNANMI
HEERNAMeS GULL

LARUS PHILAJ~ELPHIA
BONAPARTESS GULL

RISSA TRIDACTYLA
BLACK’LEGGED KITTIMAKE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARKIVORE
MAMMALS

EUNETOPIAS JUBATA
STELLER’S SEA LION

LYNX RUFUS
BOBCAT

MIROUNGA ANGUSTIROSTR]S
ELEPHANT SEAL

HUSTELA FRENATA
LONG’TAILED WEASEL

VAJSTELAVISOI~
MINK

PHOCA VITULINA
HARBOR SEAL

SPILOGALE PUTORIUS
SPOTTED SKUNK

ZALOPHUS CALiFORNIANUS
CALIFORNIA SEA LION

TROPHIC LEVEL: (6) DETRITIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ALLON I SCUS PERCONVEXUS
I SOPODS

CALL % AMASSA CALI FORN I ENS 1S
GHOST SHRIMP

CI ROLANA KINCAIDI
I SOFODS

COELOPA
KELP FLY

EUZONUS MUCROMATA
BLOCO WORNS

ORCHESTO%DEA CALi FORNIANA
SAND FLEE

SPIONIDAE
WORN

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) OMNIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

CRAGO NIGRACAUDA
BLACK-TAILED SHRIMP

CRAGO SPP.
-NULL-

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) ONMIVORE
FISHES

PHANERODOM FURCATUS
WHITE SEAPERCH

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) OI4NIVORE
BIRDS

CORVUS BRACHYRHYMCHOS
CONMON CROW

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) OMMIVORE
NANNALS

NEPHITIS NEPflITIS
STRIPED SKUNK

PERONYSCUS NANICULATUS
DEER HOUSE

PROCYOM LOTOR
RACCOON

TROPHIC LEVEL: (6) PARASITE
INVERTEBRATES

ALEOCNARA AREMARIA
ROVE BEETLE

MALAODBDELLA SPP.
RIBBON MORN

TRCPHIC LEVEL: (7) FILTER FEEDER
IN~RTEBRATES

ARCHAEOMYSIS GREILqITZKI !
MYSID

ENERITA AMALOGA

MOLE CRAB
SILIQUA PATULA
RAZC~ CLAM

TROPHXC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGER
INVERTEBRATES

OLIVELLA BIPLICATA
PURPLE OLIVE SNAIL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGER
BIROS;

LARUS GLAUCESCENS
GLAUCOS-MINGED GULL

LARU$ OCCIDENTALIS
~ESTERN GULL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - INVERTEBRATES

CEREBRATULUS
RIB~ I~ORN

EOHAUSTOR%US EIASHINGTOMIANUS
AMPHIPOD

PONTOMALOTA OPACA
ROVE BEETLE

STAPHYL|NIDAE
ROVE BEETLES

TBI~OPINUS PICTUS
ROVE BEETLE

THINUSA NARITIHA
ROVE BEETLE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - FISHES

ALLC~4ERUS ELONGATUS
WHITEBAIT SMELT

ANMODYTES HEXAPTERUS
PACIFIC SAMD LANCE

AMPHXSTICHUS KHOOOTERUS
REDTAIL SURFPERCH

HYPOHESUS PRETZOSUS
SURFS~ELT

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) iNVERTEBRATE
EATER ~ BIRDS

ARENARIA iHTERPRES
RLIOOY TURNSTOIdE

CALIDRIS ALBA
SANDERLING

CALIDRIS ALPINA
DUNLIN

CALIDRIS BAIRD|I
RAZRDaS SANOPIPER

CALIDRIS CANUTUS
RED KNOT

CALIDRIS MAURi
IdESTERM SANOPIPER

CHARADRIUSALEXAMOR%klLIS
SMOI,/V PLOVER

CNARADRIUS SEM[PALMATUS
SENIPALMATED PLOVER

LIMUODRIJIUS GRISEU$
SI~T-BILLED DOMITCHER

LINOSA FEDOA
MARBLED G~IT



!SCABITAT: UNPROTECTED BEACH SUR]!

NUMEN|U$ PHAEOPUS
WHIHBREL

PLUVIALIS SQUATAROLA
BLACK-BELLIED PLOVER

TROPHiC LEVEL: (Q) UNKNO~IN
XNVERTEBRATES

HAUSTORIXDAE
ANPHIPOD



HABITAT: PROTECTED BEACH SURF

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PRODUCER
VASCULAR PLANTS

PHYLLOSPADIX SCOULIER!
SCOULER’S SURFGRASS

PLANTAGO N.ARITi~
SEASIDE PLANTAIN

TENACETI.14 DOUGLASI|
DUNE TANSY

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

L~BRINARIS ZONATA
WORM

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
BIRDS

BRANTA BERNICLA
BRANT

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
MAHMAL$

OOOCOILEUS HEMIONUS COLLIMBIANU
BLACK’TAILED DEER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

GLYCERIDAE
PROBOSCIS WORM

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
FISHES

MYOXOCEPHALUS POLYACANTHOCEPHA
GREAT SCULPIN

PAROPHRYS VETULUS
ENGLISH SOLE

PLATICHTHYS STELLATUS
STARRY FLOUNDER

PSETTICHTHYS NELANOSTICTUS
SAND SOLE

SEBASTES PAUCISPINIS
BOCCACIO

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
BIRDS

ARDEA HERODIAS
GREAT BLUE HERON

LARUS ARGENTATUS
HERRING GULL

LARUS CALIFORNICUS
CALIFORNIA GULL

LARUS CANUS
MEW GULL

LARUS DELAMARENSIS
RING-BILLED GULL

LARUS HEERNANNI
HEERNANtS GULL

LARUS PHILADELPHIA
BONAPARTEIS GULL

RISSA TRIDACTYLA
BLACK-LEGGED KITTIWAKE

STERNA CASPIA
CASPIAN TERN

TRINGA FLAVIPES
LESSER YELI.O~ILEGS

TROPHXC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
MAMMALS

EUHETOPIAS JUBATA
STELLER’S SEA LiOH

LYNX RUFUS
BOBCAT

MIROUNGA ANGUSTIROSTRIS
ELEPHANT SEAL.

MUSTELA FRENATA
LONG-TAILED t~IEASEL

HUSTELA VISON
MINK

PHOCA VITULINA
HARBOR SEAL

SPILOGALE PUTORIUS
SPOTTED SKUNK

ZALOPHUS CALIFORNIANUS
CALIFORNIA SEA LION

TROPHIC LEVEL: (6) DETRITI~E
INVERTEBRATES

ABARENICOLA CLAPAREOII OCEANIC
LUGWORM

CALL I ANASSA CALI FORN ]ENS I S
GHOST SHRIMP

CIROLANA KINCAIDI
I SOPODS

EUZONUS MUCRI~IATA
BLOOD WORM

ORCHESTIA TRASKZANA
LESSER BEACH HOPPERORCHESTOIDEA

CAL J FORN I ANA
SAND FLEE/GREAT BEACH HOPPER

BPIONIDAE
WCRM

TROPNIC LEVEL: (5) OMNIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

CILAGONICRACAUOA
BLACK-TAILED SHRIMP

CRAGO SPP.
"NULL"

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) ONNIVORE
FISHES

HYPERPROSO~ ANGENTELIN
WALLEYE SURFPERCH

HYPERPRO£~ ELLIPTICUN
SILVER SURFPERCH

CORVUS BRACHYRHYNCHO$
COHN(~ CRCM

TROPHICLEVEL.: (5) ONNIVORE
I, UUe4ALS

MEPHITIS MEPHI’rIS
STR.[PED SKUNK

PEROflYSCUS HANICULATUS
DEER HOUSE

PROCYON LOTOR
RACCOON

TROP|IIC LEVEL: (6) PARASITE
INVERTEBRATES

NALACOBDELLA SPP.
RIBBON WOI~M

TROPHIC LEVEL: (7) FXLTER FEEDER
INVERTEBRATES

ARCHAEONYSIS GREBNITZKI]
MYSID

EMERITA ANALOGA
HOLE CRAB

SILI(~ PATULA
RAZOr! CLAJ~

TRC~HIC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGER
INVERTEBRATES

OLIVELLA BIPLICATA
PURPLE ~-IVE SNAIL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGER
BIRDS

HALIAEETUS LEUCOCEPHALUS
HALO EAGLE

LARUS GLAUCESCENS
GLAUCOUS-WINGED GULL

LARUS OCCIDENTALIS
WESTERN GULL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - INVERTEBRATES

CEREBRATULU$
RIBBON t~ORN

EOHAUSTORIU$ 14ASHINGTONIANUS
kJ4PHIPOD

PARANEHERTES PEREGRINA
NEMERTEAN

STAPtiYLINIDAE
ROVE BEETLES

TROPH~C LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - FISHES

AL LOSMERUS ELONGATUS
WHITEBAIT ~ELI’

ALOSA .~,P IDI SSIHA
AMER I L~kN SHAD

AMF~OYTES HEXAPTERUS
PACIFIC SAND LANCE

ANPNI ST ICHUS RHODOTERUS
REDI’A~ L SURFPERCH

CLUPEA HAAENGLIS PALLAS[
PACIFIC HERRING

CYNATC~STER AGGREGATA
SHINER PERCH

HYPOIESUS PRET IOSI~
SI.mFS~LT

LEPTGCOTTLIS ARMATUS
PACIFIC STAGHORN SCULPIN



}~AB.~ETAT: PROTEC~ED BEACH BUR1?

MI CROGADUS PROX INUS
PACIFIC TC~4CO0

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - BIRDS

ACTITIS NACULARIA
SPOTTED SANDPIPER

ARENARIA ]NTERPRES
RUODY TURNSTONE

ARENARIA NELANOCEPHALA
BLACK TURNSTONE

CALIDRIS ALBA
SANDERLING

CALIDRIS ALPINA
DUNLIN

CALIDRIS BAIRDI]
BAIRD’S SANDPIPER

CALIDRIS CANUTUS
RED KNOT

CALIDRIS RAUR]
WESTERN SANDPIPER

CALIDRIS NINUTILLA
I.EAST SANDPIPER

CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRIMUS
SNOWY PLOVER

CHARADRIUS SENIPALNATUS
SENIPALMATED PLOVER

CHARADRIUS VOCIFERUS
KILLDEER

L]NNODRONUS GRISEUS
SHORT-BILLED DOWITCHER

LINNODROI4US SCOLOPACEUS
LONG’BILLED DOWITCHER

LIHOSA FEDOA
HARBLED GODWIT

LOBI PES LORATUS
NORTHERN PHALAROPE

NUNENIUS ANERICANUS
LONG-BILLED CURLEW

NLINEN I US PHAEOI~JS
WHINBREL

PLUVIALIS DONINICA
ANERICAN GOLDEN PLOVER

PLUVIALIS SQUATAROLA
BLACK-BELLIED PLOVER

TRINGA NELANOLEUCA
GREATER YELLOklLEGS

TROPHIC LEVEL: (O) UNKNOWN
INVERTEBRATES

HAUSTORIIDAE
ANPHIPOD



HABITAT: UNPROTECTED ROCKY SURF

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PROOUCER
NON-VASCULAR PLANTS

ALARIA NANA
-NULL-

BOSSEA NANZA
LEAF CORAL

BRYOPSIS CORTICULANS
SEA FERN

CALLIARTHRON HANZA
BEAD CORAL

CALLITHANNIOR PIKEANUN
BEAUTY BUSH

CLADOPHORA TRICHOTQNA
GREEN BALL

CODIUN FRAGHLE
SEA STAGHORN

C~I~ SETCHELLII
SPUNGY CUSHION

CORALLINA GRACILIS
GRACEFUL CORAL

COSTARIA COSTATA
SEERSUCKER

CUNAGLOIA ANOER~I)NII
-NULL-

CY~THERE TRtPLICATA
TRIPLE RIB

CYSTOSEIRA OS~NDACEA
~Y CHAIN BLADDER

EGREGIA NENZIESII
FEATHER BOA

ENDOCLADIA NURICATA
NAIL BRUSH

ENTERONORPHA CONPRESSA
GREEN CONFETTI

ENTERONORPHA INTESTINALIS
LINK CONFETTI

ENTERONORPHA PLeA
SILK CONFETTI

GRATELOUPIA PINNATA
POINTED LYNX

HALICYSTIS OVALIS
-NULL-

HEDOPHYLLLIH SESSILE
SEA CABBAGE

NYMEHENA FLABELLIGERA
VEINED FAN

IRIDOPHYCUS SPECIES
IRIDESCENT SEAI, flEED

LANINARIA ANDERSONII
SPLIT WHIP t~ACK

L~INARIA PLATY~RIS
SEA GIRDLE OR TANGLE

LANINARIA SETCHELII
-NULL"

LESSONIOPSIS LITTORALIS
-NULL-

LITHOTH~NI~ SPECIES
RED ROCK CRUST

NICROCLADIA 80REALIS
COARSE SEA LACE

PELVETIOPSIS LINITATA
-NULL-

PLEURI~HYCUS GARDHERI
SEA SPATULA

POLYSIPHONIA PACI FICA
POLLY PACIFIC

PORPHYRA LANCEOLATA
RED JABOT LABER

PORPHYRA PERFORATA
RED LAVER

POSTELS IA PALHAE FORNI S
SEA PALM

PRESIDLA NERIDIONAL! S
"NULL-

PRIONITIS LANCEOLATA
"NULL-

PRIOMITIS LYALLI I
LYALL" S SEAWEED

PTERYGOPHORA CALl FORMICA
POMPON

PTI LOTA FILICINA
RED WING

PT! LOTA HYPNOIDES
"NULL-

RALFSIA PACI FICA
TAR SPOT

5CHIZYNENIA PACIFICA
SEA ROSE

SCYTOSI PHON L~ENTARIA
WHIP TUBE

SPONGONORPHA COAL ITA
GREEN ROPE

UROSPORA NIRABILIS
-NULL-

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PROOUCER
VASCULAR PLANTS

PHYLLOSPAD1X SC~LERI
SCOULER’S ~RFGRASS

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVOIIE
INVERTEBRATES

ACHAEA DIGITALIS
LINPET

A~EA PELTA
BROWN & WRITE SHIELD LINPET

DIDDORAASPERA
KEYHOLE LINPET

ICAYHERINA TUN[CATA
BLACK CHITON

NUTTALINA CALIFORNICA
CHITON

PARACLUNIO ALASKENSIS
NIDGE

STRONGLYOCEMTROTUS I~IRPIJRATUS
PURPLE SEA URCHIN

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARMinE
JN~RTEBRATES

ANKSOOORIS NOEIILIS
SEA LENON

P|SASTER GIGANIEUS
SEASTAR

PISASTER OCHRACEUS
SEASTAR

THAIS
SNAIL

TR~HIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVI~E
FISHES

ASCELICHTHYS RHOOORUS
ROSYLIP SCULPIN

RAJA STELLULATA
STARRY SKATE

SEBASTES NELANOPS
BLACK ROCKFISH

TROP~]IC LEVEL: (3) CARNIV~E
BIRDS;

AECH~)PflORUS OCCIDENTALIS
WESTERN GREBE

CEPPHUS COLLIHBA
PIGEON GUILLEMOT

CERORHINCA ~ERATA
RHINOCEROUS AUKLET

GAVIA ARCTICA
ARCTIC LOOU

HAENATOPUS BACHNAN[
BLACK OYSTERCATCHER

HISTRIONICUS HISTRIONICUS
HARLEQUIN DUCK

LARUS ARGEHTATUS
HERRING GULL

LARUSCALIFORNICUS
CALIFORNIA GULL

LARUS CANUS
NEW GULL

LARUS HEERP4AMNI
HEEERHANIS GUlL

LUNDA CIRRHATA
TUFTED PUFFIN

NELANITTA DEGLANDI
WHITE-WINGED SCOTER

PELECANUS OCCIDENTALIS
BR~,,~I PELICAN

PHALOCROCORAX AURITUS
DOUBLE-CRESTED CORNORA~T

PHALOCROCORAX PELAGICUS
PELAGIC C~NT

PHAL~R~ PENICILLATUS
BRANDTIS ~AMT

RISSA TRIDACTYLA
BLACK’LEG~ED KITTIWA~

URIA AALGE
CI NURRE

TR~H|C LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
NA~ALS

ENHYI)~ LUTRIS
SEA OTTER

E~ETOPIAS JUBATA
STELLERSS SEA LION

LUTRA CANADENSXS
RIVER OTTER

NIR~JNGA AI4GUSTIROSTRIS
ELEPHANT SEAL

NUSTELA Vl,~;4~
NlM~

PHOCAVITULINA
HARI~OR SEAL

ZALOPHUS CALIFORN~AI~I$
CALIFORNIA SEA L~ON

TROPIiIC LEVEL: (4) DETRITIVORE



HA’.BITAT:: UNPROTECTED ROCKY SURF

EUDISTYLIA VANCOUVERI
SABELLID

IDOTEA SCHMITTI
ISOPO0

IDOTEA WOSNESENSKII
OLIVE GREEN ISOPOD

LIGIA PALLASI
ROCK LOUSE

SABELLARIA CENENTARIUN
WORN

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) C~4NIVORE
MAHHALS

PROCYON LOTOR
RACCOON

TROPHIC LEVE;L: (6) PARASITE
INVERTEBRATES

FABIA SUB~.IADRATA
PEA CRAB

HETEROSACCUS CALIFORNICUS
"NULL-

TROPHIC LEVEL: (7) FILTER FEEDEI~
INVERTEBRATES

BALANUS GLANDULA
BARNACLE

NYTILUS CALXFORNIANUS
HUSSEL

NEANTHES BRANDT[
WORN

POLLZCIPES POLYMERUS
PACIFIC GOOSE BARNACLE

VOLSELLA NC~IOLUS
HORSE NUSSEL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGER
BIRDS

LARUS GLAUCESCENS
GLAUCOUS-WXNGED GULL

LARUS OCCIDENTALIS
WESTERN GULL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - INVERTEBRATES

AHBLOPUSA BOREALIS
ROVE BEETLE

CEPHALOTHORZX LINEARIS
NENERTEAN

DIAULOTA DENSISBINA
ROVE BEETLE

ENPLECTONENA GRACILE
RIBBON WORN

LIPAROCEPHALUS CORDICOLLIS
ROVE BEETLE

NICRURA VERRILL|
NEMERTEAN

PARANEHERTES PEREGRINA
NENERTEAN

THALASSOTRECHUS BARBARAE N[GRX
GROUND BEETLE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - FISHES

~4PHISTICHUS RHOOOTERUS
REDTAIL 5URFPERCN

CYNAI"OGASTER AGGRE~kTA
SHINER PERCH

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - BIRDS

ACTII"[S HACULARIA
SPOTTED SANDPIPER

APHRIZA VIRGATA
SURFBIRD

ARENARIA ]NTERPRES
RUDDY TURNSTONE

ARENAR[A MELANOCEPHILLA
BLACK TURNSTONE

CALIDRIS PTILOCNENI~;
ROCK SANDPIPER

HETEROSCELUS INCAH~I
WANDERING TATTLER

HL~ENIUS PHAEOPUS
|~HIMBREL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (Q) LINKNOI~
IHVERTEBRATES

HAPALOGASTER CAV I CALIOA
CRAB



HABITAT: PROTECTED ROCKY SURF

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PRGOUCER
NON-VASCULAR PLANTS

AGARUM FIMBRIATUM
SEA COLANDER

BOSSEA MANIA
LEAF CORAL

CALLIARTHRON MANIA
BEAD CORAL

CALLITHAMNION PIKEANUM
BEAUTY BUSH

CERAMIUMCALIFORNICIJ4
-NULL-

CERAMIUMPACIFICUM
POTTERYSEAMEED

COILOOESMECALIFORNICA
STICK BAG

COLPOMENIA SINUOSA
POCKET OR OYSTER THIEF

CORALLINA CHILENSIS
TIDE POOL CORAL

CUMAGLOIA ANDERSONII
-HULL-

CYSTOPHYLLUM GERNINATIJM
BLADDER LEAF

CYSTOSEIRA OSMONDACEA
t~OOOY CHAIN BLADDER

DESMARESTIA ACULEATA
CRISP COLOR CHANGER

DESMARESTIA INTERMEDIA
LOOSE COLOR CHANGER

DESMARESTIA MUNDA
WIDE BRANCH COLOR CHANGER

ENTEROMORPHA COMPRESSA
GREEN CONFETTI

ENTERCMORPHA INTESTIHALIS
LINK CONFETTI

ENTEROMORPHA PLLJMOSA
SILK CONFETTI

FUCUS FURCATA
ROCICu/EED OR POPPING i~RACK

GASTROCLONIUM COULTER]
SEA BELLY

GIGARTIHA EXASPERATA
TURKISH TOMEL

GZGARTINA SPECIES
GRAPESTONE

GRATELOUPIA P1NNATA
POINTED LYNX

HALICYSTIS OVALIS
-NULL-

HALOSACCION GLAMOIFI]~ME
SEA SAC

HETEROCHORDARIA AB|ETIMA
FIR NEEDLE

LAMINARIA PLATYMERIS
SEA GIRDLE OR TANGLE

LAMINARIA ,~kCCHARINA
SUGAR t~ACK

LAURENCIA SPECTABILIS
SEA LAUREL

LITHOTHAMNIUN SPECIES
RED ROCK CRUST

MACROCYSTIS INTEGRIFOLIA
KELP

MICROCLADIA COULTER 1
DELICATE SEA LACE

PELVETIOPSi S LIMZTATA
-NULL-

POLYNEURA PAT I SSIMA
CRISSCROSS NETUORK

POLYSI PHONIA COLLINSI
POLLY COLLINS

POLYSI PHONIA PACT FICA
POLLY PACIFIC

PORPHYRA LANCEOLATA
RED JABOT LAVER

PORPHYRA PURFORATA
RED LAVER

PRAS [ OLA HER I D I ONAL I S
-NULL-

PT I LOTA FILICINA
RED WING

PT[ LOTA HYPNCIDES
"NULL"

RALFSIA PACI FICA
TAR SPOT

RHOOONELA LARIX
BLACK PINE

RHOOYMEN IA PALMATA
DULSE ON RED KALE

RHODYMENIA PERTUSA
RED EYELET SILK

SCYTOSI PHON LONENTARIA
WHIP TUBE

SPONGONORPHA COALITA
GREEN ROPE

ULVA FENESTRATA
"NULL"

ULVA LACTUCA
SEA LETTUCE

ULVA LINZA
GREEN STR[HG LETTUCE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PROI)UCER
VASCULAR PLANTS

JAUMEA CARHOSA
JAUMEA

PHYLLOSPAD I X SCOULER !
SCOULEReS SUR FGRASS

TANACETUN DCUGLASI I
DUNE TANSY

TROPNIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ACHAEA DIGITALIS
L ! MPET

ACMAEA FENESTRATA
L[MPET

ACMAEA L I MATULA
FILE LIMPET

ACHAEA MITRA
DUNCE-CAP LIMPET

ACMAEA PELTA
BROMN & MH|TE SHIELD L!MPET

AMPl THOE HIJ4EILAL I S
-NULL-

CALL l STOCNITON CRASSI C/~TATUi
CHITON

CRYPTOCN! TON STELLERI
GUN BOOT CH 1 TON

CYANOPLAX HARTI~G i
CHITON

KATHERIHA TUHICATA
BLACK CHITON

L I TTOR ! NA PLANAX i S
PERIWINKLE

LITTORINA SOJTUL INA
PERIWINKLE

LITTORINA S [ TICANA
PERIWINKLE

LUMBRINERIS ZONATA
WORM

MOPAL ZA CILZATA
CHITON

MC~At.I A L [ GNOSA
CHITON

ODC)NI"OSYLL [S PHOSPHOREA
~C, RM

PARALUN IO ALASKENS[ S
MIDGE

STRONGYLOCEHTROTUS FRANCI SCANU
SEA URCHIN

STRONGYLOCENTROTUS PURPURATUS
PURPLE SEA URCHIN

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

TONI CELLA LINEATA
LINED CHITON

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
1NVERTEBRATES

AEOLIDIA PAPi LLOSA
NUO I BRANCH

AMBLOPUSA BOREAL IS
ROVE BEETLE

AN I SOOORIS NOBILIS
SEA LEMOM

CADLINA
NUD I BRANCH

CORAHBE PACI FICA
NUD I BRANCH

D IAULOTA DENSI SSIMA
ROVE BEETLE

D I ROIIIA ALBOt. I NEATA
NUD I BRANCH

LEP IDOZONA Ct~’~P_ ER i
CHII’ON

LEP IDOZONA MERTENSI
CHITON

L I PAROCEPHALUS CI~D I COt.L l S
ROVE! BEETLE

PISASTER GIGANTEUS
SEASTAR

PISASTER OCHRACEUS
SEASTAR

PLACI PHORELLA VELATA
CHII"OM

PYCNOGON~ STEARNSI
SEA SPIDER

PYCNOPCO IA HEL IANTHOIDES
SUNFLOWER STAR

ROSTAM~ PULCHRA
I’, B RAMCN

SOLASTER ~l
SEASTAR

SOLASTER ST INSON l
SEASTAR

THAIS



SNAIL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
F~SHES

ARTEDIUS LATERALIS
5NOOTHHEAD SCULPIN

ASCELICHTHYS RH(])ORUS
ROSYLIP SCULPIN

HENILEPIDOTUS HEMILEPIDOTUS
RED IRISH LORD

HEMILEPIDOTUS SPINOSIS
BROWM IRISH LORD

HEXAGRAN40S DECAGRAIqNLIS
KELP GREENLING

H[!XAGR/~NOS LAGOCEPHALUS
ROCK GREE~LING

HYOXOCEPHALUS POLYACANTHOCEPHA
GREAT SCULPIN

PAROPHYRUS VETULUS
ENGLISH SOLE

RAJA STELLULATA
STARRY SICATE

SCORPAENICHTHYS HARMORATUS
CABEZON

SEBASTES HELANOPS
BLACK ROCKFISH

XIPHISTER ATROPURPUREUS
BLACK PRICKLEBACK

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
BIRDS

AECHMOPHORUS OCCIDENYALIS
WESTERN GREBE

ARDEA HERODIAS
GREAT BLUE HERON

BUCEPHALA ALBEOLA
BUFFLEHE~)

BUCEPHALA CLANGULA
COMMON GOLDENEYE

CEPPHUS COLUMBA
PIGEON GUILLEMOT

CERORHINCA NONOCERATA
RHINOCEROS AUKLET

GAVIA ARCT]CA
ARCTIC LOON

HAENATOI~5 BACHMAN[
BLACK OYSYERCATCHER

HISTRION%CUS HISTRIONICUS
HARLEQUIN DUCK

LARUS ARGENTATUS
HERRING ~JLL

LARUS CAL|FORNICUS
CALIFORNIA GULL

LARUS CANU$
MEW GULL

LARUS HEERHANN!
HEERNAN’S GULL

LUNDA CIRRHADA
TUFTED PUFFIN

NEGACERYLE ALCYOU
BELTED KINGFISHER

NELANITTA DEGLAND|
WHITE-WINGED SCOTER

NELANITTA PERSPICILLATA
SURF SCOTER

PELECANUS OCCIDENTALiB
BRO~IN PELICAN

PHALACROCO~AX AURIT]$

DOUBLE’CRESTED CORHORANT
PHALACROCORAX PELAGICUS
PELAGIC CORHORANT

PHALACROCORAX PENICILLATUS
BRANDTIS CORHO~ANT

RISSA TRIDACTYLA
BLACK-LEGGED K]rTIMAKE

URIA AALGE
COMMON MURRE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE

ENHYDRA LUTRIS
SEA OTTER

ELJMETOPIAS JUBAYA
STELLER’S SEA L]O~

LUTRA CANADENSi~
RIVER OTTER

HIROUNGA ANGUSTHZ~STRi$
ELEPHANT SEAL

P4USTELA VISON
MINK

PHOCA VITULINA
HARBOR SEAL

ZALOPHUS CALIFCY~HZANUS
CALIFORNIA S~ [.I(~l

TROPHIC LEVEL: (4) DETRI~O#tE
XNVERTEBRATES

JM4PHIODIA OCCIDENTALIS
BRITTLE STAR

,I~PHITRITE ROBUSTA
POLYCHAETE t~C~tM

CUCUNAR IA MINIATA
SEA CUMBER

IEUOJSTYLIA POL YIV~I~PHA
SABELL~D

iEUOI STYL[A VANCC~JViER i
SABELLID

IEUPOLYMN iA HETEi~OBItAWCH XA
TEREBELL iD ;K)RM

I[DOTEA SCHNI TTI
ISOPO0

I[DOTEA UROTONA
PILL BUG

L]GIA PALLAS]
R(X;K LOUSE

HELITA PALMATA
BEACH HOPPER

NEOANPHITRITE RC~U$;TUS
TEREBELL XD k~ORl~

OPHIOPHOL I S ACULEATA
BRITTLE STAR

(’,RCHEST IA TRASKI ANA
LESSER BEACH HCPPER

THELEPU~ CRI SI~JS
WORN

~I’I G~IOPL~ CALl F~WICUB
St~

TROPRIC LEVEL: (5) OI¢BIVORE

MOPAL [A NUSCOSA
CHITO~

TRO#HIC LEVEL: (~) OIOtIVOAE
~ z s_..~.~

A~OPL~RCHUS PU~PURESCEN~
HIGH COCKSCONE

XIPH~TER MUCO~US
ROCK PRICKLEBACK

TROPHiC LEVEL: (5) OMNIVORE
B~RDS

AYTHY~i NARILA
GREA~ER SCAUP

CORVU~ BRACHYREYNCHOS
COI~ CROW

CORVU~ CORVAX
COMI~ RAVEN

T~OPH!C LEVEL: (5) CI4NIVORE
MAHNA~J

PROCYi ~ LOTOR
|iACC! ~ON

T~OPHIC LEVEL: (6) PARASITE
N.~.~.~.-V~$CU~AR PLANTS

JANCZEWSK|A GARONERI
PARA~;IT|C SEA LAUREL

T~OPHI:C LEVEL: (6) PARASITE
I~VER~EBRATES

ARCTO~OE PULCHRA
$CAL[ ~ORN

ARCTOKOE VITTAT~
$CAL~ ~ORN

FABIA SUBQUADRATA
PEA CRAB

PINNI~A TUB|COLL~
PEA CRAB

SYNDE~NIS FRANC~SCANUS
~ORN

TROPHIC LEVEL: (7) FILTER FEEDER

BALANL~S CARIOSU~
BARNACLE

BALAM~S GLANDUL~
BARNACLE

80CCAROIA PR~CIDEA
SPINCID WORN

BEGUL~ PACZFICA
BRYO2~AM

HALICH~NDR|A PAHICEA
CRUMB OF BREAD SPONGE

HE~RICIA LEVIUSCULA
RED SEASTAR

HINNI?ES GIGAMTEU$
ROCK 3YSTER

HIPPOOIPLOSIA I~SCULPTA
B~YOZ’~UI

LEPRAL~A BILABI~TA
BRYOZ,~AN

NE~BRA41POIU~J4EJ,~IIIL~UIAC~.A
BRYOZ~4Uf

MEHBRA4IP(]L~ SIEkR~LANELUI
BRYOZC~IkM

PEI~ I CIE~L i MA CEREIJA
EWTOPROCT

PH~I)Oti~0RA PAC~F~CA
B~YZO~N



HABITAT: PROTECTED ROCKY SURF

PLOCAMIA KARYKINA
RED SPONGE

SERPULA VEMICULARIS
WORM

SPIRORBIS
WORM

TEREBRATALIA TRANSVERSA
BRACHIOPO0

TRICELLARIA OCCIDENTALIS
8ROZOAM

XESTOSPONGIA VANILLA
SPONGE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGER
INVERTEBRATES

HEMIGRAPSUS NLIOUS
PURPLE SHORE CRAB

PACHYCHELES RUDIS
PORCELAIN CRAB

PAGURUS GRANOSINANUS
HERMIT CRAB

PAGURUSHENPHILLI
HERMITCRAB

PAGURUSSN4UELIS
HERMITCRAB

PETROLISTHES CINCTIPES
PORCELAIN CRAB

TROPHIC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGER
BIRDS

HALIAEETUS LEUCOCEPHALUS
BALD EAGLE

LARUS GLAUCESCENS
GLAUCOUS-WINGED GULL

LARUS OCCIDENTALIS
WESTERN GULL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - INVERTEBRATES

ALLORCHESTES ANGUSTUS
-NULL-

AMPH I PORUS B IMACULATUS
R 1 BBON UORN

ANTHOPLEURAELEGANTISS1MA
AGGREGATEDANENONE

ANTHOPLEURAXANTHOGRANN [ CA
GIANT GREEN ANEMONE

CANCER ANTENNARIUS
CRAB

CANCER MAGISTER
DUNGENESS CRAB

CANCER PROOUCTUS
CRAB

CEPHALOTHRIX LINEARIS
NEMERTEAN

CERATOSTONA
FOL IATUN NUREX

EMPLECTONENA GRACI LE
R I BBOM WORM

EPIACTIS PROLI FERA
ANEMONE

GLYCERA AMER I GANA
WORM

HALOSYDNA BREVI SETOSA
SCALE WORII

HERMISSENDA CRASSICORNI$
MUD I BRANCH

RICRURA VERRILL|
NEMERTEAN

PARANENERTES PEREGRINA
NENERTEAM

PHOXICHILIDIUM FENORATUM
SEA SPIDER

SPIRONTOCARIS BREVIROSTRIS
BROKEN BACK SHRIMP

SPIRONTOCARIS CRISTATA
BROKEN BACK SHRIMP

SPIRONTOCARIS PALUOICOLA
BROKEN BACK SHRIMP

SPIRONTOCARIS PRIONATA
BROKEN BACK SHRIMP

TEALIA CRASSICORNIS
ANEMONE

THALAS~TRECHUS BARBARAE NIGR!
GROUND BEETLE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - FISHES
APOOICHTHYS FLAVIDUS

PENPOINT GUNNEL
CHIROLOPH1S NUGATOR
NOSSHEAD WAR-BONNET

CLINOCOTTUS ACUTICEPS
SHARPNOSE SCULPIN

CLINOCOTTUS EMBRYUN
CALICO SCULPIN

CLINOCOTTUS GLOBICEPS
NOSSHEAD SCULPIN

CYMATOGASTER AGGREGATA
SHINER PERCH

GOBIESOX NAEANDRICUS
NORTHERN CLINGFISH

LEPTOCOTTUS ARNATUS
PACIFIC STAGHORN SCULPIN

LIPAR1S FLORAE
TIDEPOOL SNAILFISH

OLIGOCOTTUS NACULOSUS
TIDEPOOL SCULPIN

OLIGOCOTTUS SNYDERI
FLUFFY SCULPIN

PHOLIS LAETA
CRESCENT GUNNEL

RHACOCHILU$ VACCA
PILE PERCH

SPIRIMCHUS STARSKI
NIGHT SMELT

XERERPES FUCORUM
ROCIG~EED GUNNEL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - BIRDS

ACTITIS NACULARIA
SPOTTED SANDPIPER

APHRIZA VIRGATA
SURFBIRD

ARENARIA INTERPRES
RUODY TURMSTONE

ARENARIA NIELANOCEPHALA
BLACK TURNSTORE

GALIDRIS ALPZM
DUNLIN

GALIDR[S PTILOCNEM|S
ROCK SANDPIPER

HETEROSCELUS |NCANUM
WANDERING TATTLER

NLI~MIUS PHAEOPUS

WHIMBREL
PLUVIALIS SOUATAROLA
BLACK-BELLIED PLOVER

TRINCA NELANOLEUCA
GREATER YELLOWLEGS

TROPH]:C LEVEL: (O) UNKNOWM
INVERTEBRATES

ANAIT~DES MEDIPAPILLATA
PADDt, E WORM

ARABELLA IRICOLOR
t~ORM

ASTRAEA GIBBEROSA
SNAIl.

CREPIDULA ADUNCA
HORNED SLIPPER SHELL

CRYPTOLITHOOES SITCHENSIS
UMBRELLA-BACKED CRAB

DOOECACERIA FISTULICOLA
CIRRATULID UORM

HAPALOGASTER CAVIGAtJDA
CRAB

LEPTASTERIA HEXACTIS
SEASTAR

LEPTASTERIA PUSILLA
SEASTAR

MINULUS FOLIATUS
CRAB

DEDIGNATHUS IMERNIS
CRAB

PATIRIA MINIATA
SEA BAT

PLATYNEREIS AGASSIZ!
NEREID IJORN

POOARKE PUGGETTENSIS
POLYCHAETE

PUGETTIA PRODUCTA
KELP CRAB

SCYRA ACUTIFRORS
NASKING CRAB

TEGULA FUNEBRALIS
BLACK TURBAN SNAIL



TROPH1C LEVEL: (-)
VASCULAR PLANTS

ANTHOXANTHUN O00RATUN
SWEET VERNALGRASS

HOLCUS LANATUS
COMMON VELVET-GRASS

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PROOUCER
VASCULAR PLANTS

AIRA PRAECOX
LITTLE HAIRGRASS

ALMUS RUBRA
RED ALDER

ANGELICA LUCIDA
SEA-WATCH

ARCTOSTAPHYLOS COLUNBIANA
BRISTLY NANZINITA

ARCHTOSTAPHYLOS UVA-URSI
KINNIKINNXC

ARNERIA NERITIMA
THRIFT

BACCHARIS PILULARIS
CHAPARRAL BROON

BLECHNUN SPICANI
DEER FERN

CALANAGROST|S NUTIC~ENSIS
REEDGRASS

CASTILLEJA LITORALIS
PACIFIC PAINTBRUSH

CEANOTHUS THYRSIFLORUS
BLUE BLOSSOM

CERASTIUN ARVENSE
FIELD CHICIG~EED

CYTISUS SCOPARIUS
SCOTCH BROON

DANTHONIA CALIFORNICA
OATGRASS

DESCHANPSIA CAESPITOSA
TUFTED HAIRGRASS

DESCHAMPSIA LONGIFLORA
HAIRGRASS

DIGITALIS PURPUREA
FOXGLOVE

ENPETRUN NIGRUN
CROWBERRY

ERIGERON GLAUCUS
SEASIDE DOCK

FESTUCA MYUROS
RAT-TAIL FESCUE

FESTUCA RUBRA
RED FESCUE

FRAGAR IA CHILGENSIS
COASTAL STRAMBERRY

GAI.IUN NUTTALI I
NUTTALIS BEDSTRAW

GAULTHERIA SHALLOM
SALAL

GNAPHALIUN CHILENSE
COTTON-BATTING PLANT

GR~NDELIA INTEGRIFOLIA VAR. HA
PUGET SOUNO GUNMEED

HERACLEUN LAMATUR
COM-PARSNIP

HOLO01SCUS D I SCOLOI;~
OCEAN- SPRAY

HYPOCHAER I S RAD ~ CATA
GOSMORE

LASTHENIA CHRYSOSTI~A
LASTHENIA

LASTHENIA MINOR VAR. HAR,~TINA
HA~RY LASTHEN~A

LATHYRUS LITTORAL I~;
BEACH PEA-VINE

IL.EONTOOON NUO I CAUL i[ S
BRISTLY HAI,~CB ~ T

L I LAEOPS I S OCC X DEN’rAt, I S
L | LAEOPS | S

LON K CERA l NVOLUCRATA
BLACK TWI NBERRY

LOTUS FORNOS I SS ~HLI!;
DEERVETCH,, SEASIDE LOTUS

ILUPZNUS ARBOREU~
TREE LUPINE

LUPINUS VAR l COLC~
TWO-COLON LUP II~E

HICROSERIS BIGILOVI [
COAST NICROSERI$

HYRI CA GALE
SWEET GALE

PINUS CONTORTA
LOCGEPOLE PINE, SHORE PXNE

PLANTAGO NIRTELLA
TALL COAST PLANTAIN

PLANTAC~O LANCEOLATA
BUCKHORN PLANTA! ~

|~OA PACHYPHOL I5
SEACL I FF BLUEGRASS;

POLYPOOIIJM GLYCYRRE XZA
LICORICE FERN

F~LYSTI CHUN NUN I TLI41
SWORDFERN

PSEUDOTSUGA NENZ | ES I I
DOUGLAS FIR

PTERIDIUN AQUI L l N~
WESTERN BRACKEN FERN

RANUNCULUS FLN~4ULA
,T~IALL CREEPING 9UTTERCU~

RHANNUS PURSH IANA
CASCARA

RHODODENDRON HACROPHYLLLIJt
WESTERN RHODODEMOROM

RHUS DIVERSI LOBA
POI SON OAK

ROIqANZOFF IA TRACYI
TRACYt S HI STHAIL~E~

RUBUS SPECTABI L I’~
SAU4ONBERRY

RUBUS URSINUS
DOUGLASBERRY

RLINEX HARI T INUS
SEASIDE DOCK

SAGINA CRASSICAU~ IS
ST ICK’STE~ED I~J~LMOUT

SALIX HOOKER I AkL~
COAST MILLOM

SEDU~ LANCEOLATI.IH VAR. NESIOTI
LANCE- LEAVED STONECROP

SIDALCEA NIRTIPE$
HA I RY-STENNEDCHECI(ER-HALLOM

STACHYS RIGIDA
HEDGE NETTLE

TANACETU~ DOUGLA~]I ~
DUNE TANSY

THUJA PLICATA
HESI’I~RN RED CEDAR

ULEX :~UROPAEUS
GORS~

W~CCI]IU~ OVAT’L~
EVER:~REEM HUCKLEBERRY

V~CCI~IIUN PARVI FOLIUM
F~ED ;]UCKLEBERRY

VERAT~iUN VIRIDE
FALSe; HELLEBORE

T~OPH~C LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
I~VER!EBRATES

PARACLUNIO ALASEENSIS

T~O~HC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
BIRDS

BONAS~ UNBELLUS
RUFFED GROUSE

CARDU~LIS PINUS
PINE SISKIN

CARDU~IS TRISTI$
ANERICAN GOLDFINCH

GARPOCACUS NEXICANUS
HOUSE FINCH

CARP~ACUS PURPUREUS
P~RPIE FINCH

COLUN~A FASCIATA
BAND-TAILED PIGEON

DE~DR~GAPUS O~SCURUS
BLUE ~ROUSE

HESPEI~IPHONA VE~PERTINA
EVENinG GROSBEAK

JUNCO ~YENALIS
D.~RK~YED JUNCO

LOPHOIt~YX CALIFORNICUS
CALIFORNIA OUAZL

LO~IA ~.JRVIROST~A
RED C ~OSSBILL

NE~OSP | ZA NELODIA
SONG ~PARRO~

NE~OTH~US ATER
BROI~ "HEADED CC~BIRD

OREORT ~X PICTUS
NOUNT~ I N QUAIL

PA~SERi~LLA ILIA~
FOX S~ARROM

PHEUCT~CUS NELANOCEPHALU~
BLACK HEADED GROSBEAK

PIPILG ERYTHROPfiTHALHUS
RUFOU~;-SIDED TC~IHEE

SELASP~iORUS RUFUS
RUFOU~; HLJI4NINGBIRD

SP~ZELiiA PASSERINA
CHIPPNG SPARRO~

ZEHAID~ HACROURA
I,K~URN;!NG DOVE

ZONOTRICHIA ATRICAPILLA
~)LDEH-CROWNED SPARROM

ZOk~TRiCHIA LEUCOPNRYS
WHITE-CRO~NED SPARROW

TRGPHI~ LEVEL: (~) HERBIVORE

NICROT~S LONGICAODUS
LOnG-’AILED VOLE



HABXTAT: HEADLANDS AND ROCKY ISLANDS

MICROTUS OREGON!
OREGON VOLE

THONOI4YS HOETICOLA
MOUNTAIN POCKET GOPHER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVC~RE
HERPETOFAUNA

THAMMOPH1S ORDINOIDES
NORTHWESTERN GARTER SNAKE

THAMNOPHIS SIRTALIS
COMMON GARTER SNAKE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (-)
BIRDS

PANDION HAL]AETUS
OSPREY

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARMIVOi~E
BIRDS

ACCIPITER COOPERII
COOPER’S HAWK

ACC1P]TER STRIATUS
SHARP-SHINHED HAWK

AEGOLIUS ACADICUS
SAW-~HET CI~L

ASIO OTUS
LONG-EARED OWL

BUBO VIRGIMIANUS
GREAT HORNED OWL

BUTEO JAMAICENSIS
RED-TAILED HAWK

CEPPHUS COLUNBA
PIGEON GLIILLEHOT

CERORHINCA HONOCERATA
RHINOCEROS AUKLET

FALCO PEREGRINUS
PEREGRINE FALCON

GLAUCIDION GNOMA
PYGMY OWL

LUNDA C1RRHATA
TUFTED PUFFIN

OCEANOOROI4A FURCATA
FORK-TAILED STORM PETREL

OCEANOOROHA LEUCOT~HOA
LEACH’S STONN PETREL

OTUS ASIO
SCREECH ONL

PHALOCROCOREX AURITUS
DOUBLE-CRESTED CORHORANT

PHALOCROCORAX PELAGICUS
PELAGIC CORMORANT

PHALOCROCORAX PEMICILLATUS
BRANDT’S CORMORANT

PTYCHORN4PHUS ALEUTICU$
CASSIN’S AUKLET

TYTO ALBA
BARN OWL

URIA AALGE
COI4NON HURRE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
MAMMALS

CANIS LATILkJIS
COYOTE

FELIS CONCOLOR
MOUNTAIN LION

LYNX RUFUS
BOBCAT

HUSTELA ERMINEA
SHORT-TAILED WEASEL

SPILOGALE PUTORIUS
SPOTTED SKUNK

UROCYOM CINEROARGENTEUS
GRAY FOX

VU|.PES FULVA
RED FOX

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) OMNIVORE
BIRDS

BONBYCILLA CEDRORUN
CEDAR WAXWING

CORVUS BRACHYRHYNCHOS
C014140N CROW

CORVUS CORVAX
COMI40N RAVEN

CYANOCITTA STELLERI
STELLERnS JAY

PERIO~.Z]REUS CANADENSIS
GRAY JAY

PIRANCJ~ LUDOVICIANA
WESTERN TANAGER

STURNUS VULGARIS
STARLING

TURDUS NIGRATORIUS
AMERICAN ROBIN

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) ONNIVORE
MAMMALS

DIDELPHIS HARSUPIALIS
COM~ OPPOSUN

EURACTOS ANERICANUS
BLACK BEAR

MEPHITIS MEPHITIS
STRIPED SKUNK

PEROHYSCUS NANICULATUS
DEER ROUSE

PROCYON LOTOR
RACCOON

ZAPUS TRINOTATUS
PACIFIC JLRPING NOUSlE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (6) PARASITE
VASCULAR PLANT~

BOSCHHIAKIA HOOKERI
SHALL GROUND’CONE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGER
~RDS

CATHARTES AURA
TURKEY VULTURE

HALIAEETUS LEUCOCEPHALIS
BALD EAGLE

LARUS GLAUCESSCENS
GLAUCOUS’WIHGED GULL

LARUS OCCIDENTALIS
WESTERN GULL

TROPHKC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER " ~NVERTEBRATES

ANBLOPUSA BOREAL IS
ROVE BEETLE

DIAULOTA DENSlSS1NA
ROVE BEETLE

LIPAROCEPHALUS CORDICOLLIS
ROVE BEETLE

THALASSOTRECHUS BARBARAE NIGRI
GROUND BEETLE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - HERPETOFAURA

AHBYSTONA GRACILE
BROt~N SALAMANDER

BUFO BOREAS
WESTERN TOAD

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
~ATER - HERPETOFAUNA

GERRHONOTUS COERULEUS
NORTHERN ALLIGATOR LIZARD

HYLA REGILLA
PACIFIC TREEFRO0

PLETHOOON DUNNI
DUNNS SALANANDER

RHYACOTRITON OLYMPICUS
OLYMPIC SALAMANDER

TARICHA GRANULOSA
ROUGH-SKINNED NEWT

TROP~IC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - BIRDS

CATHARUS GUTTATUS
HERMIT THRUSH

CATHARUS USTULATUS
SWAINSOMIS THRUSH

CERTHIA FAN|LIARIS
BROWN CREEPER

CHAETURA VAUXI
VAUX’S SWIFT

CHAHAEA FASCIATA
WRE~ITIT

CHORDEILES MINOR
CONY, ON NIGHTHAWK

COLAPTES AURATUS
CO~ FLICKER
CONTOPUS SORDIDULUS
~JESI’ERN WOOD PEWEE

CYPSELOIDES NIGER
BLACK SWIFT

DENDROICA CORONATA
YELLOM-RUNPED WARBLER

DENDROICA NIGRESCENS
BLACK-THROATED GRAY WARBLER

DENDROICA OCCIDENTALIS
HERMIT WARBLER

DENOROICA PETECBIA
YELI.OW WARBLER

DENOROICA TOWMSEIfDI
TOt~ISENO’S WARBLER

DRYOCOPUS PILEATI~
PILEATED ~O00PECKER

EMPIIIONAX DIFFICILIS
MESTERM FLYCATCHER

EMP1DOMAX HAJeQOMOII
HAMI4ONO’S FLYCATCHER

EMPIDOMAXOBIERHOLSER!
DUSk~ FLYCATCHER

ENPIOONAX TRAILLI|
WILt.OIl FLYCATCHER



HABI~C’AT:~ HEADLANDS AND ROCKY ISLANDS

HIRUNDO RUSTICA
BARN SWALLOW4

IRIDOPROCNE BICOLOR
TREE SWALLO~J

IXOREUS NAEVIUS
VARIED THRUSH

NYADESTES TOWNSENDI
TO~NSEND’S SOLITAIRE

NUTTALLORNIS BOREALIS
OLIVE-SIDED FLYCATCHER

OPORORNIS TOLHIEI
HCGILLIVRAY’S WARBLER

PARUS ATRICAPILLUS
BLACK-CAPPED CHICKADEE

PARUS RUFESCENS
CHESTNUT’BACKED CHICKADEE

PETROCHELIDON PYRRHONOTA
CLIFF SWALLOM

PICOIDES PUBESCENS
DOWNY WOOOPECKER

PICOIDES VILLOSUS
HAIRY WOOOPECKER

PROGNE SUBIS
PURPLE NARTIN

PSALTRIPARUS NININUS
BUSHTIT

REGULUS CALENDULA
RUBY-CRO4~NED KINGLET

REGULUS SATRAPA
GOLDEN-CROI~NED KINGLET

SITTA CANADENSIS
RED-BRESTED NUTHATCH

SITTA CAROLINENSIS
WHITE-BRESTED NUTHATCH

SPHYRAPICUS VARIUS
YELLOW-BELLIED SAPSUCKER

STELGIDOPTERYX RUFICOLLIS
ROUGH’WINGED SWALLOW

TACHYCINETA THALASSINA
VIOLET-GREEN SWALLOW

THRYOMANES BEWICKII
BEWICKnS t, JREN

TROGLOOYTES AEDOK
HOUSE WREN

TROGLOOYTES TROGLODYTES
MINTER WREN

VERNIVORA CELATA
ORANGE’CRO~INED WARBLER

VERNIVORA RUFICAPILLA
NASHVILLE WARBLER

VIREO GILVUS
WARBLING VIREO

VIREO HUTTONI
HUTTON’S VIREO

VIREO SOLITARIUS
SOLITARY VIREO

WILSONIA I~JSILLA
WILSON’S WARBLER

TRQPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - MANMAL$

EPTESICUS FUSCUS
BIG BROWN BAT

NYGTIS LICIFUGUS
LITTLE BROI~N NYOTIS

NEUROTRICHUS GIBBSI!
SHREM-NOLE

SCAPANUS TOiaISEiOiI
T(AJNSENO’S NOLE

SOREX VAGRANS
VAGRANT SHREW



HABITAT: HEADLANDS AND ROCKY ISLANDS

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PR(X)UCER
NON-VASCULAR PLANTS

ASTERIONELLA FORMOSA
DIATOM

ASTERIONELLA JAPONXCA
DIATOM

ASTERIONELLA ICARIANA
DIATOM

BACTER[ASTRUN DEL[CATULUN
DIATOM

CERATIUM
DINOFLAGELLATE

CHAETOCEROS COHPRESSUS
O[ATCM

CHAETOCEROSCO~IVOLUTUS
DIATOM

CHAETOCEROSRAOICANS
DIATOM

COCCOLITHOPHORES
COCCOLITHS

DACTYLIOSOLEN NEDDITERRANEUS
DIATOM

FRAGILAR]A
DIATOM

GONYAULAX
D[MOFLAGELLATE

LEPTOCYLINDRICUS DANICUS
DIATOM

NELOSIRA ISLAND[CA
DIATOM

OTHER FLAGELLATES
FLAGELLATES

PERIDINIUN
DINOFLAGELLATE

RHIZOSOLENZA ALATA
DIATOM

RHIZOSOLENIA OELICATULA
DIATOM.

RHIZOSOLENIA FRAG[LISSINA
DIATOM

SYNEDRA ULNA
DIATOM

THALASSIONENA NITZSCNIOIDES
DIATON

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
|NVERTEBRATES

ACARTIA CLAUS!
COPEPO0

ACARTIA DANAJE
COPEF~O

ACARTIA LOMGIREIqlS
COPEPO0

ACARTIA NEGLXGENS
COPEI~O

AETIDEOPSISPACIFICA
COI~POD

AETIDEiJ$ ARNATUS
COPEPOD

AETIDb"USPAC~FICUS
CCPEPOD

AMALL.OTHR IX VAL IDA
COPEPOD

AMALL.OTHR IX VORAK
COPEPO0

ARIETELLUS PLUN[ FER
COPEPO0

BATHYCALANUS BRADY]
COPEPOD

BOREOHYS I S
COPEPOO

BOREOMYSI S ROSTRATA
COPEPO0

CALANLIS CR I STATUS
COPEPOO

CALANLJS F[ NHARCH] CUS
COPEPGO

CALANLIS PLUMCHRUS
COPEPO0

CALA)IUS TENUICOANIS
COPEPOD

CALO~ALAMUS STYLIRENIS
COPEPCO

CANDAC[A BXPXNNATA
COPEPCO

CAVOL ] NA UNCI NATA
PTERCPO0

CENTRAUGAPTX LUS PORCELLUS
COPEPOO

CENTROPAGES NCHURR [ CHI
COPEPO0

CHIRUNDINA STREETS[
COPEPCO

CLAUSOCALANUS ARCUZCORN[ S
COPEPOO

CLAUSOCALANUS PERGENS
COPEPO0

CLIO BALANTIUN
PTEROPOD

CLIOME LZMACINA
PTEROPOO

COROLLA SPECTAB|LZS
PTEROPOD

CORYCAEUS
COPEPOO

CTENOCALANUS VANUS
COPEPOD

EPILA8%DOCERA AMPHITRITES
COPEPOO

EUCALANUS ATTENUATUS
COPEPOD

EUCALANUS BUNG[ 1
COPEPO0

EUCHAETA SP [ NOSA
COPEPO0

EUCHI RELLA CURT ICALJOA
COPEI~O

EUCOPIA
COPEPOD

EVADNE NORMANN I
CLADOCERAN

GAETA~dS SECUNOUS
COPEPOD

GAIETAMUS SIMPLEX
COPEPOD

GAD IUS 8REV[SPl NU$
COPEf~OD

GAIDIUS VARIABILIS
COPEI~O

GAUSS~A PRINCEPS
COPEPCO



H3~B I, TAT : EUPHOT~C PELAGIC

G]GANTOCYPRISAGASSIZ[ ]
OSTRACO0

GHATHOPHAUSZAGIGAS
COPEPO0

GNATHOPHAUSIA| NGENS
COPEPO0

HALOPT [ LUS PSEUOOXYCEPHALUS
COPEPOD

HETERORHABDUS TANNER]
COPEPO0

HETEROSTYL]TES LONG]CORN[ S
COPEPO0

HETEROSTYL] TES MAJOR
COPEPO0

LUCICUT IA BI CORNUTA
COPEPCO

LUCICUT]A FLAVICORNIS
COPEPOD

NETRIDEA LUCENS
COPEPOO

HETRIDIA CURT I CAUOA
COPEPOO

HI CROCALANUS PYGHAEUS
COPEPOD

H I CROSETELLA
COPEPO0

NIXTOCALANUS ROBUSTUS
COPEPOO

O[ THONA
COPEPO0

ONCAEA CON] FERA
COPEPO0

PARACALANUS PARVlJS
COPEPOD

PAREUCHAETA B] ROSTRATA
COPEPO0

PAREUCHAETA JAPONICA
COPEPO0

PHAENNA SPI NI FERA
COPEPOO

PLEURONAMMA BOREAL [ S
COPEPO0

PLEUROMAMMA SCUTULLATA
COPEPO0

POOON LEUClOkRT ]
CLADOCERAN

PSEUDOCALANUS NZNUTUS
COPEPO0

PSEUDOCH [RELLA POLYSP[ NA
COPEPO0

RACOVI TZANUS FORRECTA
COPEPOD

RACOVI TZANUS PACI FICA
COPEPCO

RH INCALANUS NASUTUS
COPEPCO

SCAPHOCALANUS NED IU$
COPEPO0

SCAPHOCALANUS N[ NUTUS
COPEPO0

SCAPHOCALANUS SUBELONGATUS
COPEPOD

SCOLECITHRI CELLA N [ MOI!
COPEPOD

SCOTTOCALAMUS SEDATUS
COPEPOD

TORTAH IS D I SCAIJDATUS
COPEPO0

UNDEUCHAETA iNTERNED[A
COPEPO0

UNDEUCHAETA MAJOR
COPEPO0

LJNDEUCHAETA PLUMOSA
COPEPO0

"rROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
BIRDS

BRANTA NIGRICANS
BLACK BRANT

II’ROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
]INVERTEBRATES

ABRAL ]OPS]S FELZS
SQUID

AEGINA CITREA
JELLYFISH

AEG|NURA GRII,[ALDi ]
JELLYFISH

AEQUOREA
JELLYFISH

AGLANTHA D]GITALE
JELLYFISH

ATOLLA VANHOEFFEH I
JELLYFISH

ATOLLA WYVELLE]
JELLYFISH

AURELIA LABIATA
JELLYFISH

BARGMANN I A
JELLYFISH

BEROE CUCL~I S
CONB JELLY

BOTRYNENA BRUCE]
JELLYFISH

CALYCOPSZSNEHATOPHORA
JELLYFISH

CARANARIA JAPONICA
HETEROPOD

CHELOPHYES APPEND ! CULATA
JELLYFISH

CHELOPHYES NULTIOEHTATA
JELLYFISH

CHIROTEUTHIS VERANY ]
SQUID

CHUN]PHYES NOSERAJE
JELLYFISH

COLOSO#ENA SERV] CEU~I
JELLYFISH

CRANCH]A SCABRA
SOU[D

CROSSOTA ALBA
JELLYFISH

CROSSOTA PEDUNCU~.AT,I~
JELLYFISH

CROSSOTA RUFOBRI.INNE~k
JELLYFISH

CUNINA OCTONAR 1A
JELLYFISH

CYANEA
JELLYFISH

EUPHYSORA FURCATA
JELLYFISH

EUTONIA ]NDICAN$
JELLYFISH

GALITEUTHIS ARNATA
SQUID

GONATOPS] S BOREAL ][ S
SQU[D

GCNATL S ANONYCHUS
SQU | [

GONATL S FABRICI ~
SQUI~

GO~JATL S NAG ] STEt-~
S~JIl~

HAL ] CI~EAS MI N IH(JH
JELL’t F I SH

HAL [ $’1 AURA CELLULAR 1A
JELLYFISH

HISTICrEUTHIS HETEROPS]S
SQUIC

LE~ISI~ CONOIDEA
JELL’f FISH

L ] MAC l HA HE LAC I NA
PTERC~O0

LOLIGC OPALESCE~S

HOROTE JTHIS ROBUSTA
S~J I D

MU~G]AEA ATLANT~CA
J~LLV;ISH

NA~tON][ ~ CARA
JELLY :ISH

OC1"OPO ~’EUTH I S S~ CULA
SQUID

ONYCHO ~EUTH I S BANKS I
S~JID

PANTAC tOGON HAECKEL[
JELLY :ISH

PARAPH fLLINA RAINBOW|
JELLY :ISH

PER]PH ~LLA PERIPHYLLA
JELLY ~ [ SH

PHYSOI~tORA HYDROSTATI CA
JELLY :ISH

PLEURO~iRACH]A Pl LEUS
C(~B JELLY

PRAYA ~UBIA
JELLY :ISH

PR.~YA :ET ] CULATA
JELLY qSH

PTEROT~ACHEA SCUTUTA
HETEROPO0

SAI~SIA PRINCEPS
JELLY qSH

SAi~S]A TUBULOSA
JELLY : I SH

SOLHI S,~JS INCISA
JELLY :ISH

SOLM l S’, ~S HARSHALL I
JELLYL ]SH

SULCULI!OLAR [A ~(..IADR ] VALV I 
JELLY! ISH

TAOH [U~ PALVO
S(XJID

VAI~T)YRt~TEUTH I S INFERNALIS
StaID

VELELL~ VELELLA
JELLY~ ]SH

VOGT IA SPI NOSA
JELLY~ ]Sll

TR(~HI~ LEVEL: (~) CARNIVORE

ALOPIA,~ VIJLP] MU$
THRESIER SHARK

BRkCNY ~ ST ]US FREhlATUS
KELP [~ EACH



HABITAT: EUPHOTIC PELAGIC

EPTATRETUS DEANI
BLACK HAGFISH

EPTATRETUS STOUTI
PACIFIC HAGFISH

GADUS MACROCEPHALUS
PACIFIC C~

GALEORHINUS ZYOPTERUS
SOI.JPFIN SHARK

HEXANCHUS GRISEUS
SIXGILL SHARK

HYDROLAGUB COLLIEI
RATFISH

LAMNA DITROPSIS
SALMON SHARK

MERLUCCIUS PROOUCTUS
PACIFIC HAKE

NARONE SAXATILIS
STRIPED BASS

NOTORYNCHUS MACULATUS
SPOTTED COI~HARK OR SEVENGILL

ONCORHYNCHUSGORBLJSCHA
PINK SALMON

ONCORHYNCHUS KETA
CHUM SALMON

ONCORHYNCHUS KISUTCH
COHO SALMO~t

OflCORHYNCHUS TSHAWYTSCHA
CHINOOK SALMON

PRIONACE GLAUCA
BLUE SHARK

RAJA KINCAID[
BLACK SKATE

RAJA RHINA
LONGNOSE SKATE

RAJA STELLULATA
STARRY SKATE

SALMO CLARK!
CUTTHROAT TROUT

SALMO GAIRDNARI
STEELHEAD TROUT

SALVALINUB MALMA
DOLLY VARDEN

SEBASTES ALUTUS
PACIFIC OCEANPERCH

SEBASTES CRAMERI
BLACKMOIJTH ROCKFISH OR DARKBLO00

SEBASTES DIPLOPROA
SPLITNOSE ROCKFISH

SEBASTES FLAVIDUS
YELLOWTAIL ROCKFISH

SEBASTES PINNEGER
CANARY ROCKFISH

SEBASTOLOBLIS ALASCANU$
SHORTSPINE ROCKFISH

SOMNIOSUS PACIFIOJS
PACIFIC SLEEPER SNARK

SOUALIS ACANTHIAS
SPINY DOGFISH

THERAGRA CHALCOGRAMIqA
WALLEYE POLLOCK

TORPEDO CALIFORNICA
PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAY

TRIAKIS BEMIFASCIATA
LEOPARD SNARK

TROPHIC LEVEL: (-)
BIRDS

CEPPHUS COLLRBRA
PIGEON GUILLEN~)T

STERNA PARADISAEA
ARCTIC TERN

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
BIRDS

AECHMOPHORUS OCCIDENTALIS
WESTERN GREBE

BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUM
MARBELED MURRELET

CERORHINCA HONOCERATA
RHINOCEROS AUKLET

CLANGULA HYMALIS
OLDBQUAW

DICNEDEA NIGRIPES
BLACK-FOOTED ALBATROSS

FULNARIS GLAC1ALIS
NORTHERN FULMAR

GAVIA ARCTICA
ARCTIC LO0~

GAVIA IN4ER
C~M LOON

GAVIA STELLATA
RED-THROATED LOON

HISTRIONICUS HISTRIONICUS
HARLEOUIN DUCK

LARUS ARGENTATU$
HERRING GULL

LARUS CALIFORMICUS
CALIFORNIA GULL

LARUS CANUS
NEW GULL

LARUS DELAWARENSIS
RING-BILLED GULL

LARUS GLAUCESCENS
GLAUCOUS-WIHGED GULL

LARUS HEERMANMI
HEERMANN’S GULL

LARUS OCCIDENTALIB
I~ESTERM GULL

LARUS PHILADELPHIA
BONAPARTE’S GULL

LARUS THAYERX
THAYERS GULL

LOBXPES LO6ATUS
NORTHERN PHALAROPE

LUNDRA CIRRHATA
TUFTED PUFFIN

MELANITTA DEGLAMO[
WHITE-MINCED BOOTER

MELARITTA N(GRA
BLACK SCOTER

MELANITTA PERSPICILLATA
SURF BCOTER

MERGUS SERRATOR
RED-BRESTED MERGANSER

OCEANOORONA FURCATA
FORK-TAILED STORM-PETREL

OCEANOOROMA LEUCORHOA
LEACHES STORM-PETREL

PELICANUS OCCIDENTALXS
BROil PELICAN

PHALACROCORAJ( AIJRI~
DOUBLE-CREST~ CORMORANT

PHALACROCC~AX PELAGICUS
PELAGIC CORNORAMT

PHALACR~-AX PENIC%LLATUS
BRANOT’S CORMORAMT

PHALAROPUS FUL[CARIUS
RED PHALAROPE

POOICEPS AURITUS
HORNED GREBE

POOICEPS GRISEGENA
RED-.NECKED GREBE

PTYCHORANPHUS ALEUTXCA
CASSIN’S AUKLET

PUFFINUS BULLERI
BULLER’S SHEARWATER

PUFFINUS CARNEIPES
FLESH-FOOTED SHEARWATE~

PUFFINUS CREATOPUS
PINK-FOOTED SHEAR~ATER

PUFFINUS GRISEUS
SOOTY SHEARWATER

PUFFINUS TENUIROSTRIS
SH~T-TAILED SHEARWATE~

RISSA TRIDACTYLA
BLACK-LESGED KITTIWAKE

STERNA CASPXA
CASPIAN TERM

STERNA FORSTERI
FORSTER’S TERN

STERNA HIRUNDO
COI~N TERN

SYNTHLIBORAMPHUS ANTIOUUM
ANCIENT V~URRELET

URIk AALGE
COW’NON I~JRRE

XEMA SABINX
SABINE~S GULL

TRO~HIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
MAMt4ALS

BERARDIUS BAIRD!
BAIRDeS BEAKED WHALE

CALLORH1NUS URSINUS
NORI"HERN FUR SEAL

DELPHINUS DELPHIS
COIqIMON DOLPHIN

EUI4EI’OPIAS JUBATU$
NO~I’HERN OR STELLAR SEA LION

GLORICEPHALA NACRORHYNCHUS
BLACK FISH OR,SHORT-FINNED PIL

GRAMPUS GRISEUS
RISSO’S DOLPHIN

KOGIA BREVICEPS
PYGJ4Y SPERM WHALE

LAGENORHYNCHUS OBLIi~J%DENS
PACIFIC STRIPED/WT-SIDED

DOLPHIN
LISSOOELPHIS BOREALXB
NORTHERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPHIN

NESOPLOOOR CARLHUBBSI
HUBB’B BEAKED WHALE

MESOPLOOOR STEJNEGERI
STEJNEGER’S BEAKED WHALE

NIROUNGA AUGUSTIROSTRIS
NORTHERN ELEPHANT SEAL

ORCXNUSORCA
KILLER WHALE

PHOCA VITULINA
HARBOR SEAL

PHOCOENA PHOCOENA
HARBOR PORPOISE

PI~JC(~NOIDES DALLI
DALL PORPOISE

PHYSETER CATODOU
SPERM WHALE

PSEI3DORCA CRASSIDENS



FALSE KILLER ~HALE
STENELLA COERULEOALBA

STRIPED DOLPHIN/GRAY’S PORPOIESE
ZALOPHUS CALIFORNIANU$

CALIFORNIA SEA LIC~
ZIPHEUS CAVIROSTRIS

CUVIER’S OR GOOSE BEAKED WH~I.E

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) OHNIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

BENTHEUPHAUSIA AMBLYOPS
EUPHASID

EUPHAUSIA PACIFICA
EUPHASID

NEMATOBRACHION FLEXXPES
EUPHASID

NENATOCELX$ DIFFICILIS
EUPHASID

STYLOCHEIRON ABBRVIATUN
EUPHASID

STYLOCHEIRON LONGICORNE
EUPHASID

STYLOCHEIRON NAXINJN
EUPHASID

TESSARABRACHION OCULATUS
EUPHASID

THYANOESSA GREGARIA
EUPHASXD

TIIYANOESSA INSPINATA
EUPHASID

THYANOESSALONGIPES
EUPHASID

THYANOESSAPARVA
EUPHASID

THYANOESSARASCHII
EUPHASID

THYANOESSASPIN] FERA
EUPHAS I D

THYSANOPOOA ACUTI FRONS
EUPHASID

THYSANOPODA CORNUTA
EUPHASID

THYSANOPGDA EGREGIA
EUPHASID

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) ONWIVORE
FISHES

SARDINOPS ~AGAX
PACIFIC SARDINE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (6) PARASITE
FISHES

E~TOSPHENUS TRIDEWTATUS
PACIFIC LAMPREY

LANPETRA AYRESI
RIVER LAMPREY

TROPHIC LEVEL: (6) PARASITE
BIRDS

CATHARACTA NCCORNICKI
SOUTH POLAR SKUA

STERCORARIUS LONGICAUOI$
LONG-TAILED JAEGER

STERCORARIUS PARASITICUS
PARASITIC JAEGER

STERCORAIRIUS 1:4~MARIMUS

POMARINE JAEGER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (7) F~LTER FEEDER
INVERTEBRATES

DOLXOLL~N
SALP

HELIOSCALPA V~RGULA
SALP

|ASIS ZONARIA
SALP

OIKOPLEURA
LARVACEAN

PEGEA CONFOEDER~A
SALP

SALPA FUSIFORH~
SALP

THALIA DE~RAf~CA
SALP

TNETYS VAGINA
SALP

TRGPHIC LEVEL: ~7) FILTEI~ FEEDER
HAHMALS

8ALAENA GLACXAL~
BLACK OR PACIFIC I~IGHT WHALE

BALAENOPTERA ACUT~OSTRATA
MINKE WHALE

BALAENO~TERA ~EALIS
SEI WHALE

BALAENOPTERA ~JS(~LU$
BLUE WHALE

8ALAENOPTERA PNYS~LUS
FINBACK OR FIN ~HALE

iHEGAPTERA NOVEA~GLI[AE
HUHPBACK WHALE

’TR~)HIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
!EATF~- INVERTEBRATES

ACAUTHEPHYRA CU~I’IROSTRI~
SHRII~

~ENTHEOGENNENA
SHRINPBEH~HEO~INENA ~EALIS
SHRIHP

~I~YSTISOHA FABRICI~
AMPH]~

DAJRELLA CAL~F~,~IJ{~
ANPHIPOD

EU~ROH~A BATHYPELAG~
ARROU-WORR

EUKROHR[A FOt,/LE~!
ARROW-~O~N

EUKROHN~A HA,~AT~
ARROM-WORN

f~NNADUS INCE~TUI~
SHRIN~

GEN~A~AS PROPI~U~;
SHRINP

HYMERO[K)RA FRO~TA~IS
SHrimP

I’|YHENOOORA GLACI~L~$
SHRII~

HYI4~HODORA GRACIL1$;
SHRIl,~

HYPERIA HYST~IR
ANPHIPOD

HYPEROCHE DEDUSARU~
~BIP~

LANCE3LA LOVEN(
ANPI~IPO0

L~CAE~ PULEX
AMPI~ t PGO

MENI H 3000RA NOLLIS
~HR~4P

N~N~ GEHHA
POLY3HAETE WO~.N

NOTO~FOt4US JAPONICUS
r;HRI;4p

OXYCE)HALUS CL~USI
,~NPHIPGO

P~RAPASIPHAE C~ISTATA
3HRI!4P

P~RAPASIPHAE St/ICATI FR~IS
3HR IiIP

P,~RAP IRONINA C~ASSIPE~
J~PH i POD

PI~RAPitRON INA GRAC 1 L I S
J~4P~ ipo0

P~RAT,IERN I STO PAC I F I CA
~IPH ~PCO

P~SIP~IAEA CHACET
~HRI~]P

PASIP~iAEA MAGMA
~HRIi~P

PAS I Pi~AEA PAC I F I CA
~HR I ~ ~P

PETAL!DIUN SUSP1RIOSU~
~HRILJP

PFtRONNA SEDENT~RIA
~PH!POD

PFIRON~HOPSIS SPIRIFERA
~MPH~POD

PC~OBUS MESERE$
POLY(HAETE WOR~

P~MN{~ ABYSSALI~
~PX~POD

PRXMNC> MACROPA
AMPH~POO

REYNCEONO~EELLA ANGELINI
FOLY(HAETE ~OR~

SAGIT~A BXERII
ARRO~-~ORN

SAGIT~A DECIPIEHS
ARROb-UORN

SAGIT~A ELEGANS
ARROI~i-WORN

SAGIT’IA EUNERIT~CA
ARR~-t~]RN

SAGiT~ ~LACROCEPHALA
ARR~’WORN

SAGIT’~ NAXIHA
ARRO~-~ORH

SAGIT’r~ MIHIMA
ARROW-WORN

SAGITT~ SCRIPP.Td~E
ARRO~-UCteJ~

SA~iTT~ ZEYESIO~;
A~ROk’WORN

SCHWA :RASSICO~IS 8t~Ri4Ui)EWSIS

SE~EST ~S SINILI~
SHRI||)

SERGIA TENUIREN~$
S~RI)~¯

STREET! ;IA CIIALLEWC~ER !

SY3TEL .J~SIS BRAUER!
S~R IN!~



HABITAT: EUPHOTIC PELAGIC

SYSTELLAPSIS CRISTATA
SHRIMP

TONOPTERIS CAVALLII
POLYCHAETE WORM

TOHOPTERIS NISSENI
POLYCHAETE t~ORM

TONOPTERIS PACIFICA
POLYCHAETE WORM

TRYPHANA NALMI
AMPHIPOD

VIBILIA ARNATA
AHPHIPO0

VIBILIA PRO~XIINQUA
ANPH1PO0

VIBILIA WOLTERECKI
AHPHIPOD

TRC~HIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - FISHES

ALLOSNERUS ELONGATUS
WHITEBAIT SMELT

ALOSA SAPIDISSINA
AMERICAN SHAD

AMMODYTES HEXAPTERUS
PACIFIC SAND LANCE

AMPHISTICHUS RHODOTERUS
REDTAIL SURFPERCH

ATHERINOPS AFFIN|S
TOPSMELT

CETORHINUS NAXINUS
BASKING SHARK

CLUPEAHARENGUS PALLAS]
PACIFIC HERRING

COLOLABIS SAIRA
PACIFIC SAURY

CYMATOGASTER AGGREGATA
SHINER PERCH

EMBIOTOCA LATERALIS
STRIPED SEAPERCH

ENGRAULIS HORDAX
NORTHERN ANCHOVY

HYPOHESUS PRETIOSUS
SURFSMELT

MICROGADUS PROXINUS
PACIFIC TOMCO0

OMCORHYNCHUS MERKA
SOCKEYE SALNOM

PSYCHROLUTES PARADOXUS
TADPOLE SCULPIN

SPIRINCHUS STARKSI
NIGHT SURF SMELT

SP[RINCHUS THALEICHTNYS
LONGFIN SMELT

THALEICHTHYS PACIFICUS
EULACHON OR COLUMBIA RIVER SMELT

TROPHIC LEVEL (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - BIRD#

AYTHIA MARILA
GREATER SCAUP

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ACART IA CLAUS]
COPEPO0

ACARTIA DANAE
COPEPO0

ACART IA LONGER IMI S
COPEPOD

ACARTIA NEGLI GENS
COPEPCO

AEGISTHUS Iq.ICRONATUS HARPACTIC
COPEPOD

AET ]DEOPSIS PACI FICA
COPEPOD

AET IDEUS ARNATUS
COPEPOO

AETIDEUS PACI FICUS
COPEPOD

AMALLOTHRIX VALIDA
COPEPO0

ANALLOTHRIX VORAK
COPEPOD

ARIETELLUS PLUNE FER
COPEPOO

BATHYCALANUS BRADYI
COPEPOO

BOREOMYSIS
COPEPOD

BOREONYSI S ROSTRATA
COPEPOD

CALANUS CRISTATUS
¯ COPEP(]O
CALANUSF ]NNARCHICUS

COPEPOD
CALANUS PLUNCHRUS
COPEPO0

CALANUS TENUICORNIS
COPEPOD

CALOCALANUS STYLIRENIS
COPEPOD

CANDACIA SIPINNATA
C~EPO0

CAVOL I NA UNCINATA
PTEROPCO

CENTRAUGAPT I LU$ PORCELLL~
COPEPOO

CENTROPAGES HCHURRICH [
COPEPOD

CHIRUNDINA STREETS|
COPEPOO

CLAUSOCALANUS AMCUI CORNI S
COPEPO0

CLAUSOCALANUS PERGENS
COPEPOD

CLIO BALANT IUN
PTEROPOO

CL lONE L INOCIIO~
PTEROF~

COROLLA SPECTABILIS
PTEROPOD

CORYCHAEUS
COPEPOD

CTEIK)CALANUS VANU$
COPEPOO

EP;[LAB IDOCERA ARPHI TRITES
COPEPOO

EUCALANUS ATTENUATUS
COt)EPOO

EUCALANUS BUNGI I
COPEPO0

EUCHAETA SPI NOSA
COPEPO0

EUCHIRELLA CURT ! CAUOA
COPEPO0

EUCOPIA
COPEPO0

EVADNE NORMANN I
CLADOCERAN

GAETANUS SECUNDU$
COPEPO0

GAETANUS SIMPLEX
COPI’PO0

GAID][USBREVI SPl NUS
COFEPOD

GAIDIUS VAR]ABILIS
COPE!POD

GAUS$IA PRINCEPS
COPEPOD

GIGANTOCYPRIS AGASSIZ] I
OSTRACO0

GNATHOPHAUS IA GIGAS
COPEPO0

GNATHOPHAUSIA INGENS
COPEPO0

HALOPT I LUS PSEUOOOXYCEPHALUS
COPEPOD

HETERORHABOUS TANNERI
COPEPOD

HETEROSTYL [TES LONGICORN]S
COPEPO0

HETEROSTYL] TES NAJOR
COPEPCO

LUC]CUT iA BICORNUTA
COPEPO0

LUC~CUTIA FLAV~CORNIS
COPEPOD

NETR ~DEA LULCEIIS
COPEPOD

METR~DIA CURT I CAUOA
COPEPOD

MI CROCALANUS PYGMAEU$
COPE~O

NICROSETELLA
COPEI~O

NIXTOCALAMUS RO6USTUS
COPEI,~O

O1 THC~A
COPEPOD

ONCAEA CON ! FEI~
COPEP(X)

PARACALANU$ PARVUS
COPEPOD

PAREUCHAETA B] ROSTRATA
COPEPOD

PAREL~HAETA JAPONICA
COPEPO0

PHAENklA SPINI FERA
COPEPCO

PLEUROMANMA BOREAL I S
COPEPOD

PLEURCiMANNA $CUTUL LATA
COPEPOD

PODO~ LEUCIICAI~T I
CLAOOCERAM



PSEUDOCALAHUS NIHUTHUS
COPEPOO

PSEUDOCHIRELLA POLYSPiNA
COPEPO0

RACOVI TZANUS FORRECTA
COPEPGD

RACOV i TZANU$ PAC l F ! CUS
COPEPCO

RHINCALANU$ NASUTUS
COPEPOD

SCAPHOCALANUS NEDIUS
COPEPO0

SCAPHOCALANUS MINUTU5
COPEPO0

SCAPHOCALANUS SUBELORGATUS
COPEPO0

SCOLECITHRICELLA MINOR
COPEPO0

SCOTTOCALANUS SEDATU$
COPEPO0

TORTANIS D|SCAIJDATUS
COPEPO0

UNDEUCHAETA INTERHEUIA
COPEI~O

UNDEUCHAETA NAJOR
COPEPOO
UNDUCHAETA PLLJHOSA
COPEPOD

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
]_NVERTEBRATE~

ABRALIOPSiS FELIS
SOUID

AEGINA CITREA
JELLYFISH

AEGINURA GRINALDII
JELLYFISH

AEO~OREA
JELLYFISH

AGLAMTHA DIGITALE
JELLYFISH

ATOLLA VANHOEFFENI
JELLYFISH

ATOLLA WrYV[LLEI
JELLYFISH

AURELIA LABIATA
JELLYFISH

BARGMANMIA
JELLYFISH

BEROE CUCUNIS
COMB JELLY

BOTRYNEMA BRUCE%
JELLYFISH

CALYCOPSIS NAMATOPHORA
CARANARIA JAPONICA

HETEROPOD
CHELOPHYES APPENO|CULATA
JELLYFISH

CHELOPHYES MIJLTIDEMTATA
JELLYFISH

CHIROTEUTHIS VERANYI
S(1JID
CHUMIPHYE$ NOSERAE

JELLYFISH
COLOBONENA SERVICEUN

JELLYFISH
CRANCHIA SCABRA

S~JIO
CROSSOTA ALBA

JELLYFISH
CROSSOTA PEDU~Ct&A~A

JELLYFISH
CRO$SOTA RUF~UI~HiEA
JELLYFISH

CU~(HA OCTOHARIJ~
JELLYFISH

CYA~EA
JELLYFISH

EUPHY$ORA FURC~T~t
JELLYFISH

IEUTONXA INDICAN~
JELLYFISH

I,~,AL~TEUTHXS AR~TA
,SQUID

i~X4ATOPSI S 8L.~I!AL [ $
SQUID

SQtllD
J]~TUS FASR~C~
SOUID

z[~HATUS HAGXSTE~
S~JID

HALICREAS HI ~ I~L~}
JELLYFISH

HALiSTAURA CELL.~L~iA
JELLYFISH

;’~ISTIOTEUTHI$ ~ETEROP~I $
SQUID

,~APETELLA HEAT~II
OCTOPUS

LEH$tA CONOIDE~
JELLYFISH

LINACINA HELACI~
PTEROPOD

LOLIGO C~ALESCEH~

~OROTEUTHI$ ROB~A

~’~GG X AEA ATLA~T IC~
JELI.YF~SH

~;IAN£,~ i A CA~
JELLYFISH

(~TG~OTEU~’~I~ ~CiJL~
S~ID

OCTOPUS
{~YCHOTEUT~I~ ~A~S|
S~JID

PANTAC~O~ HAECK~L!
JELLYF~S~

Pi~APHYLLI)~ JL~
JELLYFISH

PE~IP~YLLA PER~PHYLLA
JELLYFISH

PHYSO~HORA HYOROSTA/ICA
JELLYFISH

PLEUROBRACHIA PIL!~
JELLY

PRAYA DUrrA
JELLYFISH

~RAYA RETI,~JLATA
JELLYFISH

PTE~OTRACHEA $CUTb~T~
HETER~]~

R~SIA PAC~F[~
SQUID

~ARSIA I~WCAE[~
J~LLYFISH

$;A~SIA TUBULO~

JELL,~FISH
SOLHI;SUS INCISA

JELL’FISH
S()LHI~JS HARS~ALLI
o~ELL’FISH

~iLCU!,EOLARIA QU~RIVALI$
,!ELL’~’F I SH

Tt~OH I ! ~S PAVO

V~HPYi:OTEUTHIS INFERNALI$

V(~TL~ SPINOSA
~;ELL:FISH

T;:OPH C LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
F~SHEL;

AlOPI~ S VULPI NU,~
1 HRE’c HER SHARK

AI~OPL( POHA FINBRIA
~ABL~ F I SH

C~,AULi CYDU$ HACOJNI
P~CI~IC VIPERF~SH

C:C~YP~ AEHOIDES ~CROLEPI S
ROUGI~SCALE RATTAI L

EPTATI~ETUS DEAN!:
8LACJ~ HAGFI SH

EPTATF, ETUS STOU’;" I
PACI ~J~ i C HAGFIS~

C~LEOt~ I NUS ZYOPTERUS
SOUPF ~H SHARK

HEXANC:4US GRI SEUS
$[XGI[ LL SHARK

HYOROL ~GL~ COLLIE%
R~TF~SH

LA~NA )]~ TRO~IS
&~L~C ~ SHARK

ME~LUE~IUS PR~CTU$
Pr~CI F ~ C HAKE

NO~’ORli ~CHUS HACULATU$
$~OTI’~D CO~SHAEK OR SEV~’HGILL

ORCORH !~CIAX5 GOF4BUSCltA
P~W~ ~AL~i

Of~COR)~ t~Ck~JS KE~A
C~iL~ ~ALMOW

Ol~:~ ~’NCHUS KI~:UTCH
CQHO ;ALHOM

C~COAH ~CH~ TS|~AWYTSCHA
C~I~O~ SAL~

~)~ICll/HYS NOTAIUS
i~{..A~ [~ ~ I hl NIDSHi ~flEN

PR:~ONA ~ G~
8LLtlE ;HARK

RAJA ~ NC41DI
[~LACI( SKATE

RA,~A R]INA
L(~GE~SE SKATE

~6~A S ELLULATA
ST~RR~ SKATE

~LNO ;LARKZ
CL~T’r H~OAT "[cJ~U1

SALVO ~ ~[RDNER|
STEEL[tEAO TROUT

SALVEL ~JS HALI4k
D(&LY VARDE~

SEbAST~$ ALUTU$
PACI F C OCEAM P~RCH

I~LACLNOUTH ROC~V I SI~ OR
D~KBL~ CO



HABITAT: DISPHOTIC PELAGIC

SEBASTES DIPLOPROA
SPLITNOSE ROCKFISH

SEBASTES ELONGATUS
GREENSTRIPED ROCKFISH

SEBASTES FLAVIDUS
YELLOWTAIL ROCKFISH

SEBASTES PINNIGER
CANARY ROCKFISH

SEBASTOLOBUS ALASCANUS
SHORTSPINE ROCKFISH

SONNIOSUS PACIFICUS
PACIFIC SLEEPER SHARK

SQUALUS ACANTHIAS
SPINY DOGFISH

TACTOSTOMA NACROPU$
LONGFIN DRAGONFISH

THERAGRA CHALCOGRAMNA
WALLEYE POLLOCK

TORPEDO CALl FORMICA
PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAY

TRIAKIS SEMIFASCIATA
LEOPARD SHARK

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
MAMMALS

BERARDIUS BAIRDI
BAIRD’S BEAKED WHALE

CALLORHINUS URSZNUS
NORTHERN FUR SEAL

KOGZA BREVICEPS
PYGMY SPERM WHALE

LISSODELPHIS 80REAL]S
NORTHERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPHIN

MESOPLOOON $TEJNEGERI
STEJHEGERIS BEAKED WHALE

ORCINUS ORCA
KILLER WHALE

PHOCOENA PHOCOENA
HARBOR PORPOISE

RHOCOEHOIDES DALLI
DALL PORPOISE

PHYSETER CATODON
SPERM WHALE

STENELLA COERULEOAL.BA
STRIPED DOLPHIN/GRAY’S PORPOISE

ZIPHEUS CAVIROSTRIS
CUVIER*S OR GOOSE BEAKED WHALE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) ONNIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

BENTHEOPAUSIA AMBLYOPS
EUPHASID

EUPHAUSIA PACIFICA
EUPHASID

NEMATORRACHION FLEXIPES
EUPHASID

NEHATOCELIS DIFFICILIS
EUPHASID

STYLOCHEIRON ABBREVIATUN
EUPHASID

STYLOCHEIRON LONGICO~tNE
EUPHASID

STYLOCHEIRON MAXIMUM
EUPHASID

TESSARABRACHIOM OCULATUS
EUPHASID

THYANOESSA GREGARIA
EUPHASID

THYAHOESSA XNSPINATA
EUPHASID

THYANOESSALOHG|PES
EUPHASID

THYANOESSAPARVA
EUPHASID

THYANOESSARASCHII
EUPHASID

THYANOESSASP|NIFERA EUPHASZD
THYSANOPODA ACUTIFRONS
EUPHASID

THYSANOPGOA CORNUTA
EUPHASID

THYSANOPODA EGREGIA
EUPHASID

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) OMNIVORE
FISHES

SARDINOPS SAGA)(
PACIFIC SARDINE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (6) PARASITE!
FISHES

ENTOSPHENUS TRIDENTATUS
PACIFIC LAMPREY

LAMPETRA AYREST
RIVER LAMPREY

TROPHIC LEVEL: (7) FILTER FEEDER
XNVERTEBRATES

DOLIOLUN
SALP

HELIOSCALPA V]RGULA
SALP

IASIS ZONARIA
SALP

OIKOPLEURA
LARVACEAN

PEGEA CONFOEDERATA
SALP

SALPA FUSIFORM]$
SALP

THALIA DEM(X~RATICA
SALP

THETYS VAGINA
SALP

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
E~R - iNVERTEBRATES

ACANTHEPHYRA CURT IROSTRIS
SHRIMP

BENTHEOGENNEMA
SHRIMP

BENTHEOGENNEMA BOREAL 1S
SHRXMP

CYST X SOMA FABRICI |
AMPHIPOD

DAIRELLA CALl FORMICA
AMPHIPOD

EUKROHR IA BATHYPELAGI CA
ARRCYd-WORN

EUKRONNIA FOb’tER ]i
ARROW-WORN

EUKROHN IA HAMATA
ARROW-MORN

GENNADAS I NCERTU$

SHRIMP
GE~NADAS PROPIMQUUS
SHR~HP

HYMENOOORA FRONTALIS
SHRXMP

HYMENODORA GLAC1ALIS
SHRXMP

HYMEHOOORA GRACILIS
SHR]:NP

HYPERIA HYSTRIX
/U4PFIIPGO

HYPEROCHE DEDUSARL~
AHPHIPOD

LANCEOLA LOVEN]
AHPHIPO0

LYCAEA PULEX
AHPHII;~O

MENINGOOORA NOLLIS
SHRIMP

NINOE GENNA
POLYCHAETE WORN

NOTOSTOIdJ$ JAPONICUS
SHRIMP

OXYCEPHALUS CLAUSI
AMPHIPOD

PANDALUS JORDAI~I
OCEAN PIN~ SHRIMP

PARAPASIPHAE CRISTATA
SHRII, Lo

PARAPXSIPH~ESUICATIFRO~S
SHRI~o

PARAPHR(~WII4ACRASSIPES
AMPHIPOO

PARAPHRONIHAGRACXLIS
AMPHIPOD

PA~kTHERNISTO PACZFICA
AMPI4IPOD

PAS~PHAEA CHACEI
SHRIMP

PASZPHAEA ~MGNA
SHRIMP

PASIPHAEA PACIFICA
SHRII~

PETAL.JDILIN SUSPIRIOSUN
SHRIMP

PHROK~NA SEDENTARIA
AJ~H~PO0

PHROk]~NOPSIS SPINIFERA
AMPH~POD

POEOBKUS MESERES
POLYCHAETE UORN

PRIM~) ABYSSALIS
/UqPHIPOO

PRIMNOMACROPA
AMPHIPO0

RHYNCHONEREEL.LA ANGJELIMI
POLYCHAETE NORM

SAGITI’A BIERII
ARROid-WORM

SAGITI’A DECIPIENS
ARROM-ILq3PJ4

SAGITTA ELEGANS
ARROhP-WORN

SAGITTA EUNER|TICA
ARRO~-iA3RM

SAGITTA KACROCEPHALA
ARROW-WORN

SAGITTA MAXIMA
ARROW-WC~M

SAGITTA MINIMA



HABITAT : DISPHOTIC PELAGIC

ARROW-WORN
SAGITTA SCRIPPSAE
ARROW-WORN

SAGITTA ZETESIOS
ARROW-~RH

SCINA CRASSICORNIS BURMUOENS[$
AMPHIPOD

SERGESTES SINILIS
SHRIMP

SERGIA TENUIREMIS
SHRIMP

STREETSIA CHALLENGERI
AMPHIPOO

SYSTELLASPIS BRAUERI
SHRIMP

SYSTELLASPIS CRISTATA
SHRIMP

TONOPTERIS CAVALLII
POLYCHAETE tJORN

TOMOPTERIS NISSENI
POLYCHAETE WORM

TOMOPTERIS PACIFICA
POLYCHAETE WORN

TRYPHANA HALMI
AHPHIPOD

VIBILIA ARMATA
AHPHIPOD

VIBILIA PROQUINQUA
AHPHIPOD

VIBILIA WOLTERECKI
AHPHIPQO

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - FISHES

ALI.OSMERUS ELONGATUS
WHITEBAIT SMELT

ALOSA SAPIDISSIMA
AHERICAN SHAD

ATHERINOPS AFFIMIS
TOPSMELT

CERATOSCOPELUS TDkrNSENDI
DOGTOOTH LANPFISH

CETORHINUS NAXIHUS
BASKING SHARK

CLUPEA HAREHGUS PALLAS[
PACIFIC HERRING

COLOLABIS SAIRA
PACIFIC SAURY

DIAPHUS THETA
CALIFORNIA HEADLIGHTFISH

ENGRAULIS HORDAX
NORTHERN ANCHOVY

ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA
SOCKEYE SALMON

SPIRINCHUS STARKS[
NIGHT SURF SHELT

SPIRINCHUS THALEICHTHYS
LONGFIN SMELT

STENOBRACHIUS LEUCOPSARUS
NORTHERN LAHPFISH

TARLETONBEANIA CRENULARIS
BLUE LANTERNFISH

THALEICHTHYS PACIFICUS
EULACHOII OR COLUMBIA Ru SMEL~

TROPHIC LEVEL: ,[2) HERBIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ACHAEA NITRA
DUNCECAP LINPE’r

STRONGYLOCENTROTUS FRANSISCANU
GIANT RED URCHIN

STRONGYLOCENTROTUS I~IRPURATUS
PURPLE SEA URCHIN

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3)CARNIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ACHAEA L ]NATULA
FILE LIMPET

ANTIPLANES ABARBAREA
SNA I L

ANTI PLANES PERVERSA
SNAIL

ANT I PLANES Vl NOSA
SNAIL

ARCHIDORIS MONTERIEYIENS I S
NUD I BRANCH

ARNINA CALl FORMICA
NUO I BRANCH

ASTROPECT IN ARMA1"US
SAND STAR

BENT HOCTOPUS
OCTOPUS

BORETROPHON STUART]
SNAIL

BUCCI NUN STRIGILLATUM
SNAIL

CALL I OSTONA ANNLILATUN
SNAIL

CHIONECTES BAIRD!
TANNER CRAB

CHIONECTES OP]LiO
TANNER CRAB

CH IONECTES TANNERX
TANNER CRAB

COLUS ROSEUS
SNAIL

COLUS SERVINUS
SNAIL

CROSSASTER PAPOS~IiS
ROSE STAR

DENTAL I LM
TOOTH SNAIL

DERMASTER IAS IMBRX r’ATA
LEATHER STAR

EPITON ILM I NO IANORUM
SNAIL

FUSITRITIOR OREGONENSIS
OREGQ~I TRITOM

HENRICIA LEVI SCULA
BLODO STAR
SCHNOCH I TOll
CHITON

L EP I DAZONA
CHITON

LEPIDAZONA GOLISCHI
CHITON

I.EPTOCH ! TOll
CHITON

L]I~CHK A CIDARIS
SIVA I L

LUtDIA FOLIATA
SAND ~;TAR

MEI’RID UN FIMBRIATUM
SEA AflEMONE

N]’,’fREL~A GOULD I
.(;HA l 

NASSAR IUS FOSSATUS
SP|A I L

NASSAR US NEND ICUS
SHA ! L

N|-’PTUN~!A LYRATA
S|4AIL

OCYOPU’~; DOLFEINI
OCTOI~.JS

P)[ SAST~!R BREVISPI NOUS
¯ ~;HORT"SP] NED PI SASTER

P][ SAST~R GI GANTEUS
GIANT STAR

P X,~AST~!R OCHRACEOUS
PURPL~! STAR

POLYPU~;
OCTOI~JS

PT’ERAS’~ER TESSELATUS ARCUATUS
~,;L I ME STAR

~JNCTU~!ELLA CUCULATA
I.}~MPE~;

PYCNOP~]O IA HELIANTHOIDES
,~N F L~ER STAR

RDSSIA PACI FICA
~,;QU I D

SCYRA :;CUT I FRONS
HASKI~JG CRAB

SOLAST~!R DAt~3N I
HORNI~&G SUN STAR

SOLAST~!R STIMPSON]
!~N S~AR

STYLAS :ERIAL FORRER!
SEA S;AR

TACHYR IYNCHUS LACTEOLUM
SNA I L

TACHYR JYNCHUS PRATONUR
SNA I L

TROPHY! TR IPHERUS
SHA I L,

TROPHI:; LEVEL: (3) CARNI~E
FISHES

ANARRH ~CHTHYS OCELLATUS
WOLF "~EL

DASYCO ~TUS SET ! GER
SPI NYitEAD SCULPIN

EF~TATRi~.TUS DEAN!
BLACK HAGF 1 SH

EPTATRI-~T I S STOUT][
PACIFIC HAGFISH

HIEXAGR,Ug~O~ DECAGRAMMU$
KELP i~REENL !NG

HEXAGRAMNO~ STELLER]
I~H I TE3POTTED GREENL !NG

HIEXANC 4US GR | SEU$
SIRG]: ~L SHARK

HYDROL,(GL~ COLLIEI
RATF ~ ~H

llr:-EL I ~JS F I I.N~NTOSU~
THREA~)F l N SCULPIN

OPH IOD~N ELONGATU~
IL 1 NGC~M)



HABITAT: ROCKY NON-VEGETATED BENTKIC

RAJA BINOCULATA
BIG SKATE

RAJA KINCAIDI
BLACK SKATE

RAJA RHIMA
LOHGNOSE SYOkTE

RAJA STELLULATA
STARRY SKATE

SCORPAENICHTHYS MARMCRATUS
CABEZON

SEBASTES CAURINUS
COPPER ROCKFISH"

SEBASTES MALIGER
CAJILLBACK ROCKFISH

SEBASTES NYSTINUS
BLUE ROCKFISH

SEBASTES RUBERRIMUS
YELLOMEYE ROCKFISH

SEBASTOOES MELANOPS
BLACK SEABASS

SOMNiOSUS PACIFICLIS
PACIFIC SLEEPER SHARK

SQUALUS ACAMTHIAS
SPINY DOGFISH

TROPH|C LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
MAMMALS

EUMETOPIAS JUBATUS
NORTHERN OR STELLAR SEA LION

KOGXA BREVICEPS
PYGMY SPERM WHALE

MESOPLODON STEJNEGERI
STEJNEGEReS BEAKED WHALE

PHOCA VITUL~NA
HARBOR SEAL

PHOCOENA PHOCOENA
HARBOR PORPOISE

PHYSETER CATOOON
SPERM WHALE

ZALOPHUS CALIFORNIAMUS
CALIFORNIA SEA LION

ZIPHEUS CAVIROSTRIS
CUVIER’S OR GOOSE BEAKED WHALE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (4) DETR]TIVCRE
INVERTEBRATES

ALLOCENTROTUS FRAGILIS
SEA URCHIN

BANKIA SETACEA
TEREDO

BRISASTER LATIFROM$
SEA URCHIN

PENTAMERA PSEUOOCALCIGERA
SEA CUCUMBER

STRONGYLOCENTROTUMECMIMOIOES
SEA URCHIN

XYLOPHAGA MASHIMGTOMA-
WASHINGTON MOODEATEN

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) ONMIVOBE
iNVI[RTEBRAT[S

AMPHISSA VERSICOLOR
SNAIL

GORGONOCIEPNALUS CARYI
BASKET STAR

OENOPOTA
SNAIL

ONCOSOECIA
BRYOZOAN

PSEUOARCHASTER PARELLI ALASCEN
SEA STAR

TROPHIC LEVEL: (6) PARAS!TIE
FISHES

ENTOSPHENUS TRIDENTATUS
PACIFIC LA/4PREY

LAMPETRA AYRES[
RIVER LAMPREY

TROPHZC LEVEL: (7) FILTER IFEEDER
[~V~RTEBRAT~$

ACILIA CASTRENSi $
D[VARICATE NUT CLAM

BALANUS CREHATUS
BARNACLE

BALANUS HESPER!US
BARNACLE

BEGULA FLABELLATA
BRYOZOAN

CABEREA ELLIS!
BRYOZOAN

CALLAPORA CORNICUL l FERA
BRYOZOAN

CARD IOMYA OLDROYDI
CUSPIDARIA CLAM

CELLARIA DI FFUSA
BRYOZOAN

CELLARIA HAND [ BULATA
BRYOZOAN

CHLAMYS HASTATUS HERICIUS
PACIFIC PEAR SCALLOP

CHLAMYS HINDS!
HIND’S SCALLOP

CL][NOCARD I UM NUTALL ]
BASKET COCKLE

HALOCYNTH IA I GABOJA
SEA SQUIRT

LAGEN IPORA PUNCTLILATA
BRYOZOAN

LAGUEUS CALI FORNICUS
LAMP SHELL

NYR IOZOUM COARCTATUM
BRYOZOAN

NYRIOZOUM TEJffJE
BRYOZOAM

NEHOCARD I UN CENTRI F! LOSUM
HUNORED-L I NED COCKLE

PECTEN CAUR I ~US
GIANT PACIFIC SCALLOP

PROTOTHACA STAMI NEA
ROCK COCKLE

SCALPELLUM
BARNACLE

SOLEIqVA AGASSIZI
AWNING CLAM

TEREBRATALIA TRNISVlERSA
SNELL

VENERICARDIA VEMTRICOSA
STOUT CAROITA

YOLDIALINATULA GAIRDEtl
FILE YOLDIA CLAN-

TROPII[C LEVEL: (8) SCAMENGER
INVERTEBRATES

CANCER HAGISTER
DUNGENESS CRAB

PAGURISTES TURGIDUS
HERMIT CRAB

PAGURUSALEUT]CUS
HERHIT CRAB

PAGURUSOCHOTENSIS
HERMITCRAB

PAGURUSTANNERI
HERHIT CRAB

PHYLLOL[THOIDES PAPILLOSUS
PAPILLA CRAB

TROPfllC LEVEL: (9) INVEItTEBRATE
A~__~INVERTEBRATE$

ARCTONOE PULCHRA
POLYCHAETE

BALAMOPHYLLA ELEGAMS
STONY CORAL

CHORILL!A LONGIPES
SHRIMP

CRANGON COHI~NIS
SHRIMP

CRANGON FRANCISORLIM
SHRIMP

DAIRELLA CALIFORNICA
A~oHIPOD

ENIPO GRACILI$
POLYCHAETE

HAPLO$COLOPIJOS ELONGAI"US
POLYCHAJETE

MAGELO~ PAPILLICORNIS
POL¥CHAETE

NAGELONA PITELKA|
POLYCHAETE

NEPHTYS CILIATA
POLYCHAETE

MEPHTY$ LOMGOSETOSA
POLYCHAETE

VANDALUS DANAE
DOCK SHRIMP

PANDALUS JORDAMI
OCEAN PINK SHRIMP

PANDALUS PIJ~TYCER~
SPOT SHRIMP

PARAGORG IA ARBOREA
SOF~ CORAL

PISTA CRISYATA
POLYCHAETE

P[STA FII48RIATA
POLYCHAETE

PRA)[~LELLA GRACILIS
POLYCHAETE

SPIROEITOCARIS LANELLICORNIS
SHRIMP

SPIRONTOCARUS HOU4ESI
SHR[HP

TROPHICLEVEL: (9) [NVERTHRATE



HABITAT: ROCKY NON-VEGETATEI~ BE~T~[IC

RADULINUS ASPRELLUS
SLIH SCULPIN

TRO@HIC LEVEL (-)
INVERTEBRATES

ANClSTROLEPSIS
SNAIL

COLUS HALIDONUS
SNAIL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (O)
INVERTEBRATES

ABIETINARIA
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA ABIETIMA
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA ALEXANDERI
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA TRASKI
HYDROID

ACRYPTOLARIA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA
ItYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA DIEGENSIS
HYDROID

AGLAO@HEMIA ]NCONSPICUA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHEMIA OCTOCARPA
HYDROID

ALLOPORA VERRILLI
HYDROCORAL

CAMPANULARIA
HYDROID

CAMPANULARIA VERTICILLATA
HYDROID

CAMPANULARIA VOLU8%LIS
HYDROID

HALECIUM CORRUGATUM
HYDROID

H~PPASTERIA SPIMOSA
SEA STAR

LAFOEA ADNATA
HYDROID

LAFOEA DUMOSA
HYDROID

LAFOEA FRUTICOSA
HYDROID

LAFOEA GRACILLIMA
HYDROID

HED%ASTER AEQUALIB
VERNILLON STAR

NEPTUNEA PRIBILOFFENSIS
SNAIL

PI.UMULARIA ALICIA
HYDROID

PUGETTIA ARACILLIS
KELP CRAB

SERTULARELLA TURG%DA
HYDROID

THUIARA ROBUSTA
HYDROID

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERB;~ORE
INVERTEBRATES

A~EA NITRA
DUNCECAP LIMPEY

TROPH%C LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
FISHES

ASTEROTHECA PENTACARTHUS
BIGEYE POACHER

ACHAEA L I P,M, TUL,~
FILE LIHPET

ANT IPLANES ASARIJIAREA
SNA I L

ANT IPLANES PERV~I~A
SHA I L

ANT IPLANES V I NO~
S~ I L

ASTROPECTIN ARI’~TU!S
SAND STAR

BEN ~" HOCTOPUS
OCTO~JS

80R[TROPHON STL~J~T I
SNAIL

BUCCI P~JM STR I G~ L|JLTUM
SNAIL

CADULUS STEARN$~ i(
TOOTH SHELL

CALL IOSTOMA ANMIJLAT[JM
SMA I L

CHIONECTES 8AI Ri~ ~
TANNER CRAB

CHIONECTES OPI L:~@
TAHNER CRAB

CHIONECTES TANMEi~ ]
TANNER CRAB

COLIJS ROSEIJS
SMALL

COLIJS SERVI MUS
SMALL

CROSSASTER P/~d~$
ROSE STAR

OERTAL I LM
TOOTH SHELL

OERMASTER IAS IMBR~CATA
LEATHE~ STAR

EPI TCMilUM 1 MO I/UK;~JM
SNAIL

FUS[TRITIOId (MIE~I.:M$1 
OREGON TRITOR

HENRICIA LEVX SCUI~
BLOOD STAR

ISCHNOCNI TOM
CHITON

LEP[OAZOI~
CHIT(~i

LEPIDAZOMA GOL ][ ~,~]~
CHITON

LEPTOCHIT~
CN~ITOM

l’~.OPH C LEVEL: .~3) CARNIVORE



HABITAT: MUD NON-VEGETATED BENTHIC

EOPSETTA JORDANI
PETRALE SOLE

EPTATRETUS DEANI
BLACK HAGFISH

EPTATRETUS STOUTI
PACIFIC HAGFISH

GADUSNACROCEPHALUS
PACIFIC CO0

GLYPTOCEPHALUS ZACHIRUS
REX SOLE

HEXAGRAHMOS DECAGRAMMUS
KELP GREENL~NG

HEXAGRAHNOS STELLERI
WH|TESPOTTED GREENLING

HEXANCHUS GRXSEUS
SIXGILL SHARK

HIPPOGLOSSOIDES ELASSOOO~
FLATHEAD SOLE

HIPPOGLOSSUS STENCLEPIS
PACIFIC HALIBUT

HYDROLAGUS COLLIE]
RATFISH

ICELINUS F]LANENTOSUS
THREADFIN SCULPIN

ISOPSETTA ISOLEPIS
BUTTER SOLE

LYCO00PSIS PACIFICA
BALCKBELLY EELPOUT

LYOPSETTA EXELIS
SLENDER SOLE

NICROSTONUS PACIFICUS
DOVER SOLE

OPHIO00N ELONGATUS
LINGCO0

PAROPHRYS VETULUS
ENGLISH SOLE

PLATICHTHYS STELLATUS
STARRY FLOUNDER

PORICHTHYS NOTATUS
PLAINFIN NIDSH|PMEN

PSETTICHTHYS NELANOSTICTUS
SAND SOLE

RAJA BINOCULATA
BIG SKATE

RAJA KINCAID~
BLACK SKATE

RAJA RHINA
LOflGNOSE SKATE

RAJA STELLULATA
STARRY SKATE

SCORPAENICHTHYS NARMORATUS
CABEZOM

SEBASTES CAURINUS
COPPER ROCKFISH

SOHNIOSUS PACIFIC~3
PACIFIC SLEEPER SHAItK

S~JALUS ACANTH[AS
SPINY DOGFISH

TORPEDO CAL I FORMICA
PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAY

TROPH%C LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE

EUNETOPIA$ JUBATUS
NORTHERN OR STELLAR SEA LIOM

K~IA SREVICEPS
PYGWf SPERN~LE

PHOCA VITULI~
HARBOR SEAL

PHOCOENA PHOCOENA
HARBOR PORPOISE

PHYSETER CATOOC~I
SPERM WHALE

ZALOPHUS CALIFORNIANUS
CALIFORNIA SEA LION

TROPHIC LEVEL: (6)DETRITIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ALLOCENTROTUS FRAGILIS
SEA URCHIN

ANPHIOPLUS STRONGYLOPLAX
BRITTLE STAR

APHIURA SARSII
BRITTLE STAR

BANKIA SETACEA
TEREDO

BRISASTER LATIFRONS
SEA URCHIN

LEPTOSYNAPTA
SEA CUCUMBER

LISTRIOLOBUS HEXANYOTUS
ECHIURID

LOPHOL]THOIDES FORAMINATUS
BOX CRAB

LOPHOLITHOIDES NANDTII
PUGET SOUND KING CRAB

LUMBRINERIS BICIRRATA
POLYCHAETE

LUNBRINERIS SINILABRIS
POLYCHAETE

NACONA ALCAREA
CHALKY CLAN

NAGELONA JAPONICA
POLYCHAETE

NOLPADIA INTERNED[A
SEA CUCUMBER

OPHIOPHOLIS BAKER!
BRITTLE STAR

OPHIURA LUTKENI
BRITTLE STAR

PARASTIC~ CALIFORNICUS
GIANT RED SEA CUCUNBER

PENTAMERA PSEUOOCALCIGERA
SEA CUCUNBER

TELLINA BUTTON!
BUTTON’S TELLIN CLAN

XYLOPHAGA t~kSHINGTONA
t~ASNINGTON WOOOEATER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (5) ONNIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

AI4PHISSA VERSICOLOR
SNAIL

GORGONOCEPNALUS CARYI
8ASKIE T STAR

OENOPOTA
SNAIL

PSEUDARCHASTER PAREL| I ALA$CL~N
SEA STAR

TROPNIC LEVEL: (6) PAUS[TE
FISHES

EMTOSPHEMUS TRIDENTATI~
PACIFIC ~E’t

LANPETIL~ AYRESX
RIVER I.N~REY

TROF’H~C LEVEL: (7) FILTER FEEDER
INVERTEBRATES

ACIL|A CASTRENS[ S
DIVARICATE NUT CLAN

AXI NC~)SIDA SERICATA
CLAM

CARD IORYA OLDROYD |
CUSP]DAR IA CLAN

CARD IOHYA PLANETICA
CLAN

CARD 1 I’A STEARNS [ I
CLAN

CARD I TA VENT [ COSA
CLAH

CHLANYSHASTATUS HERICII.~
PACIFIC PEAR SCALLOP

CHLANYS HINDSI
HIND’S CLAN

CL I NC~T~ARD IIJN NUTALLI
BASKET COCKLE

COMPS~qYAX SUBD I APHANA
CLAM

CRENELLA COLUNBIANA
CLAN

EUPLEXAURA MARK!
SEA PEN

HUXLEY IA NUN ITA
CLAN

L ]EOPTULUS OUADRANGULARI $
SEA PEN

LYOHSIA STR IATA
CLAN

NEHOCARD [UN CEN’rRI FI LOSUN
HUNI)RED-LINED COCKLE

NUCULA TEBUIS
CLAN

NUCULANA AUSTIN]
CLAN

NUCULANA PERNULS
CLAM

PATI NOPECTIH CAUR I NUS
WIEATHERVANE SCALLOP

PECTEM CAUR 1NU$
GIANT PACIFIC SCALLOP

PROTOTHACA STAN~ NEA
ROCK COCKLE

PSEPIHDIA LORDI
CLAH

SAX I CAVA ARCTICA
ARCTIC SAXXCLAVE CLAN

SCLEROPT | LUN
SEA PEN

SOLENYA AGASSIZI
AWNING CLAN

STYLATULA ELONGATA
SEA PIER

THRACI~A CI, IR TA
CLAI~

THRAC[A TRAPEZOIDES
CLAM

THYASIRA BARllARENSI S
CLAM

VENEII~I CARDIA VENTR 1 COSA
$TQUT CA~|TA CLAN

YOLDIA LIHI~llJLA GA|RI~RI
FILE YOLDtA CLAR

TROPI~|C LEVEL= (8) SCAVENGER
] N~L~T~BRATE$



HABITAT:’,: MUD NOI~-IFEGETATED BEF~H3C

CANCER HAGI STER
DUNGENESS CRAB

PAGUR I STES TURGIDUS
HERMIT CRAB

PAGURUSALEUTI CUS
HERMITCRAB

PAGURUSOCHOTENSI S
HERMITCRAB

PAGURUSTANNERI
HERMITCRAB

TROPHICLEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
lATER - INVERTEBRATES

APHRODITE JAPONICA
POLYCHAEYE

ARCTONOE PULCHRA
POLYCHAETE

CAR I NOMELI.A LACTEA
RIBBON

CEREBRATULUS CALI FORNIEMSIS
RIBBON WORM

CHORILLIA LONGIPES
SHRIMP

CRANGON CCM4UN I S
SHRIMP

CRANGON FRANC I SORUM
SHRIMP

ENIPO GRACILIS
POLYCHA[TE

GLYCERA AMER 1 CAMA
POLYCHAIE~’E

HAPLOSCOLOPUOS ELONGATI~
POLYCHAETE

I~GELONA PAPILLIC~NIS
POLYCHAETE

HAGELONA PITELICA;
POLYCHAETE

NEPHTYS CACOI DES
POLYCHAETE

NEPHTYS C~LIATA
POLYCHAETE

NEPHTYS CORMUTA
POLYCHAE’~’E

NEPHTYS FERRUGI NEA
POLYCHAETE

NEPHTYS LOMGOSIETO~E
POLYCHAETE

PANDALUS JORDAN[
OCEAN PINK SHRIMP

PANDALUS PLATYCEROS
SPOT SHRIMP

PISTA CRISTATA
POLYCHAETE

PISTA FIMBRIATA
POLYCHAETE

PRAXl LELLA GRACIL]~
POLYCHAETE

SP I RONTOCAR I S LAJGLLICORNI$
SHRIMP

SP I RO~TOCARUS HOLMES|
SHRIMP

TROPNIC LEVEL: (9) INVERT|BRA*IIf
EATI~R - FISHES ......

AGONOPB l $ EI~ELANE
NORTHERN SP~NOSE POACH[R

AGONUS ACIPENSER INU$
STURGEON POACHER

CLUPEA HARENGLI,~ PALLASI
PACIFIC HERRXHG

LEPTOCOT’rUS ARHATUS
PACIFIC STAGHO~N SCULPIN

LIPARIS PULCHELLUq,;
SHO~’ SNAI LFISH

LUMPENUS SAGI TTA
SIJAKE PR I CKLEBACI~"

LYCONECTES ALEUTENSI S
DUARF WRYMOUTIt

M I CROGADUS PRO)~ I~JS
PACIFIC T C)I4CC~

POROCL [HIS ROTHROCKI
E/N l TEBARRED BLENI|Y

PSYCHROLUTES PkRADOXUS
TADPOLE SCULPIN

~L IMUS ASPRELLU$
SLIM SCULPIN

XENERETHUS LATI FR(M$
BLACKT IP POACHER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (-)
l NVERTEBRATES

AMCISTROLEPSIS
SNAIL

COLUS HALIDONU$
SNAIL

ABIETINARIA
HYDROID

ABIETINA.qIA ABIETINA
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA ALEXA|~ERI
HYDROID

ABIETIMARIA TIU~$~]I
HYDROIb

ACRYPTOLARIA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA
NYDROtO

AGLAGPHEM|A OIEGEEISRS
HYDROID

AGLA~NENIA IN(~CUA
HYDROID

AGL~HENIA OCT~I~PA
HYDRO|D

CAMPAMUI.A~IA
HYDROID

CANPAMULARIA VERT|;C~LLATA
HYDROID

CAI~ANULARIA VOLUBILIS
HYDROID

HALECIUN CO~P~TLM
HYDROID

NIPPASTERIA SPI~
SEA STAJ|

LAFOEA ADNATA
HYORO|D

LAF~EA
NYDRO~D

LAFGF~ FtNT I~
HYDROID

LAFOEA ~ILLII~
HYOliQ|D

NED IASTER AEQL~L ~ ||
VE,~ LLGM STAJ~

NEPTliNEA PRIBILOFFENSI~;
SNAIL

PLUMULARIA ALICIA
HYDe:OlD

~ATHEtUNASTER CALIFC~NIC~S
SEA STAR

SERT|~LARELLA TLIRGIDA
HYDROID

IHUI~iRA ROBUSTA
HYDLOID

TROPi~IC LEVEL: (Q)

PLEU~ONICHTHYS COENOSUS;
C-O SOLE



HABITAT: MUD NON-VEGETATED BENTHIC

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ACMAEA MITRA
DUNCECAP LIMPET

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
FISHES

ASTEROTHECA PENTACANTHUS
BIGEYE POACHER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ACNAEA LXMATULA
F[LE LINPET

ANTIFLANES ABARBAREA
SNAIL,

ANTIPLANES PERVERSA
SNAIL.

ANTIPLANES VIMOSA
SNAIL.

ASTROPECTIN ARMATUS
SAND STAR

BENTHOCTOPU$
OCTOPUS

BORETROPHOM STUART|
SNAIL.

BUCCINUM STRIGILLATUM
SNAIL

CADULL~ STEARNSII
TOOTH SHELL

CALLIOSTOI4A ANNULATUM
SNAIL.

CHIONECTES BAIRDI
TANNER CRAB

CHIONECTES QPILIO
TANNER CRAB

CHIONECTES TANNERI
TANNER CRAB

COLUS ROSEU$
SNAIL,

COLU$ SERVI IgJ$
SNAIL

CROSSASTER PAPOSUS
ROSE STAR

DENTALIUM
TOOTH SHELL

DERNASTERIAS IMBRICATA
LEATHER STAR

EPITOMIUR IMUIA~
SNAIL

FU$ITRIT|OIIOREGOI4ENSIS
OREGON TRtTOM

HENRICIA LEV[SCIM.A
lilLOI~STAB

ISCHNGCHITCM
CHITON

LEP[DAZat/e
CHITCM

LEPIDJ~/MIRaOLISCII[
CNITCM

LEPTO(’~|TI]I~
CHITCM



HABITAT: MUDDY SAND ~ON-VEGETATED BEi~THIC

LISCHKEIA CIDARIS
SNAIL

LUIDIA FOLIATA
SAND STA~

NEYR]DIUN FINBRIATUN
SEA ANEHONE

NITRELLA C~31JLDI
SNAIL

NASSARIUS FOSSATUS
SNAIL

NASSARIUS NEND|CUS
SNAIL

NATICA CLAUSA
SNAIL

NEPTUNEA LYRATA
SNAIL

OCTOPUS DOLFEINI
OCTOPUS

PI SASTER BREVI SP I NCUS
SHORT-SPXNED PI SASTER

PISASTER GIGANTEUS
GIANT STAR

PISASTER OCHRACEOUS
PURPLE STAR

POLINICES LEWISII
NOON SNA~L

POLINICES PALLIDUS
NOON SNAIL

POLYPlJS
OCTOPUS

PTERASTER TESSELATUSARCUATUS
SLIME STAR

PUNCTURELLA CUCULATA
LINPET

PYCNOP~OIA HELIANTHOIDES
SUNFLOIJER STAR

ROSSIA PACIFICA
SQUID

SOLASTER DAWSQNI
MORNING ,~N STAR

SOLASTER STINPSONI
SUN STAR

STYLASTERIAL FORRERI
SEASTAR

TACHYRHYNCHUS LACTEOLUIq
SNAIL

TACHYRHYNCHUS PRATOMUN
SNAIL

THRISSACANTHIAS PENCILATUS
SEA STAR

TRITONIA
NUD I BRANCH

1ROPHON TR IPHERUS
SNAIL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3} CARNIVOEE
FISHES

ACIPENSER TRAMSM(~TAMI~
WHITE STURGEON

ATHERESTHES STQMIAS
TURBOT (~ ARROUTOOTN FLQUND~

CH I TONOTUS PUGETENSIS
ROUGHBACK SCULP i M

CITNARICHTHYS SOROID4J$
PACIFIC SANOOAII

CITHARICNTHYS STIGMALcUS
SPECKLED SAI~AI

(~SYCOTTUS SETICdER
SPINYHEAD SCULPIN

DELOLEP[ S GIGANTEA
GIANT WRYHOUTPJ

EOPSETTA JORDA~ l
PETRALE SOLE

EPTATRETUS DEAK i
BLACK HAGFISH

EPTATRETUS STC~T !
PACIFIC HAGFISH

GADUS HACROCEPHALLIS
PACIFIC COD

GLYPTOCEPHALU$ ZACH I RUS
REX SOLE

HEXAGRAHNOS DE £~GI;~A)q4US
KELP GREENLI~G

HEXAGRAMIqO5 STELLERI
~/H I TESPOTTED GREENLI NG

HEXANCHUS GRI SEUS
SIXGILL SHARE

H I PPOGLOSSOIDE$ ELASS~(W
FLATHEAD SOLE

H I PPOGLOSSUS $TENCLEPIS
PACIFIC HALIBUT

HYDROLAGUS COLLIE]’,
RATFISH

ICELINUS F I LAME~JTO~US
THREADFIN SCULPI |1

ISOPSETTA I SOLEP I.q
BUTTER SOLE

LYOPSETTA EXI L.I.~;
SLENDER SOLE

NICROSTONLIS PA(~| F]ICUS
DOVER SOLE

OPN I DOON E LOgGAI’U~.;
L [ N GCOO

PAROPHRYS VETULUS
ENGLISH SOLE

PLAT ICHTHYS STELLATUS
STARRY FLOUNDER

POtt I CHTHYS NOTAI’~|
PLAINFIN NIDStlIPt~N

PSETTICHTHYS HEL,AitOST ICTUS
SAND SOLE

RAJA B l NOCULA~’A
BIG SKATE

RAJA KINCAIUI
BLACK SKATE

RAJA RHINA
LO~GNOSE SKAIrE

RAJA STELLULATJ~
STARRY SKATE

SCORPAEN I CHTHYS ~RMOI~AI~LIS
CABEZOII

SEBASTES CAUR ][ |KJ’3
COPPER ROCKF ][ Sti

SOMNIO~S PAC~ F~OJS
PACIFIC SLEEPER 3HARK

SaJALIJS ACAkITH ~AS
SPINY DOGFISH

TORPEDO CAL I F(~N ~ i~t
PACIFIC ELECTI~][C RAY

TROPHIC LEVEL: ~,3) CARM~VQRi[
.~.,eu~cs _._

EU~TQPl AS JUB~U~|
NQRTHERM O1~ STELILAIt ~E~ L|(~

KOGIA IREVII~
PYGHY SPERN I~gALIE

PIlOCA VITULIRA
HARBOR

FHOC[ENA PHOCO~NA
HARBOR PORPOISE

FHYSLTER CATGOON
SPE~H WHALE

2ALO~ HUS CALIF,~RNIANUS
CALIFORNIA SE~ LIGN

TROP~IC LEVEL: (4) DETRITIV~E
[NVE~TEgRATES

~LLO~ENTROTUS ~RAGILIS
SEA URCHIN

~HPHiOPLUS STR~NGYLOPLAX
BRI~TLE STAR

~PHI~RA SARSII
BRI~TLE STAR

~A~K~A SETACEA
TEREDO

~RI~STER LATI~RONS
SEA UACNIN

~END~ASTER EXCENTRICUS
SA~: DOLLAR

LEPT[~YNAPTA
SEA CUCUNBER

L[ST~IOLOSUS H~XAHYOTUS
ECH;URID UORN

LOPH~ITHOIDES FORANINATUS
BOX CRAB

LOPH~LITHO[DES NANDT[!
PIJG~T SOUND KING CRAB

LU~8~INERIS BICIRRATA
POL~CHAETE

~4B~iNERIS SI~ILABRIS
POL~CHAETE

~CO~ ALCAREA
CHA[K~Y CLAM

~GE~OI~A JAPONICA,
POL~CHAETE

FOLP~DIA INTER~DIA
SEA CUCUNBER

C~HICPHOLIS BA~ERI
BRI~TLE STAR

C~H]~RA LUTKENJ
BR]~ TLE STAR

F’~d~A~TIC~ CALl FO~NICUS
GIAI~T RED SEA ~_~__.Z4BER

F:ENT~ HERA PSEt~)OCALCIGERA
SEA CLICLRBER

1ELL!~NA BUTTONI
BUT~OII~S TELLIN CLAN

~:YLOI~HAGA kU~SHINGTDNA
~/ASIiINGTONI~)DEATER

TROPIi~C LEVEL: (5) CI4NIVI~E
JNVE~TEBRATES

~N~H~ SSA VERSICOLOR
SNA ~i L

~tG~ MOC~PHALU$ CARV|
I~kS~1T STAR

C~NOiOTA
,T~M ~ L

F~$EU[~ARCNAITE~ PARELI I ALASC~,I
SEA SYAR

TIK)P~C LEVEL= (6) PAI~SITE

|!MTC~N~iL~ TR l DENTATU~;
PAC FIC L.4J4~¥



LN4PETRA AYRESI
RIVER LAHPREY

TROPfllC LEVEL: (7) FILTER FEEDER
INVERTEBRATES

ACILIA CASTRENSIS
DIVARICATE NUT CLAN

AXINOPSIDA SERICATA
CLAN

CARDIOMYA OLDROYDI
CUSPIDARIA CLAM

CARDIO~IYA PLANET[CA
CLAH

CARDITA STEARNSll
CLAH

CARDITA VEN]ICOSA
CLAM

CHLAHYS HASTATUS HERICIUS
PACXFIC PEAR SCALLOP

CHLAMYS HINDSI
HIND’S CLA~

CLINOCARDIU~ NUTALLI
BASKET COCKLE

COMPSOI4YAX SUBDIAPHANA
CLAN

CRENELLA COt,UNBIAN~
CLAN

EUPLEXAURA I~ARKX
SEA PEN

HUXLEYIA HUNITA
CLAN

LIEOPTULUS ~JADRANGULAR~S
SEA PEN

LYONSIA STRIATA
CLAN

NENOCARDIL~ CENTRIFILOSUM
HUNDRED-LIUED COCKLE

NUCULA TEHUIS
CLN4

HUCULANA AUSTINI
CLAN

NUCULANA PERNULS
CLAN

PATINOPECTIN CAURINUS
k~EATHERVANE SCALLOP

PECTEN CALIRXNUS
GIANT PACIFIC SCALLOP

PROTOTHACA STANINEA
ROCK COCKLE

PSEPHIDIA LORD!
CLAN

PSOLUS SQU~TUS
SEA CIJCUNBER

SAXICAVA ARCTICA
ARCTIC SAXICLAVIE CLAH

SCLEROPT]LLM
SEA PEN

SOLENYA AGASSIZI
At~IIMG CLAM

STYLATULA ELOMGATA
SEA PEN

THRACIA CURTA
CLAN

THRACIAT~ZOIDES
CLAN

TNYASIRA ~RSARENSI$
CLAN

VENERICARDI~VE~TRICOS~
STOUT CARD~TA CLAN

TROPHIC LEVEL= (8) SCAVENGER
INVERTEBRATES

CANCER MAGISTER
DUNGEHESS CRAB

OLIVELLA
OLIVE SNAIL

PAGURXSTE$ TURGXDUS
HERMIT CRAB

PAGIJRUS ALEUT~C~JS
HERMXT CRAB

PAC~JRUS OCHOTENSI~
HERMIT CRAB

PAGURU$ TANNER1
HERH|T CRAB

TROPH]C LEVEL: (9) [NVERTE~LATE
AT R - N RT RATF

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATE~ " FISHES

AGO~(~SIS EM~IELANE
~ORTflERN SPEARNOSE POACHER

AGONU$ ACIPENSERIMU$
STLJ~GEOM POACHER

CLUPE~ HARENGUS PALLAS|
PACIFIC HERRING

LEPTOCOTTUS ARIqATUS
PACIFIC $TAGHORN SCULPIN

L~PAiI~S PULCHELLUS
SH~If ~NA]LFISH

LL~PE~U$ $AGI TTA
SNA~(E PRiCKLEBAC~

LYCC~IECTES ALEUTE~S! S
D~ARF ~YHOUTH

HI CROCd~US PROX IMU$
PAC~ FIC TONCOD

POROCLINIS ROTHROCK!
~HITEBARRED BLENNY

PSYCHROLUTES PARADOXU$
TACTILE SCULPIN

RAOUL|NU~ ASPRELLU~
SL~ SCULPIH

XENERETNUS LAT[FRONS
BLAC~TIP POACHER



4

HABITAT- MUDDY SAND NON-VEGETATED ~E~HIC

HYDROID
LAFOEA FRUTICOSA
HYDROID

LAFOEA GRACILLINA
HYDROID

MEDIASTER AEQUALIS
VERMILLON STAR

NEPTUNEA PRIBILOFFENSIS
SNAIL

PLUNJLARIA ALICIA
HYDROID

RATHBUMASTER CALIFORMICUS
SEA STAR

SERTULARELLA TURGIDA
HYDROID

THUIARA ROBUSTA
HYDROID

TROPHIC LEVEL: (g)
FXSHES

PI.EUROM I CHTHYS COIENOSUS
C-O SOLE



HABITAT: SAND NON-VEGETATED BENTHIC

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ACHAEA NITRA
DUNCECAP LIMPET

TROPHIC LEVEL: (2) HERBIVORE
FISHES

ASTEROTHECA PENTACANTHUS
BIGEYE POACHER

TROPHIC LEVEL,: (3) CARNIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ACMAEA LINATULA
FILE LIMPET

ANTIPLANES ABARBAREA
SNAIL

ANTIPLANES PERVIERSA
SNAIL

ANTIPLANES ViNOSA
SNAIL

ASTROPECTIN ARHATUS
SAND STAR

BENTHOCTOPUS
OCTOPUS

BI~ETROPHON STUART]
SNAIL

BUCCINLM STRIGILLATUN
SNAIL

CADULUS STEARNS||
TOOTH SHELL

CALLIOSTOMA ANNULATIJM
SNAIL

CHIONECTES BAIRD]
TANNER CRAB

CHIONECTES OP]LiO
TANNER CRAB

CHIONECTES TANNER]
TANNER CRAB

COLUS ROSEUS
SNAIL

COLUS SERVINUS
SNAIL

CRO$SASTER PAPOSUS
ROSE STAR

DENTALZUM
TOOTH SNELL

DERMASTERIAS IMBRICATA
LEATHER STAR

EPZTONIUN ZNDIANOIIUI~
SMALL

EVASTERIAS TRDSCHELi
SEA STAR

FUSITRITIC~ OREGOMEMSIS
OREGON TRITON

HENRICIA LEV|SCULA
BLOOD STAR

ISCHNO HITON
CHITON

LEPiDAZOItlt
CH%TON

LEPXDAZONA GOL]SCH!
CHITON

LEPTOCHITON
CHIYON

LISCHKEIA ClDARIS
SNAIL

LUIDIA FOLIATA
SAND STAR

METRIDXLR4 FXMBR%ATUM
SEA ANEN(~IE

NITRELLA GOULD%
SNAIL

NASSARZUS FO$SATUS
SNAIL

NASSAR%US MEND%CUS
SNAIL

NATZCA CLAUSA
SNAIL

NEPTUNEA LYFLATA
SNAIL

OCTOPUS DOLFE[~!
OCTOPUS

PISASTER BREV]SP%NOUS
SHORT’SPIRED PISASTER

PISASTER GIGANTEUS
GIANT STAR

PISASTER OCHRACEOUS
PURPLE STAR

POLINICES LEWISIZ
MOON SNAIL

POLINICES PALL%OUS
N(X~ SNAIL

POLYPUS
OCTOPUS

PTERASTER TESSE~ATUS AR.CUATUS
SLIME STAR

PUNCTURELLA CUCULATA
LIMPET

PYCNOPOOIA HEL~ANTHOIDES
SUNFLO~R STAR

ROSSIA PACIFXCA
SQUID

SO(ASTER DA~3ON]
MORNING SUN STAR

SOl.ASTER STIMPSGNI
SUN STAR

STYLASTERIAL FOI~RERI
SEA STAR

TACNYRNYNCHUS LACTEOLUN
SNAIL

TACHYRHYNCHUS PRATOltJM
SNAIL

THRISSACAHTHIA$ PENCILATUS
SEA STAR

TROPH(~ TRIPNERLLS
SNAIL

TROPHICLEVEL: (]) CARNIVORE

ACIPENSER TRAN~TA~
MNITE STURGEON

BROSNOPflYCIS NARGINATA
RED BROTUL&

CHITONOTUS PUGETENS]$
RQUGHiMCK SCULPIN

CITHARICMTHY$ ,S~DIDUS
PACIFIC SAJIIOI)AID

CITHARICHTNYS STIGHAEU6
SPECKLED ,~dUJOOAB

DASYATIS DIPTERU~
DIAI40~ STINGJUkY

OASYCOTTUS SETIGER
SPINYHEAD SCULPIN

EOPSETTA JORDANI
PETRALE SOLE

GADUS HACROCEPHALUS
PACIFIC CCO

GLYPTOCEPHALUS ZACHIRUS
REX £~LE

HEXAGRAMHOS DECAGRAHMUS
KELP GREENLING

HEXAGRAJ4HOS STELLERI
WH]TESPOTTED GREENLING

HEXA~CHUS GRISEUS
SJXGILL SHARK

HIPPDGLOSSOIDES ELASSCOOII
FLATHEAD SOLE

HIPPOGLOSSUS STENCLEPIS
PACIFIC HALIBUT

HYDROLAGUS COLLIE]
RAT~ISH

ICELI~US FILANE~TOSLIS
THREADFIM SCULPIN

ISG°SETTA ]SOLEPIS
BUTTER SOLE

LYOP~ETTA EXILIS
SLENDER SO(.E

MICROSTOMUS PAC~FICUS
DOVER SOLE

OPRIODON ELONGA~US
LINGCQO

PAR~HRY$ VETULUS
ENGLISH SOLE

PLATICHTHY$ STELLATU$
STARRY FLOUNDE~

PORICHTHYS NOTAI’US
PLAIHFIN MXDSHIPM~M

PSETT~CHTHY$ MEL~NOSTICTUS
SAND SOL~

RAJA ~%NO~tJLATA
BIG SKATE

RAJA []IMC~[D~
BLACK SKATE

RAJA RRINA
LONG~)SE SKATE

RAJA STELLULATA
STARRY SI~ATE

SCC~PAENICNTHYS KARNORATL~
CABEZON

,T~I~LU$ ACANTHIAS
SPINY OOGFISM

TORPEDO CAL~FORNICA
PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAY

TRIAKI$ S~NIFA$CIATA
LEOPARD SHARK

TROPHIC: LEVEL: (3) CARNIVORE



HABITAT: SAND NON-VEGETATED BENTH£C

ZIPHEUS CAVIROSTRIS
CUVIER’S OR GOOSE BEAKED WHALE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (4) DETRITIV~
INVERTEBRATES

ALLOCENTROTUS FRAGIL]S
SEA URCHIN

AHPHIOPLUS STRONGYLOPLAX
BRITTLE STAR

APHIURA SARSI]
BRITTLE STAR

BANKIA SEYACEA
TEREDO

BRISASTER LATIFRONS
SEA URCHIN

DENDRASTER EXCEMTR]CUS
SAND DOLLAR

LOPHOLITHOIDES FOR/~IINATUS
BOX CRAB

LOPHOLITHOIDES NANDTZI
PUGET SOUND KING CRAB

LUNBRINERIS BICIRRATA
POLYCHAErE

LUMBRINER|S SINILABRIS
POLYCHAETE

IqACONA ALCAREA
CHALKY CLAM

MAGELORA JAPONICA
POLYCHAE~E

NOLPADIA XNTERNEDIA
SEA CUCUMBER

OPHIOPHOLIS BAKER[
BRITTLE ~TAR

OPHIURA LUTKEN[
BRITTLE STAR

PARASTICHOPUS CALIFORNICUS
GIANT RED SEA CUCUMBER

PENTANERA PSEUOOCALCIGERA
SEA CUCUMBER

STRONGYLOCENTROTUS ECHINO[DES
SEA URCHIN

I’ELLINA BUTTON!
BUTTOR’S TELLIN CLAN

XYLOPHAGA MASHINGTONA
WASHINGTON WOCOEATER

lrROPHIC LEVEL: (5) ONNIVORE
](NVIERTEBRATE~

t~PHISSA VERSICOLOR
SNAIL

GORGONOCEPHALUS CARY|
BASKET STAR

~NOPOTA
SNAIL

PSEUOARCHASTER PAJBELH ALA~EM
SEA STAR

TROPHIC LEVEL: (6) PARASITE
~ISHES

LN~PETRA AYRES[
RIVER LA~4PREY

’rRCPHIC L~VEL: (7) FILTER FE|OIER
INVERTEBRATES .....

ACIL[A CASTREMS| S
DIVARICA, TE NUT CLAN

AX [NOPSIDA SER I CA1FA
CLAN

CARD IOHYA OLD~OYDX
CUSPIDARIA CLI~i

CARD IOt4YA PLAMET[(~
CLAM

CAI~D I TASTEARNS!
CLAM

CARD[ TA VENT I COSA
CLAM

CHLANYSHASTATU.,; liERIC|LIS
PACIFIC PEAR SCALLOP

CHLANYS HINDS]!
H~ND’S CLAN

CL ~ NOCARD IUN ~KAI.L I
BASKET COCKLE

CDI~IP,SOI4Y~ SUi~ [ APHANLA
CLAN

CRENELLA COLLJI~J I AJL~
CLAN

EUPLEXAURA ~R~ )’L

SEA PEN
HUXLEY ]A HUNIYA
CLAN

L I EOPTULUS QU/~RAliGULAR 1 S
SEA PEN

LYONSIA STR~ATi~
CLAN

NENOCARDIUN CEMTR:[ F[LO~S~
HUNDRED-LIMED COCKLE

MUCULA TEMUIS
CLAM

NUCULANA AUST X)8[
CLAN

NUCULAMA PERNUU,~
CLAN

PATI NOPECTIN (~UR[ NUS
~tEATHERVANE SCALLOP

PECTEN CAUR I NU~
GIANT PACIFIC SCALLOP

PROTOTHACA STAJ4X NI=.A
ROCK COCKLE

PSEPHIDIA LORD~
CLAN

PSOLUS S~ANATL~
SEA O.RX,BmER

SAX I CAVA ARCT I CJ~,
ARCTIC SAXICLA~ CLAN

SCLERQPT l LUN
SEA PEN

SILIQUA PATULA
PACIFIC RAZOR CL~

SIL IQUA SLOAT ]
SLOAT~S RAZ(g~ CLhq

$O~ENYA AGASS ~Z:I
AWNING C I, JL~

STYLATULA ELOMC~TA
SEA PEN

TI~IAC IA CUIITA

THRACIA TRAPEZOID~E$
CLAN

THYASIRA II~UI~tIE1H I S
CLAN

VEMERI CARDI& ’¢~llTiil I C:O~k
STOUY CkJ~ITA ~L~

YOLDIA LINATIgA G&|II~R~
FILE YOLOIA CL~I

[HVE~TEBRATES

CANCI R HAGISTE~
~)UNI ENESS CRA~

CiL~V[ LLA
OLIVE SNAIL

CiLIVI LLA BIPLI~IJA
PURPLE OLIVE SNAIL

I:’AGUI I STES TUR~IDUS
HER~iIT CRAB

F’AGUI US ALEUTI ~S
HER|.IIT CRAB

PAGUI.US OCHOTE~S! S
HER)~IT CRAB

PAGU~ US TANNER I
HERO,IT CRAB

1ROPI~IC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATEt:- INVERTEBRATES

I,PNR( DITE JAPOL(ICA
POL’ CHAETE

~,RCT( ~NOE PULCH~ZA
POL~. CHAETE

CARl ~ OI~ELLA LACTEA
RIBBON MORN

CERE| RATULUS C~LI FORNIENSI$
R I Bl:Okl WORM

C:HOR) LLIA LONGIPES
SHR~ I, IP

CRAN( O~ COW4JM I 
SHRMP

CRAN[ON FRANCI ~QRUM
~HRNP

EN IP(: GRACILIS
POL~ CHAETE

(ILYCI! RA AMER I C~UI~
POLL CHAETE

klAPL~ ~SCOLCI~JOS ELONGATUS
POL~ CHAETE

IqAGEI .OMA PAPIL~ICORNIS
POL’ CHAETE

~AGEL.OIIA PI TEL~A!
POL’ CHAETE

)IEPH’ YS CACO IDLE$
P(E’/CHAETE

I~iEPH" YS CILIAT~
POL’ CHAETE

~iEPN’ ’YS CORMUT,A
POL* CHAETE

liEPfl" YS FERRU~ I NEA
POL’ ’CHAETE

[~IEPN*fYS LOtGOS~TOSA
1.~3L~ CHAETE

PAND~,LUS DANAE
I)OC~: SHRIMP

PAMD~LUS JORDAII
OC~q PIMI( SHRIMP

pANic,US PLATYCERQ$
~: SHR I~P

PIST~ C~I STATA
POI.’ ~CllAETE

PIST~ FINIBRIAT.~
~OL’ ~CH/UETE

|~( LELLA Gll~k~I L ] 
P(M.’/CIIAETE

~III~ITOCAR| ~ LAI~LL ll~ilUtl $
SHll I~

~,~ l ROIITOCARUS HOUCESI
SNRNP



HABIT~,T: 8~ NON-VEGETaTED BENTHIC

TROPHIC LEVEL; (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - FISHES

AGONOPSIS ENNELANE
NORTHERN SPEARNOSE POACHER

AC~)NUS ACIPEHSER I MUS
STURGEON POACHER

ANNCOYTES HEXAPTERUS
PACIFIC SAHD LANCE

ANPHISTICHUS RHOOOTERUS
REDTAIL SURFPERCH

CLUPEA HAREMGUS PALLAS[
PACIFIC HERRING

CYNATOGASTER AGGREGATA
SHINER PERCH

EMB! OTOCA LATERAL IS
STRIPED SEAPERCH

LEPTOCOTTUS ARNATUS
PACIFIC STAGHORN SCULPIN

LIPARIS PULCHELLUS
SHOWY SNAILF[SH

NI CROGADUS PROX IHUS
PACIFIC TONCCO

POROCL INIS ROTHROCK[
WHI TEBARRED BLENNY

PSYCHROLUTES PARADOXUS
TADPOLE SCULPIN

RADUL I MUS ASPRELLUS
SLIN SCULPIN

XENERETNUS LATI FRONS
BLACKTIP POACHER

TROPHIC LEVEL: (-)
] NVERTEBRATE~;

ANCISTROLEPSI$
SNAIL

COLUS HALIDONUS
SNAIL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (Q)
INVERTEBRATES

ABIETINAR[A
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA ABIETINA
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA ALEXANDER|
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA TRASKI
HYDROID

ACRYPTOLARIA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA DIEGENSIM
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA IH~ICIJA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHEN]A OCTOCARliq~
HYDROID

CANPAMULARIA
HYDROID

CAMPAMULAItIA VERTICILIdLTA
HYDROID

CN~AMULARIA VOLUMILIS
HYDROID

HALECIUN CCflltt,JGATLIN
HYDROID

HIPPASTERIA SPINOZA

SEA STAR
LAFOEA /~)NATA
HYDROID

LAFOEA DUMOSA
HYDROID

LAFOEA FRUTICOSA
HYDROID

LAFOEA GRACILLINA
HYDROID

NIEDIASTER AEQUALIS
VERNILLON STAR

NEPTUHEA PRIBILOFFENSIS
SNAIL

PLUNULARIA ALIC[A
HYDROID

SERTULARELLA TURGIDA
HYDROID

THUIARA ROBUSTA
HYDROID

TROPHIC LEVEL: (Q)
FISHES

PLEUROMICHTHYS COENOSUS
C-O SOLE



HABITAT|: KELP FORESTS VEGETATED I~EI~THIC

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PROOUCER
PLANTS

AGARDH I ELLA TENERA
RED ALGAE

AGARUM F IMBR]ATUM
KELP

ANTITHAMNIONPACI FICUN
RED ALGAE

BOTRYOCLAD I A PSEUOOO I CHOTCI~A
RED ALGAE

(’ALLOPHYLLI EDENTATA
RED ALGAE

CERANi UN CAL I FORNICUM
RED ALGAE

CONSTANT I HEA SUIBUL ! FERA
RED ALGAE

CRYPTOPLEURA RUPRECHT%ANA
RED ALGAE

DELESSERIA DECIPIENS
RED ALGAE

DILSEA CALl FORN|CA
RED ALGAE

EGREGIA HENZIES! !
KELP

EISEN[A ARBOREA
KELP

GEL[DIUM ROBUSTUM
RED ALGAE

GIGARTINA EXASPERATA
RED ALGAE

GRATELOUP IA CAL l FORM ! CA
RED ALGAE

14YHENENA SETCHELL! !
RED ALGAE

I.AHI MARIAGROENLAND I CA
KELP

LAMINARIASACCHARINA
KELP

LANINARIA SETCHELL! |
KELP

HACROCYST XS INTEGR! FOL[A
GIANT KELP

HEREOCYST IS LUETKEANA
GIANT KELP

OPUNTZELLA CALI FORM!CA
RED ALGAE

PHYLOSPk3) ~ X TORREY!
SEA GRASS

I>LOCAHI UH PAC[ FICUM
RED ALGAE

POLYNEURA LATISSINA
RED ALGAE

PORPHYRA PERFORATA
RED ALGAE

PR!ORIT!S LAMCEOLATA
RED ALGAE

PTERYGOP~ CALl FORMICA
KELP

RHQDCJ~EN !A PERTUSA
RED ALGA~

~HODOPT ! LLJN PL~_.q
RED ALCw~

~ITHO~ NAIADUN
RED ALGA~

STENOGRAHNE [ NTERUPTA
RED ALGAE

TROPHIC LEVEL: (Z) HERBIVORE
INVERTEBRATES

ACHAEA NITRA
DUNCECAP L!NPE~

STRONGYLOCENTROYUS FRAMSISCANU
G!ANT RED URCH!N

STRONGYLOCENTROTUS PURPURATUS
PURPLE SEA URCHIN

TROPHIC LEVEL: (3) CAR~EVORE
INVERTEBRAT.E..~.

AC3~AEA LIHATULA
FILE L INPET

ANTIPLANES PER VERSA
SMALL

ASTROPECTIN AR~4ATUS
SAND STAR

BOAETROPHON S~U,~RT !
SHA!L

BUCC; NUN STR!GIILLATUN
SklAIL

GALL I OSTONA AN~JL ATIJN
SNAIL

CROSSASTER PAPI~S
ROSE STAR

DERNASTERIAS I~RZCATA
LEATHER STAR

EVASTERIA$ TRO~CHEL|
SEA STAR

FUSITR!TIOM OREGOMENS!S
OREGON TR!TOH

HEHRICIA LEVI SCULA
BLOOO STAR

L[ SCHKE!A CIDAL~|$
SNAIL

LUIDIA FOLXAI’A
SAND STAR

M! TRELLA GOULJ~ ~
SNA! L

~SSAR IUS FOS~’rUS
SMALL

I~ASSAR IU$ ~1~ lOllS
SNAIL

P I SASTER BREV! :~l I~LIS
SHORT-SPIMED P[$ASTER

P!SASTER GIGANTEUS
GIANT STAR

PISASTER OCHRAC, EOU$
PURPLE STAR

PTERASTER TESS,~LATUS ARL%IATUS
SLIME STAR

P~CTURELLA CUCULRTA
LINPET

PY~|A HELi~TNO|DEg~
~IMF LOI~R STA~

SCYU ~ ! FR~
HAWCI~ CRAB

,~OLASTER D~|
~4ORHING U $’T~ll

,~KL~kST E R STIJ~|

:~RACtYISTIUS FRENATUS
KEL) PERCH

~EXA;RAMHOS DECAGRN#eJ~$
KEL; GREENL!~G

4EXA;RNe4OS SYELLER!
WHI;TESPOTTED GREENL[N~

~PH]I)IDON ELO~3GATUS
LIH;CO0

3COR~AENICHTHYS HARNORATUS
CEB~ZON

:;EBA;TES CAUR~NUS
COP~ER ROCKFISH

:;EBA~TES MALIGER
QUI~LBACK ROCKFZSH

!~EBA;TES NYST~NUS
BLL~ ROCKFISH

ENHY )RA LUTR!~
SEk OTTER

L:UHE XIPIAS JUEATU$
NO¢~;HERfi OR STELLAR SEA LIOle

PHOCi VITULIM~
HAR~ SEAL

;~L~)HUS GAL I FORM IAMUS
CAL FORNIA SEA LION

’;ROPtIC LEVEL: (4) DETIIITIVORE
~ LTEBRATES ---

"rROFiIC LEVEL: (7) FILTER FEEDER



HABITAT= KELP FOREST8 VEGETATED BEZ~rHIC

GIANT PACIFIC SCALLOP
PSOLUS SQUAHATUS

SEA CUCUMBER
SAX I CAVA ARCT l CA
ARCTIC SAXICAVE CLAM

TEREBRATALIA TRANSVERSA
LAMP SHELL

TROPHIC LEVEL: (8) SCAVENGER
INVERTEBRATES

PHYLLOLITHOIDES PAPJLLOSUS
PAPILLA CRAB

TROPHIC LEVEL: (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - INVERTEBRATES

BALAMOPHYLLA ELEGAHS
STONY CORAL

NEPHTYS LONGO~ETOSA
POLYCHAETE

PAHDALUS DANAE
DOCK SHRINP

TROPHIC LEVEL (9) INVERTEBRATE
EATER - FISHES

CLUPEA HARENGUS PALLASI
PACIFIC HERRING

CYMATOGASTER AGGREGATA
SHINER PERCH

EMBIOTOCA LATERALIS
STRIPED SEAFERCH

LEPTOCOTTUS ARNATUS
PACIFIC STAGHORH SCULPIN

TROPHIC LEVEL: (Q)
IHVERTEBRATEL___-

ABIETIMAEIA
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA ASIETINA
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA ALEXANDER!
HYDROID

ABIETINARXA TRASKI
HYDROID

ACRYPTOLARIA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHEHIA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA DIEGENS]S
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA INCON.e~ICUA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA OCTOCJ~PA
HYDRO|D

ALLOPORA VERRILL|
HYDROCORAL

CJU4PAI~IJLAR|A
HYDROID

CAHPANULARIA VERTICILLATA
HYDROID

CAHPAMULARIAVOLL~|L|$
HYDROID

HALECILM CORRUGATLM
HYDROID

LAFOEA PDP~.AT~
HYDROID

LAFOEA~

HYDROID
LAFOEA FRUTICOSA
HYDROIO

LAFOEA GRAClLLIHA
HYDROID

NEDIASTER AE(AIALIS
VERNILLON STAR

PLU~LARIA ALICXA
HYDROID

INJGETTIA ARACILLIS
KELP CRAB

SERTULARELLA TURGIDA
HYDROID

THUIARA ROSUSTA
HYDROID



HABITAT: SURFGRASE~ VEGETATED BE~T}~IC

TROPHIC LEVEL: (1) PRODUCER
PLANTS

AHNFELTIA CONC] NNA
RED ALGAE

AHNFELTIA PLICATA
RED ALGAE

ALARIA HkRGINATA
KELP

AHTI THAMN ION PACI FICUN
RED ALGAE

BOSSIELLA CAL l FORNICA
CORALLINE RED ALGAE

BOSSIELLA PLLIMOSA
CORALLINE RED ALGAE

BOTRYOCLAD | A PSEUOOD [ CHOTOMA
RED ALGAE

CALL IARTHROM" REGENERANS
CORALLINE RED ALGAE

CALL[ARTHRON SCHMITT! 1
CORALLINE RED ALGAE

CALLOPNYLL IS EDENTATA
RED ALGAE

CERAMIUH CALI FOANICUH
RED ALGAE

CONSTANT | NEA SIMPLEX
RED ALGAE

CONSTANT I NEA SUBUL 1FERA
RED ALGAE

CORALL I NA VANCOUVER [ ENS I S
CORALL]NE RED ALGAE

CRYPTOPLEURA RUPRECHT IANA
RED ALGAE

CYSTOSEIRA GEMI NATA
KELP

DELESSERZA DECIPIENS
RED ALGAE

DILSEA CALl FORNICA
RED ALGAE

EGREGIA MENZIESI ]
KELP

EISEN[A ARBOREA
KELP

ERYTHROPHYLLUM DELESSERIO]DES
RED ALGAE

GASTROCLO$1 [ LIN COULTERI
RED ALGAE

GELIDIUM ROEUSTUM
RED ALGAE

GIGART INA EXASPERATA
RED ALGAE

GLOIOSIPHOMIA VERTICILLARIS
RED ALGAE

GRACILARICPSIS SJOESTED! I
RED ALGAE

GRATELOUPIA CALl FORNICA
RED ALGAE

GYMMOGONGRUS PLATYPRYLLUS
RED ALGAE

HYNENEMA FLAGELL I GEMA
RED ALGAE

HYNENEMA SETCHELLI 1
RED ALGAE

IR ]AOEA COROATA
RED ALGAE

LAI~ ! MAR I A GROENLi~,E D I CA
KELP

LAt~XNAR IA SACCHA~ | NA
KELP

LA~INARIA SETCHELL ~ I
KELP

LAURENCIA $PECTAGILIS
RED ALGAE

I£qCROCYST ! $ INTEGRX FOL%~
GIANT KELP

NEMBRANOPTERA PLA;YPHYLLA
RED ALGAE

M| CROCLAI~ XA CC,JLI’AR !
RED ALGAE

OPUNT!ELLA CALl F~:M!CA
RED ALGAE

PHYLOSPAO 1X SCC~LEiR Z
SEA GRASS

PHYLOSPAO IX TORREYI
SEA GRASS

PLOCAMIUM PAC! Fi~LIN
RED ALGAE

POLYNEURA LATI$SZ~LA
RED ALGAE

PORPHYRA PERFORAYA
RED ALGAE

PRIONIT[S LANCEOLATA
RED ALGAE

PTERO$1PHON |A W ~[~ UNATA
RED ALGAE

PTERYGOPH(~A CAL ~ FORN l C~
KELP

PT | LOTA ASPLE~IOIDES
RED ALGAE

RHODOGLOSSLM LATI~;SXI~
RED ALGAE

RHODOHENIA PALI~ATA
RED ALGAE

RHCOCMEN 1A PERTU~It
RED ALGAE

RHODOPT | LUMp Lt,~v~O~PJM
REO ALGAE

SARGAS~KJld HUT l CL~
KELP

SCHIZYMENIA PAC! FICA
RED ALGAE

SM~ THORA NAIADL~i
RED ALGAE

STENOGRAJ44E ] NTEI~MPTA
RED ALGAE

TROPHIC LEVELt (Z:~ HERBIVORE
.~N RT~..~_EBRATES

ACHAEA MXTRA
DU~CECAP L Jl~ET

STROMGYLOCENTI~01~I~; FRAN~ | SCAMU
GEAMT RED URCHIN

ST~ONGYLOCENT~OTL~;PUAI~TUS
PURPLE SEA LRCHI~I

TROPHIC LEVEL: (~) CARNIVORE

~i~O~lC LEVEL: (4) OETRIT|VORE
~VE~TEBRATES

TROP~,[C LEVEL: (5) OIMIIVORE
!~TE~RAT~ .......

T~’C@LIC LEVEL: (7) F|LTI.=It FEB~4~R



PHYLLOLITHOIDES PAPILLOSUS
PAPILLA CRAB

TROPHIC LEVEL: (g)
INVERTEBRATES

ABIETINARIA
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA ABIETINA
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA ALEXAMDERI
HYDROID

ABIETINARIA TRASK!
HYDROID

ACRYPTOLARIA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA D’IEGENSIS
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENIA INCONSPICUA
HYDROID

AGLAOPHENtA OCTOCARPA
HYDROID

CAMPANULARIA
HYDROID

CANPANULARIA VERTICILLATA
HYDROID

CANPANULARIA VOLUBILIS
HYDROID

HALECIUM CORRt.IGATUN
HYDROID

LAFOEA ADMATA
HYDROID

LAFOEA DIJ4OSA
HYDROID

LAFOEA FRUTICOSA
HYDROID

LAFOEA GRACILLIMA
HYDROID

NED|ASTER AE~JALIS
VERMILLON STAR

PLUMULARIA ALICIA
HYDROID

SERTULARELLA TURGIDA
HYDROID

THUIARA ROBUSTA
HYDROID



HABITAT’:: SURFGRASS VEGETATED BENTHIC



ls.PPENDTX G~ TNVERTEBI~TE SPECIE8 IN THE COlS, STiAL ~EIs, S OF THE
OLYMPI~ NATIONAL PARlq



Invertebrate Species i,n the Coastal Areas of the C~lymDic National
Park

G-2



ErvthroDhvllum delesserioid~
Schizvmenia
Mas~ocarDus
Mas~Qcarmus
"Pe~rocelis"
Pevssonnelia
A~~LAaiaartinoi~m
Nm~uJAA ~
Gvmnoaonarus chiton
Gvmnoaonarus

cartilamineum
tenue

Order Rhodymenlales
Gastrooclon~um

subartculatum
Fauchea

californica
Order Ceramiales
Callithamnionp~l%m
mu~am m~ALt~m

washlnmtoniense
Griffithsia
Microcladia
Microcladia--f~Llj~LEi
Ptilota asDlenioides
~ bxmmlmm
CrvDtoDleura ruDrechtiana
CrvDtomleura
Crvmtomleura Y.~h]u~dm
~ ~Jmlmm
PolvneuroDsis
PolvneuroDsis stolonifera

ODectabillm
Neorhodomela larix
~]E~Lii~washinatoniensis
PolvsiDhonia
PolvsiDhonia

LICHENS
spp.

ArthoDvrenia

ANIMALS
PH. PORIFERA (SPONGES}

Leucosolenia sm.
Halichondria p~
ODhiltasDonaia p_~

"PP.



Le~tasteri~ hexactis
PvnoDodia helianthoid.~

BRITTLE STARS

PH. UROCHORDA~A: :~JNICATES

spp.
annecte~l~

MetandrocarDa sp.

spp.
sp.

VERTEBRATES: FISTS

Gobies
B1ennies
Cottids (sculpins)
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Navv Analysis of AlteEnatives to Sealion Rock



DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
COMMANDER MSDIUM AT~’ACK

TACTICAL. Et.KGTRONIC WARFARf WING
U8 PACIFIC FLEET

NAVAL AIR STATION. WPIIOBI~Y I~LANO
OAK HARIIJOIq. WASHINGTON 90;|78.6OOO

Commander, Medium Attack Tactical Electronic Warfare Wing,
O.S. Pacific Fleet
Commander in Chief, U.S. Pacific Fleet
Commande¢~ Naval AIr Force, U,S. Pacific Fleet

SubJ: SEA LION ROCK

Ref: (s) P.L. 91-594. 84 STAT llg4

(b) 16 U.$.C. 1132
(c) COMMATVAQWINGPAC Itr set ~16/3778 of 24 Dec 199g

(d) P.L. I~g-627, Ig2 STAT 3217
(e) 15 U.S.C. 14~I
(f) 16 U.S.C. 1362
(g) 16 U.S.C, 1372
(h) 15 U.$.C. 1531 et. seq.
(1) 16 U.S.C. 1536 (2)
(j) 16 U.S.C. 7gl st. seq.

(i] Alte=natlves to Sea Lion Rock (R-6797)
(2) 1986-199g Scheduling of Sea Lion Rock
(3) COMNAVAIRPAC lie 5egg set gll/7gdg of 31 Aug 1989
(4) NOAA Itr (Tipple Itr) did 8 April 199~
(5) D~aft Ma~Ine Mammal ltr (Twiss Itr) undated
(6) USFWS It~ (Martin IrE) did 9 April 199g

1. In the last several months, it has become Increasingly
apparent that the Navy’s use of Sea Lion Rock will be challenged
by both o~he¢ federal agencies and environmentalists. As the
only sea-bas~ bombing target in the Pacific Northwest, Sea Lion
Rock is considered an important training option foe current and
futurQ Navy requirements.

2. $¢& LIOH ROCK, Sea Lion Rock is an exposed =eel of cock
approz-z--l~teIy 8g-g--~eet long and 3g feet wide and is located
slightly mote than three miles off the coast o~ Washington. Awash
at high tide; See Lion Rock has no soil or vegetation and is noc
used by see birds foe nearing ot egg laying. 8espiEs its name (a
misnomer)e Sea Lion Rock is only used by sea lions and harbor
seals ae an occasional haul out site for resting. No sea lions
live on the rock. During a period of observation from 1984 to
1985, no see lions and only sporadtcallyw harbor seals were
obse[ved on Sea Lion Rock.



Subj" SEA LION ROCI.~

18. ALTERNATIVES TO SEA LION ROCK. Durincj discussions over the
last two years, USFW~’~" ..... ~as proposed several poss:Lb]e alternatives
tO Sea Lion Rock. USFI~S readily concedes that ~:h:is is i:he N~LVy’s
only sea based target in =he Northern Pacific. Ir~ addition, they
acknowledge that the~e are no othec rocks which could b~ used for
the same pu=pose. ’.Instead, USFWS suggested certain alternatives
which we rejected as infeasible foc financlal, 9r~=~icaL,
environmental and scheduling reasons. These alternatives Included
towed targets, floatin~ 1~a~gets (including secret] targets), cut-
of-area training and simulation (including cock];.it slmulation).
Enclosure (1) was pro|anted to USFWS as ou~ opp~eltion but they
have persisted to state that we have not given Jarious
consideration to these alternatives. On the contrary, these
suggest:ions were serioL~sly considered, but: do not: ~arrant more
detailed and costly study.

19. OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES. Continued use OE Sea lion Roc~
by naval el=craft a~ a ~~arge~ will depend ~pon ~ot ~nly
the outcome of the current negotiations wi~h USF~S buC will be
affected and influenced by several o~her environmental issues.
These issues are dtscu:;sed below.

2f. Ey :clarence (,~), Congress all=acted the Sec~e:ary 
Commerce to designate an area off ~he coast of ~ea~:ern Washington
as a National Ma=Ine S~’nctuary. Sea Lion Rock is .ocated witi~in
the area now being ~:efecred to as ~he Olympic ga~i~nal Ma~ine
Sanctuary. To date~ the National Oceanic and At~ao~;phere
Administration (NOAA) has submitted a p[elimlnary draft Manag~|ment
Plan to concerned agencies, including ~i~e Navy. The pcoposed
p~ohibitiona would appear to ban the bombing| of 3e~ Lion Rock.
Other Navy activities W~ich may or n~a~ not be alienated by the
designation are described in enclosure (3}. Cu~:~e~tly, the
proposed management plan is being reviewed by OP-4~EP1 (?CO: Hr.
Tom Reeling), and Office of the As~istant Secratar1~ of t~e Navy
(X&E) (POC: Cdr Tim SchnooE), and Office of the Get,oral Couns,~l,
(POCs Capt R. H. Mo]Lliaon). It should be noted ~:h~ in April
199#, by enoloaure {~), ~OAA exp~e~;ed conca~a a|)o~ Navy’s u:,e 
See Lion Rock.

21. The Marine Mama1 Co~mission u, tablished by ~,ference (e;
has also recently ~aised questions concernin~ the ~avy~s use of
Sea Lion Rock. In an unsigned draft of a lette: a~drass~d to
Aseistan~ Secretary of the Navy (~a|:)~ Jacquelin,~ ~. Sch~fec,



REQUIREMENTS

The U.S, Navy has the requlremen~ fo~ a readily accessible

target for use with practice and heavy 1.nert ordnance, near or

within the aonflnes e! a Warnlat area or MAllta~y Operatln~ Area

(MOA), so as to accomplish multiple mission t~ainin8. The primary

~ralnin| to be ~onducted ~n ~hls area is as follows:

In addition, this target wi1~ serve as the pr, Lmary al~ernate

ta~se~ for ~eutlne weapons dellvery tra~nln~ when the Mavy’s

p~Ima~y ins~umen%ed ~a~|e~ (MTRF BOARDM~M. OREGON) i. no~ u.able.

In thL~ ~e|a~d. hii~o~icaL da~a ~o~ MTRF Doa~dman Lndicate~ ~hat

the ~a~e~ is e~osed on an average of six days per month due ~o

main~enan=e, upMeep and traintn~, and 3 days pe~ month due to

we&theP ~ondi~ions su~h as hijh winds, fo~ and snow. 4~losure o~

NTRW DOARDMUkN due ~o foe is ne~e f~equen~ du~in| the Summe~.

T~atnln8 ~equA~emen~s ~or a~rc~ewe of Maval AL~ Station. Whidbey

Island, ~equl~e a yea~ ~eund altePnative to MTRF BOARDhU~X.

Delays in bombtn~ ~rain~n~ when squadrons are preparin4 for

car~LeP deploynen~e have a dL~ec~ adve~,se tmpae~ on military



CURRENT CAPABILITIES:

Sea Lion Rock Ls an unmanned target ;o~&tect off the West;

co&st of WaehSnd~o., &;:proximately L? NM North ©~f Pacific Jea, ch

Wsshlneton &nd 85 NM from Naval A~r Station. Wh~dbey Island.

Schedulin| of Sea Lion Rock ls controlled by ~he ODeratlons

Off~oe. Commander Mtd~um A~ack T&=tlc&l Electron1= Warfare ~ttng,

U.8. P&oiflo FleeCe wtt;ih s~ least ~wo and one half hours advance

no~ice. The rock lLs loci&ted within the conflnes ot R-47G? and

within the Olympic MOA. ~o the Eas~ and contiguous with Warn/fig

Are& W-=37A. Sea Lion ~Io=k is ~he w,sstern-moat roc~ o~fahore An

the ares. I~ lS &pprox~m&~ely 60 feo~ lon~ by 30 f~et wide. &nd

&t hlgh ~ide It Is eith,;lr submer~ed or tws~h.

POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES:



no~ce ~o ~amk a dedicated surface vesseL. S~orln~ ~he ~ar~e~ on

~he outer coamt wo~Zd reduce the t~me ~equ~red. but & considerable

tame would stall be required, several days ~o over a week. ~o

arranse for a towinO ~raft from the Puget Sound are&. for i~ ~o

tranezt so the area. and for i~ ~o prepare and tow ~he ~ar~et.

Schedulin~ would depend on the avaAlabilltv and operatLnJ

requirements o! outface vesseis. The lack o! =redictabIii=v an~

flexibility in schedulin~ a ~owed tarSe~ would preciude the use of

~hls alternative as a v~able tra~nln~ tar|or and as a weather

backup for MTRF 90ARDMAN. ThAs need fo~ a readlly available

aA~ernatLve ~o Soardman and a ~ea based tar|e~ I~ & year round

requirement. The lack of predictability and re1~abiIL~y in

u~ills~n4 a ~ewed target precludes its use. even on a seasonal

basis. Although conceAvably carrAerB could carry and ~ow tarSets.

carrier opera,In| ~equArements~ Anclud~n~ ~he launchAn| and

recovery of aircraft, preclude th~s as a reliable ~rainAn~

~p~1on.

Ftoa~tn~ ~ar~et~: ThAs at~ernattve wouAd require ~he

preparation and moorln~ of atarfet barge in the Pac~flc Ocean

off the coa~ o! WaehLn4ton, w~thAn the confAne~ of W*237A. Deep

water moorLn| of a ba~|e would requAre ~ha~ Lt be able to

withstand ~he heavy sea~ and S~orras of thAe area, £t wouAd not be

feaelble to moor such a bar|e year round as the hasard ~o

navi|atlen and the dan(or ~o ~he env~ronmen~ should the barge

break free of ire moora|e would be too ~rea~. Xnstead a tu~ would

be requAred to ~o~ the bar(e to L~I ~ar|et 1oca~Lon. At leaa~ two



~ 50,000.00

~250.000.00

n 50.0~0.00

aO°OOO.OO~;re~ur

8~10.000.00



navt~a¢ion. Fln&l~v, buoys and szm~Lar moored and marked objects

In ~av~ab~e wa~ePu would be used as & lPeference po~n~ bv

fishermen.

Other tar|at rocks: Based on the Navy’s review of the area

and disoussion with U.S. Fish and Wlldl:Lte Service

representatives, no other Pocks so IdeaLly suited for a ~ar~et

have been located off the Western Coast of Washington. The

location of the rock relative to Naval Air Station. Whid~ey

Island, Ate distance from the coast and popuAa~e~ areas, and the

fact tha~ Sea Lion Reck is no~ used by marine mammals or sea birds

for breedinl and nesting, are factors An combination not

characteristic of &ny other rock in the area.

SimulatAen: A Weapons System Trainin8 tliSht simulator Ls

available for A-O air=row ~ra~n~n~ at Naval Air :$~atlon. Whidbev

Island. Altheulh tbls simuAa¢or i= used fop basic weapons dellverv

procedures, it cannot be used for multi.-plane, taetieai

maneuverln| or ooordiaated target timing. Use of computer

|enerated technoledy will not simulate the aotuaA conditAons of

bomb carriale and release, such as "G’s" and aircraft handlinl

associated with heavy ordnance. The curren~ system is ~eo old :o

be updated and no new A-~ ~ralner is planned as ~he plane i~seif

will be phased ou~ ever the nex~ IS years. In addition, ~li(h~

simulation is only one portion of the ~rainin~ redui~ed for

aArorew bombin~ profl~lenay. To &dsq~ately train an aLrcrew, it ~s





DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
THE: ASSISTANT 5£CRS’TARY OF THE NAVY

:INSTALLATION~ AND ENVIRONMIENT~

WASHINGTOM, 0.C. 20380-5000

2, 9 APR 1992.

Mr. Richard Smith
Deputy Director
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Department of Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240

Dear Mr. Smith:

We were pleased to meet with you on 3 March 1992 to discuss
the Department of the Navy’s (DON) use of Sea Lion Rock within
Copalis National Wildlife Refuge as an inert bombing target. As
explained below, the DoN believes that the public interest is
best served by allowing continued use of Sea Lion rock for
training vital to the national defense pursuant to the existing
letter of permission from the Secretary of the Interior. The
careful studies already conducted do not reveal any significant
impact. There is simply no site specific evidence that the DoN
activities have materially impaired the purposes of the refQ~e.
Although we expect that both the DoN and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service will continue to monitor the situation
carefully, we do not believe any change to the existing letter of
permission is required at this time.

A DoN review conducted as a result of our meeting concludes
that Sea Lion Rock remains an essential training asset because it
is the only inert bombing target off the Northwest Coast
available when conditions at land-based targets are unfavorable
or when a sea-based target is required. To aircrews, the closer
the training approaches the mission requirements under actual
conditions~ the higher the quality of training. Training
requirements for A-6 aircrews include practice weapons deliveries
against sea based targets, consisting of coordinated strikes
against ships or task groups. Using Sea Lion Rock as a target,
aircraft operating in coordination can attack an actual sea based
fixed object. Thus, airorews are able to experience approaching
a sea based target and releasing ordnance under ocean
wind/weather conditions and water/land contrast.

Sea Lion Rock also serves as a land based backup target when
Nava~ Weapons System Training Facility (NWSTF} Boardman is not
available, providing a readily accessible target within range of
aircraft taking off from Naval Air Station (NAS) Whidbey Island.
NWSTF Boardman is unavailable an average of nine days per month
due to weather or other conditions. Sea Lion Rock, as an
alternate target, allows aircrews to complete training of a
particular evolution within a limited period of time. In times
of national crisis when the tempo of deployment training
increases and adhering to schedules becomes even more critical, a
backup target becomes invaluable.



The unique location of Sea Lion Rock along tl~e NorV.hwest
Coast permits ideal bombing practice involving evasion tactics
training because of its proximity to Warning Area W-237A and the
Olympic Military Operating Area (MOA). Aircraft can release
their inert weapons and, before returning to NAS ~’hidbey Island,
engage in defensive air combat maneuvering critiLc~l to
survivability. The airspace required for such training is not
available at NWSTF Boardman, but is available at Sea Lion Rock
within the Olympic MOA. Sea Lion P.ock is also ideally situated
for aircraft carriers conducting training in the,- %~aters off the
Northwest Coast. NWSTF Boardman us~ually is not within range of
the embarked aircraft, however, Sea Lion Rock is available within
the cyclic flight operations schedule of the airczaft carrier
with no requirement for inflight refueling or Federal Aviation
Administration interface. The importance of Sea llon Rock is~
further enhanced by the homeporting[ of the USS NIMITZ in the
Pacific Northwest and the likelihood that fleet o~erations will
continue to require a sea based taz’geto

Efforts have been made to investigate alternative bombing
options, including the~ use of towed targets, floating targets
(barges and buoys)~ smoke floats~ small reflector targets, other
target rocks, simulation, and out of area trainin 9 and targets.
These alternatives are not feasible because of ].ogistics and/or
cost constraints.. As budget reductions become clreater , the cost
of maintaining and operating alternate portable targets becomes
very important.

Sea Lion Rock is part of a diminishing supply of assets
available for DoN training. If Sea, Lion Rock is given up
outright or its use so limited that it is essentially forfeited,
the training opportunities it provides will be forever lost.

The DoN shares yo,~r~ concerns over protection of the refuge.
We believe, however, that the results of the 19814-85 study
conducted by the Washington Department of Game for DoN supports
our conclusion that A-6 aircraft o~,erations~ conducted according
to the Operations Plan, do not significantly impact the resources
associated with Sea Lion Rock. The DoN will continue to ensure
compliance with the Operations Plan and is exploring additional
measures to ensure compliance. I have requested[ t~at personnel
at NAS Whidbey Island meet with representatives of your regional
office at their request to discuss these additional measures.
The DoN point of contact is Commander J.J. Stonier at 206/257-
2470. We look forward to working together to solve our mutual
concerns.

Sincerely,
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INTRODUCTION

Presented below is an overview of various State, Federal,
Tribal and international management authorities which have
statutory responsibility for protecting marine resources in the
Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary study area. This
discussion includes a description of relevant legislative
mandates and, in some cases, the administrative measures taken to
accomplish them (Some additional information is provided in the
FEIS/MP) 

II. STATE JURISDICTION

A. State Statutes

i. The Aquatic Lands Aot (A]~, RCW 79.90) provides
the policies under which the Department of Natural Resources
manages all state-owned aquatic lands, emphasizing a balance of
benefits to all state citizens, water-dependent uses, and
environmental concerns. ALA establishes the multiple use
concept, which provides for several uses, either simultaneously
or in planned rotation, on a single tract of aquatic land. The
Act governs sales and leases of state aquatic lands, aquaculture,
property rights and easements, administration of tidelands and
harbor areas, rents and fees, dredge disposal, and archaeological
research.

2~ The Cle~ Air Washington Aot (CAWA, RCW 70.94)
declares that air pollution is the state’s most serious
environmental problem. The Act establishes a statewide program
(i) to prevent the deterioration of air quality in areas with
clean air and (2) to return the air quality in other areas 
levels that protect human health and the envirormlent. In some
respects, CAWA is more stringent than the federal Clean Air Act.
A State Air Pollution Control Board and Local Air Pollution
Control Authorities are established and, together with the
Department of Ecology, are empowered to regulate activities such
as outdoor burning (of any kind), industrial emissions,
commercial/residential burning, and motor vehicle emissions.
This is a broad-ranging act that extends; state jurisdiction over
such coastal activities as offshore oil production emissions,
slash burning in coastal areas, controlled burns of marine oil
spills, at-sea incineration, concentrated vessel emissions,
coastal industrial emissions, etc. The act also assures
protection of scenic, aesthetic, and cultural aspects of the
natural environment, including marine vistas, that are threatened
by air pollution~
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3. The En~:~rgy Facility siting Act (~F~A, RCW 80.50)
creates and authorizes.the Energy Facility Site E~’aluation
Council, a quasi-judicial regulatory body° The council serves as
a one-stop agency for permitting major energy fac~+lities within
the state. This a zt ~To1,~Id also pertain to ene rt~y facilities in
the coastal zone and potential discharges from "hhose facilities
into the air and marine environments. Legislativ~ policy staLtes
a desire to protect the ecology of state waters a~d their aq~tatic
life through responsible site planning.

4. The Environmental Coordination P~co~edures Act
(ECPA, RCW 90.62) est~kbilishes a procedural opti~n to reduce the
burden and confusion ~tssociated with multiple ei~wlonmental
permit requirements for certain private or corpor~ite project
proposals. It directs the Department of Eicolo~ i~o develop and
administer a "master application" ]process and, upon applicant
request, coordinate all permit requirements for a~y project
affecting the state’s air, land or water resources;. This, in
effect, provides permit applicants the opportunit~ ~ for one-stop-
shopping. The Act also requires D3E and all country governments
to establish environmental permit information cenl~ers (EPICs) 
provide information to the public regarding feder~l, state, and
local permits which govern the use of natural r+=_sources and to
assist applicants in the preparation of master applications.
Note: No applicant has filed a master application since the early
1980s because the changing nature of most project proposals
complicates and nullifies efforts to coordinate p+~rmit
procedures.

5. The Fisheries Code (RCW 75> providers management
guidelines for food fish and shellfish and auth.3r~zes the
Department of Fisheries (WDF) to protect and mana~e recreational
and commercial salt-water fisheries. The .Act also authorizes the
Department of Fisheries, jointly with the Departm~+.nt of Wildlife
(WDW), to administer the Hydraullo Code (RCW 75.2t)), requiring
that construction projects in state waters obtain a permit from
either WDF or WDW to ensure protection of fish, shellfish, and
wildlife resources of the state.

6. The Growth Management Act (GMA, RC~f 36.70A)
mandates coordinated and comprehensive land-use p~anning by
municipalities and counties to provide for future growth and
protect air and water quality. One planning goal of the act is
to maintain and enhance natural resource-based in<lustries,
including fisheries. Each coastal community must include in its
comprehensive land use plan provisions for the pr~servation and
conservation of coastal resources and water quali~y.

7. The Ha~ardous Waste Management Amt (HWMA, RCW
70.105) establishes "a comprehensive state-wide f~amework for the
planning, regulation, control, and management of hazardous waste
[to] prevent land~, ai~c~ and water pollution and conserve the



natural, economic, and energy resources of the state." HWMA
grants broad powers of regulation to the Department of Ecology in
matters related to hazardous waste regulation, management and
disposal~ The Act also gives DOE "preemptive authority" for the
siting of hazardous waste treatment, storage, disposal, and
incineration facilities. This law affects the 3-mile offshore
jurisdiction of the state and regulates any activities that
introduce hazardous materials into that area.

8. The Marine Racreation Land Act (MRLA, RCW 43.99)
allocates funds from the state marine fuel tax assessment for the
acquisition and improvement of marine recreational land and for
the preservation and conservation of open space in the coastal
zone.

9. The Noise Control A=t (NCA, RCW 70o107) authorizes
the Department of Ecology to establish maximum permissible noise
levels for identified environments "in order to protect against
adverse effects of noise on the health, safety and welfare of the
people, the value of property, and the quality of environment."
DOE can implement performance standards, evaluation criteria, and
rules
to carry out this chapter. The department can also establish use
standards, regulating the time and place of occurrence for an
operation that produces noise above specified levels.

I0. The Ocean Resources Management Act (ORMA, RCW
43.143) recognizes conflicting use demands in Washington marine
waters and directs that "priority shall be given to resource uses
and activities that will not adversely impact renewable resources
over uses which are likely to have an adverse impact on renewable
resources." ORMA establishes planning and project review
criteria to evaluate uses and activities that adversely impact
renewable resources and associated industries in coastal waters.
The Act further states that "there is not enough information
available to adequately assess the potential adverse effects of
oil and gas exploration and production off Washington’s coast."
In accordance with this finding, it directs the Department of
Ecology (DOE) to produce an oil and gas leasing analysis and
places a moratorium on the leasing of state marine lands for oil
or gas activities until July I, 1995. At that time the
Legislature will decide whether to continue or terminate the
moratorium based on the analysis provided by DOE. Other
provisions of the Act are codified in the Revised Code of
Washington (RCW) as follows:

Transport of Petroleum Produats - Finan=lal Responsibility
(RCW 88.40) prescribes financial responsibility requirements for
vessels that transport petroleum products across the waters of
the state." Oil cargo vessels exceeding 300 gross tons must
provide evidence to the Department of Ecology of financial
liability and responsibility for a potential spill in the marine
waters of the state.
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II. The Oil and Gas <~onsor~atio:~ A~t i OGCA, RC~ ~ 7~.52)
provides for extensive regulatio;~ of oil al..~d ~s drill~ng~
production, storage, t1:ansportation and refining operations
within Washington State. The Act req,/ires prepalation of an
environmental impact statement (E~S) for any p~:oi~osed drilling
operation through or under any surface waters of the state. The
Department of Ecology is directed to ~ev~e~ E[[~ ¢~ocume1~tation and
submit recommendai-.ions for approval or denial of drillS.ng permits
to the Oil and Gas Con-c~ervation Committee.,

12o The Oil and Haza~°~ous i~ub~t;~nc~ ~|ii!l P~’ev~nt.ion
and Response Act ,iRCW 90°56) supe~ceded and co~-~s(lidated previous
legislation concerninq oil spill prevention and ~espon~eo It
also expanded state authority ov~.~ spill p:ceve~t~[on and re~p,onse
and granted additional powers to; the Depa~:%me~t ~f Eco~ogy to
enforce the provi.~ions of this act. The p~ovi~-~i~ns of the Act
are codified in the Revised Code of Washington (~CW) a~ follows~

Oil and Haz,~z~do~!s S%~bstan~,~ ~pilii~ ~x’~ventio~ and ~sponse
(RCW 90.56) This cha|?ter include~ the majo~c th~mes and core
provisions of the original Act. lit ~s based o~ %he Lecjislature.’s
determination that prevention i.~, the best ~ethod to protect the
marine environment from oil and hazardous ~ubsta~:ce spili~. In
order to establish a comprehensive prevent!~o:n ~n£~ response
program to protect the state’s "~.aters and r~atu~a]~ reso[~rce~ from
spills of oil, the chapter (a) provides broad ~o~ers to the
Department of Ecology relating to spi~ll prevention and response;:
{b) supports and compliments the federal Oil Pollstion Act; (c)
requires the de ve]~op~i,~ent~, adoption~ and ¢xecu~;ior! of a state-wide
master spill prevention and contingency ~,lan; ~d) requires spil.’[
prevention and contingency plans from oil storag~ and transfer
facility operators; ~[e) provides for state spi31 response and
wildlife rescue pl.anning and implementation; (f) ensures that
responsible parties are liable a~d have the re~ources and ability
to respond to spills and provide compensation f.ol ~ all costs and
damages; (g) establishes the Oil ~arine Oversight Board a~ 
independent authority to assess adequacy of prevention and
contingency plannings; and (h) establishes a state oil ~pill
]response account ~

Office of Marln¢~ Safety (RC~ ~ 43.:~iI) ~<’his chapter creates
the Office of Marine Safety as a ~;tate age:~cy %:o "provide
leadership and coordination in identifying and resolvir~g [a]
threats to the safety of marine transportation arid [b] the impact
of marine transportation on the environment." The Office is to
serve as a center for’ expertise in marine tran~’~pertation issues,

Vessel Oi~ Spil]~ Prev~ntlo~ ~n~ Res~o~so (RCN 88.46) This
chapter assigns specific duties ~nd powers to the Office of
Marine Safety (OMS). It directs OMS fa) to establish ~ state
tank vessel inspection program; lib) to establi~h ~nd enforce
standards for tank vessel spill prevention plates; (c) 
establish and enforce r~les and ~tandards l[or the preparation of
contingency plans concerning the containment arid zleanup of oil
spills from covered ve~sels (tank, caL, go~ and passengez’ vessels);



(d) to establish and supervise Regional Marine Safety Committees
for the purpose of planning for the safe navigation and operation
of all vessel traffic in state waters; (e) to develop 
emergency response system for the Strait: of Juan de Fuca and the
Pacific Coast; and (f) to define requirements for containment and
recovery equipment aboard tanker vessels and at refueling,
bunkering, and lightering stations. The chapter abolishes the
Office of Marine Safety effective July I, 1997 and transfers all
its powers, duties and functions to the Department of Ecology.

13. The Oil Spill Response System - Maritime
Commission Aot (ROW 88.44) creates the Washington State Maritime
Commission to prepare comprehensive oil spill response plans for
all state waters~ The Act also requires the development of a
data base from existing information sources of accidents,
groundings, near misses, and oil discharges of all cargo and
passenger vessels entering state waters and report: such
information to the Office of Marine Safety. The Commission is
granted broad powers to make rules, and enter into contracts to
assure a complete response in the first 24 hours following a
spill event. The Commission is also given authority to assess
vessels transiting the waters of the state, to collect such
assessments, investigate violations, and enforce the provisions

of the act.

14. The Planning Enabling Act (PEA, RCW 36.70) enables
counties to form planning commissions and counties, cities and
others to form regional planning commissions. Comprehensive
planning and zoning requirements are established.. Among the
elements of the comprehensive plan are land use, circulation,
conservation, recreation, transportation, and public services and
facilities.

15. The P~bli¢ Lands Act (PLA, ROW 79) authorizes the
Commissioner of Public Lands to lease or not lease state-owned
lands (including those within 3 miles of shore); the Act sets
terms and conditions of leases, provides for conservation areas
and natural area preserves, and defines property rights and
governmental authority over tidelands and shorelands of the
state. Within the Public Lands Title of the Revised Code of
Washington (RCW 79) are sections governing oil and gas leases 
state lands, natural area preserves, natural resources
conservation areas, marine plastic debris, and a~latic lands.

16~ The ~Iget Sound Water Quality Management Aot
(PSWQMA, RCW 90.70) restructured the Puget Sound Water Quality

Authority (PSWQA - originally established in 1983) and directed
it to develop and oversee a comprehensive plan for the
restoration and protection of the biological health and diversity
of Puget Sound waters. The Puget Sound Water Quality Management
Plan primarily addresses issues that impact water quality. The
scope of planning includes all the waters of Puget Sound north to
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the Canadian border, the Strait of Juan de Fuca~ ~nd, to the
extent that they" affect water quality in ~sget ~oiLind, all waters
flowing into the Sound~ and adjacent lands. Lead state agenc.ies
and local governments are responsible for impleme~t~ting individual
plan components. Thence existing governmental aut]:~orities are
required to evaluate and incorporate applicable p~ovisions of the
plan into their policies and activities. The l~ig~t Sound Water
Quality Board is responsible for setting goals an[ policy for the
PSWQA. The Board is chaired by the Director o:f t]~e Department of
Ecology.

17. The Seashore Conse~;ation Area law (RCW 43.51.650)
declares all Washington Pacific Coast beaches (unc:er state
ownership or control) to be a con~servation area for pub3.ic
recreation. The law :~Testricts non--recreational u:!es of Pacific
beaches and assigns priority consideration to pre:~erving such
areas in a natural condition. Recreation management plans are
required for ocean beaches within the conse~zvatiol~ area~ The law
is administered b~ the Washington ~tate Parks al~d Recreation
Commission.

18. The Sh~I,.].Ifish San~tary Contrel A~t (RCW 69.30)
instructs the State Board of Health to monitor th~ sanitation of
shellfish growing areas~, processing facilities an£ operationsl and
to establish health reqllirements for the ~.afe h ar~esting and
processing of shellfish~ The State Department of Health has
authority to enforce the standards established by the Board and
issues certificates of approval for all commerc:La] growing,
harvesting, and processing operations and facilities. %~he
department has authority to revoke operating pel~m~ts and close
shellfish beds fram ha~zest when it deter~ines that unhealthy
conditions exist.

19. The Shoreline Managemen~ Act (SM3~, RCW 90.58) 
administered by tl~e Department of Ecology (DOE) ard stands 
benchmark legislation for the conservation of marine resources in
Washington State. The Act provides a framework arid a uniform set
of rules to guide planning and management of humar activities and
development in the coastal zone. SMA emphasize~ ~overnmental
protection in the management of ~.tate-owned aquat~c lands, with a
preference for long-tez~ over short-term benefits° It applies
from the shoreline seaward 3 miles and inland for 200 feet.
Detailed zoning, implementation, and enforcement Jis a local
governmental responsibility. Shoreline municipal~ ties and
counties develop local master plans that must be reviewed and
approved by DOE. These plans are then inco:cporated into state
law as components of the state Coastal Zone Management Plan. The
Department of Ecology maintains supervisory authority and
monitors permits issued by local government~.~. In 1983, the SMA
was amended to provide [~E with authority for iss%~ing permits for
oil or natural gas exploration activities conducted from state
marine waters. Tihe SMA is an approved pregram un¢ier the federal
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Coastal Zone Management Act and is therefore protected by federal
consistency requirements (i.e., no federal activity can violate
any provision of an approved shoreline master plan).

20. The State Environmental Policy Act: (SEPA, RCW
43.21) requires that an environmental impact statement (EIS) 
conducted for any proposed legislation or activity that has a
probable, significant adverse impact upon the natural
environment. The Act is intended to ensure that government makes
informed environmental decisions before issuing approval for any
project. It requires government agencies to "uti].ize a
systematic, interdisciplinary approach which will insure the
integrated use of the natural and social sciences and the
environmental design arts in planning and decision making which
may have an impact on [thel environment". The Act is binding on
all state agencies and is usually administered and enforced
through local governmental permit authorities such as city and
county planning departments.

21. The Water Pollution Control Act (WPCA, RCW 90.48)
designates the Department of Ecology as lead state agency for
implementation of federal Clean Water Act provisions. DOE is
given extensive rule-making and enforcement authority to control
and prevent the pollution of all surface and underground waters
of the state. The Act authorizes the department to (a) regulate
various types of discharge (e.g. oil, chlorinated organics, and
agricultural runoff); (b) issue waste disposal permits 
regulate treatment facilities; (c) delineate and monitor sewage
drainage basins; (d) issue water quality protection grants; and
(f) regulate forest practices that affect water quality. The
department is also authorized to recover damages for the
destruction of any natural resource(s) due to violations of the
Act. This act, together with the Puget Sound Water Quality
Management Act and the federal Clean Water Act, form the basis of
a comprehensive Water Quality Program at DOE.

22. The Wildlife Code (Also referred to as the Game
Code, RCW 77) is the assimilation of all[ state laws that directly
regulate fresh-water fisheries and upland wildlife resources in
the State of Washington. WDW is given paramount responsibility
by the Legislature "to preserve, protect, and perpetuate all
wildlife species" in the state ~ both game and non-game. In
addition to its primary authority over fresh-water fisheries, WDW
regulates all non-game marine invertebrates (e.g. snails and
barnacles) and some anadromous fish species. It is also the lead
state agency with oversight responsibility for marine mammals.
The Wildlife Code regulates fishing; hunting; trapping; transfer,
transportation, and importation of game; sale of wildlife; and
wild land and wildlife restoration. Section 16.1120 of the code
authorizes the State Wildlife Commission to extend special
protection to individual fish and wildlife species. This section
is the basis of authority for the state ,’Endangered’, and
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"Threatened" Speoi~s Lists. The Code also ~:iegulates tidelands
used as public shooting grounds, protects bald .£~agles, and
extends WDW enforcement jurisdiction throughout all marine areas
of the state.

B. Landmark Judicial Decisions

i. United States v. State of Washin@to~, 1974 (The
Boldt Decision, 38,4 F. Supp. 312~ 1974) was a landnark case in
the State of Washington concerning the State’s ability to
condition or limit tribal fishing rights. This is an expansive
and complex case. Several important supplemental )udgements :have
been issued since the 1974 decision and, as of February 1993,
forty subproceedings of this case were still outstlnding. The
original suit was filed by the United States~, on i~s own behalf
and as trustee fox: several Washington native tribe~, against the
State of Washington and others, seekincj dec~arator{ and
injunctive relief concerning off-reservatio~ treat z fishing
rights. Judge Boldt (Senior District Judge of the US Distric’~
Court, Western District of Washington) ruled thaC ~l) Washington
State has the legal authority to regulate the exer,~ise of native
tribes’ off-reservation treaty right fishinq only ~o the extent
necessary for conservation of fishery resources,~ (~) any one 
the plaintiff tribes was entitled to exercise its ~overnmental
powers by regulating the treaty right fishing of i:s memDers
without any state regulation thereof, provided the tribe had and
maintained certain specified qualifications and ac~epted and
abided by certain delineated conditions, and (3) c~..rtain
Washington statutes and regulations~ delineated in the opinion,
failed to meet the standards governing their appli~.~ability to the
native exercise of treaty fishing rights and there::ore could not
lawfully be applied to restrict members of tribes ~Laving such
rights from exercising same. A significant result of this case
is the guarantee that treaty right fishermen may ~:ake up to 50%
of the harvestable number of fish at usual and a~c~istomed grounds
and stations. (West’s Federal Supplement)

C. Coope rat_i_ve .}’%_q:_reement s

i. The Cra~)ber-Towboat Agr~eme~t~ fo~<~n~:lly termed the
"Towboat/Fishing Lane Negotiations~ " applies to ~,~lo~:t of &he west
coast of the United States. Due to mutual interfe:~ence between
West Coast crab fishermen and towboats with tows~ ,~ non-binding
agreement was reached in 197! to p~ovide towing :la~es fo~
towboats along a major portion of the West Coast° Almos~ eve,2{
year since, a meeting has been held to review thes~.~; towboat
lanes; some significant changes have been made.

The general agreement is that crab fishermen %~ili not put
crab pots in the designated lanes° If they choose to do so, they
forfeit the right to complain if tugs and tows destroy their
pots. The towboaters ~!~gree to stay within t~le designated lanes,
or well outside the fishing areas, as long as weather and ship
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safety allow. The facilitator of negotiations publishes and
distributes a series of charts delineating the towboat lanes in
the affected areas and issues revisions when negotiated changes
are made. Regulatory authorities recognize the existence of this
voluntary agreement and have elected not to regulate the activity
as long as the two industries - fishing and towing - can resolve
conflicts through mutual agreement.

Prior to 1990w negotiations were led by the Oregon State
University Sea Grant Extension Program. In January 1990, the
Northwest Towboat Association agreed to organize annual lane
negotiation meetings and assume responsibility for chart
production and distribution. The costs of the mutual agreement
are shared by the towboat and crab fishing industries.

2. The TimbeE, Fishr and Wildlife Agreement (TFW) 
1987 was a non-binding mediated resource management plan between
forest land owners~ native tribes, natural resource management
agencies, and environmental groups. Following passage of the
Forest Practices Act of 1974 (RCW 76.09) by the Washington State
Legislature, conflict over timber harvests escalated
dramatically. TFW evolved to break the deadlock of litigation
and conflict surrounding forest practices on non-federal land in
Washington State. It has no formal or legal status, and thus
depends on the good faith of the TFW cooperators and the adopted
rules. The agreement establishes "interdisciplinary (ID) teams"
to assess proposed timber harvest sites on a case-by-case basis
to determine the harvest method and conditions that best minimize
environmental, ecological, and cultural damage. Teams consist of
resource managers, harvesters, biologists, and tribal
representatives to develop integrated, balanced plans for each
site. The Department of Natural Resources retains final
authority for approving all harvest plans but coordinates with
the ID teams to work out problems. TFW is designed to resolve
such conflicts as clear cutting and over-siltation of rivers and
estuaries. The agreement identifies and protects spawning areas,
wildlife corridors and other sensitive habitat through land set-
asides known as Riparian Management Zones and Upland Management
Areas. It also contains a research component to investigate
impacts of forest practices on the environment. TFW indirectly
affects the marine zone through its impact on anadromous
fisheries and through reduction of siltation in estuaries. The
TFW Agreement has a stated lifetime of eight years, at which time
the parties will assess the effectiveness of the program and
decide whether or not to continue the agreement.

D. State Aqencies and LocA~~

i. Cities and Counties have primary responsibility
for administering shorelines master programs and adopting other
land use regulations. Counties and cities protect marine
resources through shoreline development permitting; development
of comprehensive growth management plans; and ordinances
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regulating zoning, sensitive area~ protection, ~r£ding and
clearing, and drainage. In addition~ local gover]~ments may use
SEPA to protect wetlands and othe~c sensitive area~.

2. Depart]~l~ent of Agriculture coordinates a~,aculture
interests in the state.

3. Department of Ecology i~ the state,s primary
environmental agency to manage, protect, and enharce the state’s
air, land, and water resources° The responsibi3Li%ies and
opportunities for protecting habitat are legislatively mandated
as well as delegated by the federa3L government. JOE administers
permit programs under the Clean Water Act and the Clean Air Act.
The Department has extensive autho~.’ity in all matters concerning
pollution and hazardous waste in the state and r~oritors the
health and welfare of the state’s natural resources. DOE also
administers the Shore[line Management Program at t~e state level,
conducts environmenta.’[ research and investigatiens~ and provides
expert advice to the Governor and Legislatu~e on enviror~mental
matters.

4. Departm~ez, t of Fisb~ries protects and manages the
state’s food fish and shellfish re.c~ources. Under that general
authority, the Depart:~Lent manages major recreational and
commercial marine fisheries and protects fishery habitat. WDF
reviews all proposed construction plans in coastal waters for
impacts to fisheries and fishery habitats and may approve,
condition or deny such projects through the Hydraulics Permit
program. The Department’s Habitat Investigatior~ Division is
responsible for the pro-active as.,~essment a~d protection of
marine habitats critical to the marine fish resources of
Washington. The Shellfish Program is responsib]re for management
and protection of cla.~sified shellfish resources~ on public lands.
WDF has a marine 3law enforcement division to as.~ure compliance
with the provisions of the state fishe~ies code.

5. Departaie~i~t of Heal~h has authority ~ver shellfish
beds, processing, 2Lnd distribution. The Depart~Lenh monitors
shellfish beds fol - signs of contamination t.hat ~osa a health risk
to the public and ihas the authority to order: cl,:suces when
unsanitary conditions exist°

6. Depart~e~t of Natux~a~l Resour~es ]~Lan~ges most of
the state’s marine and upland pr~perty holdings° ~he properties
are managed as a p~Lblic tz~st. Marine lands are m~naged for
maximum public benefit, while uplands are managed Zo provide
revenue to the state’s schools. The state owns approximately II
square miles of harbor area, 140 square miles of s~orelands, and
206 square miles of tidelands~ The state also own~ the beds of
all navigable waters (marine lands below mean I owe;~-low water to
three miles offshore, and navigable~ lakes and rivets). DNR
administers aquatic lands under a variety o.f programs. DNR i~s



authorized to issue leases~ rights of way, and easements.
also may sell resources from aoplatic lands.

It

7. Department of Transportation, Marine Division
manages the state’s ferry fleet. The director of the Marine
Division also serves as chair of the State Board of Pilotage
Commissioners which prescribes requirements for pilotage and
licensing of marine pilots in Washington.

8. Department of Wildlife is given paramount
responsibility by the Legislature "to preserve, protect, and
perpetuate all wildlife species "’ in Washington State - both game
and non-game. The Department has primary authority over fresh-
water fisheries, but also regulates all non-game marine
invertebrates (e.g. snails and barnacles) and some anadromous
fish species. It is also the lead state agency with oversight
responsibility for marine mamm~als and administers a bald eagle
protection program° WDW reviews the status of all wildlife
species in Washington and selects certain species for special
protection under state law by including them on state endangered
and threatened species lists° The Department’s Habitat
Administration Program maintains information bases on upland
habitat, stream habitat, and critical habitat areas. WDW,
together with the Department of Fisheries, evaluates proposed
water-side construction projects for impacts to fisheries
habitats and grants, conditions or denies Hydraulics Permits
based on its findings. The Department regulates fishing;
hunting; trapping; transfer, transportation, and importation of
wildlife; sale of wildlife; and wild land and wildlife
restoration.

9. Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council includes
representatives from 13 state aqencies. The Council was created
as a one-stop agency for permitting major energy facilities
within the state~ It is a formal regulatory body which acts as
the lead agency for the state EIS process for energy facilities,
conducts quasi-judicial reviews of project proposals, and makes
formal recommendations for gubernatorial action on these matters.

I0. Office of Marine Safety was created by the
Legislature to "provide leadership and coordination in
identifying and resolving threats to the safety of marine
transportation and the impact of marine transportation on the
environment." OMS is responsible for developing standards and
programs for oil tank vessel inspection, maritime oil spill
prevention and response, and safe transport of oil through
Washington waters. The Office is to provide expert analysis of
marine transportation issues to the executive and legislative
branches of government.

ii. Parks and Recreation Commission provides
recreation opportunities for Washington citizens~ preserves
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natural heritage a~eas ~nd conse~.vatio~ areas~ and manages 104
developed park prepertii~es. [the Co~mis~ion manages several
developed state parks in the coastal a~ea for recr~ation and
preservation and is the managing agenc~ fo~c the se~ishore
conservation area ~- a i i~ecreation :~c~ne that F, cotect~ the Pacific
Coast beaches of ~ashington for public enjoyi~ent~ The a~ency has
three divisions - Admi:c~istrative :~e~vices, Cperati~;ns~ and
Resources Development ..... which are ~¢espc~nsible fo~. ~ i~and
acquisition, park development~ scenic ~ive~:s~ anJ <~nvironmen~a!
protection programs.

12. ~g~’h SoUnd Water ~ality A~Jlt’.~or~’~,~y was
established by the Legislature to develop and over:~ee a
comprehensive plar~ for tlhe restoration and protect .on of the
biological health alad <!~iversity ~f ~uget Sound w~t~rs. ~he
Authority also co-~anages the Puget $o~<nd ~s’tuar~/ ~ian with the
US Environmental P~-otectien Agency~ PSWQA~ pri~aa~y mandate is
to collect data or!~ the ~tatus of ~[~e i~land ~:~ate~s of Wa~hing~on~
monitor water qua]i°ty in the Sou~.~ and adj~c~ent ~a~ers, to
prepare a comprehensive plan to ~,ddres~, wazer quality degradation
from point source and non-point soarce emi~ions~, ~o educate the
public about threats t<~ watershed~ and the ~iarine ~.~viro~ent,
and to coordinate ,~ith existing ~ate~ fede~al~ an~ tribal
authorities to im~[ement and enfo~cce the p~cc, vision:; of the
comprehensive management plan for the Puge~ $ound )asin. The
Director of the Depart~aent of Ecology chaiics the P~get Sound
Water Quality Board; however~ the Authorit’y maintains a great
degree of autonomy

III. FEDERAL JURISDIC%ION

A. Federal Statutes

Like State autho~fities~ Fede~$~i p~ ogra~ vasty greatKy in
approach and scopes, ranging fro~ ’~irl~ bro~d~ba~e~ legislation
for resource conservation and envi~onm~ntal protection (e.go ~ The
National Environme~tal Policy Act and ~agnuson Fisi~ery
Conservation and ~anagement Act) ~te ~e~ula’,i~on of ~pecific
activities and res~<~urc!i~t~o

i. The Ac~, to P~event ~oll~Itio~ from B~ips (~%PPS~ []3
use § 1901 et seq~ ~) The International Convention [or the
Prevention of Pollutien of the Sea by oi]o~ 1954.~ a~d the Oil
Pollution Act of 1961 have been s~perseded by the ~ntern~tional
Convention for the Prevention of ii?oll~tion f~om ~hips, 1973~ as
modified by the 1978 .P!cotocol relating the~ceto (MA~{POL 73/78) and
implemented by the Act to Prevent Poll~!tion from S!~ips, 1980~ as
amended in 1982, 1987 (APPS) o AP~>S, in imp!ementi~g Annex I 
MARPOL 73/78, regulates the discharge of oil and o~ly mixtures
from seagoing ship,s, including oi~ tankers~ APPS~ in
implementing Annex IX of MARPOL 73/7S~ reg~lates t~e discharge of
noxious liquid substances from seagoing ships° En ~orcement of



the Act is the responsibility of the USCG.
When more than 12 nautical miles from the nearest ]and, any

discharge of oil or oily mixtures into the sea from a ship
subject to APPS other than an oil tanker or from machinery space
bilges of an oil tanker subject to APPS is prohibited except
when: I) the oil or oily mixture does not originate from cargo
pump room bilges; 2) the oil or oily mixture is not mixed with
oil cargo residues; 3) the ship is not within a Special Area (the
study area is not a Special Area for purposes of APPS); 4) the
ship is proceeding en route; 5) the oil content of the effluent
without dilution is less than i000 parts per million (ppm); and
6) the ship has in operation oily-water separating e~lipment, 
bilge monitor, bilge alarm or combination thereof (33 CFR
151. i0 (a) 

The restriction on discharges 12 nautical miles or less from
the nearest land are more stringent. When within 12 nautical
miles of the nearest land, any discharge of oil or oily mixtures
into the sea from a ship other than an oil tanker or from
machinery space bilges of an oil tanker is prohibited except
when: I) the oil or oily mixture does not originate from cargo
pump room bilges; 2) the oil or oily mixture is not mixed with
oil cargo residues; 3) the oil content of the effluent without
dilution does not exceed 35 ppm; 4) the ship has in operation
oily-water separating equipment, a bilge monitor, bilge alarm~ or
combination thereof; and 5) the oily-water separating equipment
is equipped with a 15 ppm bilge alarm. NOTE: In the navigable
waters of the UeS.~ the CWA, section 311(b)(3) and 40 CFR 
govern all discharges of oil and oily mixtures (313 CFR 151.10(b).

A tank vessel subject to APPS may not discharge an oily
mixture into the sea from a cargo tank, slop tank or cargo pump
bilge unless the vessel: I) is more than 50 nautical miles from
the nearest land; 20 is proceeding en route; 3) is discharging at
an instantaneous rate of oil content not exceeding 60 liters per
nautical mile; 4) is an existing vessel and the total quantity of
oil discharged into the sea does not exceed 1/15,000 of the total
quantity of the cargo that the discharge formed a par (1/30,000
for new vessels); 5) discharges, with certain exceptions, through
the above waterline discharge point; 6)]has in operation a cargo
monitor and control system that is designed for use with the oily
mixture being discharged; and 7) is outside the Special Areas (33
CFR 157.37.)

APPS is amended by the Marine Plastic Pollution Research and
Control Act of 1987 (MPPRCA), which implements Annex V of MARPOL
73/78 in the U.S° The MPPRCA and implementing regulations at 33
CFR 151.51 to 151.77 apply to U.S. Ships (except warships and
ships owned or operated by the U.S.) everywhere, including
recreational vessels, and to other ships subject to MARPOL 73/78
while in the navigable waters or the Exclusive Economic Zone of
the U.S. They prohibit the discharge of plastic or garbage mixed
with plastic into any waters and the discharge of dunnage, lining
and packing materials that float within 25 nautical miles of the
nearest land. Other unground garbage may be discharged beyond 12
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nautical miles from the nearest land. Othe>:: i garbage ground to
less than one inch may be discharged beyond three nautical miles
of the nearest land. Fixed and floating p].atfo1~ts and associated
vessels are subject to more stringent :cestriction.~. "Garbage" is
defined as all kinds of victual, domestic and operational waste,
excluding fresh fish and parts thereof, generated during the
normal operations of the ship and liable to the disposed of
continuously or periodically except: dishwater, graywaters and
certain substances (33 CFR 151.05).

2. Tihe Clean Air Act (CAA, 42 USC § 7401 et seq.)
sets general guide].ines and minimal air quality standards on a
nationwide basis in order to protect and enhance the quality of
the Nation’s air resources. States are re~ponsible for
developing comprehensive plans for all regions within their
boundaries. Thus, as noted abow~d, discharges of air pollutants
over Washington State waters are ~,~ubject to the control of the
Washington Air Quality Control Board.

Per the CAA Ar~endments of 1990, section 32~(a~)(i) of the 
provides that the Administrator of the EPA, follo%~ing
consultation with the Secretary of the Interior ard the
Commandant of the United States Coast Guard, "by zule, shall
establish requirements to control air pollution f2:om OCS sources
located offshore of the States along the Pacific...Coast...to
attain and maintain Federal and State ambient air quality
standards and to comply with part (; of title I ..... }~ew OCS sources
shall comply with such requireme:nts on the date c)~ promulgation."

3. The Cli~an Water Act (CWA, (The Federal Water
Pollution Control Actll 33 USC § 1251 et seqo) was passed by
Congress to resto:ce and maintain the chemical, ph~!sical, and
biological integrity of the nation~’s waters° To ~;arying degrees,
navigable waters of the United States, the contigL~ous zone, and
the oceans beyond are s~ject to requirements of the CWA.

The CWA’s chief mechanism for preventing and reducing water
pollution is the National Pollutant Discharge E3°i~ination System
(NPDES), administered by the Environmental Protec%ion Agency
(EPA). Under the NPDES program, a permit is required for the
discharge of any pollutant from a point source in%o the navigable
waters of the United States, the waters of the co, tiguous zone,
or ocean waters. Within Washington State waters, EPA has
delegated NPDES pe]cmitting authority to the Washi,~gton Department
of Ecology. Indian T:r’ibes, however, attain perx~i%~s directly from
EPA.

Since oil and ga:=~ development pursuant to Feceral ~.ease
sales occur beyond State waters, an NPDES permit Jlrom EPA is
required for discharg~s associated with this acti~ity. EPA
generally grants N]?DES permits for offshore oil ard gas
developments based on published effluent guidelines (40 CFR Part
435). Other conditions beyond these guidelines m~y, however, be
imposed by the Regional Administrator on a case-ob~-case basis~.

The CWA prohibit:~ the discharge of oil or hazardous



substances in quantities that may be harmful to the public health
or welfare or the environment, including but not limited to fish,
shellfish, wildlife, and public and private property~ shorelines
and beaches into or upon the navigable waters of the U.S.,
adjoining shorelines, or into or upon the waters of the
contiguous zone, or in connection with activities under the Outer
Continental Shelf Lands Act or the Deepwater Port Act of 1974, or
which may affect natural resources belonging to, appertaining to,
or under the exclusive management authority of the U.S., except,
in the case of such discharges into or upon the waters of the
contiguous zone or which may affect the above-mentioned natural
resources, where permitted under the Protocol of 1978 Relating to
the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from
ships.

When harmful discharges do take place, the National
Contingency Plan (NCP) for the removal of oil and hazardous
substance discharges (40 CFR Part 300), which is designed 
minimize the impacts on marine resources takes effect. The USCG,
in cooperation with EPA, administers the NCP. The NCP
establishes the organizational framework whereby oil and
hazardous substance spills are to be cleaned up. To carry out
the NCP~ regional plans have been established; the USCG has
issued such a plan for Federal Region IX which encompasses the
study area. Under the plan, Coast Guard personnel are to
investigate all reported offshore spills, notify the party
responsible (if known) of its obligation to clean up the spill,
and supervise the clean-up operation. The Coast Guard retains
final authority over the procedures and equipment used in the
cleanup. If the party responsible for the spill does not
promptly begin cleanup operations, the Coast Guard may hire
private organizations.

The CWA also requires that publicly owned sewage treatment
works meet effluent ].imitations based o;I effluent reductions
attainable through the application of secondary treatment by July
i, 1977 (33 USC § 1311(b) (I)). EPA does have authority, however,
to waive the July i, 1977 deadline for secondary treatment for
discharges into marine waters under certain circt~stances (33 USC
§1311(h)). There are no wastewater effluents currently being
discharged into the Olympic Coast Sanctuary study area. However,
the Makah Bay Tribe is studying alternatives for discharging
effluents from a planned sewage treatment facility located at
Makah Bay.

Permits from the Army Corps of Engineers, (COE) which are
based on EPA guidelines, are required prior to the discharge of
dredged or fill materials into navigable waters that lie inside
the baseline from which the territorial sea (defined to be three
nautical miles of shore) is measured and fill materials into the
territorial sea (33 USC § 1344; 40 CFR 230.2).

Finally, the CWA requires vessels to comply with marine
sanitation regulations issued by EPA and enforced by the USCG (33
USC § 1322)~
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4. The Coastal Zone Management Act (C~;~, 13 USC 
1451 et seq.) was designed to protect the envir:~ni~ental integrity
of coastal areas by providing for state and loc:Ll planning and
management of human alterations to the coastal zo~e. T~le Act
requires that federal actions be consistent witi~l ~pprowed state
coastal management; programs. The consistency rev: ew provision of
the law gives states a powerful tool to influen<~e federal
activities that impact state waters and coastal a!;eas (e.g.
offshore oil development). The Act is administer~d by ~he Office
of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management {OCRM): i!fational Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) o The Act u~es financial
incentives to encourage states to develop coast~l zone ~anagement
plans, then guarantees that all federal activities; that directly
affect a state’s coastal zone will have to be con~;isten~ with the
federally approved state coastal programs~ In 19°~6, the State of
Washington was the first state to [have a Coastai ~;one Management
Plan approved under this Act.

5. The Comprehensive Environmental Re~ponse~
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCIA, 42 USC § 9601 et sec~. ),
whose principal purpose is the cleanup of hazardo~s waste sites,
consists of four fundamental elements~ F:Lrst~ it creates an
information-gathering and evaluation system to i~ei~p Federal and
state governments categorize hazardous waste site:; and prioritize
responses. Second, CERCLA provides Federal autno:~ity to respond
to releases of hazardous substances. Response ac;ions are
carried out pursuant to the National Contingency ~]an (~CP)
Third, CERCLA establishes a Hazardous Substance T:~ust Fund to pay
for removal and remedial actions and rela’~ed co~t~;. Fi~ally,
CERCLA makes persons responsible for hazardous ~ubstance releases
liable for costs of removal or remedial action in~’urred by the
Federal or state government; other necessary co~t:; of response
incurred by others; damages for injury, destructi~m or loss of
natural resources; and costs of any health assess~lent or health
effects study car~.~ied out pursuant to the ~ct.

6. The Endangered Spe=ies Aut (ESA,~ I; U.S.C. § 1531
et seq.) provides prc,tection for listed species o~ animals and
plants in both State ~{~aters and the waters beyond~ The U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Se~ice (FWS) and National Marine ~?i;heries Se~ice
(NMFS) determine which species need p~:otection an~l maintain 
list of endangered and threatened species~ One o~ the most
protective provisions of the Endangered Species A.~t is the
prohibition against takings. The ter~ "take" is ~lefined broadly
to mean "harass~ harm~ pursue, hunt, shoot,~ wound, kill~ tra]p,
capture, collect~ or attempt to engage in any s~c~ conduct" (16
USC § 1532 (19)) .~ The FWS regulations define th~ term "harsh" 
mean an act which actually kills or injures wiidl~fe, including
significant habitat modification or degradation w~ere it actually
kills or injures wildlife by significantly impair Lng essential
behavioral patterns, :including breeding, feeding )r sheltering.
The regulations de, fine the term ’~harass" to mean ~an intentional
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or negligent act or omission which creates the likelihood of
injury to wildlife by annoying it to such an extent as to
significantly disrupt normal behavioral patterns which include,
but are not limited to~ breeding, feeding or sheltering" (50 CFR
17.3).

The ESA also provides for the indirect protection of
endangered species and their habitats by establishing a
consultation process designed to insure that projects authorized,
funded or carried out by Federal agencies are not likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of endangered or threatened
species, or ’~resuit in the destruction or adverse modification of
habitat of such species which is determined.., to be critical"
(16 USC §1536)o critical habitat areas for endangered species

are designated by the FWS and NMFS~ The 1978 amendments to the
Act establish e Cabinet level committee authorized to exempt
Federal agencies (through an elaborate review process) from
compliance with their responsibilities with regard to the
jeopardy standard and critical habitat.

Several species of marine mammals found in tlhe study area
are listed as endangered or threatened species. These include:
i) sea otter; 2) gray whale; 3) fin whale; 4) riglht whale; 5) 
whale; 6) blue whale; 7) humpback whale; and S)~;pe~n whale.

Species of birds listed as endangered or threatened found in
the study area include: i) California brown pelican; 2) American
peregrin falcon; 3) short "tailed albatross; 4) Aleutian Canada
goose; 5) American bald eagle. In addition the State of
Washington lists the snowy plover as an endangered species, as
well as the marbled ~urrelet.

7o The Federal Aviation Act (49 USC § 1301 e__t_ seq~)
gives the Secreta]oy~ ~" of Transportation broad powers to promote air
commerce and to regulate the use of navigable airspace to ensure
aircraft safety and efficient use of such airspace. Xn

furtherance of the mandate, the Federal Aviation Administration,
within the Department of Transportation publishes aeronautical
charts which provide a variety of information to pilots,
including the location of sensitive areas which should be
avoided.

8. The Fish a~d Wil~llfe Act of 1956 (16 USC §§ 742a-
742j; 70 Stat. 1i9 as amended) Public Law 84-1024 initially
established the Fish and Wildlife Service under the Assistant
Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and a Commissioner for Fish and
Wildlife. The Service consisted of the Bureau of Sport Fisheries
and Wildlife and a Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, each having a
Director. In 1970, the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries was
transferred to the Department of Commerce. The Act was amended
by P.L. 93-271 to abolish the office of Commissioner and
establish the U S~ Fish and Wildlife Service under a Director.
Under this Act, the Secretary is authorized to take such steps as
may be required for the development, a~¢ancement~ management,
conservation, and protection of fish and wildlife resources
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including but not Zimited to re~earch~, deveEopment of existing
facilities, and ac:quisition by purchase or exchang~ of land and
water or interest therein. The Act also a~thorize~ the Service
to. accept gifts of real or persona~L property for i ~s benefit and
use in performing its activities and servicers.

9. The Fis]~ and Wildlif@ Coordir~ation ~ct
(16 U.S.C. § 661 et seq.) authorizes the Secretary of the
Interior to, among other things: <I) p~:’ovide assistance to, and
cooperate with, ~ederal State, and public or p~iv~te agencies
and organizations in the development~ ~rotectior,, cearing, and
stocking of all specie:~ of wiidl ;:~.~Le, resources t~eueof, and their
habitat, in controlling losses of the same from disease or other
causes, in minimizing damages fro~ overabundant species, in
providing public .... fishing area~ includi~!ig ease~nents across
public lands for ac.ce.c~s thereto, and in carryinql o~at other
measures necessary to effectuate the purposes of t~is Act; (2)
make surveys and i:nve~tigations of the wildl~ife of the public
domain, including lands and waters or interests th-~rein acquired
or controlled by any agency of the United States;; ~nd (3) accept
donations of land ~Lnd contribution~; of fund~ in furtherance of
the purposes of this Act.

Such areas made available to the Secretary of the Interior
pursuant to this Act are administered by the Sec~retary directly
or in pursuant to cooperative ag:reements in accordance with such
rules and regulations for the conservation, maintenance, and
management of wildlife, resources thereof, and its habitat
thereon, as may be adopted by the Secretary of the Interior and
the head of the department or age~i~cy exerci~ing pzimary
administration of such areas.

i0. The Machine,son Fish.cry C o~asezwatie~ ~nd Ma~agement
Act (MFCMA, 16 USC § 18~()l seq .> pro vides fo] .- t~e cons ervation
and management of all fishery resource~ bet%~een .% and 200 nm
(5.6-370 KM) offshore. The Natior~al Marine Fishexies Service
(NMFS) of the Department of Commerce i~ charged w~th establishing

guidelines for and approving fishery manaqement plans (~S4Ps)
prepared by regional fishery management councils Jlor se3~ected
fisheries. These plans detel~mine the level~ of c~mmercial, s~port
and tribal fishing consistent with achievin<! and i~aintaining the
optimum yield of ~ach fishery~ The_ water~ of the study area are
within the jurisdiction of the Pa~:~ific Fishery Maragement Council
(PF C).

In addition to non-benthic :~i~he~z~ resourc~ located outside
state waters, benthic continental shelf fishery resources lo¢’ated
outside state wate~.-s ~uch as c~ab~ and sea ~rchin~ are also
subject to management under the MF’i~[A. Wit2~in F~e(eral waters the
MFCMA is enforced by the U~S~ Coast Guard (USCGI! ~nd NM~S. The
Act empowers the Secr~tary of Co~merce to ,~nter i]~to agDeements
with any State age:ncy for enfo~°c~ment purposes ~n State waters.
Such an agreement exists between the ~DF and NM~FS whereby both
parties have been depu~tized to e~force each other’s laws. As a



result, PFMC fishery plan enforcement personnel can now enforce
State law within 3 nm (5.6 km) and State officers can enforce
Federal laws between 3-200 nm (5.6-370 k~).

ii. The Marine MAmmal Protection Act (M~PA, 16 USC 
1361 et seq.) provides protection to marine mammals in both state
waters and the waters beyond. It is designed to protect all
species of marine mammals. As specified in the MMPA, the
Department of Interior, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), 
responsible for the management of polar bears, walrus (a
pinniped), northern and southern sea otters, three species of
manatees, and dugong; and Department of Commerce, National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS), is responsible for all other marine
mammals. The Marine Mammal Commission advises these implementing
agencies and sponsors relevant scientific research. The primary
management features of the Act include: 1) a moratorium on
"taking" of marine mammals; 2) the development of a management
approach designed to achieve an "optimum sustainable population"
(OSP) for all species or population stocks of marine mammals; and
3) protection of populations determined to be "depleted."

MMPA defines "take" broadly to include "harass, hunt,
capture, or kill, or attempt to harass, hunt, capture, or kill
any marine mammal" (16 USC § 1362(12)). The term "harass" 
been interpreted to encompass acts unintentionally adversely
affecting marine mammals, such as operation of motor boats in
waters in which these animals are found. The MMPA allows certain
exceptions to the moratorium. First, the Secretary may issue
permits for public display or scientific research. Second, the
Secretary may grant exemptions for takes of small numbers of
marine mammals incidental to their lawful activities. Third, the
Secretary may make a special waiver of the moratorium on taking
for particular species of populations of marine mammals provided
that the species or population being considered is at or above
its determined optimum sustainable population. No such waiver,
however, has been granted concerning any marine mammal found in
the area under consideration.

Marine mammal species whose population is determined to be
depleted receive additional protection. Under only limited
circumstances may permits be issued for the taking of any marine
mammal determined to be depleted, including but not limited to
scientific research and enhancing the survival or recovery of a
species or stock of depleted species. Marine mammals listed on
the Federal threatened and endangered list include grey, right,
fin, sei, blue, humpback, and sperm whales, and the northern
(Stellar) sea lion.

The 1988 amendments to the MMPA added requirements that
observers be carried aboard commercial fishing vessels to
determine levels of incidental take of marine mammals.
Commercial fishing activities are divided into categories on the
basis of gear-type and associated levels of potential incidental
take of marine mammals. For example, Category 1 wessels such as
gillnetters may have to carry an observer if requested by NMFS
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and the Secretary of Commerce may place obse:cvers on vessels in
Categories 2 and :3 with the consent of the vessel owner. This
observer program has been in operation since earl { 1990 and
although the authority for its management is with the NMFS tlhe
day-to-day operational management may be ~,elegate~ to state ~nd
local authorities.

12. The Marine Proteotlone Rese,~roh~ a~d Samctuaries
Act (Title I) (MP~’.SA~ 16 USC 1431 et seq o), als 9 kno wn as the
Dumping Act, prohibits i) any pets;on from transpocting, without 
permit, from the US any material for the purpose 9f dumping it
into ocean waters (defined to mean those ~,aters o£ the ocean seas
lying seaward of the baseline from which the tE~rritorial sea is
measured) and 21) in tlne case of a vessel o~’ aircraft registered
in the US or flying tlhe US flag or in the case of a US agency,
any person from transporting, without a pe~it~ fcom any location
any material for the purpose of dumping it; int<~ ocean waters.
Title 1 also prohibits any person from dumping, ~ithout a permit~
into the territo~.q.al sea or the contiguous zon~ e~tending 12
nautical miles seaward from the baseline of th~ tarrit¢~,rial sea
to the extent that it may affect t:he territorial ~ea or the
territory of the [IS, any material transported fros a i¢~cation
outside of the US, EPA regulate~0 through the issuanc~ of
permits, the transportation for the p~irpose of dua~ping, and the
dumping of all materia].s except dredged material; COE regulates
the transportation, for the purpose of dumping~ c;f dredged
material. The COE permits are subject to EPA re%~iew artd
approval. Title ][ a3[so makes it, unla~ful for an~ person to dump
into ocean water~,~, or to transport fo~c the pu1.~poses of dumping
into ocean waters,, sewage sludge ox’ indust~cia! w~ste.

13. T:he Migratory Bird Treaty A~t (~B~:A~ 16 USC § 703
et seq. ) The es~ent:[al provisi,~n of zhe M:igrato~y Bird Treaty
Act, which implement:~, conventio:n~.~ witi~ Great Britain, Mexico, the
USSR, and Japan, makes it unlawf~l, except as permitted by
regulations, ~’to pursue, hunt, take~ captu~:e, ki~l...al~y
migratory bird, any part~ nest or egg ’’ or any ~rcduct of any such
bird protected by the Convention ![16 USC !i 7031 °~ The Secretary
of the Interior is charged with determining when,, and to what
extent, if at all, and by what means to pe>:~it tltese a~:tivities.
Each treaty establishes a "closed sea,on ’~ ~ffur:[ng which no h~,nting
is permitted. A distinction is made between game! and nongame
birds. The closed s~ason for mig~fatory bi:cds ~}t~:er than ga~e
birds is year.~ro~and. The game birds found in the stud~ ~ area, are
ducks, geese, mergan=~.ers~ and b~:antso A~ ~peci~f:ically permitted
by the Act, the Washington Department of Wildl:i.f~ has
supplemented this authority with its own ]ce qu:[at:ions (see Fish
and Game Code Discussion above)°

14. The M~l~tlo~al Aq~a~i~llt~re ~i~ (i(~ I SC § :~801 e~.
se_9_q.) ~ as amended~ e:~courages the development of aquac~lture in
the US by I) dec~arlng a natlona.~ a~acuit~lre ~>o~i icy~ 2)



establishing and implementing a national aquaculture development
plan, 3) directing the Department of Agriculture to act as the
lead federal agency for promoting and assisting aquaculture
development in the public and private sectors of the economy, and
4) establishing a National Aquaculture Information Center within
the Department of Agriculture. The Act primarily instructs USDA
to collect information through various means on the status and
needs of the aquaculture industry in the US and prepare
recommendations to the Congress on actions necessary for the
growth and expansion of this industry°

15. The National EnvlroD~ental Policy Act (NEPA, 42
USC § 4321 et seqo) was enacted "to ensure that environmental
considerations are considered and weighed appropriately in
government planning, policy making, and action." NEPA directs
federal agencies to use an interdisciplinary approach in making
decisions that may have an impact on the environment.

In proposing a major federal action that significantly
affects environmental quality, a federal agency must consult with
other federal agencies that have jurisdiction over any
environmental aspect of the proposed action° The agency must
prepare a detailed Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
describing the anticipated effects of the proposed action, any
adverse environmental effects that cannot be avoided, and
alternatives to the proposed action. The EIS must discuss the
relationship between loca! short-term uses of the environment and
the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity. It
must also describe any irreversible and irretrievable resource
commitments that the proposed action would entail.

One of the Act’s most important features is that it provides
substantial opportunities for the public to review and comment on
actions by federal agencies that have significant environmental
impacts. Federal agencies are required to circulate NEPA
documents for rew[ew and comment to federal, state, and local
environmental agencies as well as to the President, the Council
on Environmental Quality, and the public. In addition, federal
agencies are required to hold public hearings in the affected
area to receive public testimony, and formally respond to all
comments received on EISs.

16. The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA, 16
USC § 470 et seq.) authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to
maintain a National Register of ’~districts, sites, buildings~
structures, and objects significant in American history,
architecture, archeology, and culture." Sites ]have been listed
on the National Register which include or are composed entirely
of ocean waters and submerged lands witlhin state waters or on the
Outer Continental Shelf~

Any federal agency conducting, licensing, or assisting an
undertaking which may affect a property listed or eligible for
listing on the National Register must prior to the action take
into account the effect of the undertaking on the property and
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provide the Advisory (>ouncil on Hi~toric Preservation 
reasonable opportu~lity ~to comment on the proposed ~ction (16 USC
§ 470f). The Basic criteria app~Lied by the Council is whether
the undertaking will clhange the quality of the ~,ite’s historic,
architectural, archeological, or ccLltural character (36 CFR Part
800).

17. The Matic,,nal Park Se~rvice Ox’~ani¢~ ~ut of 1916 (16
USC §§ I, 2-4) est~Lblished the National Park Sex~i~e within the
Department of Interior to "promot~ and regu~tate t h~ use of the
federal areas kno~n a~ national parks, monument~, and
reservations." Th~ Act states theft the purpose of national parks
is to ’~conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects
and the wildlife therein and to pi~ovide fox: the emjoyment of the
same in such manner and by such means as will lea%~e them
unimpaired for the enjo,o~,Inent of future generations." The Olympic
National Park was established and placed under the governance of
this act by a legislative amendmer~t of 1938~

18. Tihe Nati¢~nal Wildli1.~e B,~fuge Byste~ Administration
Act of 1966 (16 U:~C §~} 668dd-668ee; 80 Stat~ 927, as amended)
Public Law 89-669 def~[nes the National Wildlife Refuge E~ystem as
including wildlife refuges, areas for ~!:he protection and
conservation of fish and wildlife which are threatened with
extinction, wildlife ranges, game ranges, wildlife management
areas, and waterfowl production areas. The Secretary is
authorized to pez~uit any use of an area provided such use is
compatible with the major purposes for which such area was
established. The purchase consideration foz ° ric|hts-of-%Tay go
into the Migratory Bird Conservation Fund for the acquisition of
lands. By regulation, up to 40 percent of an area acquired for a
migratory bird sanctuary may be opened to migratory bird hunting
unless the Secretary finds that the taking of any species of
migratory game bi:cds in more than 40 percent of st~ch area would
be beneficial to the species. The Act requires ar Act of
Congress for the divestiture of lands in the system, except (1)
lands acquired with migratory bird funds may be d~vested upon
approval of the Migrato~:~ Bird Conserwation Com~i~sion; and (2)
any lands can be ~emoved from the system by land £xchange, or if
brought into the system by a coope].~ative agreement then pursuant
to the terms of t!oe agreement.

19. The Oil Pollution A~;t of 1%.90 (O]?A,~ PoL. 101-380,
3:] USC § 2701 ~ ~s.e_q. ) creates a comprehensive prevention,
response, liability, and compensation :~egime fo~ cealing with
vessel and facility-based oil pollution. The O]?A provides for
environmental safegua:~:ds in oil transportation greater than those
existing before its passage by: setting new standerds for veslsel
construction, crew licensing, and manning; provid:ing for bett.er
contingency planning; enhancing Federal response capability;
broadening enforcement authority; increasing pena~ ties; and
authorizing multi-agency research and development~ A one billion
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dollar trust fund is available to cover clean-up costs and
damages not compensated by the spiller.

Title I creates a liability and compensation regime for
vessel and facility-source oil pollution. Any party responsible
for the discharge, or the substantial threat of discharge, of oil
into navigable waters or adjoining shorelines or the Exclusive
Economic Zone is liable for the removal costs and damages,
including assessment costs; for injury, destruction, loss or loss
of use of natural resources, injury to, or economic losses
resulting from destruction or real or personal property;
subsistence use of natural resources, net lost government
revenues, lost profits or impairment of earning capacity; and net
costs of providing increased or additional public services during
or after removal activities. NOAA has the responsibility for
promulgating damage assessment regulations and following the
regulations will create a rebuttable presumption in favor of a
given assessment. Sums recovered by a trustee fo:r natural
resource damages will be retained in a revolving trust account to
reimburse or pay costs incurred by the trustee with respect to
those resources.

Title XI makes numerous amendments to conform other Federal
statutes, particularly section 311 of the Clean Water Act, to the
provisions of the Oil Pollution Act.

Title XII encourages the establishment of an international
inventory of spill removal equipment and personnel.

Title XV is divided into three subtitles: A) Prevention; B)
Removal; and C) Penalties and Miscellaneous° Subtitle A gives
added responsibility to the Coast Guard regarding merchant marine
personnel, including the review of alcohol and d1~Lg abuse and
review of criminal records prior to issuance and renewal of
documentation. It also amends the Ports and WateI~ays Safety Act
to: require the Coast Guard to "require appropriate vessels
which operate in an area of a vessel traffic service to utilize
or comply with that service," and 2) authorize the construction,
improvement, and expansion of vessel traffic serwices.

Further, Subtitle A establishes double hull requirements for
tank vessels. Most tank vessels over 5,000 gross tons will be
required to have double hulls by 2010, while vessels under 5,000
gross tons will be required to have a double hull or double
containment systems by 2015. All newly constructed tankers must
contain a double hull (or double containment systems if under
5,000 gross tons), while existing vessels are phased out over 
period of years.

Subtitle B amends subsection 311(c) of the Clean Water Act,
requiring the Federal Government to ensure effective and
immediate removal of a discharge, and mitigation or prevention of
a substantial threat of a discharge, of oil or a hazardous
substance into or on the navigable waters, on the adjoining
shorelines, into or on the waters of the Exclusive Economic Zone,
or that may affect natural resources belonging to, appertaining
to, or under the exclusive management authority of the U.S. It
also requires a revision and republication of the National
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Contingency Plan within one year which will inc~kude, among other
things, a Fish and Wildlife response plan developed in
consultation with NOAh% and U.S. Fish and ~;ildlife Service.
Nothing in Subtitle B preempts the rights of Stat~s to require
stricter standards for removal action.

Subtitle C alters and increases civil, and ad~inistrative
penalties for illegal discharges and violations ol ~ regulations
promulgated under the Clean Water Act.

Title VII authorizes an oil pollutior~ research and
technology development program, including the establishment of an
interagency coordinating committee that is chail~ec by Department
of Transportation and composed of representatives from the
Departments of Energy, the Interior, Transportaticn, Commerce
(including NOAA) , and Defense, Environmental Protection Agency,
Federal Emergency Management Agency, National Aercnautics and
Space Administration, as well as such other Feder~l agencies as
the President may designate.

Title IX amends the Oil Spill Liability Trus% Fund and
increases from $500 million to $I billion the aI~ol~nt that can be
spent on any single oil spill incident, of which ro more than
$500 million may be spent on natural resource damage, assessments
and claims.

20. The Outer Continental Shelf ~and~J ~at (OCSLA, 14
USC § 1331 et seq.), as amended in 1.978 and 1985~ estabiishes
federal jurisdiction ow~r the mineral resources o~ the Outer
Continental Shelf (OCS) beyond 3 nm (5.6 ~n) of skore and gives
the Secretary of Inte:~:"i.or primary responsibility 1[or managing OCS
mineral exploration and development. The Secreta]:ySs
responsibility has been delegated, to the Minera[Ls Management
Service (MMS).

MMS is charged with supervising OCS oi£ op.~r~tions~
including approval of explorations, development an(~ production
plans and applicat, ions. for pipeline rights of way on the OCS.
Lessees are required to include ~n exploration, development and
production plans ~pecific information concerning emissions and
their potential impacts on coastal areas. Such al:thority
includes the enforcement of regulations made pu][sl:ant to the
OCSLA (30 CFR Parts 250 and 256) and the enforcement 
stipulations applicable to particular leases.

In unique or special areas, the MMS may impo,~e special lease
stipulations designed to protect specific geological and
biological phenomena. These stipulations may va~ among lease
sale tracts and sales°

In addition to [K:~I~ both the Army Co21~s of El gineers (COE)
and the US Coast ,Guard (USCG) have responsibility over OCS
mineral development to the extent, that such dew~Icpment affects
navigation (43 USC 1333’). COE is responsible for ensuring~
through a permit system, that OCS structures, inc3uding
pipelines, platform, s, drill ships and semi.-~ubmer~ibles do not
obstruct navigation. USCG assures that structure~ on the OCS are
properly marked and that safe working condition,,~ 6re maintained



onboard.

21. The Ports and Waterways Safety Act (PWSA, 33 USC 
1231 et seqo) as amended by the Port and Tanker Safety Act of
1978 (and the Oil Pollution Act of 1990), is designed to promote
navigation and vessel safety and the protection of the marine
environment. The PWSA applies both in state waters and the
waters beyond out to 200 nautical miles.

The PWSA authorizes the U.S. Coast Guard to construct,
operates maintain, improve or expand vessel traffic services and
control vessel traffic in ports, harbors, and other waters
subject to congested vessel traffic. The Oil Pollution Act of
1990 amends the PWSA to mandate that the USCG "require
appropriate vessels which operate in the area of a vessel traffic
service to utilize or comply with that service." The USCG, in
conjunction with the Canadian Coast Guard operates a Traffic
Separation Scheme (TSS) and a Vessel Traffic Service (VrS) in 
Strait of Juan de Fuca to service the tankers, barges, fishing
vessels and ferries.

In addition to vessel traffic control, the USCG regulates
other navigational and shipping activities. It has promulgated
numerous regulations relating to vessel design, construction, and
operation designed to minimize the likelihood of an accident and
reduce vessel source pollution.

The 1978 amendments of the PWSA establish a comprehensive
program for regulating the design, construction, operation,
equipping, and banning of all tankers using U.S. ports to
transfer oil and hazardous materials. These requirements are,
for the most part, in agreement with protocols (passed in 1978)
to the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution
from Ships, 1973, and the International Convention on Safety of
life at Sea s 1974.

The USCG is also vested with the primary responsibility for
maintaining boater safety, including the tasks of conducting
routine vessel inspections and coordinating rescue operations.

22. The Rivers and Harbors Aat (33 USC § 401 et seq.)
prohibits the unauthorized obstruction of navigable waters of the
United States. The construction of any structure or any
excavation or fill activity in the navigable waters of the U.S.
is prohibited without a permit from the COE. Section 13 (33 USC
§ 407) prohibits the discharge of refuse into navigable waters of
the U.So, but has been largely superseded by the (~A, discussed
above.

23. The Submerged Lands Aot (SLA, 43 USC § 1301 et
seq.) distributes between the states and the federal government
title to offshore lands and natural resources (including minerals
and all living resources). The Act grants to the states title
and ownership of the seabed from the coastline to 3 geographical
miles (nautical miles) offshore in the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans and to 3 marine leagues (approximately 10 miles) in the
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Gulf of Mexico° l!~tates thus have "the ri@ht and power to manage,
administer, lease, develop and use the said lands and natural
resources all in accordance with applicable state law..~" The
federal government retains the constitutional right "to regulate
or improve navigationA, [.and] to provide for flood control or the
production of power’...~ " within state waters

24~ The Wilderness Aot of 1964 (16 U~C §§ 1151-1136;
78 Stat. 890) directs the Secretary of the Interior to reviews
within ten years every roadless area of 5,000 acres or more and
every roadless island regardless of size within the National
Wildlife Refuge System and to reco~unend to the President the
suitability of each such area for formal preservation under a
special act of Congress.

The Wilderness Act stipulates that management of designated
areas should be such as to "leave them unimpaired for future use
and enjoyment as wilderness, and so as to provide for the
protection of these areas, ..." To this end., the Act generally
prohibits any construction of roads or facilities, logging, any
use of motorized vehicles, motorized equipment or motorboats.
The Act also provided for termination within designated
Wilderness areas of any new entry under the Mining Law of 1872
after December 31, 1983, although valid mineral rights existing
as of that date are maintained.

The Act’s definition states, in Part that ’~A wilderness, in
contrast with those areas where man and his own works dominate
the landscape, is hereby recognized as an area ~here the earth
and its community of life are untrammeled by man, where man
himself is a visitor who does not remain." Further, the
definition lists as one of an area’s attributes that it "has
outstanding opportunities for solitude or a primitive and
unconfined type of recreation." Wilde~cnes¢~ is the most
protective form of designation that can be applied to Federal
resource lands, given the prohibitions spelled out in the
authorizing Act. (Siehl, George. 1991. "Natural Resource Issues
in National Defense Programs. Congressiona3 Res;earch Service
Report for Congress. The Libraz ~] of Congress.)

B. Federal Agencies and Authorities

Io Arzmy Cc~z~s of EnglnE~ers (COE> must approve any
plans for development within naw[gable waters of t~e United
States. This authority was granted by the Rivers and Harbors Act:
of 1899 and was primarily intended to assure efficient and safe
commerce through the nation’s waters. The review process now
involves socio-.economic and enviror~ental impact reviews. The
Corps thus has authority over such activities as; dredging, ocean
dumping, offshore oil platform installation~ breakwater
construction, marina construction~ harbor development, ~arine
outfall installation, etc.

2. Coasta]~ States Organization <CSO) promotes the



interests of 35 coastal state and territorial governors in United
States coastal affairs.

3. Department of Commerce (DOe) regulates
international maritime trade through the sanctuary area.
However, the Department’s most direct influence in the marine
sector is through the activities of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). NOAA conducts oceanic and
atmospheric research and monitoring on behalf of the federal
government, charts the nation’s coastal waterways,, operates the
National Weather Service, manages fishery resources within the
nation’s 200-mile Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ), provides
expertise in marine pollution prevention and clean-up,
administers the federal Coastal Zone Management Program, and
enforces marine mammal and fishery protection laws. The National
Marine Fishery Service (NMFS) is the branch of NOAA responsible
for enforcing US fishery regulations and tracking the health and
population status of commercial fishery stocks. NMFS also
inspects seafood products and processing facilities for
compliance with health standards and enforces the Marine Mammal
Protection Act.

4. Department of Defense (~)D) conducts on-going
activities in the sanctuary area - primarily surface and air
military exercises. Some testing and underwater research is also
conducted in the area. DOD is exempt from certain regulatory
requirements due to national security reasons.

5. Department of the Interior (DOI) manages for the
federal government a significant amount of tidelands and coastal
uplands abutting the eastern sanctuary boundary. The National
Park Service manages federal coastal lands on the western Olympic
Peninsula and the US Fish and Wildlife Service manages all
coastal islands and rocks in the area. The Department has
complete police power over the lands of the Olympic National Park
and the Washington Islands National Wildlife Refuge.

In addition to the above lands, the Department manages all
submerged lands and mineral resources from 3 nautical miles
offshore to the edge of the continental shelf. The Minerals
Management Service has authority to lease federal offshore tracts
for oil exploration and development; however, the 1992
reauthorization of the Marine Protection, Research, and
Sanctuaries Act permanently banned all oil extraction activities
within the final boundaries of the sanctual~I.

6. Department of Transportation (DOT) regulates
occupational safety and health on commercial offshore structures.
Through the US Coast Guard, it responds to maritime emergencies,
inspects vessels, recommends shipping lanes and ~’areas to be
avoided" to the International Maritime Organization, and
officiates as on-scene coordinator for oil spills at sea. The
Coast Guard regulates and administers wessel licensing, maintains
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aids to navigation~ conducts maritime law enforcement, and
provides coastal defense to the nation. The Coa’~t Guard has
broad authority to enforce many laws withir~ the maline
environment, including wildlife protection.

7o Envi~i.’onmental Prote~tion Agency (l~l~) 
responsible for the control and abatement of pol[Lu%ion in the
categories of air, water., solid waste~ pesticides~ radiation, and
toxic substances. The Agency use~; a variety of re~earch~
monitoring, regulatory and enforcement activities i~o carry out
its mission. It has direct regulatory authority netionwide for
many aspects of waste treatment and disposal~ E]?A is the lead[
federal agency for implementing and enforcing the [rovisions of
the Clean Water Act and the Clean Air Act. The Agency has
authority over offshore dredge disposal, marine ~e%age outfalls,
point source effluent discharges, air pollution in nearshore
areas, and hazardous spills on land in the coastal zone.

8. Fede~r.al Aviation A~ninistration (FA/) has
authority over commercial and civil aviation matters in the
sanctuary area and regulates such factors as min!mtm flight
altitude and landing areas.

9. Fed~s~.al Maritime Co,~aission (FMC) r~gulates the
waterborne foreign and domestic offshore co~aerce c f the United
States, assures that United States international trade is open to
all nations on fair and equitable te1~s, and protects against
unauthorized, concerted activity i1~l the waterborne commerce of’
the United States. This is accomplished by maintaining
surveillance over ~steamship conferences and conuuon carriers by
water; assuring that only the rates on file with t~e Commission
are charged; reviewing agreements between person,~ Eubject to the
Shipping Act of 19:S4 and the Shipping Act of 1916; guaranteeing
equal treatment to shippersu carriers, and other p~rsons subject
to the shipping statutes;~ and ass uz~ing that adequate levels of’
financial responsibility are maintained for inde1~n:ification of
passengers.

I0. National Oceanic a~ Atm~sphe~r.i~ Ad~inlstnatlon
(NOAA) See Department of Commerce.

ii.
Interior.

National Park Servi~) (NPS) See D~p£rtment 

12. US ~Cloast Guard (USC<~II See Departm~n~ of
Transportation.

13. US ~Fish a;:1~ Wildlife Service (USFWS} See
Department of Interior~



IV. TRIBAL AUTHORITIES

A. Treaty of Neah Bay and the Treat~ of O1~ (1855)

The Stevens Treaties of 1855 include the Treaty of Neah Bay
(January 31, 1855. 12 Stat. 939) with the Makah Indians and the
Treaty of Olympia (July i~ 1855. 12 Stat. 971) whose signatories
include the Quinault, Quileute and Hoh Tribes. These treaties
secure for these coastal Indian tribes the right to fish and hunt
in their" usual and accustomed fishing grounds. The Treaty of
Neah Bay included the guaranteed right of the Makah to hunt and
collect whales in their usual and accustomed harvesting areas.
The Treaties also secure access to Tribal lands for Treaty
Tribes.

The usual and accustomed fishing areas were delineated by
the Boldt Decision in 1974 which concluded that indian tribes of
Puget Sound and coastal Washington have the right to an
opportunity to take up to 50 percent of the total number of
harvestable salmonidss as well as the right to regulate their own
fishers (United States v. Washin tg~, 384 F. Supp~ 312, 1974).
All of the Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary waters are
designated as Usual and Accustomed Fishing areas.

Aboriginal and treaty-secured rights can only be abrogated
if there is clear evidence that Congress actually considered both
the conflict between its intended action and Indian treaty rights
and chose to resolve the conflict by abrogating the treaty.
Regulations which restrict the exercise of treaty-secured hunting
and fishing rights are lawful only if they are "reasonable and
necessary" to "prevent demonstrable harm" to a harvested species
or stock (United States v. Washington, 384 F. Supp. 312~342, 415
(W.D.Wash. 1974) aff’d, 520 F.2d 676 (gth Cir. 1975) and are 
least restrictive alternative for achieving this purpose (United
States v. Washin tg~, 384 F. Supp. at 34:2.

V. INTERNATIONAL AUTHORITIES

A. The U.S.-Canada Pacific Salmon Interception Treat~
(Pacific Salmon Treaty)

The Pacific Salmon Treaty was signed on January 28, 1985 to
provide a means to manage, conserve and rebuild stocks of the
five species of salmon that inhabit coastal waters of Oregon,
Washington, Alaska and Canada. The puimary purpose of the Treaty
is to equitably address the problem of "interceptions"-- that
is, the harvest of one country’s salmon by foreign fishermen.
The Treaty requires the U.S. and Canada to prevent overfishing
and to provide for’ optimum production while ensuring that each
country receives compensation equal to the salmon originating in
its waters° The Treaty does not affect or modify existing
aboriginal rights established by treaty or Federal lawo
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The Treaty established the Pacific Salmon Commission as its
decision-making body. Implementing the Treaty in,~olves
international rule~, numerous parties and several compeg~ing
interests. The Co[~mi:ssion deals with five specie.~ of salmon,
three major commercial gear groups, plus sport anci Indian
fishermen. In addition, the Commission deals witl~ four
governments and various Indian tribes with a treaty right to a
share of the harvestable fish passing their tradi~I:ional fishing
grounds. The Co~mission itself does not regulate the salmon
fisheries, but prc~vides regulatory advice and recommendations to
the two countries~ ~ILrsuant to the Treaty, each ~,arty is
required to conduc~ joint research on migratory a~d exploitation
patterns and extent of interceptions. Further, t]~e parties must
share data on proposed enhancement programs~

B. The 1979 Protocol to the Halibut ~nven%ion of 1953

The International Pacific Halibut Co~Qission (IPHC) 
formerly the International Fisheries Commission (]FC) , was
established in 1923 by a Convention between Canad~ and the United
States for the prese~.ation of the Pacific halibut fishery of’ the
North Pacific Ocean and the Bering Sea. The Coz~mJssion~s
authority was gradually expanded and revised by s~ccesslve
Conventions: namely the 1930, 1937, and 1953 Con~entions. The
1953 Convention was amended by the Protocol of ~L9~9. In the
spring of 1982, the United States passed the necessary
legislation to give effect to the 1979 protocol ard to repeal the
previous enabling legislation; the amended Northeln Pacific
Halibut Act of 1937.

The Halibut Conw~ntion requires that the Commission allocate
halibut between U.S. and Canadian fisheriesj but ]’Ln not explicit
on domestic allocation~ The Commission assumed lJ[mited
allocative responsibilityr but made allocative decision~ only
after consulting with representatives of the nati¢~nal
governments. In I~387,, the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration determined that regional fishery management
councils should undertake allocating halibut among various
domestic user groups.

The Commissions jurisdiction is divided into statistical
areas or units dei[ineated by lines spaced 60 nautical miles
apart. The Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary lie~ in
subarea 2A. Allocation recommendations fox- area 2A are made to
the Secretary of Commerce by the Pacific Fishery Management
Council (PFMC) for treaty Indian fisheries and non-treaty sport
and commercial fisheries. Representatives of the tribes, the
states of Washington and Oregon, the U.S. goverr~ent, and the
IPHC participate in work groups to develop recommendations to the
Council. Council recomalendations pass through the IPHC for
approval. (Trumble, Robert et. al. 1991. "Evaluation of Pacific
Halibut Management for Regulatory Area 2A).~" Scientific Report
No. 74. InternatLiona]L Pacific Halibut Commission, Seattle
Washington).



C. Cooperative Vessel Traffic Manaqement ~rstem (CVTMS)

The Cooperative Vessel Traffic Management System (CVTMS) 
a maritime traffic control program jointly managed and operated
by the United States and Canada in the Strait of Juan de Fuca and
San Juan Island areas. The system is designed to enhance safe
and expeditious vessel traffic movement, to prevent groundings
and collisions, and to minimize risk of property damage and
pollution to the marine environment. It is operated by the US
Coast Guard and the Canadian Coast Guard. Vessel Traffic
Management Centers of the CVTMS monitor ship movements using
radar and radio equipment and issue directions and warnings to
control and supervise traffic.

The CVTMS area is divided into zones, each of which is
administered solely by the United States or Canada. The
appropriate Vessel Traffic Management Center administers, within
its zone, the regulations issued by both nations. Each set of
regulations applies only to the waters over which the issuing
nation has jurisdiction and each nation will enforce only its own
set of regulations. The United States regulations (33 CFR
161.200-.266) apply in the CVTMS area to i) each vessel of 
meters or more in length and 2) each vessel that is engaged in
towing alongside or astern, or in pushing ahead, one or more
vessels or objects, other than fishing gear (where the combined
length of the vessel and tow exceeds 44 meters, or the vessel or
tow individually exceeds 19 meters). Participation with CVTMS is
mandatory for most vessels.

A critical component of the system is the joint designation
by US and Canadian authorities of a vessel traffic separation
scheme to route inbound and outbound traffic. The vessel traffic
lanes are printed on both US and Canadian navigational charts.
The Vessel Traffic Management Centers can thus issue instructions
to keep traffic within the appropriate lanes and reduce
congestion and the risk of collision.

The CVTMS - through its use of regulation, vessel
surveillance, traffic control, and separation lanes - has been
quite successful in averting collisions and groundings. It also
contributes valuable assistance during emergency and search-and-
rescue operations.
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APPENDIX Kz MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN ASSISTANT
ADMINISTRATOR FOR FISHERIES AND ASSISTANT
ADMINISTRATOR FOR OCEAN SERVICES AND COASTAL ZO~
MANAGEMENT CONCERNING THE NATIONAL MARINE
SANCTUARY PROGRAM



Memorandum of undeEstandln_g__bJtweon Asslsta~t Ac~inlstr~tor for
Fisheries and ASSistant Admln____~Istrator for 0cean 8ervloes and
Coastal Zone Managgme___nn~_~ the National Marine Sanotuary
Proqram



Memorandum of Understanding

between

Assistant Administrator for Fisheries

and

Assistant Administrator for Ocean Services and
Coastal Zone Management

Concerning the National Marine Sanctuary Program

January 1992

William W. Fox, Jr.
Assistant Administrator- for

Fisheries

John J. Carey
Assistant Administrator

for Ocean Services and
Coastal Zone Management



AN AGREEMENT

INTRODUCTION

The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) and the National
Ocean Service (NOS) play important roles in the conservation 
the Nation’s living marine resources. The National Marine
Sanctuary Program (NMSP), administered by the Sanctuaries and
Reserves Division (SRD) of NOS, seeks to identify and conserve
areas of the marine environment of special national significance
due to their resource or human-use values through coordinated
management, research, and monitoring of these areas. NMFS
conducts research on living marine resources and their habitats,
seeks to protect marine habitats, and manages fisheries in
federal waters in collaboration with eight Regional Fishery
Management Councils ("Councils").

NMFS and NOS hereby agree to a process by which they can
collaborate in achieving the goals and objectives; of Title III
of the Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA),
the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act (MFCMA),
the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA), the Endangered Species
Act (ESA), and the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (FWCA).

A. NOS ROLE

In order to facilitate NMFS assistance, NOS agrees to do the
following in administering the National Marine Sanctuary
Program:

Notify and provide NMFS with the opportunity to comment
and/or concur at the following stages of the sanctuary
designation process:

a)
b)

c)

review of the Site Evaluation List (SEL);
selection of sites for elevation to Active
Candidate status;
development of draft and final environmental impact
statements and management plans, particularly with
respect to the following elements of these
documents:

i)

ii)

consideration of present and potential
activities affecting sanctuary resources;
evaluation of the adequacy of existing
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2)

3)

iii)

iv)

v)
vi)

management authorities ;
evaluation of the manageability of the area and
enforceability of managment mea~ures;
assessment of the negative impact of management
restrictions ;
preparation of the resource ass~-ssment report;
est:imation of enforcement costs

Cooperate with NMFS in the consideration <)f fisi~ing
regulations in proposed national marine s~nctuaries by
doing the foZLlowing:

a)

b)

c)

d)

Before elevation of a site to Active Candidate
status, consult with NMFS regarding the living
marine resources~ management measu:ces, and living
marine resource issues in the sanc~=u~.ry study area;
Upon elevation of a site to Active C6ndidate status,
request NMFS assistance in briefing the relevant
Fishery Management Council(s) rega]~dJng the site and
the :need[ for fishing regulations at the earliest
opportunit~y and on a continuing basis as required;
Request NMFS participation irl discussions regarding
living marine resource and habitat i~sues ~,Tith the
site and request that NMFS secure the participation
of a]=~pro]priate representation by the relevant
Fishery Management Council(s);
Provide a reasonable opportunity for comment and.
seek: NMFS concurrence in recommendatJ.ons to the
Secretary regarding findings, determinations, and
preparation of regulations as described in 16 U.S.C.
1434(a) (5).

Cooperate with NMFS in the consideratior of management
measures for species protected by the ~IPA and/or
the ESA ("protected species") in proposed o.ational marine
sanctuaries by doing the following:

a)

b)

c)

d)

Before elevation of a site to Active :andidate
status, consult with NMFS regarding pcotected
species, e:xisting management "measures, and protected[
species issues in the sanctuary study area;
Upon elevation of a site to Active Candidate status,
seek NMFS concurrence in proposing sa:~ctuary
manageme:nt measures for protected species;
Request NMFS participation in discuss tons on
protected species and habitat issues :_n the site;
Provide a reasonable opportunity for ,:omment and
seek concurrence from NMFS on Secreta:cial
decisions to list activities as subje,:t to
sanctuary regulatio:n that may also be subject
to regulation under the ~,[PA and/or ESA. NOS
will c:ooperate and seek concurrence f~:om NMFS in
the preparation of any regulations pe~:taining to



5)

4)

such activities.

In implementing sanctuary management plans, NOS will do
the following:

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Cooperate with NMFS in the preparation of emergency
response and contingency plans for national marine
sanctuaries as these plans affect living marine
resources and habitats of particular concern to
species managed under the MFCMA, MMPA and ESA;
Cooperate with NMFS in the evaluation of management
measures in existing national marine sanctuaries in
relation to the management of living marine
resources under the MFCMA, MMPA and ESA;
Cooperate with NMFS regarding amendments to the
lists of species under the ESA;
Review applications for permits issued under the
MMPA or ESA for activities that may also be subject
to prohibitions in national marine sanctuaries;
Grant, condition, or deny permission for proposed
activities in national marine sanctuaries under the
MPRSA in coordination with NMFS denial,
conditioning, or granting of requested permits under
the authority of the MMPA or ESA.

NMFS concurrence or disagreement with NOS recommendations
to the Under Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere
described in A(2) (d) and A(3) (d) shall be 
corresponding memoranda by the Assistant Administrator
for Fisheries.

The NOS transmittal memorandum shall attach any NMFS
concurrence or disagreement provided in accordance with
section 5 above. NOS shall indicate on the transmittal
memorandum a) the amount of time afforded to NMFS for
review and response, and b) where disagreement is
indicated, reference to an attaclhed statement of the
reasons therefor as provided by NMFS.

NOS will cooperate with NMFS in insuring that recovery
plans for species listed under the Endangered Species
Act, conservation plans under the Marine Mammal
Protection Act, fishery management plans, and sanctuary
management plans are mutually supportive to the greatest
extent possible.



3)

4)

B. NMFS ROLE

In carrying out its role, NMFS agrees to do the following:

i) Cooperate with and provide information ar~J
recommendations to NOS at the stages of t~e sanctuary
designation process identified in item A(1) 

2) Cooperate with NOS in the consideratior of fishing
regulations in proposed national marine s~nctuaries by
doing the following:

a)

b)

c)

d)

Before elevation of a site to Act.ire Candidate
status, provide NOS with information regarding :-he
living marine resources, managment m~-asures, and
living marine resource issues in the sanctuary study
area ;
Upon elevation of a site to Active C~ndidate status,
assist NOS in briefing the relevant ~ishery
Management Council(s) regarding the {ite and the
nee<] for fishing regulations at the .~arliest
opportunity and on a continuing basi:~ as required;
Participate in discussions regarding living marine
resource and habitat: issues with the site;
Consult with NOS on its recommendati~ms to the
Secretary regarding findings~ determ.nations, and
preparation of regulations as desc~-i])ed in 16 U.S.C.
143< (a) (5).

Cooperate with NOS in the conside:cation o~! management:
measures for species protected by the ESA and/or P~!PA
("protected species") occurring in propos,~d sanctuary
sites by doing the following:

a)

b)

c)

Before elevation of a site to Active Candidate
status, provide NOS with information regarding the
protected species~ existing managemert measures, and
protected species issues in the sanctuary study
area ;:
Participate in discussions with NOS ]:egarding
protected species and habitat: issues with the site;
If the Secretary decides to ].:[st as subject to
sanctuary regulation activities that may be subject
to regulation under the MMPA and/o~: }~SA, dooperate
with NOS in the preparation of any regulations
pertaining to such aci=ivities..

In assisting NOS in the implementation of sanctuary
management plans, NMFS shall do the fol]o~ing:

a) Coope.rat~;., with NOS in the preparation of emergency
response and contingency plans for national marine



5)

b)

c)

d)

e)

sanctuaries as these plans affect living marine
resources and habitats of particular concern to
species managed under the MFCMA, MMPA and ESA;
Cooperate with NOS in the evaluation of management
measures in existing national marine sanctuaries in
relation to the management of living marine
resources under the MFCMA, MMPA and ESA;
Consult with NOS regarding amendments to the lists
of species under the ESA;
Provide NOS with copies of applications for permits
issued under the ESA and MMPA for activities that
may occur in national marine sanctuaries;
Issue, condition, or deny requested ]permits under
the authority of the ESA or MMPA in coordination
with NOS denial, conditioning or granting permission
for proposed activities in national marine
sanctuaries under the MPRSA.

In cooperation with NOS, periodically brief the relevant
Fishery Management Councils regarding the national marine
sanctuary program.
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